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Thélème, // Cortegiano
la cour de François 1er
ISIDA

et

CREMONA

Dans

l'Introduction de son édition critique de L'Abbaye de Thélème}
Raoul Morçay propose, comme inspiration première de ce "plus charmant tableau de la Renaissance qui nous soit reste," le livre d'or du
XVIe siècle: // Libro del Cortegiano du comte Baldesar Castiglione. Le
rapprochement n'est pas nouveau: Heulard, cinquante ans plus tôt,
avait identifié Thélème à un "état de la maison du roi," maison établie
pour François 1er sur le modèle de la cour d'Urbin. On a également
pensé que les ambitions politiques de Jean Du Bellay n'auraient pas été
étrangères à l'édification de ce "hors-d'oeuvre" qui ne cesse d'intriguer
la critique.

A l'époque de Rabelais, Thélème prêtait déjà à ambiguïté. Mais, pour
une société atteinte dans son unité spirituelle, l'intérêt de l'épisode
réside, plutôt que dans les sources d'inspiration, dans les signes révélateurs d'engagement religieux: les uns verront ainsi dans Thélème une
profession de foi "luthérienne," aboutissement logique de l'antimonasticisme amorcé dans le Pantagruel,'^ les autres un hymne
naturaliste franchement anti-confessionnel.^ Au lendemain de l'affaire
des Placards, la polémique se saisit du texte et polarise les attitudes.
du roi, dans les circonstances, est à retenir: François 1er assure
du Gargantua de toute sa protection. 5
Née d'un intérêt renouvelé pour l'oeuvre de Rabelais durant ces

Celle

l'auteur

cinquante dernières années, l'étude des sources accorde à l'épisode de
Thélème une place de choix avec, au premier plan, la règle de vie des
thélémites, considérée la clef par excellence de l'insaisissable credo
philosophique et religieux de l'écrivain.
Quelques rapprochements se sont ainsi imposés avec les Utopies en
général^ et, en particulier, avec La Città del Sole de Campanella.'^ On a
également signalé les analogies avec tel ou tel autre penseur de l'Antiquité, avec Platon (Lenoble), avec Sénèque complété par Cicéron,^ avec
saint Paul et son thème de la liberté:
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the

Christian

Liberty

whose

praises

St.

Paul sings, as interpreted by

Luther or by Erasmus or by the humanist Evangehcals in generaL It is a
call to stand fast ... in the liberty wherewith Christ hath made us free, as
St. Paul urged in Galatians I, 1.^

Mais, pour

Erasme,

la

majorité des critiques, l'inspirateur privilégié demeure
du polémiste de l'Epicureus,^^ ou du "rationaliste"

qu'il s'agisse

du Second Hyperaspistes.
Publié contre Luther en 1527, cet ouvrage contient

le

passage que

Rabelais, à sa manière, aurait traduit:
Fateor in quibusdam ingeniis bene natis ac bene educatis minimum esse
Maxima proclivitatis pars est non ex natura, sed ex corrupta
institutione, ex improbo convictu, ex assuetudine peccandi, malitiaque
pravitatis.

voluntatis.^ ^

Castiglione lui-même, pour son Cortegiano,

aurait été tributaire des

enseignements d'Erasme contenus dans l'Institutio Principis Christiani,
publié en 1517.12
Récemment Larmat a fait à nouveau un rapprochement avec Castiglione
en relevant une parenté pédagogique évidente entre l'éducation conçue
pour les thélémites et celle que le gentilhomme d'Urbin avait définie
dans les trois premiers de ses quatre Dialogues, ^^ et il ajoute, à la suite
d'Heulard, qu'il pourrait bien s'agir d'une addition rédigée après le
premier séjour italien de Rabelais.
C'est à partir de ce foisonnement de données qui se chevauchent et
parfois se contredisent, sans cependant entrer dans le débat toujours
ouvert sur la date de pubhcation du Gargantua,^'^ que nous avons
entrepris d'approfondir la question des rapports entre l'Abbaye de

Thélème et le livre du Courtisan.
Le fameux traité du gentilhomme

se

présente

comme

le

compte

rendu dialogué d'un jeu de société. Réunis dans le salon de la duchesse
Elisabeth de Gonzague, les seigneurs, nobles dames, écrivains et prélats
qui furent effectivement avec Castiglione au service de la cour d'Urbin,
se proposent de dresser le portrait idéal du courtisan chrétien. A tour
de rôle, un locuteur est choisi qui apporte, sur un thème donné, sa
contribution à l'élaboration de ce portrait. Les auditeurs interviennent
pour nuancer l'exposé ou pour le contredire.
Les dialogues sont censés avoir eu lieu à l'époque du passage de
Jules II dans le duché (mars 1507), mais leur composition s'échelonne
en fait entre la fin du séjour de Castiglione à Urbin (1513-1514) et son
bref retour à la cour de Mantoue (1518). Toutefois, pour des raisons à
la fois littéraires et politiques, pendant les dix années qui séparent cette
date de celle de la publication, ^^ le manuscrit aurait été soumis à de
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nombreux remaniements de forme et de contenu. ^^ Ainsi, par suite de
mort, en 1525, du "promoteur" de l'oeuvre, un Messer Alfonso

la

le premier
de la version définitive.
Or, le texte intégral de ce premier Proemium, demeuré inédit jusqu'
en 1769,1^ met en lumière, derrière cet Arioste, le véritable promoteur
du traité qui n'est autre que François 1er lui-même. Castiglione l'évoque
per parte di un tanto Re più volte mi avete
à plusieurs reprises: ".

Ariosto,^^ l'exorde qui lui avait été dédié deviendra, abrégé,

chapitre

du Dialogue

I

.

richiesto ...

.

desiderio

il

commandamento

e

vertuose voglie
.".
obbedire saria grave fallo
principe ...

le

.

del

Re

di

cosî alto e virtuoso

Cristianissimo

al

quale

non

.

Le Proemium s'achève, comme d'usage,!^ par une fervente exhortapour la délivrance de Jérusalem:

tion à la croisade

Già parmi vedere quel tanto desiderate giorno che'l Cristianessimo, dopo
traversato tanti paesi, tanti mari e vinto tante barbare e strane
nazioni
giungerà ai confini di Jerusalem: quai félicita sarà che si possa
l'aver

.

.

.

agguagliare a quella?

Ce thème de la croisade sera repris et amplifié par Ottaviano Fregoso
dans le chapitre XXXVIII du quatrième Dialogue où François 1er,
nouvel Hercule, prendra sa place parmi les personnages légendaires qui
méritent la reconnaissance des hommes.
Mais au lendemain de Marignan, alors qu'il a en main la première
ébauche du traité,20 ce monarque de 22 ans, vigoureusement réaliste,
trouve un

programme

à la

mesure de

ses

ambitions dans

les

paroles de

luHan de' Medici:
Se la bona sorte vole che Monsignor d'Angolem come si spera succéda alla
corona, estimo che si, come la gloria dell' arme fiorisce e risplende in
Francia, cosî vi debba con

supremo ornamento

fiorir quella délie lettere.

(I,XLII)

La cour de France demeure, dans le premier Dialogue, le point
autour duquel s'organisent les interventions des dialogants,

privilégié

déplorent l'état d'ignorance de la noblesse, soit qu'ils tissent
éloges d'un roi déterminé à rehausser par l'excellence des lettres le
prestige de sa cour. Ces interventions qui, par les redites, acquièrent
soit qu'ils

les

l'insistance

d'un leitmotiv, ne surprennent pas puisque

les trois

apo-

logistes entretenaient à l'époque des relations familiales, politiques et

culturelles avec François 1er.

Ainsi, le jeune Iulian de' Medici, frère de Léon X, avait, en février
1515, épousé Philiberte de Savoie, soeur de la reine-mère. Ce lien ne
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dura que quelques mois; la mort prématurée du prince et sa "nobil
cortesia" sont évoquées par Castiglione dans le Proemium de l'édition
princeps de l'oeuvre.
En 1515, également, Ottaviano Fregoso, alors doge de la république
de Gênes, bouleverse les alliances en passant, avec sa ville, au service
de François 1er. La possession de Gênes, déterminante dans la victoire
de Marignan,2i continuera à jouer en faveur de la suprématie française
en Italie jusqu'à ce que la ville soit reprise par les Impériaux sept ans
revers qui semble annoncer le désastre de Pavie et le drame
plus tard
de l'exil. Moins fortuné que son protecteur, Fregoso mourra prisonnier
.

à

.

.

ce qui

Ischia,

come

démontre —

écrira plus tard

Castiglione

—

"clie la

sempre, cosi è ancor oggidi contraria alla virtù."
Mais le gentilhomme qui demeure en tout cohérent avec son personnage littéraire, celui qui eut avec François 1er les rapports les plus
fructueux, le seul qui survécut à la publication du Courtisan et à la
mort de son auteur un an plus tard, fut incontestablement le comte
Ludovico da Canossa. Le savoir — avait-il dit dans son exposé - est utile
et nécessaire à la dignité de l'homme; la noblesse française se trompe en
le jugeant incompatible avec la valeur miHtaire. Alexandre vénérait
Homère, Alcibiade s'inspirait des enseignements de Socrate; tous les
grands capitaines de l'Antiquité ont associé l'ornement des lettres à
l'éclat des armes. Ils savaient que l'action exceptionnelle est stimulée
par l'idée de la gloire et que *ia vera gloria [(é)]quella che si comfortuna,

menda

al

fa

sacro tesauro délie lettere"

(I,

XLIII).

Trente ans plus tard, Joachim Du Bellay donnera un lustre particulier
à ce thème pétrarquiste de l'immortalité par la gloire httéraire, "seule
échelle par les degrez de la quele les mortelz d'un pié léger montent au
ciel & se font compagnons des Dieux. "22 "Maintenant toutes discipHnes
sont restituées," exultera Gargantua et Etienne Dolet annoncera, non
sans une évidente passion polémique, en tête de la deuxième traduction
française du Courtisan,^^ la publication de quatre livres d'Epigrammes
affin

que

Roy

et

les Poètes Italiens qui viennent avec le Pape à ceste assemblée du
de Lempereur cognoissent qu'en France il y a des corps de vers
aussi bien qu'en aultre lieu.

Nous savons la part qui revient à Canossa dans cette réalisation,
depuis ses efforts pour attirer Erasme en France et la formation, à
Bayeux, d'un cénacle d'humanistes,^^ jusqu'à la fondation du Collège
de France, en passant par celle du collège des Jeunes Grecs à Milan. 25
Pendant les quelque quinze ans de son séjour, en collaboration avec une
poignée de gentilshommes éclairés de l'entourage du roi, avec Budé,
avec les Du Bellay, avec Lascaris, l'ancien courtisan d'Urbin ne cessa
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d'oeuvrer en faveur du grand projet de François 1er, projet que Norbert
Elias, dans un ouvrage récent, appelle la curialisation des guerriers. ^6
Nous ignorons la date et les circonstances de l'entrée de Rabelais au
service de Jean

Du

Bellay; rien n'indique, toutefois, qu'elle soit anté-

du

rieure à la publication

Pantagruel.

Il

est

même

probable que

les

bons

géants, ouverts à la nouvelle culture, ont constitué les seules lettres de

créance de l'écrivain auprès du représentant de François 1er. La composition du Gargantua, cette "soudaine incursion dans une histoire
antérieure à son héros,"^^ trouve son explication plausible à la lumière
de cette rencontre: l'histoire du père après celle du fils, même schéma,

même thématique, reprise, également en ce qui concerne les compagnons du héros - chaque création en a quatre qui se répondent; mais
entre une création et l'autre, un déplacement d'éclairage sur les problèmes du moment, "tant sur nostre religion, que aussi Testât politique
et vie oeconomique."28
Une étude de ces thèmes dans le Gargantua^^ fait ressortir l'intention
de Rabelais d'opposer la religion et la cité — symbole de la cour^^ —
non pas pour les subordonner l'une à l'autre, comme le voulait la
tradition scolastique, mais avec une revendication d'autonomie pour les
choses de la cité, revendication qui se fait jour dans l'éducation de
Gargantua et dans le programme de Thélème.
Mais si, au niveau de la pensée, Thélème s'inscrit avec cohérence dans
le reste du roman, il n'en reste pas moins vrai que l'épisode déborde du
canevas sur lequel est campé le reste du roman. Un esprit nouveau le
pénètre, esprit que l'on associe volontiers au premier séjour de Rabelais
à Rome. Le départ pour l'Italie se situe, comme on le sait, aux premiers

A

Du Bellay se trouvait encore à Londres,
au plus vite afin d'éviter que les foudres
papales ne tombent sur Henri VIII avant son arrivée:

jours de janvier 1534.

mais

il

Noël,

Rome

devait rejoindre

L'Evesque de Paris
encores qu'il fust Noel, & que l'hyver fust autant
extreme que iamais, n'estima sa peine à rien, veu le bien qu'il cognoissoit
pouvoir advenir de sa legation. Parquoy partit en telle diligence qu'il
arriva à Romme devant que chose eust esté exécutée contre ledit Roy
.

.

.

d'Angleterre.-^^

Nous pouvons raisonnablement accepter qu'à Rome, comme d'ailleurs
Turin plus tard, ^2 Rabelais rempHssait des fonctions de caractère
culturel. Dans une épître dédicatoire à Du Bellay, rédigée après son
retour en France, ^^ l'auteur non seulement exprime sa gratitude d'avoir
été mêlé "aux affaires" (rebus gerendis) mais, déployant toutes les
ressources d'une rhétorique de consolation, il s'étend longuement sur
l'intervention de l'évêque au consistoire:
à

6
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Quelle finesse dans les sentences, quelle subtilité dans la discussion, quelle
majesté dans les réponses, quelle vigueur dans la réfutation, quelle liberté
dans la parole! Votre diction était si pure que dans le Latium vous sembliez seul à parler latin, si grave aussi qu'elle joignait la civilité et l'agré-

ment

à une singulière dignité.

Rhétorique réparatrice aussi: la mission s'étant soldée par un échec,
l'encensement entre dans le jeu subtil de la propagande poUtique. Du
Bellay avait à la cour des adversaires puissants; l'épître, par delà
l'évéque, s'adresse au roi dont il faut s'assurer la bienveillance.
Thélème paraît répondre à ce même dessein. Vraisemblablement,
l'évéque ouvre ses dossiers à Rabelais, ^^^ et relit avec lui // Cortegiano.
L'intérêt s'est, de toute évidence, dirigé sur la partie "de commande"
du traité — la matière française du premier Dialogue — et sur la cour
d'Urbin qui, toujours dans le premier Dialogue, sert de cadre aux
débats. A l'intérieur de ces limites, nous nous proposons de montrer
que l'écrivain s'est approprié les données du Courtisan pour bâtir
sa citadelle.

Dans l'agencement du roman, l'épisode de Thélème parachève la
des prouesses du héros. Des antécédents parallèles, rappelés dans le
chapitre II du premier Dialogue, mènent à l'édification du palais de
Frédéric II à Urbin. Le duc fut "ai di suoi
lume délia Italia" et,
série

.

.

.

comme

Gargantua, il entreprit "espugnazioni de lochi inespugnabili," mit en fuite, avec une poignée d'hommes, "numerosi e validissimi eserciti"; enfin, ne fut jamais "perditore in battagHa alcuna."
A Urbin l'action se déroule dans un décor suggéré plutôt que décrit,
qui inspire pourtant, dans ses grandes lignes, le développement de
Thélème. Au coeur du pays le château: "il più bello che in tutta Itaha si
trovi"; tout autour: "ogni cosa che fa mestieri per lo vivere umano";à
l'intérieur: "vasi d'argento, apparamenti di camere di richissimi drappi
d'oro, di seta
una infinite di statue antiche di marmo e di bronzo,
pitture singolarissime, instrumenti musici d'ogni sorte"; et surtout les
bibliothèques avec "un gran numéro di eccellentissimi libri greci, latini
ed ebraici" (I, 2).
Ainsi à Thélème: "Ledict bastiment estoit cent foys plus magnificque
que n'est Bonivet, ne Chambourg, ne Chantilly" (LUI); tout autour:
"estoit un grand corps de maison ... en laquelle demouroient les
orfèvres, lapidaires, brodeurs, tailleurs ... et là oeuvroient chascun de
son mestier, et le tout pour les susdictz religieux" (LVI); à l'intérieur:
"pilliers de cassidoine et porphyre, à beaux ars d'antique
lictz de
broderie
miroirs de christallin, enchâssés en or fin, autour garnys de
perles" (LV); enfin les "belles grandes librairies, en Grec, Latin, Hebrieu,
Françoys, Tuscan et Hespaignol" (LUI).
tout

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Par contre, l'extravagance vestimentaire du courtisan français que
(II, 27) et que Rabelais se délectera à détailler (LVI),

Castiglione relève

ne trouve pas de correspondance à Urbin où l'habit sera sobre pour
honnête et gracieux pour la dame.

le

chevalier,

au sein de ces communautés privilégiées ne présente
A Urbin: "erano
tutte l'ore
del giorno divise in onorevoli e piacevoH esercizi cosi del corpo come
deir animo" (I, 4). A Thélème: on joue, on va "à l'esbat es champs,"
on organise des chasses — "lamais ne furent veuz chevaliers tant preux,
mieulx manians tous
tant gualans, tant dextres à pied et à cheval
bastons. lamais ne furent dames tant propres, tant mignonnes
plus
doctes ... à tout acte mulièbre honneste et libère" (LVII).
L'honneur, avec ses dérivés "honnête" et "honorable," s'inscrit
comme paradigme des occupations communautaires. Chez Rabelais le
terme ne va pas au-delà de son acception sociale: l'honneur est l'apanage
de la classe bien-née pour laquelle Thélème a été édifiée:

Le

pas,

train

non

de

vie

plus, de différence de fond.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Cy

entrez, vous, et bien soyez venus
Et parvenus, tous nobles chevaliers

Cy
En

entrez, vous,

dames de hault paraige

ce passaige est le séjour d'honneur.

L'inscription
lapidaires, les

aux portes de Thélème expose
termes d'un rapport nouveau entre

d'ailleurs,
le roi et la

en

phrases

noblesse:

Le hault Seigneur, qui du lieu fut donneur
Et guerdonneur, pour vous l'a ordonné,
Et pour frayer à tout prou or donné (LIV).

Fondée sur l'économie monétaire, sur
fief traditionnel, l'institution

le

apparaît bien

mécénat,

comme

la

et

non plus sur

le

projection idéale

de cette nouvelle cour que François 1er aspirait à réaliser depuis son
accession au pouvoir. La transformation du lien de solidarité féodale
en dépendance absolutiste explique l'impératif qui règle la conduite des
thélémites: "Ainsi l'avoit estabU Gargantua - Fay ce que vouldras."
François 1er veut attirer les nobles à sa cour en leur prodiguant l'or et
les plaisirs faciles pour qu'ils oublient leur ancienne indépendance de
grands barons féodaux. Une règle, donc, pour statuer qu'il n'y aura
point de règles avec, en appendice, deux subordonnées causales qui
postulent la nature à la fois humaine et sociale des élus: les thélémites
sont

des

hommes;

contraints,

ils

se

révolteraient:

"car nous entre-

8
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prenons tousjours choses défendues et convoitons ce qui nous est
dénié." Mais les thélémites sont aussi des nobles qui se conduiront
vertueusement en régime de liberté et de bien-être:
parce que gens libères, bien nez, bien instruits, conversons en compagnies
honnestes ont par nature un instinct et aiguillon qui tousiours les pousse à
faicts vertueux et retirés du vice lequel ils nommoient honneur. (LVII)

Isolée de son contexte, cette fameuse "règle de conduite" des thélémites reprend, pour le dire avec Montaigne, "un sujet noble et tracassé"
qui remonte à T Antiquité, ^^ nullement ignoré du Moyen Age français,^^
et qui jouit, depuis le XVe siècle, d'une fortune exceptionnelle.

Dans le Courtisan, le thème ouvre la série des exposés: "Voglio
adunque che questo nostro cortegiano sia nato nobile" (I, 14). L'impératif

de Canossa fait pendant à celui de Gargantua; il s'accompagne,
Thélème, d'une subordonnée de justification

comme pour
perché

bone

la

:

nobiltà è quasi una chiara lampa, che manifesta e fa veder l'opère

maie ed accende e sprona alla virtû
perché la natura in ogni
cosa ha insito quello occulto seme, che porge una certa forza e propriété
del suo principio a tutto quello che da esso dériva.
e le

.

.

.

Ainsi que l'avait remarqué Thuasne,^'^ la règle de

Thélème

est là, avec

son vocabulaire, sa syntaxe et son contexte. La substantification du
verbe "spronare" fournit l'image rabelaisienne de l'aiguillon qui sera
incorporée, au niveau de cette même citation, dans la traduction
française

du Courtisan. ^8

Psychologie et conscience de

la

tradition se conjuguent donc, dans

du monarque, pour assurer à Thélème un fonctionnement
harmonieux - "trop harmonieux - relèvera Glauser. 'Fay ce que
vouldras,' quand il est tempéré à ce point et dit avec une telle précision perd son sens."^^ Nous en connaissons les résultats:
l'esprit

Par ceste liberté entrèrent en louable émulation de faire tous ce que à un
ou quelqu'une disoit: "Beuvons," tous
beuvoient; si disoit: "Jouons," tous jouoient; si disoit: "Allons à l'esbat
es champs," tous y alloient. (LVII)
seul voyoient faire. Si quelqu'un

Ici encore Rabelais évoque, mais en le portant jusqu'à son ultime
conséquence, jusqu'à la parodie, le discours sur la conduite du courtisan
d'Urbin que Castiglione avait antéposé à la partie proprement dialoguée
de son traité:
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a ciscuno era licito parlare, sedere, scherzare e ridere con chi gli parea, ma
tanta era la riverenzia che si portava al voler délia Signora Duchessa, che la

medesima

liberté era di grandissimo freno. (I, 4)

L'apologiste de la politique de "curialisation" des nobles a pris soin
d'orner son abbaye de motifs français tels que les "figures exagone" des
bâtiments, les habits des thélémites, les "Evangéliques" de l'inscription,
annonciateurs de l'ouverture royale auprès des princes protestants.^^ A
la différence des ornements architecturaux et vestimentaires qui se
prolongent en descriptions très détaillées (LUI, LV, LVI), la référence
loin que le huitain et le sixain de
profane des Dialogues, d'où la religion
est totalement absente, se retrouve dans la vie de Thélème, la coiffe
dominicale des matrones de l'abbaye constituant plutôt un tribut à
la tradition vestimentaire qu'un motif de réflexion ou de pratique

aux Evangéliques ne va pas plus
l'inscription. Ainsi le caractère

religieuses.

Nous

relevons, en outre, dans l'établissement de la règle de vie des

le texte du Premier Dialogue en ce
qui concerne les justifications apportées à l'appui de la thèse de la
liberté. Il scinde la longue phrase de Castiglione et remplace la séquence
du comportement des roturiers, envisagée dans le traité en fonction de
leur non-appartenance à la classe noble,

thélémites, que Rabelais nuance

non scoprendo questo splendor di nobiltà l'opère degli ignobili, essi
mancano dello stimulo e del timoré di quella infamia, né par loro d'esser
obligati passar più avanti di quello che fatto abbiano
(I,

i

suoi antecessor!

14),

par une généralisation sur le comportement humain qui transcende les
barrières sociales. Des études récentes sur la Sciomachie^^ ont montré
qu'il s'agit là d'une pratique courante chez Rabelais dans son traitement
des sources.
Arrivé au terme de son projet, alors qu'après une décennie de vicissitudes, il contemple l'image prometteuse des aspirations et des enthous-

iasmes de la première heure, Castiglione accorde à ses critiques "(essere)
tanto difficile e quasi impossibile trovar un uomo cosi perfetto come io
voglio che sia il cortegiano.'"^^ Détaché désormais des contingences qui
l'avaient fait naître. Le Courtisan pourra servir de modèle idéal: celui
des gentilshommes qui s'en approchera le plus sera le plus parfait ....
D'une manière plus dramatique que son prédécesseur, Rabelais a bien
montré que l'abbaye portait, dans ses fondements même, les germes des
crises à venir.

Me GUI
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Changing Expressions of Charity
In Early

Modern France:

Some Hypotheses for a Rural Model*
DANIEL HICKEY

and of what charity implies underwent conbetween the 13th and 17th centuries. In the earlier
period the praise of poverty as the Christian ideal and the denunciation
of riches as the work of the devil is evident in everyday thought and
actions; the open reception of poor vagabonds at the family table,
voluntary contributions by the village community to nourish and

Concepts of

charity

siderable change

its more unfortunate families as well as the distribution of a
24th of the tithe to the needy are images which stand out in late Medieval studies. 1 On the other hand, the outlawing of beggars and vagabonds
and the creation of bureaucratic structures to oversee newly created
charitable establishments in the 16th and 17th centuries (the Aumônegénérale and the hôpitaux de la Charité in France, the hospitals, workhouses, poorhouses and Elizabethan Poor Laws in England) testify to
the breakdown of earlier forms of Christian charity and their replacement by institutions created by governments, by churches and more
and more frequently by rich benefactors.
In recent years the reasons for this change have been discussed by
W.K. Jordan, Michel Foucault, Marc Venard, Natalie Davis, William
Callahan and Jean-Pierre Gutton.^ Most of these authors note that the
problem of population growth in the 16th century rendered the older
forms of charity incapable of dealing with the larger and larger numbers
of poor. From there, two distinct phases appear in the evolution of
approaches toward charity. W.K. Jordan, Natalie Davis, Marc Venard
and William Callahan interpret the creation of the new charitable
structures as the work of enlightened Christian Humanism working

sustain
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within the deteriorating socio-economic conditions of the 16th century
to deal realistically with the sufferings of the poor. Callahan illustrates
this preoccupation by the lengthy debate in mid-1 6th century Spain
between Juan de Medina, a Benedictine monk, and De Soto, a Dominican. De Medina questioned whether it was desirable to continue the
practice of indiscriminate charity, which encouraged paupers to think
that they could live by alms and not by work. Instead he favored a
distinction between the "true" poor, deserving assistance, and the
"false" poor, who were capable of working to earn their livelihood.
De Soto replied for the traditionalists, that what mattered was the act
of charity which gave spiritual grace to its practitioners, and not the
social effects of the act. He continued, complaining that the removal
of the poor from the streets would deny the faithful of opportunities
to practice charity.^
It took some time for De Medina's ideas to be accepted in Spain, but
Jordan, Davis and Venard demonstrate that in France and England,
under the impetus of the Christian Humanist movement, preachers,
religious orders, town councils and wealthy citizens were actively
working, from the 1530s, to organize charitable structures which would
distinguish between "sturdy" and "sick" beggars (pauvres "valides"
and "invalides"); charitable services were thus organized for the sick
beggars and the sturdy beggars were encouraged and frequently forced
to go to work."^ The Humanists, in this earlier period, succeeded in
improving the efficiency of charitable structures despite the increasing
fear and scepticism which the poor had begun to evoke in the society

whole.
Foucault and Gutton have analysed the same movement toward the
organization of charitable structures, but over a longer period of time.
For them the 16th century movement led to the horrible "grand
renfermement" of the 17th century - the clearing of the city streets
and the herding of poor, orphans, beggars, vagabonds - "sturdy" and
"sick" - into the hospitals, workhouses, poorhouses, etc. For Foucault
"le grand renfermement" represents the triumph of the bourgeois and
capitalist notion of attaining a "normal" world in which the poor, sick,
retarded, handicapped, etc., would be eliminated from daily contact.
For the city of Lyon, Jean-Pierre Gutton has confirmed the general
tendency of the more philosophical Foucault argument, demonstrating
that the increasing bourgeois fear of the poor as a social danger and a
menace to public order resulted in the promotion of a series of increasingly restrictive measures to deal with them; from the Humanistinspired Aumône-générale of 1534, treated by Natalie Davis, they
proceeded in the early 1600s to the creation of various temporary

as a
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quarters to which undesirables could be committed and in 1622 public
and religious donations brought the opening of l'Hôpital de la Charité
in which 500-600 poor could be lodged. ^ At the same time city and
government legislation was enacted to forbid the entry of vagabonds

within the city walls, to turn away poor, unemployed, lazy inhabitants of Lyon who had not resided in the city for more than seven
years, to prohibit begging and to encourage citizens to report and turn
over any beggars to the Charité 7
In this paper I would like to explore a third element of the transition
in concepts of charity which will perhaps shed some light on the
reasons for this urban evolution - it concerns the changes which took
place in rural charity. Up to now most of the research done on this

problem has been concentrated upon the evolution of city welfare
organizations: the Humanist approach and the bourgeois-capitalist
explanation are based on research done in Lyon, Venice, Madrid,
Paris. Even Jordan, in his study of England, tends to concentrate upon
urban models of charity under the pretext that they represent the
change which was taking place. He is, of course, correct if one looks for
radical transition, intellectual conflicts and discussion or evolution in
the forms of charitable donation. Nevertheless, at the same time that
rural communities give the overwhelming impression of being unchanging, they do give evidence of a certain number of slow and incoherent
transformations which shed some light on the whole problem of evolving concepts of charity.

The rural model which I will be considering is based on data from the
south-eastern provinces of France, notably Dauphiné and Provence.
This area provides sufficient documentation on demographic evolution
and on the attitudes of rural communities with respect to their poor
population to permit a certain number of hypotheses to be drawn.

movement, the edicts and ordinances
pronouncements made during the 16th century give the
impression that the countryside is being emptied to the profit of the
cities. Edicts drafted by Francis I in 1545 and 1547 described the
multitude of poor who flocked to Paris from all corners of the kingdom. ^ In Grenoble in 1547, the procureur of the Dauphiné Estates
In terms of rural population

issued and the

claimed that because of the fiscal structures of the province, peasants
were deserting the countryside. ^ Certainly, the research done on the
evolution of charitable structures in urban areas during the 16th century
shows considerable migration from the countryside to the towns, i^ but
is it true that this population movement was, in fact, emptying the

5
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I

DEMOGRAPHIC EVOLUTION IN DflUPHINE AND PROVENCE
DAUPHINE

Briançonnais

Chateau-Dauphin
Champsaur

Inhabitants (based on
1339-77

1447-76

16,476

7,680

1,948

1,208

28,640

8,600

Viennois-la-Tour 39,848
Grésivaudan
71,028

20,788

Diois (12 villages)

4

inhabitants/feu)
1644

21,000

28,560
3,060

1698

6,412

1800
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to

what was the reaction of

increasing

rural welfare institutions

toward the

number of poor.

A reply to this question can be attempted from two different approaches: from a global perspective it can be based upon information
yielded by pastoral visits and certain aspects of contemporary legislation; from a more microscopic point of view, the existing archives of
certain 16th century hospices demonstrate the possibilities and limitaform of local assistance.
which are currently being analysed and coded for all
of France, present a brief, but useful, glimpse of the problems which
tions of one important

Pastoral

visits,

number of poor.i^ An
provided from the dossiers compiled
in 1644 by Jacques Leberon, Bishop of Die, as he made the rounds of
his parishes in the South-Western portion of Dauphiné.l^ Of the 150
parishes visited, information on poor relief is noted in 64 cases; generally they concern the 24th of the parish revenues which was to be distributed to the needy, but from time to time he mentioned the hospice,
hospitalier revenues, or the traditional distribution of alms by various
faced each parish in dealing with the increasing

excellent example of such visits

charitable

organizations.

It

is

is

possible

that

the

Diois

region where changes in poor relief were accelerated

represents

by the

a

effects of

the Civil Wars or by the influence of Calvinism, for nearly every village

contained a certain number of Huguenot families and in a good number
of localities they far outnumbered the Catholics. In any case, a certain
evolution is clearly apparent in the 64 cases cited by Leberon.
In only 19 villages was the 24th distributed in the traditional manner
whereby the parish priest, often assisted by the Village consuls and the
Seignior, supervised the harvest and its distribution; the amount attributed to the poor represented, in theory, a 24th of the tithe (dime)
payments received from the peasants. In 25 parishes the harvest and
distribution of the 24th had been taken out of the hands of the priest
and was controlled by the Village consuls, often assisted by the Seignior. It is also noteworthy that in a large number of these villages the
amount distributed to the poor had been reduced and they no longer
received a full 24th of the parish revenues. Finally, in 15 villages the
24th was no longer distributed at all; its revenues were used for such
diverse purposes as to repair the church, to pay the bell-ringer and to
pay a teacher who promised to educate the poor.
The same general tendency toward restricting services to the poor can
be seen in comments on the operations of rural hospices, hospitalier
groups and charitable societies. In numerous villages it was noted that
hospitals were in ruin and their lands fallow, at other times that hospital revenues were not distributed in alms or that the directors of the
institution refused the Bishop access to their financial statements. The
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pastor and the prior of the parishes of Sinard and Avigonet were called
before the bishop's court for having suspended the traditional distribution of bread to the poor from All Saints Day (Nov. 1) to the feast of
St. John the Baptist (June 24). These parishes possessed endowments
which had been given to them in order to finance such assistance and
the Bishop's report notes that the revenues from these holdings were
being used to pay for a gigantic feast for the village elite. i^

The same complaint about the misuse of charitable funds appears
over and over in 16th century legislation. In the Edict of Fontainbleau
of 1543, Francis I noted the widespread discontent over the management of hospital funds: the accusations of extortion, corruption and
payoffs. As a result, he ordered the baillis, sénéchaux and other judges
to oversee the administration of hospitals, hospices, maladeries, etc.,
with the power to replace any administrators who were abusing their
positions. 1^ The fact that such abuses continued to be widespread is
evident in the re-issuing of this edict ten times between
1579.17

From such sources it becomes
number of poor in rural villages,

clear

that

1544 and

despite the increasing

charitable services and assistance

The archives of I'Hotel-Dieu in the small town of
some insight into one of the types of services tradi-

generally declined.
Etoile provide

to the poor inhabitants of rural areas in the SouthEastern part of France. Etoile contained a chateau and a garrison: it

tionally offered

numbered \ 56 feux (around 624 inhabitants) in 1447 and had probably
doubled by the 1640s.i^ It was situated on one of the major land
routes which descended the left bank of the Rhône. Its hôpital dated
from the 13th century, although it received two considerable donations
in the 16th century. The Châtelain, the Count of Poitiers, donated 356
ecus in 1546 to endow 13 beds to receive the "pauvres malades" from
Valence, Livron and the surrounding area; and in 1564 Diane de
Poitiers, mistress of Henri II, who had been named Countess of Poitiers
and Chatelaine of Etoile, added 50 ecus to the endowment.!^ Thus,
although serving a distinctly rural area, the hospital in Etoile benefitted
from a financial situation infinitely superior to that of neighbouring
institutions.
In terms of its goals and functioning, however. Etoile seems typical
of the medieval approach toward charity which was practiced in numerous similar institutions. 20 It sought to provide indiscriminate aid to
the poor and its services were directed toward three different groups;
beds, food and care were provided for the sick poor, bread distributions
were organized in times of need for the village poor and alms were
distributed to anyone in need ("les pauvres passants").
In looking more closely at these three forms of aid, however, it

18
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clear that the need far out-distanced the ability of the hospice
to cope with the poor. Louis Tesserand, procureur for the hospice in
1603-04, kept ajournai of all expenses connected with treatment of the

becomes

sick or the distribution

of alms; he

listed

the places of origin and

professions of each beneficiary as well as the services dispensed to
them. This document shows that from 9 March 1603 to 28 August
1604 the hospice received requests for aid from 148 "pauvres. "21 jen

of them were lodged in the hospice for relatively short periods of time
and others received alms. In order to receive such welfare payments,
permanent residents of Etoile were required to present a written
attestation of their need signed by a local dignitary and 52 of the 148
demands were accompanied by these attestations. It is interesting to
note that among these local beneficiaries, over and above the sick poor
whose professions were not identified, there were 7 "gentilhommes
pauvres," 3 "pauvres marchands" and 2 soldiers from the garrison. ^2
The same social categories were present among the 96 poor "foreigners" who received alms: there were 16 soldiers, 5 merchants, 6 poor
gentlemen, 6 artisans and 8 pilgrims, priests or penitents. 2^ The presence of such a wide range of professions and social origins among the
recipients of charity at Etoile is typical of the traditional medieval
approach to welfare. Distinctions between sturdy beggars, sick beggars,
rich and poor were non-existent and the hospice was there to aid
anyone in need.
Under the weight of economic difficulties during the last part of the
16th century, demands upon welfare organizations increased at the
assistance became more and more Hmited. This was
apparent in Etoile where, of the 36 patients who were carried to the
hospice to receive care, only 13 were granted lodging. In all the other
cases the patient was given 2 sol and his bearer 2 sol with instructions
to transport him to the hospice in Livron, Beaumont, Valence, La
Vache or Vaison. Frequently the patient had already been directed to
Etoile from one of the other institutions, yet the procureur did not
hesitate to send him back on the road where the majority of such
individuals must have ended their lives.
Similar restrictions can be seen concerning the distributions of bread
in times of need. Frequently toward the end of winter, when the stocks
of grain were low and the price exorbitant, charitable organizations
supervised the distribution of bread to individuals listed on the village
poor rolls. Records of such bread lists for Etoile show a considerable
decline in the number of beneficiaries after 1574 (see Table). 24
This sharp drop in bread distribution probably resulted from two
factors, a considerable number of deaths among the poor, and a reduc-

same time that
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Number of poor listed on the bread distribution list of
l'Hôpital de l'Etoile.
Year

/

1
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Some of the difficulties encountered by charitable institutions (corrupt
administrations, lack of clear goals, lack of supervision and insufficient
funds) were to be partially remedied by the change in attitudes caused
by the administrative and pastoral reforms of the Catholic Reformation. ^^ But the only long-term solutions for the increasing numbers of
rural poor were mortality or emigration. From the 17th to the 18th
centuries, numerous studies demonstrate that high levels of mortahty
were the fate reserved to the countryside and in the 19th century began
^^
the massive emigrations toward the urban centers.
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Pour une approche idéologique
des Essais de Montaigne*
ANDRÉ BERTHIAUME

pour l'ostentation;
un peu, pour m assagir; à cette
." (807).
heure, pour m'esbatre
"J'estudiay, jeune,

depuis,

.

.

Une

approche idéologique des Essais de Montaigne, entreprise sans
dogmatiques, peut certainement conduire à une meilleure
connaissance de l'oeuvre. Le sujet ne manque pas d'intérêt mais présente, on s'en doute, de très nombreuses difficultés d'ordre théorique et
méthodologique.
Nous ne pouvons ici nous engager dans une longue discussion sur la
nature de l'idéologique ou sur ses modes d'inscription dans un texte
littéraire. Rappelons tout de même la définition que Louis Althusser
donne de l'idéologie: "un système (possédant sa logique et sa rigueur
propres) de représentations (images, mythes, idées ou concepts selon
les cas) doués d'une existence et d'un rôle historique au sein d'une
société donnée. "1 Cette définition est suffisamment large pour nous
permettre de recourir au besoin à d'autres points de vue.
En étudiant dans quel milieu social se développe une "vision du
monde," l'apport de Lucien Goldmann est précieux, malgré le purgatoire où on le relègue depuis quelque temps. Claude Prévost, fidèle à
la pensée de Lénine, voit dans l'idéologie un inconscient culturel^ et
conclut finement que l'oeuvre est le lieu de rassemblement de plusieurs
idéologies ou fragments d'idéologie issues de diverses classes.^ France
Vernier étudie les codes dominants, à une époque donnée, de lecture/
écriture et détermine le rapport de ces normes avec les intérêts des
classes dominantes.^ Renée Balibar et Pierre Macherey soulignent les
contradictions que cachent la langue soi-disant commune et l'école.^
Eliseo Veron voit dans l'idéologique un ensemble de règles de production, une compétence sociale, et insiste sur le lien qui relie les discours
à leurs conditions de production.
oeillères

*

Communication donnée
d'études de

la

le 27 mai 1977 lors d'une séance de travail de la Société canadienne
Renaissance à l'Université du Nouveau-Brunswick, Fredericton.
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C'est à l'aide de ces travaux

que

je présenterai

un survol d'éléments

de Montaigne. Je
idéologiques pouvant
poserai des questions plutôt que je n'apporterai des réponses, respectant
ainsi d'une part les hésitations actuelles de la recherche idéologique,
d'autre part le caractère disons ondoyant de l'essai montanien.
Incidemment, Montaigne a lui-même défini l'idéologie d'une façon
qui n'aurait peut-être pas déplu au jeune Marx: "Chaque science a ses
principes présupposez par où le jugement humain est bridé de toutes
éclairer notre lecture des Essais

Raymond Sebond" (II, 12)7
éléments pré-textuels qui ont pu influer sur la
structure et la thématique des Essais. On connaît les faits: en 1570, le
seigneur campagnard Michel de Montaigne vend sa charge de conseiller
au parlement de Bordeaux pour Ure et écrire. Bien que l'épée soit
encore plus prestigieuse que la plume, Montaigne préfère celle-ci à
celle-là, qu'avait longtemps maniée son père en Italie. La vente de la
charge est un acte économico-social qui précède ce qu'il est convenu
d'appeler la retraite, toute relative qu'elle fut.^ Montaigne entend
soustraire un lieu, la fameuse tour, "à la communauté conjugale, fiUale,
parts," lit-on dans "l'Apologie de

Commençons

civile" (807).

Il

par

les

donne

à sa retraite

"dans

le

sein des doctes vierges"

un

caractère solennel avec les inscriptions latines et les sentences gravées.

Pourquoi

Montaigne

choisit-il

l'écriture?

Comment

s'insère

cette

milieux idéologiques de l'époque? Quels types de
conflits Montaigne résout-il par l'écriture?
On s'interroge encore sur les motivations profondes de cette retraite
qu'Hugo Friedrich trouve "insohte."^ On a jusqu'ici insisté sur les
motifs d'ordre culturel, affectif ou politique. Friedrich souligne
l'exemple qu'offrait la tradition antique. ^^ Pierre Villey, pour sa part,
signale "le goût des loisirs studieux" :ii explication valable dont le seul
tort est d'être simple. Son éducation très surveillée, son séjour au
réputé collège de Guyenne, "le premier en province à réaliser le programme de l'humanisme, "12 ses études de droit à Toulouse, ses
échanges avec les membres du Parlement, notamment Etienne de La
Boétie, sa traduction de la Théologie naturelle de Raymond Sebond,
autant d'expériences qui ont sans doute orienté Montaigne vers Votium

pratique dans

les

littéraire.

Michel Butor évoque le vide créé par la mort prématurée de son ami
La Boétie, poète, traducteur, essayiste, qu'une épidémie de dysenteriei^
emporta en août 1563: une inscription latine n'indique-t-elle pas que
Montaigne a voulu par sa retraite "consacrer le souvenir [d'un] mutuel
amour"?
Villey insiste sur la déception politique. Montaigne n'aurait pu
envisager quelque avancement que ce soit parmi les magistrats, à cause
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de la double présence de son beau-père et de son beau-frère dans les
hautes sphères de la magistrature bordelaise. i^ Montaigne aurait donc
été empêché de suivre l'habituel "processus de promotion sociale des
lignages bourgeois. "^^

Quoi

qu'il

en

soit,

éditeurs, traducteurs, philologues mettent à la

disposition des esprits curieux

ou déçus un

texte

moins enluminé mais

débarrassé de ses gloses, plus conforme à l'original. Ce sont les livres qui
ont appris à Montaigne à "embesongner [son] jugement" (797). Loin

de "l'agitation des cours" où il reconnaît avoir "passé partie de la vie"
(801), entouré de ses quelque mille livres, Montaigne peut tout remettre
en question.
Dans quelle mesure la diffusion accrue du livre, la multiplication des
bibliothèques privées, notamment parmi les gens de robe, ont-elles pu
contribuer à la retraite solitaire? "Durant la première partie du XVIe
siècle, écrivent Febvre et Martin, l'imprimerie rend accessible à un vaste
pubHc, dans toute l'Europe, l'antiquité latine, puis la grecque et, dans
une certaine mesure également — l'hébraïque. "^^ On sait avec quelle
ardeur Montaigne fit l'éloge des livres: "la meilleure munition que j'aye
trouvé à cet humain voyage" (806). Munition, consolation "en la
vieillesse et en la sohtude" (805). On aimerait avoir plus de détails sur
les rapports que Montaigne entretint avec le circuit de la production
littéraire,

notamment

avec ses éditeurs bordelais et parisiens:

Simon

1512 à 1623, eut le monopole de l'imprimerie à
Bordeaux";!'^ Jean Richer, Abel l'Angelier.
Que la vie intellectuelle dépende dans une certaine mesure de la vie
matérielle, personne ne songerait à le nier.i^ Or il est un fait simple
mais fondamental sur lequel les biographes passent rapidement: l'aisance
matérielle de Montaigne. Il la doit à ces antécédents bourgeois: son
arrière-grand-père, Ramon Eyquem, avait acheté la terre de Montaigne
en 1477, sept ans après que Louis XI eut déclaré nobles les possesseurs
de fiefs. Le premier à changer son nom,i^ Michel Eyquem avait les
moyens financiers d'"être à soy" (807). Il souligne lui-même sans fausse
honte que les "commoditez essentielles" lui sont assurées (799). Ce
n'était pas le cas de tous les seigneurs campagnard s. ^^ Dans le volume
IV de VHistoire de Bordeaux publiée sous la direction de Robert
Boutruche, on peut lire que Montaigne "laissa une succession évaluée
à 60,000 livres en capital et à 6,000 livres de revenu. Une centaine
d'hommes travaillait pour lui la terre. De Ramon Eyquem à l'auteur
Millanges qui, "de

des Essais, trois générations avaient produit cette fortune et ce loisir,
cet otium cum dignitate, privilège de la noblesse, "qui est de condition
oisifve, et ne vit, comme on dit, que de ses rentes. "^i Villey a bien
raison de voir en Montaigne "un grand seigneur, riche, et maître absolu
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de tout son temps."22 En 1590, il peut écrire à Henri IV: "Je suis Sire
aussy riche que je me souhaite" (1400).
Abordant le texte même, un double choix hautement idéologique
s'impose à nous: celui de la langue, celui du genre.
Quel contraste entre la pompe des inscriptions latines et la modestie
de l'avis au lecteur écrit en langue vulgaire, en 1580, neuf ans plus tard!
Or n'est-ce-pas un réflexe de gentilhomme qui paradoxalement amène
Montaigne à choisir la langue commune? Le métier de "faiseur de
livres" n'est pas bien vu de la noblesse. Il faut voir comment, dans son
avis au lecteur, Montaigne prend ses distances à l'égard des canons
dominants de l'utilité et de la gloire: il renonce au service du lecteur et
à la faveur du monde, Hmite son audience aux "parents et amis" provincaiux.23
Il

fait

aussi profession de

mande un

naturel:

certain type de discours,

le

le

"sujet frivole et vain"

style bas,

"comique

com-

et privé"

La "façon simple, naturelle et ordinaire" s'impose pour que
Le signifiant doit refléter le signifié,
ce qui évoque une idéologie sur laquelle nous reviendrons.
On sait que Montaigne choisit d'écrire son oeuvre en français, malgré
les faiblesses qu'il lui trouve (voir l'essai "De la vanité"). Notre "déraciné linguistique"^^ opte pour la langue du roi, de la cour et du
Parlement. Ce choix s'accorde avec le puissant mouvement de centralisation poHtique marqué depuis trente ans par les fameuses Ordonnances
de Villers-Cotterets qui consacrèrent en Bordelais un état de fait.^^
Derrière le choix linguistique de Montaigne, on peut donc deviner un
parti pris national mais aussi une réaction de classe — ou de caste.
La langue vulgaire qui se développe en contrepoint de la langue
savante, ecclésiastique et universitaire est elle-même grosse de contradictions. Selon Jacques Morel, la prose de Montaigne allie le style
austère et rythmé des juristes aux pointes gasconnes, un peu à la manière
"libre" des Brantôme, Monluc, La Noue, manière qui "témoigne d'un
(246). 24

l'autoportrait soit ressemblant.

dire tout à la fois aristocratique et populaire, "27 parole élevée au rang

de langue Httéraire.
Dans Structures

dans

l'essai

mentales et création culturelle,

"une interrogation

susceptible de répondre. "28

Goldmann

voit

aucun savoir n'est encore
en effet un ensemble de ques-

à laquelle

L'essai est

tions qui s'opposent au savoir ancien, lequel éclate sous la pression des

découvertes philologiques, techniques, géographiques. La quête de
l'essai implique une enquête et une écriture, d'où son rythme discontinu, sa forme inachevée, à l'image de la vie qui, selon Montaigne,
est

"un mouvement

inégal, irrégulier et

ajoute que l'essai témoigne de
valeurs

traditionnelles

la

mais en

multiforme" (796). Goldmann

nécessité d'une mise en question des

même temps

de l'impossibihté "de
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donner une réponse aux problèmes qu'elle soulève. "^9
tension entre

le

C'est cette
nécessaire et l'impossible qui est à la source de l'en-

quête de Montaigne.
On ne s'attardera pas

sur les origines d'un genre que Montaigne a
Le sujet a été traité par Villey, Atkinson,
Friedrich, Telle, de Feytaud et d'autres. Friedrich voit dans l'essai
montanien l'expression d'une époque saturée de culture et de "découvertes"; "[l'essai] est le produit d'une haute et tardive époque de la
culture, qui a appris à se regarder d'un oeil critique: aucun primitif ne
comprendrait l'essai, aucun n'en écrirait. "^^ Voilà évoquée la question
combien délicate des rapports entre une époque et un genre. On connaît
les thèses qui circulent et s'affrontent concernant l'émergence et le
développement de l'épopée ou du roman. ^i Comment établir de façon
adéquate des relations entre telle forme d'écriture et telle formation

orienté

ici

définitivement.

sociale?

Abordons la structure du discours montanien en nous inspirant de
Jean-Yves Pouilloux qui voit dans une perspective synchronique le
chevauchement de trois discours. Ne discutons pas la pertinence magique
du triple, voyons plutôt la nature de ces discours.
D'abord le discours commun, humaniste, culturellement dominant,
celui que privilégieront Charron et Pasquier, axé sur la recherche de la
vérité d'une opinion. "Ce qu'il s'agit d'apprendre (par le florilège) et
de vérifier (par le commentaire), indique Pouilloux, c'est la vérité sur
un sujet donné. "32 Montaigne accumule exempla, citations, adages,
leçons, images, arguments pro et contra, suivant une "logique binaire
dont le propre, écrit Jean Paris, est d'interdire tout accès à la conclusion. "^3 L'enquête conduit donc à une impasse, "l'addition [des]
sens contraires produit un résultat nul."^^
La citation latine est la preuve culturelle que Montaigne voit juste.
L'héritage antique idéalisé sert de référence pour critiquer le présent.
C'est un réservoir de maximes, de notations psychologiques, de bons
mots, de "beautés"; un bréviaire, un code.
Ici se pose le problème de la fonction idéologique de la citation.
Ce premier discours présente une intertextuaUté très forte que certains

A propos de l'évolution du récit
Beaujour parle d'une "culture qui ne parvient ici
qu'après s'être dévoyée dans un ailleurs sacralisé. "^5 Citation aliénante?
En définitive, cette question est peut-être un peu vaine dans la mesure
où il faut bien naître de quelqu'un ou de quelque chose. Il demeure
tout de même que ce type de discours qui accumule les preuves culturelles marque bien l'importance de la référence dans le système des
valeurs humanistes.
Intervient avec la coupure de "l'Apologie de Raymond Sebond" le
n'hésitent pas à qualifier d'aliénée.

rabelaisien, Michel

28
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le discours, méta-discours.
Surtout après 1588, selon Pouilloux, et avec une impitoyable logique,
Montaigne dénonce les fondements épistémologiques de toute con-

deuxième discours: analytique. Discours sur

naissance.

La

vérité est inaccessible, la raison

un

outil imparfait.

"Au

de religion montra la limite des
idéologies rivales, note Hélène Védrine, Montaigne prend ses distances
vis-à-vis de l'héroïsme de l'engagement."^^ Montaigne est réduit au rôle
de contemplateur: il se contente d'enregistrer le désordre non seulement de la nature mais aussi de la culture. Traditions, coutumes, lois
sont arbitraires. Après Rabelais qui l'aurait pressenti en tant que conteur, Montaine découvre l'arbitraire du signe. Le spectacle des diversités
et des infamies incite au conservatisme (vu le désordre, autant s'en tenir
au statu quo) et renvoie le spectateur à lui-même. ^'^ Le dernier mot de
la quête montanienne, le chiffre magique, c'est soi. C'est la description
de soi qui va donner une nouvelle légitimité à l'acte d 'écrire. ^^
Ainsi, après la rupture, une nouvelle couture: moi/l'essai. Montaigne
prétend que son livre est miroir fidèle du mouvement de sa conscience;
il
est revendiqué comme élément identique au locuteur. "Icy nous
allons conformément et tout d'un trein, mon livre et moy" (793). "Si
vous aimez mes essais, dit-il à Henri HI, vous m'aimez." Après avoir
dénoncé le caractère conventionnel du contrat social, Montaigne
propose, mais avec quelle distance humoristique, une théorie du signe

moment où

l'horreur des guerres

qui renvoie à l'idéologie réaliste.
Et nous voilà au troisième discours, celui du je et du jeu, que
Pouilloux qualifie de rieur. Montaigne s'adonne à une description de soi
d'autant plus complaisante qu'il est microcosme de toute l'humaine
condition. Un je laïc, déculpabilisé, parle dans la langue de la vie
matérielle. On pourrait d'ailleur analyser les différentes fonctions de ce

en s'inspirant des recherches de Gérard Genette sur le discours
distinguant un je scripteur, narrateur, moqueur, aphoriste,
conservateur, poète, engagé, etc. Il nous apparaîtra alors avec toutes ses
facettes, sa richesse, sa polyphonie: paradoxal, masqué, singulier. En

je

narratif, 3^

somme,
Car

littéraire.

le

repli

mots."^ La

sur soi s'accompagne d'un "reph sur les

diversion suprême est celle qui

souvent des boutades de
certaines finesses verbales,

mon

mène aux jeux de mots:
esprit,

dequoy

je

desquelles je

secoue

"je hasarde

deffie, (c) et

les oreilles; (b)

les laisse

courir à l'aventure" (943). "Si quelqu'un

avillir les

muses de

sçait pas,

comme moy, combien

s'en servir

me
me

diet

mais

que

seulement de jouet et de passetemps,
vaut

le plaisir, le

jeu et

le

je

c'est
il

ne

passe-temps.

A peine que je ne die toute autre fin estre ridicule" (807). Toutes les
questions, les contradictions trouvent leur réponse, leur exutoire, dans
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de Montaigne accumule exempla, maximes,'*!
l'humour,^ autant d'éléments qui signalent un plaisir du texte plutôt qu'une conquête de la
connaissance. La forme "libre" témoigne de l'absence de solution
et du plaisir qu'on y trouve. On comprend alors que Montaigne ne
retranche pas - le plaisir est dans la redondance — et Pouilloux aurait
pu signaler la présence d'un discours englobant, totalitaire, tout bonnel'écriture littéraire. L'essai

images,42 fraye avec

le

possible,^^ l'insolite,

.

ment

.

.

littéraire.

Montaigne

montre une grande

en

connaissant ses
méfiant de Vextrême et de Vestrange comme de la peste, en accord avec la nature qui
se situe dans le juste milieu. Une foi en sa propre nature qui exclut le
repentir, la préoccupation du salut et de l'au-delà: "J'ay mes loix et ma
court pour juger de moy, et m'y adresse plus qu'ailleurs" (p. 785).
Montaigne est particulièrement conscient qu'il doit miser sur sa propre
individualité: "les autres s'estudient à eslancer et guinder leur esprit:
moy, à le baisser et coucher" (799). C'est déjà le "moi seul" de Rousseau. La mise à l'épreuve du jugement, dans les Essais, conduit en
définitive à l'acceptation et à l'exaltation de soi: "ma profession ... est
de m'establir et contenir tout en moy" (p. 793).
Dans quelle formation sociale s'est développé ce système de valeurs?
En quoi la vision montanienne du monde correspond-elle à l'expression
d'un groupe social? Existe-t-il un rapport entre le capitaUsme naissant et
la promotion du moi dans les Essais'} Cette oeuvre répondait-elle à
l'attente d'un certain milieu pas encore conscient de son pouvoir?
Assiste-t-on avec Montaigne à la naissance d'un esprit, d'une idéologie?
Lucien Goldmann, qui voit dans V Encyclopédie une expression achevée
de la bourgeoisie, a-t-il raison de voir dans l'essai montanien un antéfoi

l'individu

possibilités et ses limites, maîtrisant ses passions, se

cédant?45

Y

homologie entre le je montanien qui s'essaie et l'esprit capiNotons d'abord avec Jean Delumeau et Pierre Jeannin l'absence

a-t-il

taliste?

de conscience de classe chez
social intermédiaire qui
.

.

.,

ses

artistes

formateurs
définir

comme

même, "^^
Delumeau
du XVIIe
Il

dans

les

d'une
ainsi

situe

donne

les

bourgeois de l'époque:

plus prestigieux

trempe

"Un

milieu

alors à l'Europe ses meilleurs écrivains
.

.

.,

exceptionnelle

des découvreurs
ne parvient
.,
.

.

.

.

.,

des

ré-

pas à se

qu'un désir: celui de ne pas rester luique le montrent les propres parents de notre auteur.
le début de la conscience de classe bourgeoise à la fin

classe et n'eut

siècle.47

n'en demeure pas moins que la mentalité capitaliste se développe
la dernière période de la Renaissance avec l'accentuation de la

division capital-travail^^ et

que

le

processus devant conduire au triomphe
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du capitalisme est déjà entré en action."^^ A Bordeaux même, on passe
du "commerce routinier que pratiquait jadis le marchand gascon" à
*'un type et des méthodes d'affaires capitalistes," "avec la circulation des
lettres de change, des effets de commerce, de la correspondance commerciale, qui échappent à l'emprise des notaires et de leur seing
manuel. "50 Dans Naissance et affirmation de la Réforme, Delumeau a
la thèse marxiste suivant laquelle la Réforme aurait été la
manifestation extérieure d'une révolution strictement économique et
Est-ce que Montaigne, pour sa part, ne participe pas
capitaliste. 51

contesté

objectivement à la structuration d'une nouvelle classe, à la promotion
d'un nouvel idéal terrestre par son individualisme, son laïcisme, son
esprit pratique et son conservatisme?^^ Ou bien se trouve-t-il à consolider une vision du monde aristocratique, celle des bien nés? Il se dissocie
en tout cas de la mentalité capitaliste par son indifférence apparente à
l'égard des affaires et son refus de l'histoire: "Scepticisme certes, note
Hélène Védrine, mais aussi refus de l'aventure de l'humanité. "^^
Il faudrait encore évoquer le parallélisme entre "le développement de
l'art du portrait au XVe et au XVIe siècle et l'affirmation des personnalités individuelles dans la vie quotidienne. "^"^ Il semble bien que les
arts et les lettres soient venus confirmer la transformation lente mais
inéluctable des rapports de production.
Un texte existe aussi - peut-être surtout - par ses lectures. La
fortune idéologique des Essais de Montaigne présente un intérêt particulier à cause de sa durée et de sa diversité. ^5
Avec son sens critique doublé du respect de l'ordre, son éthique du
juste milieu, de la modération, l'exaltation du statu quo et la diversion
absolue dans la littérature, Montaigne aurait-il mis en place un prototype de discours que l'on pourrait qualifier de bourgeois? La typologie
de ce type de discours reste évidemment à faire. Mais on peut indiquer
que la tradition scolaire a toujours tenté d'embourgeoiser Montaigne,
souvent au prix de distorsions, en négligeant les circonstances historiques
et en niant le désordre inhérent aux Essais. L'oeuvre a en effet toujours
souffert d'une mise en ordre, depuis Pasquier et Charron jusqu'à
Lablénie et les manuels scolaires.
On peut voir dans l'oeuvre de Montaigne la manifestation superstructurelle d'une mutation qui a des racines techniques, sociales,
économiques. Les Essais impliquent une série de choix à interpréter à
la lumière de la théorie idéologique. Ce qui précède montre bien la
complexité du sujet. On peut voir dans les Essais un carrefour d'idéologies structurantes: humaniste, linguistique, nationale, conservatrice,
qui sont du côté du pouvoir: une foi, une loi, un roi, une langue. Mais
l'idéologie du je, que bouderont les classiques, aura une longue fortune

1
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la libre expression du moi en quête d'un bonheur tout
dans une forme souple qui fusionne genres et niveaux de
langue, les Essais paraissent en avance sur leur temps. Avec Montaigne,
nous assistons à la promotion de la liberté individuelle - avec ses
contradictions. Là peut-être réside la portée "révolutionnaire" du
message.

bourgeoise. Par
terrestre,

Université Laval
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Hamlet's Vows*
JAMES BLACK

Shakespearean plays have a common lament:
exceeding weary"; Hamlet, "O God, God, How
weary, stale, flat, and unprofitable/Seem to me all the uses of this
world !"i Hal's expression of exceeding weariness may seem not much
less emphatic than Hamlet's when we consider that this is his very first
line in Part II of Henry IV. He already (throughout Part I) has carried
on for a long time his solitary and single-minded plan of redeeming
time - bound to a debt or commitment which rarely is expressed to
anyone but himself:

1 wo princes

Hal, "Before

in separate

God,

I

am

When this loose behaviour I throw off,
And pay the debt I never promised,
By how much better than my word I am,
By so much shall I falsify men's hopes. ^ Part
.

.

.

I.

1.2. 203-6

In a world of mendacity and sham, where the King himself "knows at
what time to promise, when to pay" (Part I. ÏV. 3. 53), Hal is a promisekeeper. The vows to overcome Hotspur, to banish Falstaff and to be
"the true prince," are all made good; and they are his vows, self-

generated.

Looked

way, Shakespeare's delineation of Hal can help us
For Hamlet also is self-sworn,
his sense of commitment to a vow no less profound than Hal's and
infinitely more painful. And Hamlet itself, as I shall show, is a play in
which there is especial emphasis upon promises and vows.
I shall begin by suggesting that the lines in which Hamlet dedicates
himself to the mission which the Ghost has set him ring with an echo
which so far as I can tell has not yet reached the ears of any commentator upon the play. "I have swom't," he says at the conclusion of his
at in this

to understand the situation of Hamlet.

*

This study, in slightly different form, was presented as a paper at the meeting of the Canadian
Society for Renaissance Studies at Fredericton, New Brunswick, 28 May 1977.
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speech

5.

(I.

The speech

O

all

And

92-1 12) which immediately follows the Ghost's departure.

begins,

you host of heaven!
shall

I

O

earth!

What

else?

couple hell?

a "swearing-in" Hamlet's asseveration and vow both echo and
contravene an article of the Sermon on the Mount:

As

Sweare not at all, neither by heaven, for
the throne of God:

it is

Nor yet by the

earth: for

it is

his foote stoole.

(Matthew V:34-5. Geneva text)

As we

shall see, the

heedless swearing

upon Hamlet's

is

echo is more than fortuitous: the injunction against
not the only principle in the Sermon which bears

situation.

up to Hamlet's dialogue with the Ghost there is
an emphatic pattern of action in which authorities are consulted and
authority exercised. Horatio is brought to the platform in I. 1 by
Marcellus and Barnardo because he is a scholar: they need his authoritative presence there to confirm that the Ghost is more than their
superstitious delusion; they also expect him to address the Ghost
formally; and finally he will advise them what to do (In I. 4 Horatio
and the Guardsmen also listen respectfully to Hamlet's dissertation
upon Danish customs and "nature's livery or fortune's star"). In I. 2,
Claudius demonstrates his firm hold upon court and affairs, and
eventually lectures Hamlet upon the futility of prolonged mourning.
Hamlet, enjoined here to throw over his unprevaiHng woe and to give
up his plan of returning to Wittenberg, accedes like a dutiful child to
the wishes of his elders — or one of them: "I shall in all my best obey
you, madam" (I. 2. 120). The following scene, I. 3, is built upon
instruction: elder to younger. Laertes lectures Ophelia; Polonius recites
his precepts to Laertes and then translates Laertes' directions to
Ophelia into a commandment. Though Ophelia is a little ironical about
In the scenes leading

Laertes' chip-off-the-old-block sententiousness,
are

meant

to listen with

some

it

is

clear that sisters

respect to their brothers, and even

more

and obey the instruction of their parents.
OpheHa tells Laertes, "I shall the effect of this good lesson keep/As
watchman to my heart" (I. 3. 45-6); Laertes patiently hears out
Polonius' sermon- before-blessing; and in the last words of the scene the
daughter promises to honour her father's rough command that she
avoid Hamlet: "I shall obey, my lord." The Fifth Commandment as
interpreted by St. Paul is shown in these scenes to be very much alive
clear that children are to hear
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." (Ephesians VI: 1-3);
parents
everywhere implicit in Polonius' expectations of
his references to "her duty and obedience" (II. 2.
.

.

is

107, 125).
Thus the pattern of social and familial reflexes is set: deference to
authority and experience, obedience to parents. Hamlet and OpheHa
chafe, but they obey. And soon (I. 5) Hamlet will be confronted
with the Ghost and have a promise extracted from him. Yet while
Shakespeare is establishing this pattern he also is emphasising what the
generation which expects compliance and exacts promises thinks about
promises and vows. Claudius seals Hamlet's "accord" with his own
"pledge" — which to him is nothing more than a toast:

may

This gentle and unforced accord of Hamlet
Sits smiling to my heart, in grace whereof,
No jocund health that Denmark drinks to-day,
But the great cannon to the clouds shall tell,

And

the king's rouse the heaven shall bruit again.
Re-speaking earthly thunder.
1.2. 123-8. See also

I.

4.

12

Left alone, Hamlet seems to suggest in a bitter pun that there are
other kinds of "cannon/canon" by which to govern one's ways, the
*canons" fixed by "the Everlasting" (I. 2. 131-2: incidentally, the
delivering of "Thou shalt not kill," to which Hamlet is alluding, and the
other Commandments was accompanied by a heavenly thundering
which seems to make Claudius' cannonade petty and vainglorious; see
Exodus XIX. 16, XX. 18). Later, he again expresses his dislike of the

Danish tradition of pledging in drink as "a custom/More honoured in
the breach than the observance" (I. 4. 15-22), and associates it, unwittingly, with "the dram of evil" (1. 36). Even if we were to regard
Claudius' treatment of an accord as nothing worse than bad taste,
Polonius' court cynicism is made jarringly clear when, to OpheUa's
protests that Hamlet has "given countenance to his [wooing] /With
almost all the holy vows of Heaven," he retorts:
Ay, springes to catch woodcocks. I do know
the blood burns, how prodigal the soul
Lends the tongue vows. These blazes daughter,
Giving more light than heat, extinct in both.
Even in their promise, as it is a-making ....
Do not believe his vows, for they are brokers
mere implorators of unholy suits,
Breathing like sanctified and pious bonds

When

.

.

.

The better to

beguile.

1.3. 113-31
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From the beginning of the play, insincerity and cynicism are the
governing modes which Hamlet senses in Denmark. His first soliloquy
129-59) expresses the pain he feels over Gertrude's so soon
2.
(I.
forgetting her vows and loyalty to her first husband and posting "with
such dexterity to incestuous sheets." The same pain is in the Ghost's
lamentation at Gertrude's falling-off
From me whose
That

it

made

I

love

went hand

in

was of that dignity
hand even with the vow

to her in marriage.

1.5.48-50

Thus, early in the play, the complacency and cynicism of Claudius and
Polonius (and, by association, Gertrude) towards vows and duty are
set off against the sensitivity and dedication of Ophelia and Hamlet.
Hamlet's hatred of cynicism and betrayal is so like his dead father's
that it is an easy task for the Ghost to indenture his son to a bond.
Indeed the Ghost, like Polonius — or, come to that, like any of the
Senecan ghosts upon whom he partly is modelled —presumes a bounden
duty from his offspring, and the moral and emotional pressures upon
young Hamlet are overwhelming: "Speak, I am bound to hear. /So art
thou to revenge, when thou shalt hear" (I. 5. 6-7); and "If thou didst
ever thy dear father love
Revenge his foul and most unnatural
murder" (I. 5. 23-5). As the Ghost departs, satisfied that his son is
dedicated by blood, Hamlet launches upon his verbal expression of
.

the

.

.

commitment:

O

all

And

O

you host of heaven!
shall

I

couple hell?

O

earth!

what

else?

fie!

Remember thee?
whiles memory holds a seat
In this distracted globe. Remember thee?
Yea, from the table of my memory

Ay thou poor ghost
rU wipe away

all trivial fond records,
saws of books, all forms, all pressures past
That youth and observation copied there,
And thy commandment all alone shall live
Within the book and volume of my brain.
Unmixed with baser matter — yes by heaven!

All

O most

pernicious

woman!
damned villain!
is I set it down

villain, villain, smiling,

My

tables,

That one
At least I

meet

it

may smile, and
am sure it may

smile,

and be a

be so in

villain,

Denmark

.

.

.

you are. Now, to my Word,
'Adieu, adieu, remember me.'

So, uncle, there
It is
1

.

.

.

have sworn't.
I.

5.92-112
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speech have intrigued commentators:

Nigel Alexander beheves that Shakespeare might have had in mind
Quintilian's advice to students on how "to learn a passage by heart

from the same tablets on which he has committed it to writing" ;3
John Dover Wilson interpreted "Word" heraldically, "as the motto or
Hamlet solemnly dedi'word' on a knight's coat of arms or shield
cates himself to the service of the quest which the Ghost has laid
upon him, adopting as his motto his father's parting words.'"* Alexander
concurs with Dover Wilson that the tables are some sort of notebook,
or slate for impressions, though he is more incHned toward a metaphorical interpretation of the word, following on "the table of my
memory." An even more solemn interpretation is offered by Harold
Fisch, who finds in Hamlet's references to "word," "book," "commandment" and "tables" a series of Biblical metaphors which "force
upon us the comparison with such Biblical covenant occasions as the
.

.

.

at Sinai or the dark covenant with Abraham (Genesis
Whatever weight we accord the words which I have just
listed, or whatever pattern of imagery we may detect in Hamlet's
speech, there can be no doubt that Hamlet has taken, or - the same
thing — thinks he has taken, a vow of the most profound nature. (Dover

revelation

XVII). "5

Wilson inserts a stage-direction just before the last line of the speech:
'he kneels and lays his hand upon the hilt of his sword.") "A commandment is given," says Fisch, "a promise asked. "^ The proceedings
which now bring this scene and act to an end - Hamlet swearing his
friends to secrecy - come near to farce, and editors have had difficulty
in justifying them. But John Hollo way rightly points out that this
swearing-in is meant to underline the more important fact that Hamlet
has dedicated himself: "Hamlet invents a brief ritual, a ceremony, the
grimly humorous writing of Claudius down in his tablets, and he
follows with the more conventional ceremony of swearing the others to
be his confederates. The whole [ritual] is to make both conspicuous
and solemn the moment when Hamlet takes upon himself the role [of
revenger] .""7 There is irony here also when, just between Hamlet's
oath-taking and the swearing-in of his friends, Horatio blurts out
anxiously, "Heaven secure him!" (I. 5. 114). Hamlet's friends regard a
promise given as friend, scholar, or soldier (cf. 1. 141) as binding
enough — Marcellus, having given his word, meets Hamlet's requirement, "Upon my sword," with "We have sworn, my lord, already" (1.
147). Their reluctance to formally swear, set against Hamlet's nearmanic insistence and the Ghost's commands from under their feet,
emphasises that one should at the very least be extremely wary of
taking an oath. They do it out of their affection for Hamlet, out of
their sense of awe and fear at his condition, and in part out of deferînce to his "authority" — his authority, that is, as one who has talked
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some

to the Ghost and had

sort

and earth than are dreamed of

in

of revelation of more things in heaven
philosophy:

What news,

Horatio.

my lord?

O, wonderful!

Hamlet.

Good my

Horatio.

No, you

Hamlet.

will reveal

lord, tell

it.

it.
I.

5.

117-9

is the climax to an act which has presented a
of obedient gestures, the most profound of which has been
Hamlet's solemn undertaking to perform an act of revenge.
In impulsively swearing, Hamlet has disregarded the code set out in
the Sermon on the Mount. As I have suggested, in swearing by heaven
and earth he apparently has broken that code. The Sermon also goes on,
"Neither shalt thou sweare by thine head" (36), and Hamlet has dedicated himself to remembering with "Remember thee? Ay thou poor
ghost whiles memory holds a seat In this distracted globe." And the
article on swearing ends with "Let your communication be, Yea, yea:
Nay, nay. For whatsoever is more than these commeth of evil" (37) —
a direction with which Horatio and Marcellus obviously would agree.
Shakespeare clearly assumes his audience's famiHarity with the
Sermon on the Mount. His use of the Sermon's judging-and-forgiving
theme in Measure for Measure is well known, and the direction against
swearing is in Edgar's "mad" catalogue of Old and New Testament
commandments {King Lear, III. 4. 80-2): "Obey thy parents: keep thy
word's justice; swear not; commit not with man's sworn spouse."
After dealing with swearing, the Sermon turns directly to its next

The oath-taking, then,
series

topic:

38.
39.

Ye have heard that it hath been said, An
eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth.
But I say unto you, Resist not evil: but
whosoever shall smite thee on thy right
cheke, turn to him the other also ....

Not only has Hamlet disregarded or broken away from the Sermon's
directions against swearing: he also has sworn to exact an eye for an

He will ask Horatio, "Is't not perfect conscience to quit [Claudiusi
with this arm?" (V. 2. 67-8), but will receive no answer; and he des-i

eye.

perately tries to justify striking back in his soliloquy

and peasant

Who

slave

calls

.

.

Am

I

me

.":

a

coward?

villain,

breaks

my pate

across,

"O what

a roguej^
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my

beard and blows

it

in

my
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face,

Tweaks me by the nose, gives me the lie i' th' throat
As deep as to the lungs - who does me this,
Ha, 'swounds,

But

I

am

I

should take

it:

for

it

cannot be

pigeon-livered and lack gall

To make oppression

bitter.
II.

2.

574-81

But this bitter rationalizing of retaliation seems hollow if set beside the
words which in its anatomical details it seems to echo, "Whosoever
shall smite thee on thy right cheke, turn to him the other also." And
Hamlet's catalogue of his own personal wrongs in this soliloquy (significantly, not the wrongs done old Hamlet) sits uneasily with the Geneva's
marginal gloss on this part of the Sermon: "Rather receive double
wrong, than revenge thine own griefs" ("I knew you must be edified by
the margent" is a remark Horatio will direct at Hamlet later in the play:

man thy
not far removed from "Let your communication be Yea, yea: Nay, nay." Hamlet has given the Ghost both ear

V.

2.

157). Indeed, Polonius' advice to Laertes, "Give every

ear but few thy voice,"

and

voice, a dual

is

commitment

distinguished in:

Ghost.

Speak, I am bound to hear.
So art thou to revenge, when thou shalt hear.

Hamlet.

What?

Hamlet.

I.

5.6-8

It has been well said that the moral problems of this play would
appear much simpler if the audience and the commentators could make
up their minds unequivocally about the nature of the Ghost, who is a
moral enigma because his "dramatic function is more important than
[his] moral references .... The Ghost exists to create Hamlet's problems, not to solve them."^ But the Ghost's "spectral wail of a soul's
bitter wrong crying from one world to another in the extremity of its
torment"^ is a clamorous imperative. A.C. Bradley says that Hamlet
"habitually assumes, without any questioning, that he ought to avenge
his father," and "Whatever we in the twentieth century may think
about Hamlet's duty, we are meant in the play to assume that he ought
to have obeyed the Ghost. "^^ To agree with this conclusion we would
have to accept that the play itself is the thing, a mere Senecan artefact
embalmed and hermetically sealed in its own atmosphere; and, so far as
Hamlet is concerned, Samuel Johnson would have been right in his
judgement that Shakespeare sometimes "carries his persons indifferently through right and wrong, and
leaves their examples to
operate by chance. This fault the barbarity of his age cannot extenuate. "^^ But as Hamlet's vow is quite clearly rung off against the
.

.

.
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answering verbal echoes from the Sermon, an audience which could
respond to these echoes would see that the Ghost is a throwback not
only to Seneca but also to the Old Testament. And even those who
would agree with the Fifth-Commandment reflex to filial obedience
might also remember that when St. Paul tells children to obey their
parents he also adds a special exhortation to parents: "And, ye fathers,
provoke not your children to wrath" (Ephesians VI :4).
It also can be argued, of course, that when he has vowed in the first
act Hamlet does not thereafter consistently assume that he ought to
obey the Ghost: he at least speculates upon the possibility that it may
have been a damned ghost that he has seen, or that the Ghost might
have been a devil in a pleasing shape (II. 2. 602-7; III. 2. 78-82). His
appalling doubts about the task he has undertaken are voiced chiefly
in the soHloquies. But what also appears to surface in at least one of
Hamlet's speeches is an uneasiness in his mind concerning swearing
itself. In II. 2 he abruptly changes subjects on Polonius. Polonius is
Hsting the accompHshments of the players when Hamlet interjects,
"O Jephthah, judge of Israel, what a treasure hadst thou!" and sings a
snatch of what he calls a "pious chanson" to remind the nonplussed
courtier that Jephthah's treasure was "One fair daughter, and no more,/
The which he loved passing well" (II. 2. 408-13). Dover Wilson identifies the song as being from a play entitled Jephthah in the repertory of
the Admiral's company: Hamlet, he suggests, is following Polonius' line
of theatrical discourse. 12 While it is quite true that Shakespeare may be
alluding to a theatrical Jephthah, it also might be that he is inviting his
audience to reflect upon the Biblical Jephthah, who is famous chiefly
for his tragic

vow:

Jephthah vowed a vowe unto the Lord, and said, if thou shalt deliver the
children of Ammon into mine hands, then that thing that cometh out of
the doores of mine house to meet me, when I come home
shal be the
LxDrd's, and I will offer it for a burnt offering.
Judges XI: 30-31
.

The

.

.

person to meet Jephthah after his victory is his only daughter,
is compelled to sacrifice because he has "opened [hisj mouthe
unto the Lord, and can not go backe." In Shakespeare's time, Jephthah, for what the Geneva margin calls "his rashe vowe and wicked performance of the same," was a famous pattern of reprehensible swearing.
In Henry VI Part Three Clarence says, "To keep that vow were more
impiety/Than Jephthah's when he sacrificed his daughter" (V. 1. 93-4);
and the Homily Against Swearing and Perjury uses him as a cautionary
example:
first

whom

he
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As well they use the name of God in vaine, that by an oathe make unlawpromises of good and honest things, and performe them not; as they
which doe promise evill and unlawful! things, and doe performe the
same .... Of them that make wicked promises by an oathe, and will
performe the same, we have example in the Scriptures, chiefely of Herod,
the wicked Jewes, and of Jephthah .... The promise which [Jephthah]
made (most foolishly) to God, against God's everlasting will and the law of
nature most cruelly he performed, so committing against God a double
ful!

offence. ^^

After Hamlet has given him the snatch of song, Polonius' response
is:

Still

Hamlet.

Am

Polonius.

If

on
I

my

not

you

daughter.
th' right, old

i'

call

me

Jephthah,

Jephthah?

my

lord,

I

have a daughter that

I

love

passing well

Hamlet.

Nay, that follows not.
II.

Either Polonius does not quite catch Hamlet's drift or else he

Jephthah he

2.414-8

is

resisting

even his only
daughter for a political advantage. He may feel that Hamlet has hit
uncomfortably close to his plan of "loosing" Ophelia to Hamlet for the
purpose of extracting information (II. 2. 158-66): Ophelia is a "Jeph^"^
thah's daughter" in this sense.
But if we accept this exchange only as Hamlet "harping on [Polonisl daughter" (II. 2. 187) and baiting Polonius, we get no more
from the business than Polonius himself understands. Polonius is talking
about playing when Hamlet interrupts him. The purpose of playing, as
Polonius understands it, is the recital of a standard repertoire — tragedy, comedy, history, pastoral, and so on. As Hamlet understands it,
the purpose is to hold the mirror up to nature, "to show virtue her own
feature, scorn her own image, and the very age and body of the time
his form and pressure" (III. 2. 20-4). Is it merely an accident that as
Hamlet talks to the players about the purpose of playing he should
seem to echo in "the very age and body of the time his form and
pressure" those words in his speech of dedication, "I'll wipe away
all forms, all pressures past"? The form and pressure of this present
time of his is the substance of his vow — that matter which is now
engraved upon the table of his memory. And as Polonius talks about
playing and Hamlet thinks of it, perhaps Polonius momentarily becomes for Hamlet the nearest convenient mirror, a glass in which
Hamlet sees not just Polonius the prating fool and ruthless intriguer,
but also himself, a Jephthah. In "O Jephthah, judge of Israel" Hamlet
the impUcation that

as

a

will

sacrifice

.

.

.
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be harping not just upon Polonius and his daughter, but upon his
rash vow. For in terms of that vow Hamlet is a Jephthah too.
Strikingly, while on the subject of playing-mirroring Hamlet also
mentions Aeneas (II. 2. 451) and out-heroding Herod (III. 2. 14).
Aeneas was famous for having sworn love to Dido and then being
forsworn; Herod was not only "represented in the mystery plays as
blustering and grandiose, "^^ he also is used in the Homily as a type of

may
own

wicked swearer.

The vow that Hamlet has sworn is of the Jephthah-kind delinated in
the Homily: a wicked promise sealed by an oath, with intention of
performance. As swearing in the manner by which Hamlet has vowed is
condemned in the Sermon on the Mount, so swearing to the matter of

vow

both the Sermon and the Homily. Obviously,
are very doubtful, and Hamlet's Jephthah
allusion may arise, as I have suggested, out of his meditation upon this
fact. What of the practicality of the business to which he has bound
himself? Bradley dismisses out of hand suggestions that Hamlet would
have found it difficult to catch the King unguarded or to prove him
guilty of murder. 1^ But Kenneth Muir, reflecting upon the Ghost's
specific instructions that Claudius must be killed but nothing is to be
contrived against Gertrude, raises the question, "How can [Hamlet]
kill Claudius in such a way that justice appears to be done, without at
the same time exposing the guilt of his mother?"!'^ The impossibiHty
of satisfying both requirements of the task is underlined, I believe, by
the fact that in the play Claudius and Gertrude are practically as
inseparable as Rosencrantz and Guildenstern — as perhaps their interchangeable lines to those worthies are meant to suggest:
his

condemned

is

in

the ethics of Hamlet's

King.

Queen.

vow

Thanks Rosencrantz, and gentle Guildenstern.
Thanks Guildenstern, and gentle Rosencrantz.
II. 2.

33-4

Certainly Laertes' direct attempt to avenge his father on Claudius

is

an

of what might well have happened if Hamlet had moved
frontally. Laertes breaks in upon the King, and advancing upon
Claudius with sword at the ready finds in the determined Queen a very
considerable physical obstruction. "The Queen throws herself in his

illustration

path"

is

Dover Wilson's

justifiable stage-direction to

passage:
King.

What

is

the cause, Laertes,

That thy rebellion looks so giant-like?
Let him go Gertrude, do not fear our person,

accompany

this
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There's such divinity doth hedge a king,
That treason can but peep to what it would,
Acts little of his will. Tell me, Laertes,
Why thou art thus incensed - let him go, Gertrude.
IV. 5. 121-7

The action here may reflect the Priam-Pyrrhus-Hecuba tableau conveyed in the Player King's speech (II. 2. 506-22); and the irony of
Gertrude saving Claudius from murder is one we could wish that
Hamlet were around to savour. But the high drama and majesty of this
— Claudius' finest moment in the play — are touched not just with
irony but with farce as well. Gertrude obviously is clutching at the
angry revenger; perhaps she is being dragged along stubbornly as he
advances on Claudius; does he really want to be released from her grip,
and does Claudius really want her to let go? Substitute Hamlet for
Laertes in this situation and the tragic pressure of the entire play would
be sharply deflated. Hamlet never sees Claudius and Gertrude apart
until the chapel and closet scenes of Act III. By Act IV moving against
the one without involving the other has become an apparent impossibility, as suggested in Hamlet's riddle when he is sent off to England:
Hamlet

[to Claudius]

King.

Hamlet.

.

Farewell, dear mother.

Thy

loving father, Hamlet.

My

mother — father and mother is man and
is one flesh, and so my mother.

wife

wife,

man and

IV. 3.48-51

Hamlet would seem impossible, and both
it irreligious. The Homily is applicable to both aspects of the situation: "If a man at any time shall
eyther of ignorance or of mahce, promise and sweare to doe any thing
which is eyther against the Law of Almighty God or not in his power
to performe: let him take it for an unlawful and ungodly oath." And,
when he has had time to reflect, no one in the play appears better
quahfied to appreciate the situation than Hamlet himself. No one is
more preoccupied with vows. The Murder of Gonzago (he is partauthor of the players' version) is all about broken vows as well as
murder: "That we do determine, oft we break" (III. 2. 186) is the
burden of the Player King's wisdom; while to the Player Queen's
earnest vow, "Both here and hence pursue me lasting strife, If once
a widow, ever I be wife" — "Tis deeply sworn," is her husband's res-

The

task the

Ghost has

the mission and the

-

vow

set

to perform

Hamlet's reaction is "If she should break it now!" (III. 2.
The solemnity of the oath moves him profoundly, whereas
Gertrude speaks for the more disinterested and less rapt section of the

ponse

221-3).
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audience for The Murder in her comment that "The lady doth protest
too much" (III. 2. 229). Her son's irritation at this apparently unfeeling
response flashes out in "O, but she'll keep her word." Shortly afterward
he will scornfully tell Rosencrantz and Guildenstern that playing the
recorder "is as easy as lying."
These barbs dart from a consciousness especially sensitive to truthfulness as well as to duty and love. When Horatio, Marcellus and Barnardo
say to him, "Our duty to your honour," he is quick to respond, "Your
loves, as mine to you" (I. 2. 253-4). His mother's apparent faithlessness

vows

him

pronounce

of his solihe has not yet come
to Jephthah, but it is striking to remember that Jephthah was the son
of a harlot (Judges XI: 1). Although he utters a misogynistic tirade
against Ophelia, his attitude towards her up until her death may be
influenced less by a general feeling about women than by the commitment to which he has been sworn. According to the terms of the vow
he has made to the Ghost, that commitment supersedes all previous
ones. During their first exchange of words in the play OpheUa tries to
remind Hamlet of his former addresses to her:
to her marriage

loquies, "frailty thy

leads

name

is

to

woman"

(I. 2.

146)

in the first

—

never gave you aught.

Hamlet.

I

Ophelia.

My

honoured lord, you know right well you did,
And with them words of so sweet breath composed
As made the things more rich.
III.

1.96-9

These addresses were "the holy vows of heaven" so roughly disvalued
by Polonius, the "music vows" lamented by Opheha (III. 2. 159).
Hamlet here repudiates the memory of them because the word he has
given to the Ghost has come after, and between. To break his promise
to the Ghost would be to bear out what the Player King in The Murder
of Gonzago observes: "What to ourselves in passion we propose, /The
passion ending, doth the purpose lose" (III. 2. 192-3). The former
vows to Ophelia (who just might be in the enemy camp) are at tragic
cross-purposes with the fatal promise; and so Hamlet, a Jephthah who
has vowed, must put away from him the daughter of Jephthah-Polonius.
(There is an interpretation of the Jephthah story which suggests that
the daughter was not actually put to death, but "set
apart to perpetual virginity. "1^ Perhaps the nunnery to which Hamlet orders
Ophelia lest she become a breeder of sinners. III. 1. 121-52, is not
necessarily or not only the bawdy house which is suggested by com.

.

.

mentators.)

The

tragic situation

of Ophelia, so deeply committed to both her
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man she loves and breaking between the "mighty op61-2) in the Danish court, reflects the dilemma of
(V.
2.
posites"
Hamlet himself. And of course her plight emphasises the link between
father and the

Jephthah-Polonius and Jephthah-Hamlet. Little wonder that at times it
is impossible to be certain whether it is the dead parent or the exiled
lover who is the theme of her mad singing: "How should I your true
love know? ... He is dead and gone, lady" (IV. 5. 23-32). She sings as
well a curious Valentine song about love and commitment, about idle
swearing and broken vows:
without an oath,

Ophelia.

Indeed,

[sings]

By Gis and by

la,

Alack and

I'll

make an end

on't

-

Saint Charity,

fie

for shame!

Young men will do't, if they come to't,
By Cock, they are to blame.
Quoth she, Before you tumbled me,
You promised me to wed.
IV. 5.57-62

She

is

singing of the tradition

whereby the

first girl

seen by a young

Valentine's day was to be his true-love — a customary
obligation which doubtless, if OpheHa had her way, would be more
honoured in the observance than the breach. Hamlet is or has been her

man on

St.

true love, but
against

the

unknown to her he has made another commitment,
memory of which Ophelia's remembrances of

powerful

are no stronger than a flower: "There's rosemary, that's for
remembrance — pray you love, remember" (IV. 5. 174-5).
Hamlet's vows precipitate his and Ophelia's tragic plight in a Denmark whose king knows at what time to promise, when to pay — and
who in fact recognises the falseness of his "most painted word" (III. I.
54). We may follow through the play a trail of broken promises with
the hero — "promise-crammed," as he ironically describes himself
(III. 2. 92), and with examples gross as earth of faithless vows all
around him — clinging loyally to an oath, however irreligious, to
perform a task which is both wrong and impossible. Hercules with his

love

is paralleled in Hamlet, who is loaded with his own impossible
labour while disclaiming Hercules' powers (I. 2. 152-3). The vow and
task are mighty opposites, for the word is set against the word.^^
But relaxation of the impasse comes in the graveyard scene, where
Hamlet is shown to pull away from his terrible focus upon the memory
of the Ghost. Instead of concentrating upon a particular ghost come

load

from

a particular grave,

Hamlet participates

with the Gravedigger to prompt
perspective on the dead.

—

in the lesson

—

self-taught,

than there can be a wider and gentler
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In this scene, two men enter a graveyard and see a grave being prepared. In Hamlet's speculations the grave could be anybody's: it could
be Cain's, who did the first murder, he begins (V. I. 77), and it might
seem that he is about to embark upon a dissertation on fratricide

coming around to his father's death. Instead the speculation is widened:
the skull which has just been thrown up "might be the pate of a poHtician." Now perhaps we are to hear about Claudius-Cain, the master
poHtician: but no, Hamlet goes on to speculate that the skull and the
grave might be a courtier's, a lawyer's, a land-dealer's. Then the grave
,"
becomes the gravedigger's — "Whose grave's this, sirrah? Mine, sir —
then no man's, then a woman's or one that was a woman, but rest
her soul she's dead. The speculation continues: the grave could be
Alexander's, or Caesar's; all must consign to this and come to dust. It
is, or has been but now is no longer, Yorick's grave; it is now Ophelia's;
soon - by the Gravedigger's definition, V. 2. 121 — it will be Laertes'
grave, and Hamlet's as well. They will occupy it briefly. In this cata-

logue of possible and actual occupants of the grave there is a great
sweep of universaHty, a meditation upon the fact that those who dwell
in towers and gorgeous palaces are really only actors in an insubstantial
pageant. As the perspective widens, Hamlet has an opportunity to focus
again upon his father, for the gravedigger tells him of coming to the
trade on the very day of Hamlet's birth and the old King's triumph over
Fortinbras. But Hamlet lets pass the opportunity - "the motive and the

cue for passion" (II. 2. 564). Instead, as he looks at the skull of poor
Yorick, who has been supplanted from his last resting-place as rudely as
old Hamlet was turfed out of his bed and throne, a wave of great
affection sweeps over him and he seems to see more widely than
before, to exercise what before he has only talked about — "such large
discourse, /Looking before and after" (IV. 4. 36-7). Without knowing
that this grave is prepared for Opheha or that Ophelia's head will lie
where this skull of Yorick's lay, Hamlet says of the death's head, "Here
hung those lips that I have kissed I know not how oft." At Hamlet's
first appearance in the play, when he was counselled by his mother and
step-father, Claudius exhorted him to "throw to earth/This unprevailing
woe" (I. 2. 106-7) and Gertrude begged,

Do not

for ever with thy vailed lids
Seek for thy noble father in the dust,
Thou know'st 'tis common, all that lives must die,
Passing through nature to eternity.
I.

Now,

in the

graveyard, Hamlet meditates

2.

70-3

upon the "earth" and "dust"
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which Claudius and Gertrude mentioned unthinkingly. In a way, he
follows their advice; and he finds in the dust of the grave not just his
father, but the common earth which all men are and will become. He
has not forgotten his father - just before the duel he recites, as a kind
of indictment before trial, a Hst of Claudius' crimes: "He that hath
killed

my

king, and

whored

my mother

.

.

."

(V. 2. 64-7). But one great

function of the graveyard scene has been to make it quite clear that
Hamlet has not wiped away "all forms, all pressures past": the table of
his memory has far more written upon it than the Ghost's command-

ment.

Out of this "larger discourse" Hamlet has learned (a Polonius precept
but correct for all that; Polonius like Claudius can cite Scripture for his
purpose) that to be true to the Ghost exclusively is to be less than true

He certainly has by the Fifth Act learned to
"play the king" — a function which he has performed in writing and
sealing the warrant. And he has learned to stand still — if Hamlet
"hesitates," then he who hesitates is found. "The readiness is all," is a
lesson that the gravedigger already has taught the audience:
to others, including himself.

lies the water — good. Here stands the man — good. If the man go to
water and drown himself, it is, will he nill he, he goes, mark you that.
But if the water come to him, and drown him, he drowns not himself.

Here
this

V. 1.15-19

"water" or opportunity comes with Claudius' self- but not the "wild justice" of revenge —
is dealt by, and on, Hamlet.
Fredson Bowers has noted and analysed "the extraordinary effort that
Shakespeare makes in [Hamlet's] death scene. "20 This extraordinary
effort is exerted, I believe, from the beginning of the Fifth Act, and, as
I have tried to explain, an important part of it is to show Hamlet, for
the first time, getting his responsibilities and commitments into perspective. Throughout this act, Hamlet can look back not just in
frustration and anger at broken vows and faithless oaths, but in tender
affection. And when he looks forward, defying augury and trusting in a
special providence, part of his "readiness" may consist in a certainty,
tragic and serene at once, that his vows to the Ghost and to Ophelia
will soon be paid, or at any rate that — as Prince Hal said of his vows —
"the end of hfe cancels all bands. "^i

Hamlet

waits, the

destructive plot, and justice

University

of Calgary
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John Donne's La Corona

A Second Structure
JOHN NANIA

Ihe

and

P.J.

KLEMP

John Donne's La Corona emphasizes the
and helps to reveal its meaning. In the first sonnet,
Donne comments self-consciously on the artistry he displays in the
sequence: "Deigne at my hands this crown of prayer and praise, I V^eaw'd
in my low devout melancholie."^ His poem imitates the entwined
branches of Christ's thorny crown by the use of concatenation, by
making the last line of each sonnet the first line of the following sonnet.
This device also links the final couplet rhyme with the rhyme scheme of
the following octave. Moreover, by alternating the rhyme schemes in
the sestet of each sonnet (except for sonnet seven), he intensifies the
weaving imagery. In addition, the content of each sonnet acts as a microcosm of the structural macrocosm; the poet achieves this effect through
the use of paradox and by including phrases from the Advent Office in
the Breviary in sonnet one, and phrases from the Hours of the Blessed
Virgin in sonnet two:^ "But the impulse with which he began ''La
Corona" is clearly visible in the first two sonnets. His 'crowne of prayer
and praise' was to be woven from the prayers and praises of the church." ^
Donne seems to stumble in his poetic attempt to reflect the weaving
metaphor with the inclusion of the seventh sonnet. He could either
faithfully continue the alternating pattern and thus have the rhyme
scheme in the sestet of sonnet seven match that of sonnet one, or he
could make the rhyme scheme of the sestet of sonnet seven mirror that
of sonnet six and thus contrast with the rhyme scheme of the first
sonnet (see chart on p. 52). Donne chooses the second alternative, thus
avoiding the formation of a complete circle in terms of rhyme schemes,
while giving the illusion of a circular pattern by repeating the first line
of sonnet one as the last line of sonnet seven. In Renaissance literature
and art, the circle is an emblem for eternity and a monogram of God in
that it represents the perfection of the everlasting God '"who was in
the beginning, is now, and ever shall be, world without end.""* The
images of the circle and the crown are relevant to the speaker of La
intricate

poem's

structure of

intellectuality
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who seeks salvation by reflecting on the paradoxes of Christand on the pattern of Christ's life.
Perhaps Donne might have avoided the problem the seventh sonnet
poses by using an even number of sonnets in the sequence, but the
number seven in the numerological tradition carries certain meanings
that complement the circle imagery and the content of the poem:
Corona,
ianity

Seven

is

by the

the

number of

charity, grace,

early writers as the

and the Holy

Spirit. It

number of completion and

instances of this use appear in Biblical writings.
sevenfold gifts of the Holy Spirit.^

.

.

.there

was

also used

perfection.
is

Many

reference to the

Seven is also the number of the days that God used to create the world
and to rest. Donne hints at the parallel between God and poet as makers
in the first sonnet, and in the second he calls Mary her "Makers maker"
12). Just as Mary gave birth to Christ, who is her salvation, so the
poet creates his poem, which he offers to God with the hope of receiving
salvation, or "A crowne of Glory." Each creation, Christ and the poem,
has its ultimate source in God, and each creator, Mary and the poet, is
(1.

the "Makers maker."
also allows Donne to construct a second
have thus far overlooked. An odd number
of sonnets creates a situation in which one sonnet is placed in a central
or axial position, and this in turn allows the remaining sonnets to
balance or answer one another.
Donne's use of time imagery shows how the symmetrical structure of
the sequence functions. Sonnet one, an introduction, and sonnet seven,
"Ascention," point beyond time; the first sonnet contains an invocation
to God in which the poet asks for salvation, while in sonnet seven he
celebrates the ascension of Christ, and hence the possibility of joining
mankind's Saviour in "the last, and everlasting day. " Sonnet one stands
outside the creation of the world (and the poem), while sonnet seven
looks forward to the timelessness that the Last Judgement initiates (and
the conclusion of the poem). The "Annunciation" sonnet is concerned
with the beginnings of Christ's stay on earth and his imprisonment
within Mary's womb. Thus the reference to the creation of time (1.9)
refers to both the creation of the universe and, through the incarnation
in Mary's womb, a period in which Christ would reveal to mankind the
Word of God. More simply, the line refers to a time when New Testament
grace replaces Old Testament law. In the "Resurrection" sonnet, Christ
is lifted out of time, and death is slain (1.6); the gift of grace likewise
frees mankind from the bondage of time.
Sonnets two and five focus on the beginning and the end of Christ's
life on earth: his birth ("Nativitie") and his death ("Cru cyfying"). These

The use of seven sonnets

structure,

one which

critics

1
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thirty-three years Christ lived in this world, or
other words, the period in which God's time intersected man's time.
"Temple," the central sonnet, deals with an event that marks almost
the middle year in Christ's life (he was twelve years old at the time, as
Luke 2:42 says). Time has not "mellowed him to this ripenesse"

two events bracket the

in

(1. 10).'

There are two other general patterns. The first is that of a movement
through the Trinity, from God the Father ("All changing unchang'd
Antient of dayes") to God the Son (sonnets 2-6) to God the Holy
Spirit, whom the poet hopes ''did raise" his Muse. The second pattern
exhibits a movement from night to day. Sonnet two speaks of "light in
darke" - Christ's imprisonment in Mary's womb, or more generally,
Christ disguising himself in the darkness of human flesh. The action of
"Nativitie" takes place at night; here the stars are the only source of
light. In the central sonnet, light imagery becomes pervasive. The son
becomes "the Sunne" (1. 12), and the poet tells us that "He in his ages
morning thus began" to instruct mankind (1. 13). The action of sonnet
five, "Crucyfying," takes place during the day, while "Resurrection"
salutes ''the last, and everlasting day " {\. 14). Donne employs the son/ sun
pun again in sonnet seven, and then proclaims that Christ's ascension
"Lightens the darke clouds, which hee treads upon" (1.6).
It is now necessary to show how the sonnets balanced around the
central sonnet answer one another. Sonnet one mentions the poet's
"strong sober thirst" (1. 12) and his desire to lift high his heart and
voice in praise. Donne echoes these images in the last sonnet: Christ's
blood quenches his own wrath (1. 12),^ while the poet hopes to imitate
the movement of Christ's resurrection by having the "holy Spirit" raise
his Muse.
In the "Annunciation" sonnet, Donne speaks of how death's force
will try Christ's flesh, but in sonnet six we learn that Christ's death slays
death itself, and hence "Flesh in that long sleep is not putrified" (1.9).
A second set of images deals with the movement from imprisonment to
freedom. Christ is imprisoned in Mary's womb ("and shutst in little
rooniQ, I Immensity cloysterd in thy deare wombe/' "Annunciation,"
11. 13-14); in sonnet six, however, the resurrection marks Christ's
freedom from the grave. Sonnets three and five carry on the theme of
imprisonment; furthermore, "Nativitie" shows Christ lying in his cradle
while "Crucyfying" portrays him "lifted up" (1. 12).
This brings us to the central sonnet. Its content is essential to the
patterns described above. It marks the first time in the life of Christ (as
Donne narrates it) in which the Saviour moves from a passive to an
active role. The poet in turn mirrors Christ instructing the doctors in
the temple by actively examining his faith and the paradoxes of religion
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an effort to seek some assurance of salvation. The central lines of the
poem are extremely important: "whence comes it," Donne asks,
in

all which was, and all which should be writ,
shallow seeming child, should deeply know?
(11.7-8)

That

A

Christ delivers the Word of God to those who claim to understand. The
poet through the process of writing the poem rediscovers the logos.
The temple story also foreshadows the three days that contain Christ's

Mary and Joseph lose Jesus for a threetheir discovery of him in the temple
with
concludes
which
period
day

crucifixion and resurrection, for

(Luke2:43-46).«
This central scene is important in still another way. Mary and Joseph
find their son "in the midst of the doctors" (Luke 2:46). Not only is
sonnet four in the midst of the sequence, but the Latin word corona
(crown) has a second meaning: an assembly or crowd of men.^ Donne
may be punning on this second meaning by referring to Christ sitting in
the centre of an assembly of doctors. In relation to the rhyme scheme,
the

"Temple"

is

schemes of each

Below is a chart that lists the rhyme
La Corona; the octaves all rhyme abba abba.^^

also in the midst.
sestet in

L cddc
\\\

III:

VIL cdcd

ee
Yl: cdcd ee

ee

cdcd ee
cddc ee

V: cddc ee
IV: cdcd ee

Thus the "Temple" sonnet

is

important because the story carries with

the idea of centrality, foreshadows the resurrection, and concerns
itself with the theme of education through the revelation of the Word
it

of God. Donne distinguishes between two crowns in the introductory
sonnet: the "crowne of fraile bayes" and the superior "crowne of Glory,
which doth flower alwayes." The poet constructs a poetic crown by
fashioning his sonnet sequence in the shape of a circle and by weaving
lines and rhyme schemes. As the above chart shows, Donne avoids completing the circle of his wreath by having the sestet of sonnet seven
mirror, not the sestet of sonnet one, but that of sonnet six. The repetition
of the opening line allows Donne to give the illusion that he has completed his crown of verse and returned to his starting point. But when
the sestet of the final poem turns back to mirror the sestet of sonnet six,
"Resurrection," it transcends the sequence's otherwise circular movement.
Christ defeated death with his death and resurrection, so the poet
participates in a celebration of Christ's action by repeating the "Resurrection" sestet, thus focusing on the last two sonnets. The device of

concatenation and the crown image

call for

the repetition of the opening
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However, the poem as a whole has moved from darkness
from imprisonment to freedom, from the Father to the Holy
Spirit, and this is reflected in the fact that the sestet of sonnet seven
does not merely repeat that of sonnet one.
The poet receives what Christ's "thorny crowne gain'd" by exploring
the poetry of faith - that is, by examining and commenting on religious
paradoxes through the second structure of La Corona. By fulfilling the
imagery of the earlier sonnets in the later ones, he discovers both the
strength of his faith and the significance of the paradoxes he uses. The
"Temple" sonnet, with its emphasis on the Word of God, is thus a
microcosm of the whole sequence. Moreover, the reader should recognize that sonnet four is an emblem for each man, who is nothing less
than a temple of God:
line at the end.

to light,

Know ye not that ye are the temple of God, and that the Spirit of God
dwelleth in you? If any man defile the temple of God, him shall God
destroy; for the temple of God is holy, which temple ye are. (I Corinthians
3:16-17)
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Conceptual Unity and Associative Fields
in Two of Quevedo's Sonnets
ROGER MOORE

Arthur

Terry, following the lines of thought of James Smithi and
A.A. Parker,^ has distinguished ornamental, or merely extravagant
conceits, from organic ones.^ The former are defined as limited, selfcontained pieces of wit, whilst the latter are said to have an organic and

continuing function within the poem."* This often involves the elaboratheme or idea.^ Although ornamental conceits are easily separable from organic ones in theory, it is
not always simple to distinguish between them in practice, and the
exact function of one of the conceits with which Terry chooses to
illustrate his "ornamental" theory is open to debate.
The couplet which Terry quotes is the final conceit of Quevedo's
madrigal entitled "Retrato de Lisi en marmol." This particular poem
is not entirely original, Quevedo having translated it freely from a
similar poem by L. Grotto, which begins "Un nobile scoltore ha di
."^ The madrigal exists in two versions; the primitive text
fatto
tion or reinforcement of a central

.

.

.

follows:

Un famoso

pintor, Lisarda esquiva,

ha retratado en una pena viva,
y ha puesto mas cuidado en retratarte
que la Naturaleza en engendrarte;
pues si te dio blancura y pecho helado,
el lo mismo te ha dado:
bellisima en el mundo te hizo ella,
y él no te ha retratado menos bella.
Mas ella, que te tuvo por piadosa,
de hueso te compuso y carne hermosa,
y él, que vuelta te mira en piedra ingrata,
de lo que tû te has hecho te retrata.^
te

The primitive version has obvious weaknesses,

for

example the

repeti-

tion of retratar (lines 2, 3, 8, and 12) and the conflict between escultor
(later version and model) and pintor (primitive text only). The "texto

de

A"

is

clearly later, as the

reworking of

lines

9-12 shows:^
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Un famoso

escultor, Lisis esquiva,

en una piedra te ha imitado viva,
y ha puesto mas cuidado en retratarte
que la Naturaleza en figurarte
pues si te dio blancura y pecho helado,
el lo mismo te ha dado:
bellisima en el mundo te hizo ella,
y él no te ha repetido menos bella.
Mas ella, que te quiso hacer piadosa,
de materia tan blanda y tan siiave
;

que no sabe
jazmin distinguirte y de la rosa.
Y él, que vuelta te advierte en piedra ingrata,
de lo que tû te hiciste te retrata.

te labrô,

del

Quevedo eliminated the more obvious faults in
poem. The pintor becomes an escultor, for this
Retratar is used only twice (lines 3 and 14), and
and repetir in lines 2 and 8. Piedra replaces pena
in

keeping with the

his
is,

more or

all,

a statue.

is

replaced by imitar

in

Une 2 as it is more
whereas engendrar

final couplet's conceit. Similarly,

(primitive, line 4) describes a

reworking of the

after

less biological

function (Dic-

de autoridades: "Procrear el feto, mediante la union del
macho y de la hembra"), figurar (A, line 4) has artistic overtones
{Diccionario de autoridades: "Disponer, delinear y formar la figura de
Formar el modelo, figurar la estatua, pulirla, reconoalguna cosa
cerla."). Quevedo's expansion of lines 9-12 is within the Petrarchan
tradition, and the imagined softness of the roses and jasmines (A)
contrasts more strongly with the statue's stone than do the harsher
hueso and came of the earlier version. Finally, it is to be noted that
Quevedo keeps the epigrammatic last couplet. There are minor changes,
but the basic conceit is in no way altered. It should be clear that in his
reworking of the madrigal Quevedo eliminated superfluous material
and accumulated imagery which would be in tune with the final conceit, for the last two lines are the climax of the poem. The hard-hearted
lady has been imitated in a stone sculpture; conceit: she is now truly
nard (stony) hearted.
It is difficult to agree with Terry when he writes that this couplet
exemplifies "a self-contained piece of wit, indulged in for its own sake,
which does not have any further purpose in its context."^ Clearly this
is an organic conceit, not an ornamental one, and its efficacy results
from the accumulation, in the final version, of words and images which
belong to what might be called the associative field of the central idea
cionario

.

.

.

"hard-hearted lady
"retratarte,"

-

stone statue." "Escultor," "piedra," "imitar,"
"pecho helado," "repetido," "materia,"

"figurarte,"
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- ail these words belong to this associaand the conceit of the final couplet is central to it.
The concept of the associative field is usually regarded as linguistic
in nature, but, with minor modifications, it is easily appHcable to
Hterary analysis. Ullman, following the Hne of thought of Saussure and
Bally, has suggested that all words are surrounded by a network of
associations which connect them with other words. These associations
can be established by collecting "the most obvious synonyms, antonyms
and homonyms of a word, as well as terms similar in sound or in sense,
and those which enter into the same habitual combinations. "^^
In this paper, I would like to propose that much seventeenth-century
poetry can be analysed from the basis of the associative field such an
analysis will often lead the critic to a clearer grasp of the essential unity
and meaning of the poem. I will illustrate this proposition with an
analysis of two sonnets from the fourth muse of Francisco de Quevedo,
"Al oro de tu frente unos claveles," and "Hermosisimo invierno de mi
vida. "11 It will be seen from the analysis of the first sonnet that poetic
unity can often be discovered within a given field.
"labrô," "piedra," "retrata"

tive field,

;

Al oro de tu frente unos claveles
veo matizar, cruentos, con heridas;
ellos mueren de amor, y a nuestras vidas
sus amenazas les avisan fieles.

Rùbricas son piadosas y crueles,
joyas facinorosas y advertidas,
pues publicando muertes florecidas,
ensangrientan al sol rizos doseles.

Mas con tus labios quedan vergonzosos
(que no compiten flores a rubies)
y palidos después, de temorosos,

Y

cuando con relampagos

te ries,

de purpura, cobardes, si ambiciosos,
marchitan sus blasones carmesies.

The

associative fields in this

poem

are centred in lines

their hyperbolic extension to lines 3

we

die of the

wounds of

love."

number:
(1) Colour (especially the colour

and

The

1

and

2,

with

4, "like these flowers, so shall

associative

fields

are

three in

red):

"oro," "claveles," "matizar," "cruentos," "heridos," "rùbricas,"
"crueles," "joyas," "florecidas," "ensangrientan," "sol," "labios,"
"vergonzosos," "flores," "rubies," "palidos," "relampagos te
n'es," "purpura," "blasones carmesies."
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Flowers ("clavel"

is

the central image):

"clavel," "matizar," "muertes florecidas," "flores," "marchitar,"

(3)

"blasones carmesies."
Conflict (in association with the metaphors, "morir de

amor" and

"claveles crueles con heridas"):

"heridas," "mueren de amor," "nuestras vidas,"
"amenazas," "avisar," "fieles," "piadosas," "crueles," "ensangrientan," "no compiten," "palidos," "temorosos," "relampagos,"

"cruentos,"

"cobardes."

The relationship between the associative field of colour and the
words cruentos, mbricas, and crueles is not immediately obvious. The
Diccionario de autoridades defines them as follows: Rûbrica: (i) "la
senal encarnada u rosa"

"por alusion y semejanza

se llama la sangre
alguna verdad." Cruel: "sangriento."
Cruento: "sangriento y cruel." Their association with blood justifies
their inclusion within this field. Our analysis of the poem will show that
almost all of Quevedo's images are equally in keeping with one or
another of the three associative fields which have already been isolated.
In lines 1 and 2, "Al oro de tu frente unos claveles,/veo matizar,
cruentos, con heridas," the initial image is presented, along with the
occasion (and remember that this is an occasional sonnet) on which it
was written. Thus, the title of the poem, "A Flori que tenia unos

que

se

derrama para

(ii)

testificar

claveles entre el cabello rubio,"

is

expanded into the central image: the

red carnations in Flori's hair are like open wounds.

Lines 3 and 4, "ellos

mueren de amor, y

a nuestras vidas/sus

amena-

now said
of our own fate at

zas les avisan fieles," extend the image, and the flowers are

to be dying of love. At the

same time they warn us

the hands of Flori.

Lines 5 and 6 continue the colour-images and empliasise the jewellery
with the hyperbole of "joyas" in hne 6
1
(and later "rubies" in line 10). It must be noted, however, that whereas
the flowers are generally termed "joyas," the beauties of Rori are
likened more specifically to "oro" and "rubies." A second point in
associations of "oro" in line

,

these lines ("Rubricas son piadosas y crueles,/joyas facinorosas y advertidas") is the association of "fieles" (4) with "piadosas," of "cruentos" (2) with "crueles," and of "avisan" (4) with "advertidas."i2 The

unusual colour associations of "rubricas" and "crueles" should again
be stressed.
Lines 7 and 8, "pues publicando muertes florecidas, /ensangrientan al
sol rizos doseles," with their image of the carnations "publicando
muertes florecidas," can now be appreciated in the light of what has
gone before. The image is logical, as all good Baroque images should be,
and the logic is that of the internal structure of the sonnet. In terms of
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"publicar" can be related to "avisar" (4) and "advertir"
"muertes" returns us to "mueren de amor" (3), the extension of the original wounding-image. Similarly, "ensangrentar" is now a
logical development of "Al oro de tu frente unos claveles/veo matizar,"
and the "sol" and "rizos doseles" refer back to "oro" and "claveles."
association,
(6), whilst

In lines 1-8, the poet has expressed (1) the occasion, (2) the hyper-

boHc image drawn from

it, and (3) the extension of that image to
himself and to the reader. Now, in the first tercet, he develops the
contrast between the flowers as decoration, and Flori as a real beauty:

Mas con tus labios quedan vergonzosos
(que no compiten flores a rubies)
y pâlidos después, de temorosos.
This contrast, which was

left

impUcit in the quatrains,

now becomes

exphcit. Flowers, which were adornments, are seen in competition with

Through the outcome of this competition
or conflict, a victory for Flori, colour is once more introduced into

(alas for the flowers) rubies.

the imagery.

The flowers

are seen as "vergonzosos" (with its associated

ideas of blushing and redness), and since they cannot

colour

is

seen to fade and they

compete

their

become "pâlidos después, de temo-

rosos."
first glance, line 12 ("Y cuando con relampagos te ries") appears
be nothing more than an isolated ornamental conceit which is
reminiscent of the "relampagos de risa carmesies" of the sonnet entitled "Retrato de Lisi que traia en una sortija."^^ A closer analysis will
show that the relampagos supply the key to the final tercet, for not
only do they have the double association of brightness and colourrevealing hght, but they also cause the flowers to wither. Line 13
extends the "timorous" image of hne 1 1 "de purpura, cobardes, si
ambiciosos," and the flowers are presented as both ambitious (anxious

At

to

:

compete) and cowardly (afraid of losing).
Line 14 brings the concluding image of the poem: "marchitan sus
blasones carmesies"; such is the power of the lady's smile, that even the
flowers wilt in comparison with it. The key-word is "marchitan," for
the fate of the flowers is inextricably linked with their fate in line 3;
the occasion has been rounded off with a poem of circular movement
which returns to its origins: the comparison between the lady and the
flowers. The poem is over, but the accumulation of colours remains
to

illuminated by that final flash of the lady's laugh.

The lesser known, hence secondary, meanings of mbrica, cruel, and
cruento belong to the associative fields of these words, but although
they add to the accumulative effect of conflict and colour, a knowledge
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of their significance betters our appreciation of the sonnet without
greatly changing the poem's meaning. In the second sonnet, on the
other hand, a comprehension of the full meaning will be impossible
unless the correct secondary meaning of the adjective frâgil is discovered. When this happens, our understanding of the poem is changed
radically and the sonnet is wrenched out of the seemingly innocent.
Petrarchan tradition to which it had previously appeared to belong.
Hermosisimo inviemo de mi
sin estivo calor

vida,

constante yelo,

cuya nieve da cortés el cielo
purpura en tiernas flores encendida;

a

esa esfera de luz enriquecida,

que tiene por estrella al dios de Delo,
i,cômo en la elemental guerra del suelo
reina de sus contrarios defendida?

Eres Scitia de l'aima que te adora,
cuando la vista, que te mira, inflama;
Etna, que ardientes nieves atesora.
Si lo frâgil

perdonas a

la

fama,

eres al vidro parecida. Flora,

que siendo yelo,

es hijo de la llama.

There are numerous contrasts within

this

poem,

all

of them based on

the traditional Petrarchan opposition of fuego (fire of the lover) and
yelo (ice of the beloved). If we take fuego and yelo to be the central
points of two associative fields, the following patterns are perceived:
(1)

Words

associated with/wego and the "heat" of the lover: "estivo,"

"calor," "purpura," "encendida," "flores," "esfera de luz," "dios

de Delo," "adora," "inflama," "Etna," "ardiente," "llamas."
Words associated with yelo and the "cold" of the beloved: "invierno," "sin estivo calor," "constante yelo," "nieve," "Scitia,"
"Etna,"i4 "nieves," "vidro," "yelo."
This breakdown gives a clear picture of two separate states, heat and
cold, which are in eternal strife. Both are intensified by an accumulation of words within their associative field. Thus, taking the poem
line by line: "Hermosisimo invierno de mi vida" (with one of the rare
superlatives to be encountered in the love poetry) sets the tone for the
"cold" side of the poem. It is a hyperbole, and of course links the
beloved with the seasons and more particularly with winter's cold.
"Sin estivo calor constante yelo" doubles the effect with a series of
contrasts within the line. "Calor" is contrasted with "yelo," "estivo
calor" (the heat of mid-summer) with "constante yelo" (the cold of
mid-winter). Preceded by "sin," however, "estivo calor" is suggestive
(2)
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of the '^constante yelo" which follows it. "Invierno" in line 1 is emphasised by "constante yelo," and contrasted with "estivo calor."
Line 3 continues the winter images: "a cuya nieve da cortés el cielo";
whilst line 4, "purpura en tiernas flores encendida," with its images of
colour and flowers, contrasts the winter with the spring. The word

"purpura," as well as intimating a touch of colour to compare with
winter's whiteness, also provides the contrast of hot and cold, for the

"purpura" is "encendida." Finally, "purpura," the imperial colour, is
tone with the regal word "reina," in line 8.
"Cielo," in line 3, leads to the facial images of the next two hnes:
"esa esfera de luz enriquecida;/que tiene por estrella al dios de Delo."
Here, the images "esfera de luz enriquecida," "estrella," and "dios de
Delo," have as the centre of their associative field (1) "cielo," and
(2) the metaphor, face as the sky or sun. The two lines give a hyperboUc image of the beauty of the beloved. This beauty is that of the sun,
and once again the contrast with the early "yelo" elements is established.
"Cielo" extends its influence to line 7, where it is contrasted with
"suelo" (this contrast is accentuated by the rhyme): "^como en la
elemental guerra del suelo/reina de sus contrarios defendida?" In these
two lines the poet emphasises the idea of contrast: "guerra," and
"contrarios." It is intensified by the image of line 8, that "esa esfera de
luz" — "reina de sus contrarios defendida." That is to say, it is defended from its opponents.
The first tercet extends the contrasts, further defining the beloved's

in

relationship to the lover:
Eres Scitia de l'aima que te adora,
cuando la vista, que te mira, inflama;
Etna, que ardientes nieves atesora.

Thus, "Scitia de l'aima" contrasts with "adora" and "inflama," and
intensified by the image of "Etna" and its "ardientes nieves," where
noun and adjective would clash violently if the paradox were not
acceptable within the context of the poem.
The conceit found in the second tercet is best introduced by quoting
the note which Gonzalez de Salas appended to Quevedo's sonnet "En
." Commenting on the first tercet,
breve carcel traigo aprisionado

is

.

.

.

Traigo todas las Indias en mi mano,
perlas que, en un diamante, por rubies,

pronuncian con desdén sonoro yelo,

Gonzalez de Salas wrote, "Era pues diamante

la

boca, porque lo que
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hablaba eran desdenes y significalo diciendo que pronunciaba sonoro
que quieren que el cristal sea yelo
intensamente congelado, y el diamante mas intensamente."^^ In this
way, the final image is presented as another step in the fuego-yelo
series. The conceit is an important one, however, for, in the same way
that cold formed from heat is the making of glass (vidro-yelo), so cold
is formed from Flora when she is exposed to the heat of the lover's
emotion:

yelo, y alude a la opinion de los

perdonas a

Si lo fragil

la

fama,

eres al vidro parecida, Flora,

que siendo yelo

es hijo de la llama.

The importance of secondary meanings in the poety of Quevedo has
been established by Lapesa.^^ This point has also been stressed by
Garcia de Diego, who shows that although one can study Quevedo 's
vocabulary with the aid of an ordinary dictionary, the task is futile
because "todo alii esta dislocado y las palabras no son lo que el léxico
indica."^"^

from the double value assigned
word in the final tercet. Thus Flora is compared to glass for
the perfectly normal reason that glass, which is cold, is manufactured in
In this instance, the dislocation stems

to a single

a scientific process involving heat. Flora, too,

exposed to the heat of the poet's

is

cold, even though she

love. Glass has a

second quaUty,

is

it is

Flora is also a fragile, delicate person; this is the ordinary
rendering which could be expected from an understanding of Petrarfragile.

chan tradition.
This straightforward interpretation should fail to satisfy, and hne 12,
perdonas a la fama," should be enigmatic. Why should one
perdonar lo frâgiP. Is Flora ill (fragile, delicate)? Or does fragil have a
secondary meaning which is not immediately obvious? Clearly the latter
supposition is correct, and the Diccionario de autoridades helps solve
"si lo fragil

the riddle. Fragil

hace pedazos

.

.

.

means

como

el

(i)

"quebradizo y que con gran facilidad

se

vidro, barro etc." This gives the Petrarchan

(ii) "Se llama también la persona que cae en un pecado,
especialmente contra la castidad." Fragil, then, has the meaning of
"breakable" when applied to glass, but of "sinning against chastity"

interpretation,

when appUed
and
fama."

clarified

a la

to a

it is

woman. Now

no wonder

that

the enigma of the twelfth Hne

Quevedo wrote

"si lo fragil

The new meaning which can now be assigned to fragil wrenches
sonnet away from the poHte Petrarchan tradition,

beautiful

Quevedo,

is

perdonas
this

for

and underhand fashion, has used a cleverly concealed conceit to suggest that Flora, although corresponding to some of
in a subtle
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elements of Petrarchism,

traditional

chaste.
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The "hot"

poem now

take on added meaning and one reflects
on the virtues concealed within such lines as *'Etna, que ardientes

elements of the

anew

not

is

/

Quevedo shows in a poem based on antitheses that
an antithesis: she is not what she appears to be.
Although at the Petrarchan level much of the vocabulary may be
classified as trite, well-worn, or cHchéd, the sonnets (and the second
one in particular) present themselves with a freshness that is startling.
This springs from a unity of imagery. There is nothing wasted, nothing
superfluous, and, within the associative fields meaning and secondary
meaning interact to give various levels of significance. Each conceit has
its place within the field and each word elaborates and reinforces the
central theme thus contributing to the essential unity of the whole.
It should now be clear that an understanding of the concept of the
associative field will often aid the critic in grasping more clearly the
conceptual unity of seventeenth-century poetry. In particular, it will
facihtate the distinction between ornamental and organic conceits,
for the former are usually isolated whilst the latter often belong to an
nieves atesora."

Flora herself

is

associative field.
St.

Thomas

University
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La Préparation à la mort par
Érasme de Rotterdam
MAURICE LEBEL

latin d'Érasme, De praeparatione ad mortem,^ dont la
traduction française par Pierre Sage vient de paraître à Montréal, aux
Editions Paulines, est l'un des derniers ouvrages du plus eminent et du
plus érudit des humanistes de la Renaissance. Erasme de Rotterdam, le

L'opuscule

plus génial et

le

plus prolifique des écrivains latins modernes,

fit

paraître

son petit traité à Bale, chez Froben, en 1533, soit environ trois ans
la demande expresse de Thomas Boleyn, comte
de Wiltshire et d'Ormond, le frère d'Anne Boleyn (1507-1536), qui
devait à son tour mourir sur l'échafaud, que le savant humaniste hollandais composa ce petit volume de piété, truffé d'observations pénétrantes,
de réflexions morales et de conseils pratiques. Dans sa dédicace au seigneur Thomas, Erasme écrit, "En fait, je m'étais déjà plongé dans ce

avant sa mort. C'est à

quand ton exhortation est venue me stimuler. Toutefois, c'est
seul usage que je destinais mes pensées; mais, dans ta piété, tu
souhaites que j'en fasse profiter le grand public." L'écrit d'Erasme ne
manqua point d'apporter, du moins est-il permis de le penser, beaucoup
de réconfort aux deux victimes d'Henri VIII. Il a beau remonter au XVIe
travail

à

mon

ne faudrait pas croire, cependant, qu'il ait perdu de l'actualité
le thème qu'il traite est loin de dater. Le lecteur aura tôt
fait de s'en rendre compte en lisant le texte dans sa version française.
L'auteur de cette traduction, Pierre Sage, prêtre, professeur honoraire
à la Faculté Catholique des Lettres de Lyon, est bien connu au Canada
où il a enseigné de 1956 à 1972, en qualité de professeur invité, notamment à l'Université Laval pendant nombre d'années, puis trois ans aux
Universités Western de London et Simon Fraser de Vancouver. Il compte
à son crédit, non seulement une centaine d'articles publiés dans diverses
revues, dans le Dictionnaire des Lettres Françaises et dânsV Encyclopédie
Catholicisme, etc., mais aussi des ouvrages remarquables tels que Le
Préclassicisme (Collection Histoire de la littérature française publiée sous
la direction de J. Calvet), Le Bon Prêtre dans la littérature française
d'Amadis de Gaule au Génie du Christianisme, L'Agathonphile de JeanPierre Camus, extraits et commentaires.
siècle,

il

pour autant;
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La traduction du petit traité d'Erasme est la quatrième à paraître en
Les deux premières datent respectivement de 1539 et de 1543;
la troisième est de 1711. Ces trois traductions ayant beaucoup vieilli, le
moment était venu d'en proposer une nouvelle à l'intention des lecteurs
de cette fin de siècle. (Il existe aussi, soit dit en passant, une excellente
traduction anglaise, accompagnée de notes, A Tract on Preparation for
Death, by Desiderius Erasmus of Rotterdam (Londres, Joseph Masters,
866), due à la plume du Rév. Jacob Henry Brooke Mountain, D.D. Hors
commerce depuis nombre d'années, elle mériterait une réédition.)
Pierre Sage s'est attelé à la tâche, pas toujours facile, de traduire Erasme
avec autant d'exactitude et de précision que d'élégance et de souplesse,
ce en quoi il a tout à fait réussi. Erasme lui-même, passé maître dans
français.

1

de commenter et de traduire des textes, ne désavouerait
pas la présentation presque parfaite, accompagnée de notes, que le traducteur français vient de faire de son "testament spirituel." Car ce mince

l'art d'éditer,

volume de 90 pages

est une méditation soutenue et vivante sur les biens
de la vie aussi bien que sur les différentes manières de se
préparer à la mort; il se lit d'affilée comme la dernière volonté d'un
grand humaniste chrétien. Nourri de l'Antiquité païenne et chrétienne,
Erasme parsème son développement de citations bien choisies empruntées
à V Ancien Testament, aux Evangiles, aux Epitres de saint Paul, aux
Actes des Apôtres, à Platon et à Aristote, à Horace et à Stace, à saint
Augustin et à saint Jean Chrysostome, voire à saint Benoit et à saint
Bernard. Pour moi, cet essai, depuis trop longtemps négligé des historiens
du XVIe siècle, est le testament intellectuel et spirituel du grand maître
de Rotterdam.
Il fourmille de pensées justes et profondes, ciselées et lapidaires, dont
nous pourrions aisément faire un florilège. En voici quelques-unes cueilHes au cours de notre lecture. "La mort ne peut être mauvaise, si subite
qu'elle soit, si la vie qui l'a précédée a été bonne" (p. 44). "On ne peut
jamais dire mauvaise la mort qu'a précédée une bonne vie" (p. 49). "Le
corps est une tente de campement. La vie de l'homme sur la terre est un
service militaire" (p. 53). Et ce vers emprunté à l'épopée de Stace, La
Thébaide (v. 19): Mille modis lethi miseros mors una fatigat ainsi rendu
par le traducteur: "Le trépas peut prendre mille formes: c'est toujours
la mort, l'unique, qui accable les malheureux humains" (p. 21). "La
mort est la plus redoutable des tentations" (p. 56). "L'homme est un
inconnu, non seulement aux autres hommes, mais souvent encore à
et les

maux

lui-même"

La mort

même

(p. 61).

a

beau être

de l'épouvante,

la

plus terrible de toutes les horreurs et créer

elle a été

changée par

le

Christ qui, par sa mort,

donné un sens nouveau. C'est que le Christ a remporté la victoire
sur le monde, sur la chair, sur le péché (Satan), sur la mort. Il a vaincu
la mort, non seulement pour Lui-même, mais aussi pour ses membres;

lui a
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s'est livré pour nous tous. Platon tenait la philosophie pour une
méditation de la mort; elle doit être aussi une méditation de la vraie vie.
Si Thornme pratique peu la méditation de la mort, c'est à cause de la
faiblesse de sa foi. Il remportera la victoire à son tour, cependant, s'il
demeure en Lui et uni à Lui par la foi, la charité et l'espérance; il vaincra
le péché, l'unique forme d'inimitié entre Dieu et l'homme, par la foi, la
prière et le jeûne, comme a fait le Seigneur, qui été soumis à la tentation
et a triomphé de Satan. Même les êtres les plus chers au Seigneur:
Abraham, Moïse, David, Jean-Baptiste, l'apôtre Jean et Paul, ont été
soumis à la mort. Qui dit homme dit mortel; on commence à mourir
dès la naissance. Tel est le lot des humains. C'est une certitude absolue.
Erasme parle tour à tour de la mort biologique, corporelle, naturelle,
physique, qui est la séparation de l'âme et du corps; de la mort spirituelle,
qui est la séparation de l'âme et de Dieu; de la mort transformante, qui
est la séparation de la chair et de l'esprit; de la mort éternehe, qui est la
Il

géhenne, l'enfer, la privation de Dieu. Les vivants qui se complaisent dans
le vice sont morts spirituellement. Quiconque a en horreur la mort
spirituelle et la géhenne sera préparé à la mort transformante et aura
moins d'horreur de la mort corporelle. La mort est un gain et une victoire
pour qui a mené une bonne vie et vécu dans l'espérance d'une autre vie.
Salutaire est la crainte du Seigneur et du jugement de Dieu: elle incite
aux bonnes actions, elle détourne des mauvaises. L'important est de vivre
chaque jour comme si c'était le dernier de sa vie, de ne pas attendre au
dernier moment pour faire son testament, de pratiquer l'aveu de ses
fautes et en demander pardon à Dieu et aux hommes, de recevoir
l'Eucharistie et l'Extrême-Onction autant que possible. Quant aux
médecins, moins nombreux ils seront au chevet du mourant, mieux s'en
portera le malade à l'agonie. De même les importuns devraient y briller
par leur absence. Il est très important de bien choisir les personnes au
chevet du mourant. A l'instar du Christ mourant, l'homme doit alors
rester seul avec

lui-même

et tenir les

yeux

fixés sur le Christ crucifié,

implorer le secours de Dieu et se soumettre à sa volonté pour accepter
la mort avec courage.
Telles sont quelques-unes des idées maîtresses que développe Erasme
dans son essai, remarquable de densité et de plénitude. Il paraît à son
heure et doit être ajouté à la liste imposante de livres sur le même sujet.
La mort est en effet un thème à la mode surtout depuis une vingtaine
d'années; plus de 200 ouvrages lui ont été consacrés en 20 ans, fait
singulier, dans les pays aussi industrialisés que l'Allemagne et l'Angleterre, la France et les U.S.A. Aussi n'est-il pas surprenant que la thanatologie ou l'étude de la mort en soi, au cours des siècles, à un moment
particulier de l'histoire, en divers endroits: ville, région, nation, soit
devenue une nouvelle discipline, chère aux sociologues, aux anthropolo-
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gués et aux historiens des mentalités. Si "le soleil et la mort ne peuvent
se regarder en face," la mort cependant n'est plus interdite. Au contraire,
elle se porte même fort bien. Nous vivons de plus en plus dans son
intimité. Nous nous voyons de plus en plus mourir les uns les autres.
Le cancer et la guerre continuent de faucher, bon an, mal an, des milliers
de vies humaines. Plus de 100,000 personnes meurent chaque année
victimes d'accidents d'auto sur

sommes devenus

les

routes européennes. Seulement. Qui

mort qu'on l'envisage
mort des poissons, des animaux, des oiseaux, des arbres, des eaux, mort des villes ou des villages,
des civilisations, des cultures, des galaxies, sans parler de la mort psychique (folie, toxicomanie), de la mort spirituelle (faute, péché), de la
mort sociale (emprisonnement, déportation, ségrégation).
Outre quelques livres plus anciens sur le sujet, tels que: Le sens de la
mort, de Paul Bourget, Mort à crédit, de Ferdinand Céline et Mort, où
est ta victoire? de Daniel Rops, voici quelques titres plus récents: La
Mort et après, de Marc Oraison, médecin et prêtre, Mort à voir, mort à
vendre, de l'abbé Potel, Mourir étonné, de Gilbert Cesbron, Ce que je
crois, de Maurice Clavel, La mort, de Vladimir Jankelevitch, L'homme
et la mort, d'Edgar Morin, Lazare, d'André Malraux, Essai sur la mort
en Occident du Moyen Age à nos jours, de Philippe Ariès, Les vivants et
plus est, nous

maintenant au

la

pluriel:

familiers avec la

si

mort des

individus,

mort, de Jean Ziegler, Anthropologie de

la

mort, de Louis-Vincent

Thomas, Mourir autrefois, de Michel Vovelle, Essais sur l'histoire de
la mort en Occident, (Paris, Le Seuil, 1975), Western Attitude towards
Death (Londres, 1974), Les hommes et la mort dans l'histoire, d'Edgar
Morin, Death, Grief and Mourning in contemporary Britain, de Geoffroy
Gôrer (New York, 1965). Communio, Esprit et Les Informations
Catholiques Internationales ont consacré récemment un numéro spécial
à cet important sujet.

Que

penserait Erasme aujourd'hui de toutes ces publications?

Il

dirait

comme parler de Dieu ou de l'amour,
simple comme bonjour, mais comme

peut-être: Parler de la mort, c'est
c'est parler d'autre chose. C'est

tout ce qui est

si

simple, les

mots manquent souvent pour

le dire.

Université Laval
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Erasme de Rotterdam. La préparation
Editions Paulines, 1976. Prix: $4.00.

à la mort.

Traduction de Pierre Sage. Montréal,

Sebastian Westcott, the Children of
St. Paul's,

and Professor Lennam

HERBERT BERRY

Professor Trevor Lennam's book, Sebastian Westcott, the Children of
Paul's, and The Marriage of Wit and Science (Toronto: Univ. of
Toronto Press, 1975), is generally about the company of boy actors
belonging to St. Paul's Cathedral when Westcott led them, from the
1550's until 1582. The book does not, however, consist of an argument
or development, but of some seven more or less separate parts, some
considerable, some quite short, and each with its own virtues and,
sometimes, weaknesses. Throughout, Prof. Lennam has done his work
carefully: he has gone over it meticulously and has regularly consulted
previous work in the subject. But sometimes he has been preoccupied
with the surface of his work.
The seven parts are a biography of Westcott, a study of the playhouse in which the Children of St. Paul's performed, a "Calendar" of
the "Presentations" which they gave, a commentary on the notebook
of Michael Shaller (a verger at St. Paul's whose notebook contains
entries relevant to Westcott), an introduction to The Marriage of Wit
and Science which is really a study of the whole period of English
drama from about 1550 to the coming of John Lyly and his gUttering
successors, an essay about Love's Labour's Lost, and an edition of The
Marriage of Wit and Science (one of the, two or three extant plays
which might have been performed at St. Paul's in Westcott's time

St.

there).

The biography of Westcott is by no means the complete work which
Lennam probably meant it to be, nor is the study of the playhouse. The "Calendar of Presentations" gives one pause in one significant instance. The edition of The Marriage of Wit and Science is flawed
by some awkward methods and seems studiously to fall between all the
stools of editorial practice. Yet Prof. Lennam's book is quite valuable
and even at its shakiest never less than useful. The flaws in the edition,
for example, amount to a rather thick layer of cosmetics the face
behind which is good.
Prof.
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For the biography, Prof. Lennam worked diligently among records in
Somerset and Devon, those at St. Paul's in London, and the wills of
the Prerogative Court of Canterbury. At the Public Record Office, however, he often trusted to his predecessors, mainly H.N. Hillebrand and
Arthur Brown. He reviewed the documents of which they wrote, but
he scouted out few fresh ones. As a result, he has given us many new
bits of information about Westcott and his family, but he has missed
more, and much of what he has missed is probably more important
than that which he has found.
He knew nothing of Westcott's parents, for example. He should have
found that Westcott's mother was Joan and that his father had died by
about 1536, when his mother was the wife of a step-father, John
Hammond, or Hamon, who must have been a man of means and who
died in October, 1558. Joan did not remarry again and died in 1575,
leaving to her son, Sebastian, "all her goods Chattells and Debts whatsoeuer moueable and vnmoueable ... to dispose the same at his free will
and pleasure." She made her will orally on March 20, "being sicke in
bodie yet perfitt of mynde and memorie," and Sebastian proved it on
April 4. She simply declared in a sentence or two that, in effect,
Sebastian should settle her affairs. She mentioned no one else. Her son,
Robert Westcott, was present, as were Elizabeth Westcott (perhaps the
more or less estranged wife of her son, PhiUp, who was abroad) and a
Robert White, but Sebastian was not.^ This will might have caused
Robert Westcott to challenge Sebastian's will of 1582, thinking,
perhaps, that Sebastian should have bequeathed him more of their
mother's goods.
Sebastian Westcott's mother must have been a formidable and
eventually ancient lady. In about 1536, she and her last husband,
Hammond, bought a lease on an estate called Tetton in the parish of
Kingston St. Mary just north of Taunton in Somerset. The lease was to
run for as long as she, her husband, or a daughter. Jacquet, lived. The
deal was probably a way of killing two birds with one stone — providing
Joan and her husband with a suitable residence for Hfe and Jacquet one
thereafter. The place comprised a house and some 1 20 acres of arable
land, moor, and pasture in the foothills of the Quantocks. The estate is
still there, though the present house is an 18th century one. It was and
is the largest and finest estate in a prosperous parish. Jacquet's husband,
Robert Goodenowe, described her as the daughter of Joan and Hammond ("father & mother of the sayd Jackett"), by which he probably
meant just that, because Hammond and Joan had, in effect, settled an
estate on her, but he could have meant that she was Joan's daughter by
her Westcott husband, or Hammond's daughter by a former wife.
Jacquet, in any event, was probably a child when her parents, or
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step-parents, leased Tetton, for she did not

marry Goodenowe

until

1548 or 1549.2

When that marriage took place, it occurred to Hammond that Jacquet
and her husband would demand a half interest in Tetton, because the
lease was in Jacquet's name as well as those of John and Joan Hammond. Hammond must have been a tractable man, for, according to
Goodenowe, he simply arranged without being asked that the
Goodenowes would have a half interest as long as he hved. When
Hammond died in 1558, however, his widow, Joan, was not so tractable.
She claimed and took the whole place, and in January, 1567, despite
divers gentle entreaties, as Goodenowe complained, she "yett sty 11
dothe occupie & enioye the same." She argued that Hammond's arrangement ended with his death, and she refused to make one like it.
Goodenowe said that she meant "to defeate & defraude" him and his
wife "of all the premysses for ever contrarie to all lawe right equitie &
good conscyence." So in January, 1567, the Goodenowes sued her in
Chancery for a half interest in Tetton. She was probably still at Tetton
when she died, because she is said in her will to be of Kingston; and the
estate probably went quietly to Jacquet then, because Joan did not
mention it in her will and Goodenowe was of Kingston when he died in
1580, having been of St. Decumans (Watchet) in 1567.^ Moreover, he
did not sue Joan's executor, Sebastian Westcott, for it.
Hammond was also generous to two other of Joan's children, William
and Philip Westcott. In the summer of 1546, he bought for them the
reversion of a piece of land called Christian's Quarter in Cheddon
Fitzpaine for 20 nobles (£6. 13s. 3d.). Cheddon is the humbler parish
which adjoins Kingston St. Mary on the east. At the same time he also
bought the reversion of a cottage in Cheddon for a woman whose
Christian name was Christian and who by 1560 was the wife of Richard
Budge. Like Jacquet, she may have been a daughter of his, or of Joan's,
or of them both. WilUam and PhiHp may have been minors at the time,
as their brother Robert was, for that would account for Hammond's
part in the purchase. In any event, Hammond bought the reversion by a
negotiation with the officials of the manor of Cheddon, paid his money
in three installments, and received his deed. But the custom of the
manor was that such negotiations should be carried out at a meeting of
the manorial court. In 1546, the King was lord of the manor and later
a Mr. Lodge, neither of whom took an interest in the matter. But
eventually the lord was WilHam Clyfton, and he set about annulHng
the purchase. The result was, needless to say, a series of legal maneuvres: a decision in the memorial court in 1556 that the purchase was
illegal, and then, after the reversion had fallen in at the death in 1558
of the former owner,"* at least three lawsuits in London.

1
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Hammond did his best to protect the interests of his step-children,
but their mother took a more judicial view. When Hammond lay dying
in October or so, 1558, presumably at Tetton, he sent for his other
step-son in the vicinity, Robert Westcott. In the presence of John
Hayward, the vicar of Nether Stowey in Somerset, Hammond explained
how he had bought the reversion of the land in Cheddon and why he
thought the purchase legal. Then he "requyred" Robert "to depose the
same at any tyme that he shuld be called therto as the said Hamon wold
haue done yf he had lyved," and Robert did just that in defense of his
brothers in 1560. Joan Hammond, however, acted rather differently a
few months later. She did not jump to accept the accounts of her
husband and children, perhaps because Clyfton was important locally.
In the spring of 1559, she summoned Thomas Dudrydge of Kingston,
James Chapman of Cheddon, and Robert White (who eventually
attended her dying) "to her house of Tetton" and in the presence of
the other two required Chapman "to declare the trothe what he could
saye concerning the Land in varyance betweene M^ Clyfton and her
said sonnes." Chapman had been reeve of Cheddon when Hammond
had bought the reversion. He had received one of the installments of
the purchase price and delivered the deed to Hammond. Chapman
explained the matter much as Hammond had done to his step-son.^
WilUam and Philip Westcott must not have got possession of their
piece of land when the former owner died, for they sued Clyfton for
possession early in 1560 in the Court of Requests in London. At the
summons of that court, twelve men from Kingston, Cheddon, and
elsewhere in Somerset, including Robert Westcott, trooped to Ilminster
to testify on April 10. Their statements are all that survive of that
lawsuit.^ The Westcotts must have lost the case, for they were soon
suing Clyfton again in the Star Chamber,'^ where they must also have
lost, for,

Wilham and Clyfton both dead,

Philip sued Clyfton's

widow

Because Philip was out of
the country at the time, the other Westcott brother, Sebastian, seems to
have been the active force behind this third lawsuit.^ C.J. Sisson found
the surviving fragment of it, and Prof. Lennam, therefore, took account
ofit(p. 52).
Sebastian Westcott wrote in his will that he was born in Chulmleigh
in Devon, and he left the poor of Chulmleigh £3. He also left the poor
of Crediton in Devon £2. 10s., those of Taunton in Somerset £2, and
those of Kingston St. Mary 5s. ^^ In a document of 1540-42, after the
dissolution of the monasteries and friaries, a William and Sebastian
Westcott appear as what Prof. Lennam called "stipendiary priests
receiving pensions in 1540," ex-monks, that is, Sebastian "employed"
by the church wardens of Chulmleigh and William by the rector of

yet again in the mid-1570's in Chancery.^
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Warkleigh nearby. Moreover, a William Westcott had been ordained
deacon in the Diocese of Exeter in 1522. These pieces of information
prompted Prof. Lennam to suggest that Sebastian was born about 1515
and became a priest, and that William the deacon, William the exreligious, and Sebastian's brother, William, were all the same person. He
guessed that Sebastian received his training in music at the Collegiate
Church of Crediton and was priest in charge of music there when the
place was dissolved, after which he worked for a time as a curate in his
birthplace and then made his way to London, stopping for a time with
relatives in Kingston St. Mary near Taunton (pp. 10-12).
Because of the other things which we now know about Sebastian's
family, however, and can notice about the dissolution of the monasteries
and the document of 1540-42, Prof. Lennam 's scheme seems wrong in
some ways and incomplete in others. At the least, he probably has
Sebastian born too early, and he must be wrong to make WilUam the
deacon, William the ex-religious, and WilHam Sebastian's brother all
the same person. He is probably wrong, too, to make Sebastian a priest.
Joan and her Westcott husband probably settled in Chulmleigh,
where there were plenty of other Westcotts. After Westcott's death and
her marriage to Hammond, a Somerset man, she evidently moved all her
children except the two oldest with her to Somerset, where eventually,
if not at once, she and Hammond set themselves up rather grandly at
Tetton in Kingston. Thus all her children except Sebastian and George
became Somerset people, as she did herself, belonging to the parish of
Kingston or to its neighbour, Cheddon Fitzpaine. William was buried at
Cheddon. William and Philip aspired to own land there. Philip's wife
seems to have been in Kingston when her mother-in-law died there.
Robert described himself in 1560 as a weaver of Kingston (and hence
was probably neither of the Robert Westcotts whose wills Prof. Lennam
found [p. 7] )M Jacquet and her husband set themselves up at St.
Decumans in Somerset, 14 or 15 miles north under the western edge of
the Quantocks, and finished, probably, at Tetton.
Joan Westcott obviously had no more Westcott children after 1536
or 1537 when as the wife of her last husband, Hammond, she joined in
the lease of Tetton. Hence Sebastian, George, William, PhiHp, and
Robert Westcott were all born before then, and so was Jacquet, whether
she was a Westcott or a Hammond, for her name was included in the
lease. We have a reasonably good date for the birth of only one of these
children, Robert, in 1530, for in April, 1560, he gave his age as 30 "or
therabout."^^ We know when three or four others were married:
Jacquet, according to her husband, in 1548 or 1549; William and Philip
both in 1562 (pp. 8-9); and the George Westcott of North Molton in

Devon (whom

Prof.

Lennam

thinks Sebastian's brother) also in the
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1560's.i^ Jacquet was not an old woman when she married, because she
had at least six children thereafter. William and George could not have
been absolutely ancient, either, because each had at least four children
after marrying. Jacquet may have been Joan's and Hammond's child
(hence younger than all the Westcott children) and was probably a
minor in 1536 or 1537, when her parents (step or otherwsie) leased
Tetton. William and Philip were probably minors in 1546, for their
step-father bought the reversion of land in Cheddon for them, not the

land outright.

For Wilham to have been made a deacon in 1522, he would have to
have been born by about 1498. His mother, therefore, would have had
at least 32 child-bearing years and died at some 95 years, and he would
have married at 64 years and had four children after. It is all possible
but hardly likely and not necessary. Prof. Lennam probably has
Sebastian's birth in 1515 so that he could be at the canonical age of 24
or 25 for ordination as a priest by 1540. If he was, however, he was
born many years before his brothers and his sister. That, too, is possible
but neither likely nor necessary.
Prof. Lennam did not notice a crucial distinction in the document of
1540-42, and neither he nor its finder inquired into why the document
was written and hence what it is supposed to Hst and mean.
According to its headnote, the document belongs to the clerical
subsidy of 1540. The act of Parliament authorizing that subsidy (cap.
23) required (section 3) that in each of the next two years bishops
send the Exchequer a list of the "stipendary preestis" in their dioceses
who had to pay the subsidy, and also the names of those "with whom
they doo dwell" and from whom they "take any stipend or wages."
(If the "preestis" failed to pay, those who harbored and paid them had
to.) The document is the list for one of those two years which the
officers of the Bishop of Exeter sent to the Exchequer. Its headnote
says that it gives the names of all "p^sbitorwrn stipendiorum"' and of
those who "co^ducwnt" them. Prof. Lennam and the finder of the
document read "presbyter" and "conducere" as meaning "priest" and
"to employ." But the act requires much more of both words. Obviously,
"conducere" is to mean something like "to live with" or "to harbor" as
well as "to employ." The word "preestis" in the third section of the
Act is significantly at odds with the requirements of the first section,
unless it has the widest possible meaning or is ignored. For the act
taxed not only all the gradations of ordained clergy at work in the
ecclesiastical estabHshment, but also "'Qvery other personne and personnes of whatsoever name or degree he or they be, enjoying any
sp/n'mall promotion [i.e., preferment] or other temporall possessions
"^o the same
Spirituall promotions annexed." As the officers of the
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Bishop of Exeter had to read the phrase, therefore, "stipendary preestis"
spiritual side of the
diocesan effort — priests, but also such unordained people as lay vicars
and vicars choral. ^^ The drafters of the next act of the same kind
(1545, cap. 24) prevented this difficulty by adding a new section (9):
"everie laye persone having anye spirituall promoczon chardgeable by
shalbe chardged taxed and sett for his saide spirituall
this Acte
pA-omoc/on with the Clergie." The lists of stipendiary priests of 154547, that is, were expHcitly to include non-priests, as those of 1540-42
were implicitly to have done.
A "stipendiary" person, in ecclesiastical terms, finally, did not
receive a pension. He did spiritual work and received regular wages for
it, but he did not have one of the estabUshed positions, like a rector or
vicar, and unlike persons who held such positions, his wages did not
come from any of the established funds of the church, like a living. ^^
The act also taxed pensioned ex-monks, but called them "Preestis or
other personnes Religiouse" and their payments, "yerely rentis or
pensions." There were to be lists of them, too, provided not by bishops
but by the Court of Augmentations in London or whoever else paid
their pensions. These lists apparently no longer exist.
The document reads that the church wardens of Chulmleigh "conducunt" Sebastian Westcott, and the rector of Warkleigh "conducit"
William Westcott. ^^ Because Sebastian could hardly live with the
church wardens, they merely employed him. Wilham was employed by
the rector and perhaps Hved in his rectory. Now, rectors are responsible

meant simply "stipendiaries" who worked on the

.

.

.

They hire priests to serve in
Church wardens, however, are responsible for the
other ecclesiastical matters. They hire parish clerks, organists, choirmasters, vergers, and the like. In 1540-42, therefore, Wilham Westcott
was indeed a priest, a middle-aged one if he was also the deacon of
1522, but he was very likely not Sebastian's brother. He could have
been the Wilham Westcott of Chulmleigh who sued Anthony Coxed
some ten years later. ^'^ Sebastian Westcott in 1540-42, however, was
for the priestly duties in their parishes.
their stead as curates.

very likely not a priest but a vicar choral, or choirmaster, helping with
the music of the church at Chulmleigh, which had once been a "college"
and may still have supported a more sophisticated music than other
parish churches. Sebastian (and WiUiam, too) may or may not have

been ex-monks. The document, incidentally, lists 414 stipendiaries and
concludes with a total, £224, presumably the tax they paid in the year
of the list. The tax for each of two years was 2s. in the pound earned.
Hence the stipendiaries earned on average about £5.10s.0d. each a
year.^^

Sebastian was probably the eldest of the Westcott children, for his
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all her known children but William
were alive. Moreover, Sebastian looked after at least two brothers
and his sister: according to a friend of his, he protected Philip and
advanced him money, ^^ and he wrote in his will of having lent Robert
and Jacquet money which they had not repaid. The second child may
have been George, for Sebastian mentioned him first in his will. The
third may have been William and the fourth Philip (their names regular^0
ly appear in that order in the documentation about their reversion).
The fifth may have been Robert.
One might guess, then, that Sebastian was born early in the 1520's,
and that WiUiam and Philip were born after 1525 and before 1530.
Joan's Westcott husband probably died shortly after, or even before,
Robert was born in 1530, and she probably married Hammond within a
year or so and, if Jacquet was a Hammond, bore her very soon after.
To fetch up as vicar choral and then almoner at St. Paul's, Sebastian
Westcott must have been a thoroughly trained musician. One might
guess, then, that Sebastian's parents sent him in 1527 or so to the
Collegiate Church of Crediton to become one of the four choristers on
the strength of the place. He would have remained one until his voice
broke, in about 1533. He might then have stayed on as one of the four
"singing-men or lay Vicars" there ,^1 or informally to help with the
music, like the ex-choristers whom he mentioned in his will as still a
part of the musical establishment at St. Paul's in 1582. In any event, he
would have learned music and much else at Crediton. Because the
Collegiate Church there was not dissolved until 1545, being neither a
monastery nor a friary, Sebastian could not have been pensioned from
the place in 1540.22 If he became a religious, he would have left
Crediton in about 1536 or 1537, bound for a monastery rather than a
friary, and one large enough to support a full-time musical establishment. He would have served for a year as a novice and then been tonsured and clothed at the age of 16 or 17, a youth proceeding through
the minor orders toward the priesthood, which he could never have
reached. He would have served as a musician, perhaps a vicar choral,
for a year or two, until his house was dissolved in 1538 or 1539, when
he would have joined the numerous ranks of pensioned ex-monks. If
he did not become a religious, he simply left Crediton eventually, his
training finished, and sought work as a musician.
What he would have done at Crediton as a boy and perhaps at some
monastery as a more or less professional musician appears in the contract of a musician (who was not a priest) at Glastonbury Abbey, drawn
up in August, 1534.23 James Renynger, "Syngyngman," agreed for his
lifetime to sing and play 'vpon the Organes
yn deyly seruices
yn the Chappell of o^ blessid lady yn Glastyngbry ... as deyly

mother made him her heir when

.

.

.

.

.

.
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matens masses yeven songs complens anteymes & all other devyne
songen yn the seid Chappell,"
ben accostomably
moreover "to do seruice yn syngyng & playng vpon the Organs yn the
high quier of Glastyngbry yn
suche festes & festyval dayes as hath
ben
vsed & accostomyd ther." He also agreed "to jnstructe and
teche the sixe Chyldren ... for the Chappell of o^ blessid lady
sufficiently laufully & melodyously With all his dyligence in pricke
songe & descûfunte," and to teach especially the two most apt so that
within two years they could play "at the Organes" and within six sing
and play "At the Organes deyly yn the seid Chappell of o^ lady & high
quier" as Renynger himself was supposed to do. The Abbott (Whiting)
undertook to "fynde the seide James Renynger Clauyngcords to teche
the seid two Chyldren to pley vpon." Quite likely, Sebastian Westcott
had just left off being such a child at Crediton as these two at Glastonbury were. At all events. Renynger received for these services £10 a
year, an annual gown, two loads of firewood, and the rent of his
lodging. A clause provided that if Renynger were "taken up" to serve
in the King's music, he could have his position again at Glastonbury if
he returned to it within a year and a day. Renynger lived, as Whiting
seruices as hath

.
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did not, to claim a pension. ^^

was a monk is
many stipendiaries then
who had found their way back into spiritual
evidence. No Westcott appears in any of the

The only reason for thinking

that Sebastian Westcott

that he was a stipendiary in 1540-42, and that

were probably ex-religious
work. There is no positive
lists which survive of pensioned ex-religious, including those for all but
a few of the houses in Devon and neighbouring counties. ^5 The Hst of
the house of Austin Canons at Taunton is one which survives — without
a Westcott, but with a John Heywarde, the vicar of Nether Stowey in
1558? The lists for two conspicuous houses, however, do not survive,
that for the most conspicuous and finest of them all in the west,
Glastonbury, and that for Muchelney, both places twenty miles and less
from Kingston St. Mary .26 Could Sebastian have been briefly a young
colleague of James Renynger?
If Sebastian had been a monk, his pension would have been a pound
or two less than that of an ordained ex-monk and probably below the
cost of subsistence, in any case hardly enough to tempt a young man to
retire. One of the provisos of ex-monks' pensions was that the payer of
the pension could offer the ex-monk a job at an equivalent or greater
sum and cancel the pension. So one next finds Sebastian Westcott in
London in the King's service in 1545, a Yeoman of the Chamber, having swapped, maybe, his pension for a job.^^ He was, however, or
would soon be, looking beyond such employment toward a career for
which he had been trained and in surroundings, except for size, like
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the musical establishment of

Cathedral.

more of
goods than his brother, George (if Prof. Lennam is right to
make George Westcott of North Molton a brother) and both did better
than their brother-in-law, Goodenowe.^^ On the evidence of the lawsuit
reported by Sisson and Prof. Lennam, all three did better than Philip
Westcott (pp. 7, 52-53), and even he may have been better off at the
end of his Ufe than their sister. Jacquet, and brother, Robert, to both of
whom Sebastian lent money. Sebastian's prosperity might argue the
value put on song and drama in EHzabethan times, even in a religious
setting, but it could also argue, perhaps even better, that Sebastian was
indeed his father's eldest son and hence began his mature life with a
bigger share of his father's possessions than any of his brothers had.
Apart from new information which one should add to Prof. Lennam's
biography of Sebastian Westcott, there are a few places, all footling, in
the biography where one should probably hesitate. Christopher Westcott, for example, was the son and heir of George Westcott of North
Molton, hence very likely not his second son but his first (p. 8). The
Elizabeth Westcott who was living in one of George Westcott's houses
in Chulmleigh in 1589 certainly need not be Philip Westcott's widow,
or, indeed, any widow (p. 8). The document which Prof. Lennam could
not find at the P.R.O. in 1968 (E. 159/334/m.238V) is there now and
readily available; it says, generally, what Hillebrand reported it as
saying (p. 17). Prof. Lennam argues that Westcott was living at the
Almonry of St. Paul's in 1550 because he paid taxes in Castle Baynard
the evidence of their wills, Sebastian Westcott amassed

this world's

Ward - but the Almonry

is distinctly in the adjoining ward, that of
Farringdon Within (p. 16). Prof. Lennam suggests on "admittedly
flimsy" grounds that the playwright with whom Westcott was associated in the 1550's, and perhaps in the 1540's, John Heywood, was
from the same part of Somerset as that in which so much of Westcott's
family had settled, and hence that the association might not have been
the result of a chance meeting in London (pp. 13-14, 16-17, 33-34).
The presence of John Hay ward, vicar of Nether Stowey (just over the
Quantocks from Tetton), at the deathbed of Westcott's step-father
might strengthen the suggestion, and so might an association in 1593
between an Andrew Westcott of Chulmleigh and John and Wilham
Heywood of North Tawton in Devon. 29

The shape and whereabouts of the playhouse, or playhouses, at
have been among the most conspicuous gaps in our know-

St. Paul's
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ledge of the Elizabethan stage. Westcott's playhouse

went out of use

shortly after he died in 1582, but a playhouse also called St. Paul's was

being used possibly at the very end of the century and certainly for a
few years into the next. Prof. Lennam has briefly reviewed the problems and the scanty information available to resolve them, and,
perhaps wisely, he has let the matter go at that. Recently, however, a
former colleague of his. Prof. Reavley Gair of the University of New
Brunswick, has found the "presentments" of 1598, described inaccurately and untraceably by J. P. Malcolm in 1803, and sought earnestly
but in vain by Hillebrand fifty years ago. They are one of the problems
which Prof. Lennam has reviewed (p. 47n.). Prof. Gair found them not
at St. Paul's, where one would expect to find them, but at Guildhall.
They show that in 1598 there was a "house" in the open space between
the cloisters and the Chapter House and that the master of the choristers (who was responsible for the playhouse and its company) controlled the land on which it stood. Prof. Gair is convinced that this
house contained both Westcott's and the later playhouse and that he
has, therefore, located and unified the place at last, and, coincidentally,
made this part of Prof. Lennam 's book obsolete. ^^
Putting the playhouse in the space between the cloisters and Chapter
House is not new, for G.P. Baker made the suggestion in 1907.^^ Prof.
Gair's contribution is to find a house there and to find that the master
of the choristers controlled the area. Some striking difficulties with the
idea, however, remain.
It continues possible, for example, that there were two playhouses.
The only specific evidence for the location of Westcott's playhouse is
a remark in an order of the Court of Aldermen of London in 1575
implying clearly that the place was within th^ jurisdiction of the Dean
of St. Paul's and not that of the Aldermen (p. 43). All the other evidence about a playhouse at St. Paul's either obviously does or could
easily belong to the later operation, as Prof. Gair's could. His evidence
shows that in 1598 the area adjacent to the Chapter House had "a longe
tyme byn used of the master of the Quoristers" — which may or may
not take one back to Westcott's playhouse. Prof. Gair reports a remark
of 1603 that the Children of St. Paul's played "in a private house of a
longe tyme keepte used and accustomede for that purpose," which does
not necessarily get one back to Westcott, either.
But it must be Hkely, even so, that there was just one playhouse.
More to the point is whether Prof. Gair has necessarily found a playhouse at all. There are, sadly, at least three good reasons that he has
not, or, at least, has not yet. The first has to do with the amount of
space available around the Chapter House. The Chapter House was
octagonal and rested well above the ground on four massive buttresses.
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between which was an octagonal crypt. This structure was surrounded
by a square one made up on all four sides of a sizable cloister at ground
level and another of like size above that one. The whole lay in the angle
formed by the nave and south transept of the Cathedral, and on its two
other sides was a high stone wall. Between the cloisters and the Chapter
House was a small open space all around. A most accurate draughtsman,
Hollar, drew a picture of the place which Dugdale printed in 1658, and
Baker reprinted in 1907 and Chambers, as the frontispiece of the
second volume of his Elizabethan Stage, in 1923. Prof. Lennam suggests
how little space was between the cloisters and the buttresses (p. 45),
and Prof. Gair's drawing seems to show that at the very most, the house
there could have had internal measurements of only about 20 feet by
20 feet. Even a small playhouse would have to be bigger than that. If
the house was where Prof. Gair reasonably puts it, in the northwest
corner of the area, it was at the rear left of the place as Hollar drew it.
One can arrive at one's own conclusions by reaching for Chambers'
second volume. ^^
Prof. Gair's "presentments" show that in 1598 the master of the
choristers probably controlled the upper cloister and certainly controlled, "used" (and had done so for a long time), the lower one and
the space between it and the Chapter House. They also show that there
was a "house" in part of this space, built by Mr. Laydon, a minor canon
(as the master of the choristers had not been since before Westcott's
time [p. 20n.] ), and standing close to the Chapter House wall, presumably the buttresses. The "presentments," however, do not say that
the master of the choristers controlled the house, just the land on
which it stood; nor do they say^how long Mr. Laydon's house had
existed, just
that the master of the choristers had controlled
the land for a long time. Even if the house dated back to the early
1570's, as Westcott's playhouse did, the master of the choristers
obviously leased the land to Mr. Laydon so that he could build the
house, and the master of the choristers could have leased land and
house to others when Laydon's lease on the land was up. He did rent
out the lower cloister, as Prof. Gair shows, to trunk-makers. When one
controls land on which a house stands, one does not necessarily also
control the house. The "presentments," finally, do not even hint that

the house could be used as a playhouse. The master of the choristers,
as Prof. Lennam (pp. 45-47) pointed out, actually controlled at least
four other houses in and just out of the churchyard, and Prof. Gair's

evidence adds nine sheds to this muster, as well as the cloisters and land
around the Chapter House. That the master of the choristers controlled
a place, obviously, does not make it a playhouse.
Prof. Gair needs evidence showing that the playhouse was near the
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Chapter House, or at least, as he says, "inside the locked area of the
Cathedral," where, among many other structures, the cloisters and
Chapter House were. Two matters noted by Chambers would seem
useful. One is a remark by Richard Flecknoe, printed in 1664, that the
playhouse was ''behinde the Convocation-house" (i.e., the Chapter
House). Prof. Gair is, however, rightly dissatisfied with it, as Chambers
was. What "behinde" means is a problem and so is Flecknoe's reHability. He was probably born after the playhouse ceased to function and,
in any case, made the remark some 60 years later "in," as Chambers
wrote, "a passage dealing (inaccurately) with Jacobean rather than
Elizabethan conditions." The other matter is a note apparently written
by Wilham Percy, the author of six plays, all, it seems, unperformed
on the professional stage. The note instructs the master of choristers at
St. Paul's how he might shorten Percy's plays should he produce them,
because, according to Percy, plays at St. Paul's could last only two
hours, the children being unable to begin before 4:00 after prayers,
and the gates of the Cathedral precinct (within which, by implication,
the playhouse was) shutting at 6:00. Prof. Gair relies on this note
several times, but it is at least as dubious as Flecknoe's remark. Prof.
Lennam, curiously, does not even mention the note.
J. P. Collier first reported it, somewhat inaccurately, in his History of
English Dramatic Poetry (London, 1831), HI, 377, and Chambers
repeated it as Collier had it. Collier said that he found the note at the
end of the play, Necromantes, in a manuscript lent him by his friend,
Joseph Haslewood. Percy transcribed his plays three times in manuscripts which survive, all six plays in each of two manuscripts and three
plays in another. One of the manuscripts with all the plays and that
with only three are in the collection of the Duke of Northumberland at
Alnwick Castle. The other with all the plays is at the Huntington
Library, and that is the manuscript which Haslewood once owned. The
note is where Collier said it was and nowhere else in any of the manuscripts. Necromantes is in only the two manuscripts with all the plays.
At least one writer has suspected that the note is one of ColHer's
forgeries, because Collier had the manuscript by him for a time and announced the note in that first scene of his crimes, his History. If Collier
forged the note, however, he made all the letters exactly as the writer
of the rest of the manuscript habitually made the same letters, and he
also mistranscribed its first clause to create a sophistication which
destroys the credibility of the note. The note reads,

A
To

Memorandum

that

if

Note

the Master of children of Powles

any of the fiue and foremost of these Pastoralls and
in this volume shall but ouereach in lengh (The

Comaedyes conteyned

1
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children not to begin before Foure after Prayers And the gates of Powles
shutting at six) the Tyme of supper, that then in tyme and place conuenient, you do let passe some of the songs and make the consort the
shorter, For I suppose these plaies be somewhat too long for that Place.
Howsoeuer on your own Experience and at your best direction be it.

Farewell to you

all.

W.P. Esq. 33

which may be more poetic, but which
Necromantes. The first five plays
were written (according to Percy in all his transcriptions of them)
between 1601 and 1603, when the playhouse at St. Paul's was open.
Moreover, Percy added notes to them all explaining how they could be
performed at St. Paul's. Necromantes, however (as he also said in both
manuscripts), belongs to 1632, some 25 years after the demise of the
playhouse. He added no notes to it about St. Paul's and at the end in
both copies wrote, "For Actors onely," by which he meant for companies of men rather than of boys as at St. Paul's. From what ought to
Collier read "fine" for "fiue,"

fatally misidentifies the sixth play,

be Collier's point of view if he forged the note, therefore, to read
"fine" is to put Necromantes where it could not be.
The trouble with the note is its date, its writer's reliability, and,
above all, what it actually says. Percy dated the Huntington manuscript as 1647, the year before that in which he died (he dated the
complete manuscript at Alnwick as 1646 and the incomplete one as
1644). Did he write the note de novo in 1647? Or had he written one
like it long before which he overlooked in 1 644, 1 646, and when he came
to the right place for it in 1647 (after the fifth play) — and which he
then rewrote so as to exclude Necromantes? Either way, in his note
he told a company defunct for 40 years how it might perform his
plays, yet realized that the company could not perform Necromantes
because he wrote that play in 1632, when the company had been
defunct for 25 years. The confusion is radical, and it does not inspire
confidence, especially when we find him described in 1638 as living
"obscurely in Oxford'' and drinking "nothing but ale," at his death as
"an aged Bachelour" who "had lived a melancholy & retired Ufe" at
Oxford "many yeares," and, in his modern biography, as declining into
"senile decay." That in 1644, 1646, and 1647 he added stage directions
to five plays explaining how St. Paul's and sometimes other extinct
children's companies might perform them also suggests that he was
confused, but his confusion here need not be so radical as that involving

Necromantes as well.
The note, finally, does not necessarily allude to the playhouse at all.
The remark about shutting the gates at 6:00, supper time, could mean
that the performers had to be inside the Cathedral precinct when the
gates shut and their supper began. They could have performed any-
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where inside or just outside the precinct. We could still be, that is,
where Prof. Lennam left us, with four sizeable structures controlled by
the master of the choristers inside and just outside the precinct, any of
which could have embraced the playhouse.
Despite the confusions of his old age, Percy's manuscripts might
provide useful information about the stage and staging at St. Paul's.
V.E. Albright, G.F. Reynolds, Chambers, Hillebrand, M.H. Dodds, and
others have nibbled around the edges of them, but no one, including
Profs. Gair and Lennam, has bitten determinedly into them.^"* The
reasons are not far to seek. The plays are weak, Percy's hand is often
difficult and made more so by his many afterthoughts, and relationships among the manuscripts are complex. Moreover, his many hints
about the stage and staging at St. Paul's would require much steady
thought to get out of them a consistent and rational scheme.

In his "Calendar of Presentations," Prof. Lennam goes carefully
through the surviving evidence of performances by Westcott's company,
but he really does strike a forgery and not because it is submerged. It
had been brilliantly documented by H.E.D. Blakiston in 1896 and duly
signalled by both Chambers and Hillebrand. ^^ Prof. Lennam, however,
chose to ignore these warnings and to accept instead and without much
investigation or even much argument J.T. Murray's thoughtless signs
that all was deep water. He managed also to bungle his citation of
Murray as "I, 286" rather than I, 325; II, 286 (p. 56). But no matter,
for the whole entry about a performance of December 4, 1554, or
April, 1557 (Prof. Lennam 's no. 4), should be lined out. It took place
only in the mind of Thomas Warton, who as he was finding Chatterton's "discoveries" to be forgeries in the 1770's tried some forgeries
himself which have been a good deal more successful than poor

Chatterton's.

The reasons for the two dates are
Warton first (1778) wrote

explain. 36

instructive,

and Blakiston did not

that "In the year 1554, while the

princess EHzabeth resided at Hatfield-house in Hertfordshire, under the

custody of Sir Thomas Pope," Queen Mary visited her and after supper
on the second day, the two saw a play performed by the boys of
St. Paul's. In a footnote, he added, "Who perhaps performed the play
of Holophemes, the same year, after a greate and rich maskinge and
banquet, given by sir Thomas Pope to the princess, in the grete hall at
Hatfelde^ But during the next two years Warton saw several yawning
holes in his story. Sir Thomas Pope did not become the Princess's
guardian until July, 1556, and she did not take up residence at Hatfield
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about the same time. Moreover, he had already (in 1772) given the
play of Holophernes - another invention - as taking place at Shrovetide in 1556. So in 1780 Warton made some adjustments. He dated the
play at Hatfield as April, 1557, and divorced from it the play of Holophernes, which went back to being at Shrovetide, 1556.^'^ He did not
trouble to adjust also his supposed sources. Again, however, the facts
intervene, for Pope seems to have ceased being guardian to the Princess
late in 1556, of which Warton did not know.
until

Lennam's edition of The Marriage of Wit and Science is consensible, and careful. One looks hard to find substantive
objections, and when one finds them they prove trivial. Prof. Lennam
reads "then," for example, at line 408 when he should read "the«," and
when Nature speaks of "an other Lord above" (line 97), Prof. Lennam
tells us that she means Jove (p. 178), even though she goes on, "That
hath receaved unto his disposition/The soule of man." At hne 1438 he
rightly declines to follow his predecessors in emending "vppe on" to
"upon" because he thinks that the expression means, in effect, "up at"
rather than "on," but he forgets scansion, which clinches his case. The
writer regularly put the stress on the second syllable of "upon," and
here he put it on "vppe."
If the substantive aspects of the edition seem sound, however, some
of the procedural ones are annoying, unnecessary, and expensive. He
Prof.

servative,

constantly over-explains.

He

assures us seven times that "to speed"

means "to prosper" and the like^^ (but misses an eighth chance at line
1048). He tells us that "Be ruled" is "a common expression" and that
"Tushe" is "an extremely common exclamation." We discover that
"flym flam" is "nonsense, idle talk," that "the marke that he would
hit" means his "target," that "fittlye" means "aptly, skilfully," that
"snorting" means "sleeping heavily," and so on.^^ But worse is his
awkward marriage with modernization.
modernizes all punctuation. He also modernizes much
and has two ways of doing it. Some words appear in modern
spelling in his text with the original spelling at the bottom of the
page. Other words appear in the original spelling in his text, but have
the modern spelhng in the explanatory notes. Why one word is modernized one way and a second the other is not very clear, or why a third
is not modernized
at all, but one thing is quite clear: much of this
modernizing amounts to further over-explaining. Thus of the words
modernized in the text with the original spelling at the bottom of the
page, there are "do" for "doe," "good will" for "good wil," "Will" for

He

silently

spelling
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"Wyll," "Nature's" for "Natures," "th'advantage" for "thaduantage,"
"Lady's" for "Ladies," and even "odd" for "od." And of the words not
modernized in the text but modernized in the explanatory notes are
"inowe" for "enough," "fraght" for "fraught," "marchant" for "merchant," "seene" for "seen," "ketch" for "catch," "durte" for "dirt,"
and "cloobe" for "club." Yet words like "Causles" for "causeless,"
"clyme" for "climb," and "slouth" for "sloth" are not modernized
anywhere.4^ These flabby methods tend to persuade the hasty reader
that the edition is less reliable than it really is.
University

of Saskatchewan

Notes
1

PROB.ll/57/f.98\
Robert Goodenowe said that the
nowe paste" and that he and Jacquet
had married "aboute eightene yeres now paste." He also said that the Hammonds had
bought the lease from John Hewshe, a person of whose name died in February, 1553, having
said in his will (PROB.ll/36/f.l9-19^) that he wanted to be buried at St. Decumans (where
Robert and Jacquet lived for a time) and had a brother-in-law, Humphrey Walrond (Robert's
lawyer in the lawsuit was named Walrond). Moreover, a Humphrey Huysshe who was active
in lawsuits for about 40 years until the 1550's had a wife. Jacquet, and owned lands in

2 C. 3/77/74,

a

lawsuit

Hammonds had

of January,

Swimbridge, near Chulmleigh
3

The lawsuit

1567, in which

leased Tetton "aboute thirtie yeres

in

Devon (C.1/416/15,

16; /520/25-29; /1505/41).

only in the Goodenowes' complaint, dated January 23, 1567:
C. 3/77/74. InexpUcably, Prof. Lennam (p. 6) gives Goodenowe's death as 1579. His widow
proved his will on May 10, 1580: PROB.ll/62/f.152-52V.
survives

4 Req. 2/66/16. James Chapman said

in April,

1560, that the former owner, William Lawrence,

died "two yeres past or more" (no. 2), and John Hill agreed with him (no. 1-3). Chapman
also said that the manorial court took its decision after Lawrence had died (no. 13), but
here Hill disagreed (no. 13). Richard God (nos. 3, 4) said that it took its decision "about a
two yeres before the death of quene Mary," i.e., in 1556, and seven men (John Pope, John
Wyrall, Richard Marshefyld, John Mogridge, John Lynge, Richard Coke, and William Hare)
agreed with him. The interrogatories (which are missing) evidently also read that the manorial court took its decision before Lawrence died (see Chapman's and Hill's answers to no.
13).

Chapman, Robert Westcott, and Dudrydge, April 10, 1560.
Westcott testified that Hammond, "his father yn lawe," was on his deathbed "about one
yere and half past," and Dudrydge that the episode at Tetton took place "about a yere
past." Robert Goodenowe said in January, 1567, that Hammond had died "aboute ten yeres
nowe paste" (C.3/77/74).

5 Req. 2/66/16, the depositions of

6 Req. 2/66/16.

and undated rebuttal by Clyfton to a surrejoinder by the Westcotts.
The document has been filed as belonging to the time of Henry VIII, but obviously belongs

7 St.Ch. 2/34/41, a brief

instead to the 1560's.

[now folded together and 10th in the box]: interrogatories and two
widow Clyfton (Robert Smyth and Thomas Cocke), and interrogatories
and two depositions for Westcott (Nicholas Brystow and Antony Morres). The property is

8 C. 24/127/13,

19

depositions for the

not specifically mentioned, but Philip argued that he should be allowed to hold property in
the manor of Cheddon though abroad. The widow Clyfton seems to have argued that Philip

I
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wilfully absent but a Papist, a

debtor, and an immoral man who had a second family in Barbary. Neither of her witnesses,
however, bore her out, and Philip's established that he could not return to England for

One of Philip's interrogatories asked about Sebastian's repuand the result was two encomiums, one from a man who said that he had known
Sebastian for 40 years (Brystow - a person of the name was clerk of the Wardrobe early
in the 1540's and later of the Revels: E.405/112/f.20V, 47; /116/f.5^, 30^, etc.), who
"never
knew hym but of very honest report and conversac/on, And so ... he is accepted
reputed and taken both of the [e] state of this Realme the nobilite and generally of all men
... as honest a man and of as good report and honest conversac/on as iij of his degree w^in
the Realme" (no. 11). See also Sisson's note, RES, 19 (1943), 204-05.
reasons beyond his control.
tation

.

9

.

.

One of PhiHp's interrogatories (no. 4) asked if Sebastian was author of the lawsuit, probably
because the widow Clyfton had said so in her reply to the bill; Brystow declined to answer,
and Morres began by saying that he did not know, then said that Sebastian was acting only
as Philip's agent, and finally had the whole answer stroked out.

10 PROB.ll/64/f.99-100^
11 Req.2/66/16.

12 Ibid.
13 Tlie reasons for thinking that this George Westcott was Sebastian's brother are that this
George owned lands in Chulmleigh in Devon (where Sebastian was born) and named one
daughter Jacquet and another Joan. This George was probably married in the 1560's because when he made his will in 1589 both his daughters were unmarried but nearing marriageable age (they were to receive their portions within three years of his death), his second son,

John, had a child, and his eldest, Christopher, apparently did not. See PROB.ll/82.f. 384-85.
14 Tlie word the officers chose was probably nice in 1540-42: not "sacerdos," which meant
only ordained priests, nor "clericus," which by itself meant only unordained people, but
"presbyter," which reformers were insisting should mean what it had anciently meant,
anybody responsible for the work of a church, elders of a church.
15 "Stipendarie Prests" are defined in the two acts of Parliament which dissolved colleges, free
chapels, chantries, and such stipendiary priests as were paid out of perpetual funds money, that is, appointed by a donor to be paid out of his estates forever (see esp. sect. 1 of

both

acts:

1545, cap. 4; 1547, cap. 14).

16 E.344/19/15/f.l^, 11, 11^, reported by Frances Rose-Troup in Devon and Cornwall Notes
and Queries, 17 (1932), 81-82, 285. She also read "stipendiary" to mean pensioner.
17 C. 1/1279/26, the

bill only, addressed to Sir Richard Rich, hence filed between October,
1548, and December, 1551. This William's grandfather was Peter Westcott, his father, John,
and his elder brother another John.

18 C.24/127/[10th in the box]

,

esp. Morres, nos. 1, 9. Sebastian

advanced £66. 13s.4d.

who

earned an annual wage which was not a "perpetuity" were also taxed. They paid
a flat rate of half a mark a year for two years. The act does not require a list of these people,
and the document of 1540-42 could not be of them for another reason: the total is wrong.
That number of people at half a mark each should yield £l38.16s.8d. in one year or
£277.13s.4d. in two.

19 People

20 Req.2/66/16, in the heading and
(no. 4), and Robert Westcott.

in the testimonies

of James

Chapman

21 Wilham Dugdale, Monasticon Anglicanum, ed. John Caley, Henry
(London, 1830), VI, 1450-51.

Ellis,

(no. 4),

John

Hill

Bulkeley Bandinel

22 Colleges, chantries, and free chapels were dissolved by acts of Parliament of late 1545 (cap.
4) and 1547 (cap. 14). The College at Crediton, however, seems to have been dissolved in
the spring of 1545, for one of its pensioners was entitled to the first half yearly installment
of his pension at Michaelmas, 1545 (E.315/254/f.32^). No one from Crediton appears on
the list of persons in Devon pensioned in 1548 according to the act of 1547 (Rose-Troup,
pp. 334-36, 381-84).
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23 Prof. Lennam also offered the contract of a musician to show what Sebastian Westcott may
have done (p. 11), but that musician worked at a cathedral, not a house of religious, and one
very remote from Devon; his contract, moreover, was drawn up before Sebastian was born.
Still, the duties seem similar and the pay was about the same.
24 E. 135/2/31. Renynger's work with the children was to be particularly under the supervision
of the Abbot. He did not get a pension at the Dissolution, being, possibly, in the Royal
service at the time. Eventually, in about 1568, he presented his contract to the Court of
Augmentations (which is why the contract survives) and received a pension of £2 a year
back -dated three years - as a note on the back reads.
25

No comprehensive

hst survives of religious at the Dissolution, but various documents do
which give the names of many but not of a Westcott. None appears in the hst of ex-religious
paid pensions out of monastic lands or among the surviving warrants for pensions (49th
Report of the Deputy Keeper of the Public Records). None is in the Usts of pensioners
which survive for many houses {Cal. of the Letters and Papers Foreign and Domestic,
1538-f.), or in Cardinal Pole's list of ex-religious being paid pensions in 1555-56 (E.164/31),
or in the list of pensioners in Devon who had died by 1570 (Rose-Troup, Devon and Cornwall Notes and Queries, 18 [1933], 45-48). No Westcott signed one of the surviving surrenders (8th Report of the Deputy Keeper), or was paid at the Court of Augmentations in
London (E. 315/248-62), or, so far as I can find, signed one of the many surviving receipts

(E.314/26-32).

26 Twenty-five monks of Glastonbury appear in Cardinal Pole's hst of 1555-56, including no
Westcott; but if Sebastian had one, he would probably have given up his pension by 1545.
27 For the pensions and later careers of ex-religious, see Dom David Knowles, Religious Orders
in England (London, 1959), III, 402-17. Some "lay brothers" from Sheen, however, had
bigger pensions than some "monks" from there (E.315/249/f.24), and how an ex-monk
could swap a pension is an even murkier matter than much else about the pensions. The first
act concerned with the dissolving of religious houses (1535-36, cap. 28) provided pensions
only for heads of houses and had no provision for swapping them. The act establishing the
Court of Augmentations (cap. 27) and that which confirmed all that had been done and
would be (1539, cap. 13) did not mention pensions at all. The act of 1545 (cap. 14) dissolving colleges and the like finally described pensions and swapping them, but provided
only that a pension would cease if the King gave the pensioner a benefice or other spiritual
preferment of greater value (sect. 11). Yet pensions were obviously assigned in great
numbers, regularly paid, and, it seems, not infrequently swapped, though without sanction
of Parliament.
28 He

left

he said,

three daughters

owed him

£5

each and two others and his son household goods only; two men,
owed 12 others £21.12s.0d.: PROB.ll/62/f.152-52V.

£7.6s.8d., but he

29 St.Ch.5/B.98/36; /B.44/10.

Heywoods

signed their

names

All three

were servants of Lord Edward Seymour. The two

so.

30 Prof. Gair made his announcement in a paper delivered at the Waterloo Conference of
1975. It will soon be pubHshed among the papers of the Conference in The Elizabethan
Theatre VI (Toronto: Macmillan). I am grateful to him for a copy of the relevant part of
his paper.

31 The Development

of Shakespeare

as a Dramatist, pp. 45-46, 95, 115.

32 Hollar also drew the Chapter House precinct from outside the stone wall, once from the
south and once from the west. Prof. Lennam printed both drawings (p. 28), which do not
suggest

33

much room, either.

HM

4 (between two sets of alterations at the end of the play, the second dated 1636 in both
mss.); Chambers, The Elizabethan Stage (London, 1923), II, 21. The mss. at Alnwick (508,
509) are part of the British Manuscripts Project (F391-92). I am indebted to his Grace for
permission to see the B.M. microfilm of his mss. (reel 324) and to the Huntington for
permission to publish part of theirs. Hillebrand wrote of both Percy and the ms. at the
Huntington, "William Percy: an Elizabethan Amateur," HLQ, 1 (1937-38), no. 4, 391-416.
Sydney Race thought the note a forgery: N&Q, Jan. 7, 21, Aug. 5, 1950. In his remark

about the Chapter House, Flecknoe also mentioned that the children performed "after
Vespers" (Chambers, II, 16n.; IV, 369-70).
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Plays as Proof of the Elizabethan

MP, 11 (1913), 237-46; Reynolds, "William Percy and his Plays," MP, 12 (1914),
241-60; Hillebrand, The Child Actors (Urbana, 1926), pp. 217-19; Dodds, A^<è^, Oct. 3, 10,
1931, and "A Forrest Traegedy in Vacunium,"AfZ-/?, 40 (1945), 246-58, etc.
Stage,"

"Thomas Warton and Machyn's Diary;' EHR, 11 (1896), 282-300; Chambers, II,
and The Mediaeval Stage (London, 1903), II, 196; Hillebrand, p. 124n.; even D.N.B. has
warning: "Sir Thos. Pope," which Blakiston wrote.

35 Blakiston,
13,
a

36 Prof. Lennam accepted the story because of this change in dates. Not having read Blakiston
carefully, Lennam thought that he had rejected only a performance of 1554, and noting
that Murray gave the date as 1557, he assumed that Murray had an independent and reliable
source which Blakiston had not taken into account. Murray, however, had not read
Blakiston carefully, either, and simply accepted the story as he found it in John Nichols,
Progresses
of Queen Elizabeth (London, 1823), I. 17, who had uncritically accepted
Warton's final version of it.
.

.

.

37 Life of Sir Thomas Pope (London, 1772), first edn., pp. 84-85; History of English Poetry
(London, 1778), first edn., II, 391-92 (and for Chatterton, 153-64); Life of Sir Thomas
Pope (London, 1780), 2nd edn., pp. 86-87, 89. In 1780 he also dropped the specific reference to Sir Thomas Pope, though he impHed one. In his section on Chatterton, he suggested the forger's motive: "the pleasure of deceiving the world, a motive which, in many
minds, operates more powerfully than the hopes of gain ... the private enjoyment of the
success of his invention and dexterity." But, he concluded, "there

is

a

more

solid satis-

faction resulting from the detection of artifice and imposture" (pp. 158, 164).

38 Lines 153, 520, 674, 715, 1114, 1300, 1453.
39 Lines 208, 242, 284, 460, 1156, 1416.
at line 621.

He

misses a chance to deal similarly with "marke"

40 Lines 84, 177, 186, 624, 662, 1009, 1392; 47, 141, 1316, 1399, 1463, 1482, 1486; 170,
204, 1029.

Book Reviews /Comptes rendus

Monique Ornato. Dictionnaire des charges, emplois et métiers relevant des institutions monarchiques en France aux XlVe et XVe siècles. Paris: Editions du C.N.R.S.,
1975. $11.75.

Cet ouvrage qui est en grande partie

l'Humanisme

sur

cherche

Scientifique

portera sur

XlVe

français des
est

le

d'intéresser les seiziémistes car
la

des travaux de l'Equipe de Recherche
siècles

du Centre National de

de l'activité professionnelle en France à

la totalité

période de

XVe

Re-

la

premier volet d'un dictionnaire plus ambitieux qui

Bien qu'essentiellement consacré à
la

le fruit

et

la

période 1364-1483, ce

nombre

la fin

livre

du moyen

âge.

ne manquera pas

d'indications sont encore pertinentes pour

Renaissance.

Le besoin d'un

tel

travail se faisait

guère à leur disposition que

le

assurément

sentir.

Les chercheurs n'avaient

dictionnaire de Lepointe, publié en 1948, et celui

de Marion, plus vieux encore et qui traitait d'ailleurs des deux derniers siècles de
l'Ancien Régime.

Chaque dénomination est accompagnée d'une description sommaire de la foncdu titulaire et de mots clefs qui correspondent aux pouvoirs dont celui-ci
peut dépendre (roi, pape, prince), du milieu dans lequel il gravite (enseignement,
Eglise, métiers), de la branche où il exerce son activité (juridiction financière,
tion

organisation territoriale), enfin l'organisme de base auquel

eaux

et

forêts

l'ouvrage où les
Il

s'agit

A

il

appartient (bailliage,

de chaque rubrique l'auteur a indiqué
principaux renseignements peuvent être retrouvés.

.

.

.).

la

fin

le

titre

de

d'un outil de travail fort précieux, sans doute assez scolaire encore, mais

qui laisse bien présager ce que sera

le

grand dictionnaire que son auteur nous

promet.

CLAUDE SUTTO,

Isabelle

Université de Montréal

Cazeaux. French Music
1975.

in the Fifteenth

and Sixteenth

Centuries. Oxford:

Basil Blackwell,

I.

Cazeaux, auteur d'un

livre sur la

musique profane de Claudin de Sermisy,

a publié
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fois, sur la musique française au XVe et
un nouvel ouvrage général sur l'histoire de la
musique à la Renaissance qui fait suite aux travaux d'un Gustav Reese, Music in the
Renaissance, des spécialistes de la New Oxford History of Music (vol. Ill et IV),
André Pirro, Histoire de la musique de la fin du XlVe à la fin du XVIe siècles,
pour ne citer que les principaux.
Son livre se veut une nouvelle tentative d'intégrer l'histoire de la musique dans la
vie culturelle et sociale du XVe et du XVIe siècles en France, selon une approche
"synchronique," comme diraient les Hnguistes. Vu sous cet angle, ce livre représente
un apport considérable à la musicologie qui devient de plus en plus consciente de
l'importance des aspects sociologiques de l'histoire musicale ainsi que de la nécessité
de la démarche "synchronique," suivant en cela l'exemple des sciences sociales et
de l'histoire. Malheureusement, Isabelle Cazeaux n'a pas su définir dès le départ en

un deuxième volume, plus ambitieux cette

XVIe

au

siècles. Ainsi vient s'ajouter

li

XVe

XVIe siècles étaient similaires, ni établir quels traits leur
communs, i.e. déterminer en vertu de quels critères on peut
mettre de faire un découpage synchronique sur deux siècles d'histoire.
quoi

le

et le

pertinents et

Malgré cette lacune,
intégration de la

musique dans

le

plan de l'ouvrage témoigne d'un effort dans

musique dans

la société et

l'histoire sociale.

La première

le

étaient
se per-

sens d'une

partie traite de la

de ses différentes manifestations: dans

les

cours royales,

cercles ecclésiastiques et aristocratiques, dans les occasions spéciales (person-

les

ou politiques), dans l'éducation (y compris l'enseignement privé et les
sous d'autres aspects culturels tels la production imprimée et
manuscrite, les compétitions et le théâtre, et enfin la musique de l'extérieur, i.e. de
la rue, du cimetière, des champs, de chasse et de guerre. Quant à la deuxième partie,
îlle est consacrée aux manifestations musicales "per se" ou, si l'on veut, au côté
'immanent" de la musique même: après avoir étabh les tendances générales et les
îources, les principaux genres de musique (religieuse, profane, vocale et instrumen-

nelles

et

écrits didactiques),

tale)

sont exposés plus en détail;

le

dernier chapitre resitue les manifestations

nusicales au sein d'un réseau d'influences diverses.

Théoriquement du moins, un
30ur analyser
'ait

qu'I.

les diverses facettes

plan aurait dû suffire

tel

de

la vie

Cazeaux ne prétendait pas couvrir un

Cependant,

comme

grille

de départ

musicale à cette époque, compte tenu du
tel sujet

de manière exhaustive.

ne faut pas se réjouir trop vite: si le plan semble assez bien distribué,
]1 n'en présente pas moins une vilaine tendance à séparer la musique du point de vue
:iOcial de la musique en tant que telle. Nous ne saurions dire s'il s'agit là d'un vieux
il

préjugé de la musicologie voulant replier l'histoire musicale sur elle-même et la con-

un coin à part. Peu importe: le plan présentait un danger qu'I. Cazeaux
malheureusement pas su éviter. Cela est d'autant plus regrettable qu'une telle
démarche, telle que préconisée dans la préface, aurait pu être aussi fructueuse pour
l'histoire sociale de la musique que pour l'étude même de la musique, en faisant
subir à celle-ci l'épreuve d'une nouvelle approche. La démarche d'I. Cazeaux ne
diffère donc guère de celle de Paul Henry Lang, dansMw5/c/« Western Civilization
(1941) où la musique et la civilisation se côtoient sans se toucher.
La structure interne de French Music in the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries
présente de son côté une curieuse logique: nous n'avons toujours pas compris le

signer dans
n'a

1

apport qui existait entre d'une part,

la

note d'introduction et

la

"coda," et d'autre
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contenu même du volume. Cette introduction dont la "coda" représente
mais (heureusement) moins volumineux, traite du symbole du coeur
en poésie, des manuscrits cordiformes en musique ou en littérature, qui sont rapprochés des Calligrammes d'Appolinaire, et autres considérations qui ne reviennent
pas dans le corps du sujet. A moins qu'il ne s'agisse d'une astuce un peu à la manière
dont en étaient truffés les manuscrits cordiformes du XVe siècle, ce qui est peu
probable, nous ne voyons toujours pas la relation entre cette introduction (et sa
"coda," ce qui révèle déjà une première astuce musicale) et le reste du volume, qui
part, le

l'autre volet,

ne concerne en rien

les affaires

de coeur.

La lecture du livre nous ménage encore de nouvelles déceptions, et non des
moindres. I. Cazeaux se réclame en effet de la démarche de Nanie Bridgman, La
Vie Musicale au Quattrocento qui, elle aussi, veut situer la musique dans son contexte social. En effet, les deux auteurs présentent le même goût pour l'anecdotisme
toutefois: contrairement à I. Cazeaux, Nanie
complémentaires que requiert une telle formule
historique. Par exemple, La Vie Musicale au Quattrocento est pourvue d'un tableau
chronologique et synchronique des événements politiques, culturels et artistiques
d'Italie (1401 à 1530) et d'une table analytique fort précieuse faisant office de fil
conducteur à travers les multiples "historiettes" qui illustrent quelques constantes.
De plus, sa bibliographie est divisée en sections consacrées respectivement aux
ouvrages généraux, aux monographies de villes, à celles des personnages, aux textes
originaux et enfin aux ouvrages spécifiques à chaque chapitre.
Rien de tel chez I. Cazeaux, qui aurait bien dû se fier au flair de N. Bridgman. En
fait, son ouvrage est bien pauvre à ce sujet: il ne dispose que de deux index, l'un
consacré aux noms et aux titres (encore que les titres des pièces musicales n'y apparaissent pas tous) et l'autre, aux sujets et aux différentes catégories musicales. La

compilé, à cette

différence

Bridgman nous fournit

près

les outils

bibliographie, établie selon des principes avant tout utilitaires est dressée d'après

la

alphabétique des auteurs sans aucune subdivision par chapitre ou autre. Il n'y
a même pas d'index ou de renvoi pour les auteurs ou pour les titres de la bibho-

liste

moyen de retrouver où telle référence a été utilisée.
En dehors des questions de forme, la bibhographie présente de curieuses anomalies

graphie de sorte qu'il n'y a pas

neuf seulement sont en allemand (en excluant les articles
Même en tenant compte qu'il s'agit d'un livre sur la
musique française supposant plus d'études françaises (?), il est remarquable que la
proportion d'études allemandes soit si mince. Un simple coup d'oeil sur les articles
de Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart, sur la bibliographie du New Oxford History
of Music (III et IV) ou de Reese indiquerait plutôt le contraire et même d'autres
sources qu'I. Cazeaux n'a pas consultées. A peine plus d'une trentaine de sources
directes figurent parmi ces mêmes 321 titres, dont pas plus d'une vingtaine de
sources musicales (manuscrits, imprimés et éditions critiques) et d'une dizaine
d'écrits théoriques ou généraux (seulement trois traités musicaux). Il reste donc
sept sources extra-musicales, ce qui est nettement insuffisant pour un travail sur le
rôle social de la musique. Ainsi qu'on peut le constater, les documents d'époque
(récits, chroniques, etc.
.) sont négligés, ce qui nous laisse croire que la conception historique d'I. Cazeaux est douteuse: peut-on faire de l'histoire seulement à
partir des travaux, des thèses et des articles publiés sur un sujet ou sur les sources
sans vérifier les dites sources? Ou même mieux: peut-on se permettre de citer des
internes: sur 321 titres,

des dictionnaires allemands).

.

.
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non d'après

les

sources

mêmes, mais d'après

les
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travaux qui

concernent?
Faute d'une position et d'une conception historiques solides, tout le livre (peutde la première partie du sixième chapitre sur l'imprimerie) con-

être à l'exception
siste

en une accumulation redondante de

faits divers

empruntés

à plusieurs études,

en une succession insipide de détails événementiels qui pourraient devenir révélateurs à condition d'être comparés et interprétés à travers une (ou plusieurs)
et

qui n'est pas le cas. C'est pourquoi, la première et la deuxième
du livre souffrent d'un mal contagieux: les faiblesses de la première partie ne
peuvent que déteindre sur la deuxième. Sans constantes réelles sur les manifestations sociales de la musique, on ne saurait concevoir comment la musique dans sa
forme et dans ses "techniques" a pu être suscitée ou transformée par des impératifs

grille(s) d'analyse, ce

parties

sociaux. Par exemple,

si

l'on n'a pas su répondre précisément à cette question:

"A

quel genre d'ensembles instrumentaux, à quelles formes musicales, à quel type de
texte, de musiciens, de poètes, décorateurs, etc., faisaient appel les fêtes à grand

déploiement (tels les carnavals ou les entrées royales)," on ne peut de toute
évidence répondre à celle-ci: "Comment ou dans quelle mesure les fêtes à grand
déploiement peuvent dicter certaines particularités dans la structure et le contenu,
dans l'instrumentation de celles-ci, dans leurs textes, etc., et même dans leurs
sources?" En fait, en l'absence de toute statistique, il est impossible de déterminer
ce que reflète la distribution chronologique et géographique de ces dernières quant
à leur rôle social, à leur contenu et aux influences qu'elles ont suscitées ou subies.
Il ne faut donc pas mettre en cause le manque de documents, de sources ou de
renseignements, malgré que ceux-ci ne soient pas aussi nombreux qu'on l'eût
souhaité. L'histoire a vu beaucoup d'historiens qui ont su faire "parler" des sources
beaucoup plus disparates et beaucoup plus précaires que celles-ci. Il est évident que
l'absence de toute problématique ne peut faire autrement que de mener à de tels
résultats, même si l'on disposait de toutes les sources imaginables.
Un examen critique chapitre par chapitre s'avère donc inutile. Nous ne pouvons
que regretter que ce livre, qui aurait voulu susciter des études similaires (voir
préface, p. xiii), ne soit pas à la hauteur du but qu'il s'est proposé. Si l'idée de
resituer la

sant

de

musique dans

la

la société qui l'a fait naître correspond à un besoin croismusicologie, nous croyons alors qu'il est temps qu'elle change ses

méthodes historiques, faute de quoi l'histoire de la musique ne gagnera rien à
l'interdisciplinarité. Le livre d'Isabelle Cazeaux constitue donc un effort louable,
sans plus, effort qui devra dorénavant s'orienter différemment tant dans la forme
que dans le fond, s'il ne veut pas demeurer stérile.

ELISABETH BERTRAND,

Université de Montréal

Steven E. Ozment. The Reformation in the

Sixteenth-Century

Germany and

Cities.

Switzerland.

The Appeal of Protestantism to
and London: Yale

New Haven

University Press, 1975. Pp. xi, 237. $13.50.

The author begins by announcing that he

is

"forcing

upon

this

study a certain
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collaboration" between two prominent recent approaches to
Reformation studies, the intellectual history of the medieval antecedents of the
Reformation and the social history of the Reformation in its urban setting. What
emerges is a study of popular religion on the eve of the Reformation and in its
first generation. Ozment's thesis is that the Protestant revolt against "the fear
and uncertainty of the medieval viator" (as characterized by Heiko Oberman)
explains the particular appeal of the Reformation to city dwellers (as pinpointed

methodological

by Bernd Moeller).
Relying heavily on the mid-nineteenth-century work of Johannes Geffken, who
a collection of popular confessional manuals and catechisms, Ozment

pubhshed

depicts "the burden of late medieval religion." According to his description

it

was

censorious and introspective. A religiosity centered on the sacrament of
penance tried to enforce upon the laity a barely adapted version of the monastic
ascetic ideal, which was at the same time infinitely demanding and psychologically
legalistic,

The largest of the four chapters, and half of the text, is devoted to the
exposition of some fifty pubhcations from the 1519-1526 period, which present
"the original Protestant message" to a lay readership. These defenses of the Reformation, catechisms, plays, and social visions sometimes came from the pen of
unsatisfying.

Reformers (Bucer, Farel), were sometimes the work of educated laymen (Lazarus
Spengler of Nuremberg, Nicholas Manuel of Bern). They form a precise counterpart
to the late medieval writings and constitute a massive attack upon their religious
ideals. Ozment regards them as a call for the secularization of life. The Protestant
wrifings attack the medieval sacramental system, the prerogatives of the clergy and
the externals of late medieval religious observance on all fronts. They present the

Old Faith as a systematic exaltation of clerical status which exploited the pious
layman both materially and psychologically. From this widely disseminated pamphlet literature emerges the elemental popular force of early Protestantism, bumptious and angry, antisacramental, anticlerical and iconoclastic.
Beside this instructive study of the Reformation's transformation of lay-directed
religious Hterature stand the parts of Ozment's book intended to show that what he
has described explains the appeal of the Reformation in the Central European
cities. He gives a résumé of pre-Reformation initiatives by city governments to
establish maximum administrative control over local ecclesiastical life and notes the
late medieval lay activity of establishing urban preacherships. A last chapter
describes a general pattern of urban Reformation in which the religious change is
accomplished in three stages: (1) evangelical preaching, (2) militant popular
support, and (3) grudging governmental establishment. The church ordinances and
catechisms from the late twenties onward are sampled and analyzed as marking a
j

consolidation of the Reformation in which Protestantism

made

its

own

religious
|

laity. The old "freedom fighters" became "new papists"
perhaps, but without completely forgetting the liberating message of the Refor-

demands upon the

mation gospel.
Ozment's study of the anticlerical and antisacramental pamphlets which the
Reformation directed at the lay public has unquestioned value. More doubtful is his
implication that he has explained the urban appeal of the Reformation. The

|

I
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based on

secondary material and lack a convincing connection to the main body of the book
which describes popular religious literature. However, the connection of these two
parts of the book is essential if Ozment's union of social and intellectual history has
indeed been consummated. Moreover, they are crucial to Ozment's ambition to
revise the findings of Bernd Moeller about the appeal of the Reformation to the

German cities. Moeller sees
the more successful appeal

the

Reformed stream of Protestantism

as having

made

to the urban populace. With their Protestant theology

of the Law, their covenantal ecclesiology and their uncompromising antisacramentahsm the Reformed churches were better adapted than the more individualistic Lutheranism to the religious corporatism of medieval cities which had long

who

conceived of themselves as sacral communities. Ozment,

Reformation

as

pictures the urban

modernizing, liberating (and essentially Lutheran), rejects the

Moeller thesis, according to which

it

was founded on medieval anachronism,

cor-

porate discipline (and was in the majority Reformed).

Ozment does not enrich Moeller's thesis so much as reduce it by half - and by
much the more interesting half. Moeller would agree that the rejection of the
status and the liberating idealization of the lay condition which flowed
from Luther's writings of 1520 were significant factors in the urban appeal of
Protestantism. But he would not reduce the Reformation in the cities to Luther's
"freedom of the Christian man." Under its trumpeting of methodological change,
The Reformation in the Cities is only a slightly disguised version of the particular
view of Luther's normative position in the Reformation which Ozment has disseminated in his two earher books. Homo Spiritualis distinguishes between a
dogmatic version of Luther's early theology (the period studied is 1509-16) and an
excessively conceptualized version of late medieval mysticism, defined as a fullblown anti-Lutheran heresy. Thus rigid lines are drawn between the "intrinsic"
salvation of Tauler and Gerson and the "extrinsic" salvation of Luther. Since
Luther had not at that time yet worked out clear distinctions between the infusion
and the imputation of grace, the result is dubious. In Mysticism and Discontent
Ozment follows Holl and others in finding mysticism to be the root of modern
rationalism, but only by peering at Muntzer, Franck, Castellio and others through
the astigmatic glass of the idiosyncratic Lutheran doctrine of Word and Spirit
(which is anachronistically set up as a criterion of orthodoxy). Now we are informed in his third book that the Reformed were, in the non-theological matters
that really count, but epigones of Luther, except to the extent they later betrayed
the liberty of the Christian man by becoming "new papists." The thrust of
Moeller's scholarship has been to tell us that we cannot reduce the Reformation to
a canonical Luther. The disguised message of Ozment's writings is that we can, and
that is the foundation of The Reformation in the Gties claim to be an advance
beyond Imperial Cities and the Reformation.
Ozment has written a good book, but one which does not have the innovative
significance in methodology and interpretation which he attributes to it.
clerical

'

JAMES M. STAYER, Queen

's

University
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Martin Wolfe. The Fiscal System of Renaissance France.
Yale University Press, 1972. Pp. x, 385. $17.50.

du moyen âge

New Haven

et Londres:

propos duquel les ouvrages de vulgarisation
de présenter un travail de synthèse qui fasse
le lien avec l'Ancien Régime. Monsieur Martin Wolfe comble cette lacune et nous
explique les étapes par lesquelles le système fiscal du moyen âge a évolué vers celui
de la Renaissance. Travail combien difficile, qui nous révèle les qualités de synthèse
Face au système

fiscal

ne manquent pas,

il

à

était indispensable

de l'auteur. Cela ne va pas sans une certaine sécheresse de l'exposé, ce qui en rend la
lecture parfois difficile. Il faut cependant préciser que cet ouvrage est avant tout un
manuel destiné aux étudiants, et qu'il a pour objectif de leur présenter le plus
clairement possible un secteur de l'histoire économique sans détails superflus. Aussi,
faut-il louer ici Monsieur M. Wolfe d'avoir reporté à la fin de son livre une série de
textes

susceptibles

l'étudiant

d'éclairer

à

propos

de

certains

éléments de

la

"machine fiscale," évitant ainsi d'alourdir inutilement le texte.
Le moyen âge ne laisse pas à la France un système fiscal permettant au roi de
satisfaire non seulement ses propres besoins, mais aussi d'unir le pays et de le
défendre contre les périls intérieurs et extérieurs. Aussi, l'auteur du livre souHgne
l'écart existant entre les moyens de Saint Louis et ceux de François 1er. Pour cela,

non seulement

il

a fallu créer de nouvelles institutions capables d'améliorer la

augmenter la part des recettes imputables à l'impôt tout
en venant à bout de la résistance des Etats généraux. Le rôle de François 1er est
d'ailleurs déterminant par le fait qu'il rompt avec les pratiques du XVe siècle. Son
souci d'augmenter les rentrées sans écraser les contribuables (tout comme Louis
XII), est illustré par l'importance qu'il accorde à d'autres sources de revenu telles
que la création de charges vénales et la mise en vente de propriétés royales.
collecte des revenus, mais

Monsieur M. Wolfe s'attache par ailleurs aux relations existant entre le domaine
la fiscalité. Sans aller jusqu'à affirmer que le système fiscal est le reflet
de la société française ou de son économie, il souligne cependant qu'il fut l'instrument d'une poHtique conduisant la monarchie vers l'absolutisme. C'est d'ailleurs
par ce mot que l'auteur caractérise la fiscalité française de la Renaissance. Toutefois, il a le mérite de replacer l'absolutisme de François 1er dans un contexte évolutif, où chaque souverain franchit une étape qui marque chaque fois un recul des
pouvoirs locaux et de la noblesse. Après avoir assisté à la mise en place d'un système
fiscal qui vise à augmenter le pouvoir royal, nous voyons combien ce système est
fragile, surtout lorsque l'autorité centrale ne peut juguler les forces centrifuges.
Nous constatons ainsi combien la France au XVIe siècle est loin d'être un royaume
uni, mais plutôt une multitude de pouvoirs régionaux et parfois même locaux qui
poHtique et

la période troublée qui marque la
du règne de Henri III. Ce morcellement a notamment pour effet de cristalliser
deux conceptions du pouvoir, la Ligue se prononçant pour une démocratisation des
décisions en matière fiscale, tandis que les Huguenots s'acheminent vers une conception de monarchie de type absolu.

apparaissent au grand jour, principalement lors de
fin

Le système

fiscal est aussi

besoin d'augmenter

gogne,

d'Italie

influencé par les guerres et les luttes internes. Face au

les rentrées afin

ou d'Espagne,

la

de combattre l'ennemi, qu'il vienne de Bour-

royauté diversifie au

maximum

les

sources de

.
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revenu ainsi que
définitives, les

les formes de perception. Les solutions temporaires deviennent
mesures volontaires revêtent vite un caractère obligatoire. Quant aux

guerres de religion, elles illustrent avec éclat les relations existant entre
fiscal et les

pouvoirs qu'il confère à celui qui

le

contrôle.

A cette

le

système

occasion, l'auteur

entendre que le système fiscal français ne fut jamais remis en cause durant
époque de conflits, si ce n'est pour des motifs religieux. Selon lui, il suffisait
de résoudre la question religieuse pour retrouver la sérénité fiscale. Le pouvoir
exclusif que Henri IV désire exercer sur la France entière lui coûte d'ailleurs fort
cher (5/6 du revenu annuel), car ses adversaires ne capitulent pas sans avoir reçu de
fortes compensations financières. Quant à Sully, Monsieur M. Wolfe nous le présente comme un homme dont l'ambition consiste à consolider le pouvoir royal en
laisse

cette

rétablissant le système plutôt qu'en y apportant des

Finalement, l'auteur conclut en affirmant que

changements.

la fiscalité

de

la

Renaissance fut

un succès, puisqu'elle a permis à la royauté de s'affermir malgré les tumultes provoqués par les guerres de religion. Vu sous cet angle, on ne peut que souscrire à
cette opinion. Par contre, en se plaçant sur le plan de la rentabiHté, on peut se
demander si le poids de l'appareil collecteur ne fut pas trop lourd. De plus, le fait
que le consentement populaire ne soit pas nécessaire pour imposer de nouvelles
taxes constitue en échec sur

ANDRÉ VERMEIRRE,

le

plan des libertés individuelles.

Université de Montréal

Les Fêtes de la Renaissance III, études réunies et présentées par J. Jacquot et
E. Konigson. Paris: Editions du Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique
(collection "Le choeur des muses"), 1975. Pp. 661

Ce livre offre au lecteur le texte des trente-six communications présentées au
quinzième colloque international d'études humanistes organisé en 1972 par le
Centre d'Etudes Supérieures de la Renaissance de l'Université de Tours en collaboration avec le Groupe de Recherches Théâtrales et Musicologiques du C.N.R.S.;
fait suite à deux autres volumes parus respectivement en 1956 et en 1960.
Dans une longue introduction J. Jacquot précise le cadre et les objectifs des
il

compte de la fonction sociale, politique ou religieuse
thèmes et les correspondances entre les divers
nodes d'expression employés" (pp. 7-8). La fête se définit comme une démonstration collective publique et organisée par laquelle une société entend affirmer son
identité, sa cohésion et renforcer le sentiment de sa permanence; perdurent dans la
fête à l'état de traces certains éléments rituels liés à la conception du temps cirtravaux: "Etudier, en tenant

de la fête, la mise en oeuvre de ses

Ces traits apparaissent même
cérémonies marquant les diverses étapes de la vie humaine
revêtent le caractère d'événements publics et sont célébrées avec un faste particulier
lorsqu'elles concernent le souverain. E. Konigson, dans sa communication consacrée
aux "Entrées de Charles VIII (1484-1486)," souligne ajuste titre que par delà la
culaire (cycle des saisons, succession des générations).

dans

les fêtes

de cour:

les

célébration superficielle située dans l'histoire apparaît en arrière-plan une structure

profonde symbolique, "un jeu anhistorique, un

rite

de

la

permanence

et de la
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le résidu des événements"
dont la pertinence semble
réduite par le succès du principe héréditaire, correspondent aux cérémonies de
rajeunissement des relations sociales et plus profondément à la symbolique du
retour aux origines; la cité, image de l'ordre du monde, initie le jeune Charles VIII
"au mythe des origines de la royauté et à sa qualification" (p. 68). La Renaissance
amène une modification profonde des sources, modèles et thèmes des fêtes; si la

stabilité

... la société refuse de se
Les entrées royales, prenant

où

(p. 69).

laisser
le

envahir par

relais

du

sacre

société reste chrétienne, les organisateurs des festivités, bailleurs de fonds et artistes,

tendent à s'inspirer des exemples classiques. Le parti pris d'érudition accentue le
clivage entre culture savante et culture populaire;!. Jacquot se demande alors ce
qui dans les spectacles destinés à l'ensemble de la population d'une ville "est vraileur message dans la partie non initiée du public" (p. 13). A.M.
Lecocq remarque cependant à propos de "La salamandre dans les entrées de
François 1er" qu'à côté du jeu savant s'adressant à la compétence d'une minorité
d'initiés, la Salamandre constituait aussi un grand jouet qui ne manquait pas

ment perçu de

d'amuser

XVIe

le

peuple

(p. 104).

siècle certains

Reste qu'autant

thèmes mundus

la fête

médiévale (dont subsistent au
.) entraînait dans

inversus, éloge de la folie

.

.

son déchaînement licencieux mais débonnaire la quasi-totalité des membres de la
société, autant les manifestations de la Renaissance semblent programmées par et
pour des groupes socialement importants mais numériquement faibles. De la
spontanéité du happening carnavalesque (rabaissant et régénérateur, suivant l'expression de Bakhtine) à la minutie du spectacle de scène (où la rampe sépare les
acteurs des spectateurs passifs)! On pourrait rappeler ici les remarques d'A. Greimas,

dans ses Réflexions sur les objets ethnosémio tiques, pour lequel ce passage du sacré
au ludique ou à l'esthétique constitue un "passage de l'ethno-sémiotique à la
socio-sémiotique."

Les communications ont été classées en cinq groupes:

la cité et le

prince;

le

théâtre et la fête; la fête chevaleresque; la fête religieuse; la fête joyeuse et satirique.
Dans le premier ensemble s'exprime directement la culture dominante: le prince qui

pénètre officiellement dans une cité manifeste sa puissance, confirme les privilèges
des dirigeants; les bourgeois (Marchandise ou Conseil) tiennent à se distinguer du
peuple (Labeur) pour s'associer aux deux premiers états. L'entrée peut se parer de

comme l'a montré J.M. Massa dans "Le monde
dans l'entrée de Rouen" où après un groupe de pseudo-éléphants
défilent dans le cortège 250 navigateurs normands, hommes et femmes dans leur
plus simple appareil, qui jouent aux indiens, participant ainsi à la constitutions du
mythe du bon sauvage et de l'utopie d'un monde de nature et de liberté; contri-

toutes les déductions de l'exotisme
luso-brésillien

buant surtout à faire comprendre à Henri II le grand intérêt que présente le Brésil
pour les armateurs et les négociants de la ville; les hommes de Villegaignon s'installeront cinq ans plus tard dans la baie de Guanabara.
Les spectacles du deuxième groupe permettent à l'élite de la société de contempler son image idéalisée, devenant ainsi une chose absolue (p. 229). Des manifestations à l'origine non théâtrales, comme les mascarades et les jeux guerriers, ont
le théâtre accueille sur scène des éléments à
mascarades des rues transposées sur les planches de la
comédie à intermèdes). Comme le souligne F. Cruciani dans son étude sur "Vision

tendu

à se théâtraliser;

l'origine

autonomes

en sens inverse

(les
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romaines," "la structure formalisante" de

"passe de l'univers des choses dans celui des mots. Le spectacle s'insérera

désormais dans cette sorte de fête des langages que constitue

la

métaphore"

(p.

229).

On
réel:

note dans

le

troisième groupe un jeu souvent subtil entre l'imaginaire et

l'un se projetant dans l'autre et vice versa. Ainsi le tournoi à

resque comporte, à côté
(l'arbre

du

de chevalerie dont

vrai

le

le

thème chevale-

combat, une part de simulation

de fiction

et

pied était couvert de drap d'or aux festivités en

l'honneur de François 1er et d'Henri VIII rappelle évidemment celui de

la

fontaine

Troy es); inversement nombreuses sont les descriptions
de fêtes dans les romans — ce qu'a montré S.C. Urgoiti à propos des "Fêtes
équestres dans Les guerres civiles de Grenade'' (p. 299).
de Laudine chez Chrétien de

Les études portant sur

le

quatrième type permettent d'opposer aux impératifs

doctrinaux des cycles dramatiques médiévaux qui vont en s'épuisant

le

dynamisme

du théâtre de collège de jésuites ouvert à la culture humaniste. Les communications

rassemblées dans

dernière partie concernent la satire des

la

groupes de varlets à marier, signalés dès

es

moeurs en milieu

rural:

XlIIe siècle, protestent contre les

le

;ouples mal assortis; et en milieu urbain: les confréries carnavalesques dénoncent

scandales

es

de l'année. Particulièrement intéressants

charivari, rite qui,
activité

pour J.C. Margolin, présente

les

travaux consacrés au

les traits caractéristiques

de toute

de fête: excès, affirmation, célébration, contraste.

En résumé
"estations

si

ces études constituent

un apport essentiel
fondamentaux de

révélatrices des caractères

On peut seulement

regretter

que personne

n'ait

songé à

à la connaissance de manila société

du XVIe

utiliser certaines

lécentes (nous pensons aux types d'analyse qui s'inspirent de la sémiotique

dans
i

les Trois essais

Lirait

pu aboutir

sur

la

comme

Fête de M. Mesnil, Bruxelles, 1974) grâce auxquelles on

à des résultats plus nets et

PIERRE KUNSTMANN,

siècle.

techniques

mieux

articulés.

Université d'Ottawa

John Donne. Devotions Upon Emergent Occasions, éd. Anthony Raspa. Montreal
c': London: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1975. Pp. Ivi, 192. $18.00

Upon Emergent Occasions differs
from the standard John Sparrow edition (Cambridge,
1923). Both editors base their texts in the first edition (1624), and both consulted
subsequent editions printed during Donne's Ufe (1626, 1627). Unlike Sparrow,
[laspa records variants in these three editions; he also notes independent editorial
lecisions and readings derived from Sparrow. In this light, it is surprising to discover that a Qollation of Raspa and Sparrow reveals numerous discrepancies in
Tiatters of spelling, italicization, capitaHzation and punctuation that go unrecorded
n Raspa's apparatus. In the nineteenth prayer, for example, there are twelve
inrecorded divergences from Sparrow; consultation of a 1624 text {STC 7033,
53918, the only text available to me), although not one of the copies used
T / Raspa for his master text, supports seven of Raspa's readings. None of these

/\nthony Raspa's text of Donne's Devotions
ittle

W

in editorial principle
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discrepancies affects the sense of the text, of course, and the reader

is no doubt
Sparrow. Nonetheless, the question of which text is genuinely
more authoritative remains open.
Raspa's edition offers fifty pages of commentary to Sparrow's ten. However,
the principles of comment differ, and Sparrow remains valuable to a student of

Raspa

as safe citing

as

the Devotions. He emphasizes parallels within the text, within Donne's corpus,
and with contemporaries. Raspa concentrates on supplying BibUcal sources unnoted
in Donne's marginalia and in providing scientific (mainly astrological) and medical
references. The latter are especially complete and informative. Occasionally, Raspa's
notes seem to force interpretations upon the text: astrological information seems
irrelevant on pp. 158, 164, 165, 166 and 180, and on p. 168 Raspa questions
Donne's intentions since they do not fit his astrological schema ;Thomistic philosophy
is stressed (e.g., pp. 137, 155, 169, 175, 176) at the expense of other strands of
Renaissance thought which go virtually ignored, Donne's "theory of 'numbers'"
(pp. 131, 136, 143), for example, being presented as his invention rather than in
the context of Renaissance numerology, and a discussion of proportion (p. 132)
failing to cite Cusa, a likely source at this point in the text; a satiric voice is imputed

Donne

to

at

several questionable points (pp.

which may be sources

for

Donne

154, 173, 178); Biblical passages

are cited as if they

must be

163, 172, 178). In addition, there are several misprints:

Isa.

(e.g.,

pp. 132, 133,

28. 12 for Gen. 28.12

(p. 131); John 12.33 for John 12.32 (p. 133); 1. 24 for 1. 20 (p. 141); is thy
Spouse for is of thy Spouse (p. 163); Mark 25.42 for Mark 15.42 (p. 169). Finally
three attempts to close the circle on the single day which is the parenthesis of al
is glossed as "woman outlaw" (p.
164) when the meaning is clearly ownerles.^
property (OED) as in "waif and stray," a version of Donne's phrase and relevam
to the legal metaphors in the passage; Hymeneus (p. 187) is identified as Antigone'^
betrothed rather than the Hymeneus of 1 Tim. 1.20 who fits the context.
Raspa introduces the text by considering biographical (especially medical
questions, "meditation and metaphysics," and editorial matters. His inclinatioi
to regard Donne's 1623 illness as relapsing fever seems sound, and has the suppor
of more recent biographers. Less secure is his attempt to identify an anteceden
"rewme" since it rests on taking metaphorical and symbolic statements (abou
time and symptoms) as facts. Locating the Devotions within a typological tradition
a significant critical point, is somewhat vitiated by Raspa's failure to recogniz(,
the extent of this as a seventeenth-century mode of thought and poetic (the typology
of Milton and Herbert, for instance, is not even alluded to). Instead, Raspa tend

to

Hnk Donne

to rather explicitly Catholic schools of thought (scholastic, Ignatian

mystical). Critical statements about the style of the Devotions are rather flaccid

and

the

question of Ignatian structure

dissolves

in

such phrases as

"privati

experience of a baroque universe" (p. xxxii) or in vague appeals to dialectic (p
xxxix). To be finally told that Donne failed to use Ignatian meditation as a structur

but that he "preserved the intensity"
define

1

On

structural

or generic

(p.

principles

xxxv) of the method does not
for

the Devotions.^

Its

the latter, see "ITie Understanding of Sickness in Donne's Devotions,"

507-17.

satisfactoril;

basic repetitiv

RQ, 24 (1971
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explicitly typological expostulation serves as the symbolic

transformer of a simultaneously

literal

and metaphorical

reality (the subject

and

object of meditation) into the achieved form in Christ of the eternal in the temporal,

and the relation of this pattern to the symbolic time of the Devotions (twentythree attempts to close the circle on the single day which is the parenthesis of all
time in eternity or of any man's life in relation to the paradigmatic vita Christi) are
natters to which Raspa fails to introduce his readers and which would, I believe,
Tiore closely tie event and interpretation together. On the text, Raspa seems
eliable, although he fails to account for discrepancies between his listing of seven:eenth-century copies and Keynes', and Raspa's information at times (e.g., on the
collation of the 1624 edition) needs to be supplemented by Keynes. There are
lypographical errors on pp. xxiii (n. 31 lacks a quotation mark; n. 33 misspells
\ndreasen), xxv (n. 38 uses a comma for a colon), xlv ("312 leaves" for 322)
ind xlvii

(X

for x).

[ONATHAN GOLDBERG,

Ï

Temple University

i

Canadienne d'Études de la
Renaissance /Canadian Society for

Société

Renaissance Studies

Annual Meeting of the Canadian Society for Renaissance Studies/Société des
Études de la Renaissance (University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario, May
23-25,1978)

At the time

this material

went to

standably, not yet been settled.

members

the Society's

in

press (ca.

A

March

had, underbe sent out to all of
include speakers in French

1st) several speakers

complete programme

good time.

All sessions will

will

and Enghsh.

May

Welcome

23, morning.

to

members. SESSION

I

(2-1/2

-

3 hrs.): RE-

NAISSANCE ITALY

(Chairman: Julius A. Molinaro, ItaUan Studies, University of
Toronto). Speakers will include, A. Parel (Calgary), J. Brink (University of
British Columbia), O. Pugliese (Toronto) and W. Melczer (Syracuse).

May

SESSION II (2-1/2 - 3 hrs.): LA POÉSIE FRANÇAISE ET
SIÈCLE (Chairman: André Berthiaume, Faculté des Lettres,

23, afternoon.

ANGLAISE AU

16e

by W.R. Gair,
Department of EngHsh, University of New Brunswick, Fredericton). Speakers still
to be arranged. The papers on English poetry should be illuminating to our Francophone colleagues and vice versa.
Université Laval, Québec; assisted, for the paper on English poetry,

May 23,
SOCIETIES

evening.

RESEARCH PROJECTS AND LOCAL INSTITUTES AND

8:30 - 10 p.m.): a series of short reports with discussion. The
reports should deal with subject matter of wide interest to Renaissance and Reformation scholars: e.g. a projected index of emblems, the Erasmus project, developments at the Sherbrooke Centre, the Renaissance undergraduate program at UWO'
(ca.

etc.

May

24, morning.

SESSION

III

(2-1/2

-

3 hrs.):

THE REFORMATION

man: Gerald Hobbs, Vancouver School of Theology, 6000 lona
Speakers

still

(Chair-

Dr., Vancouver).

to be arranged.

Luncheon meeting of the Executive Committee of the Society.
Afternoon:

free. Visits

to Stratford can be arranged,

we hope,

for those

in-

terested.

May
May

24, ca. 7 p.m. Banquet, followed by a concert of Renaissance music.
24, 9 p.m.

One hour meeting of

Reformation /Renaissance et Réforme.

the editorial board of Renaissance and
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May 25, morning. SESSION IV: Joint Session with the Humanities Association
of Canada (Chairmen: H. Kerpneck, University of Toronto, for the HAC and
M. MacKinnon, University of Guelph, for the CSRS/SCER. Two invited distinguished speakers on Renaissance subjects of wide interest, one in French, the other
in English.

May

25, afternoon.

SESSION V

(1-1/2 hrs.): Panel organized by the University

of Western Ontario on "Mannerism: The Phenomenon and the Problem of its
Historical Determination." Participants will include: W.S.A. Dale, R.W. McKaskell,
A. Santosuosso and perhaps a fourth speaker.
Business Meeting: Following the report of the Nominating Committee (Chairman: H. Secor, Department of French, University of Toronto), a new President and
Executive of the Society will be elected. Other business.

North Central Conference of
the Renaissance Society

News
Members

are

urged to plan promptly for our next conference, 20-22 April,

at

from Don Beecher,
Department of English, Carleton University, Ottawa, Canada, KIS 5B6.
Further reports on members' research activities will appear in the next number

Carleton University in Ottawa. Further information

is

available

of the journal.

Survey of Teaching Activities

Our

among our membership

survey of teaching

first

many of us,

although, as might be expected,

survey of scholarly activities.

show

members of each

the

One of

it is

will

be of great interest to

less satisfactory

than the preceding

the chief interests of a survey of courses

discipline

what kinds of things

are going

on

is

to

in sister-

- something which many of us have only sketchy notions of even on our
own campuses but which is particularly important in Renaissance studies. Ideally
we should have all the news from the departments of Philosophy, History, Art and
disciphnes

Music History, History of Science and Medicine, and Modern Languages, and the
field of Middle Latin. In our organization, however, as in all parallel North American
ones,

the

membership

(as

reflected in these reports)

is

dominated by English

departments, for reasons with which most readers are familiar. Organizers recognize
this difficulty,

Some of

and make particular efforts to interest scholars

these scholars feel, with

more

in

other disciplines.

or less justification, that Renaissance pro-

blems seen from the point of view of an English specialist are not ones in which
they are always interested, or that these problems are being treated parochially or
even superficially.
Nevertheless the need for dialogue about our teaching and research

among our

paramount. If it sometimes seems to founder on the lack of a
common approach, of a common area of interest, or of a common specialist
language, or on an exasperatingly commonplace level of generality, one must
charitably remember that the most fruitful effects of dialogue often grow from
subsequent reflection and not from what is said on the occasion. In an historical
specialist fields

is

field like ours, the doctrine that

each should attend only to his

own

specialty often

has short-term benefits of rigorous accomplishment in depth but seems to your
secretary to be ultimately a counsel of despair. We need the stimulus of discovering

I

|

t

!
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at the
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same time

to avoid facile, premature generalization.

Another matter of importance which our report cannot reflect is the particular
which our Renaissance courses form a part on each
campus. For undergraduate study, difficulties concerning sequential presentation
of Renaissance materials within larger historical units, and of the representation of
Renaissance materials in elementary courses are significant, and often relate to an
anti-historical bias arising from a multitude of causes. Two respondents, for
constellation of courses of

instance (one in Philosophy, another in EngUsh), reveal in different

ways the trend

departments of Philosophy to de-emphasize the history of thought, with the
result that the history of thought often becomes the preserve of scholars with
historical interests but without philosophical training. Whether the demand is, for
in

instance, for a historical logic, structuraHsm, semiotics, a sociological or anthro-

pological approach, or merely

hkely to suffer in nearly

all

modern

relevance, the historical aspect of our field

already passed their apogee and are in any case not ones

wish to take up merely adversary positions.
to discuss here

is

may have
towards which many of us

departments. At the same time, these trends
It is

only a pity that

we

are not yet able

the relation and comparative standings of historically and

more

theoretically oriented studies in our various institutions, as well as the position of

Renaissance courses in these institutions' total curricula.

Your
inquiry

secretary
is

is

most

grateful to

all

those

who

reported. Except

when an

very likely, names of respondents are excluded here by restrictions on

space, but questions can be directed to respondents through this office (Hieatt-

Somerset, Department of English, The University of Western Ontario, London,

Canada,

We

N6A

turn

3K7).

first

to undergraduate work.

Among

interdepartmental courses in the

The Adventure of the Renaissance at York University
probably the most successful in terms of enrolment (ca. 200), partly

area of the Renaissance,

(Toronto)

is

because by taking

it

which they

responsible.

are

all

the core text for
testas,

i

years.

The course has

dealt with the series humanitas, po-

societas, proportio, religio, transformationes.

The following

are read

and

Erasmus, Galileo, Machiavelli, Marlowe's Faustus,
Montaigne, More, Symposium, Shakespeare's Tempest. Used are Hillerbrand,
Protestant Reformation; Rice, Foundations of Modern Europe, Wadley, Michelangelo; Ross, Portable Renaissance Reader; Strunk and White, Elements of Style.
Slides and recordings play a large part in teaching. Staff bear witness to the serious
intellectual work and enjoyment in the course (chaired by GwendaEchard, French).
A similar (but elective) course is given at The University of Western Ontario, but
enrolment has not reached twenty in two years, and serious involvement of a
sizable interdepartmental team becomes difficult to justify. Victoria College of the
University of Toronto has an introductory course, Renaissance Culture, on representative figures of the Renaissance (Petrarch to Shakespeare). It is described by
another correspondent as a survey of developments in the arts, thought, and
studied:

:

two

undergraduates can satisfy the Humanities requirement for
A selection of Gargantua and Pantagruel has been

Castiglione,

science, concentrating

Jniversity of

Cellini,

on

New York

their

at

impact on

literary

and visual

artifacts.

The State

Buffalo has one joint history, music, and art course in
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the Renaissance. Guelph (Ont.) offers Medieval and Renaissance Culture (some of
the major sources of Christian and modern thought in the works of representative

The Medieval and Renaissance Colloquium of the University of Michigan
on English, History,
Political Science, the Law School, etc. The Center for Medieval and Renaissance
Studies of Ohio State offers Renaissance Florence, and has had available for some
years a major in Medieval and Renaissance Studies. At the graduate level the Center

writers).

offers a slate of interdepartmental courses each term, drawing

another interdiscipHnary course, changing annually (e.g.. Medieval and
Renaissance Epic). Barnard College, with the help of an NEH grant, has initiated a
course studying courts and their mythology - Charlemagne, the Este, and Elizabeth

offers

a team-taught course on Elizabethan nationalism in
and pohtics, perhaps centred around the Henry IV tetralogy and studying
English poetic attempts to surpass Continental models, and literature in praise of
Gloriana which affirms the English national identity. A senior Honours Seminar
explores myths of the courtier and the Golden Age. University College of the
University of Toronto offers History of the Western Theatre from the Middle Ages
to 1660. Queen's (Ont.) offers Petrarca and Boccaccio in translation, although it
is not clear in what sense this is interdepartmental except in enrolment.
In the matter of new ideas, respondents in some cases threw out what are
I.

Akron College has planned

literature

obviously no more than interesting talking points or reaffirmed faith in practices
are now fairly familiar. Other ideas were presented in terms of incipient

which

courses, or current ones, as above.

Bloomsburg State College (Pa.) has been

dis-

cussing a team-taught English Roots of the American Experience, allowing ample

scope for Renaissance studies, and an interdepartmental epic course — Homer to
Milton. In the Ph.D. programme of the Graduate Centre for Study of the Drama at
the University of Toronto, a course in the problems of preparing Renaissance texts
for performance takes as reference point a group of plays, 1601-07, including
Measure for Measure, in which the device of a disguised duke or prince is used:
Marston's The Fawn was to be followed through printing practices; intellectual

milieu; materials for explanatory notes; techniques for establishing textual authority;

and

(in the

untranslatable

matter of performance) "dated"
language;

reconstruction,

sensibilities

replica,

or

and values; speaking
problems of

adaptation;

production; rehearsal; and, if possible, production. A correspondent
is concerned with how slides, tapes, and videotapes make students aware of the need to be both readers and theatre-goers; and at
Youngstown State (Ohio) a teacher of the English 16th century and Milton claims
technical

teaching drama at Michigan State

great success in using the language laboratory. Attending

it

regularly, students

choose from among numerous recordings of professional actors reading the assignments. Recording his own lectures on occasion for hearing sessions in the laboratory, the teacher uses the liberated class-time to permit students to read poetry
aloud. H.R. Secor (French, University of Toronto) suggests graduate seminars,
possibly as regional coUoquia, in the History of Printing and in Renaissance Palaeography. He points also to the lack of readily available, good English or French

Canada) translations of certain essential texts (e.g.,
Petrarch's Secretum, Ficino's Commentary on the Symposium, More's Utopia (in
French). A correspondent at Wayne State wants seminars in Renaissance intellec(particularly

important

j
•

i
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Canadian correspondent (a member of an English department)
"Should not Enghsh departments in Canadian universities
become departments of World Literature?"
For undergraduate courses concerned with the English Literary Renaissance
members from seventeen institutions reported, large and small, thirteen American
and six Canadian. Apart from the appearance of these materials in introductory
courses and in the first half of one-year surveys of British literature, they may be
tuai history,

asks

and

a

resoundingly,

represented in a single English Renaissance literature course (three) or a course in
a

longer period (1300-1650: one; 1485-1714: one).

divided into three or four courses:
the 16th century (Tudor,

two courses

Humanism

More frequently they

are

poetry and prose, respectively of
and Elizabethan: 1 1, one of these with special
in

emphasis on Spenser) and the 17th century (Jacobean, Jacobean and Caroline: 11,
one with special emphasis on Milton); one course on Renaissance drama (6) or
Medieval and Renaissance drama (4); or the Renaissance drama may be spUt into
two courses, roughly Tudor (2) or the beginnings through Elizabethan (1) and
Jacobean-Caroline (2). In one instance the poetry and prose of both centuries also
appear as one course. Almost every institution has in addition at least one

Shakespeare course including sometimes a course in Hamlet (2) and, no doubt, in
plays. Michigan State has three Shakespeare courses (non-majors,

other single

majors, seminar). Seven institutions have Milton courses; two have Spenser courses.
Windsor has a Spenser-Milton course; Carleton a Chaucer-Spenser course; Central
State a Chaucer- Renaissance course. The character of EngHsh departmental requirements (e.g., one course, or none, before 1800) and sequences (introductory through
seminar or study-course) is not given here, although one of the most interesting and
unusual is that of Barnard College: all English majors are required to take a junioryear colloquium on the period 1500-ca. 1750, or they may substitute three courses
in this period, exclusive of the Shakespeare course.
For M.A. and Ph.D. programmes in English, statements must be interpreted with
caution, because circumstances apart from titles of courses are likely to alter cases
rather more than with undergraduate programmes. Sometimes listed courses may

not be offered annually or

may

be offered infrequently.

stated that their institutions did or did not offer the

and such information

Among

is

Some respondents simply

M.A. or the Ph.D.

in English,

not included here.

larger institutions

Ohio State offers Renaissance Prose, Shakespeare,

Spenser, Milton, Renaissance Poetry. Michigan offers at the M.A. level Renaissance

(one term) plus a proseminar in Renaissance literature. At the Ph.D. level three to
four doctoral courses in Enghsh are offered each term, with attention to cyclical
representation of periods and genres, so that a Renaissance course will generally

be offered every one to two terms.

On

the other

hand the University of Toronto
Drama; Re-

catalogues a profusion of courses: Medieval and Renaissance Latin

Man; Songs and Sonnets: the Renaissance Lyric, 1500-1600;
George Chapman; Spenser and the Spenserian Tradition (Ralegh to Yeats); Spenser
and Sidney; Marlowe; English and Scottish Court Drama and Revels, 1485-1625;
Shakespeare's Plays in Performance; Shakespeare's Comedies; Studies in Shakespeare's Tragedy; Shakespeare's Rivals: Dekker, Hey wood, Middleton, Marston,
Others; Political Plays of Shakespeare and his Contemporaries; Studies in Jacobean

naissance Images of
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Comedy;
Studies

Tragedy; Jonson, Donne, and their Successors;
in 17th-Century Poetry; Milton. The
Renaissance Studies as such, however, was suspended

Studies in Jacobean

in

17th-Century

graduate programme in

Prose; Studies

because of financial restrictions.
Among other institutions with Ph.D. as well as M.A. programmes Bowling Green
State gives Shakespeare and a seminar in Renaissance literature. Kent State offers
Shakespeare, Renaissance Drama, Non-Dramatic Literature, 17th-Century Prose,
Milton, and a seminar. Wayne offers a "standard run of courses." Western Ontario

two or three Renaissance courses: at present Renaissance English
Humanism, Shakespeare, Platonism and Neoplatonism for Students of

generally offers

Literary

Literature. Michigan State gives a Shakespeare Seminar and Renaissance

Drama,

plus a seminar on Renaissance topics (e.g., Ben Jonson, pastoral).
At the M.A. level Carleton (Ottawa) has courses in Spenser, Shakespeare, Milton.
State (Ohio) offers Shakespeare, Renaissance Literature excluding
Shakespeare, and a seminar in Studies in the Renaissance. Bloomsburg State College
(Pa.) offers Elizabethan Poetry, Jacobean Drama, Shakespeare, Metaphysical
Poetry, Milton. Northern Michigan offers its undergraduate courses plus a seminar.

Youngstown

Akron follows the same plan with a seminar in Metaphysical Poetry. Guelph offers
English Drama before Marlowe, Hamlet, other courses (e.g., English Bible) by
arrangement. Windsor (Ont.) gives a Shakespeare course and a course in other
Renaissance writers which varies from year to year.
Undergraduate and graduate programmes in History, Philosophy, Modern

Languages, Middle Latin, Art History, Music History, and History of Science were
reported too spottily to give more than a sampling to interested colleagues in
other disciplines.

At the undergraduate level the Department of History at Queen's offers The
Renaissance (15th century in Italy, including history of culture). Central European
Reformation, the Church in the Late Middle Ages. At Carleton are given History of

Europe in Renaissance and Reformation, Italian Renaissance, Historical Writings
and Political Thought in the Italian Renaissance. Western Ontario offers Europe
and England in the 16th and 17th centuries; The Reformation; England, 13991642; Age of the Renaissance. In French, York University (Ont.) offers at its
Founders' College French Literature of the Renaissance, 16th-Century French
Poetry. McMaster (Ont.) offers 16th-Century French Literature. Huron College
(affiliated with Western Ontario) offers Humanisme et Renaissance, and Western
Ontario offers Renaissance Literature. Itahan undergraduate courses of the University of Toronto are Trends in Renaissance Thought, Renaissance Lyric Poetry,
Renaissance Epic Poetry, Renaissance Comedy. Italian Renaissance Literature in
and Petrarch and Boccaccio are offered at Western Ontario. SpanishItalian at Queen's includes a seminar on Don Quixote and la novela picaresca, and
English,

an Italian Renaissance course. Western Ontario offers Spanish Prose of the Golden

Age. The Spanish civilization course at Cleveland State currently emphasizes the

Waterloo is offered Humanism and Reformation (readof prescribed texts of Erasmus, Luther, Sachs,
etc.). Western Ontario offers German Literature of the 16th and 18th centuries. At
Carleton, in Art History, Renaissance courses are available on the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th
Renaissance. In

German

at

ing, interpretation, critical analysis
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year levels. Western Ontario offers Italian Renaissance Art; Northern Renaissance

New York

Brockport gives Northern Renaissance
The School of
Architecture of Waterloo offers Renaissance to Rococo for a sense of periods and
styles. At Guelph in Music there are two Renaissance Music History courses in
addition to the Collegium Musicum and performing groups. Western Ontario offers
Art.

The State University of

at

Painting, Early Renaissance Art, High Renaissance Art, Mannerism.

Medieval and Renaissance Music.
At the graduate level in History, Queen's (M.A. and Ph.D.) offers Central
European Reformation and The Church in the Later Middle Ages (given jointly
with corresponding undergraduate courses as required). Western Ontario offers

Topics in the Renaissance and Reformation; Tudor and Early Stuart
England. In French, Western Ontario offers Du Bellay 's Poetry. Graduate courses
in Italian at the University of Toronto are Italian Humanism in the 15th Century,
Selected

Lyric Poetry from Petrarch to Tasso, Ariosto, 16th-Century Theatre, Boiardo and

New Approaches
Western Ontario, Lope de
Vega, Calderon and Contemporaries, Cervantes, Tirso de Molina, Golden Age
Poetry, The Picaresque Novel. At the M.A. level in German at Waterloo are offered
Andreas Gryphius and His Time (development from Humanism and Renaissance
to Baroque). Western Ontario offers German Literature of the Reformation and
the 16th Century, "Carolingian" Poetry. In Spanish at Queen's are
to the Picaresque Genre,

Lope de Vega, Don Quixote;

Baroque.
A.

KENT HIEATT, Co-ordinating Secretary

at
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New

England Renaissance Conference

The New England Renaissance Conference will hold its 1978 meeting October
27-28, at Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley, Massachusetts. Papers are requested
on any topic of interest to Renaissance scholars, and especially on Dante, printing
and engraving, and magic, mysticism, or Neoplatonism. For further information,
please write to John Lemly, EngHsh Department, Mount Holyoke College, South
Hadley, Massachusetts 01075.

Conference on

Patristic,

The Third Mid- Atlantic

Mediaeval, and Renaissance Studies
States Conference

on

Patristic, Mediaeval,

Studies will be held at Villanova University, September 29-October

and Renaissance
1,

1978.

For further information write to Dr. Thomas A. Losconcy or Rev. Joseph
C. Schnaubelt, O.S. A., Co-Chairman, PMR Conference, Villanova University,
Villanova, Pa. 19085.

Early Drama, Art, and Music

The Medieval Institute at Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Michigan
49008, announces a new project. Early Drama, Art, and Music, directed by Clifford
Davidson, Executive Editor. The project, incorporating both a Monograph Series
and a Reference Series, is designed to focus on drama and theatre, especially as
these can be approached through interdisciplinary studies. The first volume in the
Monograph Series is Drama and Art: An Introduction to the Use of Evidence from
the Visual Arts for the Study of Early Drama, by the Executive Editor; the first in
the Reference Series is York Art Relevant to Early Drama. The project will cover
the period through the first half of the seventeenth century and will give attention
to continental as well as English drama, art, and music.

Associazione Internazionale per

The 10th Conference of
e

gli

Studi de Lingua e Letteratura Italiana

the "Associazione Internazionale per

gli

Studi di Lingua

Letteratura Italiana" will be held in Belgrade, Yugoslavia, from April

17 to
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The topic of

the Conference is "Aspects and Problems of the
Eros Sequi of Yugoslavia will deliver the introductory
address and sessions will be held on the following subjects: "The Italian Renaissance
in Contemporary Criticism" (Keynote speakers: Cesare VasoH, University of

^April

21, 1979.

Italian Renaissance." Prof.

Florence, and Myron C. Gilmore, Harvard University); "Literature and Society"
(Keynote speakers André Rochon, University of Paris, and August Buck, University
of Marburg); "The Languages of the Italian Renaissance" (Keynote speakers:
Ignazio Baldelli, University of Rome, and Benedetto Vidos, University of Nijmegen).
Cecil Grayson of Magdalen College, Oxford, will deliver the concluding address.
Those interested in attending or giving papers at the Conference should contact,
in Canada, Professor Antonio Franceschetti, Department of Humanities, Scarborough
College, University of Toronto, and, in the United States, Professors Bruno A.
Arcudi, Crosby Hall, SUNY at Buffalo; Giovanni Cecchetti, Department of
Italian, University of CaHfornia at Los Angeles; or Maristella Lorch, Columbia
University, New York.

Fulbright

A

Alumni Association

Alumni Association has been formed "to support and further the
and purposes" of the Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange Act
of 1961 of the United States of America. All recipients of Fulbright grants are
invited to join. Dues for 1978 ($10.00 U.S.) may be sent to the Association at
P.O. Box 1042, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 19010, U.S.A.
Fulbright

principles

Institut d'Histoire

de

la

Reformation, Université Genève

Durant l'année académique 1977-78, notre Institut participe à l'enseignement de 3e
cycle en Théologie organisé cette année en

commun

par tous

les historiens d'Eglise

thème La formation des clercs à travers les siècles. En
conséquence, nous n'avons prévu que deux colloques de l'IHR durant cette année.
Nous envisageons de reprendre la cadence mensuelle normale de nos colloques,
durant l'année académique 1978-79. En plus des séances qui pourront être consacrées (comme par le passé) à des travaux présentés par des doctorands, nous
envisageons d'y étudier pour la première fois un thème commun:
HENRI VIII: Defensio septem sacramentorum (1521)
N'étant pas encore à même d'offrir une bourse dans un proche avenir, nous nous
de Suisse

romande

sur

le

permettons de signaler l'existence de bourses d'échange avec la Suisse sur lesquelles
des renseignements peuvent être obtenus auprès des autorités universitaires des
divers pays.

Thomas More Symposium

An

international

his birth will

symposium honoring Thomas More on the 500th anniversary of
in Washington, D.C., on June 22-25, 1978. The symposium,

be held

"Church and State in Renaissance England," will be sponsored jointly by Georgetown University, the College of the Holy Redeemer, and the Folger Shakespeare
Library, with the assistance of a grant from the National Endowment for the
Humanities.
Principal speakers will include

Richard Sylvester of Yale University, general

110/ Renaissance and Reformation
of Thomas More; Germain Marc'hadour
of the University of Angers, editor of Moreana; H. Schulte Herbruggen of the
University of Dusseldorf; Louis Martz of Yale University; and Richard Schoeck of
the University of Colorado.
Marking the event will be a series of lectures and formal discussions, a major
exhibit of Moreana at the Folger Library, a production of Shakespeare's RICHARD
III by the Folger Theatre Group, a worship service at the National Shrine, a concert
editor of the Yale edition of The Works

of Tudor music, and various social occasions.
For further information contact Brenda Szittya, Folger Shakespeare Library,
or Professor Joan Holmer, Department of EngHsh, Georgetown University,
Washington, D.C. 20057.
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The Anterotica of Petrus Haedus:

A Fifteenth-century Model for the
Interpretation of Symbolic Images

SHARON

A.

ADAMS

1 he habit of drawing meaning from images so characteristic of the
Renaissance, with its vogue for mythographic manuals, emblem books,
hieroglyphs and imprese, has a long and now well-documented tradition

behind it. We are gradually regaining familiarity with these materials and
beginning to see how new scholarly insights into their nature affect the
interpretation of Hterary texts where the images in question are not
pictorial, but verbal. The Anterotica of Petrus Haedus has a particular
interest here;^ although it describes a set of conflicting interpretations
of a painting of Cupid, no illustrations accompany its text and the image
for interpretation

Many

is

established verbally.

commented upon the nature of the process involved in interpreting symbolic images and certain basic points emerge
from their discussions: the openness of the image, its superiority to any
particular discursive exploration of its meaning, and the heuristic nature
of the process as a path to insight. George Boas's introduction to The
Hieroglyphics of Horapollo finds the essence of the emblem in its
"fusion of what are called in twentieth-century discussions of poetry,
'levels' of meaning."^ E.H. Gombrich, however, wishes to restrict our
view of the openness of such images. He himself has found no text
applying such an exegetical method to pictorial art nor any example of
scholars have

several divergent

meanings present

Instead, he speaks of

how

in a single pictorial representation.

awareness of context and of genre will guide
interpreters to a central "dominant meaning."^ With this methodological warning, however. Professor Gombrich goes on to consider symbolic
images such as personifications as much more than "decorative pictographs," or merely concepts translated into conventional images. In the
AristoteUan tradition, exemplified by Ripa, symbolic images functioned
as mnemonic or pedagogical devices for defining abstractions. The depiction of their attributes, moreover, offered a potentially sophisticated
method of qualifying or developing the essentials of the abstraction
portrayed.^

^
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The

link

between

pictorial representation

and philosophical thought

stronger in platonic theory, witness Plotinus's discussion of the essence
of Egyptian hieroglyphs:

is

.

a

.

.it seems to me, the wise of Egypt — whether in precise knowledge or by
prompting of nature - indicated the truth where, in their effort towards

philosophical statement, they left aside the writing-forms that take in the
detail of words and sentences — those characters that represent sounds and
convey the propositions of reasoning — and drew pictures instead, engraving
in the temple-inscriptions a separate image for every separate item: thus
they exhibited the absence of discursiveness in the Intellectual Realm.

idea that true knowledge of the abstract Forms of the world, or of
the Ideas in the Mind of God, is most accessible in visual form is diffused
throughout platonism. The platonic Ideas, whose potency generates the
lower forms of Ufe, can be suggested or approximated by a visual

The

image

far

more

effectively than they can ever be

approached by

cursive discourse. Just as the Idea contains within itself

all

dis-

potential

actualizations, so a single image can give rise to a succession of meanings,

each appropriate to another level in the infinite process of manifestation. These meanings are not divergent, but linked by analogy. In
discussing symbols that are believed to be essential rather than conventional. Professor Gombrich notes
must be left to inspiration and
in
itself
reason is not far to seek. Conventions can be
learned, if necessary by rote. The symbol that presents to us a
identifiable
meaning
revelation
cannot
be
said
to
have
one
assigned to its distinctive features. All its aspects are felt to be
charged with a plenitude of meanings that can never be exhaustively learned,
but must be found in the very process of contemplation it is designed to
their

interpretation

intuition.

The

engender.^

Many

platonists connected the representations of classical gods with

the bodying forth of the Ideal realm in matter. Ficino went so far as to
link the planetary deities with the formal power shaping the universe

and, as a result, his images of these gods are talismanic, meant to
exercise real power over the minds and bodies of men.^ A specifically
Ficinian neoplatonism, however,

is

by no means

a necessary

component

symbolic use of figures of the gods. Haedus makes no mention of
Ficino, yet within his work one encounters nonetheless the openness
of the image and its superiority to logical discourse as a source of truth.
The comprehension of truth — seeing the image with the eye of the
mind, so to speak - works towards its acceptance. It should be kept in
mind that the reading of images had a heuristic function. Of course, the
idea that pictures could exercise emotive moral force was very old, part

in the
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of the tradition of ekphrasis which concentrated on the moral education
to be gained through instruction in looking at paintings. From Philostratus to Vasari and beyond, the concern is with content, not style; the
emotions read into the pictures are those the commentator wishes to
evoke in his reader.* It is clear that the medieval my thographers worked
in a decidedly moralistic tradition, designed to exploit the reforming
influence of the images of the gods

when

rightly interpreted within a

Christian framework. Prudentius, Fulgentius, Albricius, the

anonymous

author of the early Ovide Moralisé, and many that followed, continued
the Stoics' attempt to rescue mythology from charges of impiety and
frivolity through moral allegory.
These insights into the functioning of symbolic images in the Renaissance hold considerable promise for anyone interested in the use made
of analogous images in literature. However, can a modern critic, very
aware of differences between the way one looks at pictures and the way
one reads a poem, allow an easy transfer here to the interpretation of
the verbal icons so often encountered in The Faerie Oueene, for example?
Here AristoteUan and not behavioural psychology is relevant. According
to Aristotle, even speculative thought can subsist in the human mind
only within the terminology of pictures. ThQ phantasmata, the stuff of
thought, are forms or images produced from sensory experience of all
kinds:

- both the so-called abstractions of mathematics
and affections of sensible things — reside in the sensible
forms. And for this reason as no one could ever learn or understand anything
without the exercise of perception, so even when we think speculatively,
we must have some mental picture of which to think; for mental images
are similar to objects perceived except that they are without matter.
But imagination is not the same thing as assertion and denial; for truth and
falsehood involve a combination of notions. How then will the simplest
notions differ from mental pictures? Surely neither these simple notions
nor any others are mental pictures, but they cannot occur without such
mental pictures.^
the objects of thought

and

all

states

The conviction that thought worked pictorially tended to obliterate
between visible and verbal images, as Haedus's Anterotica
illustrates. A close examination of this simple text suggests a number of
ways in which the peculiar virtues of symbolic images find specifically
distinctions

literary expression.

The

of Haedus's Latin dialogue on love is caught in this descripthree books: "in the first of these he [Haedus] Hsts the misery
and the sufferings of lovers; in the second he prescribes remedies, as
much preservative as curative; and in the third he urges love of heavenly
spirit

tion of

its

God; and shows the temporal good and eternal happiness
consequence of that holy love."^®

hings and of

hat

come

in
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Haedus was a theologian and moralist, who was born and raised in
Pordenone in FriuH, and throughout his life associated with the Confraternité dei Battuti di Pordenone. Generally he used the Latin form of
his Italian name, Pietro Capretto or Cavretto. Relatively Httle is known
of the details of his quiet scholarly life, though Liruti has unearthed
contemporary estimates of him that are very high indeed. Correspondence between Haedus and Count Jacopo da Porcia indicates that
Haedus represented to those around him the new man of the emerging
Renaissance culture. He is measured against the ancients and reassured
that "nothing but years" stands between them; he is addressed as the
first light in the dawning of a new golden age.*^ Francesco Fattorello
too calls him the first humanist of FriuH and backs his statement with
a catalogue of Haedus's Uterary interests and achievements.^^
Two others take part in Haedus's dialogue and they also figure in the
cultural history of FriuH: Quintus Aemilianus Cimbriacus, a poet, and
Antonius Philermus, a rhetorician. The first, Giovanni Stefano EmiHano,
took the name Quintus and added Cimbriacus to denote his birthplace,
Vicenza.^^ The second, Antonio Fregoso, a self-named "lover of solitude,"
was the author of many works, most notably La cerva bianca de magni^^

fico cavalière.
The dialogue

is overtly didactic. In a proem before each book Haedus
nephew Alexander, about to enrol at the University of
Padua. These proems warn of the dangers for "young men of unformed

addresses his

character" in the university towns where academic life is corrupted.
Near the end of the proem to Book One, Haedus's description of the socalled scholar, too proud to learn because he must first admit to lacking
knowledge, ends with an image of blindness: "he prefers both to seem
and to be blind with his eyes open rather than to dispel the shadows by
administering a collyrium." The topic of wilful blindness leads immediately to a consideration of the blind Cupid and Haedus offers as a
timely warning the record of his discussion of love with Cimbriacus and
Philermus. As the doubter who must be convinced, Cimbriacus stands
for Alexander within the dialogue, while Alexander himself mediates
between the text and reader. Early in Book One Antonius hopes that all

who

with "creduHtas et cautio" (I:ix).
using an allegorical technique
with pictorial roots analogous to the method of the emblem book. The
three friends meet at the house of Aemylianus where they find a painting of Cupid, a painting which sparks off their discussion, but is in fact
not illustrated in the text. Its details provide the structure for Book I,
a tight relationship of attribute and aHegory. In Book II where the subject moves away from Cupid to his twin Anteros, this pattern begins to
break down into a loose series of topics, best described as a remédia
hear of their discussion are

Antonius dominates Books

I

filled

and

II,
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however, Haedus enters the discussion and

method with
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re-

interesting results.

Although Antonius offers to investigate the nature of Cupid and his
is after the whole truth of the matter), what
he offers is not a comparative study of different points of view on love,
such as Equicola and Cartari later produced. Instead, he presents a
attributes thoroughly (he

highly selective series of details developing a single perspective. His

main blocks: the first deals with the identity
of Cupid, the second with his appearance according to both the poets
and painters, and the third and longest with the significance of that
analysis falls into three

appearance.

Antonius establishes the parentage of his Cupid in a manner too
to elucidate here eventually he emerges as the son of Venus and
Mercury, that is, of lust and the body's sexual impulses (I:iv). His basic
source is Cicero's De Natura Deorum 111:23:60 where Cotta enumerates
the three Cupids, one the son of Mercury and Diana, one the son of
Mercury and Venus and one born of Mars and Venus and called Anteros.
A basic problem arises here because Antonius cannot agree with poets
such as Ovid {Metamorphoses 1:466-71) who characterize Cupid as a
"twin" god in the sense that he has a double function, that is, he both
inspires and extinguishes passion by the use of his two kinds of arrows.
Panofsky tells us that the Renaissance was aware of the fact that
Anteros was, in antiquity, the god of reciprocal love.^^ This Antonius
refuses to accept because he wishes to make him instead Cupid's enemy,
the champion of chastity who drives out lust. He thus splits the traditional dual function of the one figure into two (I:vi). The interpretive
difficulties Antonius encounters here are temporarily resolved by
Haedus (I:x), an early indication that Haedus will eventually supplement and correct all of this commentary.
Antonius cites four literary sources for the image of Cupid. He begins
with Ovid's Metamorphoses 1:466-71, which describes the winged god
shooting from Parnassus with his two kinds of flaming arrows, then
moves on to Amores 1:2: 19-42 where Cupid is presented as a charioteer.
He draws from Vergil his definition of love as "nothing other than a
certain 'hidden fire'" which "once entering the chest eats the heart
and like poison runs through the veins and, clinging to the bones, devours
their marrow" (I:x). Petrarch corrects and supplements Ovid, who did
not realize the god's full cruelty and neglected to mention his varicoloured wings. Obviously referring to "The Triumph of Cupid,"
Antonius adds that he is nude, seated on a fiery chariot drawn by four
fierce white horses and surrounded by suffering captives. From Apuleius
comes the final detail that Cupid's wings are covered with tiny feathers
that continually flutter playfully {The Golden Ass V:22).
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The painters are briefly passed over, unfortunately without contemporary reference. According to them, it seems Cupid is often painted
with a crown of laurel, gold or myrtle woven with jewels; his golden
curls are spread over his white neck; he is blindfolded rather than blind;
he is sometimes painted "flammeus," sometimes with "a natural pleasantness of colour" (I:vii). The image Antonius is elucidating has become
a composite of many illustrations.
Most of the rest of Book One (I:x ff.) is devoted to short exegeses of
each of Cupid's traditional characteristics. He is a boy because of his
playful nature, because he thinks his conduct is always excusable,
because he is fascinated by worthless and even disgusting objects,
because his passion for these breaks out in tears and anger if denied,
because he avoids work, because his speech is often silly or lisping,
because his amiability makes many friends quickly. Finally, like a boy
he gets older and stronger every day.
It is obvious that all of this commentary is not functioning on the
same level. His boldness and playfulness are the personaUty traits of
the putto-god of classical mythology, while most of the others belong
to the intemperate lover of courtly tradition and the final comment
relates to the passion of love itself felt as psychic force. These three
elements are continually interwoven throughout the discussion with the
last two predominating.
Cupid's beauty is a bait, allowing him both to capture and be captured
by others. His blindness evokes quite a lengthy disquisition from Antonius
(I:xii). Led only by passion, Cupid suffers from moral myopia; he cannot see his own dishonourable conduct for what it is and assumes it is
equally hidden from others. He is blind to the evils of women and to
the shameful nature of his indulgences. The painters' conception of a
blindfold Cupid is praised because it underscores the wilful nature of
his blindness, representing as it does a kind of deliberate overturning of
the proper hierarchy of reason and the will and appetite. To illustrate
his point, Antonius provides this exemplum: "A certain Theotimus,
troubled with a grave disorder of the eyes, loved his wife very much,
but was forbidden by his doctor to have relations with her. However,
his desire was so strong and impetuous that he could not control the
outbreak of his lust. Thus, knowing and understanding that he would
lose his eyes, he took her to bed in the fury of his desire saying, 'Farewell, dear light'" (I :xiii).
Antonius's allegory moves closer and closer to an identification of
the figure of Cupid and the lover and the section on the significance of
his nakedness continues this trend (I:xiv). Cupid discards all but the
single object of his passion; he cannot hide his love; he is, in Antonius's
phrase, "naked of all goods." Here Antonius develops the theme of the
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four types of good — of soul, of reputation, of body and of fortune —
how love destroys each, drowning out Aemylianus's weak objections
in a tirade against sensuality as "nurse and inventrix of vices." It is
doubly impossible for a man in love to devote himself to letters because
he forfeits his reason along with his liberty when he becomes a slave to

and

by the body, he has neither time nor inclination for
is Antonius from Spenser's conception of
"root of honour and all vertue" that, if a man should cultivate

passion. Obsessed

things of the spirit. So far

love as

some talent out of love,
accomphshment (I:xvi).
Antonius moves on to

it

is

to be counted a blemish rather than an

deal with Cupid's wings and again the characeduced are mostly those of the lover. He flies because he is
always quick to pursue pleasure. Once he attains his desire, he leaps
with such joy that he seems to fly; he is so fickle and unstable that he
can be said to rush in all directions as though flying. Here, Aemylianus
offers a brief comment assuming love as a natural force: "Indeed, he
can rightly be called winged since he flies through the universe and the
world and conquers, not only man, but the beasts" (I:xvi). This Antonius
quickly refutes with the claim that Cupid's only victims are those weaklings who surrender. He then goes on in incredible detail to equate
Cupid's two wings with the lover's hopes, while their many colours
signify numberless attempts at seduction and their tiny plumules are
like a lover's innumerable lascivious thoughts (I:xix).
Having all but exhausted the details of Cupid's appearance, Antonius
begins to explain the apparent paradox of a god both kind and cruel.
At the beginning, it seems he soothes the wound he has made, only to
teristics

AemyHanus objects first that
the pains of love are dear to the lover and further

drive his victims to a fury of anguish later.

what Antonius

calls

is punished by his lord. To Antonius,
however, misery is misery and, while it is true that the willing suffer
less than the rebelHous, those who never give in do not suffer at all
(I:xx). Here the commentary has reverted to a treatment of Cupid as
psychic force and it remains on this level throughout the discussion of
his weapons, their use and their effect.
Ovid called his arrows, not golden, but gilt (i.e. auratum rather than
aureum), thus plainly indicating the deceptive nature of love's seeming
good; at the same time, their sharp points indicate the serious and penetrating nature of the emotion. These highly dangerous arrows strike the

that only a disobedient servant

idle or careless especially

often (I:xxi).

significance: the bow
represents the hidden ambush in thoughts of pleasure, the bow-string
represents delight, the quiver free will from which feelings of consent
emerge and the arrows those same feelings — just as arrows destroy the

Each part of Cupid's weaponry has a particular
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body, such feelings destroy the soul. Thus, Antonius establishes the
general nature of the emotion he wishes to document, the state of mind
in which it is most easily induced and finally, produces a graphic account
of the actual psychological process involved in "falling in love" by describing the shooting and striking (I:xxii).
The final items in Cupid's armoury are the flaming points of his
arrows described by Ovid. These obviously must represent the burning
anguish which spreads through the body of the lover and the inner fire
so kindled accounts for lovers' blushes and that curious fact, mentioned
earlier, that Cupid is sometimes painted "flammeus" (I:xxiii).
The rest of Antonius's exegesis is concerned with a variety of points:
Ovid's description of Cupid shooting from Parnassus, his horse-drawn
chariot, his many victims, and two final aspects of his appearance, his
hair and his crown.

A number of ingenious reasons are given supporting the appropriate
nature of his shooting from the top of Parnassus. He is, of course, hunting Apollo, but Antonius goes on to say that the summit indicates his
predilection for those in high places and Bacchus's association with the
mountain brings to mind the vulnerability of those fond of drunken
revelry (I:xxiv).

Cupid's chariot Antonius interprets as the human heart and the four
horses pulling it are the emotions of fear, lust, joy and grief. They are
wild because they do not recognize the restraining power of reason and
white because that colour signifies the weakness of both mind and body.
Each of these passions, or morbi as Antonius says the Greeks called
them, is treated at some length as they drag the heart of the unhappy
lover hither and

yon

fall in

(I:xxv-xxvii).

neatly into four categories: the capti who tend to
who are actually in the clutches
the vulnerati who have been long in love's service and the

Cupid's victims

fall

love easily and often, the vincti

of a woman,
mortui who have given up their souls to debauchery (I:xxvii).
The god's head of golden curls comes in for detailed comment. The
twisted strands represent the deceptive snares laid by false happiness.
Just as hair is superfluous to the body, this much-sought happiness is
worthless. The blonde colour signifies youth, the time when sexual urges
are strongest. Its waves remind Antonius that pleasure is like the sea
- bitter and turbulent - while the fact that the curls rest on the neck,
symbol of human freedom, indicates the slavish weakness induced by
love (I:xxix).

Over Aemylianus's objections, Antonius denies Cupid the glory of
the triumphal crown of gold or laurel belonging to the conqueror and
awards him instead only Venus's branch, the myrtle, traditionally offered
by the Romans to the commander who had won a bloodless victory.
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The jewel in his crown is the false image of the highest good fabricated
by desire and its light flashes many colours over his hairjust as insatiable
desire always seeks new ways to its end (I:xxx).
Antonius concludes (I:xxxii

ff.)

with a

list

of the enemies

who

lie in

wait to attack the man attempting to live a celibate life: his own body
desires sexual gratification; the devil lays the temptations of pleasure in
his path; the bad example of dissolute men may lead him astray. His
discussion of Anteros

how

is

promised

as instruction for the eager tyro in

to avoid this tri-partite lure of the world, the flesh and the devil

and he hopes that

his revelation

of the true meaning of Cupid's image

will return their sight to those blinded

by

sin (I:xxxii).

Antonius has used a kind of emblematic technique in order to organize
his thoughts on the subject of love. Although his only specific references
are to verbal depictions and no. illustrations accompany his text, the
whole treatment has strong pictorial roots and the actual image is kept
firmly in mind as appropriate significations are drawn from it. The
method is similar to that used by John de Ridevall who also painted
word ''pictures" and then extracted their hidden meanings, although
by the less sophisticated procedure of elucidating the legends he found
inscribed on them.
Once having settled on his relatively classical image, Antonius wastes
no awe upon it. He has no scruples about fully developing its details —
by adding the crown, for instance. He resembles in this the much earlier
author of the Ovid Moralisé who goes so far as to discuss why the tailfeathers on Cupid's arrows are made in two parts (1 1 .3330 ff.). Nevertheless, Antonius's Cupid appears relatively free from medieval accretion;
he has no talons like those described by Guitton d'Arezzo or Francesco
da Barberino. However, he is blind.
Panofsky has discussed how this characteristic evolved as part of a
moralizing mythography which interpreted the gods in expHcitly
Christian terms. Whether this blindness can always be so firmly disposed
of as he suggests is open to doubt. It is after all an ambivalent concept
calling on many traditions, as he himself acknowledges.^^ It does seem,
however, that used with tact the doctrine of the two loves drawn from
St. Augustine's De Doctrina Christiana III: 10: 16 can be extremely helpful in assessing the significance attached to this attribute by various
authors. According to Panofsky, the blind Cupid opposes caritas; he
represents the demonic form of love which moves away from God and
seeks to establish some mutable good as the source of value in the universe.
This is certainly the Cupid Antonius describes. Ambiguities disappear as
he juxtaposes his blind Cupid with Anteros, a figure who then emerges
solely as a castigator of the flesh rather than as a champion of any
holier love.
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Antonius brooks no debate — his message is sharp and clear. His
Cupid is very much on the wrong side of the moral world whether identified with the lover caught in love's toils or the obsession itself at work.
At times this vindictive Httle god comes close to assuming the life-force
of a true daemon, of achieving hypostasis, but Antonius is always careful to nullify any such dangerous tendency. This, he feels, is what the
poets and painters want us to think; in a sense they have invited us to
excuse the lust within ourselves by projecting it outward upon this boyarcher. Antonius wants to destroy these pretty fictions and return the
reader to a sense of shame and responsibility for his own actions. The
difficulty is that he has weighted his case too much. The broader meanings of cupiditas are sacrificed for an identification of Cupid with purely
sexual matters. The relationship between man and woman is narrowed
to the sexual alone and Cupid is castigated, not only as the god of illicit
sex, but very nearly as the god of sex itself, a position which markedly
undervalues Christian marriage. The figure of Anteros shows how
sympathy for the Greek definition of emotion as disease has moved
Antonius into a position where rejection and isolation are the only
paths to virtue.
Antonius, the celibate ascetic, dominates until the end of Book II,
when Haedus is invited to judge the merits of his presentation. The
priest offers poHte praise, but observes that, despite the truth of some
of these observations, the nature of love is yet to be revealed. Book III
throws considerable light on the way the allegorical interpretation of
images of the gods was regarded by the end of the fifteenth century,

even in the cultural isolation of

Friuli.

Haedus begins by relating his dream of a pitifully misunderstood
Cupid, a Cupid "non pinto ma vivo," as Petrarch calls him, who comes
to accuse Antonius of defaming his character in these words:
I am placed in a man's nature so that I can bring about nothing of my own
accord, I can plan nothing and I can attempt nothing, since I am obedient
to the will from which comes all the force both of body and soul. Therefore
the poets appropriately called me twin since I must bend now one way and
now another, in accordance to the freedom of the will and the quality and
character of the mind. Therefore, since I must be obedient and accom
modating, how can anyone be angry with me when I fulfil this duty? Th&
cause and not the effect deserves praise and blame (III:lvii^).

I

The complexity ignored by Antonius's approach here

reasserts itself in

the essentially potential nature of this "twin." No simple definition can
exhaust love, least of all one equating it with sexual indulgence and no
more. Haedus reproaches Antonius both for his complete condemnation
of appetite and for his exclusive concern with sexual behaviour:
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You have proceeded so far Antonius as if appetite were the author and
cause of lust and this impulse can be situated only in acts of love. But, in
addition, we seek riches, honours, nobility, power, health and an unending
variety of things of this sort which either are or seem to be good. There
can be no doubt we seek these things either virtuously or sinfully.
.It
appears that appetite is not a cause of wickedness, since we can use it well
and since it was placed in our soul by God. It is not blameworthy, but
man's will abuses it (III.Hx^).
.

.

Haedus defines Cupid as love, love directed by the will toward the
good or, at least, toward what seems the good, and he supports this by
recourse to the method of Book I: "Cupid is nothing other than love
since the image of Cupid seems to refer to nothing other than the passion
and ways of the lover" (III:xcii^). Immediately, Antonius attempts to
justify his identification of Cupid with lust by reference to his shooting
and striking. But here the consequences of the emblematic method
make themselves felt. Its strength lies in its breadth of reference and
synthetic power. As we saw, even Antonius's narrow excursion into
mythography functioned on a variety of levels and, at this point, it is
no longer possible to appeal to the image as some kind of final arbiter.
The two opponents set up a counterpoint of statement and restatement, each side vainly appealing to the image as authority for a definitive proof. This tension is resolved, however, not by asserting the superiority of any one position, but by exploiting the resources of the emblematic method itself to integrate the two. Antonius has sought to impose
a limit on the significance of the image of Cupid Haedus removes it. All
types of love have the same nature and force and Cupid's image relates
to them all. An elaborate parallel is drawn between the courtly lover
and the devout Christian; both desire and praise; both laugh and exult;
both beg and serve. Each illuminates the nature of the other and some
part of the transcendent force of love is expressed in both (Ill.lxxxiii).
Just as Antonius has described one aspect of the "twin" Cupid,
Haedus now sets out to investigate another. In the process the positive
;

ideal so obviously lacking in the previous discussion emerges as the
Augustinian concept of cari tas taken from De Doctrina Christiana III: x:
16. It gradually takes on the character of mutual love, in the sense of
virtuous friendship, which was denied Anteros. A two-fold concept,
caritas encompasses both the human and divine, one's relationship with
others as well as with God. Haedus sets out to describe society as a
hierarchy of love - ties of family, community, and citizenship are
emphasized in a framework built of the love of God.
It must be understood that Haedus is not replacing Antonius' interpretation with another, but instead expanding it beyond the narrow
limits first imposed upon it. His treatment of Cupid exhibits those
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important features of Renaissance emblefigure remote from the rising influence of
Ficinian neoplatonism radiating from Florence, a hard-edged interpretation of Cupid is impossible. Standing as he does midway between
emblem book and the allegorical use of the images of the gods in fictions,
he provides a bridge between pictorial iconology and its carry-over into
problems of interpretation wherever these images may occur — in fine
arts, in court ceremonial or in literature. In his hands too, the image has
infinite range; its openness places it beyond discursive explication so
that it cannot be utilized to close a logical argument. At the same time,
it holds the key to understanding and action and because of this it
remains intimately connected with a moral tradition. Rightly understood
the figure of Cupid provides man with access to the flow of energy in
the Christian cosmos — the redeeming cross-current between God and
characteristics

matics.

man

isolated

as

Even for Haedus, a

called caritas.

Haedus is not a sophisticated Hterary stylist; his instructional purposes
often overwhelm his fictional mode. Nevertheless, Book One is more
than a straightforward philosophical dialogue. It takes place in a fictional
world, a Roman Friuli, a Pordenone become Portusnaensis, in which
the toga-clad speakers go by classical names, imitate the peripatetic
philosopher, and gather on the calends of May for their discussion of
love. In Book One character and incident loom large, while at the same
time forming part of the intellectual focus of interest. The three friends
meet for dinner to find Aemylianus engrossed in a portrait of Cupid.
Their banter over the meal promises serious discussion, so they set off
for Haedus's gardens outside the city where they can debate in comfort.
On the road they encounter Helia, the object of Aemylianus's love sickness. Brief as it is, their confrontation serves to illustrate Antonius's
remarks and this intimate connection between the speakers and their
subject matter adds interest and more than a little humour to Book One.
Books Two and Three are uninterrupted discussions held at Haedus's
home on the following day. Through most of Book Two Antonius and
Aemylianus are still at loggerheads, with Haedus's quiet voice interrupting
on occasion to clarify a point. At the end, however, Aemylianus performs
an annoying about-face. He restores his dignity by claiming that he has
been pretending to disagree only to test his opponent. Whatever dramatic
tension that might have lingered is dissipated instantly. As the books
become progressively more concerned with things of the spirit the conversational element, the joking banter and even the searching questions
gradually cease and Haedus's last book comes to its end closer to sermon
than dialogue.
Nevertheless, the author of the Anterotica clearly shows his awareness
of the literary possibiUties of symbolic images for manipulating point of
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view and building a sense of cohesion. The proems estabhsh Haedus as
a self-conscious dramatized narrator; Antonius also assumes this role,
but in Book Three an ironic distance is created that causes the reader to
reject the one narrator and form a bond with the other.
Wayne Booth's analysis of how irony functions as "rejection" followed
by "reconstruction" clarifies this process. According to Booth, a reader
may take up an author's invitation to reject the first meaning of the
text and to join in building a new meaning that provides a vantage point
overlooking the first. The four steps of "reconstruction" involve this
rejection of the first meaning (prompted by some incongruity between
the words and something else the reader knows), a consideration of
alternatives other than intentional irony, a decision about the author's
intention and finally a choice of a new meaning with which the reader
can rest secure. ^'^ Such a coordination of the efforts of author and reader
leads to their identification in a community of agreement that is
emotionally binding and especially appropriate to works of an educative
nature. ^^ Commenting on irony in earher Hterature, Booth has noted
its tendency toward weakness, due to a lack of adequate warning of the
presence of such irony or to our own inability to comprehend the nature
of the warnings given. ^^
Is the unmasking of Antonius sudden and unexpected, or are "warnings" of the kind Booth looks for given by the text? A few can be made
out. Certain generic expectations go along with our recognition of this
as a Ciceronian dialogue, among them the feeling that the third book
will carry most weight and the early realization that this particular
dialogue is strongly Christian and overtly didactic. Antonius restricts
himself to classical authorities for the most part and sports a humanist
moraUty rather separate from Christian doctrine. From the beginning
Haedus, though reluctant, is established as arbiter and he does, as I have
already noted, show his superior powers of interpretation early in Book
One. Nevertheless, Antonius's credentials are very good and the reader
has little reason to mistrust him, except the very reason that Haedus
himself adduces, a sensitivity to the right way to read images. Haedus
points out Antonius's fallibility as a Christian moraHst by pointing out
how, as narrator of Book One and Two, he misused his emblematic
technique. The single most important indication of the coming reversal
is the very presence of the image for interpretation. Its openness stimulates the reader's pleasure in deciphering and simultaneously invites
distrust of a simpHstic interpreter. Once armed with the superior awareness revealed in Book Three, the reader can reject Antonius's reading,
but not completely. The inherent quahties of the symbolic image forbid
the simple reversal of meaning that Booth guards against in his discussion
of "rejection" vis avis "reconstruction."^® Because of Haedus's acknowl-
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edgement of the synthetic powers of the image, the reader can rest with
his interpretation, even though the meaning he advances is not finite,
local and limited in quite the way one might expect from Booth's
definition of "stable" irony. ^^ As E.H. Gombrich suggested was the
most common methodology, Antonius's meanings here are tested against
the context of genre and coordinated with respect to a single dominant
meaning.
Wolfgang Iser describes reading as a phenomenological process in
which "we look forward, we look back, we decide, we change our
decisions, we form expectations, we are shocked by their nonfulfillment,
we question, we muse, we accept, we reject. "^^ These responses are
guided by the interplay between famiUar and unfamiliar, by "illusionforming" and "illusion-breaking." Iser cites Booth's "unreliable narrator"
as one of the literary devices that result in increased tension between our
expectations and our distrust. The presence of the unreliable narrator
results in a "defamiliarization of what the reader thought he recognized"
and leads via this to an immediate experiencing of the text,^"* a kind of
first-hand experience that may account for the emotional commitment

Booth

sees

accompanying

stable ironies.

seems to me that another technique, now lost to us, for engaging
the reader with the text in this way is the ironic use of symbolic images.
Norman Knox's discussion of the history of the word "irony" is shaped
by post-Renaissance concerns. However, he does point out that Fraunce
and Puttenham, following Quintihan for that matter, consider irony
together with allegory because, he says, both devices exploit a discrepancy between text and meaning, a discrepancy the reader attempts to
harmonize. ^^ By its very nature, the symbolic image stimulates both
familiar and unfamiliar readings and prompts an effort towards an integration of these; it sets the reader in a questioning stance towards interIt

pretations offered within the text as they arise.

The

author and reader so encouraged may, as

think

I

lively interaction
it

of

has, contribute

much

to the great textual density and richness in works employing such
images. Offsetting the danger of fragmentation and confusion, is the
capacity for synthesis within the same figure, a capacity that offers the
skilled writer a device that is, in fact, very like allegory in another
important respect. It too shares the ability to combine the individual
and the universal in one, to coordinate the "rejection" and the "reconstruction" in an apprehensible whole.
The mythographic manuals have important information to offer the
study of symbolic images, information available from few other sources,
but because of their systematic arrangement as compendia, their use
has tended to isolate individual images in literary works where the
mythographic details may form part of larger patterns. These are pro-
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ilems for consideration in the light of each text but, to judge by Haedus's
it should not be surprising if symbolic images in sophisticated

example,

form are carefully chosen and organized for specific Hterary
purposes, such as the establishment of point of view and the coordination of broad reaches of significance. In Hslquus's Anterotica, the same
method that reveals the limitations of Antonius, is used finally to
orchestrate a range of meanings, drawn from the image of Cupid, that
unify the dialogue and work to further its central purpose - the education
and confirmation of the reader in Christian love.
literary
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L'Apport de la typographie et de
musique à la poésie française
du début du seizième siècle*

la

GASTON ALLAIRE

comment, à certains moments de l'histoire
d'une société, une quelconque invention ou innovation peut, par ricochet,
avoir un impact considérable sur un moyen d'expression artistique. Par
exemple, tout près de nous, la radio, la télévision, l'industrie du disque
et de la bande magnétique, médias de masse qui à leurs débuts ouvrirent
leurs ondes à la musique, ont par ricochet si on peut dire, donné naissance plus tard à toute une poésie populaire qui s'exprime par la voix de
nos chansonniers. Et ici, on ne peut s'empêcher de faire un rapprochement avec l'essor considérable de la chanson polyphonique française,
surtout la chanson dite parisienne, pendant la première moitié du seizième
siècle. Dans aucune autre période de l'histoire de la musique et de la
littérature françaises voit-on une telle symbiose des deux arts, si ce n'est
dans la mélodie romantique française de la fin du dix -neuvième siècle.
Mais que vient faire la typographie dans tout cela? Peu de temps après
l'invention de l'imprimerie par Gutenberg vers 1 440, c'est-à-dire en 1501,
1503, 1504, etc., l'imprimeur vénitien Petrucci publia ses fameuses
collections de musique polyphonique. Pour l'époque et du point de vue
typographique, ce sont des éditions impeccables. Mais ce qu'elles ont
dû coûter de soins et d'argent, car ce système graphique devait se faire
en deux étapes; la première par l'impression des lignes de la portée, la
deuxième par l'impression superposée du texte et des notes de musique,
procédé qui dût être excessivement difficile à accomplir si on voulait
que les notes soient bien situées sur les lignes et dans les espaces.^
Ce qui attire l'attention lorsque l'on compare les éditions de Petrucci
et celles du fameux imprimeur parisien Pierre Attaingnant parues un
quart de siècle plus tard, c'est une impression en une opération au lieu
de deux. Apparemment vers 1525, le typographe Haultin, "Graveur,
Fondeur et Imprimeur à Paris," dont Attaingnant fut un des clients, eut

Il est remarquable de voir

Cet article, sans l'appendice musical, a fait l'objet d'une communication par une étudiante
graduée du Département de Musique, Mlle Monique Pitre, à la réunion des sociétés savantes,
i Fredericton, en mai 1977.

*
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l'idée

de fondre une série de caractères qui représentaient
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les diverses

valeurs des notes et des silences, mais celles-ci déjà placées sur les cinq

ou dans les espaces d'une courte portée.^ Ces caractères étaient
un composteur exactement comme les caractères des lettres
de l'alphabet, ce qui permettait une impression en une opération et
représentait ainsi une économie de main-d'oeuvre considérable par
rapport à l'impression en deux opérations de Petrucci.
lignes

placés sur

Iliîîil
Exemple no

Il

est vrai qu'avec cette nouvelle

1

technique typographique on pouvait

imprimés peu soignés,
mais cela ne représentait pas un inconvénient majeur pour les musiciens,
et l'énorme économie en salaires compensait largement ce léger défaut.
L'autre innovation apportée par Attaingnant fut la réduction du
nombre des signes nécessaires pour réaliser une solmisation exacte (la
solmisation est le nom donné au solfège d'avant 1600); cette nouvelle
technique permettait de réaliser une économie de métal, d'encre, aussi
bien que de main-d'oeuvre. Mais ceci supposait pour les chanteurs un
changement assez radical dans la façon de lire leur musique, et c'est un
changement qui semble s'être effectué dans un laps de temps très court,
environ 25 ans.
La solmisation de la musique monodique pratiquée par les chanteurs
n'était pas la même que celle de la musique polyphonique, c'est-à-dire la
musique pour plusieurs voix de différentes étendues chantant simultanément. Or, d'après mes recherches, depuis le Moyen-Age on avait enseigné
la solmisation par hexacordes aux garçons des maîtrises; la solmisation
était nécessaire pour apprendre à chanter le plain-chant au nombreux

voir les joints entre les caractères, surtout dans les

monodiques profanes aux cours princièParce que les voix d'hommes et d'enfants ou de femmes sont superposées dans le chant polyphonique, cette solmisation créait certains
problèmes dont les détails techniques dépassent le cadre de cet article
(Voir Appendice II); ces problèmes devaient être corrigés par l'utilisation
d'un certain nombre de signes tels des fa-bémols aux armures, des
offices religieux et les mélodies

res.

armures apparemment incomplètes, et par un signe qui ressemble vague-

ment

à notre dièze.
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Exemple no 2

m

yi
jt

st

Mais pour le compositeur qui devait concevoir sa musique comme une
toile couvrant deux hexacordes conjoints ou disjoints, il existait une
solmisation par deux gammes, l'une dure et l'autre molle, qui ne nécessitait pas tous les signes de la solmisation par hexacordes. Tous les signes
de la solmisation par hexacordes, nous les trouvons dans les imprimés
de Petrucci (1501, 1503, 1504) et même chez Antico aussi tard qu'en
1520. Mais soudain, dans les imprimés d'Attaingnant, à partir de 1527,
il n'y a plus aucun des signes qu'on trouvait chez Petrucci moins d'un
quart de siècle plus tôt. Que s'est-il passé au juste?
C'est ici que j'élabore l'hypothèse suivante pour tenter d'expliquer ce
qui peut s'être passé. Au début du 16^ siècle, la musique européenne
était contrôlée par ce qu'on appellerait aujourd'hui la "mafia" francoflamande. Située au nord de Paris et s'étendant jusqu'à Anvers, cette
région constituait un bassin de musiciens qui allaient oeuvrer dans toutes
les cours importantes d'Europe. Paul-Henry Lang^ a dénombré pas
moins de 27 musiciens d'origine franco-flamande à Paris, 24 à Milan,
15 à Ferrare, 5 à Modène, 5 à Florence, 107 à Rome, 17 à Naples,
13 à Venise, 15 à Vienne, 10 à Munich, 9 à Dresden, 6 à Berlin, 47 à
Madrid, et 10 à Tolède.
Il est intéressant de noter que Pierre Attaingnant était originaire de
cette région, plus particuUèrement de Douai en Artois, et aussi que
Claudin de Sermisy (v. 1490-1562), compositeur favori des publications
d'Attaingnant, était lui aussi originaire de Picardie. Toujours d'après
Heartz, Attaingnant aurait très probablement reçu un entraînement
musical dans la chorale de l'église de Douai, car dans toute cette région
l'enseignement de la musique était à l'honneur. Plusieurs diocèses des
vieilles provinces du nord de la France offraient des bourses d'études
aux petits chanteurs entraînés dans les maîtrises diocésaines pour aller
étudier à Paris. C'est ainsi qu'Attaingnant se serait retrouvé au collège
de Dainville à Paris vers l'âge de 14 ans. Que le Picard Attaingnant ait
fait la connaissance du Picard Claudin de Sermisy, qui était clercmusicien à la Sainte-Chapelle du Palais en 1508, n'aurait rien de surpre-
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nant, les deux hommes étant d'ailleurs à peu près du même âge. Déplus,
Attaingnant ne serait pas resté longtemps au collège; il l'aurait quitté
pour entrer comme apprenti chez un imprimeur, sa bourse étant prolongée pour toute la durée de l'apprentissage."*
Pendant la Renaissance les imprimeurs de musique étaient presque
tous musiciens; on peut citer, entre autres, Gardane, Antico, Le Roy, etc.
L'art musical était un art encore assez ésotérique et hermétique à cette
époque; seuls des musiciens compétents pouvaient se hasarder à imprimer
la musique avec succès. Par conséquent, on peut spéculer que sous
l'influence d'Attaingnant et de plusieurs autres imprimeurs du temps,
il fut convenu de généraliser la solmisation polyphonique par gammes
en remplacement de la solmisation traditionnelle par hexacordes, ce
qui permettait une économie appréciable de métal, d'encre et de maind'oeuvre. Ce changement semble avoir été un mouvement général presque simultané partout et peut avoir été encouragé par le fait que la
musique, en Europe occidentale, était dominée par les compositeurs
Franco-flamands éparpillés dans toutes les cours importantes, et que les
imprimeurs connaissaient la musique.
Y a-t-il eu collusion entre le Picard-imprimeur Attaingnant et les
Picards-chanteurs à la cour de François 1^^ lorsque Attaingnant se lança
dans la publication de la musique vers 1515-1525? Y a-t-il eu mot
d'ordre passé dans toutes les cours où des Picards oeuvraient comme
musiciens de délaisser la solmisation par hexacordes et d'enseigner la
solmisation par gammes dure et molle pour la musique polyphonique?
On serait porté à le croire lorsque l'on constate qu 'Attaingnant a publié
quelques 230 compositions de Claudin, le plus grand nombre par un
même compositeur, 178 de Jannequin, un autre Picard, et 188 de
Certon, probablement un Picard lui aussi, et le protégé de Claudin de
Sermisy.
L'immense production d'Attaingnant entre 1525 et 1550, porte à
croire qu'il pouvait produire ses collections de chansons polyphoniques
à un prix très inférieur à celui des collections qu'on publiait un quart
de siècle plus tôt, et que cette production répondait à une très forte
demande de la part des consommateurs. La "mafia" franco-flamande
étant répandue à travers l'Europe, comme on l'a vu plus tôt, il n'est
pas surprenant de trouver la chanson polyphonique française à la mode
dans toutes les cours importantes d'Europe, où les collections de chansons d'Attaingnant semblent avoir connu une diffusion très large.
Donc, de 1525 à 1558, environ 175 titres de collections — surtout des
collections de chansons polyphoniques françaises — sont sorties des
presses d'Attaingnant; c'est ainsi que pendant un peu plus de 25 ans
Attaingnant en publia plus de 200, une production impressionnante
qui représente quelques 80 nouvelles chansons par année.
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de la chanson polyphonique française au début
cour des ducs de Bourgogne. Sous l'impulsion
des compositeurs néerlandais Dufay, Ockeghem, Obrecht, Binchois et
autres, naquit un style de musique qui se répandit à travers l'Europe.
Cette musique était d'un style contrapuntique qui évoluera assez rapidement vers des points d'imitation. C'est ce style par points d'imitation
qu'on trouve dans la chanson franco-flamande de Josquin des Prés qui
innove en exploitant les points d'imitation par paires de voix.
situe les origines

du quinzième

siècle, à la

Exemple no

3

(Créquillon, Susato 1543)
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On ne connaît pas trop bien les relations de Josquin avec la cour de
France, mais on sait qu'il était à Paris sous Louis XII, le prédécesseur
de François 1^^, et qu'il y mourut en 1525. L'usage intensif de l'imitation par voix pairées qu'on trouve dans le style de Claudin de Sermisy
suggère que celui-ci a étudié avec Josquin.
Mais vers 1525 un style nouveau apparaît dans

la chanson polyphonidéveloppé par Claudin de Sermisy qui sera
exploité dans ce qu'on a convenu d'appeler la chanson polyphonique
parisienne pour la distinguer de la chanson franco-flamande. Ce nouveau
style se voulait plus simple et plus direct que le style franco- flamand, et
par conséquent moins contrapuntique, organisé davantage par succession

que

française,

d'accords;

il

devenu avec

un

style

se prêtait
le

mieux

à la

compréhension du

texte, lequel était

poète Clément Marot l'élément primordial des chansons.

Exemple no 4
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Alors que dans la chanson franco-flamande la mélodie principale n'était
pas nécessairement chantée par la partie vocale la plus haute, dans la
chanson parisienne c'est la voix la plus haute qui tend à primer avec sa
mélodie. Que Claudin de Sermisy ait fait un effort conscient pour simplifier la musique et permettre ainsi au texte de ressortir plus clairement ne fait pas de doute. C'est alors que la poésie française acquit une
popularité inconnue jusqu'alors, et que les poètes se multiplièrent. On
compte pas moins de huit poètes connus dont les textes furent mis en
musique par le seul Claudin de Sermisy: Le roi François 1^^, sa soeur
Marguerite de Navarre, Mellin de Saint-Gelays, Octavien de SaintGelays, le cardinal François de Tournon, Claude Chappuys, Bonaventure
des Périers, Antoine Héroet et Clément Marot, le protégé de la soeur du
roi et le second grand poète français après Villon. Des 169 chansons
connues de Claudin de Sermisy composées sur des oeuvres des poètes
ci-dessus et d'autres, anonymes ceux-là, il y eut 442 éditions et rééditions entre 1528 et 1608, surtout avant 1550. Ceci nous donne une
idée de la grande popularité de la chanson polyphonique parisienne en

général et de la chanson de Claudin de Sermisy en particulier.

compositeurs parisiens de la Renaissance furent fidèles à la
Requiems, Motets, Passions et Lamentations, ils n'atteignirent un style vraiment national que dans la chanson
polyphonique. De fait, la chanson polyphonique est tellement caractéristique de la culture française de la Renaissance qu'on peut même aller
jusqu'à dire que sans elle on aurait peine à parler de Renaissance française
en musique. D'ailleurs le style direct, de contrepoint simplifié, d'imitation par paires de voix et de sections homorythmiques (monodie
accompagnée), de la chanson parisienne va s'infiltrer dans le style du
Motet et de la Messe polyphonique parisienne qui devient plus courte,
moins lourde et moins compliquée que sa contre-partie franco-flamande.
La chanson polyphonique française a été un facteur déterminant dans
l'évolution de la musique de cette époque puisqu'elle donna naissance
à la canzona instrumentale italienne, laquelle évolua par la suite vers la
sonate baroque.
Quant à la poésie, elle servit d'inspiration directe à la musique. Les
poètes conçurent leurs poèmes en fonction de l'adaptation musicale,
comme le suggère le mot "chanson" qu'ils utilisèrent souvent comme
titre. Ici le mot devint la raison d'être du son, et non pas l'esclave ou
le maître de la musique comme ce fut le cas à d'autres moments de
l'histoire de la musique. Parce que les poètes étaient musiciens et que
les musiciens étaient poètes, la coopération entre les arts soeurs fut
intense et fructueuse. Dans "Quintil Horatian," cité par H. Chamard,^
Bartholemy Aneau affirme que le poète Mellin de Saint-Gelays (14911558) pouvait mieux que tout autre écrire des poèmes qu'il mettait en
musique, les chantant et les jouant lui-même. Les textes poétiques de
Si les

tradition néerlandaise des Messes,
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Saint-Gelays furent mis en musique par Claudin de Sermisy, Arcadelt,
Le Heurteur, Maillard, Sandrin, et d'autres, ce
qui démontre leur popularité. Clément Marot a laissé au moins un air de
Belin, Cadéac, Delatre,

musique dont il est certain qu'il est de lui. L'exemple de la collaboration
entre la musique et la poésie venait de haut, des rois eux-mêmes.
François 1^^ était un poète de quelque distinction et peut-être même
un peu musicien; Heartz suggère que la chanson polyphonique dont le
compositeur est "Françoys" et qui fut publiée par Attaingnant aurait
été composée par le roi lui-même. Au moins cinq de ses poèmes furent
mis en musique par Jannequin, Claudin de Sermisy et d'autres compositeurs du seizième siècle: "Dictes sans peur," "J'ay le désir content,"
"Je n'ose être content," "Las que crains- tu amy," et "Voulant amour."
Mais, le poète le plus populaire de cette première moitié du seizième
siècle est bien Clément Marot; environ 125 de ses poèmes furent mis en
musique, dont 26 par Claudin de Sermisy et 18 par Clément Jannequin.
Son épigramme paillarde "Martin menoit son pourceau au marché" fut
mise en musique polyphonique par au moins cinq compositeurs, et cette
musique apparaît dans au moins neuf éditions différentes. La version de
Jannequin fut assez populaire pour faire l'objet de quatre éditions, sans
compter les arrangements en tablature de luth, et la canzona pour instrument à clavier qu'en fit Andréa Gabrieli. Avec Marot le texte littéraire
devint plus direct et même familier; les strophes étaient courtes et respectaient généralement l'alternance des rimes mascuUnes et féminines.
Plus tard Ronsard continuera dans la même voie et s'efforcera même de
concevoir ses textes en fonction de l'adaptation musicale II y avait chez
les

poètes d'alors le souci de voir la musique se marier avec
que le font voir les vers suivants de Ronsard:

la poésie,

ainsi

Premier j'ay écrit la façon
D'accorder le luth aux odes.
Viens à moy, mon luth, que j'accorde
Une ode, pour la fredonner
Dessus la mieux parlante corde
.^
Que Phoebus t'ait voulu donner.
.

Si

Marot

.

et Ronsard, en s'efforçant dans leur poésie de se rapprocher

ont produit le genre de poèmes que les compositeurs
du seizième siècle ont aimé mettre en musique, ceux-ci, par ailleurs,
n'ont pas peu contribué à faire connaître l'oeuvre des poètes, si on en
juge par les très nombreuses compositions et les très nombreuses rééditions qu'ont connues les chansons de Marot et de Ronsard. Selon
l'expression moderne, on peut même dire que l'imprimerie musicale a
contribué à lancer Marot et Ronsard. Examinons, par exemple, labibliode

l'idéal musical,
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graphie musicale de la chanson D'où vient cela, belle, je vous supply,
sur un texte de Marot dans l'Appendice I. Une telle bibliographie a pu
faire dire à

Voilà

Jean Rollin:

les

sources auxquelles nous avons puisé pour trouver d'une part, les

textes littéraires, d'autre part les textes musicaux des "Chansons". Rien

que par cette revue rapide, on peut déjà apprécier le caractère étendu et
inattendu de la documentation musicale et préjuger que notre poète a pu
connaître grâce aux musiciens de son temps. Portés sur les ailes de la
musique, les vers de Marot volent de Paris à Lyon, d'Anvers à Venise, de
Londres à Seville.
.Les catholiques chantent des messes (Messes-parodies
à la mode au seizième siècle) bâties sur les mélodies devenues populaires,
des chansons du poète; les Réformés entonnent des chants spirituels, puis
P
des psaumes, sur les mêmes airs.
.

.

.

.

Ces collections de chansons publiées par Attaingnant ont ceci de parde véritables anthologies dans lesquelles on trouve
des chansons de tous genres: spirituelles, amoureuses, anodines, à boire,
à danser, paillardes ou franchement obscènes. Il y en avait pour toutes
les occasions: les réunions amoureuses, les méditations spirituelles, le
théâtre, les mascarades, les ginguettes (ancêtres de nos discothèques
modernes?), et dans tous les genres depuis l'amour courtois jusqu'à
l'érotisme le plus direct, de l'anecdote au potinage, de la profonde
mélancolie à la folle gaieté, des considérations philosophiques aux
descriptions du chant des oiseaux ou des batailles guerrières. Ces chansons étaient publiées dans quatre cahiers d'à peu près 6 pouces par 7^2,
un pour chaque partie vocale: Superius (cantus), Contratenor (altus).
Tenor, et Bassus; il est fort probable que les chansons étaient chantées
par seulement quatre musiciens - huit musiciens au maximum. On ne
doit pas exclure la possibilité qu'une ou plusieurs parties vocales puissent
avoir été jouées sur un ou plusieurs instruments mélodiques. Il est donc
fort probable que les mêmes chanteurs qui chantaient la messe journalière
de la cour, le matin, devaient chanter quelques chansons anodines et
amoureuses pendant les repas de la cour, les chansons spirituelles lors
de la prière du soir avant le coucher des enfants de la cour, et plus tard
les chansons à boire, paillardes et obscènes dans les ginguettes ou tout
autre lieu où le roi et les princes allaient passer une bonne partie de la
nuit avec les femmes de petite vertu qui s'y trouvaient. Enfin, à l'occasion
de représentations théâtrales, on devait faire appel aux mêmes chanteurs
pour chanter avant, pendant et après les représentations.
Si Attaingnant fut l'imprimeur qui "lança" musicalement le poète
Marot, ce sont les imprimeurs Le Roy & Ballard (Paris), Nicolas du
Chemin (Paris), et Jacques Moderne (Lyon), qui, dans la seconde moitié
ticulier qu'elles sont
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du seizième

siècle,

ré-éditions ôqs

Université de

"lancèrent"

Amours du

le

poète Ronsard avec leurs nombreuses

célèbre poète.

Moncton
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APPENDICE

I

MUSIQUE VOCALE:
MUSIQUE MONODIQUE
l.

(Sans musique écrite, mais avec indication des timbres)^

Anonyme
Anonyme

Plusieurs belles chansons, Lotrian-1543.

Beaulieu

Chrestienne resjouissance, (Genève), 1546.

S'ensuyvent plusieurs belles chansons, 1537.

IL

MUSIQUE POLYPHONIQUE

a)

Chansons:

Chansons nouvelles (Paris) Attaingnant-s.d.
Chansons nouvelles (Paris) Attaingnant- 1 528.
Trente et sept chansons (Paris) Attaingnant-1 532.
Livre le des chansons (Douai) Bogart-1633.

Sermisy
Sermisy
Sermisy
Sermisy
Créquillon
Créquillon

Le quatriesme livre (Anvers) Susato-1544.
Second livre des chansons (Louvain) Phalèse

&

Rotaire-

1533, 1556, 1560.

Anonyme

Septiesme livre ou Livre le (Louvain) Phalèse-1570,
1576, 1597, 1601, 1605, 1608, 1613, 1622, 1632,
1633, 1636.

* Timbre: Motif mélodique

tombé dans

le

domaine public

et sur lequel les auteurs de cantilènes,

parodies, chansons, vaudevilles, cantiques, noëls, etc. placent les paroles de leurs compositions.

Larousse de

la

Musique

(Paris,

1957).
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Canzoni Francese (Venise) Scotto-

1535.

Anonyme
Anonyme
b)

Psaumes:

primo libro (Venise) Gardane-1543.
Le treizième livre (Anvers) Susato-1550.
(Texte transformé en Psaume X par Marot lui-même,
avec les paroles suivantes: D'où vient cela Seigneur je te

II

supply)

Goudimel

Les Pseaumes mis en rime françoise (Genève) Jaqui-

Goudimel

Psalmen Davids (Reshorn) 1609.
Thrésor de musique (Cologne) Marceau- 1 594.
Les Psaumes de David (Amsterdam) 1604.

1565, 1580.
Lassus

Sweelinck

MUSIQUE INSTR UMENTALE:

&

(Pour luth

voix)

Attaingnant-

Sermisy

Très brèves

Anonyme
Anonyme

1529.
Tablature des orgues (Paris) Attaingnant-1 530.
Nova. .cithara (Louvain) Phalèse-1568)

(Paris)

.

remarquer que Pierre Attaingnant fut le premier imprimeur à
publier des chansons polyphoniques sur des textes de Marot et leur
arrangement pour instruments)

(Il

est à

APPENDICE

II*

Avant 1600, trois hexacordes de base étaient employés par les chanteurs
pour la lecture de la musique monophonique (plain-chant appelé de
nos jours chant grégorien, mélodies des troubadours et trouvères,
toutes les mélodies populaires non harmonisées):

^

Hexacorde Durum:

^ ^ ^ - ^

Syllabes de solmisation:

UT ré mi fa sol la

fa (supra la)

Hexacorde Naturale:

Syllabes de solmisation:

$ ——^—o—
UT ré

mi

^i^=^
fa sol la

'Cet appendice est le résultat partiel d'une recherche à partir de

Hexachords, Solmization, and the Modal System:

A

mon

fa (supra la)
traité

The Theory of

Practical Application paru aux éditions

de l'American Institute of Musicology en 1972 (MSD-25). Pour des données plus substantielles
sur cette recherche, voir les articles suivants qui ont été acceptés pour publication: "Peculiar

14*, 15*, and 16* Century Sources" dans Journal of CASUM/ACEUM, et
"Les Enigmes de VAntefana et du Double Hoquet de Machault: Une Tentative de Solution"

Signatures in

dans Revue de Musicologie, Paris.
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Hexacorde Molle.

Syllabes de solmisation:

^ UT

ré mi

lâ

fa sol

ra

^

supra la)

Au moyen
était aussi

de la transposition, l'hexacorde construit sur Si-bémol
employé:

fa (supra la)

fa sol

Syllabes de solmisation:

les données du problème, nous ne nous en tiendrons
arithmétique de l'octave (quarte sous quinte), laquelle
est la division de presque tous les modes médiévaux en musique polyphonique:

Pour simplifier

qu'à

la division

^^
Dans cette division, un hexacorde central est toujours flanqué d'un
autre hexacorde construit à la quarte supérieure et à la quinte inférieure,
c'est-à-dire un hexacorde dans la direction de ceux du groupe des bémols:
Naturale — Durum — Naturale
Molle - Naturale - Molle
Hex. Bb - Molle - Hex. Bb

hexacordes convenait bien aux chants monophola musique polyphonique, car
dans ce cas deux centres d'attraction pouvaient être établis en même
temps, d'où des fausses relations d'octave, de quinte, ou d'unisson:
Si la solmisation par

niques, elle présentait

un problème dans

Exemple

a)

'Hex. Nat.

s ion hexaaie des

es:
sol fa mi
la
Hex. Naturale

la solmisation par hexacordes était évité par la
l'hexacorde central, en l'occurence l'hexacorde

Cet inconvénient de
neutralisation

de

mi
Hex. Durum

Renaissance et Réforme
Naturale, par
par le signe

la

transformation de celui-ci en hexacorde

Durum

/
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indiqué

^,
Exemple
Hex.

I

b)

DijiriJin

^^

tMi

fa la soif" fa mi ré

fa

"ut

ré

SS
sol fa mi
la
Hex. Nat.

rai fa mi fa
Hex, Dur.

Dans les modes transposés en bémols (à la quarte supérieure ou à
quinte inférieure), le même problème se présentait:

Exemple

la

c)

Ici c'est en enlevant le Si-bémol à l'armure de la voix supérieure que
Thexacorde central, le Molle, était neutralisé et transformé en hexacorde

Naturale:

Exemple

d)

Hex. Mat
\>

i

J

J
J
fâ-£â_la sol fa j.
mi re ut ré

^f^

m

la
sol fa mi mi fa itii fa
Hex. Molle
Hex. Naturale
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Mais après 1515, on enseigna la solmisation polyphonique par gammes
dure et molle, comme le fait voir le tableau comparatif suivant, dans
lequel l'hexacorde central, le Naturale, est neutralisé par l'omission de
ses syllabes motrices ut et ré:
SOLMISATION PAR HEXACORDES
c

SOLMISATION PAR GAMMES DURE ET MOLLE

L'Art de l'orateur et

les

techniques

d'expression artistique pendant

la

Renaissance^
GERARD LE COAT

L'homme

cultivé de la Renaissance, celui qui poursuit les studia humaniora, c'est-à-dire pour employer un. mot qui nous est familier,
Vhumaniste, admire par dessus tout l'orateur. C'est que l'orateur, aussi
appelé rhetoricus (les 2 termes dérivant de la même racine rhéin: je
m'apprête à dire) contrôle l'expression verbale et, ce faisant, maîtrise
cette force unique du logos qui non seulement sert à promouvoir les
idées nouvelles mais exerce également une action directe sur la pratique
politique et l'échange social en général.
L'orateur et son art deviennent ainsi des modèles. Qu'il soit professeur,
politicien, magistrat, capitaine ou diplomate, Vorator devient celui qui
sait persuader le lecteur, mais plus encore l'auditeur du discours au
moment où l'échange social prend effectivement place par le truchement
de la parole.
Or, l'artiste de la Renaissance, porte-parole de sa culture, cherche lui
aussi à persuader, à obtenir des "effets" particuliers sur son public. Il y
a donc communauté d'objectifs. Lui aussi s'adresse aux classes privilégiées, et pour des raisons comparables, quoique différentes: il s'agit de
stimuler le plaisir du récipiendaire en lui racontant les fables qu'il aime
parce qu'elles représentent sa culture, conviennent à son rang; en un
mot parce qu'elles lui donnent ce sentiment d'appartenance et de certitude dont il a besoin. C'est pourquoi ce /ûvo/Zeg/a/or qu'est l'artiste du
cinquecento non seulement admire l'orateur, mais étudie avec soin son
art: il y a donc interpénétration de procédés techniques, la science rhétorique jouant le rôle d'initiatrice, de mère-de-tous-les-arts, don mercurial assurant la quaUté du dialogue. Le présent article, interdiscipUnaire
par excellence, propose une brève analyse comparative de l'Art de
l'orateur et de ses inferences sur les techniques d'expression artistique.
L'accent est mis sur le non-verbal plutôt que sur le verbal (arts plastiques
et musique) pour la raison que les rapports littérature/rhétorique ont
*

Communication donnée

le

27 mai 1977 lors d'une séance de

travail

de

la Société

d'études de la Renaissance à l'Université du Nouveau-Brunswick, Fredericton.

canadienne
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fait l'objet de nombreuses études: qu'il suffise de rappeler ici les travaux
fondamentaux de Curtius, Baldwin, Crane, Weinberg et alia. C'est la
culture italienne qui informera l'exposé, le prestigieux apport du Cinque-

cento restant sans égal dans ce domaine.
Je commencerai par rappeler en guise de proème un exemple d'emprunt
direct à la science rhétorique de la part d'un poéticien, Daniello, dont la
Poetica date de 1536. Daniello, commentant sur la facture du discours
poétique, distingue ''V invention initiale des choses, leur disposition ou
ordonnance, et enfin leur ornementation par le moyen de l'écriture."^
Cette triple division est, on le perçoit d'emblée, tirée de la tradition
romaine léguée par Cicéron et Quintilien (cp. inventio, dispositio,
elocutio), elle-même héritière de la grecque (cp. heuresis, taxis, lexis).
Dans son Dialogo délia Pit tura intitulato VAretino, daté 1557, Dolce,
à propos des arts plastiques, énumère pour sa part inventione, disegno
et colorito, l'invention, le dessin et le coloris: "L'invention est la fable
(favola) ou histoire choisie par le peintre, le dessin est la forme qu'il
sélectionne pour représenter la fable, le coloris sert à imiter les nuances
dont la nature elle-même se sert lorsqu'elle peint — pour ainsi dire — de
diverses manières, les choses animées et inanimées."^ On retrouve ici
la triple division adoptée par Daniello à propos du discours poétique.
Elle est cependant adaptée aux arts visuels: disposition devient dessin
(disegno) et elocution (elocutio) ou ornementation par l'écriture, devient
coloris (colorito). Ceci n'a rien de surprenant: le vocable italien disegno,
comme l'anglais design, suggère à la fois un contour linéaire et un plan
d'action, une intention déjà formulée (cp. le français dessein qui vient
comme son doublet dessin du latin de-signum: représenter à l'aide de

Quant à colorito: il est bien évident que les théoriciens
des arts plastiques ne pouvaient conserver elocutio, trop directement lié
à l'exposition verbale (cp. le verbe latin ex-loquere: proclamer à l'aide
signes, planifier).

la parole). D'ailleurs la substitution de Dolce demeure conforme à
terminologie rhétorique : Le Tasse évoque encore dans ses Discorsi de
1587 "les couleurs et lumières de l'élocution," comparant les figures à
"des joyaux sertis dans une broderie d'or et d'argent,"^ un souvenir
certain des colores cicéroniennes.
Publiées un an après le Dialogo de Dolce, les Istituzioni armoniche
du théoricien Zarlino proposent également une élaboration tripartite
du discours musical; Zarlino conserve le terme invention (on sait que
Jean Sébastien Bach l'utilisera encore pour une collection de pièces de
clavecin à 2 et à 3 voix en plein 1 8e siècle, un souvenir de la terminologie rhétorique des maîtres de la Renaissance). Cependant Zarlino
éprouve lui aussi le besoin de recourir à des substituts en ce qui concerne

de
la

disposition et elocution, pour des raisons analogues. Disposition devient
ici

composition, un terme qui reste,

comme on

voit,

en usage encore
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aujourd'hui et qui d'ailleurs fait partie intégrante du vocabulaire des
arts plastiques aussi bien que des arts musicaux. En fait, disposition et
composition sont sémantiquement très proches: dis-ponere souligne
l'opération de triage du matériel tandis que cum-ponere souligne
l'opération d'assemblage. Quant à elocution, elle est remplacée par
ornementation, un terme déjà employé, comme je l'ai indiqué plus haut,
par Daniello dans sa Poetica. A noter que le terme ornementation a. lui
aussi survécu jusqu'à ce jour dans les arts musicaux. Pour Zarlino comme
pour les membres de la camerata de Florence (Bardi, Mei, Galilei, etc. .)
les ornements qui "habillent" la mélodie sont la contrepartie des figures
de rhétorique. D'où les expressions latines fréquemment utilisées telles
cantus ornatus ou cantus coloratus; et encore certains titres donnés par
les musiciens-humanistes à leurs compositions, par exemple celui de
Fiori musicali, choisi par l'organiste Frescobaldi.
On voit donc apparaître un réseau de convergences qui unit le verbal
.

et le non-verbal,

le

discours non-artistique et

le

discours artistique.

Cependant, cette classification tripartite ne représente qu'un aspect de
l'interpénétration des procédés techniques. La classification des fonctions
du discours, également tripartite, est aussi en cause ici. La devise cicéronienne docere, delectare, muovere: enseigner, plaire (sous-entendu par
ses bonnes manières et son respect du decorum) et émouvoir reste valable
pour les théoriciens des différents média. Pour Daniello et le Tasse
comme pour Zarlino et Dolce, "enseigner est un devoir, émouvoir une
nécessité, plaire par ses bonnes manières est un honneur." Cette devise
cicéronienne, si souvent citée par les théoriciens du Cinquecento nous
amène en droite ligne au pictor doctus comme au musicus et poeta
doctus: pour enseigner, il faut étudier le médium et ses composants,
autrement dit maîtriser la matière {materia cruda), mais il faut encore
connaître / costumi, c'est-à-dire les moeurs et coutumes des différents
personnages mis en situation dans les fables. Reprenant la fameuse
anecdote de Cicéron prenant des leçons de l'acteur Roscius, Galilei
demande au compositeur comme à l'interprète d'étudier soigneusement
le jeu des acteurs. Ils devront "considérer avec diligence le caractère du
personnage, son âge, son sexe, à qui il parle, Veffet qu'il cherche à
obtenir" Oe souligne le mot effet, qui s'apparente clairement à la suasio
rhetorica traditionnelle). Ils devront observer "comment un parfait
gentilhomme parle à un autre, comment un prince s'adresse à ses sujets,
comment se comportent la femme mariée, la jeune fille, l'enfant naive,
."^
la prostituée rusée, l'amante passionnée.
.

.

A

cette seconde classification tripartite des officia oratoris s'en ajoute
une troisième, une fois encore tripartite, qui concerne, elle, les styles: la

conception de trois styles haut, moyen et bas conformes aux structures
sociales et aux situations et costumi qui leurs sont liés. Cette transposi-
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tion des trois genera dicendi antiques {grande, medium et tenue) n'exige
comme les précédentes, de substitutions lexicales: le grand style,

pas,

celui de la peinture d'histoire, vaut également pour la musique comme il
vaut bien sur pour la poésie. Ainsi Le Tasse, dans ses Discorsi del poemo
eroico (1587), demande aux madrigalistes de cultiver ce grand style trop
souvent laissé de côté pour un style médian, charmeur certes, mais sans
vigueur. C'est justement à cette tâche que vont s'atteler les précurseurs
florentins de l'opéra et surtout, dès la première décennie du 17e siècle,

Monteverdi, dont VOrfeo de 1607 concrétise ce programme dramatique
d'une manière particulièrement marquante.
Cependant cette classification stylistique est de plus en plus battue
en brèche par une autre, celle d'Hermogène, redécouverte parles le tterati
dès le milieu du Cinquecento, comme le montre le Discorso de Delminio
Sopra l'idée di Ermogene daté 1560, qui marque le début d'une vague
nouvelle et extrêmement puissante dont les effets vont se faire sentir
très fortement, tant en France qu'en Italie. C'est donc un point qui
m'apparaît très important pour cette communication que d'insister sur
l'action du Péri Ideon d'Hermogène sur les techniques d'expression

Le Tasse dans

ses

base. Ici la classification n'est plus

tri-

artistique en général.^ C'est la discussion des Idées par

Discorsi que je prendrai

comme

pour Hermogène de constituer un système
la persuasion. Ce système
inclut sept idées principales (le terme idée confirme bien entendu le
platonisme du promoteur). Ces sept idées principales sont les suivantes
(Deux d'entre elles [no. 2 et 5] sont sous-divisées)
partite mais septénaire.

Il

s'agit

capable de répondre à toutes les exigences de

:

Tasso

Hermogenes
1.

Saphenela

Chlarezza

2.

Megethos:
( Semnotes
\ Trachutes
J Sphodrotes

Grandezza:
/ Magnlficenza
Asprezza
Veemenza, Acerbità

Akme

\ Forza

Forma

Lamprotes

Splendida

VPerIbole

lornamento

3.

Kallos

Bellezza

4.

Gorgotes

Velocità

5.

EthoB:

Affetto,

l'Apheleia

/'Sempllcità

J

Glukutes

Costume:

j Dolce zza
\ Sottigliezza

Drlmutes
I

VEpielkeia

i^Modestla, Purltà

VerlU

6. Aletheia
7.

Gravita. Tardanza

Delnotes
Fig. 1.
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Ce qui

aux genera dicendi, c'est de
mais sur les états affectifs,
que l'on désire provoquer chez les dis-

caractérise ce système par rapport

s'appuyer non pas sur

les structures sociales

comme on disait alors,
du message esthétique: ainsi la vitesse (idée no. 4) veut provoquer une agitation tandis que la gravité (idée no. 7) invite à l'interrogales effets,

tinataires

tion métaphysique. L'Ethos (idée no. 5) est la reconnaissance par le

modestie de l'orateur tandis que la
non seulement une arme puissante de per-

distinataire de la sincérité et de la

Clarté (idée no.
suasion, mais

1 )

constitue

montre également

l'intelligence et le contrôle

de soi de

l'orateur.

Que

ce système ait influencé les techniques d'expression plastique et

tonale est aisé à démontrer par

le

nombre de

références et d'exemples

inclus dans les ouvrages les plus divers dès 1560. Zarlino conseille

aux

compositeurs de lire attentivement Hermogène, de même Mei, mentor
des musiciens-humanistes florentins. Mei va jusqu'à discuter, dans ses
lettres, la totalité du discours musical en prenant comme paradigme les
idées. Au nom de Chiarezza, il insiste sur la nécessité de "faire pénétrer
le concept avec toute la force possible dans l'intellect de l'auditeur de
la manière la plus efficace possible."^ C'est encore dans les termes
d'Hermogène que le père Mersenne, dans son Harmonie Universelle de
1636, publiée à Paris, discute du discours musical et de ce qu'il appelle
sa "force accentuelle." Une comparaison de la terminologie de Mei (dans
les années 1570) et de Mersenne quelque 70 ans plus tard est révélatrice.
Mei

Mersenne

1.

Chiarezza

2.

Grande zza:
( 11
)

Magnifico
Dure zza

rinfiammato
Vigore

VrOrnato
3. il
4.

Bello

Til

\

Grand:

j

J
\

Rude, le Dur
Véhément, l'Aigre
la Force, la Vigueur
le

le

\ l'Embelli

Beau,

le

Gracieux

la Vélocité, la

Costume:

Naturale, Semplicità

Dolcezza

/

le

/ le Majestueux

le

Velocità

5. Affetto,

le Clair

Delicatezza

^

le

Promptitude

Caractère:

Me

Naturel, la Simplicité

Doux, le Moelleux,
\ la Mignardise
lia Modestie
le

le

Languissant

J

6.

Verità

le Juste

7.

Gravita, Tardanza

le Tardif, le

Fig. 2.

Modéré,

le

Grave.
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Les "industries propices à aider à l'invention et à la fabrication de bons
chants" (on notera le pragmatisme de l'attitude) sont basées sur les
valeurs d'Hermogène. A noter que ni Mei ni Mersenne ne discutent la
forma splendida (sous-division no. 5, idée no. 2) pour la raison bien
simple que le mot grec lamproies: brillant ne peut vraiment désigner un
effet sonore.

Au

contraire,

Lomazzo, dont

le

Tratlato s'adresse aux peintres, et

qui lui aussi suit le système d'Hermogène recommande vivement "la
splendeur de la couleur," arme de persuasion par excellence du pictor
eruditus. Il évite par contre celui de Chiarezza à cause, je pense, de la
confusion possible pour le lecteur entre la clarté intellectuelle, conceptuelle dont il est question chez Hermogène et la clarté réelle diffusée
par la lumière qui constitue elle aussi une puissante arme de persuasion

pour

le peintre.

Lomazzo
1.
2.

il

Grande:
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Nous en sommes restés jusqu'à présent au principes théoriques d'une
rhétorique poétique générale qui englobe le verbal et le non-verbal. Pour
terminer, il me semble intéressant de donner quelques exemples pratiques
d'utiUsation de procédés rhétoriques dans les oeuvres de la Renaissance.
Ne disposant que d'un espace limité, je sélectionnerai un seul niveau de

commun à la poésie et à la musique

le rythme. Ici, nous sommes
prendre en considération deux formes d'expression
aussi différents à des fins de comparaison, pour la raison que le traitement
des cellules rythmiques, dans la période qui nous occupe ici, est informé
par un principe unique qui est précisément tiré de l'art de l'orateur.
C'est au De Compositione Verborum de Denis d'Hallicarnasse que je
m'adresserai ici pour les sources, ouvrage abondamment cité durant le
Cinquecento et même le Seicento. Ce principe est le suivant: lorsque
l'orateur souhaite provoquer chez l'auditeur une réaction émotionnelle
violente, il doit employer des formules rythmiques dites ascendantes,
brève longue),
c'est-à-dire pyrrhique (uu: brève, brève), iambes (u anapestes (uu - brève, brève, longue) ou combinaisons de ceux-ci, par
exemple le pyrrhicoanapeste (uuuu -, 4 brèves, plus une longue). Lorsque
l'orateur souhaite au contraire provoquer une réaction calmante, il doit
employer des formules dites descendantes: le trochée (-u: longue plus
brève) et le dactyle (-Uu: longue plus 2 brèves) ou encore le spondée
(--,
2 longues). C'est que la première information reçue est capitale:
la valeur longue employée d'abord conditionne la réaction calmante,
tandis que la valeur courte conditionne l'excitation. Or, c'est ce que
l'on trouve employé par le Tasse par exemple. Voici un vers tiré de la
Gerusalemme Liberata qui confirme la technique employée. Il est extrait
de l'épisode du Combat de Clorinda et Tancredi.

structure

:

tout-à-fait justifiés de

:

:

:

ro

u'^rn

^

E

impugna

l'un

mi

—

l'altro
Fig.

—^—=^

=^*

z
il

ferro

«

acuto

4

On

notera ici la priorité donnée aux formules violentes appelées ascendantes par Denis d'Hallicarnasse: deux anapestes sont suivis de deux
iambes. A ces numeri duri correspondent dans les arts visuels l'étude des
attitudes, elles aussi classées selon la dualité duro/molle, ces termes se

retrouvant chez les peintres, musiciens et poètes. Voici un exemple de
le traitement du Martyr de Saint-Pierre par le Domini-

numeri duri dans

quin. Ici c'est le jeu des tensions musculaires, gestes, et expressions
faciales qui est destiné à

provoquer

chez l'observateur, non moins que

la

la réaction émotionnelle violente
cruauté de l'action.
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Cependant, la comparaison reste ici métaphorique, dans la mesure où
niveau de structure rythmique est placé sous la contrainte directe de
média hétérogènes: les principes de construction sont les mêmes, mais
la projection ne saurait être à proprement parler comparée dans des
termes évaluatifs identiques. Par contre, le médium tonal permet, comme
je l'ai dit plus haut, cette comparaison. Et c'est ce que montre d'emblée
ce modèle de formules ascendantes fourni par Mersenne dans son
Harmonie Universelle:^ ce modèle trouve son application dans \q génère
concitato exploité par Monteverdi et ses contemporains. Dans son Orfeo,
le compositeur Mantouan n'hésite pas, lorsque la projection d'une forte
émotion l'exige, à recourir aux règles recommandées dans le De Compositione Verborum. Ainsi quand il veut peindre l'angoisse d'Orphée aux
enfers alors que celui-ci est sur le point de se retourner pour s'assurer
de la présence d'Eurydice derrière lui [voir Fig. 7, dès No. 244]. Ici les
valeurs courtes dominent (le texte est du poète Striggio):^
Ces quelques exemples confirment bien le prestige de l'orateur pendant
la Renaissance et l'influence de son art sur les techniques d'expression
artistique. Les inferences sont multiples et mériteraient sans aucun doute
un exposé beaucoup plus complet qui incluerait les arts d'interprétation:
jeu de l'acteur et du musicien, gestuelle du danseur.
le

Université de Montréal
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Sound and

Silence in Ariosto's Narrative

DANIEL ROLFS

and harmony, the
from one
transition
abrupt
justifying
an
in
Furioso,
Orlando
poet of the
episode of his work to another, compares his method to that of the
player of an instrument, who constantly changes chord and varies tone,
striving now for the flat, now for the sharp. ^ Certainly this and other
similar analogies of author to musician^ well characterize much of the
artistry of Ludovico Ariosto, who, like Tasso, even among major poets
possesses an unusually keen ear, and who continually enhances his
narrative by means of imaginative and often complex plays upon sound.
The same keenness of ear, however, also enables Ariosto to enrich
numerous scenes and episodes of his poem through the creation of the
deepest of silences. The purpose of the present study is to examine and
to illustrate the wide range of his literary techniques in each regard.
While much of the poet's sensitivity to the aural can readily be
observed in his similes alone, many of which contain a vivid auditory
component,^ his more significant treatments of sound are of course
found throughout entire passages of his work. Let us now turn to such
passages, which, for the convenience of the non-speciaUst, will be cited
in our discussion both in the Italian text edited by Remo Ceserani, and
in the excellent English prose translation by Allan Gilbert."* In one
instance, contrasting sounds, or perhaps more accurately, the transformation of one sound into another, even serves the implied didactic
content of an episode with respect to the important theme of distinguishing illusion from reality. Here a naïve Ruggiero, having just arrived
upon the island of the treacherous sorceress Alcina, falls an easy prey to
the charms she summons up in order to entice him. The most powerful

Ever

attentive to the Renaissance ideals of balance

of the ugly hag's magical effects

is

that of appearing beautiful to the
is also greatly aided by an entire

knight, yet her seduction of Ruggiero

atmosphere she creates

A

quella

mensa

as the

two dine together

citare, arpe e lire,

e diversi altri dilettevol

suoni

that evening:
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faceano intorno l'aria tintinire
d'armonia dolce e di concenti buoni.
Non vi mancava chi, cantando, dire

d'amor sapesse gaudii e passïoni,
o con invenzioni e poésie
rappresentasse grate fantasie (VII, 19).

At that table, cithers harps lyres and various other delightful instruments
were making the air around vibrate with sweet harmony and good concords.
Nor was there absent one who, singing, could tell the joys and passions of
love or with stories and poems present pleasing fancies.

Perhaps even in these lines something of the artificial nature of Alcina's
music and song is suggested in its very elaborateness, just as the falsity
of her supposed beauties is subtly impUed by the poet in preceding
stanzas (VIII, 11-16). In any case, when Ruggiero is later freed from
Alcina's spell, sees her in all her ugliness, and, horrified, sets out to flee
her part of the island, the poet reminds his audience that the true sounds
of her realm are as repugnant as her own physical appearance. In keeping
with Ruggiero's newly corrected perceptions, which are auditory and
tactile as well as visual, the knight now hears only the deafening screech
of cicadas as he struggles among hard rocks and thick branches beneath
a blazing sun:
Percuote

il

e dal calor

sole ardente

che

si

il

vicin colle;

riflette a dietro,

modo l'aria e I'arena ne bolle,
che saria troppo a far liquido il vetro.
Stassi cheto ogni augello all'ombra molle:
sol la cicala col noioso metro
fra i densi rami del fronzuto stelo
in

le

vaUi e

The

i

monti assorda,

e

il

mare

e

il

cielo (VIII, 20).

fiery sun strikes the hill near at hand; and from the heat reflected
backward, the air and the sand so boil that it would be more than enough
to make glass hquid. Every bird is resting quiet in the cool shade; only the
cicada, with his wearisome measure among the dense boughs of the leafy
tree, deafens valleys and mountains and sea and sky.

1

In contrast to this exceptional instance in which plays upon sound
contribute to the interests of didacticism, more typically the poet creates
a variety of effects primarily as a means to enhance the atmosphere or

dramatic potential of a given scene or episode. Such appears the case in
the final stanzas of a minor scene in which the pagan Mandricardo,
having recently abducted Doralice from the Saracen camp, rides with
her at dusk and attempts to win her over with his ardent statements of
devotion. Just after Doralice herself begins to feel and to communicate
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the stirrings of the love which the two will soon consummate in the
they approach, Ariosto seems to underscore the happy mood of
the moment by having Mandricardo hear the strains of shepherds' flutes

village

and reeds from nearby dwellings:
Con questa compagnia

lieto e gioioso,

che SÎ gli satisfà, sî gli diletta,
essendo presso aH'ora ch'a riposo
la fredda notte ogni animale alletta,

vedendo il sol già basso e mezzo ascoso,
commincio a cavalcar con maggior fretta;
tanto ch'udî sonar zuffoli e canne,
e vide poi fumar ville e capanne (XIV, 61).
joyful in this company that so satisfies him, so charms him —
near the hour when cold night induces every animal to repose,
since he sees the sun already low and half hidden, he commenced to ride
with greater haste, so that soon he heard flutes and reeds sounding and saw
farm-houses and cabins sending out smoke.

Happy and

since

it is

Here the poet evokes

mood

through sound in a deliberately under-

stated manner, yet elsewhere he creates entire sequences of auditory
effects, often forming within them crescendos and diminuendos.
Although of a derivative nature, a first example of what might justifiably
be termed Ariosto's sense of "orchestration" within the Orlando Furioso
can be seen in the well known episode concerning Olimpia, who awakens
alone upon a deserted island and discovers that she has been abandoned
there during the night by her false lover Bireno.^ The passage begins
with the seemingly tranquil sounds which first intrude upon her carefree
slumber, those of the kingfishers which fly over the sea:
e s'udir le Alcïone alla

marina

de I'antico infortunio lamentarse (X, 20).

and the halcyons on the sea were heard lamenting their ancient misfortune.

Gentle as these sounds may be, they serve as a fitting overture which
states the theme of Olimpia's suffering, for, described in the Ovidian
terms above, they also call to mind the mythical tragedy of Queen
Halcyon, who was metamorphosed into such a bird when she threw
herself into the ocean following the loss of her husband Ceice.^ (Indeed,
some stanzas later, OHmpia will three times contemplate the same form
of self-destruction.) Subsequent sounds in the passage gradually increase
in volume as the yound woman, now realizing that she is alone, calls
out for Bireno, only to be answered by echoes from the pitying caverns
nearby. Here the poet recreates the futile repetition of her own voice as
it cries out the name of her lover in vain:

V
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Bireno chiama: e al nome di Bireno
rispondean gli Antri che pietà ne avieno (22).

She shouts: "Bireno," and with the
her answered.

name

of Bireno the caverns that pitied

Olimpia's cries grow louder ("chiamo quanto potè chiamar più
.as loud as she could call"] st. 24), until at
last her voice fades away from pure exhaustion, and is replaced by
quieter sounds which even more effectively convey her despair:
Still

forte" ["she called out.

e

dove non potea

supliva

il

pianto e

.

la debil
'1

voce,

batter palma a palma (25).

and where her weak voice had no power,
on palm made up the lack.

tears

and the striking of palm

While the scene ends with Olimpia's six-stanza lament, which, despite
the weakness of her voice, is carried over the waves to the perfidious
Bireno by the wind, certainly her abandonment, isolation, and anguish
are as much conveyed by these plays upon sound as by her actual words.
A similar technique serves as an essential ingredient to the poet's
magnificent portrayal of a ship caught in storm at sea. Here as well, one
finds a gradual increasing of sound within the episode, in a progression
which begins with the sighs of the helmsman who vainly attempts to
avoid disaster, then moves to the frightened cries of the crew, and finally
to the crashing of the waves as they strike against the vessel. These
latter sounds, one notes, are imaginatively and most effectively conveyed
by means of an implied comparison to others, as they completely overwhelm the shouted commands of the pilot, who, in the great din, can
only make desperate hand gestures to his shipmates:
Quel che siede al governo, alto sospira
pallido e sbigottito ne la faccia;
e grida invano, e invan

con mano accenna

or di voltare, or di calar I'antenna.

Ma poco

il cenno, e '1 gridar poco vale:
veder da la piovosa notte.
La voce, senza udirsi,
aria sale,
in aria che ferîa con maggior botte

tolto è

'1

m

de' navigant!

il grido universale,
fremito de l'onde insieme rotte:
e in prora e in poppa e in amendue le bande
non si puô cosa udir, che si commande (XLI, 10, 11)

e

'1

He who
in vain,

the helm sighs loud, his face pale and bewildered, and shouts
and in vain indicates with his hand now to turn, now to let down

sits at

the yards.
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and his shout little; the rainy night takes away
without being heard, goes into the air, the air that the
universal shout of the sailors and the roar of the waves broken against one
another were striking with heavier blows, and at the prow and at the stern
and at both sides not a thing that is ordered can be heard.
But

little

his gesture helps,

vision. His voice,

Again the poet increases volume as the storm continues to grow, for now
the shouts of the crew and crashing of the waves are joined by the howling
of the wind in the riggings and by the din of thunder from the sky:
De

la

rabbia del vento che

escono
di spessi lampi I'aria
ne

le ritorte,

risuona

'1

ciel di

si

fende

orribil suoni:

si raccende,
spaventosi tuoni (12).

From the fury of the wind that is cut by the rigging, terrible sounds issue;
the air is on fire with frequent lightning; the sky resounds with frightful
thunders.
Later in the same episode, this mixture of sounds comes to an abrupt
and dramatic end, with reference to those of the crew who unwisely
overcrowd their lifeboats and capsize when they take to the sea. Unlike
their companions, who survive the storm by remaining aboard ship, these
unfortunates call out to God until their cries are suddenly silenced by
the water which rushes into their very throats:

Allor s'udi con dolorosi pianti
chiamar soccorso dal celeste regno:
ma quelle voci andaro poco inanti,
che venne il mar pien d'ira e di disdegno,

occupé tutta la via
lamento e il flebil grido uscia (20).

e subito

onde

il

Then with doleful cries they were heard calling for aid from the Heavenly
Kingdom, but their voices uttered Uttle before the sea came, full of wrath
and contempt, and instantly occupied all of the passage by which the lament
and the tearful shriek were coming out.
Setting aside the various passages which convey the noise of combat
by certain stock phrases traditional to the genre in which he writes,"^ one
can observe the same artistry in Ariosto's portrayal of sound when he
turns to the theme of arms. Particularly noteworthy is a single stanza
which describes a furious battle between the Christian and Saracen
armies, for in a mere eight lines the poet not only includes a great amount
of detail by means of auditory effects alone, but moreover methodically
builds the clamour, line by line, into a deafening climax:
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L'alto

rumor de

le

sonore trombe,

de' timpani e de' barbari stromenti,

suon d'archi, di frombe,
machine, di ruote et di tormenti;
e quel di che più par che '1 ciel ribombe,

giunti al continuo
di

gridi, tumulti,

gemiti e lamenti:

rendeno un alto suon ch'a quel s'accorda,
con che i vicin, cadendo, il Nilo assorda (XVI, 56)'

The loud clamor of sonorous trumpets, of drums and barbarous instruments,
joined with the constant noise of bows, of slings, of machines, of wheels
and of engines, and that with which it seems the sky echoes louder — shrieks
outcries groans and laments - produce a loud noise that equals that with
which the Nile as it falls deafens those who are near.
In another striking passage Ariosto portrays through an equally awethe death of tens of thousands of Saracens, who, following

some din

their leader

Rodomonte

foolishly rush into an

in an attack upon Charlemagne's strong-hold,
immense ditch which the enemy proceeds to set

aflame. While the lines to follow maintain a steady level of volume, here

one finds the poet's characteristic sense of orchestration — indeed,
one — as he stresses the curiously harmonious
relationship of one sound to another: that of the screams of the pagan
soldiers and the crackling of the flames which now consume them alive.
In describing the scene in aesthetic terms which might better be suited
to an appreciation of music, as well as in a near monorhyme which
seems to suggest a prolonged shrieking, Ariosto, through sound alone,
creates a moment of the blackest humour:
as well

in this case a highly ironic

Sentesi
simile a

un scoppio in un perpetuo suono,
un grande e spaventoso tuono.

Aspro concento,

orribile

armonia

d'alte querele, d'uluU e di strida

de

misera gente che peria
la sua guida,
istranamente concordar s'udia
col fiero suon de la fiamma omicida (XIV, 133, 134).
nel

la

fondo per cagion de

Explosions are heard in a steady noise like great and terrifying thunder.

A rough concord, a horrible harmony of loud laments, of shrieks and cries
from the miserable folk who because of their leader were perishing in the
depths, was heard making strange consonance with the fierce sound of
the murderous flames.
Within the entire poem, however, perhaps the most notable and
important of Ariosto's orchestrations is that which is found at its very
beginning, for here the poet appears to employ an extended series of
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auditory effects as part of the very strategy of his opening canto. Such
can be illustrated by means of a brief synopsis of its events, with reference to the role of sound in their portrayal. Following his introductory
stanzas, in which he states his themes of arms and love, acknowledges
his patrons, and recapitulates the point at which his predecessor Boiardo
left off the work to which his own is a sequel, Ariosto begins his narrative by depicting a frightened Angelica, who, having just escaped from
the confinement under which she had been placed by Charlemagne, flees
through the forest on horseback. As seen in the maiden's flight and in
Rinaldo's subsequent pursuit of her, the action of the narrative is
launched by means of movement and speed; nonetheless, the transition
from Ariosto's initial octaves to the living world of his knights and ladies
appears most fully realized only when the scene is punctuated by
Angelica's terrified cries. These first sounds of the poem are made all
the more dramatic by means of a subtle change of perspective created
by the poet, as he momentarily turns from her to describe the Saracen
Ferraù, who pauses beside a stream where he has lost his helmet. Thus
we, the readers, share the pagan's vantage point, and perhaps something
of his surprise as well, as Angelica rushes toward us shrieking with all
her might:

Quanto potea più forte, ne veniva
gridando la donzella ispaventata (I, 15).
Shrieking as loud as she could, the terrified

girl

was coming on.^

After the brief but memorable scenes in which Rinaldo arrives and
battles Ferraù for the maiden, only for each to realize that she has long
since fled,

and

in

which Ferraù searches for the helmet he has lost in
it taken from him by a ghost which confronts

the stream only to have

him

there, the

poet rejoins Angelica in her

deeper
have aided in fully

flight as she rides ever

into the woods. Just as the first sounds of the

poem

life its first protagonist, those which are now evoked serve
the same function with regard to one of its major environments. Indeed,

bringing to

of its leaves in the wind and the crackling of its twigs
beneath the hoofs of her horse, one senses the vitality, suspense, and
promise of adventure offered by the forest itself:
in the stirring

Fugge tra selve spaventose e scure,
per lochi inabitati, ermi e selvaggi.
II mover de le fronde e di verzure,
che di cerri sentia, d'olmi e di faggi,
fatto le avea con subite paure
trovar di qua di là strani viaggi (33).
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She flees through dark and terrifying forests, through places uninhabited,
waste and savage. The movements of the twigs and the leaves that she
heard from the oaks, the elms and the beeches had made her take strange
paths in sudden fright.

In the transition from Angelica's first shrieks to the quieter rustlings
of the forest, Ariosto has begun a gradual diminishing of sound, one
which is sustained and then completed in silence as the maiden, having

ridden through the night, approaches a peaceful meadow at daybreak.
Here, after creating a peaceful effect in the gentle rippling of the water
from two brooks nearby, the poet ends the passage in the stillness of

her sleep:
Trovossi al fine in un boschetto adorno,
che lievemente la fresca aura muove.
Duo chiari rivi, mormorando intorno,
sempre I'erbe vi fan ten ere e nuove;
e rendea ad ascoltar dolce concento,
rotto tra picciol sassi, il correr lento.

Dentro letto

vi fan tenere erbette,
ch'invitano a posar chi s'appresenta.
La bella donna in mezzo a quel si mette;
ivi si

At

last

Two
and

corca, et

ivi

s'addormenta (35, 38).

came to a lovely grove that the cooling breeze lightly moves.
murmuring streams nearby make the grass there always tender

she

clear
fresh,

and their slow current, broken among the

little

stones, gave out

to the hearing sweet harmony.

Within, a bed is made by the tender short grass that invites to rest whoever
comes. The beautiful woman goes to the middle of it, there she lies down,
and there she falls asleep.

Following this pause, Ariosto now begins a series of increasingly louder
sounds which serve to introduce three more figures into his narrative
and at the same time to characterize them. The crescendo toward which
he proceeds begins with the relatively gentle and unimpressive tread of
the hoofbeats which awaken Angelica and announce the arrival of the
hopelessly ineffectual warrior Sacripante:

Ma non per lungo spazio cosi stette,
che un calpestio le par che venir senta:
cheta si leva, e appresso alia riviera
vede ch'armato un cavallier giunt'era (38).
But she did not remain a long time thus before she seems to hear approaching
the noise of hoofs. Quietly she raises herself and sees that an armed knight
has

come

to the stream.
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which describe Sacripante's lament for Angelica's
and request for his aid, and

love, Angelica's presentation of herself

Sacripante's schemes as to

much

less girl, a

how

louder sound

he

will

—

now

fulfill his

desire for the help-

one which offers a humorous juxta-

concentration at the moment —
of still another character. Just as Sacripante prepares to make his advances against Angelica, he finds his ear deafened
by the thunder of a horse which bears a mysterious rider:
to

position

Saracen's intense

the

announces the

arrival

e mentre s'apparecchia
dolce assalto, un gran rumor che suona
dal vicin bosco gl'intruona I'orecchia (59).

al

and while he prepares himself for the sweet attack, a great noise that sounds
from the wood near at hand deafens his ear.

Certainly this clamour provides a fitting presentation of the valiant
maiden warrior Bradamante, whom Sacripante is foolish enough to
is promptly knocked to
Soon afterward, when he dejectedly remounts his horse
and rides on with Angelica, the two hear the loudest noise of the canto,
a din so great that the entire forest seems to tremble from it. Appropriately introduced by this means is Baiardo, Rinaldo's worthy and
highly spirited horse, who now comes crashing through the trees:

challenge, with the predictable result that he

the ground.

Non

furo

odon
con

iti

miglia, che sonare

che

rumore

tal

che triemi
e

duo

la selva

11

cinge intorno,

che pare
d'ogn'intorno;
gran destrier n'appare,

e strepito,

la foresta

poco dopo un

d'oro guernito, e riccamente adorno,
che salta macchie e rivi, et a fracasso
arbori mena e cio che vieta il passo (72).

They had not gone two mUes, when they heard the wood that encloses
them ring with such noise and clamor that the forest seems to tremble on
every side, and after a little there appears a great charger, equipped in gold
and richly furnished, who leaps over bushes and streams, and smashes
trees and whatever hinders his passage.

Finally, having arrived at this climax of

of his

first

figure.

As

sound and drawing near the end

canto, the poet reduces volume in the reintroduction of a last
the two continue to ride on, Angelica sees Rinaldo approach

and hearkens to the gentler sound of his armour:
Poi rivolgendo
venir

gli

occhi, mira

sonando d'arme un gran pedone (77).
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Then turning her eyes

random, she

at

sees a tall

man coming on

foot in

jingling armor.

As seen throughout this synopsis, perhaps nowhere in the Orlando
Furioso does one find so extended or so significant a role played by
sounds as in the opening canto, for here they serve not only to bring
the poem and its initial characters to life, but moreover to create much
of the rhythm, pace, and momentum which the work will sustain into
its last

stanza.

Yet while the more obvious of Ariosto's many appeals to the ear
portray a rich variety of sound, others, of equal importance, portray
its near or total absence. Even in the canto just discussed, one also finds,

meadow

which Angelica takes refuge, the deepest of silences.
is first implied in the fact that the maiden soon
falls asleep there, and further evoked by the caution with which she has
been seen to arise when awakened by the arrival of Sacripante C'cheta
si leva" ["quietly she raises herself"] st. 38). Moreover, in the next stanza,
when she has taken up a vantage point from which to spy upon this
interloper, one fully senses the quiet of her surroundings, which she
takes care not to break with even the slightest of sounds:
in the

A

in

stillness to the

né pur d'un

woods

sol sospir I'aria

nor does she disturb the

air

percuote (39).
with even a single sigh (translation mine).

Sacripante, in turn, contributes to the atmosphere which the poet has
established by remaining immobile and not uttering a single

word

for

d'un'ora" ("more than an hour" st. 40), before at last speaking his
lament. Thus, by means of these brief but highly effective suggestions,
Ariosto creates in the scene not only a suspenseful mood, but also a
backdrop of silence in the forest, against which to contrast all the more
effectively the sounds which repeatedly intrude upon it.
*'più

A similarly complementary relationship between silence and sound
can also be observed in the previously cited episode concerning Olimpia,
for just before beginning the orchestration of her awakening and suffering upon the island, the poet creates an atmosphere of profound quiet.
This ambience is indicated by the very stealth with which Bireno abandons Olimpia in the night ("pian piano esce dal letto" ["ever so softly
he gets out of bed"] X, 19, translation mine), and awakens the crew in
order to set sail while she sleeps on:
e

li

risvegUa; e senza udirsi

fa entrar

and
sea

ne

l'alto e

un

grido,

abandonare

[he] arouses them; without
and abandon the shore.

il

lido (X, 19).

a shout being heard, he has

them go out

to
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To a lesser degree, silence and sound are likewise effectively juxtaposed in a nocturnal episode which portrays the pagan soldiers Cloridano
and Medoro, as they search a battlefield near sleeping Christian soldiers
in search of their fallen king. At first, when Medoro finally succeeds in
his mission, the silence of his surroundings is conveyed by the hushed
tones with which he weeps over the body, lest he be discovered by the
enemy:
e tutto

'1

viso

gli

bagno d'amaro

pianto, che n'avea

un

rio sotto ogni ciglio,

in SÎ dolci atti, in dolci lamenti,

che potea ad ascoltar fermare

Ma con sommessa voce

e a

i

venti.

pena udita (XVIII, 186, 187).

and [he] bathed all his face with bitter tears, so that he had a river of them
beneath each eye, with such sweet actions, with such sweet laments as were
enough to stop the winds to listen,
but with a voice low and scarcely audible.

Later in the same episode silence is again evoked when Cloridano, fleeing
from the Christian soldiers who have discovered him and his companion,
knows he has found safety only when he can no longer hear the shouts
of his pursuers (XIX, 4). But finally, when the youth realizes that
Medoro has remained behind and decides to rejoin him even at the cost
of death, the poet gradually dissolves the atmosphere of silence he has
created by having it broken in upon, little by little, by the sounds by
means of which Cloridano seems to navigate in the darkness:
e

onde era venuto si rawia,
morte in su la

e torna di sua

Ode

i

cavalH e

i

traccia.

gridi tuttavia,

nimica voce che minaccia:
il suo Medoro, e vede
che tra molti a cavallo è solo a piede (XIX,
e la

all'ultimo ode

and

5).

way by which he came, and

returns on the track of
he hears the horses and the shouts and the hostile
threatening voices. At last he hears his Medoro and sees that he is alone on
[he] takes again the

his death. All the while

foot

among many on horseback.

In contrast to the episodes just cited, however, in which the absence
of sound is rendered primarily as an objective or environmental condition, for the most part Ariosto's portrayals of silence are of a more subjective nature, as they are brought about by moments of absolute speechlessness

among his characters. Frequently such moments create humorous

effects, as seen in the cases

great sacrifices

on

of Leone, who, in learning of Ruggiero's

his behalf, remains so stunned, "senza

muover bocca
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o batter ciglia o mutar pie" ("without moving mouth or winking eye
or shifting foot" XLVI, 38), that he resembles a statue one places in
church for a vow; of Ferraù, whose voice stops in his throat from fright
when he meets the ghost of Argaglia (1, 29); of King Astolfo, who, having

what he is about to be
scream and shout when told that his wife
has just betrayed him (XXVIII, 44); and, most amusingly, of the pagan
warriors Rodomonte and Sacripante, who, shamed over having been
bested in combat by Bradamante, a woman, maintain a silence which
the poet delights in emphasizing repeatedly within the same passages.^**
In Ariosto's more sober stanzas, however, the quiet moments of his
characters can enhance or create atmosphere as much as those silences
which are purely environmental. Such can be seen in the reverent awe
of Bradamante, who remains "tacita e fissa" ("silent and attentive"
III, 13), when she finds herself in Merlin's cave and meets the sorceress
Melissa who will relate to her the poem's many important prophecies.
Similarly, one finds an enhancement of mood in the momentary speechlessness of Angelica, who, desiring only to return to her homeland but
instead finding herself lost upon a deserted shore, strikes a pose of
supplication, "con le man giunte e con I'immote labbia" ("with. .her
hands clasped and her lips motionless" VIII, 39), just before voicing a
lament which now commands our total attention and sympathies. Again,
when she later falls prey to pirates who leave her naked and bound as a
sacrifice to a sea-monster, Angelica's lack of words creates an air of
pathos about her. Here, moreover, the poet utilizes her abrupt silence
to emphasize, by means of contrast, the horrible sounds of the ore
which soon approaches:
taken a
told,

vow

that he will not seek vengeance for

must repress

his urge to

.

E dopo

alcun' signozzi

il

parlai sciolto,

incominciô con fioco suono e lasso:
ma non seguî; che dentro il fe' restare
il gran rumor che si senti nel mare (X, 99).

And when after some sighs her speech was set free, she began in a voice
hoarse and weary, but she did not go on, for the great noise that was heard
in the sea made it stay within.

Most notably, besides adding to the humour or general atmosphere
of a passage, the temporary speechlessness of several characters also
provides some of the richest moments of Ariosto's work in terms of its
characterizations, psychological veracities, and sensitive explorations of
human experience. In the stunned reaction of Rinaldo, for example,
who has just learned that Angelica has given her love to another, one
finds a silence at once of shock, loss, bitterness and grief, which seems
to speak volumes:
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Non ha

poter d'una risposta sola;
cor dentro, et trieman fuor le labbia;
non puô la lingua disnodar parola;
la bocca ha amara, e par che tôsco v'abbia (XLII, 41).

triema

il

He does not have
and
is

strength for a single answer; his heart trembles within
tongue cannot let loose a word; his mouth

his lips tremble without; his

bitter

and there seems to be poison

in

it.

Of equal depth in the varied emotions they portray are the similar
moments which punctuate the tale of the Mantuan knight, who tells
how he once foolishly tested his wife's faithfulness by means of a dishonourable scheme. In his story, aided by a sorceress who provides him
with another identity and precious jewels, he appears before his mate
and attempts to break down her resistance with his riches, until, in a
voice subdued with shame, she accepts his propositions. Consequently,
the knight remains speechless in his dismay:
per I'ossa

ne

andommi

e per le

vene un

gielo;

fauci resto la voce fissa (XLIII, 39).

le

a chill

my

went through

stuck in

my

bones and through

my veins; my

words were

left

throat.

who remains unable to utter a word, when
transformed the knight returns him to his true
identity. As the two can only stare at one another in mutual disbelief,
just before the knight recovers sufficiently to voice his accusations,
Ariosto creates one of the most eloquent silences in his poem — one
which appears to be a combination of sadness and wounded pride for
the husband, shame and humiliation for the wife, and shock, perhaps
also an acute embarrassment, for the two of them:
Soon, however,

the sorceress

it is

the wife

who had

Divenimmo ambi di color di morte,
muti ambi, ambi restiàn con gli occhi

bassi.

Potei la Ungua a pena aver si forte,
e tanta voce a pena, ch'io gridassi:

"Me

tradiresti

quando

dunque

Altra risposta

tu, consorte,

mio onor comprassi?"
darmi ella non puote,

tu avessi chi

'1

che di rigar di lacrime

le

gote (40).

Both of us became the color of death, both stood silent, both with downI scarcely had tongue strong enough, and scarcely so much voice
that I could cry out: 'Would you betray me then, wife, when you have
some one who could buy my honor?' She could give me no other answer
cast eyes.

than to bathe her cheeks with tears.

Appropriately, the most complex and extended use of silence within
poem is that which is found in the presentation and develop-

the entire
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ment of

its

central figure, Orlando.

To some

degree,

it

should be

acknowledged, Orlando's frequent moments of speechlessness are in
keeping with a natural disposition toward reticence, which is a legacy
from his earlier portrayal in Boiardo's Orlando Innamorato. Ariosto's
debt to his predecessor in this regard can be illustrated by comparing
Boiardo's lines "Orlando per costume e per natura/Molte parole non
sapeva usare" ("By custom and by nature Orlando did not use many
words''*^), with his own description of how the knight cuts short a
dialogue with a lady in distress to whom he has just promised aid:
"in parole con lei non si diffuse; / che di natura non usava troppe"
("Orlando did not spin out words with her, because by nature he did
not use too many" IX, 57). Nonetheless, while it is Boiardo who first
associates Orlando with a generally taciturn nature - on occasion, it
would appear, in the interests of humour^^ — it is the poet of the
Orlando Furioso who most fully realizes this quality as a consistent
character trait,^^ and who attributes it to a deeper meaning. Indeed,
just as in this latter work Orlando's love for Angelica proves to be a
terrible sickness, his deep and lengthy silences appear to be for the most
part^* pathological in nature.

Such can be noted even in Orlando's first appearance to the reader.
Here, in the Christian camp at night, having alone been kept from sleep
by his tormented thoughts of Angelica, the knight at last falls into a
fitful dream in which he imagines the maiden in distress and calling for
his aid. When Orlando awakens and subsequently sets off in search of
her, the determined silence with which he undertakes this ill-fated mission
well attests to the tragic isolation to which his obsessions have driven
him even at this point in the poem. Indeed, in deserting camp without
so much as a word to his uncle Charlemagne or even to his closest companion Brandimarte, Orlando reveals that his excessive love has not only
caused him to neglect his duties
him off from all ties to kin and to

as a soldier,

but furthermore has cut

friendship:

Da mezza notte tacito si parte,
non saluta e non fa motto al zio;
né al fido suo compagno Brandimarte,
e

che tanto amar solea, pur dice a Dio (VIII, 86).^^

At midnight he goes away in silence, and he does not bid good-bye or say
word to his uncle, nor to his faithful companion Brandimart, whom he
ever loved so much, does he even say "God be with you."
a

Ultimately, of course, Orlando's excessive love cuts him off from all ties
to reality as well. Again, the extent of his sickness in this respect is subtly

portrayed by means of an equally willful silence on his part when, some
fifteen cantos later, after having discovered in a remote comer of the
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woods the names of Angelica and Medoro carved upon every tree as a
joyful testimony to the love they have shared there, he seeks rest in the
cabin of a shepherd nearby. Here, when Orlando finds the same inscriptions written

upon every

sees before him, in

to be

all

one

he refuses to ask the meaning of what he
desperate attempt to deny what he knows

wall,

last

too true:

Chieder ne vuol: poi tien le labra chete;
che teme non si far troppo serena,
troppo chiara la cosa che di nebbia
cerca offuscar, perché men nuocer debbia (XXIII,

1

17).

He wants

to ask about it; then keeps his lips closed, for he fears to make
too evident, too clear, the thing he tries to darken with clouds, that it may
injure

him

less.

symptomatic of his deterioratwhen, having been informed by his garrulous and wellmeaning host of more than he wishes to hear, he wanders through the
woods until he returns to the very place of his earlier suffering. At this
point he denies himself both food and sleep for three days, all the while
staring into space without uttering a word, until finally his anguish in
Similarly, Orlando's silence again proves

ing rationality

love leads to his total insanity

:

Afflitto e stanco al fin cade ne I'erba,

occW al cielo, e non fa motto,
Senza cibo e dormir cosî si serba,
che '1 sole esce tre volte e torna sotto.
Di crescer non cessô la pena acerba,
che fuor del senno al fin I'ebbe condotto (132).
e ficca gli

Agonized and tired, at last he falls on the grass and fixes his eyes on the
sky and does not say a word. Without food and sleep, he so keeps himself
while the sun rises and sinks three times. His bitter pain did not stop growing worse until at last it drove him out of his mind.

Although Orlando later gives voice to his torment in the form of his
frequent shrieks and cries (XXIII, 124, 125; XXI, 45), and although he
speaks briefly on three minor occasions (XXIX, 70; XXX, 6-7, 11),
certainly the knight has little capacity for words, and indeed appears
virtually beyond any form of human communication until finally
restored to his senses some ten cantos later. In this regard, his madness
itself is portrayed through a form of silence, one which, in revealing the
bestiality to which he has been reduced, and thus his alienation from
his own humanity, attests to the greatest isolation to which his excesses
in love have driven him. When challenged by Rodomonte at a bridge,
for example, the mad Orlando merely charges ahead "e fa I'orecchia
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sorda" ("and turns a deaf ear" XXIX, 42, translation mine). Likewise,
when two shepherds leading a donkey order him to clear a road which
he blocks, he "answers" them only in the language of brute force, in an
idiom which one would far sooner expect from the animal in the scene:
Orlando non risponde altro a quel detto,
non che con furor tira d'un piede,
e giunge a punto I'asino nel petto (XXIX, 53).

se

Orlando gives no answer to those words, except that with one foot he kicks
with fury and strikes the donkey right in the chest.

one finds a last portrayal of Orlando in terms of silence in the
scene which depicts his gradual restoration to sanity. Here, when captured,
held down, and forced to inhale from the jar containing his lost senses
which Astolfo has retrieved from the moon, the knight at first merely
gazes at his benefactors without speaking a word:
Finally,

E Brandimarte,

e

il

fratel d'Aldabella,

senno in capo gli ridusse,
pur pensando riguarda, e non favella (XXXIX, 59).
e quel che

'1

and he looks at Brandimart and at the brother of Aldabella and
who brought his mind back into his head, and does not speak.

By now, however, Orlando's

at

him

reticence, a contemplative one, attests less

when he is fully
of the next stanza, he speaks
succinctly, but with great dignity, repeating in Latin the words "Solvite
me" from a Virgilian eclogue. ^^ Toward the end of the poem, as seen in
the sentiments he expresses at Brandimarte 's funeral, Orlando's recovery
even allows him to achieve an unprecedented eloquence (see XLIII,
to his

madness than

restored to his right

170

to his recovery. Subsequently,

mind

at the beginning

ff.).

the Orlando Furioso Ariosto enhances the
scenes and episodes by means of a wide variety

To summarize, throughout
portrayal of

numerous

of appeals to the ear. In the many passages enhanced by variations in
sound - such as those of Alcina's seduction of Ruggiero and his escape
from her island, Olimpia's betrayal by Bireno, the growing of a storm at
sea, and the battles of Christian against Saracen - one often notes what
could be termed the poet's sense of orchestration, particularly throughout the entire first canto of his work. On at least as many occasions,
however, Ariosto also appeals to the ear by creating moments of relative
or total silence, whether as an environmental condition, such as in the
stillness of the forest or the quiet of night, or as a subjective one, as
seen in the frequent speechlessness of his characters, particularly Orlando.
As a parting question, it might be asked which phenomenon, sound or
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silence, predominates within Ariosto's narrative in terms of its fundamental themes. Perhaps, if one considers the episode of Astolfo's flight
to the moon to contain the poet's major philosophical statement, the
answer is the latter. For there, in contrast to the sound and fury of earth,
one finds a desolate and presumably silent landscape which offers poignant testimony to the reality of human experience, both in man's follies
and in the inevitable passing of all things mortal. It is on the moon that
we hear the final reverberations of Ariosto's major themes of love and
arms, inasmuch as Astolfo finds there both the sighs of lovers (XXXIV,
75) and, more pathetically, encapsuled within a mountain of swollen
bladders, the tumults and shouts of the once mightiest of empires
(st. 76). In reading these powerful stanzas, one is reminded of a later
poet, equally keen of ear, who, in hearkening to the lonely song of a
workman returning from his toil at night, asks himself what has become
of the roar of past ages, and contemplates the eternal silence into which
they have long since been absorbed. ^^ Yet if, as a last testimony to
human folly and caducity, silence appears to be thematically the more
emphatic of Ariosto's effects, it must also be remembered that the same
poet believed in man's transcendence through art. In a deeper sense,
then, it is the varied sounds and clamour of his vibrant world of knights
and ladies which ultimately prevail.

University
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Notes
1

mi convien come fa il bono / sonator sopra il suo instrumento arguto, / che
muta corda, e varia suono, / ricercando ora il grave, oral'acuto" ("I must do. My Lord,
as does the good musician on his sensitive instrument, for he often changes chord and varies
tone, striving now for the flat, now for the sharp") VIII, 29. Throughout this study all
"Signor, far

spesso

references to the Italian text, which will be cited by canto and stanza, are from the edition

of

my

Remo

Ceserani (Torino: U.T.E.T., 1962), to whose notes

observations regarding literary derivations.

The

Ariosto's verse are cited from the admirable prose translation
S.F. Vanni, 1954). In the case of a

identified

2 See also
3

As seen
dogs

it

lines,

I

am

indebted for several of

by Allan Gilbert (New York:
my own translation and

have substituted

as such.

XXIX,

74, and

in Ariosto's

(II, 5);

few

I

greater part of the English renderings of

XXX,

16.

comparisons of a duel between two knights to the fighting of snarling

of Ruggiero's attack upon a sea-monster to the descent of an ea^e upon a hissing

snake (X, 103); of an onslaught of Saracens to the swarming of

flies with buzzing wings
(XrV, 109); and of the efforts of Medoro in protecting the body of his fallen king to those
of the she-bear who protects her young from the hunter with growls of devotion and mad-

components of such similes add humour to an image,
of the tumult of Saracens who pursue Orlando to that caused
by villagers who chase the wolf or bear which has just run off with the squealing pig (XII,
77); and in his comparison of a jilted and plaintive Rodomonte to the bull, which, having
ness (XIX, 17). Occasionally the aural
as seen in the poet's likening

.
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lost the heifer in

the

moment

combat, goes off

from the herd to bellow in solitude (XXVII, 111). At
is compared to a bull - one which bellows when

far

of his capture, Orlando as well

hunted by a pack of dogs - yet here the

The

(XXXIX,

52).

poet's similes can also include the softest of sounds, as in the case of Bradamante,

who

simile appears as tragic as comical

hears castle doors open to her with the eagerness of the lover

who

after long delays hears the

move from behind the door which wUl admit him (XXXII, 74); and in the case of
Rodomonte, whose skill and grace as a warrior allow him to leap a ditch and land as though
upon felt (XIV, 130). In one instance a simile moves from sound to silence itself, as Zerbino,
having just chided Gabrina for the disappearance of his Isabella, grows quiet when told that
she knows his lover's whereabouts, and is thus likened to the watchdog whose barks are
bolt

quickly silenced by the thief's bribe of food (XX, 139). Certainly the poet's interest and

components can be noted

in similes containing aural

lines portraying the hissing

original tercet {Inf., XIII,

4 See editions cited
5

The episode

in

w.

note

itself, as

Ovid's Heroides, X, 7

skill

in his imitation of Dante's celebrated

of a burning log, for here Ariosto expands his predecessor's

40-42) into an entire octave (VI, 27).

1

well as the greater part of plays
ff.,

in

which Ariadne

recalls her

upon sound within
abandonment upon

it,

derives from

a lonely isle by

Theseus. For a discussion of the significance of Olimpia's sleep in this passage, as well as
the role of related

phenomena throughout

poem

Ariosto's

as a whole, see Daniel Rolfs,

"Sleep, Dreams, and Insomnia in the Orlando Furioso," Italica, 53 (1976), 453-74.

when the wife of the King of Troy saw the body of her husband recovered
from a shipwreck, she leaped from a cliff into the sea, and both were transformed into the
bird which now bears her name. See Ovid's Metamorphoses, XI, 410 ff.

6 According to myth,

poems of Boiardo and Ariosto, one finds a pronounced
sound of drums and trumpets, the shouts of
soldiers, and the clashing of swords are often said to make the mountains, valleys, earth and
heavens tremble or echo, such that the world seems about to come to an end. For parallel

7 In comparing the battle scenes in the
similarity in

most of

phrases of this sort,
5;

XV, l,5;Bk.

45-46; Bk.
16, 41;

Ill:

II:

their hyperboles, as the

cf.

Orlando Innamorato: Bk.

VI, 59; XIV, 56;

XV,

39-40;

I:

I,

XX,

11; II, 59; III,

12, 16;

VII, 60; VIII, 7, 10, 24; and Orlando Furioso,

XIX, 92; XX, 83, 88; XXIV, 100; XXVII,

XXIV,

II,

5,59; IV, 37-38; VII,
6;

XXVIII, 21; XXX,

10; XI, 43;

XXX, 47; XXXI,

19, 29;

XV,

15; XVIII,

87.

8 For the antecedents to Ariosto's simile regarding the deafening roar caused by the cataracts

9

of the Nile River, see Cicero's

De

9-10, and Poliziano's Stanze,

28, 5-6.

I,

Republica, VI,

xviii,

19; Petrarch's Canzoniere, XLVIII,

worthy of note that the poet, with characteristic symmetry, will have Angelica exit
from the poem some twenty-nine cantos later just as she enters it here. In her last appearance,
pursued by the mad Orlando, Angelica flees on horseback, "tutta tremando, e empiendo il
It is

ciel di

grida" ("all over trembling and

filling

the air with shrieks")

XXIX,

60.

10 As to Rodomonte, the poet alludes to his silence three times: "Di maraviglia il pagan resta
muto, / ch'una donna a cader I'abbia condotto; / e far risposta non potè o non voile, / e fu

come uom

pien di stupor e

folle. /

Di terra

si

levo tacito e

mesto" ("The pagan remains mute

woman has brought him to falling; he was not able to reply or did
not wish to and was like a man full of amazement and witless. He raised himself from the
ground silent and sad.") XXXV, 50, 51. The silence of Sacripante, however, is emphasized
with astonishment that a

even more: "Foi che gran pezzo

al

trovo da una femina abbattuto,

che pensandovi più, più dolor sente;

/

caso intervenuto

/

ebbe pensato invano, e finalmente

/ si

montô I'altro destrier,
groppa. ." ("When for a
/

tacito e muto: / e senza far parola chetamente / tolse Angelica in
long time he had vainly thought on what had happened, and at the time found himself
.

down by a female - and the more he thinks about it the more distress he feels - silent
and dumb he mounted the other horse, and not uttering a word he took Angelica quietly
on the crupper. .") I, 71.
struck

.
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II, XX, 59; translation mine. Here and in subsequent notes ail references to Boiardo's
Orlando Innamorato are from the edition of Aldo Scaglione (Torino: U.T.E.T., 1966).

11 Bk.

12

On

one occasion, while riding with a maiden

to seduce him, Boiardo's Orlando, for

embarassment and awkwardness (Bk.
13

The supposedly

I,

all

who

brazenly speaks to him of love in order

that he desires her, remains tongue-tied out of

XXIX,

47-48).

taciturn nature of Boiardo's protagonist,

by contrast, appears somewhat

contradicted on those occasions in which he proves to be alternately articulate, sententious,

and even eloquent, as can be seen in his sermonizing on the requirements of knightly honour
(Bk. I, XVIII, 32 ff; XXV, 13 ff.), or the importance of the Christian faith (Bk. II, XII, 17).
A greater inconsistency of character in this regard, however, would appear to be presented
by the well known episode in which, having been forced to break off a duel with Agricane
because of darkness, Orlando passes the night with the latter by speaking of his awe for
God's creation, his belief that the True Faith and learning are necessary complements to
chivalric virtue, and - most notably - of his suffering and love for Angelica (Bk. I, XVIII,
41 et passim).
14 In certain instances in Ariosto's work, Orlando's

moments of
two

ciated with chivalric virtue, as seen in the preludes to

reticence appear to be asso-

duels, in

hears out the offensive statements of his adversaries until, having lost

which he courteously

patience, he responds
."
examples the lines "Non potè aver più pazîenza Orlando, / e grido.
("Orlando could have no more patience and shouted. ." XII, 45); and "II Conte più non
tacque, / e grido forte. ." ("the Count was silent no more, and shouted loudly. ." XXIII,
80), which precede his combats with Ferraù and Mandricardo, respectively. Clearly virtuous
is that part of Orlando's reticence which can be attributed to his modesty, as seen in the lines
in which the poet explains his ignorance of the knight's heroic exploits during the winter:
"non è colpa mia s'or non le conto; / perché Orlando a far I'opre virtuose, / più che a narrarle
poi, sempre era pronto" ("it is not my fault if I do not relate them, for Orlando was always
more ready to do deeds of valor than later to tell of them" XI, 81).
in justified anger.

Note

all

as

.

.

.

.

15 Similarly, following a tradition of the genre, Boiardo portrays a troubled Orlando

who leaves

bed and sets off at night without a word to his companions in his quest for Angelica
(Orlando Innamorato, Bk. I, II, 27-28). The passage, which doubtless inspired Ariosto, might

his

be considered a rare instance in which Boiardo associates his protagonist with silence in a
context which transcends humour and enriches the deeper aspects of his character.
16 Orlando's words repeat those of the god Silenus, who, in Virgil's Eclogue VI, awakens from
a drunken slumber, finds himself tied up by playful shepherds, and

17 See Leopardi's "La Sera del Di di Pesta,"

w.

24-39.

demands

his release.

Temple: Giles Fletcher the Elder and
Number Symbolism

Licia's

ANNE LAKE PRESCOTT

Oeveral years ago A. Kent Hieatt complained that the subject of numeriRenaissance verse is clouded not only by "obscurantist"
opposition but by "sciolist" support.^ It is hard to disagree. Like collecting
UFOs, counting things can become an obsession, and while the resulting
hallucinations probably don't do much harm they may render more solid
structures difficult to distinguish. At the risk of joining the crowd of
those who lisp in numbers, however, I would like to propose that Giles
Fletcher's Licia offers an intriguing example of numerical patterning
and, moreover, that it does so in ways which anticipate Spenser's far
more subtle and complex architecture.
Briefly, I think it can be shown that the fifty-two sonnets in Licia
form a calendar in which the lady herself is closely associated with the
sun and its passage through the days, weeks, and seasons of the year.
One can even, I think, date the calendar. The preface is signed September
1593, and if Fletcher's modern editor is right in supposing that the
poems were written after 1591, then the sequence could correspond to
1592.^ The poems which follow the sonnets may in turn reiterate this
annual voyage, but if so they wheel through a different pattern and
point to a different conclusion. Fletcher's witty introduction both warns
against overinterpretation and effectively invites such speculation. Who,
he asks teasingly, is the object of his worship? Certainly his chaste goddess is not fired by base lust. In fact she is possibly allegorical - she could
be Learning, for instance, or Discipline, "some heavenlie woonder," the
courtesy of his patroness, or even a college.
The well-crafted if unexciting poems which follow this disingenuously
charming preface are less original in flavour. When Fletcher looked in
his heart to write he usually saw not the image of his lady (or college)
but a number of Neo-Latin poets and Ronsard. Not surprisingly, therefore, the speaker's adventures in passion and celebration look familiar.
He begins by recounting how he wanted to write verse and how despite
Phoebus' coldness he was enabled to do so by Venus' welcome. Licia
cal patterning in

1
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7

of course, is usually reluctant, for unlike Spenser but like almost
else, Fletcher was more inspired by denial than by acquiescence; even after a few poems free from the usual discomforts of fire,
ice, anxiety, and disintegration, the sequence ends with no assurance of
victory. No wonder that the lover hurts so badly. Licia is his light, keeper
of his heart, guide to his soul, epitome of treasure. She burns his poems
and ignores his sighs, but she frightens him into generosity with her illness, calms the seas, kindles the waves, and rejoices the sun. She sometimes kisses him into ecstasy, once comes to him in a dream all naked
and willing, and plunges him into darkness by her absence.
The poems themselves, then, go through predictable motions; but
Fletcher organises these conventional complaints, pleas, and encomia
into a structure plausibly compared to the temple his opening poem
says he will build, and as he does so he associates Licia with solar radiance
and hence with poetry itself. Even the name "Licia" suggests effulgence,
for it derives from the Greek for "light" — and some of Fletcher's
readers might have recollected that the Asian country of Lycia was the
location of one of Apollo's oracles.
A prefatory sonnet to this luminescent figure, unnumbered and
evidently standing outside the sequence proper, hints at what the following poems will contain. Note both the claim that the poet builds a
temple and the immediate connection between Licia and the sun:
herself,

everybody

Bright matchles starre, the

From whose

honour of the skie,
vawt hath all

cleare shine, heavens

his light,

send these Poems to your graceful! eye:
Doe you but take them, and they have their right.
I

I

build besides a

And

Temple

to

your name,

my

thoughts shall daily sing your praise:
will erect an aulter for the same.

Wherein

Which

shall your vertues, and your honour raise.
But heaven the Temple of your honour is,
Whose brasen toppes your worthie selfe made proude:
The ground an aulter, base for such a blisse
With pitie torne, because I sigh'd so loude.
And since my skill no worship can impart,
Make you an incense of my loving heart.

The numerical pattern of the poems which follow

is

at first glance

j

quite obvious, although certain refinements appear after a

little

calcula-

an extra (and unnumbered) sonnet, to be sure, upon the
daughters of Fletcher's patroness Lady Molineux, and I cannot account
for its presence, but there are clearly fifty-two numbered sonnets to
Licia. Needless to say, these recall the weeks and thus tie the lover's
reelings to the rotation of the year. But apparently Fletcher wanted to
tion.

There
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go further. In the prefatory sonnet he had said he would worship "daily."
days, then? Fifty-two weeks will not give the right number
of them, so an extra day must be found. Now, if each sonnet represents
one week, as their number would imply, then each "day" is represented
by two lines. Fletcher stretches his sequence to cover the year by adding
four extra lines to his twenty-fifth sonnet, giving us 366 "days." One
could argue that the extra day, possibly like Petrarch's 366th poem in
his Rime, launches the poetry away from the sun's orbit into eternity
itself, but I think a neater explanation may be found in the fact that
1592 was a leap year.
If each sonnet is in effect a week, then the week in which time is
stretched, so to speak, might in some way be special, and indeed it is.
Fletcher did not put his extra lines in the absolute centre of his sequence,
probably because that particular symmetry would not mean very much
if his year began on January 1 (I have tried reading the sonnets as
starting on March 25 and even on December 1 2 of the previous year,
like some sixteenth-century almanacs, but neither approach can account
for the pattern of references to heat and seasons which I will describe
shortly). He might have expanded the sonnet containing St. Barnaby's
day, the summer solstice as it was reckoned then. Perhaps compromising
between St. Barnaby and the sequence's centre while at the same time
choosing an ancient holiday connected with the sun, Fletcher attached
his four lines to the week containing St. John's Day, Midsummer Day.
And whatever its position a little too late for the solstice and a little
too early for enthronement in the middle, the sonnet helps indicate
Fletcher's structure and the significance of the lady:

What of the

Seven are the

lights, that

wander

in the skies,

And at these seven, I wonder in my love,
To see the Moone, how pale she doeth arise,
Standing amaz'd, as though she durst not move:
So is my sweet, much paler than the snowe,
Constant her lookes, those lookes that cannot change,
Mercuric the next, a god sweet tong'd we know.
But her sweet voice, doth woonders speake more strange:
The rising Sunne doeth boast him of his pride.
And yet my love is farre more faire than he.
The warlike Mars, can weildles weapons guide,
But yet that god, is farre more weake than she.
The lovelie Venus, seemeth to be faire,
But at her best, my love is farre more bright;
Saturne for age, with groans doth dimme the aire;
Whereas my love, with smiles doth give it light.
Gaze at her browes, where heaven ingrafted is:
Then sigh, and sweare, there is no heaven but this.
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the sequence so expUcitly cosmological,
from its extra Unes. Primarily,

interesting features aside

summation of those lights by
whose wanderings we find order and
influence. Unlike Angerianus, moreover, from whom the conceit is
taken, Fletcher manoeuvres his lines so as to put the sun and the lady
together in the centre of his poem (by a happy accident the lines fall
on the modern solstice).^ He also expands the material on the moon;
perhaps he had noticed that by the end of this poem his sequence had
accumulated 354 lines — the number of days in the synodic lunar year.
It is possible that Fletcher is playing with other numbers too, although
here the imagination has fewer checks in the text itself and may rapidly
leave common sense behind. Thus Licia seems particularly radiant in
no. 1 5, able to burn her lover so he may rise "Phaenix like," and according
of course,

it

further reveals Licia as the

which we measure change yet

in

to Augustine "fifteen" signifies,

among other

things, the steps to the

Temple and the resurrection when the cycles of time

are over."* (But
appropriate here than in Spenser's
poetry, where love is tied to the Hturgical as well as the astronomical
year.) Fletcher's sonnet 28 - as far beyond the sequence's centre as
no. 25 is before it - meditates on time:

perhaps these reverberations are

tyme
tyme
tyme
tyme
Thus

less

the strong and statelie turrets fall,
the Rose, and silver Lillies die,
In
the Monarchs captives are and thrall,
In
the sea, and rivers are made drie:
all (sweet faire) in tyme must have an end:
Except thy beautie, vertues, and thy friend.

In

In

.

.

.

"Twenty-eight," a "perfect" number symbolizing virtue, among other
things, is one of those like "fifteen" which can be arranged into an
equilateral pyramid; here the pyramid is probably subject to the fate of
the turrets and roses but the virtue, we are told, will remain. Licia's true
temple is in the heavens. The digressive sonnet to Lady Molineux's
children divides the sequence into groups of forty and twelve. These are
two very powerful numbers, but I cannot see their relevance here. Has
the lover served out his Lenten fast? wandered long enough in the desert
of her refusal? Has she resisted temptation for forty days or weeks?
Could the "twelve" which follow remind us of months and hours?
In any event the major architecture of the weeks and days is quite
clear and to make sure the reader does not miss his game with love and
time Fletcher not only numbers his sonnets and refers at the outset to
his "daily" hymns but begins his thirty-second sonnet (one of those for
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which there is no source) by saying wearily, "Yeares, months, daies,
houres, in sighes I sadlie spend."
That Licia is indeed a "heavenlie woonder," not simply subject to
time like her lover but in a sense at one with it and participating in its
is seen in this fairly simple numerical structure and also in
related patterns involving the sun, temperature, and the seasons.
Licia radiates with references to Phoebus, and almost always these
solar images specifically describe the lady herself, the lover's "Bright
matchles starre." Like the beloved, furthermore, the sun changes his
aspect. Thus in the first sonnet Phoebus the lord of poetry rejects the
lover and in the second, after Cupid (as in a number of Anacreontic
poems) has managed to confuse the indignant lady with his mother,
Licia frowns "like Phoebus in a cloude." These sonnets would correspond
to early January. In April, June, and July, however, the sun brightens
considerably and Licia sometimes even more so. Thus in no. 15 she
shines "Fairer then Phoebus," in no. 23 she could outbum him if she
energies,

fairer than the sun, in no. 29 she appears
darkness of the lover's sleep, and in no. 31
"The Sunne doeth shine for joye when as she speakes." By no. 39 (the
week of September 25), however, Phoebus is less reliably brilliant and
Licia herself seems to slip further away from her lover:

cared to, in no. 25 she

is still

like a "Princely light" in the

Disperse those clouds, that darkened have my rest:
let your heaven, a sun-like smile but give.
Then shall I praise, that heaven for such a sunne,
That saved my life, when as my griefe begun.

And

moon

In no. 43, to be sure, the sun and

still

shine, but Licia

is

in

eclipse or has disappeared:

Are those two

starres,

her eyes,

my

lifes light

gone?

By which my soule was freed from all darke.
Whose smyling light did ease my sadde distresse
And broke the clowdes when teares like ray ne begun.
.

.

.

Several "weeks" later (no. 45) Licia's eyes shine like a new comet,
although far in the Occident, and the lover now hopes that "never after,
soule shall live in darke, /That hath the hap, this westerne Sunne to
marke." But in no. 47 he is once more alone and hence cannot even
write poetry:

So

(my

your shyne,
shroud
But when your figure, and your shape is gone,
I speechlesse am, lyke as I was before ....

A

I

Poets

love) inlightned with

skill

within

my

soule

I

.

.

.
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a brief reference to

senses serve" but the very last lines

of the "calendar," although not unhappy, imply that Licia

is

not imme-

diately present:

Nowe

if

you aske where dwelleth all this blisse,
my love, and she will shew you this.

Seeke out

Licia's sun, in other words, begins the sequence reluctant and clouded
and then blazes fiercely and joyfully; but towards the end we hear less
of his power and the lady's own presence seems to flicker. As does the
year itself, the fifty-two sonnets close with a diminished light, although
also with celebration and some hope.
Like the sun and the world he shines upon, Licia changes temperature.
Early in the sequence Cupid himself reports that she is "most hard,
She hath no heat, although she living
most cold, made of délayes
seeme" (no. 3). In no. 4 a kiss from her turns Cupid to ice, and although
it is true that in no. 7 her eyes burn, in no. 8 she is harder than flint or
the winter's frost. Then Spring arrives. At first it seems to make little
difference to flinty, frosty Licia, but by Lady Day (the first of the year
according to one way of reckoning) "Inamour'd Jove" orders Cupid to
make her love. Cupid replies that this is impossible because "she wanted
heate" and in terror at Jove's fury he flees inside Licia where, in a place
of such "grace and honour," he is quite safe (no. 13).
In this little narrative we hear only that Licia is still chilly, but allegorically, of course, she now contains Love, so it is not surprising that
until the end of "summer" she is no longer hard and cold but hot and
indeed dangerously so. Thus in no. 15 she can burn her lover, in no. 19
she sentences him to the fire, and in no. 27 "She toucht the water, and
it burnt with love." Later in July Cupid says that on their travels he and
Licia have inflamed much of the world:
.

.

.

Both poles we burnt, whereon the world doeth tume,
The rownd of heaven, from earth unto the skies:

And nowe
I

with

my

the seas we both intend to burne:
bowe, and Licia with her eyes (no. 30).

In August Licia

is still

incandescent and inflammatory: no. 33

tells

how

word from her both the lover and his manuscript turned to ashes and
in no. 34 we hear that "her lookes, colde yce into a flame can turne."
Eventually Licia cools. In nos. 41 and 42 the lover is still so hot he
would burn the Styx and leave Charon stranded, but Licia is so cold she
would freeze the dark river and stop the ferry; evidently Charon must
allow them to journey into death together. Although the rest of the
at a

1
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sequence tells us less about Licia's inner weather than had the first
middle parts, and indeed in every respect the final section of
"calendar" is less clear, we certainly never hear again of her warmth
we do have, in this pair of sonnets, evidence that her temperature
dropped again after its spring and summer elevation.

and
the

and
has

On

occasion Fletcher indicates the seasons as they pass. If there are
any of these references in the early sonnets, at least the speaker
tells us of nothing pleasant or verdant in the first few "weeks." In no. 1
(the week of the Spring equinox) we move to the vale which saw the
judgement of Paris — the first reference to an unmistakably amiable
setting — where inevitably we see Licia surpass the other goddesses, and
in no. 12 we hear of wind and storms (it is still March, after all). By
no. 14 the world is getting warmer, for Licia "lay sleeping, where birdes
musicke made"; the heat, we are told, is great but the shade even greater.
In no. 20 Licia once more listens to birds chirping, in no. 26 the lover
tells how he lives in a grove with birds, "the gentle winde" and delicious
flowers — he invites Licia to join him — and in the next sonnet it must
be fairly warm for Licia goes swimming (creating quite a sight, for "the
fountaine smoak'd as if it thought to burne").
Once more, though, the end of the sequence has a different tone.
Gone are the hot suns (although Phoebus shines from time to time),
warm days, birds, and flowers. We do, however, hear once more of winds

few

if

does not come until the next
such bad weather, but
a curious parallel to the actual year 1592 can be found. If we count by
weeks, no. 36 (which, interestingly, has no known source) begins on
Sept. 4. Now, both Camden and Stow report that very early September
brought extraordinarily strong winds which seemed to chase the water
right out of the Thames; Camden remarks that they were possibly caused
by the approach of the equinox.^ I suspect that when Fletcher wrote,
"Heare how my sighes, are ecchoed of the wind," he had these memorable winds in mind, although of course the historical reality of his September gusts matters even less than the reality of "Licia" herself.
There is one further piece of evidence that Fletcher quite consciously
intended his sonnets to rotate through the year, warming and cooling
with the seasons and frequently reminding us of the sun which in large
part causes our weather and measures our time yet whose radiance dims
before Licia's own. As I have mentioned, Fletcher translated most of
his sonnets from Neo-Latin continental poets. ^ I have compared each
of these adaptations with its source and so far as I can make out many
of Fletcher's changes seem designed to make his versions fit the patterns
I have described. For some reason the sonnets toward the end, mostly
from Gruterus, are quite close to the originals. The opening unnumbered

and rain (no. 36). Since the equinox
sonnet, it might be thought this is a

itself

bit early for
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and many of the remaining poems are quite
mention some of the more significant deviations.
Gruterus' poem on his temple to "Harmosyne," for example, is less
precise about "daily" songs, in no. 2, from Angerianus, the explicit
mention of Phoebus is not in the original, and in no. 3 Angerianus had
made Cupid complain that "haec dura, superba, ferox" but Fletcher
says that Licia is cold and "made of délayes." In no. 4 he adds that
Licia turned Love to ice, and in no. 9 where Angerianus has a reference
to "ignibus" Fletcher cools the poem and Licia to the February weather
I think he wanted. He adds storms and winds to the sonnet (no. 12)
falling on the week of March 18. For no. 14 he adds the springlike birdsong and in the next the bit about Phoebus is his own. In no. 24, to be
sure, Fletcher omits the name of Phoebus, but he omits those of all the

poem

to Licia, however,

free.

will

I

other deities as well. In the lengthened sonnet, as I have said, Fletcher
rearranges the lines so as to put the sun in the middle (Angerianus has
Mars). In the next Angerianus is not only saddened by his beloved's
absence but complains that is is cold without her, a detail Fletcher omits
(for with or without Licia it is late June). Angerianus says his mistress's
talk makes the stars shine and grass grow, which Fletcher in no. 3 1 changes
to "The Sunne doeth shine for joye when as she speakes." No. 45, from
Bonnefons, and no. 51, from Ronsard, both have references to the sun
not in the originals. Fletcher, then, increases the solar references and
through additions or deletions arranges the weather to suit the season.
Fletcher tells Licia in his opening poem that he will build her a temple.
But what has a calendar to do with a building? Fletcher was not alone,
of course, in raising a temple to his lady, and indeed his opening poem
merely adapts Gruterus. Desportes vows to build a temple to his "fiere
déesse" complete with his eyes as lamps, body as altar, sighs as vows
and heart as sacrifice. Spenser, too, will sacrifice his heart in that fair
temple built within his mind.^ To conceive of poetry as architecture is
not, of course, inherently silly, for both verse and temples are, if rightly
constructed, made according to proportion and number. It is true that
Time, in a fallen world, moves to somewhat uneven measures — limping
a little as he mows - for Phoebus himself slows and quickens his horses'
pace; Spenser plays brilliantly with such imperfections in the Epithalamion's numerical ordering. Nevertheless it is possible to associate temporal divisions with temples and indeed it seems likely both Fletcher
and Spenser knew of a famous building in which such an association

was made.
unpublished author of Neo-Latin verse
friends in common with Fletcher,
wrote an epigram on Salisbury Cathedral which his good friend Camden
included in Britannia (1586), a work well known to Spenser, who used
Daniel Rogers, a prolific

if

who knew Spenser and probably had
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The Faerie Queene, and which Fletcher, I imagine, may have read
background for his projected Latin history of Elizabeth's reign:

for

Mira canam, Soles quot continet annus in una
Tarn numerosa, ferunt, aede, fenestra micat.
Marmoreasque capit fusas tot ab arte columnas,
Comprensas horas quot vagus annus habet.
Totque patent portae, quot mensibus annus abundat,

Res mira,

at vera res celebrata fide (sig. 13^).

Philemon Holland's translation for the EngUsh edition reads,
Wonders to tell: How many dales in one whole yeere there beene,
So many windows in one Church (men say) are to be seene.
So many pillars cast by Art, of marble there appeere.
As houres doe flit and flie away throughout the running yeere.
So many gates doe entry give, as monthes one yeere doe make,
A thing well knowen for truth though most it for a wonder take
(1610,
Sir

a

John Harington knew

poem which

sig.

X3V).

either the epigram or the rumour, for he wrote

begins with the same information, although he adds the

weeks:
Faire Sarum's Church, beside the stately tower,
Hath many things in number aptly sorted,

Answering the yeere, the month, weeke, day
But above all (as I have heard reported,
And to the view doth probably appeare)
A piller for each houre in all the yeere. .*
.

& houre,

.

I

temple may serve a fictitious deity, but it shares with the cathedral (and according to legend more secular buildings like Knole) a shape
both numerical and calendrical.
What will eventually happen to the lover in his temple to Licia is not
certain. She is cold again toward the close, less evidently on the scene,
and in no. 38, like the September sun itself (the sonnet falls on the
modern equinox) she has returned to her dilatory habits: "my soveraigne
made a pause,/Dispos'd to graunt, but willing to delay." The ending is
not despair, but there is no assured victory. Perhaps, so long as the lover
aches for a goddess bound to the circle of the sun, there never can be Licia's

suns that
It is, I

rise

must

set again.

think, in the additional

poems

that a solution

is

suggested, for

they seem to point away from the inevitabilities of the yearly cycle.
Once again Fletcher is playing with time and number, although I am far
less sure how he means us to count or interpret.
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still under the title Licia, Fletcher adds an ode
and reconciliation; a dialogue between two sea
nymphs translated from Lucian by way of Secundus; a Latin distich by
Marullus telling us the author was lascivious in song, chaste in mind; a
ridiculously paradoxical "lover's maze"; and three elegies for which
there is no known source.^ The first, on kissing and separation, is four
stanzas of six lines each; the second, on the same topic, has six numbered
stanzas of six lines each; the third has twelve stanzas of what should be
four lines each - thus carrying the progression to 48. This third elegy,
like the second, has numbered stanzas, but the last one is not only
unnumbered but incomplete — it has two lines. The poetry itself explains what this is all about. The lover has been complaining that his
anguish does no good; the heavens have resolved that the "greatest joy es
are temperd with delay." Frustrated, his thoughts "thinke the time too
long," but though the sun may freeze and ice may burn, time will never
force his "loving thoughtes to turne." He begs that she too will be constant. Many other people, he tells her, live in hope that time will bring

his sonnets,

on the

but

lovers' quarrel

ease:

1

by hope doe joye in their distresse,
constant are, in hope to conquer tyme,
Then let not hope in us (sweete friend) be lesse,
And cause our love to wither in the Pryme.

1) If these

And

Let us conspyre, and time will have an end,
So both of us in time shall have a frend.

In other words Fletcher asks that the lovers look to the future with
hope but he also seems to want Time to be cut off at some point, to be
so conquered by constancy that love may be friends with it and not,
one assumes, subject to decay and decline. In place of the annual round,
then, Fletcher offers his Licia love and escape from repetition, from
moving to June only to confront September. In the sonnets he had said
confidently that despite her illness she was immortal and he had seen in
her comet-like radiance some permanent comfort; but the pattern of

the sequence gives the

lie

to these hopes.

The

last

elegy stops time

— the

twelfth stanza halts before the day (or perhaps December) can end.
Fletcher's refusal to finish his poem in some ways parallels Spenser's

ending of the Epithalamion, except that what for Spenser was to be a
subtle comment on mutability and marriage here seems to attempt an
end run around time. The last line is ambiguous. Does the lover mean
"one day each of us will have a friend" or "each of us will make friends
with time"? In any event in the additional poems the lover hopes to
win joy through a constancy which will bring time — or one sort of
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—

to an end. Nor, in these additional poems, does he associate

is less solar and more accessible.
poems Fletcher seems once more to be playing with numbers,
although he possibly intended us to count his verse in more than one
way. If we count the Latin distich — not by Fletcher and in a different
language — then we have seven additional poems, which is a good number
to have in a collection so time-obsessed. In that case we have 362 lines.
This figure has no particular significance I know of, but perhaps we can
legitimately make some interesting additions or subtractions. If we add
the two "missing" lines at the end of Licia we would have 364 lines, or
one day short of the year (unless we count "Finis," which seems too
desperate). Could Fletcher have meant his 364 to balance the 366 of
the sonnets' "days"? The number is also the total of the weeks times
the days, a nice pair of factors in a work Hke this.

Licia with the sun. She

In these

Fletcher indicates the truncation of time in his last stanza, however,
and has no urgent need of a year stopping just short of its conclusion.
Perhaps, then, he did not mean us to count the distich; it could be an
interruption, like the sonnet to Lady Molineux's children. In this case
we would have six poems — the marriage number — and 360 lines, or
the degrees in the celestial circle. The perfection of this circle seems to
stress the lover's hope of time's end (as completion, if not as cessation).
The 360 degrees imply a timelessness and eternity the actual sun cannot
achieve as he makes his way through the 359 degrees of his daily rotation
and brings the changing seasons of the year. But Fletcher may mean us
to see both patterns: the year which he halts before its completion and
the circle. Each in its way suggests a relationship to time in which the
constant lover may be united with his Licia and with whatever earthly
or heavenly wonder she represents.
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have no evidence that Fletcher

affairs. Fletcher's
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Rogers, although both were involved in diplomatic

years at Cambridge, incidentally, overlapped those of Spenser, Harington,

and Gruterus.
9

is strikingly personal or original,' most of his
work of the Neo-Latin poets, the Pléiade, and Desportes.
Perhaps Fletcher knew Desportes' "Pour le premier jour de l'an" in Diverses amours (ed.
Victor Graham, Geneva, 1963), which in twelve quatrains compares the lover's constantly
renewed suffering to the perpetually regenerating year, or the numerically more complex
"Le cours de l'an," itself from Stefano Santini, in Les amours d'Hippolyte (ed. V. Graham,
Geneva, 1960), which makes the same point while playing with 4, 12, and 52. Unlike Giles
Durant and Chapman in their amorous zodiacs, Desportes stresses the similarity of the

This

is

not to say that Fletcher's verse here

conceits have ample precedent in the

year's repetitions to the lover's futile anguish.

Crypto-Machiavellism in Early

Tudor England: the Problem of the
Ragionamento dell'advenimento
Inglesiy et

delli

Normanni in Britannia

SYDNEY ANGLO
I

Ihere are few things better calculated to
toil in

stir

the blood of those

who

the field of sixteenth-century political ideas than the discovery

of some hitherto unnoticed text in which the "influence" of MachiaveUi
discerned. The possibility that MachiavelH's own naivety might
induce naivety on the part of the disciple — or that such texts are not
especially uncommon, and that they are frequently intellectual deadends — is rarely considered, let alone conceded. The nature of precisely
what constitutes "influence" is scarcely ever pondered. And, worst of
all, the assumption is frequently made that an author thus "under the
influence" never read, nor needed to read, much more than MachiavelH's
writings in order to formulate his own ideas.
These gloomy reflections have been prompted by the publication of

may be

Ragionamento delVadvenimento delli Inglesi, et Normanni in
allegedly by Stephen Gardiner; by the misleading title,
A Machiavellian Treatise, under which it appears for the first time in
print; and by the excited reception accorded to it.^ The work by no
means lacks intrinsic interest. Both the circumstances for which it was
conceived, and the ways in which it responded to those circumstances,
compel the attention of all scholars concerned with the relationship
between political thought and practice in the sixteenth century. However, the text itself, and the way in which it is introduced by its editor,
raise methodological problems which also demand attention and, I
the

Britannia,

believe, give cause for concern.

The Ragionamento is cast in the form of a dialogue and concerns the
"more memorable alterations that have occurred in the realm of England
and their causes" up to the marriage of Philip of Spain and Mary Queen
of England. The work survives in two manuscript versions of an Italian
text which purports to be a translation of an English original composed according to the translator, George Rainsford — by Stephen Gardiner,
Bishop of Winchester. The work, as it now stands, was conceived as a
means of instructing Philip in his dealings with England and, as the

,
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Donaldson, points out, "the political questions that
occupy the interlocutors, especially those concerning the behaviour of
a foreign prince in a new possession in which he intends to found a
dynasty, assume the Spanish marriage" (p. 2). Indeed, George Rainsford
deliberately added to the main treatise a "portrait of the realm" so
that "nothing might be lacking in this little book that might contribute
to an understanding of the laws, procedures, customs, nature and humor
of the people of Britain" (fol. IV^. The problem envisaged both by the
author and his translator (if indeed two people were involved) was
Philip's obvious ignorance of everything British — the effect of which
would have been exacerbated by the King's notorious tactlessness. How
editor, Professor

could such a prince

make

a success of his problem-fraught role in

England?
is dated 16 March 1556,
long after all belief in Mary's capacity to produce a child had
been abandoned: but the precise date of composition cannot be determined. Since the Spanish marriage is the fundamental political assumption of the text as presented to Philip the work cannot have been started
before November 1553, whenMary announced her intention of marrying
the Spanish prince; and it is unlikely to have been much advanced
before Philip's arrival in England in July 1 554. There is a reference to the

Rainsford's dedicatory letter to King Philip

that

is,

Mary "took

husband and king Philip, son of the Emperor"
must have been written after the wedding
celebrations of 25 July 1554. Toward the very end of thQ Ragionamen to
Philip is lauded as "the arbiter of peace and war of all Christendom"
(fol. 139^), which suggests that composition of the work continued
after 25 October 1555, when Charles V formally surrendered his
fact that

(fol.

for

13^), so that, at least,

Flemish provinces to his son, Philip. Gardiner died just eighteen days
later, so that Professor Donaldson, arguing that the end of his text
makes better sense if the latest possible date for its completion is
accepted, writes that "Gardiner worked on the treatise during the very
;ast weeks of his life while confined, for the most part, to his bed"
(p. 3). This must certainly have been the case — if the work is by
Gardiner.

no evidence, apart from Rainsford's assertion,
was written by Stephen Gardiner; and the
jascription, though not inherently impossible, is open to doubt. ^ In the
first place, the matter and manner of the Ragionamento differ from
anything else that Gardiner is known to have written at any time in
his career, and are certainly widely divergent from the doctrinal preoccupations which filled his polemic during the last fourteen years of
his life. Secondly, the editor's attempts to explain away his author's
Unfortunately, there

that

the

treatise

is

really

ignorance, and wilful perversion, of English law are wholly unconvincing.
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Gardiner was, after all, Lord Chancellor and might be expected to know,
for example, that there never had been a law against insult in the reign
of Edward VI. Passages such as these are "puzzling" only if we assume
Gardiner's authorship: they seem less problematic if we do not. Thirdly,
it is difficult (if Gardiner were the author) to see why the original text
was not written in Latin. Indeed, the problem posed by the fact that
the treatise survives only in Italian versions is carefully avoided by the
editor, who relegates his discussion of this matter to one especially
unsatisfactory footnote:

The

fact that the treatise was translated into Italian rather than
Spanish is interesting. Philip's English was notoriously poor, and
he had been tutored in Italian from a very early age. .The choice of
Italian made the translator's work easier, for the long passages quoted
from Machiavelli could be quoted in the original language. Italian may
have seemed the proper medium for political discourse, and it may also
have been the modern language most easily understood by educated
Englishmen, Spaniards and Franc-Comtois alike, (p. 15, n.l)
.

This does not explain why there should ever have been an English
original. It assumes, I think oddly, that Italian was widely accepted as
an especially political language in the mid-sixteenth century. And it
assumes that Rainsford recognised the Machiavellian passages for what
they really were, and that he used some edition of Machiavelli's work to
facilitate his

own

translation

-

despite the fact that Machiavelli's

name

Ragionamento; and despite the fact that, had
such recourse to Machiavelli been taken, certain discrepancies and
anomalies might well have been eliminated. I do not know the answer

nowhere appears

to

this particular

in the

group of

difficulties:

but certainly

it

is

not that

offered by Professor Donaldson. Moreover, it is worth remembering
that, although details concerning Gardiner's last illness are obscure,
it is evident that he was already grievously sick by the beginning of
October 1555 and that, in the fortnight before his death, he was in the
kind of agony which, while not precluding the possibility of polishing
up a political treatise for an absentee monarch, was scarcely conducive

to

it.^

by Professor Donaldson from MS. Escorial
Besançon MS. 1 169; and, as far as one can tell
without repeating the editorial labour, the task has been accompHshed
with skill and precision. The editor has also provided a lucid, concise,
and readable English translation. Folio divisions and linear references!
are given for both text and translation, so that the end-notes are easily!
used to clarify points in the dialogue itself, and material in the notes
is equally well located in the body of the work. All of this is admirable.

The

I.

III.

Italian text is edited

17, collated with

I
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of the editor's introduction which succinctly state
the problems facing Gardiner in his dealings with the Spanish faction
at court, and how circumstances forced him to come to terms with a
as are those parts

policy to which he was not initially sympathetic. Equally succinct and
is the delineation of Philip's own difficulties in England. On the

helpful
level

of straightforward political history

all is

well. It

is,

however, when

the introduction attempts to move from this level of events, factions,
and negotiations, to that of the history of ideas, that matters go awry:

and they go awry even before the ideas are arrived at.
Methodological debility is already revealed by that section of the
introduction which purports to enlighten us about the translator,
George Rainsford (pp. 4-9). Half a dozen pages are devoted to this
necessary preliminary. They tell us about George's eldest brother,
William, gentleman usher to Henry VIII from 1516 until the end of the
reign; and they tell us that the second brother John, and his son Thomas,
served Lord and Lady Lisle. But what of George? Well, all that the
editor can tell us with certainty about George Rainsford concerns an
unimportant marriage and will. And apparently all these trivia are
"ample indication that several members of his family must have known
Gardiner." The crudity of this procedure is enhanced by the information
that Gardiner took James Basset, Lady Lisle's son by a former marriage,
into his own service; and then, with a resounding "Thus," we conclude
that "George Rainsford was connected, through his family, both to the
court at which Gardiner served, and to members of the inner circle of
Gardiner's acquaintances, the Lisles and Bassets." The non sequiturs
are painful; and the intellectual biography which might have been
relevant, were it extant, is confined to the information that George
was "probably educated at the university or at the Inns of Court,"
"^
and that he "probably travelled as well, almost certainly to Italy.
This notion, that to accumulate circumstantial scraps of evidence
about an author's relatives is somehow equivalent to elucidating that
author's ideas, is an unfortunately common affliction among historians
attempting to deal with the complexities of a literary text. Nonetheless,
it is not the weakest part of this enterprise. More disturbing is that
failing of vision which frequently visits those who edit hitherto unknown
treatises: that is the tendency to see everything too big. Professor
Donaldson's critical evaluation of the Ragionamento is inflated. He
regards it as a skilful application of key ideas from Machiavelli to the
current political problems in England, and believes that the author
was trying to "lay the theoretical basis for the new reign, which he saw
as a new dynasty ruled by a Machiavellian new prince" (p. 38). Donaldson
adds that, in his view, Gardiner saw in MachiavelH "a way of reconciling
-iabsburg rule with English national interests and English national

.
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new prince is advised by Machiavelli to reach an
accommodation with his new subjects if his circumstances permit him
to do so." This is the crux of the matter. That little "if" is the rock
upon which the entire argument founders. For it was as obvious to
contemporaries as it is to us that there was no way in which Philip and
his Spanish entourage could be acceptable in England. And it was this
awareness - coupled with a firm grasp of what does happen when new
rulers are unable to win the confidence of their subjects by amicable
means - that undermined the consequentiality of the Ragionamento
The work comprises a series of reflections upon the mistakes and
weakness of Vortigerius the British king, which led to his overthrow by
the Anglo-Saxons, and upon the skill and ruthlessness of William the
Conqueror, which resulted in the foundation of the Norman dynasty.
Despite this clear basic structure, the work is ill-organised and digressive:
and the author's use of MachiavelU compounds rather than dispels this
integrity, for the

clumsiness.

We may accept, with the editor, that the author of i\iQ Ragionamento
was seriously concerned that the Spanish marriage should not lead to
the domination of Englishmen by foreigners; should not involve England
in foreign wars; and should in no way violate the laws and customs of
the land. The author also advises the ruler to consider the well-being of
his subjects; to listen to their complaints, and not hesitate to arm
them — because Englishmen are not rebellious by nature and had only
risen against their princes when provoked beyond endurance. The king
must heed the fate suffered by Canute and his Danes who, through
their exactions, aroused the oppressed English to bloody vengeance.
The editor, stressing the importance of the succession question, points
out that the advent of Philip was set within the dynastic context and
"Mary's role is
that, in the closing references to Philip's succession,
understated, and the contingent nature of the Habsburg succession is
completely ignored. The implication is that if PhiHp rules wisely, he
will, like the Anglo-Saxons and Normans, found a lasting dynasty in
England" (p. 31). The difficulty here is that Philip, while being warned

Canute and the Danes, is being encouraged to act
William the Conqueror who "fortified himself with
his Normans against the natives"; killed off rivals in the royal line;
deprived the English of their offices and dignities, which he bestowed
upon his own people; oppressed his subjects with "new tributes and
taxes every day"; and built fortresses to subjugate the land (fols. 99^ 10 F). New princes, writes the author, cannot avoid cruelty, the use of
force, and the practice of what might conventionally be deemed vices.
William the Conqueror had to face continuous revolts and plots.
against the deeds of

like the successful
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Nonetheless he conquered his enemies, pacified the revolts, transformed
the kingdom, gave it laws and honors, and left it to his successors in peace
and trust: and he did so by employing cruelty which was without doubt
more praiseworthy than that harmful compassion and mercy of Richard II
and Henry VI, who through their ill-considered mercy lost many places
and cities in France and Scotland which their predecessors had gained, and
gave occasion to their subjects to scorn them and to plot against them,
whereby both of them lost their states and their lives (fol. 111).

This belief in laudable cruelty, together with a long argument that it is
safer to be feared than loved, obviously derives from Machiavelli: and,
as was the case with that sparkling but tainted spring, the topsy-turvy
morality leads to utter confusion. What is really being advocated? The
efficacy of severity, perhaps? But then the author, having presented this
case convincingly, remembers that he is advising the new king of his own
beloved England and therefore suddenly asserts that such methods are
only for those who have obtained a realm by force of arms. One who has
obtained it "through favor of friends, hereditary laws or by matrimony

must take a different course to keep his state" (fol. 123).
That is a comforting caveat. It only becomes disturbing if we bear in
mind that to many Englishmen the Spanish marriage seemed not in the
slightest like the "legitimate succession" (rather

than "change or altera-

kingdom") fulsomely presented by the author (fol. 135).
Wyatt's rebellion, though successfully suppressed, had not expressed
the violent emotions of some insignificant minority. Personal relations
between Spaniards and EngUshmen began badly with the very arrival of
Philip and his entourage, and deteriorated without respite.^ Few informed
tion in the

observers could really have expected even an attempt at the soothing
Ragionamento : and the grim alternatives are

policies described in the

out there with stark clarity. Nor is the matter made easier if Gardiner's
authorship is accepted for then we would have to believe that somebody
who had so clearly anticipated the dangers arising from the Spanish
match imagined that a treatise of this sort would have some practical
effect. And secondly, if he did entertain such a notion, we have to
believe that he was prepared to elucidate those methods whereby
William the Conqueror had crushed his new subjects into submission.
Judgements concerning the acuity of a thinker tend, of course, to be
personal; and other readers might find themselves more in accord than I
with Professor Donaldson who regards the Ragionamento as an intelligent political text. What is less equivocal, however, is the postulated
importance of this work in the history of Machiavellism and the way in
which the editor has sought to expound this. Here Professor Donaldson's
lack of familiarity with sixteenth-century political writing is a serious
set

:
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not merely because he fails to recognise material which was
used in the composition of the Ragionamento but, more significantly,
because this failure vitiates his view both of the early reception of
Machiavelli and, more generally, of the transmission of ideas.
The trouble arises from the way in which the editor, having found extensive borrowings from Polydore Vergil, Paolo Giovio, and Machiavelli
(though he misses one striking passage),^ then felt that his search was
over. Unfortunately, it was no more unusual for men in the sixteenth
century than for those in the twentieth to read more than just three
books in preparing their own. I have not myself pursued the Ragionamento very far: but it is obvious that its author was not exceptional in
this matter. A noteworthy instance of research failure is the story of
the horse which, in order to overcome a trespassing stag, allowed itself
to be ridden by a man who thereafter kept it bridled (fols. 21^-22^).

drawback

one group of
Donaldson contents himself in his note with informing us that the "fable is not in Polydore"; and
his index, under "Aesop," refers to this note, which does not, however,
allude to Aesop. The index also refers us to Aesop in the introduction
(p. 1 7), where the animal fable is mentioned but Aesop is not. As a matter
of fact the story is in Aesop, but the original source is Stesichorus, where
it is used to show the dangers faced by the people of Himera in making
This fable

is

cited to illustrate the dangers of calling in

foreigners to rid oneself of another. Professor

is, perhaps, not an
obvious text: but the story is repeated in Aristotle's i^/ze/'onc, which is.^
Far more important than this detail is the fact that the author of the
Ragionamento studied Lucio Paolo RosqWo's II Ritratto del vero governo
del principe dalVessempio vivo del gran Cosimo de 'Medici, which had
been published at Venice in 1552. The borrowing from Rosello is confined to that section of the Ragionamento devoted to the use of cruelty;
but material is slipped into the text so unobtrusively as to suggest that
several other sources may have been exploited in similar fashion. For
example, when discussing effective cruelty, thQ Ragionamento cites the
additional instance of Cambysesin words evidently derived from Rosello:

Phalaris their military dictator. Stesichorus's fable

La crudeltà giovô a Cambise, il quale ottenuta la vittoria non perdoni à
persona. Silla medesimamente con crudelta monstrata a quelli che sono
ossessi et poi espugnati è piu volte utile, perche gli altri temendo la medesima crudeltà, si sottomettino senza resistentia. (fol. 112^)^
Similarly,

when extending

the idea of beneficial cruelty to include the

right of princes to punish those

mento

whom

they merely suspect, the i?ag/o«a-

says,

non è crudeltà alcuna ma giusticia. Anzi il principe
puole punire chi e sospetto colpevole, in alcuni casi, quantunque non
lo credo che quella
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provato manifestamente, corne i parenti ô figlioli di ribelli. .Questo il
principe puole giustamente fare, havendo locchio alla pace commune deli
subditi piu che al privato commodo o particular vendetta, (fol. 1 14^)
.

a slight modification of Rosello, who argues that such despatch
be employed for the common good even against those who are
guiltless.^ It is important, says Rosello, when using cruelty to have
regard to the time, the place, and the person; for sometimes cruelty
works especially well as in the Kingdom of the Turks, which would
otherwise fall into ruins. *^ The Ragionamento adapts this section in

This

is

may

its

entirety:

Vedremo in alcuni luogi, et tra
come nella guerra, è piu utile et

alcuni popoli, che la crudeltà

si

nella pace,

necessario, che la dementia, et in altre pro-

vincie tutto contrario, pero volendo alcuno usare I'uno ô I'altro

li bisogna
luogo, tempo, et le persone. Sensa la crudelta, Timperio
turchesca anderebbe in precipitio, et questo avenne, che tutta la authorita
é in tal manera rinchiusa nella persona del signore che ogni altro principe
del suo regno espetta aver la testa tagliata, per ogni capricio che venerà
nella sua testa; perche i sono tutti suoi schiavi, egli lo muta di ufficii et
dignitate, come pare a lui senza altro rispetto. (fols. 1 17^^-1 18^).

considerare

11

There are several other passages in this section of the Ragionamento
where the use of Rosello is apparent.^* But the most striking instance
arises from the comparison between Scipio and Hannibal where the
latter's cruelty is alleged to be unique in military history:
Questo essempio d'Annibale
capitani, che fussero al

di voi allegato di crudeltà è solo di tutti I'altri

mondo, ma havendo

I'occhio al fine vederete che
piu valle la benignità di Scipione nell'animi di soldati che la crudelta
d'Annibale, laquai benche vaglia di tenere un essercito unito quando i sono
discosto dal nimico, perche lor disunione non havrebbe effetto, ma poi che si

veggono

in ordinanza, et gli nimici apresso piu giova la benignità del capitano
quai tal hora indarno supplica i soldati, che combattono valorosamente,
si per innanzi e stato inhumano et crudele et questo si vede in Annibale,
ilqual benche sotto Carthagine haveva ordinato I'essercito con grand
prudentia contra Scipione, nondimeno fu sconfitto, et non li valse esser
féroce, per tenere i soldati in ordinanza, perche senza dubio nelli pericoli
piu vale la benignità che I'asperezza (fols. 1 16^-1 17^).
il

is, of course, a significant gloss on what Machiavelli says about
Hannibal in // Principe; and it derives almost verbatim from Rosello. ^^
All this amounts to far more than just another source overlooked by
the editor. The use of Rosello, slight though it is, illuminates the transmission and transmutation of ideas in ways not recognised by Professor
Donaldson. Rosello's Ritratto concerns such matters as the preservation
of a state by a new prince; the use of cruelty and clemency; the extinc-

This
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tion of one's enemies; the danger of overmuch liberaHty; the proper
employment of councillors; the importance of military knowledge to
as the basis for the security of the state; the

decadence of

princes;

arms

modem

soldiery; the inutility of mercenaries; the superiority of national

forces;

and the disadvantages of

fortresses. All

of

this

is

familiar. Rosello

much of the time, like a commentary upon Machiavelli's //
and many of his themes were patently of interest to the author

reads, for

Principe;

of the Ragionamento. The crucial fact, however, is that the greater part
of such material in Rosello's Ritratto derives not from Machiavelli himself but from Augustino Nifo's De regnandi peritia, that notorious Aristotelization of// Principe, despised by generations of Machiavelli scholars
as a ruthless plagiarism of their hero's work.^^ As a matter of fact, Nifo
does not differ in this respect from most Renaissance authors who rarely
acknowledge their manifold obligations to contemporaries and predecessors. Nifo's practice is no worse than the wilful distortion of sources
in Machiavelli's Storie Fiorentine or his wholesale cannibalization of the
ancients in the Arte della guerra. In any case, Rosello avenges Machiavelli
by nowhere acknowledging Nifo: and, what is especially noteworthy,
on one occasion Rosello goes back beyond Nifo to consult // Principe
itself.

1^

The complexities of the transmission of the ideas with which we are
concerned are thus as follows. The author oï Xht Ragionamento consults
and adapts several authors, but makes especial use of MachiaveUi. He
Lucio Paolo Rosello, an author who had
preferred, in the main, to base his arguments

also consults the Ritratto of

seen

upon

//

Principe but

De

who

which is itself an expansion of
And, curiously, several passages borrowed by
the Ragionamento from Rosello derive ultimately from Nifo.^^ This, it
seems to me, is the principal interest of the Ragionamento. The text
Nifo's

Machiavelli's

//

regnandi peritia

Principe.

does not offer a particularly intelligent argument. It is not a very deft
adaptation of Machiavelli to EngHsh circumstances. And it led nowhere.
But it does serve as an object lesson in the way ideas could travel about
in mid-sixteenth-century Europe.
The large claims made on behalf of the Ragionamento by its editor
cannot be substantiated. It is difficult to see why, even if it could be
estabUshed that the work were written by Gardiner, it would impose
any need for a "fresh and thorough examination" of that prelate's

"whole career"

(p. viii).

The

editor

may believe that it is "worth insisting

in this period was
but the notion that Gardiner revised his
attitude toward Philip and the Spanish marriage, and conducted his
negotiations, on the basis of a reading of Machiavelli remains not only

that MachiavelH's influence

coherent and decisive"

on Gardiner's practice

(p. 39):

i

!

,
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must be remembered, assumes

Gardiner's authorship as fact: whereas, at best, it is unlikely.
Nor do the editor's comments on the reception of Machiavelli inspire
confidence. He claims that Pole's criticism of Machiavelh in the unpublished Apologia ad Carolum Quintum was ^'influential," and that

Ambrogio Caterino Politi was ''probably influenced by Pole" (p. 18).
The evidence for such views would be valuable: but none is offered.
The editor sets up as an Aunt Sally the old belief that "real knowledge
of Machiavelli did not exist in England in the sixteenth century, and
what knowledge there was came late in the century through the
distorting medium of Gentillet's Contre-Machiaver (p. 19). Such a
belief, we are solemnly assured, is no longer tenable: "on the one hand
Machiavelli was read in the early Tudor period, and on the other the
that

Enghsh translation of Gentillet has now been shown to be a seventeenth century work." Gentillet may, or may not, have been as important
of the English reception of Machiavelli as Edward Meyer
once thought: but the fact that there was no published Tudor transin the history

itself proves nothing. Would Professor Donaldson similarly
argue that, because there was no complete early Tudor translation of
Machiavelli's // Principe and Discorsi, such works could not possibly

lation

have been read and that, therefore, his "Machiavellian treatise" must
be a late Elizabethan forgery? As for the early Tudor reception of
Machiavelli, Donaldson goes on to say that "Gardiner's treatise itself
is the most impressive evidence to date of MachiavelH's penetration of
England in the sixteenth century." This statement is silly when we
consider, for example, the popularity of Whitehorne's translation of
the Arte della guerra in Elizabethan England; or bear in mind later
readers of Machiavelli, such as Richard Beacon. But, even if we confine
ourselves to the early Tudors, the Ragionamento is no more impressive
than William Thomas's surviving discourses in the Machiavellian mode.
\nd, evidently. Professor Donaldson has never progressed beyond
Horrocks and Raab in his study of Sir Richard Morison whose propagandist writing includes the hitherto unnoticed (that phrase cannot
be resisted here) first published translation into Enghsh of any part
of Machiavelli's work: and this appeared sixteen years before the
Ragionamento was completed.*^
That the "new evidence" compels us totally to rethink our notions
concerning sixteenth-century MachiavelUsm is mere hyperbole. We do
need to rethink this problem: but not on the basis of a single manuscript virtually unknown to contemporaries. Rather the need arises
precisely as a result of the palsied methodology employed by historians
who have fumbled with the subject, and have postulated theories on
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the basis of exaggerated responses to a few scattered texts. Scholars are
Donaldson for his care in transcribing and

certainly in debt to Professor
translating the

do not impose

Ragionamento His critical comments and annotations
commensurate obligation.
.

a
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sicurtà." This is derived from // Principe, Cap. XIX (pp. 35
edition).

7 See Sir

Edward ffrench Bromhead, The Remains of Stesichorus

1849), p. 22. Cf. Aristotle, Rhetoric,
8 Cf. Lucio Paolo Rosello,

//

II.

in

an English Version

(n.p.,

20.

Ritratto del vero

govemo

(Venice, 1552),

fol.

crudeltà ha pur giovato alcune volte, percioche giovo la crudeltà à Cambise,

il

14^: "la molta

quale ottenuta
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non la perdonô ne à
mantenne la dittatura."

la vittoria,
si

9 Cf. Rosello,

bono degni

mune

fol.

is"^:

gli

"Questo à

di crudeli supplicij,

parère de' savi,

me

medesimamente usando

pare piu tosto humanità, poi che di molti, che
gli tutti

Prencipe puô punire chi non è colpevole,

il

crudeltà,

overo

i

figliuoli de' ribelli;

.

.

.

si

sareb-

Anzi per com-

come sarebbe

cacciare in

havendo tuttavia l'occhio

alla

pace."

10 Cf. Rosello,

fol. 15:

&

à tempi, à luoghi,

"Ma tornando

Il

à ragionare délia crudeltà, dico

persone. In alcuni paesi

aile

ô per dir meglio à tenere
Prencipe.

Silla

sono puniti pochi, per non punir

essilio alcuni di famiglie sospette,

commune

huomini, ne à Dei.
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che bisogna haver risguar do

crudeltà piu vale à conservare la concordia,

animi in spavento, che non ardiscano di levarsi contra'l féroce

gli

Regno Turchesco senza

la crudeltà

andrebbe in ruina.

&

questo awiene perche

tutta l'autorità è rinchiusa di maniera nella persona del Signore, che ogni suo Bassà per grande

che
sia

aspetta in premio délie sue fatiche, che per un capriccio, che venga al Signore, gU

sia,

tagUata la testa, che è appo loro un

dono

singulare à petto à que'fïeri tormenti, e dure

morti, che usano di dare."

- 120

II For example, Ragionamento, fols. 119
fol.

122, derives from Rosello,

12 Cf. Rosello,

fol.

.derives

from Rosello,

14 ,Ragionamento,

fol.

15^.

17: "Questo esempio di Annibale è solo di quanti Capitani

fol.

mondo: ma havendo

l'occhio alla riuscita, piu valse ne

gli

animi de' soldati

mai fossero

al

la benignità di

Scipione, che la fierezza di Annibale, la quale posto, che vaglia nel tenere un'esercito in pace,
poi che

i

soldati

si

indarno supphca

&

i

veggono

in

ordinanza piu

inhumano. Et questo

si

manifesta in esso Annibale,

ordinato l'esercito con una via singulare,

dimeno

fu sconfîtto, e

non

gli

De

and

//

since

come

il

se

Capitano, il quale allhora

per altro tempo è stato féroce,

quale benche sotto Cartagine havesse

esso Scipione

appo Livio

valse l'esser terribile, et crudo à ritenere

perche veramente piu vale ne' pericoli
3 Augustino Nifo,

vi giova la benignità del

combattano valorosamente,

soldati, che

la benignità,

i

lo

commenda, non-

soldati in ordinanza,

che l'asprezza."

regnandi peritia (Naples, 1523). The relationship between Nifo's work

Principe was first noticed by Jean-Félix Nourrisson, Afac/iuiue/ (Paris, 1875), and has
been frequently cited to demonstrate Nifo's villainy. For some sensible observations

on the matter, see G. Procacci, Studi sulla fortuna di Machiavelli (Rome, 1965).
14 Rosello,

fol. 8,

discusses the relations

goes back beyond Nifo,

De

Cap. XIX, where the matter

is

between the King of France and his Parliament, and
iii, which is very brief, to // Principe,

regnandi peritia, IV,
treated

more

fully.

15 For example, those referred to above, notes 8, 9, 10, 11.

16 Richard Morison,

An

secrete practises,

and

(London, 1539),

sigs.

invective ayenste the great

and detestable

vice, treason,

traiterons workinges of theym, that suffrid
a.

Machiavelli's Discourses,

ii

-v

III, 6,

("A preface

of

wherein the

late are disclosed

to the reders"), uses selected passages

to substantiate his general arguments against conspiracy.

from

Book Reviews / Comptes rendus

J.R. Lander.

Crown and Nobility 1450-1509. Montreal: McGill-Queen's

University

Press, 1976. Pp. x, 340. $23.50.

Crown and Nobility 1450-1509 is in substance ten collected papers first published
by Professor Lander between 1956 and 1973 and reprinted here in their original
form. They are prefaced by a long new essay setting his own work over this period
in the context of what he considers to have been most significant among the many
other reappraisals of aspects of the age of the Wars of the Roses which have undoubtedly been a notable feature of English historical studies since the second
world war. The volume thus presents a wholesale slaughter of sacred cows of an
earlier generation: the existence of any Yorkist party in the fourteen fifties, the
king-making of Warwick, the political influence of the Wydeville tribe, the cruelty
of Edward IV contrasted with the calculated mercy of Henry VII, the destruction
of the ancient peerage by the wars, the uniqueness of the poUtical and social disorders of the age, the unmitigated evils of "bastard feudaHsm," etc. Inevitably there
is a sense of déjà vu; indeed much of Lander's work has already been absorbed into
a new orthodoxy which now rejects the traditional cardinal date of 1485 as the
threshold of modern history and begins text-books and general surveys at 1450.
But the exercise is made very well worth while because an important overall theme
which has not hitherto been convincingly expounded binds the collection together:
the mutual dependence of Crown and nobility in what has traditionally been considered the most turbulent and irresponsible period in the history of the English
aristocracy. In the words of Bishop Russell's sermon prepared for the opening of
parliament in 1483 "the politic rule of every region well ordained standeth in the
may have sought to control the nobility, but never to destroy

nobles." These kings

them. Eighty four per cent of peerage attainders during the period were reversed
and sixty eight new peerages created between 1439 and 1509. Lander in addition
now shows how the nobility for their part were extraordinarily loyal to Henry VI
and generally indifferent to his successors, or at least avoided deep commitment
to them. After reading this book it is impossible to sustain beHef that the Wars of
the Roses were caused by the senseless turbulence of the English aristocracy.
Apart from the new introductory essay entitled "Aspects of Fifteenth-century
Studies" which will provide a very useful historical revision for undergraduates and
their tutors the most valuable of the reprinted essays are chapters 5, 7 and 8 in

i
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which Lander between 1958 and 1961 first revealed the true significance of the
numerous attainders and forfeitures of the period, identified the personnel and role
of the Yorkist Council which previously had been thought hardly to have existed at
all and demonstrated the marked continuity of personnel from the Lancastrian
Council right through to the early-Tudor Council. Still as valuable as when it first
appeared in 1963 is his study of the kindred and affinities of York, Neville and
Wydeville (chapter 4). In this he shows how the extensive network of marriage
alliances brought off by two generations of the Neville family yet engendered no

corresponding political group and marshals evidence indicating that this was also
As with the duke of York in the fifties Warwick's personal

true of the Wydevilles.

resentment and excessive ambition in the sixties could not unite even his own
family circle, let alone the mass of the nobiHty, in active treason.
One or two of these reprints are of lesser value. The 1967 re-examination of the
treason and death of "false, fleeting, perjur'd Clarence" appears inconsistently to
revive Stubbs's view of the callous, ruthless

that Clarence died for a treason he did not

and unprincipled Edward IV, suggesting
commit, on a charge trumped up by the

king himself (chapter 10). These speculations unfortunately involve discrediting
the testimony of Warkworth's otherwise useful chronicle which is here perforce

new look which
Lander gave to the duke of York's second protectorate of 1455-6 (chapter 3) is
even less convincing. Unlike all modern historians from Stubbs to McFarlane
Lander beHeves that Henry VI was not insane or even seriously ill for a second time
on this occasion and that the protectorate was a political coup successfully engineered by York and his friends in the Commons. Such a belief appears to contradict the view expressed elsewhere in this volume of the absence of any Yorkist
party before 1459 and certainly poses the awkward question why York had been
unable to achieve such a triumph in the previous six months consequent on his
successful assassination of his political opponents at St. Albans. In fact historians
from Stubbs to McFarlane seem to have been principally and justifiably relying on
the quite specific statements in the Latin of the roll of parliament and the patent
roll that York was made protector in November 1455 because of "the sickness with
A'hich it has pleased our most high Saviour to inflict our person" ("infirmitateque
qua altissimo Salvatore nostro personam nostram visitare placuit impendimentum
Drestante") and because arduous involvement in affairs of state would be likely to
orevent "our swift recovery of health" ("céleri sanitati recuperande obstaculum").
3ven without the Paston Letter rumours reported in London in late October that
the king was ill again at Hertford these unequivocal official statements which are
unaccountably not cited by Lander appear to destroy his case. If indeed, as seems
most probable, Henry VI's renewed illness in 1455 was the real reason for the
second protectorate and for the resignation of the conduct of government to the
Council which went with it, then another point made by Lander in this chapter
takes on a new significance: there is in fact no definite evidence of the king's

written off as a mere jejune continuation of the Brut. The 1961

subsequent recovery.

The book highlights
been inherent

to have

a

number of

interesting paradoxes

most of which do seem

of fifteenth-century English society. It is
certainly legitimate to set against the violence of gentry life for the Pastons the
tranquillity of the Stonors'. Traditional strictures on the evils of the ovemiighty
in the structure
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by the fact that "bastard
government" and Lander's point that where aristocracy was

subject and indentured retaining do have to be offset

feudaHsm was

local

weak

disorder was only the greater is a telling one. But his picture of fifteenthcentury England as an inward-looking community basically apathetic towards
foreign adventures and steadily growing more so hardly convinces when one con-

of his most valuable statistical survey of Edward IV's 1475
French expedition (chapter 9) which is revealed as the largest and best financed so
far of the century. Royal patronage generously dispensed is correctly seen as the
cement of political order and yet this was incompatible with that effective royal
finance which contemporaries declared to be a necessity for stable monarchical
rule, that is, unless the parHamentary and tax-paying classes would relax their
increasing financial stranglehold on the monarchy. This paradox is well illustrated
by the final chapter on Henry VII's attempt in his last years from 1502 to impose a
regime of "bonds, coercion and fear," followed by a backlash of resentment
dangerous to the monarchy which his successor had to face and accommodate. This
certainly revealed the limitations on the Crown's freedom of action and its dependence on other sections of the community besides the nobility.
Within the limits set by its title this volume of collected essays thus provides
stimulating insights into the realities of poHtical power in that perverse but fascinating age. Even those of Professor Lander's fellow academics who are already
familiar with them will be grateful to have them now all conveniently to hand
siders the implications

under one cover. They certainly deserve to be made available in this new form to a
wider readership beyond the restricted circle which benefitted from them when
they first appeared in historical periodicals and Festschriften.
B.P.

WOLFFE,

University

of Exeter

André Berthiaume. La découverte ambiguë. Essai sur les récits de voyage de Jacques
du livre de France, 1976. Pp. 210.

Cartier et leur fortune littéraire. Montréal: Cercle

Au "mythe"

d'un Jacques Cartier découvreur de pays et planteur de croix, André
Berthiaume substitue volontairement le mythe d'un voyageur d'autrefois qui nous
raconte aujourd'hui ce qu'il croyait vrai et que nous cherchons, par scepticisme!
accompli, à "psychanalyser." Les historiens ne seront pas d'accord mais ils seront
vraisemblablement obligés à relire Cartier. Les nouvellistes seront heureux. Au
lecteur de choisir.
C'est en détournant rhistoriographie de ses fonctions scientifiques acquises que
André Berthiaume entend renouer avec le passé. Il vise moins à retrouver la réalité
disparue qu'à la relier à un présent affectif. Tel un artiste de la mémoire vivante qui
défie le temps. Cette réinvention du récit en faveur des Amérindiens mérite qu'on
s'y arrête. Il ne s'agit pas de lecture objective, l'auteur n'y croit pas; pensons plutôt
à la perception de notre propre mémoire à la recherche de son histoire. Le danger
est grand, autant que l'avantage d'une lecture qui renouvelle les points de vue en
soupçonnant les motivations reçues.
Le danger aussi est de renier, en se distanciant volontairement, la tradition savante
des études sur Cartier qui, elle, et de façon générale, préfère la première vérité du
j
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texte à ces "variations"
lire

pour

psycho -littéraire s sur thèmes reçus. A notre avis, ne peuvent
André Berthiaume ont pris la peine

le

même

d'y consacrer un article (à paraître)

Dictionnaire des oeuvres littéraires du Québec promis au pays depuis

plusieurs années. Sans cette initiation historiographique sérieuse
l'auteur, ce livre risque de créer de nouvelles incertitudes sur ce

'
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ce livre avec profit que les rares initiés qui tel

de relire toutes les oeuvres de Cartier et

I

/

dont témoigne
que seraient les

Amérindiens aujourd'hui sans "la découverte ambiguë."
Quoi qu'il en soit des risques qu'il appelle, le livre d'André Berthiaume mérite
|u'on s'y arrête pour d'autres raisons. Ne fût-ce que pour en vérifier les procédés.
Sien sûr, il y a quelques fantaisies redoutables à se croire dans la vérité à sens unique
i la manière d'un Bergeron ou d'un Ferron, qui se servent de l'histoire plus qu'ils
l'entendent la servir, mais il y a une grande richesse à voyager avec Cartier dans la
:ompagnie de Foucauld, Butor ou Lévi-Strauss. Ce texte fait penser à Pierre Perrault
qui réinterprète les mentalités de l'Ile-aux-Coudres en poète fraternel mais toujours
listant des vraies motivations. Pour sa part, André Berthiaume aime les récits de
/oyage de Jacques Cartier;
[1

il

les

goûte avec un

plaisir évident;

il

les

connaît fort bien.

peut donc s'offrir tous les risques que peu de lecteurs pourront se permettre.
Ecrit tour à tour avec amitié, ironie et sous l'ombre d'une composante scienti-

une bibliographie imposante, André Berthiaume démontre à qui
le récit de Jacques Cartier n'est pas terminé. Pas plus que la
liécouverte du Canada d'ailleurs. Et il a raison.
Son étude indique en outre les équivoques de notre temps; il en montre les
aspects positifs en allant deviner ou vérifier selon les cas, et à la lumière de la tradiIque dont

fait foi

veut l'entendre que

lion littéraire qui a suivi les récits de Cartier, certaines réalités pas toujours très
i;atholiques de nos pionniers,

hommes

tin

comme nous et qui pourraient, s'ils
pourquoi aujourd'hui nous les remettons

limités

vivaient encore, expliquer peut-être bien

question.

Le

livre se

Ht bien. Le charme de la franchise et de la culture.

HENOÎT LACROIX,

Université

de Montréal

Claude Longeon. Documents sur la vie intellectuelle en Forez au
Saint-Etienne: Centre d'études foréziennes, 1973.

Claude Longeon, directeur du Centre de
l'Université de Saint-Etienne, est bien

la

XVIe

siècle.

Renaissance et de l'âge baroque de
seiziémistes pour avoir publié en

connu des

importante thèse sur la vie intellectuelle en Forez au XVIe siècle. Le
documents qui en suit d'ailleurs l'économie lui sert à la fois de
complément et d'illustration. Outre six cartes et plusieurs schémas et tables, il
comprend de précieuses indications bibliographiques.
Cet ouvrage porte la marque de deux des plus grandes préoccupations de son
auteur: celle d'abord de réhabiliter et de faire connaître la vie intellectuelle de la

1975 une

très

présent recueil de

province française et en particulier du Forez; celle ensuite de ne point dissocier
l'activité littéraire

La première
culièrement

du milieu historique dans lequel

partie, intitulée le

les historiens;

pays et

les

on y retrouve en

elle s'est

hommes,

effet

épanouie

et

développée.

devrait intéresser plus parti-

deux descriptions du Forez,

l'une

,
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Anne d'Urfé, un contrat de mariage et des testacomptes de dépenses d'étudiants foréziens à Paris, des
inventaires de bibliothèques. La deuxième partie, consacrée plus particulièrement à
l'activité littéraire, comprend quelques extraits de l'oeuvre d'Antoine du Verdier,
Anne d'Urfé, Antoine de Laval, Etienne Valancier.
Il serait souhaitable que
Claude Longeon ait des émules. La Normandie, la
Savoie, la Champagne, la Bourgogne, Lyon, Nérac, attendent toujours l'historien
par Papire Masson, l'autre par

ments, des

lettres et des

qui étudiera leur vie intellectuelle, considérée dans son sens
dire,

non seulement

les

oeuvres Httéraires mais aussi

les

le

plus large, c'est-à-

conditions de la vie intellec-

son rayonnement, les moyens de culture. Si
économique et sociale de la province française progresse d'une manière
satisfaisante, le moins que l'on puisse dire c'est que son histoire intellectuelle accuse
un sérieux retard. Il est regrettable que le vieux préjugé voulant qu'il n'y ait de
bonne littérature qu'à Paris demeure aussi vivant. Ce n'est qu'en multipliant les
monographies provinciales que l'on pourra prétendre brosser un tableau satisfaisant
tuelle, ses relations avec l'état social,

l'étude

de

en France au XVIe

la vie intellectuelle

CLAUDE SUTTO,

Université

John Weld. Meaning
State University of

in

de Montréal

Comedy: Studies

New York

siècle.

Elizabethan Romantic Comedy. Albany:

in

Press, 1975. Pp. x, 255.

title of Professor Weld's book is a little ominous. The search for "meaning" in
comedy can, we know, lead to a solemn kind of criticism, insensitive to the tone
and manner of the plays it deals with. It is to Weld's credit that for much of his

The

study these fears are unjustified; and
into an old critical trap, there

is

much

if in

the end his search for meaning leads him

lively

and

sensitive

His intention, he announces in his Introduction,

is

commentary on the way.

to recover what certain plays

by Lyly, Greene and Shakespeare would have meant to their original audience. He
recognizes, sensibly, that the Elizabethan audience was not monolithic, and that the
plays themselves can change in different performances. He stresses the importance
of seeing, or being able to visualize, the play on stage. In other words, he strikes all
the right cautionary notes.

play and the survival of

And

its

in his first three chapters, discussing the morality

conventions

in later

drama, he shows an admirable

of response. His central theme here is the way the allegorical characters
of a morality play can acquire an independent life, participating in actions and
demonstrating feeUngs in such a way as to make any simple identification between
the character and the abstraction whose name he bears impossible. (Mercy in
flexibility

Mankind,
sistent

for instance,

or fitful

metaphor

is

|

|

often reduced to scolding.) As he points out, "the incon-

metaphor

is

nearly inevitable in dramatic allegory.

.

.

.

!

once the

continued through an extended action, its vehicle begins to gather
and implications" (pp. 39-40). The
effect becomes quite complex in a later, morality -influenced play like Robert
Wilson's The Three Ladies of London, in which Judge Nemo does justice on Lucre,
Love and Conscience we take the satiric point that "nobody" does justice in this
is

irrelevant or even contradictory connotations

:

|
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and yet, theatrically, we see justice being done. Weld argues from
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this that

audiences must have been capable of a sophistication of response even before the
University Wits began writing for them.

But his main business is to discuss not the morality play but the romantic
comedies of the 1590's. The transition, as he himself admits, is a difficult one. But
his main purpose in coming to the romantic comedies via the moralities seems to be
to argue for the same sophisticated complexity of response — in this case, to see
beneath the romantic stories of cross-wooing insights into the general nature of
man that go back to the morality tradition. This may sound like a devious way of
introducing the sort of narrowly Christian reading that was parodied in The Pooh
Perplex ("O Felix Culpa/ The Sacramental Meaning of Winnie-the-Pooh"), but on
the whole Weld has enough tact to keep the presence of the morality perspective
light and suggestive. His best discussion is of Greene's Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay.
He may be a little too solemn (or too ingenious) when he claims, of the scene in
which Edward views Lacy and Margaret through the Friar's glass, "To verbalize
the stage metaphor, we may say that Edward views the lovers in the enchanted glass
of his own passion and mistakes their murder for his good" (p. 139) (the latter
point is a forced reading of Edward's remark that his choler "Made me thinke the
shadowes substances"). But he is on safer ground — for one thing, the point is
simpler — when he suggests that the switch of roles between Edward and Lacy
"duphcates the inversion in Edward's own psyche" (p. 138). And he is excellent
on our mixed reaction to Margaret's renunciation of the world to enter a convent,
followed by her recantation to marry Lacy. We recognize in her withdrawal from
the wicked world a genuinely serious idea, which the play has just supported with
the surprising scene of the double murder; and yet we feel relieved when she
yields to human nature and seeks a limited earthly happiness instead. The recognition of her frailty is both comic and reassuring, and is supported by the play's
generally festive tone, of which Weld writes with considerable appreciation.
Writing of Lyly, he strikes a nice balance between the charm and fun of the
plays and their serious intent. In the ending of Endymion, for example, "everyone
gets what he wants, and what he gets therefore defines him" (p. 130). This points
to something distinctive in Lyly's vision, "the notion of man as comic in his very
nature as opposed to the notion of man as comic in his correctable or reformable
vice and folly" (p. 135). And he writes well of the urbanely balanced vision of
Campaspe, in which Diogenes (for example) is both reasonable in his ideas and
laughable in his manner, and "The result is a comedy of human nature, damned to
be funny alike in its irrationality and in its striving to be rational" (p. 120). But
he becomes too solemn, I think, when he relates the trick ending of Gallathea, in
which we are promised one of the girls will become a boy, to the mystery of
Christ. (That, I take it, is the intent of the following passage: "because of the
limitation of fallen human nature and because passionate man subjects himself
to Fortune, he can achieve happiness only through the divine suspension of
natural law. That suspension, an actual historical event, has made human happiness
possible" [p. 124]). It may be, as he argues, that in a play like Gascoigne's Supposes
there is an analogy between the workings of the plot and the workings of Providence,
producing a happiness beyond what the characters can imagine; but when Weld
tries this approach to the ending of Gallathea (in which the sex-change is treated
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with such cheerful casualness that we are not even told which girl will be changed)
the tone seems fatally wrong.
The trouble really starts when he comes to Shakespeare. He tries — with a
is surprising after his earlier flexibility — to see in the machinery
of the comic plots a Christian vision of fallen human nature. Thus, Aegeon in
The Comedy of Errors and — even less convincingly — Hermia in A Midsummer
Night's Dream are victims not of a particular comic law but of the Law, which
condemns man "simply for his nature" (p. 193). Adriana, addressing a long speech
to the wrong husband, "is only human. Human beings err by nature; their wills are
naturally unbridled, mistaken, led by passion" (p. 163). It is fair enough to see in

persistence that

the confusion of the plot images of man's natural proneness to error; but to see

of passion seems to be straining beyond the material of the play.
enough to relate the tricking of Christopher Sly to the popular
idea of life as a dream or play, but not to conclude from this that the "meaning"
of the Induction is "the vanity of worldly delights" (p. 172). But my fundamental
this as the result

Similarly,

it is fair

summed up by

looking at his treatment of the

Night's Dream. Here, as

Puck and Oberon both lead and

disagreement with Weld can be
lovers in

A Midsummer

mislead the lovers, "In this respect they are like the appearance of Fortune, whose
caprices,

dominating passionate men, mask the

reality

of Providential design, and

within this analogy the four lovers are like generic mankind" (p. 199). Even as
generic lovers, they do not quite fit; as the play suggests, there are aspects of
love beyond their experience. As generic mankind, they are even less well cast;
their

him

problem

is

too specific,

its

solution too special.

And

Weld's view of them leads

to construct a scheme of redemption that does not

fit

the play:

"Mankind

remains too passionate and absurd, its goals ridiculous and its eyesight blind. It
is brought into harmony by a superior power" (p. 203). This misses one of the
play's central ironies: the

that brings

them harmony

power

that

makes the characters absurd and the power

one and the same. And that power

is not Christian
redemption but romantic love.
In the final chapter, on The Merchant of Venice, Weld abandons his earlier
caution and flexibility, and the critical trap I mentioned earlier closes. We have

are

here a classic instance of a critical pattern that

is

consistent within itself at the

cost of being inconsistent with the play. Having declared that Shylock, as a Jew,

exemplifies natural man, Hving under the Law, he continues, "This

is,

I

think,

and other matters will fit
into place easily enough around it. The play becomes a play about man's escape,
or rescue from, his own nature and situation, and the last act can be joyful because
it celebrates the escape of all the characters, including Shylock, from the justice
which he invokes" (p. 213). We may have our doubts about Shylock's escape, but
Weld is persistent; he sees the Jew as having a final happiness parallel to that of
a sufficient 'spine' for an interpretation of the play,

"Of course they will live happily ever
converted. He too lives happily ever
have forgotten one of his own best principles —
the lovers:

course he

is

after.

And

so with Shylock.

after" (p. 214).

to

Weld seems

remember the

Of
to

effect of the

am content," his silent exit, and his absence
from the fifth act make the parallel between him and the lovers simply untenable.
But it is only fair - and, given Weld's concerns, appropriate - to end this
review on a note of forgiveness. Even in the section on Shakespeare, which I find
play in the theatre. Shylock's curt "I
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would instance two:

comedy of

life and yet
and the analysis of the way the happiness of the ending
of The Merchant of Venice is placed within "an amused awareness of human
limitations" (p. 235). In discussing Shakespeare, Weld may be overconfident about
some dubious readings, and he may give us more theological background than
the passages he is trying to illuminate can really bear; but his approach does
produce moments of insight, and if he often provokes disagreement he never
fails to provoke thought.

the account of Petruchio as a

remain detached from

it;

ALEXANDER LEGGATT,

Jonathan L. Marwil. The

University

Trials

of Toronto

of Counsel, Francis Bacon

in

1621. Detroit: Wayne

State University Press, 1976. Pp. 236. $14.95

Bacon's History of the Reign of King Henry VH was much admired in his own
it has been highly influential. It established the image of Henry VII as
a wise but unlovable monarch, prudent, cautious, secretive and rather cold, that
time, and

has persisted to

the

present. In recent years, however, the History has

increasingly under attack.

Modern

studies have

shown

come

that Bacon's practice as a

historiographer

is a contradiction of his scientific principles; he engaged in Httle
took few pains to establish his facts, acquired most of his information
from easily available secondary sources of dubious accuracy, used the old classical
convention of the invented speech in a manner incompatible with any real prospect
for the advancement of learning, and proceeded throughout in a highly deductive

research,

fashion.

The modern process of attack on the History is continued by Jonathan Marwil
The Trials of Counsel. Marwil builds his study on the fact that the History was
written in 1621 a few months after Bacon's impeachment and fall from his great
position as Lord Chancellor. Disputing the common view that Bacon was seriously
torn between the active and contemplative lives, he holds that his overriding
ambition was always for poHtical power, and that he did not retire to the studies
and writings of his later years without making every effort to regain his great
place in public life. In Marwil's view the History was written as a part of this
effort. Its purpose was to persuade King James of his abiHties as a counsellor of
kings, so that he might be reinstated in office. Thus the History is very far from
being an objective work; it is rather a self-interested piece of propaganda and
in

personal image building.
In developing this thesis Marwil attempts to place the History not only in
relation to

the crisis of Bacon's

the author's earlier

life.

He

impeachment but

also in the wider context of

begins with a chapter on the impeachment, next

moves

back to give two chapters on the earlier life, to show "the progress of his mind and
career up until his downfall," and then concludes with a chapter on the History
itself.

This

is,

as

Marwil

states,

an "unorthodox structure." Unfortunately problems
it that he does not satisfactorily solve.

of both proportion and unity arise from
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adequately to integrate the biographical chapters with the analysis of the
Most of the book really consists in a biography of Bacon, which covers
all but the last five years of the subject's hfe, and is thus in a curious special sense
a biography manqué. In the biographical chapters he follows a chronicle method,
going through Bacon's life frequently year by year, and sometimes month by month.
In the process he opens up many themes that are relevant to the History, but his
scheme does not allow them to be developed very systematically. As a biographer
he handicaps himself by his aim of relating the life to the History, while he fails
fails

History.

to keep the History sufficiently at the centre to justify the biography in terms of
his professed purpose. His strategy ofwriting

an extended biography for the purpose
of analysing a single work by a prohfic major author should be examined rather
critically lest it provide too ready a precedent for a series of similar studies of
other writers.

Despite the substantial length of his biography, Marwil neglects certain kinds
of highly relevant biographical information, particularly on the less public and
more private level. For example, he argues that the History is not only subjective,
but even a kind of self-portrait of Bacon himself: "Bacon's portrait of Henry
bears a remarkable likeness to himself." This is an over-simplified view. It ignores
such a contradiction as that between Henry's avarice, which is much emphasized
in

the History, and Bacon's

own

notorious extravagance and carelessness about
a root cause of his impeachment and fall.
Marwil has no difficulty in demonstrating his thesis that the History is in many

money. This

carelessness indeed

was

ways shaped by Bacon's circumstances and ambitions, and his book will no doubt
which are occasionally still propagated,
of Bacon as a lofty philosopher dwelling in a realm detached from the limiting
aspects of his time. He develops an interesting and persuasive view of Bacon as a
politician whose chief skills were verbal, whose favoured method was manipulation
through words, who had limited practical ability in political management, and who
often displayed blindness to men. There is undoubtedly much truth in these conclusions, even if they appear ironic when read in the light of Bacon's famous
criticism in The Advancement of Learning of those who hunt more after words
than matter. However, Marwil 's picture is unduly negative, because he does too
little to explain what raised Bacon above the numerous other ambitious politicians
of his day. He makes some acknowledgment of special intellectual powers in
Bacon, but he places most emphasis upon verbal skills. Yet he does not provide
much analysis of these skills; in his study they are asserted rather than shown.
In the case of Bacon it is surely a false distinction to separate his verbal powers
from his other powers of mind. Many seventeenth-century writers attempted to
imitate Bacon's style, but they generally failed. Their imitations are empty and
unconvincing for the reason that they were able to imitate only the more superficial
verbal patterns and rhetorical devices, not the power of intellect and weight of
observation, which indeed proved inimitable. It is this weight as much as his verbal
skills that caused Bacon to be admired by his contemporaries and many succeeding
generations, and this quality still appears in the great interest and authority carried
by sentences on every page of the History. Those who seek an explanation of this
power should turn from Marwil to some other recent studies, for example the
serve as a corrective to unhistorical views,
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work (which he cites and praises) by Edward Berry, who finds in the History a
new awareness of the complexities of historical causation and character, even
while he concedes, as everyone must, that Bacon failed to adhere to his own
principles in relation to factual accuracy

ALLAN PRITCHARD,

University

and the inductive method.

of Toronto

Jacques Abelard. Les Illustrations de Gaule et Singularitez de Troye, de Jean
Lemaire de Belges. Etude des éditions - Genèse de l'oeuvre. Genève: Droz, 1976.
Pp. 324.

ne subsiste aucun doute quant à la nécessité du travail entrepris par Jacques
Abélard dont l'édition des Illustrations de Gaule et Singularitez de Troye ne saurait
d'ailleurs être attendue qu'avec impatience.
Comme prélude à son édition critique d'un texte important de Jean Lemaire de
Belges, J. Abélard nous livre le premier volume de sa thèse, travail préparatoire consistant en une enquête bibliographique qui s'inspire de la méthode dite de Lachmann
Il

pour "radiographier"
ainsi

(p.

226) l'oeuvre. La majeure partie du

livre

(210 pages)

est

consacrée à un travail de description bibliographique visant à retrouver "la

(p. 8) ou "le texte authentique" (p. 7) des Illustrations.
Publiés séparément et prématurément à cause de raisons personnelles et politiques,

bonne version"
les trois livres

àes Illustrations nous sont parvenus sous une forme imparfaite. Entre

1511 et 1524,
par exemple,

ils

parurent sous forme de recueils d'éditions séparées. C'est ainsi que,

le

premier

livre

des Illustrations fut, dès mai 1511, publié avec

le

Légende des
Vénitiens, deux opuscules qui atténuent le caractère belge de l'oeuvre à un moment
oij Lemaire de Belges quitte Marguerite d'Autriche pour passer au service d'Anne de
Bretagne. Reste que dans tous les remaniements qui surviendront, et J. Abélard en
Traité

de

différence des schismes,

la

est conscient,

est

il

souvent

difficile

de

auquel on ajouta en 1512

faire la part

des exigences de

l'auteur et celle des transactions commerciales de l'éditeur.

1524

(et jusqu'en

la

De

la carrière

de

plus, à partir de

1549) des éditions complètes succédèrent aux recueils d'éditions

séparées.

On

ne peut qu'admirer

la rigueur

de

la

démarche,

la

prudence et l'assurance des

On

ne peut cependant taire le fait que ces qualités aboutissent à un livre,
utile sans doute, mais austère par son érudition. Cet aspect le destine à un public
limité de spéciaHstes de Lemaire de Belges. C'est un livre d'érudit qui nous présente
le travail bibliographique nécessaire à une édition critique celle des Illustrations de
Lemaire de Belges en l'occurrence, avec comme effet secondaire, très bien senti par
l'auteur, de "mettre sous nos yeux le travail concret des ateliers d'imprimerie." Un
conclusions.

,

que les passages concernant la fabrication du livre ne soient pas
regroupés en un chapitre mais disséminés au hasard des découvertes.

regret peut-être:

Ne

parlant plus

contenues dans

le

du

travail bibliographique

constatations factuelles à

mais des quelques remarques critiques

on pourrait signaler un saut trop rapide des
l'explication des phénomènes textuels. Il y aurait sans

texte de J. Abélard,
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doute place

ment en

ici

pour une étude de

l'écriture

en tant que médiation, et non pas seuleou encore

tant que source et résolution des problèmes de filiation textuelle

en tant que miroir d'un "écrivain d'humeur" (p. 226) soucieux de bien ménager ses
De la part de l'analyste, ceci ne saurait que déboucher sur une vague étude
psychologique de l'auteur ou, pis encore, de l'époque, comme semble le laisser
entendre, en particulier, le dernier paragraphe du livre. Telle n'était pas, bien sûr,
l'intention première du livre de J. Abélard. N'empêche que, à quelques reprises,
l'auteur souligne le caractère double des Illustrations, "oeuvre majeure de la rhétorique et de l'historiographie" (p. 7). Survient une seconde division qui ne recouvre
pas la première, celle en deux thèmes majeurs: "la grandeur 'herculienne' de la maison
de Charles le Téméraire, et la sauvage beauté des invasions barbares" (p. 226-7).
Ces réductions paraissent d'autant plus abusives que J. Abélard lui-même, dans un
article intitulé "La composition des 'Illustrations de Gaule' de Jean Lemaire de
Belges" (in VHumanisme lyonnais au XVIe siècle, Presses de l'Université de Grenoble,
1974), tout en soulignant le double aspect de l'oeuvre, récit romanesque ou historique (mi-bucolique et mi-homérique) et documentaire (mais n'est-ce pas là le récit
patrons.

historique?), insistait à juste titre sur le fait que

le clivage histoire -roman, tel que
nous avons l'habitude de le penser, n'avait aucun sens pour Lemaire de Belges. Se
pose ici avec évidence le problème de nos catégories d'analyse. Sans doute y aurait -il
nécessité d'une étude des contraintes de toutes sortes qui ont pesé sur la rédaction
d'un texte qu'on considérera comme définitif (ce à quoi le livre de J. Abélard contribue grandement par l'analyse détaillée qu'il fait des colophons, des gravures, des
ajouts et des retraits, etc.). Sans doute aussi y aurait-il place pour une étude des
phénomènes textuels en eux-mêmes. Et, entre les deux, peut-être y aurait-il moyen
de reposer la question du rapport de l'auteur et du texte ainsi que celle des limites
de nos méthodes actuelles d'analyse sémiotique. Mais c'est là un problème qui dépasse
les limites du livre de J. Abélard, auquel on peut tout juste reprocher l'implicite

d'un rapport direct entre la contrainte matérielle et le fait textuel, entravant par
toute compréhension des "incongruités" du texte de rhétoriqueur.

LUCIE BRIND'AMOUR,

là

Université de Montréal

Collected Works of Erasmus, Volume 3, The Correspondence of Erasmus, Letters
to 445: 1514 to 1516, translated by R.A.B. Mynors and D.F.S. Thomson,

298

annotated by James K. McConica. Toronto and Buffalo: University of Toronto
$25.00

Press, 1976. Pp. xvi, 392.

We

left

Erasmus

at the

end of the

last

installment of his letters determined not to

return to the monastery at Steyn, where he

would have

to exchange his studies for

drinking bouts and play chaplain to nuns. The outcome of his resolution
cled here in a wonderfully translated and annotated volume. Here
finally off to Basel for the press

resulting in the pubUcation of

of scholarship.

is

is

chroni-

Erasmus

of Johann Froben where he would strike an alliance
one of the most splendid chapters in the history
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The mood of these letters, their editor James K. McConica writes, is one of
work accompanied by high optimism." And indeed Erasmus
lives out on these pages the caricature of scholars he had once voiced through
Folly: 'They add, change, remove, lay aside, take up, rephrase, show to their
friends
And their futile reward, a word of praise from a handful of people, they
." Approval came
win at such a cost - so many late nights, such loss of sleep
more surely to Erasmus than to most scholars, however, and from the handful of
them that numbered among the best. This volume is enhanced by the correspondence of those who were magnetized to him, Budé, Lefèvre d'Etaples, Reuchlin,
Wimpfeling, Zasius, Witz, Hutten, ZwingH, More, Fisher, Warham, Lupset and
others, all clamouring "for the genius of the divine Rotterdam, ... no man of
mortal clay but fire come down from heaven."
The preface which initiates readers to the historical scope and significance of the
volume is excellent. So are the introductions to each of the letters, and notably
those to Ep 373 and 384, which together compose a miniature essay on his first
edition of the New Testament. In the very first letter of this volume Erasmus writes
"incessant scholarly

.

.

.

.

.

,

own annotations (to Cato) that they are "very brief but
serviceable,"
and avoid "pointless points of rhetoric" and "misplaced philosophy." The annotations here are in the same spirit of service, prodigious in their allusions to the
classics and equally substantial in their identification of historical personages and
issues. The theological annotations are much expanded. This very welcome research
seems especially appropriate in the volume containing the prefatory epistles to the
editions of Jerome and the New Testament. The reference in the important Ep 373
at lines 138-140, however, cannot be as annotated to Cyril of Jerusalem and his
protest of homoousion. Their comparative dates of literary activity would not allow
for that Cyril to be writing in John Chrysostom's "footsteps," as Erasmus has it;
and the controversy at Nicaea concerning homoousion did not involve any mystical
meaning of the Greek article ho, the interpretation Erasmus here discusses. Erasmus
again links Chrysostom and a Cyril concerning the theological significance of ho in
his annotations to the New Testament, to which this Ep 373 is prefaced, at Jn 1:1
{LB, VI, 337B). From this clue it is probable that he refers in both cases to Cyril
of Alexandria's interpretation of the significance of ho before Logos for establishing the divinity of the Son against Arianism, in the patriarch's own commentary on
John at 1:2 (PG, LXXIII, 69D-72A). This correction seems worth suggesting since
Erasmus praises the interpretation in question as an exemplar for his own exegetical
method. Also, the reference in the introduction to Ep 315 should not be to Dionysius the Areopagite, who was a contemporary and convert of St. Paul (Acts 17:34),
but to a theologian of disputed identity writing by the early sixth century, PseudoDionysius; a discovery of the new philology, the Areopagite's authorship was first
challenged by Lorenzo Valla in his Annotationes in Novum Testamentum which
Erasmus pubHshed.
So small a detail as the correct translation of the phrase which Erasmus made
emblematic of his New Testament editions, sacra ancora as "sheet anchor," displays
how valuable this project is in opening fresh perspective on Erasmus. While every
sailor knows the sheet-anchor as the large one employed only in emergency, translators have previously rendered Erasmus' phrase literally as "sacred anchor." In
of his

.

.

.
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been lost the pun (for the anchor truly is sacred, being Scripture), and
Erasmus' self-portrait as the ancient mariner who casts in high emergency for the
safety of Peter's bark on perilous waters. In this phrase he fuses classical and
Christian metaphors, welding the patristic tradition of the navis ecclesiae and its
navigation to Quintilian's portrait of the venerable orator: "And he as their father
this has

mould them to all excellence, and like some old pilot will tell them of
whereby their ships must sail, of the harbours where they may shelter,
and the signs of the weather, and will expound to them what they shall do when

in the art will

the shores

the breeze

is fair

or the tempest blows." So

it is

that his perceptive friend

More neatly sums up both Erasmus' purpose and
correspondents in this volume:

"You

shall

its

Thomas

acknowledgement by

be the captain

who

his

navigates the triple-

decker."

There is a helpful appendix on "The Early PubHcation of Erasmus' Letters" and,
of course, an index. Allan Fleming's handsome design for the series proves itself
with every volume.

MARJORIE O'ROURKE BOYLE, Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies

The Yale Edition of the Complete Works of St. Thomas More, Volume 14: De
by Clarence H. Miller. New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1976. 2 vols. 1,192 pp., facsimiles and illustrations. $60.
Tristitia Christi, edited

Though Renaissance

Literature

discoveries are

being made.

becoming a congested area for research, important
One of these is the Ralegh holograph Notebook,
brought to light by Walter Oakeshott, who already had to his credit the identification of the Morte Darthur manuscript. Another is the holograph of Thomas
More's uncompleted De Tristitia Christi, which was found by Geoffrey BuUough
in 1963 at the Royal College of Corpus Christi in Valencia, where it had been zealously preserved for centuries in a sumptuous reliquary.
Formerly known as Expositio Passionis Domini, and mistakenly thought to be
a continuation of More's Treatise upon the Passion, De Tristitia was first published
in an English translation by More's granddaughter, Mary Basset, in the 1557 edition
of his English works. The original Latin was published eight years later in Omnia
Opera, 1565, and also survives in two other manuscripts, housed in the British
Library and the Bodleian. Nevertheless, the Valencia manuscript is of great significance to students of More, since it is not only the authoritative text, but is also
the longest and most extensively revised of his extant holographs, thereby throwing
considerable light on his habits of mind and mode of composition. In this respect
there can be few "foul papers" in the Tudor period of comparable importance.
The very composition of De Tristitia is remarkable, written as it was in the
Tower under the shadow of an imminent traitor's death, and, in the circumstances,
it constitutes a wonderfully controlled and sustained piece of work. Appropriately,
it is a commentary on Christ's agony in the garden up to the moment of his arrest.
Including cancellations and a catena of scriptural passages, it comprises 1 69 small
still

is

j

j

!

i

}
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folio pages of approximately thirteen or fourteen lines each. Precisely how much
remains unfinished is difficult to tell, but the editor, Clarence Miller, thinks that
only one section needed to be completed when More's writing materials were taken
away. It remained for More, a month later, to make his own martyrdom an eloquent
commentary on the rest of Christ's passion.
De Tristitia is understandably austere. It is one of his few works without obvious

humour, apart from a cancelled passage containing a satiric reference to mendicant
friars (f. 117). The manner is hortatory, and makes its impact by direct statement
and simple exposition rather than by force of rhetoric. Imagery, too, is remarkably
infrequent. The sentences are extended and complex, but the clauses are clearly
defined and easy to follow. The vocabulary is readily understood and matches the
Vulgate quotations, being based quite strongly on ecclesiastical Latin.
Compared with the best of More's works in the same area, namely, The Four
Last Things and A Dialogue of Comfort, the work is a little disappointing, for it has
neither the wealth of graphic examples of the one nor the variety and anecdotes of
the other. The few descriptive passages in the style of the Four Last Things are
uncompromisingly blunt, as for example, one concerning distractions during
prayer

(f.

32v.):

Scabimus caput/cultello purgamus ungues/digito purgamus nasum.
(We scratch our heads, clean our nails with a knife, and pick our noses with our fingers.)

admonitory preaching is too protracted, and some of the interpretative disseem over-ingenious and inconsistent, as when More descants on why
Christ addressed Peter as Simon when he rebuked him for sleeping (f. 41) or why
the young man fled naked when Christ was apprehended (ff. 149ff.). There is also a
noticeable amount of overlap and repetition.
However, after a slow start, jDe Tristitia gains momentum and interest. The treatment of martyrdom is searching and intense, especially in the section dealing with
the two types of martyr, the eager and the circumspect (ff. 59 v. ff.) Here More
provides a brilliant insight into the theology and psychology of martyrdom. He also
anticipates much of the thinking of the Elizabethan Catholic martyrs, and the
section is a shining companion piece to the meditation by another Thomas, T.S.
Eliot, voiced by his martyred namesake in Murder in the Cathedral

The

quisitions

More

throughout

with magnificant objectivity and self-effacement
hard to refrain from looking for personal overtones,
as in the extended treatment of the treachery of Judas (ff. 68v-70v.; ff. 96v.ff),
especially if one bears in mind the perjury of Rich. In the catena, in particular,
precepts are voiced that clearly governed More's most crucial decisions, for example
writes

("qui nihil sum", f 75v.) but
.

(f.

it is

160):

Quam

stultum est vitando

(How foolish

to avert a

mortem temporaneam

incurrere in aeternum?

temporary death by incurring an eternal one.)

The catena also provides (f. 163v.) the germ of the idea for his reported final words
on the scaffold "that he died the King's good servant but God's first": "Deum
timete regem honorificate."
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More has usually fared well at the hands of his Yale editors. The present edition
no exception, for it is clearly the product of years of devoted and expert care.

First of all, it is remarkably comprehensive. Volume 1 contains a complete facsimile
of the text, faced on the right-hand page by a transcription, a literal translation,
editorial emendations and a collation with other copies of the text. The second
volume includes a detailed discussion of the manuscript and its style of composition,
followed by a bibliography, two commentaries - one on More's revisions and the
other containing explanatory notes - and, for good measure, Mary Basset's translation. There are also several photographs of the manuscript volume and related

material.

The comprehensiveness of the editing is matched by its quality. The facsimiles
some sections of the manuscript, though the definition might have been sharper in places. The transcription is accurate apart from a
are clear considering the state of

few

trivial

omissions

word

altered

(e.g., a

division.

stop omitted after "dicere", p. 9) and the occasional
sensible, including the

The method of transcription seems

expansion of abbreviations, but the punctuation is unjustifiably inconsistent.
it would have been preferable to leave the virgule throughout, since
it is a general mark of punctuation, rather than sometimes omit it or change it
to a period. It is also doubtful whether the tailed e is digraph ae, as the editor
states, rather than e with a cedilla form of accent, though the transcription as ae
silent

In particular,

is

acceptable.

The palaeographical notes and emendations which accompany the text are, on
some cases, the alteration of graphs

the whole, thorough, but again inconsistent. In

and. even the presence of blots are noted, but in other instances ignored. Cancelled

abbreviated words are sometimes

shown with brevigraph, and sometimes expanded

37, "segnicê" and "daturum"). Readings of a cancellation are occasionally
questionable (e.g., f. 6, line 1, "I" or "J" intended for "Jesus" seems more likely
than the first stroke of "p"). Also, checking the emendations is made difficult for

(e.g., p.

the reader because the lineation refers to the transcript and not to the facsimile.

The

commentaries in Volume 2

and any reFor example, the spHtting of the
revision and the explanatory notes is a little inconvenient, since they sometimes
supply complementary information (e.g., notes on 167/10, pp. 843 and 1016). The
Introduction is far-reaching but might well have gone the whole distance under the
circumstances. There is a long description of the manuscript, its gatherings and
bindings, along with some tenuous hypotheses, but nothing on the characteristics
of the handwriting. The useful discussion of More's style could have been taken
further and an attempt made to break away from the well-worn paths of Ciceronianism and Senecanism, for these were scarcely the only options open to Tudor
authors {pace CroU and Williamson). Some of the discussion is also a little contradictory and anachronistic on the question of baroque tendencies (cf. pp. 753, 761-2,
774). Apart from a few scattered remarks, nothing is said of More's punctuation
although its range and variety are of great interest styHstically and palaeographically.
critical

are staggeringly exhaustive,

servations one might have could only be minor.

The Introduction
the style

is

is

also taxing to read, since the terminology

is

at times recherché,

jerky in places, and there are one or two proof-reader's lapses of grammar

(e.g.,p.736).

These objections are relatively unimportant, but those which might be levelled
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view of the fact that many general readers will be entirely
dependent on it, greater care could have been taken to give it a sense of shape,
rhythm, elegance, and, above all, idiom. As it stands, the translation often makes
More appear naive, pedestrian, and insensitive to nuances. Here are a few instances,
taken at random, including biblical quotations:
at the translation are not. In

If

you saw

a thief

you ran away with him.

(p.

27)

But perhaps some meticulous fussy dissector of the divine plan.
.

.

.eagerly,

spirit,
.

.

(p.

O

God,

in the

odor of your ointments,

in the

.

.

(p.

197)

most sweet scent of your

205)

.jumping with joy or clapping his hands out of happiness,

(p.

241)

some excellent phrases, for example, "groping as we are
of our mortality" (p. 241), but they are all too few. The sentences
also straggle, sometimes into incoherence, because of a mistaken notion that they
reflect the flow of the original, and it is clear that the editor has sometimes misunderstood the significance of the virgule. Again, the odd misprint does not help
In

all

fairness, there are

in the darkness

(e.g.,

"as heart" for "at heart", p. 109). Fortunately, for those

imaginative, interpretative and rhythmic translation,

Mary

who

Basset's

is

desire a

more

available in an

appendix. Though verbose in places,
It

total

it is closer in spirit to the original More.
would be churlish to conclude without a final note of praise for the editor's
execution of this worthy enterprise, keeping in mind the watchword for

reviewers:
Survey the whole, nor seek

slight faults to find

Where Nature moves, and rapture warms the mind.

ANTHONY G. PETTI,

University

of Calgary

M.L. Bush. The Government Policy ofProtector Somerset Montreal: McGill-Queen's
University Press, 1975. Pp. v, 182. $18.25.

Considerable reassessment of some of the major characters of Tudor history has

been under way of recent years. Henry VII has been transformed from the most
successful of the Tudor Kings into a monarch insecure and somewhat withdrawn
from his nobiHty, into a monarch whose harsh treatment of the peerage and whose
growing reputation for avarice had produced dangerous political tensions by the time
of his death. Henry VIII may have been "the mighty lord who broke the bonds of
Rome," but he left the realm of England weaker and more divided than he found it.
Some historians feel that Mary's cathoHc reaction (given time) had greater prospects
of success than former generations beHeved possible and that Elizabeth I, far from
being the powerful Deborah, Judith, and Gloriana of propaganda, was forced, in
order to keep the poHtical nation loyal, to let the system of personal taxation decline
into a condition of derisory inefficiency and preside over a patronage system which
enriched, year in and year out, a very large proportion of English landed families
of any significance.
Dr. Bush, with yet another significant revision, has now made one of the latest
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contributions to this changing scene. The traditional view of Protector Somerset, as
set out many years ago by A.F. Pollard and recently affirmed by W.K. Jordan, was
that a pure and shining light as compared with the later corruption of the Duke of
Northumberland, that of a convinced, but moderate protestant as shown in the first
act of uniformity and the first Edwardian prayer book, and that of a radical anxious
for a new type of social justice and sympathetic to the aims of Ket's rebellion.
Others have questioned this interpretation, but only in piecemeal fashion. Dr.
Bush has launched a wholesale attack upon it. For him Somerset was as greedy for
the lucrative pickings of government as any other sixteenth-century politician, as
avid as the rest in accumulating estates, and as great a rack renter and conspicuous
builder of sumptuous houses. Although he was anxious to project his image as that
of "the good duke," his social poHcy was basically no more radical than that of his
fellow councillors. Indeed, upon such matters they were all more or less in complete
agreement. Somerset's concern for "the poor" was no more than a strong reassertion
of traditional, medieval concern for the widow and the orphan and such unprotected
unfortunates who could not defend themselves. His desire to appear virtuous did
not spring from any new idealism, gentleness or magnanimity. It was not based upon
any radical thought current amongst the rather disparate "Commonwealth" group
whose radicahsm anyway (it seems to the present writer) has been exaggerated. This
group was always strong on moral exhortations and rather feeble on practical

remedies for social
Dr. Bush

now

ills.

presents us with the image of a soldier-poHtician

whose mind was

always dominated by a really colossal obsession - the prosecution and success of
the war against Scotland. His policy of planting garrisons in Scotland, originally
intended to save money, in the end turned out to be even more expensive than the
Henrician policy of the 1540's, that of sending an army annually into the lowlands
during the campaigning season. In any case French assistance and French landings
had made this policy completely futile as early as the middle of 1548.
This expensive obsession dominated every other aspect of English policy during the
in Scotland

brief period of Somerset's protectorship.

The Duke was something of a radical protestant and the moderation of the first
Edwardian prayer book was due not to his supposed conservative, Henrician convictions but to the need to hoodwink Charies V and to secure at least the Emperor's
neutrality towards England. Somerset's religious poHcy was a policy of sustained
diplomatic deceit. Even his leniency towards the Norfolk rebels was due less to
sympathy than to the fact that his troops, both English forces and foreign mercenaries, were badly needed in Scotland. Somerset, like all his kind, abhorred any hint
of social disturbance; and where troops were available, as in Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire, they were used without compunction. However, in Norfolk the aristocracy
did not appreciate his original (and unsuccessful) tactics and, therefore, branded
him as a radical: a reputation which he had not enjoyed before the risings.
Above all the worst results of Somerset's obsession came out of his economic
and fiscal policies. To avoid a recurrence of the extremely heavy war taxation which
had marked Henry VIII's last years the Protector's government began to sell off the
chantry lands which, it may be, they had originally intended to employ for socially
useful purposes. Even so, more taxation had to be imposed. The 1540's were years
when sixteenth-century inflation touched one of its worst peaks and for these

i
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years at least the prime cause was the debasement of the coinage. Somerset depended
upon debasement to pay the troops needed in the Scottish war. His obsession thus
led

him into wishful thinking about the causes of

inflation. It led

him

to regard

enclosures, sheep farming and men's greed as the major causes of rocketing prices

and thus by carrying on with debasement to make an already horrific economic
situation even worse.
Dr. Bush's general theory carries conviction, except at one point. He contends
that Somerset's fellow councillors agreed with him in principle, disapproving only
of his timing and tactics. However, Professor D.E. Hoak's book. The King's Council
in the Reign of Edward VI, published a few months after Dr. Bush's work appeared,
throws very serious doubts upon this contention. Professor Hoak shows quite clearly
that Somerset, as far as he could, tried to ignore the council and, as far as he could,
governed alone.
With this one exception Dr. Bush's book is to be highly recommended. It is
clearly written, without a trace of jargon, interesting to read and makes a major
contribution to current reinterpretations of the history of Tudor England.
J.R.

LANDER,

University

of Western Ontario

Moshe Barasch. Gestures of Despair in Medieval and Early Renaissance
York: New York University Press, 1976. Pp. x, 162. $35.00
Cognizant of the fact that

art historical studies

Art.

New

of gestures have remained restricted

to the highly conventionalized ones, performed as part of religious or political
rituals.

Professor Barasch has "concentrated

gestures" (introduction).

He

on some more emotional, spontaneous

wisely limits himself to those which are expressive

of despair and stays mainly in Italy with his choice of examples. To trace their
appearance and transformation from classical sources (sarcophagi and illuminated
manuscripts) through the fourteenth century, when they become fully articulated,
to the fifteenth, is a task for which the author is eminently suited. Well-known for
his studies in eastern medieval sculpture and also iconography, he is especially
sensitive to the language of body movements and their meaning.
Using the focal medieval theme of the Last Judgment, he identifies despairing
gestures of sinners, principally performed by arms raised to the face and denoting
fear, at times anger. His catalogue consists of throwing hands up and backwards,
holding them to the mouth or covering the eyes, biting of the hand or tongue,
rending of the mouth, tearing and lacerating of the face, pressing cheeks, and
tearing of hair or beard. Acts of self-injury, apparently, were not explicitly depicted
before the end of the thirteenth century and reached a climax in the fourteenth,
while still persisting in the emotionalized Last Judgments of Fra AngeHco. Professor
Barasch suggests that this situation is largely explainable with the contempt of

churchmen for ostentatious gestures of despair. He contends that
is most influential for their subsequent pictorial form, although
descriptions of such gestures are found in hell Hterature from the apocryphal

early medieval

Dante's Inferno

Apocalypses of Peter and Paul to the widely distributed Saint Patrick's Purgatory
and the Vision of Tundale. The latter works are not even considered by the author.
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In the second part of his book -not indicated as such— Professor Barasch leaves
the fearful and irate inhabitants of hell and studies violent gesticulation in a central
theme of late medieval iconography, the Lamentation. (The differentiation

between it and the Entombment is not always clearly made, cf. figs. 42,44,45.)
Emerging in western art at a time of heightened emotionalism, it provides an
excellent vehicle for the depiction of unrestrained gestures, now performed by
sacred personages and expressive of mourning and grief. Their meaning has undergone a transformation and the author, to explain this process, turns to some literary

phenomena (Ch.VII). Unfortunately, his
match is a narrative passion poem by the minor Sienese poet Cicerchia and
not the most influential and visually descriptive work of popular religious literature,
the Meditations on the Life of Christ. Yet, it is certainly not fortuitous that the
Meditations and a large number of Barasch's pictorial examples of grief gestures
(figs. 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 42 from the church of St. Francis, Assisi) are intimately
connected with the Franciscan movement. Obviously, the high emotional pitch of
Franciscan piety with its decided emphasis on the devotion to Christ's passion,
combined with the tendencies of naturalism in trecento art, stands behind the
vehemently expressed gestures of despair in Lamentations and related scenes.
The author concludes his study with two chapters, one on sculptural passion
scenes by Donatello and his pupils and a short final one on the humanistic tomb,
which show "the interaction and blending of classical and late medieval conceptions"
(p. 123). They serve nicely to connect the end and beginning of the book but do
sources, chosen to demonstrate parallel

closest

not add significantly to

it.

Although Professor Barasch makes no claim to completeness and traces the
history of but one specific group of gestural motifs, limited in time and place, one
feels that the slender format of the volume restricted his investigation and, as a
result, necessitated choices of pictorial and literary material which will not convince
all his readers. Why does he not use Apocalypse depictions, frequent in the middle
ages and full of situations of despair? If he adduces the Expulsion from Paradise,
why not other Old Testament scenes? Terence manuscripts are treated briefly for
just one motif (hair and beard tearing); yet the Chanson de Roland ox Xht Alexander
story might have proved more lucrative for despair gestures. Perhaps Professor
Barasch should have dispensed altogether with secular subject matter for the sake
of greater cohesion and further elaboration of the religious themes.
Finally some small criticisms. Several gestures seem too narrowly defined: hands
held to the mouth can, of course, express many other emotions apart from despair;
likewise the rending of the mouth is a familiar gesture of mocking, especially in
northern painting. A few examples appear unnecessarily ambivalent (fig. 10) and
could have been replaced by more convincing ones. The quality of the illustrations
does not always allow the reader to verify the descriptions given by the author;
adequate seem to be some from his private photographic collection (figs. 41,
44, 55). The list of illustrations is slightly inconsistent in the data provided; fig. 7
least

gives

the

no

title

museum

would

of the manuscript,
should be indicated.

also have

been desirable,

fig.

A

44 no

location. Further, in a divided Berlin

closer dating of the

works of art and Hterature
of the book.

as well as greater care in the editing

ROSEMARIE BERGMANN,McG///

University

Canadienne d'Études de la
Renaissance / Canadian Society for
Société

Renaissance Studies

La réunion annuelle de la Société Canadienne d'Études de la Renaissance s'est tenue
London du 23 au 25 mai 1978, dans le cadre du Congrès des Sociétés savantes.

à

La première séance, consacrée

à l'Italie de la Renaissance et présidée par J.A.

(Université de Toronto), comprenait les communications suivantes:

Molinaro

Anthony

Parel

(Université de Calgary), "Machiavelli's Notion of Class"; Olga Pugliese (Université
// Libro del cortegiano: A Matter of Time"; Joël Brink
Colombie Britannique), "Simone Martini, Francesco Petrarca and
the Humanistic Program of the Virgil Frontispiece," conférence accompagnée d'une
projection de diapositives; Rita Belladonna (Université Western Ontario), "Luther

de Toronto), "Castiglione's
(Université de la

Imitated in Siena:

Au

A Case

of Adaptation."

deuxième séance, présidée conjointement par André Berthiaume
(Université Laval) et Reavley Gair (Université du Nouveau-Brunswick) et qui portait
sur la poésie française et anglaise au XVIe siècle, furent entendues les communications suivantes: Eva Kushner (Université McGill), "Pontus de Tyard et le piège du
pétrarquisme," avec des commentaires de Paul Chavy (Université Dalhousie); Reavley
Gair, "Learned Commentators and Less Learned Poets," commentée par JeanClaude Moisan (Université Laval); D.W. Doerksen (Université du Nouveau-Brunswick),
" 'All the Good is God's': the Function of Predestinarian Teaching in Spenser's
Faerie Queene, Book I"; Hugh MacLachlan (Université Wilfrid Laurier), "The Book
of Homilies and the Structure of The Faerie Queene'' A.C. Hamilton (Université
Queens) se chargea des commentaires.
La troisième séance, présidée par F.D. Hoeniger (Université de Toronto) et
J.M. de Bujanda (Université de Sherbrooke) permit un échange de vue intéressant
sur les sociétés régionales, les programmes d'études de la Renaissance dans les
cours de

la

Universités et les divers projets de recherche et de publication.

La quatrième séance présidée par Gerald Hobbs (Ecole de théologie de Vancouver),
Réforme. Les communications suivantes y furent présentées:
W. Stanford Reid (Université de Guelph), "The Four Monarchies of Daniel 7, and
Reformation Historiography"; en l'absence du conférencier le texte fut présenté
par Mary Rogers; James MacLean (Halifax) "Entre la mystique et l'humanisme:
Sébastien Franck et la pensée moderne"; Peter Erb (Université Wilfrid Laurier),
"Adam Reisner, Radical Humanist, and the Gospel of Matthew"; G.G. Butler
,

était centrée sur la
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(Université de la Colombie Britannique), "Austrian Catholic Composers and the
Music of the Early Reformation."
La cinquième séance, organisée conjointement par La Société Canadienne
d'Etudes de la Renaissance et l'Association Canadienne des Humanités et présidée
par H. Kerpneck (Université de Toronto) et M. MacKinnon (Université de Guelph)
permit d'entendre les deux communications suivantes: Maurice Lebel (Université
Laval), "Les humanités anciennes et modernes dans l'enseignement et la vie quotidienne au XXe siècle" et Amilcare lannucci (Université de Toronto), "Ariosto's
Letter to Bembo: Meditations on a Humanistic Education."
La sixième séance, organisée par l'Université Western Ontario, permit d'entendre
les quatre conférenciers suivantes: Rita Belladonna, W.S.A. Dale, R.W. McKaskell,
et A. Santosuosso sur le sujet: "Mannerism: the Phenomenon and the Problem of
Its Historical
II

Determination."

serait vain

de vouloir résumer ces communications; plusieurs seront sans doute

publiées dans une revue savante. Elles donnèrent lieu, en tout cas, à des échanges
intéressants entre les conférenciers et les participants; le

nombre de

ceux-ci oscilla

constamment, d'ailleurs, entre trente et quarante.
Les membres de la Société eurent l'occasion de fraterniser davantage lors du
banquet; celui-ci fut suivi par un concert de musique de la Renaissance, préparé et
présenté par des étudiants de l'Université Western Ontario.

CLAUDE SUTTO, Université de Montréal

At the General Business Meeting of the Canadian Society for Renaissance Studies/
Société Canadienne d'Études de la Renaissance held at the University of Western

Ontario on
It is

May

25, 1978, the new Executive for the term 1978-80 was elected.
following members:

made up of the

President: J.M.

Vice-President:

De Bujanda (U. de Sherbrooke)
G.Hobbs (Vancouver School of Theology)

Secretary -Treasurer: R.

Bergmann (McGill U.)

Senior Advisors: M. Lebel (U. Laval)

W.K. Ferguson (U. of Western Ontario)
Past President: F.D. Hoeniger (U. of Toronto)
Past Secretary -Treasurer: 0. Pugliese (U. of Toronto)

Other Members:

B. Beaulieu (U. Laval)
P.

Daly (McGill U.)

W.R. Gair (U. of New Brunswick)
A. C. Hamilton (Queen's U.)

M. MacKinnon (U. of Guelph)
R. Mélançon (U. de Montréal)
A. Parel(U. of Calgary)
P. Bietenholz (U. of Saskatchewan)
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for the year 1978-79 should contact

the Secretary-Treasurer, R. Bergmann, Dept.of Fine Art, McGill University, Montreal,

P.Q.

It

should be noted that there

is

now

a

combined

rate for

membership

in the

Society and subscription to Renaissance and Reformation /Renaissance et Réforme:

$16. for regular members; $11. for graduate students, Ph.D's without full-time

employment and

retired professors. It

(suggested gift $50. -$100.).

is still

Of the 144

1977-78, three were Founding Members.

OLGA PUGLIESE,

University

possible to

individuals

of Toronto

become a Founding Member

who joined

the

CSRS/SCER in

North Central Conference of

The Renaissance Society

The annual meeting, on the topic "Renaissance Concepts of Community, Friendship, and Marriage," was held on April 20-22 at Carleton University in Ottawa. It
was the best attended one in a number of years, with 73 delegates plus many visitors.
The local committee, to whom the Conference is much indebted, was chaired by
Don Beecher (EngHsh). Its other members were CHfford Brown (Art History),
Massimo Ciavolella (Italian), Joseph Dallett (German), and Mark PhilHps (History).
Keynote addresses: James Beck (Columbia), "Leonardo and His Brothers"; George
Hibbard (Waterloo), "Sequestration 'into Atlantic and Utopian Polities': Ideas and
Realities of Community from More to Milton"; McAllister Johnson (Toronto),
"Charles IX and His Court Discover the French Provinces, 1564-1566." Other papers
(in order of presentation, simultaneous presentation having been necessary for each
pair of the following): A.T. Wilson Hayes (Baruch College), "Gerrard Winstanley and
the Utopian Family"; Pierre Hurtubise (St. Paul University, Ottawa), "A Family of
Two Cities: The Florentine and Roman Branches of the Salvia ti"; John M.R.
Margeson (Toronto), "Vows and Betrayals: The Two Gentlemen of Verona and The
Two Noble Kinsmen"'', Jonathan B. Riess (Cincinnati), "Leon Battista Alberti's
Delia Famiglia and the Civic Hero in Art"; Lindsay Mann (Carleton), "John Donne's
Doctrine of Marriage"; Rita Belladonna (Western Ontario), "The Intellectual and
His Environment: A Negative View Induced by Political Decay and Hidden Religious
Dissent"; Randy S. Burge (Toronto), "The Wedding Masques of Ben Jonson";
Thaddeus Krukowski (Ottawa), "Community in Frycz-Modrzewski's Utopia";
A. D'Orsay Pearson (Akron), "Adolescent Marriage in Elizabethan Theory and
Practice"; Daniel Lesnick (Hiram College), "The Popular Preacher and His Audience
in Early Renaissance Italy"; Carroll Westfall (Illinois at Chicago Circle), "Papal and
Princely Art in the Quattrocento Polity - Legitimacy, Magnificence, and Community"; Leanore Lieblein (McGill), "Narrative into Drama: Marriage and the Community
in English Domestic Plays 1590-1610." The Elizabethan Consort under the leadership of Don Beecher gave a performance of remarkable virtuosity. An exhibit of
Renaissance books on the conference topic was arranged by Joseph Dallett, Hilda
Gifford, and Jeremy Palin.
After much thought the Board of the North Central Conference has decided on
a change from the traditional date of our annual meetings. We hope that this will
meet with the approval of the membership. Our impression is that the number of
regional and other Spring conferences relating to the Renaissance offer an embarrass-

,
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riches, and that for some sponsoring organizations, at least in Canada, the
meeting dates cannot be significantly changed. The North Central Conference, on
the other hand, is free to choose as it wishes. Our conclusion is that a date in late
October is as attractive as, and less traffic-filled than, our traditional meeting-time
in March or April. Accordingly we expect to hold our 1979 conference around
October 21, and to continue this practice in following years. Negotiations are far
advanced for holding our 1979 session in Michigan, and for meeting in 1980 in
southern Ontario and in 1981 in northern Ohio. We hope that members will keep
these times and places in mind. A mailing should reach members and others in
October of this year.
For 1978-79 Elizabeth Bieman of the University of Western Ontario will act as

ment of

is abroad. She will be assisted
committee composed of J.A.B. Somerset (Treasurer, continuing), P. Auksi,
D.C. Kaula, E.N. Mellamphy, T. Sea, and honorary members W.K. Ferguson and
J.G. Rowe, and advised by R. Belladonna, W.S.A. Dale, H.J. Johnson, and A.

Co-ordinating Secretary while the present Secretary

by

a

Santosuosso.
Present members of the Board of the North Central Conference are: Wallace
Ferguson (Honorary Chairman Western Ontario retired) ,EM. Beame (McMaster)
E. Bieman (pro tern.. Western Ontario), V.A. Doyno (Buffalo), P J. Ford (Cleveland
State), A.M. Fox (Queen's), E.R. Gregory (Toledo), G.R. Hibbard (Waterloo),
A.K. Hieatt (Western Ontario), F.D. Hoeniger (Toronto), MJHJM. MacKinnon
(Guelph), CE. Rathé (York), J.A.B. Somerset (Western Ontario), C. Trinkaus

K

,

.

,

(Michigan).

The October maiHng will request further information about members' research
and Renaissance courses in their institutions.
A.

KENT HIEATT, Co-ordinating Secretary

.

News / Nouvelles
Fourth International Congress of Neo-Latin Studies

The Fourth Congress of the International Association for Neo-Latin Studies (I ANLS)
meet from 26 August to 1 September 1979 at the University of Bologna, Italy,

will

conjunction with the International Federation of Societies and Institutes for the
Study of the Renaissance.
There will be sections and seminars dealing with a range of Neo-Latin Hterary
and philological topics, as well as with the history of science, history of law, history
of ideas, historiography, and ItaHan humanism in relation to other countries.
The Congress will be open to all members of the I ANLS.
Proposals for papers and for seminar topics should be sent as soon as possible to
the Chairman of the Programme Committee, Prof. R.J. Schoeck, University of
Colorado, Department of Integrated Studies, Boulder, Colorado 80309, USA.
The Chairman of the Congress Organizing Committee is Prof. L. Paoletti of the
University of Bologna, Via R. Andreini 27, 1-40026 Imola (Bologna), Italy.
All scholars interested in becoming members of the lANLS, and institutes interested in affiliating with the Association, should communicate with the Secretary,
Dr. P. Tuynman, University of Amsterdam, Instituut voor Neolatijn,Keizersgracht
416, NL-1016 GC Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
in

Res Publica Litterarum

The University of Kansas announces the

first

annual issue oï Res Publica Litterarum,

a journal of the humanities in the Western tradition

which

will publish articles in

Medieval and Renaissance studies. All correspondence should be addressed
to the Editor, Professor Sesto Prête, 2083 Wescoe Hall, University of Kansas,
Lawrence, Kansas 66045. The price per copy of the annual volume of the journal
Classical,

is

U.S. $23.00 post free.

Spenser at Kalamazoo
Spenser at Kalamazoo, May 1979: Special Sessions to commemorate the 400th
anniversary of The Shepheardes Calender, and other Spenser studies, at the 14th

Conference on Medieval Studies. The program committee invites you to send abstracts
for papers (a maximum of 2 pages, please, in tripHcate); we also welcome suggestions
for commentators, chairmen, and special events. Please write to David Richardson,
Department of English, Cleveland State University, Cleveland, Ohio 441 15
Reference Books in Renaissance History

Garland PubHshing, Inc., 545 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022, is soliciting
manuscripts of reference books in the field of Renaissance History. Letters or
manuscripts may be sent to Lawrence Davidow, Acquisitions Editor.
Pacific

Northwest Renaissance Conference

Northwest Renaissance Conference will hold its 1979 meeting, March
16-17 at the University of Victoria. Papers on all aspects of the Renaissance are welcome through December 31, 1978. Further information about the conference is

The

Pacific

Edward I Berry, Department of
Box 1700, Victoria, BC, Canada.

available from:

P.O.

English, University of Victoria,
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The Contribution of Humanism to the
Birth of Modern Science*
CESARE VASOLI

r or quite a long while now there has been a great deal of discussion over a
complex and
form and the

delicate topic: the relation
origins of

modem

science.

between humanist cultural reis clouded by mis-

The debate

understandings and, from many a point of view, hardly adds to the
positive development of historical studies. Since the time of the old
revolt of the "medievalists" against the Burckhardtian concept of
"Renaissance man," several scholars have let themselves be over^^4lelmed
by the closeness or similarity of problems treated by masters who lived
centuries earlier, in extremely different cultural environments. These
scholars feel that at least as far as science is concerned, there are no differences or breaks between the typical ideas of scientific knowledge of late
Scholasticism and those taken over and developed by the "pioneers" of
the new science. They have thus failed to evaluate certain profound
differences in "language," method, and logic that should have led to considerations of an exceedingly more cautious and prudent nature. Indeed,
since the figure of the "humanist" became more and more bound within
the framework of "studia litteraria" SLud linked to the strictly professional
destination of teaching rhetoric, poetics, or grammatical-philological
disciplines, it was not very hard to claim that the entire course of the
first humanistic age had essentially been a negative period for the history
of science. Indeed it had been overpowered by literary interests and
greatly deviated from its logical development by persistent disputes with
the "modems" and by the violent and unjustified condemnation of
logic,
It

"physics," and the most advanced scholastic speculative techniques.
is

well

known

that prestigious and authoritative scholars

(I

am

going to cite only the best-known such as Duhem, Thorndike, Sarton,
Randall and A. Maier) all essentially concur in maintaining this idea.^
*This paper is a revised version of a lecture delivered at the University of Chicago, Morris
Fishbein Center for the Study of the History of Science and Medicine, on October 6, 1977.
Sincere thanks are expressed here to Professor Allen G. Debus for the invitation and to Professor William H. McNeill, Director of the Center.
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that the dominant Unes of "real" scientific thought can be
between the 14th and 15th centuries, right through the persisting
AristoteUan tradition developed by the scholastic masters of the period
who displayed great rigour and a precise awareness of the theoretical
problems. Therefore, a comparison - which is not always proper and
convincing - of several texts by Buridan, Albertus de Saxonia, or
Marsilius of Inghen to texts by Leonardo, Galileo or Descartes has

They claim
traced,

offered the possibiHty of drawing a rather drastic conclusion to wit the
science of mechanics is treated as a special "event" wholly detached
from humanistic culture, to which also the developments in astronomy,
medicine, or natural sciences remained totally foreign. With the same
:

intention — or rather using even more biting tones — the proof that the
humanists were wholly unable to grasp the more mature and important
acquisitions of medieval logic (along the path to what would later lead
to the great Leibnitz rebirth and the origins of "formal logic") Hes in
their contempt for the cavillationes, ampliationes and sophismata so
developed by late scholastic masters. And it certainly has been rather
easy to contrast the "simple" dialectics of the humanist scholars
completely involved in the domination of "argumentation" and resolved
in the construction of "topics" - to the extremely refined analyses of
Paolo Veneto or other 15th-century Paduan scholars (such as Paolo
della Pergola and Gaetano of Thiene). To this we must add that, regarding the never-ending dispute about the relations between literary and
scientific cultures, the "sciences of man" and the "sciences of nature,"
the judgements regarding the historical role actually played by humanist
culture have often been especially drastic and categorical. Others,
reverting to a dispute which after centuries have gone by has lost all real
meaning, have attempted to invert the traditional image of the Renaissance as a period of great critical importance in the historical progress
of modern Europe. They have even gone so far as to formulate new
historiographie classifications such as the "Counter-Renaissance" which
are useful in setting up interesting long-term perspectives, but which
are just as incapable of explaining the actual course of historical events.
These attitudes - which are nevertheless important since they have
involved scholars in attempts to eliminate once and for all certain
quadri di maniera of the two Renaissance centuries — today appear
further from our need to untangle effectively the complex web of
traditions and cultural innovations lying at the origin of modern science.
I feel that today historians of philosophy and science are more aware of
the fragility of certain overly abused distinctions. They realize that it is

necessary to follow

—

step

by

step,

moment by moment —

the slow

maturing of new methodological approaches and the growth of a
critical bent, bom in the field of philological studies, but soon turned
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way of considering the past, ideas, discoveries, authors
of Antiquity, be they writers or philosophers, jurists or theologians,
historians or scientists. Actually, it is quite impossible to reconstruct
the evolution of scientific thought from the 14th to the 16th centuries
without always paying heed to both the disputes over the relative
superiority of the various "arts" (which often involved a clear change in
the traditional structure of the forms of knowledge) and the texts in
which there is present the basic contrast between late medieval culture
and the intellectual experience of thQ s tudia humanitatis v/hich more and
more clearly aimed at taking over all the scientific heritage from Antiquity
and putting it into a serious philological context. In fact, it is this very
need which drove one of the founders of modern philology, Lorenzo
Valla, to follow in the footsteps of Petrarch, Salutati, and Bruni in the
controversy against the scholastic "barbarians." They were accused not
only of falsifying Aristotle's genuine language but also of substituting
the "easy" dialectics which make up and govern all human speech with
a truly complicated science, an obscure, confused, and arbitrary jargon.
But the most important fact is that Valla's concern was not limited
solely to emphasizing the rights of eloquentia and its function essential
to scientific thought; instead he attempted to reconstruct, through an
analysis and discussion of Aristotelian logic, texts and their actual
Unguistic roots, the ultimate foundation of a kind of method which has
to be again rendered active and efficient for all the purposes man might
have during his historic lifespan. Likewise, a similar approach was taken
by other humanists, ranging from Guarino to Niccolo Leoniceno, who
especially during the second half of the 15th century deal with the
writings of doctors, "physicists" and classical philosophers, either to
reconstruct their real "status," or else to submit them to their contemporaries in easier, more elegant, and more comprehensible versions, and
thus make them available to an ever-growing public of cultured people.
Of course, we could now go into the inevitable limits of humanistic
philology; we might also take note of the fact that the versions of the
"new" scholars were often neither more nor less accurate than the
medieval ones; and it is certainly legitimate to recognize, at least in
certain cases, the superiority of formalistic logic evaluation. The indisputable fact remains, however, that in the schools set up by the major
figures of humanistic culture, along with the study of poets and classical
orators, the study of scientists and philosophers (whether we are speaking of Aristotle or Hippocrates, Galen or Pliny, Euclid or Ptolemy)
never failed to be present. The reason is that the humanists always substantially concur when it comes to recognizing that the return to the
great paradigms of classical cultures cannot be reduced solely to the first
level of studying texts that are exemplary from stylistic and linguistic
into a different

4
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standpoints. Rather those cultures must be recovered as a whole whereit becomes possible to acquire the fruits of over a thousand years

by

of experience.
This is the reason why the writings of the scientists of Antiquity
were now studied for the purpose ofunderstanding them in their original
structure, going back to the historical and linguistic conditions that produced them, and their genuine sources, beyond the medieval tradition
which was not to be trusted, since too often it was based on "doubtful"
intermediaries. For the humanists, the first reappropriation of the scientific and philosophical sources of Antiquity that Western culture had
already enacted between the 11th and 13th centuries, under the determining double Arab and Byzantine influence, was not enough. It could
hardly suffice for a knowledge of the past undoubtedly directed at
acquiring new models of thought in every field of intellectual endeavour.
So that it is comprehensible that there was a philological return to the
"direct" documents of the scientific tradition and classical philosophy
with its reference to the "native," antique nature of doctrines and texts
corrupted by a long linguistic and historical "decadence"; and it is
immediately linked to the search for a simple and "effective" method
of thought, often emphasizing its direct adherence to the criterion of
common experience. This is exactly why, if we may also be ironical
about the "formal" poverty of humanistic logic thought, in contrast to
the subtlety and acuteness of the late scholastic masters, it is not hard
to recognize the importance of the process of "simplification" carried
out by the humanists for the purpose of returning to the great themes
of classical science, which were, however, treated with a critical eye,
and increasing awareness of the historical limits of the antiqui themselves.
Nor do I feel we can ignore that in Valla's approach the charge of barbarity directed at the scholastic scholars

impotence of a logic which

at this point

was meant to indicate the
was totally separated from

the cognitiones reales. Valla was criticizing the inabiUty to grasp the
of many problems, which were turned into themes of

linguistic roots

metaphysical and theological speculation, when they had instead grown
up on the more humble but vital terrain of natural experience or everyday
knowledge.
In this sense, the reaction of the humanist scholars to scholastic

methods and their decision to trace the documents essential to traditional
knowledge back to their historical origins, is actually a turning point
also in the history of western scientific thought. Just think that the

core of that tradition, the "peripatetic" concepts entrusted to the
corpus of the Aristotelian writings, was once more interpreted as the
fruit of a long, continuing historical experience, which, at any rate,
was supposed to have included the ever growing knowledge of those

Renaissance et Réforme
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and Byzantine ''commentators" who had been only partially
who now, on the contrary, were
translated, read, and commented on more and more. Recalling, for
example, the influence on not just philosophical but also scientific
ideas exerted by the integral recovery of the Platonic corpus, the knowledge of a vast part of the neo-Platonic tradition, the resurfacing of the
"hermetic" texts, and the reopening of the great debate on classical
astronomic and astrological notions allows us to evaluate well how
similar experiences not only broadened the field of "retrospective"
knowledge of the origins of western learning, but also provided occasions
for an increasingly radical revision of the very Weltanschauung which
conditioned the development and decline of medieval science.
On the other hand, in order to clarify better the terms of humanistic
intervention within the framework of scientific and logical learning, we
must not ignore the fact that relations between scholastic science and
the humanistic and philological disciplines were rather more complex
than we usually think. In addition, there are numerous well-documented
cases of an effective and fruitful exchange between the two cultures.
We are all aware of the well-known relations between the Florentine
circle of Coluccio Salutati and his disciples and scholastic scholars
of great prestige such as Biagio Pelacani and Pietro degU Alboini of
Mantua.^ And, correspondingly, it would be just as interesting to study
the other humanist circles such as the Ferrarese school of Guarino
from the same point of view.
Hellenistic

known

to the medieval schools and

Two particularly significant figures that well indicate the typical late
15th-century cultural situation are Giovanni Pico della Mirandola and
Ermolao Barbaro. It is common knowledge that the young Pico della
Mirandola, who grew up in the typical scholastic environment of the
Universities of Padua and Pavia, was well acquainted with the great
scholastic scholars whom he used to defend in dispute with the "literatissimus" Barbaro. Of greater interest is the fact that Pico had also
wanted to learn the "capiunculae cavillique sophistarum et suisseticae
quisquiliae quae calculationes vocantur," and he took great delight in
applying them to subtle problems of physics. We also know that Barbaro,
often remembered as the extreme advocate of "formal" and "ciceronian"
humanism, had also composed serious quaestiones de intentione et
"
remissione formarum and studied the "suisseticae calculationes.
Nevertheless, perhaps the most obvious demonstration of the connection
between the "studia humanitatis" and broad scientific and logical
studies is offered by a master of rhetoric and translator of Aristotle's
Poetica, Giorgio Valla. In his wide-ranging encyclopedia. De expetendis
et fugiendis rebus (published posthumously in 1501), motifs of clear
humanistic inspiration are linked to the knowledge of doctrines and tech-
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niques belonging to scholastic science and to the direct usage of several
of the greatest documents of classical learning, above all Archimedes.
But it is clear that the examples of such connection between humanistic
behaviour and way of thinking (with the humanists' philological and
critical interest) could easily be multiplied, as several figures worthy of
greater attention from cultural historians (such as Galeotto Marzio,
Girolamo Manfredi, and, generally speaking, the group of Bolognese
humanists of the school of Urceo Codro) will prove.
Mention of Giorgio Valla might also be the best opportunity to tackle
directly another subject which is exceedingly important from our particular outlook. I am speaking of the real contribution of the humanists

documents of classical science in clearer
more complete, systematic forms. I do not, of course,

to the return to the major
translations and

intend to deny that the 13th- and 14th-century scholastic world was
already in possession of an invaluable body of knowledge and doctrines
of classical origins acquired through a necessary, obvious mediation and
great historical comparison with the other civilization. It is also obvious
that the scholars of that period were already able to acquaint themselves
with Aristotle, Galen, Euclid and Ptolemy, that they had quite an
accurate grasp of important texts and documents regarding other aspects
of science in Antiquity, and that they made excellent use of the Indian
and Arabic mathematical discoveries and the new developments in
optics and chemicae techniques. Yet it is just as indisputable that the
humanists appUed their philological methods, linguistic notions, and
mainly their more mature historical sense, to present — in new forms
and with different methods of comment — all the most important
"sources" of the past, such as Galen, Hippocrates, Euclid, Erones,
Pappus, Theones, Apollonius, Diophantus. They introduced to their
contemporaries works that were previously unknown or else ignored in
fields ranging from medicine, mechanics, and geography to mathematics
and astronomy. Works that were already known were now made available in their original tongue. The works were discussed with real adherence to their historical nature and, most important, judged in a
context of philosophic and scientific traditions which was much vaster
than the context available to medieval interpreters. The history of the

new

editions, translations and commentaries published during the 15th
and 16th centuries by the scholars of humanist background could thus
constitute an important chapter of a less limited and non-conformist
history of Renaissance science. Moreover, Paul Lawrence Rose's recent
work on the history of mathematics during the Italian Renaissance, to
cite just one example, has already shown the results to be had from an
It is my feeling that studies of this type - naturally
extended to the new methods of discussion of the same Arabic sources*

in-depth survey.^
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for future scholars of the history of other dis-

anyone

truly anxious to understand the relations

between the humanist scholars and the emerging class of speciahsts and
artistae of such importance for Renaissance developments in scientific
and technological learning. In this respect the results of a recent con-

upon

a discussion of Brunelleschi's scientific
with the humanistic world are already quite
encouraging. This is confirmation of what we already have acquired
from the interpretations of another great personaUty of the 1 5th century,
the artist, writer, scientist and humanist Leon Battista Alberti, whose
experience appears more and more to express the whole Italian cultural
development of the century.
Indeed, only by reconstructing how these works circulated, reached
certain circles, and were read or at least understood by writers, technicians, artists, and even merchants, can we really throw light upon many
still unsolved problems and above all clear up the real complexity of
circumstances and intellectual relations which have been too simplified
in the sparring of opposing ideological evaluations. I have no intention
of entering into details of mere erudition. Nevertheless, I think that it
would be worthwhile to recall at least some of the exemplary events
which show the historical value of humanistic intervention in returning
to a number of basic problems of classical scientific thought. The vicissitudes of the Greek codex A of Archimede's Works which reached Italy
in the 12th century, and has been preserved in the Papal library since
1226, are known and have already been studied. That it circulated in
the 15th century is also well known. But a precious clue to the humanists' approach to science can be obtained by noting that in 1450 this
great source was in the hands of Lorenzo Valla. Then, in 1460, it was
copied and translated into Latin by Jacopo Cremonese on behalf of the
humanist pope, Nicholas V. Later it was again copied on behalf of
Cardinal Bessarione, before new copies were transcribed in Rome in
1490 and in Florence in 1491 as a result of the efforts of the "grammatician" and "philologist" Poliziano. On the other hand, how can we
forget Giorgio Valla's use of Archimedes' text in the codex which was
then passed on to Alberto Pio III of Capri and which, in the opinion of
Heiberg and Heat, is the starting point for the "Laurentianus" and
"Parisiensis" that are fundamental for a reconstruction of the text?"*
And likewise can we disregard the presence of an Archimedes in Paolo
Dal Pozzo ToscaneUi's library, right in the period when the relationship
with Regiomontanus and Cusanus was extremely close? And there is
more. It is also necessary to emphasize that humanistic culture did not
only make the circulation of the Greek texts of classical scientists and
the new translations of these texts easier and more widespread, but it
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how to study and understand them as expressions of a civilno longer identifiable with the absolute predominance of the
'Thilosophus. " For the rediscovery and defense against the same Aristotelian criticism by the oldest Greek philosophi naturales, the renewed
knowledge of Epicurus, Democritus and Lucretius implied a new interest
in the atomistic concepts too, with consequences that will be clearly
visible by the 16th century. Likewise, the reawakened acquaintance with
Plato, Plotinus, Proclus, and the neo-Platonists, which we have already
also taught

ization

referred to, contributed to create a great confrontation of doctrines,

methods, and concepts of reality without which the growing questioning
of traditional learning would have been impossible. Even the people
who do not accept certain excessive insistences on the "hermetic" components of the astronomical revolution or the solar myths that were so
dear to Ficino, Pico, and their followers cannot deny that Copernicus
and Kepler undoubtedly were acquainted with these doctrines and
made use of them in the context of strictly scientific works. Historians
must also never forget that in order to challenge such an old and venerable concept of the world, so protected by the double defense of
"official" philosophy and theology, a return to the "origins" was really
necessary. It was essential to rediscover the various proposals which the
very scholars of Antiquity had put forth, as well as to achieve full and
complete understanding of all the contradictions which had grown up
over the centuries about Ptolemy's machina mundi.
It is a highly important fact that right in Italy, in circles often open
to specific humanistic influences, the studies on Ptolemy's text were so
well received and tied in with the teaching of the astronomers Puerbach
and Regiomontanus, who were responsible for many of the most important developments in 15th-century astronomy. In this case, too, a
humanistic edition (the Cosmographia) directed by a well-known
Ferrarese astrologer, Pietro Bono Avogaro, with the participation of a
number of outstanding Bolognese humanists such as Filippo Beroaldo,
Girolamo Manfredi, and Cola Montano, offers numerous topics for a
discussion which will go on for years and which belong to that long,
complete process of the revision of the Ptolemaic doctrine up to the
great Copernican revolution. And at this point I would like to call your
attention to the introductory pages which — with eloquent moderation
- praise the fruitful efforts of those who were finally able to restore
the science of the classical astronomers to its genuine expression, thereby freeing it from all the deformations introduced "by the ignorance
and daring of the past centuries." It is not surprising that similar words
could also have great influence on scientists who, at the same time, were
moving towards a critical recognition of classical learning, and discovering
its various possible developments, along a line which differed from that
of codified academic learning.
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Likewise I believe that the young Copernicus was fully aware of the
profound significance of the method that the Bolognese teacher of Greek
Urceo Codro (probably his professor) followed in explaining Aristotle's
"physical" texts during his academic courses. Codro urged his disciples
to go over all fields of knowledge from logics to astronomy, from the
fundamentals of physica to the historia animalium and medicine, as links
of a single chain. And the humanist used to repeat that "nothing is so
shameful that it isn't more shameful to ignore it." These words perfectly
express his free and critical way of thinking and his love for specific and
accurate research which led him to read and comment on with philological expertise even the writings of classical philosophers and "physicists"
using the same procedure that had already been experimented with in
order to reconstruct other aspects and traditions of the world of Antiquity.
During the same period in nearby Ferrara another scholar, Niccolo
Leoniceno, was working on the same writings of Galen. Leoniceno was
attempting to throw light not only on the great doctor's actual concepts,
but also on his methodological proposals which were often deformed
and adulterated by the undue confusion among works whose intentions
and ends differed. Making use of his knowledge of the greatest classical
commentators such as Ammonius, Philoponus, Johannes Damascius,
Alexander of Aphrodisia, the pseudo-Alcynoos, and Proclos, he laid
emphasis upon the difference and the deep logical distinction among
the three "ways" proposed by Galen in ^r^Pflrva, the classical procedures
of Aristotle's demonstration, and the four methodi dialectices typical
of the Platonic doctrine. Thus, a work like the De tribus doctrinis

secundum Galeni sententiam holds its well-deserved place at
the origin of a discussion destined to join doctors, philosophers, scien-

ordinatis

tists,

in a

common

quicker, easier, and

search for the methodic tools needed to ensure

more

and discovery.
works that equally influenced the evolution of methods and logical approach to science
between the end of the 15th and the beginning of the 16th century, we
must consider not just the versions and comments of another master,
also of Paduan background, Niccolo Leonico Tomeo, not only the
specific translations by Ermolao Barbaro and Girolamo Donato, but,
more generally, all the extensive proof of the growing presence of the
graeci commentatores who were considered expressions of a single cul-

However,

if

certain scientific learning

we attempt

to single out other

tural line. Giamblicus, Porphirius, Alexander, Themistius, SimpHcius
and Philoponus are the names of the authors that the scholars with
humanistic background offered up again, often in their original tongues,
in order to change attitudes to problems of logics and peripatetic physics
and "psychology," which could thus be tackled with such rich and
original experiences. Whoever recalls the development that the Paduan
school enjoyed during the whole Cinquecento and reflects on the his-

\
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of well-known scholars such as Girolamo Capivacci,
Bernardino Tomitano, and, especially, Jacopo Zabarella definitely has
no doubts about the contribution of humanist philology to the internal
transformation of the peripatetic tradition itself, increasingly more
aware of its own theoretical roots and the extreme complexity of its
own problematic field. Of course, it is always wise to point out the
limits of 16th-century neo-Aristotelianism, which is sometimes taken
—with excessive ease — to be one of the antecedents of the new Galilean
methodology. Likewise it must be strongly emphasized that neoAristotelianism was incapable of actually applying the tools of mathematical knowledge to the comprehension of natural phenomena. Yet
what Zabarella managed to do can hardly be dismissed as unimportant.
With great clarity, he was able to establish the exact and rigorous order
of the various peripatetic forms and methods of learning, their various
functions and destinations, the insuperable difference between "science"
and "opinion," and, lastly, the exquisitely dialectic-rhetorical nature of
a broad section of the Aristotelian logical apparatus. These are the very
motifs which also appear in Galileo's youthful writings, extremely concerned with analysis over method and logic which in the major Italian
universities such as Pisa and Padua were highly developed at the time.
And this entailed, I should like to add, aspects in common with a large
part of the European philosophical culture of the 1 6th century which
involved scholars and authors of different tendencies in fierce debate.
On the other hand, how can we neglect certain aspects of 16thcentury culture, which hint that the discussion over the logical nature
of mathematical demonstration and its relations to the peripatetic
apodictic laws was tied in with the radical renovation of mathematical
science enacted under the influence of the great "return" of the major
documents of Greek geometry and mechanics? It is well known that
similar problems were debated in various cultural environments — for
instance during the disputes between Ramus and Charpentier, and
Ramus and Schegk. But, not to stray from the Paduan circle of Aristotelians of humanistic background, it should be recalled that while
Alessandro Piccolomini maintained a sharp distinction between logical
and mathematical procedures, by 1556, in Venice, a Paduan professor
of logics and mathematics, Pietro Catena, had collected and commented
on all of Aristotle's texts on logic concerning demonstration and mathematical methods, and Francesco Barozzi, another scholar from the same
school, affirmed the "certainty" of mathematics. Actually discussions
like these, whatever their purpose and outcome, show that many 16thcentury intellectuals (all of whom had been through humanistic schools
and studies) were already becoming more and more aware of the special
character of the mathematical technique of scientific learning, which by
torical function

1
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now was detached from the traditional fabric of scholastic learning.
And it is symptomatic that, just about the same time, even the "technicians" and "artists," who were so often close to humanistic circles or
else

linked by social relations or friendship to scholars of humanae
began to get involved in these problems — or, at least, they felt

litterae,

the very same need to refer to the prime sources of their learning and

return to discussions of fundamental works and their authors.
Undoubtedly, these "practical" men, driven by the concrete interests

of their jobs and the new needs of productive life, had cultural backgrounds and mental outlooks that ranged far from the humanists' and
likewise had little to do with the ways and traditions of the university
masters. It is hardly erroneous to stress the operative nature of their
studies, which never lost sight of the terra firma of real-life experience
and whose purpose was to achieve the specific verification of physical
facts and relationships. But is is hard to deny that their strong thrust,
both empirically and pragmatically, which was linked to the interests
and curiosity of the new emerging social classes, found a fruitful and
positive outlet only when it met up with the new critical methods, with
the result of a radical change of mind about classical and medieval
science. In other words, the same "technicians" were soon aware that it
was impossible to solve the new problems posed by the social and civil
development of the period without the aid of systematic meditated
reflections, using the theoretical and practical tools provided by a culture that had greatly enriched understanding of the past and also supphed
examples of alternate concepts to those dominant in the late medieval
scholastic world. These homini sanza littere were the ones who got
involved in ventures which within the defined framework of scientific
learning had the same significance as the work ofcritical revision already
conducted by the humanists in philosophical, historical and, lastly,
theological culture. That is why historians of science should evaluate
the interest of the practical mathematicians and "artists" in humanist
texts and translations as well as their interest in medieval mathematicians ranging from Giordanus Nemorarius and Levi ben Gerson.
The inventory of the books in Leonardo's collection has already
offered and continues to offer a chance to meditate upon the complexity
of interests and curiosities which led a "technician" to read works
which we certainly could not remove from the influence of humanist
traditions, and find in his manuscripts so many suggestions and memories
of them. A text as widely read as the Summa by Leonardo's friend Luca
Pacioli confirms the extreme receptiveness of a practical mathematician
to philosophical Platonic ideas that surely had ripened neither at the
counters where he did his trading nor during the meditations of an isolated retreat. In this case too, however, more than the actual value of
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the single notions, I feel that it is the slow but resolute acquisition of
new way of thinking which should be of interest to the historian.
This new way of thinking admittedly developed from the need for
a

urgent practical applications. But it was supported, at any rate, by the
humanistic return to the classics - and by classics I mean the works of
Archimedes, Diophantus, Pappus, Heron, who, not by chance, were so
translated and commented on, with a method capable of establishing a
critical relationship with the Greek, Arabic, and medieval mathematicians' documents themselves. The work of editors such as Maurolico
and Commandino might have had, from this standpoint, even greater
historical importance than the brilliant studies of Cardano or TartagUa,
who were so often involved in playing a subtle and difficult intellectual
game. And yet, Tartaglia might very well represent the high point of a
process of cultural transformation which at this point is bound to reestablish — on premises of a critical nature — the connection between
the pure exercising of the "art" of mathematics and the comprehension
of the basic problem of a whole field of intellectual research.
The author who perhaps most enthralls the technicians and "artists"
of the Cinquecento is this translator of Euclid and Archimedes. In his
General trattato di numeri e misure, Tartaglia acts as an erudite propagator of the mathematical learning of his time; he is also the author of
Quesiti et inventioni diversi, in which he treats specific technical problems relating to the art of war, such as balUstics, fortification engineering, building science, and topographical surveying. Even though Tartaglia
in the last book describes studies which are of a purely algebraic and
geometric nature, all of his other books are proof of his approach as a
"technical" scientist who, nevertheless, just like Maurolico and Commandino, has learned from a return to the classics the proper way of a
methodic analysis according to the principles suggested by "art, measure,
reasons."
It is thus hardly surprising that Tartaglia's school produced some of
the best quahfied and most brilliant mathematicians and scholars who,
with newborn critical commitment and an increasingly wider and freer
knowledge of the classical texts, were even able to tackle the problems

mechanics which had undergone early development in late scholastic
And it is not at all accidental that two of Tartaglia's pupils,
Ostilio Ricci and Giovambattista Benedetti, even influenced and, under
many aspects, critically, the scientific formation of the young Galilei.
But Benedetti, just like Maurolico, Commandino, De Monte and TartagUa
himself, all call our attention to another theme of fundamental importance to the development of scientific learning, and a theme which is
also hard to treat without a "philological" type of mediation. I am
alluding to the growing interest in applied geometry, the methodic
in

"physics."
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more and
Under the deter-

principles were applied

systematically even to problems of mechanics.

mining influence of Archimedes, whose works provided a strong boost
to new observations and studies, the theory of local motion was truly
transformed into a chapter of appHed geometry, removing it once and
for all from metaphysical influences. And even the very theories of the
medieval scholars were again discussed and delved into by men who
were well acquainted with Archimedes, Euclid, Diophantus and Pappus,
and who attributed a methodic significance and rigorous critical measure
to their studies. Thus Benedetti, basing himself on the essential principles
of Archimedes' statics, had already arrived at extremely interesting
results both in the study of the gradually slowing down of violent
motion and in the analysis of the acceleration of motion of the fall,
setting forth considerations which appear to be a prelude to actually
understanding the principle of inertia.
Naturally Benedetti, like many of the mathematicians and technicians
of his day, was still far from a complete methodic definition of dynamics
problems, undecided as he was between the application of the exact
method of analysis of geometric proportion to problems in dynamics,
and resorting to concepts like "impetus" whose philosophical origin is
well-known. Still, aside from all the limits - typical, of course, of a
whole cultural and historical situation - similar developments provide
the historians with important elements for evaluating the actual roots
of a rapid theoretical development which would shortly change the very
fundamentals of the scientific method and the approach to problems of
the knowledge of nature.
The new developments of the "16-century philosophy of nature"—
which all bear signs, though to different degrees, of humanist influence — did of course contribute to the change. Obviously, I have no
intention of entering into a discussion here of the numerous problems
connected with an historical evaluation of the works of Bernardino
Telesio, Giordano Bruno, Tommaso Campanella and other Italian
and European authors whom their contemporaries often labelled
"novatores. " Likewise,

it is impossible for me to take up the old dispute
over their affinity to or divergence from the new models of learning.
The opinions of scholars differ and contrast so widely on this point —
first of all with regard to the humanist "affinities" of those authors and
secondly regarding their rank in the "pre-history" of modern science —
that great prudence and caution must be used. But once this criterion
has been clearly stated, \ye can nevertheless recognize that even the
works of the "novatores" represent an indisputable and necessary

moment

in the general intellectual "reform" from which our science
was bom. Certainly we could go into the still "archatic" nature of
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Telesio's reflection, his so frequent reference to the pre-Socratic traditions versus the AristoteUan auctoritas. We could talk about Bruno's

imaginative, fantastic, "baroque" cosmic vision that strays so far from
the mathematic rigor of the new science; and speaking of Campanella
it would not be very hard to pick out the deep magical and astrological

component running through his doctrines. Nevertheless, I am convinced
that a better-versed, more organic historiography will be able to find
proof of their contribution to the advent of a "spirit" capable of transforming its discoveries and inventions into guiding principles of human
learning and behaviour. It is true that this need and assertion were still
locked inside of thoughts rich in clever intuitions but poor in rigorous
methodic capacity, open to daring plans for great renovations, but still
far from the "humble" and "patient" exercise of science. Yet, if
Galileo, by the beginning of the 17th century, was able to take on an
historical value that surpassed the indisputable validity of his methodic
procedures, this was because two centuries of humanist education and
criticism had radically modernized the ways of thinking, the attitude
towards tradition, and the very approach to the documents of classical
learning, by this time the subject of refined historical evaluation and
philological study. Moreover it is indeed worthy of mention that even
Galileo had received a humanistic type of education, had lived in an
environment which was open even to artistic and literary controversy,
and had from the time of his apprenticeship appreciated the labours of
the editors, translators, and commentators of the classics of the science
of Antiquity.
Only in a culture as rich and varied as the one in which the Pisan
astronomer grew up could the fruits of a searing intellectual labour that
had not left unchanged a single domain of human learning and reflection
be truly gathered. And that Galileo, upon this foundation, was able to
enact a methodological revolution whose consequences reached so far
and so deep is, in my opinion, the most persuasive confirmation of the
humanistic culture's contribution to the birth of the "new science."
University

of Florence
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Conrad

Celtis

Trithemius:

and the "Druid" Abbot

An Inquiry into Patriotic

Humanism
NOEL L. BRANN

the second chapter of his quasi-historical De origine, progressa et
laudibus ordinis fratrum Carmelitarum (completed 1492) the Benedictine Abbot Trithemius (1462-1516) addresses himself to a certain

In

knotty problem which, so he believes, is of sufficient relevance to the
subject at hand to warrant a brief excursus. The question posed by
Trithemius is how it can be that the Holy Order of Carmelites, taking
its name from the famous mountain of Carmel in Palestine where it
originated, could have been founded, not by a Christian, but by the
Jewish prophet Elias. For the Carmelites rightfully trace the history
of their Order to a settlement of Jewish hermits who, led by Elias, took
leave of the secular world well before the birth of Jesus and migrated to
the mountain whose name ever since has become virtually a synonym
for the vita solitaria et contemplativa. Inasmuch, then, as the Jew Elias
"inhabited this place long before the nativity of Christ," and inasmuch
as this same Elias, revered among the Jews as one of their foremost
prophets, "is confirmed to have been the first and noblest CarmeHte,"
the author of the present work feels called upon to render some kind of
explanation for the paradox.*
The relevance of this explanatory excursus for our purpose here does
not reside in the abbot's effort to unravel the mystery of the Jewish
origin of the Carmelites per se, but in a parallel he chooses to draw so as
to make this mystery more comprehensible. For in his attempt to resolve
this enigma Trithemius does not primarily rely, as might be expected,
upon the argument of an integral Jewish-Christian affiliation based on
Christ's promise to fulfil rather than abrogate Jewish law, but instead
upon an analogy of the Carmel experience with another geographically
much closer to the home of Teutonic Christianity. As Trithemius
introduces this analogy:

You

should not wonder if I have declared that there were monks in Israel
before the nativity of Christ who inhabited the mountain of Carmel and
nearby deserts of solitude, seeing that among the gentiles in our Belgian
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Gaul existed a celebrated body of monks, the devotees of which antiquity
called the Druids. Some of these dwelled in cities and villages, whereas
others inhabited the mountains and forests. But all philosophized concerning
the knowledge of natural things.^

The authority of the Druids, Trithemius continues his excursus, was
held in the highest possible esteem by the residents of the regions in
which they lived, and their slightest command received instant obedience.
The Druidic way of life "was isolated from the crowd and exceedingly
continent, so that no one might presume to speak anything unfavourable
about them." Their prerogatives included "the power of excommunicating rebels, and again of absolving those

who

returned to obedience."

They enjoyed complete immunity from all accusations and punishments.
"For the rest, so that I do not need to bring forth many more examples,"
Trithemius calls to the minds of those familiar with their classical
heritage, "Caesar has depicted the kind of behavior they exhibited in
"^
his Commentaries.

On this note Trithemius is ready to bring into profile the favourable
comparison of the Druids with the school of ascetics which has prompted
their mention in the first place, the Carmelite Jews. For the soUtary
Jews of Carmel led by Elias just as for the solitary Druids much further
to the west, "Besides their faith in and knowledge of one God, they
displayed themselves in their actions as monks."

It

follows, then, that

Druids lived a solitary and monastic way of hfe before
the birth of Christ, why is it any wonder if the Jewish faithful were
hermits of Carmel?" And just as a fitting source for the validation of
the Druidic phenomenon can be discovered, inter alia, in Caesar, so can
comparably ancient sources be located validating the parallel Jewish
phenomenon. "If, finally," as Trithemius closes this account of the
origin of the Carmelites, "you would wish to know the loftier things
concerning the monks who flourished before the nativity of Christ and
the nature of the men of those times, you may read and discover them in
the histories of Philo of Alexandria and of Josephus of the Jerusalemite
Jews."^
This excursus by Trithemius in his CarmeHte tract may help us
better appreciate the intention behind an ode addressed by one of the
leading humanists of the day, Conrad Celtis (1459-1508), ad Johannem
Tritemium druidam, abbatem in Spanhaim. ^ If the ancient Druids can
be viewed as monks before Christ, a monk like Trithemius can conversely
be looked upon as a Druid resurrected in Christian clothing. Nor was
Trithemius the least bit inclined to disavow Celtis's epithet, as is proven
by a letter he wrote to the arch-humanist in the spring of 1495 in which
he informed his correspondent of a recent visit to his cloister by their
mutual acquaintance Johannes Reuchlin. Reuchlin, according to
"if the gentile
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Trithemius, "remained with me here, in our Sponheim home of the
Druids (in domo nostra druidum Spanhamensi), about the time of the

Feast of All Saints."^
In his ode to the "Druid" Trithemius Celtis congratulates this "son
of the Mosel" and "ornament" (decus) of the German nation for,
among other things, his marvelous library and unexcelled proficiency in
Greek, Latin, and Hebrew. The abbot is likened to Pythagoras who with
song tamed the beasts, and again is exalted as a physician who has learned
the great secrets for curing illness. Yet in spite of these admirable traits
Trithemius is "modest in his countenance, and still more modest in his
life." But the characteristic which above all distinguishes Trithemius
from the average run of men lies in his deep immersion in the Druidic
past of Germany, a tradition which even predates the Greeks and was
later sung by Orpheus. Owing to the abbot's active leadership in this
Druidic revival "our German nation" (nostra pars Alemanica) has
become infused with new life and its inhabitants reinvigorated with the
ancient virtues "so that it might resurge and become the full equal of
the Italian and Gallic genius." Together with that other great descendant
of the Druids, the bishop of Worms Johannes de Dalberg, Trithemius
has helped to bring his age once more into touch with the ancient
Teutonic past and especially with that revered ascetic school of prisci
theologi which formed

its spiritual

center, the priestly Druids.'^

understandable that German nationalists of the stamp of Celtis
and Trithemius should have felt a deep sense of affinity between themselves and the ancient Druids. For the Druids represented a direct link
between the present and antiquity which could entirely bypass the
relatively alien Roman customs and language, thereby binding the
Germans not so much with the ancient Latins among whom the Druids
were occasionally mentioned as with themselves at their own source.
Trithemius, moreover, had an additional incentive in his desire to revive
the Druids in the Germanic memory by reason of his special preoccupation with the magical arcana of which the ancient Druids were long
held to be outstanding practitioners.^ Trithemius is an outstanding
example of how these two themes, occultism and nationalistic patriotism,
could become fused by patriots intent upon estabUshing a mystical
core for their nationalism safely tucked away from, and consequently
invulnerable to, the incursions of normal rational discourse. For by
focussing upon an aspect of Druidic history which was sometimes pointed
up by the ancient classical writers as a cause for alarm by the Roman
emperors, the attraction to subterranean medicine and magic by the
strange priestly caste to the north, the German nationaUsts could forge
the thesis of an unbreakable mystical bond between occultist theory
and practice of the type allegedly embraced by the ancient Druids and
their own peculiarly Teutonic aspirations.
It is

I
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which much more often was

associated with their Gallic neighbours to the west, especially in light of

making mention of the Druids
agreed on the Gallic domicile of these ancient Celtic
priests. As a preliminary to answering this question we will do well to
examine at closer hand the nature of the venerable literary legacy at the
the fact that the ancient classical authors

were virtually

disposal of the

authoritative

all

German humanists whereby they were

knowledge of

able to gain

some

their claimed spiritual ancestors. Besides the

aforesaid reference to the Druids in Caesar recalled

by Trithemius, further

references to the ancient Celtic caste, both favourable and unfavourable,

found in such authors as Cicero, Strabo, Suetonius, Lucan, Pliny
the Elder, Tacitus, and Diogenes Laertius. Then, coming about the end

are

ceased.

when

word appeared several times in
seem to have suddenly
The next reference to the Druids appears to have cropped up

of the fourth century A.D.,
the poetry of Ausonius,

all

the

allusions to the Druids

only after the passage of many centuries, this time in various Irish
manuscripts.^
Who, then, according to this learned legacy of the Greek and Roman
worlds, were these "Druids" to whom Celtis and Trithemius paid their
homage and with whom they were determined to establish their linear
descendancy? On one thing and on one thing only were the ancient
writers agreed: the Druids were the priestly class of the Celts, with the
main body centred in Gaul. But when these writers began to evaluate
that priestly class, both as to its contemporary worth and its impact
upon successive ages, this agreement gave way to a great divergency of
opinion.
In particular there seems to have been a decisive shift in attitude
toward the Druids between the first century B.C. and the first century
A.D. In the time of Cicero and Caesar the Druids were viewed chiefly
as public figures. Their duties as envisaged by those adhering to this
so-called "Posidonian" tradition of interpretation (named after Cicero's
famed Stoical teacher Posidonius) were held to have included leading
nation-wide assemblies, carrying out sacrifices, and acting as judges in
both personal and group disputes. Then, soon after the advent of the
imperial era coinciding with the birth of Christ and the apostolic age,
the emphasis of the ancient classical writers appears to have fairly
suddenly changed from the public and manifest activities of the Druids
to their private and secret activities, with their influence increasingly

being placed in a more unfavourable light. ^®
In contradistinction to the earlier "Posidonian"' tradition this second
conception of the Druids is generally identified as the "Plinian" tradition,
for it was the naturalist Pliny the Elder who bequeathed the most
famous account of these secret activities to posterity. But Pliny 'sunflat-

•

\
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was far from being an isolated one. Tacitus
and Lucan considered the Druidic rites to be savage and barbaric, and
for Suetonius the beliefs of the Druids constituted a "religion of fearful
cruelty" {religio dirae immanitatis). Thus in his similar view Pliny was
no more than reiterating an ever more widely vociferous denigration of
the Druids, though in his detestation of the Celtic caste going even
further than most of its detractors by charging it not only with the
crime of human sacrifice, but also, since the Druidic priests allegedly
nourished themselves with the flesh of their sacrificial victims, with that
most repugnant crime of all known as cannibalism. Eventually, Pliny
was brought to acknowledge, this dreadful state of affairs was finally
brought to a halt in its Gallic locale, though to no credit of the Druids
themselves. The credit rather owes to an internal decline of the Druidic
class, coupled with the civilizing influence of the Roman schools
established by Augustus, first at Autun (=Angus todunum) and then at
^^
various other educational centres throughout the north.
Inasmuch, accordingly, as Pliny in his assessment of the ancient
Druids laid his main accent upon their secretive or occult side as distinct from their more civic-minded side stressed within the previous
"Posidonian" tradition, it is within this same "Plinian" tradition that
we must locate the views of Celtis and Trithemius. At the same time,
however, we should note that the negative connotations placed upon
the recourse of the Druids to occultism (Pliny cited magic and medicine
as the two principal subjects in which they excelled) needed to become
transformed into positive connotations before Celtis's designation of
Trithemius as a "Druidic abbot" and of Trithemius' depiction of his
cloister as "our Sponheim home of the Druids" could assume the commendatory meanings obviously intended by their spokesmen. Even
more important for the purpose of our present query, the appeal of the
occult-minded and solitude-loving Druids portrayed by Pliny to German
humanists like Celtis and Trithemius can be attributed to their specifically northern credentials, and more particularly, if we allow ourselves
to be carried away by the more outspoken of the German patriots, to
their peculiarly Teutonic credentials. Indeed, we may with justice
assume that not a minor motive of the Emperor Augustus in discouraging
the Druidic influences, symbolized by his foundation of the school at
Autun to help counteract them, lay in his determination to suppress an
indigenous nationalistic force representing a potential danger to the
claims of Roman universalism. The same of course goes for Augustus'
tering version of the Druids

less secure imperial successors.

^^

on the way to the outright outlawry of Druidism within
Roman Empire, we may learn from the first
century sources, Augustus only forbade Roman "citizens" from taking
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upon the

A.D. 16,
mathematici (viz., astrologers) and magi were ordered
to leave Italian soil, an edict which, though principally aimed at the
Pythagoreans, also covered the propagators of the Druidic rites in Italy.
In A.D. 2 1 a general revolt in Gaul, rising from resentment over taxation,
was popularly believed by the Romans to have been encouraged by the
Druids. At last, according to Pliny's version of the conflict. Emperor
Tiberius decreed an official end altogether to "this class of prophets
and physicians known as the Druids." But this culminating act of the
anti-Druidic policies of the emperors, Pliny also shows, only drove the
Druids underground and induced them to become more secretive and
"magical" in their practices. Or if we are to believe Suetonius and
Aurelius Victor instead of Pliny, it was the Emperor Claudius coming
after Tiberius who, in A.D. 54, "completely abolished the detestable
and inhumane religion of the Druids among the Gauls which under
Augustus was merely forbidden to citizens."^^
Here, then, is the classical view of the Druids and of their unhappy
fate at the hands of the Roman emperors from which the German
humanists took their point of departure. To account for a separate
Druidic link with Germany (with, in Trithemius' terms, francia orientalis
or regnum francorum orientalius sive regnum germanicum as distinct
from francia occidentalis or regnum francorum occidentalium seu etiam
gallicanum with which soil the Druids have been customarily associated
by the ancient Latin writers) humanistic patriots of the temper of Celtis
and Trithemius have liberally gone beyond the strict letter of their
ancient sources by upholding the thesis that after being expelled from
Gaul the main body of the Druids retired to the opposite side of the
Rhine situated in Germany. The classic statement of this peculiarly
Teutonic twist to the phenomenon known as Druidism was provided by
the German chronicler Johannes Aventinus (= Johannes Turmair, d.
1534), a disciple of Celtis, in his Bavarian annals appearing in 1521:
"The Druids, the philosophers of Gaul, after they were expelled by
"^"^
Tiberius migrated to Germ any.
And from where, we ask, did Aventinus actually acquire this interesting
piece of information set forth as a brute historical fact? Our first impulse
of course is to seek its source in the antecedent Bavarian chronicle of
the Abbot Trithemius. Yet, surprisingly, our effort here will be in vain
since, though free in propagating the myth of the Trojan provenance of
the Franks, Trithemius in his chronicles seems to ignore altogether this
item which could put Celtis' tribute to him as "the Druidic abbot of
Sponheim" in some kind of historical perspective. The closest he will
ever come in his chronicles to touching upon the alleged migration of
Druidic threat by the
for example,

all

in the offing. In
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the Druids from Gaul to

Germany

is

a passing reference in his later

regum

et gentis Francorum to the
forced flight from Gaul, in many directions, of numerous rebels under
the bellicose pressures of Rome's armies — but this without a single
mention of the Druids who presumably accompanied the migrants. ^^
If we are to be successful in our search for a precedent to Aventinus'
(ca.

1514) Compendium.

.

.de origine

bold historical assertion we will need to look elsewhere, even though
the so-called "Druidic abbot" was far from disputing the complimentary
epithet directed his way by his friend Celtis or bringing into question
the implications of this tribute. And what better choice can we next
make as the likely source of Aventinus' declaration than the man
who dubbed Trithemius with this epithet, Conrad Celtis, with whom
Aventinus became acquainted at Ingolstadt in 1492, where the future
poet laureate of the Empire had been teaching rhetoric, and whom he
followed to Vienna in 1497 where the two men collaborated upon the
projected monumental Germania illustrata.^^ Our search, lo and behold,
comes to a happy end when we consult one of the writings which was
to serve as a kind of preliminary trial-run of the Germania illustrata,
^'^
Celtis's De situ et moribus Norimbergae.
The slim thread from which Celtis was to hang his theory of a separate
Germanic history of the Druids lay in the statement of Tacitus in the
Germania (28), which Celtis had edited for publication as a student text
in 1500: credibile est etiam Gallos in Germaniam transgressos, with the
Hercynian forest held as receiving the main contingent of the foreign
migrants. The fact that Tacitus had qualified the supposition of a Gallic
migration to Germany by the crucial words credibile est, and that he
did not so much as drop a hint about the Druids taking part in the
surmised migration to the east, did not daunt Celtis, whose sixth ode of
the De situ et moribus Norimbergae, bearing the heading De tractu
Hercyniae silvae per Germaniam, opens on the theme of the divine
undertakings associated with the distant past of the Hercynian forest.
Located within this forest, the poet informs us, are the sacred groves of
the ancient Druids, the dense foliage of which once served to cover over
and conceal with their protective veil and "shady silences" these darkhooded inhabitants and the encloistered dwellings which they had built
for themselves following their arrival from the opposite side of the
Rhine. ^^ Celtis's accompanying prose exegesis of his poetic allusion runs
as follows.

Proclaims Celtis: "Nothing in this [Hercynian] forest is of greater
cloisters of the Druids {Sed nihil in hac silva Druidum
coenobiis illustrius est).'' And who, we ask, were these Druids? They
were, Celtis replies, "a group of philosophers who lived among the Gauls
in a Greek manner (Graecanice)^ And for Celtis the word philosophus
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for propheta. "In former times

from

their lips," Celtis tells us,

adding that once he had been blessed with the good fortune of personally
witnessing certain vestiges of the bygone presence of these "interpreters,
as it were, of the oracles and of the fates" while a guest of his good
friend Johannes Tolophus in a cloister in the neighbourhood of Tolophus' hometown of Regensburg. As the two men were biding a time in
the designated cloister, Celtis reports:
six stone images intended for the gates of a temple, all made out
of very old rock which had been inserted into the cloister wall. Each was
seven feet in height, and all were with bare feet, covered heads, dressed in
a Greek mantle, and hooded. Their beards extended all the way to their
groins, and were divided at the orifices of the nostrils. In their hands were
held a book and the staff of Diogenes [viz., the cynic's staff, associated
with a type of ancient Greek philosopher], they displayed a severe countenance, their eyebrows were drawn up in a sorrowful manner, and their
^^
heads were inclined downward and their eyes fixed upon the earth.

we beheld

Celtis and his host did not need to ponder for long to guess upon
whose images they were gazing. They were of those ancient monkish
priest-prophets known as the Druids who in earlier times had lived
among the Gauls where they were well known for seeking out solitary
places in the forest regions for the unraveUing of profound religious
questions and "so that they might be less encumbered in their pursuance
of the true causes of things (quo expeditiores in inquirendis rerum causis
essent).'''^^ The obvious question arises, of course, of how their vestiges
should now be palpably discernible on the German side of the Rhine.
Celtis's answer, though without proffering a shred of evidence to back
it up, is the same answer which was also to satisfy his disciple Aventinus
as to why Germany as much as France could lay claim to the ancient
Druids as indigenous national prophets. According to Celtis:

»

After Tiberius Caesar, because of the factions whose leaders they were,
had commanded them to withdraw from the Gallic regions, they migrated
into Germany. Here, where they were subsequently to act as interpreters
of the Christian religion under the reign of Carolus Arnolphus and the
Ottoman emperors, they occupied the whole of the Hercynian forest, living
in its pleasant and moist valleys from which derive the names of their
cloisters. And they did so increase in their wealth and power that, as you
might well believe, they were the inferiors of our kings and princes neither
in their opulence nor in their arms.^^

Unhappily, Celtis is reluctantly compelled to add, the unprecedented
wealth and power accruing to the Druidic settlers after their arrival on
German soil ended in working to their disadvantage, for it corrupted a
large number of their members. As Celtis ruefully recalls this develop-
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ment, "Many among them, while in the process of augmenting the
amount of their wealth and the number of their cities, and of adding a
dynasty to these things, shook off the yoke of a more austere religion
and laid aside their cowls (excusso religionis severioris iugo abiectoque
cucullo), which they had worn until this time at fixed days of the year,
and began to live vulgarly in the habit of a more licentious life."^^
Yet paradoxically, to follow further Celtis's version of the Druidic
legacy, the very same corruptive tendencies which became encouraged
by the greater wealth and arms of the Druids also assisted the Druids in
rising above what had formerly been relatively barbaric practices in
both behaviour and speech by making them more receptive than before
to civilized Greek and Roman values. As Celtis thus reconciles these
two distinct but tightly intertwined threads of his Germanic past,
Truly we must be very thankful, now and forever, to the Greeks, who
though some time before finding themselves unable to subdue this fierce
people by the force of arms, nevertheless succeeded in converting them by
religion and the holiness of their lives toward more gentle studies and devices. In this way those who formerly had resided as wanderers in the
groves and forests now assembled under the sway of a very illustrious empire

crowds and in society, so that they learned to dwell in conformity with
sacred laws and according to the highest possible moral standards.^^

in

Here

is

explained, then,

why

Celtis felt himself to be perfectly consistent

Roman heritage even as he simultaneously circumvented that heritage by upholding an independent
prophetic tradition in Druidism from which the Teutons could draw
spiritual sustenance.
It was, accordingly, within a comparatively narrow nationahstic
framework as well as within the wider supranational one promoted by
Greek and Roman humanistic studies that the monk Trithemius and the
lay figure Celtis fell into warm friendship and a meeting of their minds.
Yet each expressed his nationalistic prejudice with a different focus in
mind, with Trithemius concentrating upon the Trojan connection with
the Germans and Celtis upon the Druidic connection. Celtis, the guiding
spirit of the Rhenish sodality with which Trithemius was likewise closely
affiliated, took as his model the ostensibly universalist-minded Platonic
in appealing to the ancient

Academy founded

Greek and

at Florence by Marsilio Ficino. But as Celtis was well
aware, the universalistic tendencies resident within Platonism by no
means excluded nationalistic particularism, for which the patriotic
Italian members of the Florentine Academy - Politian, Landino,
Diacceto, Ficino, Pico della Mirandola, and the like - were themselves
foremost witnesses. Deeply flowing below the surface of the Florentine
Academy, no less than below its German imitations such as that formed
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brightest luminary, were certain

nationalistic currents betraying the distinctively patriotic inclinations

of its members. Leon Battista Alberti, Cristoforo Landino, Lorenzo
de*Medici — these are but a few of the more notable names in the list
of those who, either being directly immersed in the activities of the
Florentine Platonic Academy or else working around its edges, vigorously
championed an elegant vulgar literary style to coincide with their equally
vigorous Italian patriotism. ^^ Just as the Italian members of the Florentine
Academy could never be said to have completely shaken off their
nationalistic prejudices from their Neoplatonic synthesis of learning, no
less did their German counterparts to the north hold fast to a uniquely
Teutonic perspective upon all matters encompassed by their humanistic
vision.

The passage over the Alps from the Florentine Academy to its
Germanic progeny such as that at Heidelberg, accordingly, in no way
necessitated a corresponding mental and emotional transition from
universalistic to nationalistic aspirations, but only from one contestant
for nationalistic supremacy within the universal scheme of things, the
Italians, to another contestant, the Germans. In the view of Celtis a
vital aid in the Teutonic claim to supremacy lay in the axiom of a Druidic
migration from Gaul to the German side of the Rhine, which thereby
furnished Germany with an ancient spiritual legacy radically independent
of the corresponding Latin legacy. It is this revered spiritual heritage that
had in mind when he flatteringly addressed as odQ ad Johannem
Trithemium druidam, abbatem in Spanhaim, a compliment which the
recipient of the ode, the Abbot Trithemius, apparently accepted at its
core when, in a 1495 epistle to Celtis apropos of a recent visit of their
mutual friend Reuchlin, he made reference to "our Sponheim home of
the Druids."
Celtis
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puzzle us -until, that
in his vast

mius nor

is,

we remember

first

that Alexander the Great stayed clear of the

glance

Germans

my knowledge, neither Trithebrought out in their writings the motif of German virtus as a deterrent to

conquests of the fourth century B.C. Though, to
Celtis

Alexander, their successor in the depiction of ancient Germanic bravery, Franciscus Irenicus,
did so in his Totius Germaniae Descriptio (also

known

as his Exegesis, 1518), as

is

taken

note of by Borchardt, German Antiquity, p. 147.

24 For a concise account of

this

tendency

in Italian

humanism, culminating

in Pietro

Bembo's

Frose della volgar lingua (1525), see Cecil Grayson, "Lorenzo, MachiaveUi, and the Italian
Language," in Italian Renaissance Studies: A Tribute to the Late Cecilia M. Ady, ed. E.F.

Jacob (London, 1960), pp. 410-32.

Y-a-t-il

un secret dans l'architecture

du De asse?
GUY LA VOIE

Si Budé s'était déjà signalé à l'attention des lettrés par sqs Annotations
aux Pandectes, c'est par son De asse qu'il devait assurer définitivement
sa réputation.^

Lu dans toute l'Europe,

même

réédité à plusieurs reprises, tra-

reçu avec un enthousiasme
voix d'Erasme est probablement la seule à apporter des réserves, en reprochant à Budé l'obscurité
de son style et l'absence d'ordre dans l'exposition de sa matière.^
Dans sa remarquable étude sur Budé,"^ Louis Delaruelle endosse le
jugement d'Erasme et n'hésite pas à parler de "l'impuissance où Budé
se montre de développer régulièrement une idée."^ Voici ce qu'il pense
de l'économie du De asse:
duit en français et

général où,

si

on oublie

en

italien, le livre fut

l'affaire Porzius,^ la

L'ouvrage a été écrit au courant de la plume et cela se sent à chaque page.
pas, en commençant le livre, où l'auteur prétend
nous conduire. Point d'introduction où seraient exposés les principes essentiels de la méthode qu'il doit suivre; nous ne sommes renseignés à ce sujet
que par des déclarations fragmentaires et, si je puis dire, épisodiques, qui
se succèdent sans aucun ordre d'un bout à l'autre de l'ouvrage. De même,
point de ces paragraphes qui viennent, de temps à autre, rappeler au lecteur
les résultats acquis et lui permettre de mesurer le chemin parcouru. Enfin,
aucun souci, chez l'auteur, d'insister sur les détails essentiels qui permettent
seuls de bien suivre la marche du raisonnement.^

Nous ne savons même

Somme

toute, selon Delaruelle, l'ouvrage aurait à toute fin pratique

aucun souci d'ordonnance. Mais Delaruelle aurait-il complètement manqué de perspicacité dans son jugement sur le De assel
On a en effet soumis que "le savant biographe traite son auteur avec
condescendance, prend en quelque sorte ses 'maladresses' en pitié,
admet un peu facilement que le livre n'a pas d'ordre parce qu'il ne
répond pas à un ordre logique et dissertatif auquel l'Université est
accoutumée de se plier et de plier ses écoliers,"'^ pour ensuite proposer
que, "conscient d'avoir écrit son livre selon une loi d'harmonie, [Budé]
été écrit sans

garde celle-ci secrète."^
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une affirmation aussi prometteuse, on ne
peut s'empêcher d'escompter une sorte de réédition de la célèbre étude

La

curiosité éveillée par

de P. Maury sur

ment

les

Bucoliques de Virgile,^ de sorte qu'on est immédiate-

intéressé à scruter cette thèse, qui entend s'appuyer sur les indices

tirés de la correspondance de Budé et sur l'examen interne du De asse.
Mais auparavant, il est nécessaire de procéder à une rapide analyse du
De asse, afin d'éclairer quelque peu la discussion. En fait, mieux vaudrait
parler de description sommaire que d'analyse, car il est impossible de
^°
faire en quelques lignes l'analyse d'une oeuvre aussi touffue.
On se souvient que dans ce traité, qui comprend cinq livres, Budé
entend faire la lumière sur le système monétaire des Anciens, tâche où
avaient échoué tous ses prédécesseurs. Les cinq livres ont respectivement
comme objet scientifique: 1) le sens des termes relatifs au système
monétaire, ^^ 2) l'établissement de la valeur des monnaies anciennes et
leur équivalence par rapport aux monnaies modernes, ^^ 3) l'étude des
^"^
monnaies d'or,^^ 4) les systèmes monétaires des Perses et des Juifs,
5) l'étude des mesures de capacité, que Budé estime complémentaire à
^^
celle des monnaies.
Mais c'est là un plan théorique, d'autant plus que ce n'est qu'en cours
de route que Budé a décidé d'ajouter les deux derniers livres. ^^ En fait,
le contenu de chacun de ces livres déborde largement son objet. Ces
débordements sont de deux ordres. Il y a d'abord ce qu'il est convenu
d'appeler les digressions du De asse: ce sont de longs développements
philosophiques et moraux insérés dans les livres I, IV et V.^'' Ces digressions touchent une foule de questions relatives aux lettres, à la religion,
à la politique. Viennent ensuite les excroissances des développements
scientifiques, qui occupent une large partie de chaque livre. Dans ce
dernier cas, Budé pourra sortir carrément de son sujet et traiter d'à
peu près n'importe quel problème du monde ancien, comme de la
notion à'entéléchie chez Aristote,^^ ou encore prolonger presque à
l'infini l'exposition de faits qui concourent plus ou moins à illustrer ses
démonstrations sur les monnaies, avec comme résultat que l'ouvrage
prend l'allure d'une petite encyclopédie de l'Antiquité. La partie qui
porte sur l'étude des systèmes monétaires est donc relativement mince
et un peu perdue à travers des excroissances de toutes sortes. Mais ce
n'est pas tout. On ne peut jamais considérer comme vidée une question

déjà traitée et, qu'il s'agisse des parties scientifiques ou des digressions,
chaque sujet est susceptible d'être abordé de nouveau, soit à l'intérieur
du même livre, soit dans un autre livre. Les livres IV et V en particulier
sont en large partie consacrés à une accumulation de faits se greffant à
des problèmes déjà étudiés. A cela s'ajoute que Budé semble délimiter
ses livres plus par l'épaisseur matérielle que par les exigences logiques
de la matière et qu'il ne semble pas trop savoir lui-même où il va.^^
Globalement donc, l'ouvrage laisse l'impression d'une ébauche qui

1
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aurait eu besoin de profonds réaménagements pour satisfaire aux exigences
d'une exposition rationnelle. Mais cette impression est-elle fausse et
faut-il chercher plus loin pour retrouver le principe d'ordonnance de cet
ouvrage, dont, a-t-on dit, "la structure est complexe et la cohérence
mystérieuse"?^^ C'est ce qu'on a voulu démontrer en s'appuyant sur
une lettre ou Budé réfute les critiques formulées par Erasme contre le
De asse, à savoir le désordre de la matière et l'obscurité du style. ^^ On
fera aussi appel à "l'étude interne du De asse''; mais l'interprétation
qu'on en fera reposera encore sur la même lettre de Budé à Erasme.
Les conclusions qu'on cherche à tirer de cette lettre se ramènent à
deux points essentiels: 1) les digressions ne sont pas des ornements ou
des hors-d'oeuvre, mais elles constituent "les thèmes majeurs" du De
asse,'^'^ auquel elles s'insèrent selon une loi d'harmonie gardée secrète;
2) Budé a délibérément construit son ouvrage selon une architecture
"^^
complexe, se plaisant à "dérouter le lecteur.
Comment soutenir que les digressions ne sont pas des hors-d'oeuvre,
quand plusieurs passages de Budé sont parfaitement explicites sur ce

point et que la lettre même sur laquelle on s'appuie pour nier le fait
contient des affirmations irréfutables? "Je compte cependant, écrit Budé,
que cela ne me portera pas préjudice d'avoir fait d'assez longues digressions
en un ou deux endroits et de les avoir insérées dans quelques fentes de
mon texte, telles des hors-d'oeuvre^"* qui n'auraient pu se tailler aussi
^^
facilement une place adéquate dans un ouvrage nommément dédié."
Par les termes employés (que cela ne me portera pas préjudice. .),
Budé montre clairement qu'il est conscient que la composition de son
livre peut prêter à la critique. D'ailleurs, il avait souligné à Erasme: "En
me reprochant ce que tu étais pleinement fondé à condamner sans réserve,
tu me fais à l'occasion des louanges."^^ Si la structure de l'ouvrage avait
répondu à quelque intention secrète, Budé n'aurait-il pas blâmé son correspondant de ne pas l'avoir saisie, plutôt que d'admettre avoir prêté
flanc à la critique? Mais il y a plus; Budé donne explicitement la raison
d'être de ses digressions: "Je pourrais répondre, sije voulais, avoir estimé
.

que ces digressions insérées dans le livre, et la fin du livre lui-même, constituent en quelque sorte des clairs éclatants dans un traité en soi obscur,
puisque l'étude des poids et des monnaies et la recherche minutieuse
des mesures offrent une lecture rebutante." ^'^ A ce texte déjà limpide
s'ajoute ce que Budé écrira à Vives le 2 mai 1520 à propos de son De
asse: "J'ai cru devoir
à l'ouvrage,

pour

y intercaler des digressions

comme un complément

dissiper l'ennui d'une lecture difficile et par ailleurs

rebutance grâce à ces sortes de hors-d'oeuvre que j'y ai insérés. Ces horsd'oeuvre eux-mêmes, il a fallu à leur tour les saupoudrer de temps en
temps de quelques grains de sel, car ils sont autrement insipides et ennuyeux pour la foule et n'attirent aucun lecteur par leur goût."^^
On voit donc que, de l'aveu même de Budé, les digressions sont des
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hors-d'oeuvre dont le rôle est d'apporter quelque agrément au lecteur,
comme il l'annonçait déjà dans la préface du De asse: "J'ai aussi ajouté
des termes qui ne proviennent pas du garde-manger que je m'étais constitué, parce que le sujet de l'ouvrage avait en soi un goût propre à
causer des aigreurs d'estomac, si on ne l'assaisonnait d'aucun des agré-

ments du discours." ^^
C'est à la lumière de ces textes sur les digressions qu'il faut comprendre un autre passage de la lettre de Budé à Erasme, passage capital
puisqu'il semble avoir donné naissance à la théorie d'une "harmonie
secrète" du De asse. Après avoir affirmé que dans ses digressions, et sans
doute plus particulièrement dans son épilogue, il s'est efforcé de montrer
ce qu'est la vraie philosophie, Budé continue: "Je pense que ces idées
forment un tout avec le De asse et son contenu, tout comme les clairs et
les ombres dans un tableau, si du moins il m'a été donné de faire un usage
et juste de ce qu'on appelle harmoge.'"^^ Le parallèle entre,
d'une part, l'étude des monnaies et les digressions et, d'autre part, les
clairs et les ombres d'un tableau ne justifie nullement qu'on place les
digressions sur le même pied que le reste, encore moins qu'on en fasse
"les thèmes majeurs" de l'ouvrage, puisque, dans un tableau, les clairs ou
les ombres permettent de donner du relief au sujet, mais ne l'emportent
pas sur lui. Quant à la fin de la citation, on la comprend à partir d'une
traduction fautive qui dit: ". .si du moins il m'a été donné de réaUser
ce qu'on appelle harmonie. "^^ Je n'insisterai pas sur la traduction de
uti par "réaliser," qui est pour le moins douteuse, car en réaUté elle
découle de la mauvaise interprétation faite de harmoge, qui ne correspond en rien à "harmonie."
Que veut dire ce harmoge, transposé du grec? C'est à Pline l'Ancien
que Budé a emprunté le terme et c'est donc là que réside la réponse:
"On a appelé harmoge l'art de fondre les couleurs, le passage de l'une
à l'autre." ^^ Le Lexicon totius latinitatis de Forcellini développe cette

heureux

.

donne les équivalents itahens jadis utilisés par les peintres
s'appuyant sur Varron, il précise que harmoge ne sera synonyme de
harmonia que dans le langage musical. ^^ Pour Budé donc, harmoge
signifie Vart des transitions, l'art de joindre divers morceaux. Cette
interprétation ne fait aucun doute. D'abord, l'emprunt à Pline ne saurait
être contesté. Le mot harmoge est écrit en caractères latins alors pourtant que Budé recourt souvent au grec dans cette lettre: c'est donc qu'il
a pris le mot dans un auteur latin et, mis à part Varron, où le sens est
différent, le mot n'est attesté que chez Pline comme terme technique
de la peinture. Ensuite, quand Budé avait protesté, quelques lignes plus
haut, avoir autant qu'Erasme le droit de "réunir les éléments les plus
divers," il ajoute qu'Erasme avait su rapprocher les Silènes et Saint Paul,
les Bacchanales et les Eleusinies^"* "en les unissant par un fondu si parfait
définition et

et,

!

j
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terme commissura,

équivalent latin de harmoge, que Pline a emprunté au grec.^^ L'expression "qui échappe à l'oeil" suggère une allusion à la peinture, comme ce

Somme toute, quand il espère avoir
un heureux usage de Vharmoge, Budé compte simplement avoir su
imiter Erasme et avoir réussi ses transitions de telle sorte que le lecteur
ne sente aucune rupture. Parler ici d'harmonie ne se saurait défendre et
la théorie d'une "harmonie secrète" du De asse repose simplement sur
une mauvaise interprétation du texte.
On fait toutefois appel à un autre texte pour appuyer cette thèse:
*'A cette époque, j'estimais de mon intérêt de n'être compris que par
peu de gens, et d'en être compris de telle sorte qu'au besoin je puisse
nier devant la masse ce que chacun, selon ses possibilités, comprenait
que j'avais dit. C'est pourquoi j'ai exprimé certaines idées en des formules
sibyllines (qui seront en grande partie plus claires dans la deuxième
édition grâce au rôle du scholiaste) pour être toujours à même de nier
et rester à l'abri, tout en n'en suivant pas moins mon sentiment sur le
moment. Comme tu l'as assez bien compris, tu dis que j'imite le Loxias
sera explicitement le cas plus loin.^'^
fait

"3^
de Delphes.
On reconnaîtra volontiers que "cette volontaire obscurité affecte
évidemment le style." Mais peut-on admettre qu'"elle affecte plus
encore la composition de l'ouvrage, son style architectural," et que

Budé "se

plaît à dérouter le lecteur par la structure étrange de son
ouvrage"? ^^ Peut-on sérieusement soutenir que l'utilisation d'expressions
hermétiques entraîne automatiquement une structure complexe qui
cherche à dérouter le lecteur? Il faudrait au moins appuyer une assertion de ce genre sur des indices solides.

la

Pourtant, l'allusion au rôle du scholiaste est suffisante pour éveiller
prudence, car on sait très bien que Bade s'est borné à fournir un lexi-

que des termes
le

nombre des

les plus difficiles'*^ et à

augmenter

très substantiellement

indications marginales permettant au lecteur de repérer

parfois des allusions.^^ Mais aucun commende l'ouvrage, rien qui l'éclairé. Et cependant Budé
dit que Bade a grandement allégé l'obscurité de son livre. C'est donc
qu'il ne pense nullement à la structure de l'ouvrage, mais seulement au
vocabulaire et à la présentation. Mais bien plus, Budé explique qu'il est
incapable de la discipline nécessaire à un exposé ordonné. "Pris par les
attraits du travail, je suis entraîné au large dès que mes voiles sont
déployées, et je ne pense pas à les rappeler, non plus peut-être qu'à
garder la mesure dans ma navigation; je m'abandonne aux vents et je
suis emporté là où me pousse V enthousiasmas,^^ que je ne peux contenir
quand il s'échauffe. Et peut-être même qu'à l'occasion je dévie de ma
route, si je m'enflamme trop violemment.'"*^ La même idée revient ailles sujets traités et éclairant

taire sur la structure
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leurs dans la lettre, encore qu'il soit parfois difficile de faire le départ

entre les remarques qui touchent le style et celles qui s'étendent à la
la pensée. Ce n'est toutefois pas le seul endroit où Budé

marche de

avoue son incapacité à maîtriser son inspiration. Il en parlera dans sa
correspondance,'*^ tout comme il en avait parlé dans \qs Annotations.^^
Mais il se trouve en outre dans le De asse un passage on ne peut plus
explicite: "Ecarté très loin de ma route par l'abondance de la matière
qui se présentait à moi, je me suis vu contraint non seulement de différer,
comme je l'espérais, mais même d'abandonner et d'oublier le parcours
entrepris. En effet, il a déjà atteint quatre fois la taille prévue, cet ouvrage
dans lequel je me suis laissé encore et encore entraîner au large, non
certes sans quelque faute de ma part, comme si, une fois déployées les
voiles de l'acharnement, j'avais délibérément mis le cap de plus en plus
vers le large, au gré des sujets qui me sollicitaient, plutôt que de gagner
un port sûr. C'est pourquoi, ballotté de toutes parts, je me suis finalement rendu compte de mes errances quand 'ce fut tout autour le ciel
et la mer."*^ Evidemment, la faute que j'ai commise est d'avoir revendiqué cette tâche avec plus d'ardeur que de réflexion, sans avoir étudié
et prévu la difficulté de l'entreprise.'"*'^
Est-il possible de croire que Budé veuille "dérouter le lecteur par la
structure étrange de son ouvrage" quand il est par trop évident qu'il n'a
fait aucun plan, qu'il se laisse entraîner dans tous les détours où l'attirent
les associations d'idées ou de mots, et que, bien loin de ruser avec le
lecteur, il estime commettre une faute en ne s'astreignant pas à une

De plus, si on voulait prêter une telle intendu De asse, il faudrait l'étendre aussi à ses autres oeuvres,
car on y retrouve exactement les mêmes problèmes de composition."*^
exposition plus rigoureuse?
tion à l'auteur

En résumé, donc,

la

première étape de

la

démonstration ne

résiste pas

à l'analyse. Les digressions sont bel et bien des hors-d'oeuvre,
rôle est

de

distraire le lecteur

la vérification

au cours d'une lecture

du sens de harmoge montre que

l'idée

dont

le

difficile. Ensuite,

d'une "harmonie

secrète" est née d'une mauvaise traduction. Enfin, c'est souvent malgré!
lui,

en somme, que Budé

s'est égaré

dans ces détours sans

fin

qui

ontj

allongé l'ouvrage outre mesure.
!

La thèse d'une harmonie secrète trouve-t-elle dans ce qu'on a appeléj
l'étude interne du De asse des fondements plus solides? Nous l'avons'
déjà dit, parler ici d'étude interne est assez peu exact, puisque l'auteui
de la thèse, encore une fois, interprète l'ouvrage à partir d'un passage
de la lettre à Erasme, où l'on prétend découvrir le grand secret de
l'architecte.'*^
Je veux que tu

comprennes que

mon

but suivant: après
en avoir levé tous les
verrous, j'ai voulu montrer que les richesses des Egyptiens et des Chaldéens
(.
.), dévoilées et produites en public, évaluées en monnaie actuelle par
avoir mis au jour les dépots^^ des

.

livre

poursuit

temps antiques

et

le
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moi comme unique agent de change, ont

été beaucoup plus considérables
que pourtant, si grandes qu'elles aient été, elles ne sont
rien d'autre que l'opulence de qui souffle un tison. Et ceux qui mettent
aujourd'hui tous leurs efforts à poursuivre ces dons de la fortune "font
des mains et des pieds pour l'ombre d'un âne," comme on dit.^^

qu'on ne

Budé

le croit et

aurait

donc consacré un an et demi de
uniquement pour montrer que

sa vie à l'étude des

mon-

des Anciens
n'étaient qu'illusion et que, par conséquent, les richesses des Modernes,
moins considérables, sont plus vaines encore. Ainsi semble-t-on l'entendre
nous livre le grand secret de
quand on nous dit que "ce texte capital.
l'architecte"^^ et que "le De asse, oeuvre d'un philosophe chrétien,
exhibe devant l'imagination, comme autant de trésors de Toutankhamon,
les richesses fabuleuses du passé, afin de démystifier le lecteur trop enclin
à se griser de celles du présent, et de le convertir à la connaissance et au
^^
désir des vrais biens."
Mais n'est-ce pas accepter sans esprit critique une affirmation qui, à
sa propre face, demande d'être reçue avec prudence? Est-il vraisemblable,
en effet, que Budé ait pris ce détour pour établir la futiUté des biens
naies anciennes

.

matériels,

quand lui-même

les richesses

.

revient à maintes reprises sur l'effort gigan-

tesque qu'a exigé de lui la solution de problèmes où tous ses prédécesseurs avaient trouvé une pierre d'achoppement? A la question de vraisemblance s'ajoute que cette affirmation est isolée, alors pourtant que Budé,

que dans le De asse même, commente
souvent son ouvrage et s'explique sur les motifs de son entreprise sans
jamais revenir sur semblable but édifiant. Bien au contraire, c'est sur le
côté philologique de son oeuvre qu'il insiste, de même que sur l'aide
qu'elle peut apporter aux lettrés pour la compréhension des auteurs
anciens. Il suffît d'ailleurs de se rappeler comment Budé en est venu à
entreprendre ce travail pour se convaincre de la nature purement philologique de ses intentions: "Celui-ci [Thomas Linacre] me dit au cours
d'une conversation qu'il était aujourd'hui impossible de tirer au clair
[certaines questions — que je crois avoir élucidées — et je me chargeai
^"^
alors de le faire, ce qui l'émerveilla."
Cette intention est clairement confirmée au cours de l'ouvrage. Budé
s'y targue d'avoir si bien vidé les questions abordées qu'on ne pourra
rien ajouter à ses démonstrations,^^ alors pourtant qu'il y avait "huit
cent ans et peut-être beaucoup plus" que personne ne comprenait plus
le système monétaire des Anciens. ^^ Mais surtout, il justifie cette entreprise, "qui mérite qu'on y consacre toutes ses forces," ^"^ et il en explique l'utilité, estimant que l'éclaircissement du système monétaire est
un élément essentiel à l'intelligence de l'Antiquité.^^ Puisque Budé
s'était fait en France le champion des études nouvelles, on conçoit
l'importance qu'il devait attacher à la partie technique de son De asse.
Puisqu'en plus d'être isolée l'affirmation de Budé, dans laquelle on
tant dans sa correspondance
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du De asse, entre en contradiction avec l'ensemble
des déclarations de l'auteur, elle demande à être interprétée et c'est, je
pense, à la lumière du contexte de l'époque et de l'ensemble de la pensée
de Budé qu'il faut le faire.
En France, les premières années du XVIe siècle sont encore celles des
précurseurs: la mentalité du Moyen-âge reste puissante et les "bonnes
croit découvrir la clef

pour obtenir droit de cité. Cette lutte est un des
soutenus de l'oeuvre de Budé, de sorte qu'on trouve dans
celle-ci un témoignage des plus importants sur l'hostilité à laquelle
devaient faire face les études nouvelles. Les tracasseries qu'ont subies
Pierre Lamy et François Rabelais, parce qu'ils s'adonnaient à l'étude du
grec, sont restées célèbres grâce à la correspondance de Budé.^^ On peut
aussi rappeler, à titre d'exemple, un incident survenu au Parlement de
Paris et dont le récit se trouve dans les Annotations: "Du rang de ces
Aréopagites [les Accursiens], il est récemment sorti quelques singeurs
des Stoïciens, qui ont transformé le Parlement en tribunal pour décréter
qu'il fallait brûler tous les poètes et pour clamer d'un air sombre qu'il
fallait repousser la poésie au-delà des Alpes, d'où elle est venue sous de
funestes augures. Ils lançaient même des imprécations contre ceux qui
nous ont apporté les poètes, les orateurs et les auteurs du même ordre,
comme si c'était là la perte assurée de l'Etat. Ce n'est pas sans être applaudis qu'ils ont suscité de merveilleuses tragédies dans cette respectable
assemblée, prenant prétexte de la folie d'un misérable criminel, dont le
funeste délire avait échafaudé je ne sais quelles divagations sur Jupiter
et sur d'autres divinités poétiques, alors pourtant qu'il possédait à peine
"^°
les premiers rudiments des lettres.
Le fait est qu'il s'était trouvé partout de fortes résistances aux études
nouvelles. Pour la plupart des nobles, encore imbus des idées chevaleresques du Moyen-âge, ces études apparaissaient comme des raffinements
efféminés indignes d'un homme d'armes.^^ Chez les juristes, Accurse et
Bartole régnaient toujours en maîtres inattaquables, alors pourtant qu'on
trahissait leurs intentions.^^ Si l'opposition de ces deux groupes devait
s'atténuer assez rapidement, il n'en fut pas de même de celle des théologiens, dont l'hostilité trouva un vif stimulant dans la montée de Luther.
L'Antiquité païenne leur semblait incompatible avec la vraie piété et la
remise en cause du texte de la Vulgate par les humanistes ne faisait
qu'accentuer les soupçons d'hérésie qui pesaient sur le courant novateur.
Même la célèbre bible d'Alcala, pourtant contemporaine du Novum instrumentum, respectait le texte traditionnel, qu'elle mettait en honneur.
On conçoit qu'un ouvrage comme le De asse donnait prise à la critique
de l'aile traditionnaliste: pour un chrétien, peut-il y avoir futilité plus
grande que de consacrer tant d'énergie à l'étude des monnaies antiques?
Sachant qu'Erasme publierait sa lettre,^^ il est assez normal que Budé
lettres" doivent lutter

thèmes

les plus
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voulu en profiter pour désarmer la critique^ en affirmant que son
ouvrage visait à établir la vanité des biens matériels et à montrer où se
trouvent les biens véritables. Que des intentions morales se soient greffées aux buts purement scientifiques du De asse, c'est un fait indéniable,
comme le montrent les digressions et surtout l'appendice de l'ouvrage,
mais on ne saurait en aucun cas y voir les intentions premières et essenait

de l'ouvrage.
Dépassant le besoin que pouvait éprouver Budé de verser un tribut au
courant conservateur, on rejoint ici un problème de conscience qui le
préoccupera toute sa vie: comment concilier l'Antiquité païenne et la
religion révélée? Homme de transition, Budé appartient à la Renaissance
par ses vues intellectuelles, mais, par sa mentalité, il reste largement tributaire du Moyen-âge, de sorte que son attitude ne va pas sans tiraillements et sans contradictions. C'est ainsi que, en janvier 1517, il écrit à
son frère Louis: "Mon désir est de quitter la vie occupé encore à ces
tielles

travaux [la philologie] choisis après mûre réflexion, surtout que je m'y
Habitué à
suis tout de suite ménagé un viatique pour ma vieillesse.
vivre dans la modération, nourri de philologie, c'est à bon droit que je
.

.

.

voudrais arriver dans ces mêmes dispositions au terme que le destin m'a
fixé. Et c'est l'arrêt du destin, j'en suis convaincu, que loin de l'agitation
je consacre mon existence à l'étude des belles-lettres, m'adonnant à
l'étude au sein d'une pauvreté honnête et capable de se suffire. "^^ C'est
affirmer sans ambiguïté sa passion pour sa "maîtresse la Philologie,"
comme il l'appelle souvent, et sa ferme intention de ne pas s'en séparer.
Même si elles ne sont pas toujours aussi explicites, les affirmations de ce
genre reviennent dans les lettres de Budé, qui pourtant, le 15 octobre

1518, écrit à Longueil: "D'ailleurs, je souhaite que ni toi, ni moi, ni
aucun de mes amis, nous n'atteignions le seuil de la vieillesse dans cette
pratique ostentatoire des lettres et dans les exercices préliminaires à la
vraie philologie — encore moins que nous y mourions." ^^ Autant que
pour la déclaration précédente, on peut trouver dans la correspondance
de Budé nombre de passages pour appuyer celle-ci. A cet égard, les
lettres à Pierre Lamy du 10 février et du 2 mai 1520 sont particulièrement intéressantes, puisqu'elles traduisent assez bien le dilemme de Budé
partagé entre sa passion pour la philologie et son désir de s'adonner à
la philosophie.^"^ L'humaniste est tellement épris des "bonnes lettres"
qu'il ne peut s'en détacher, tandis que le chrétien à mauvaise conscience
de ne pas s'adonner plutôt à la philosophie et à la contemplation.
C'est seulement vers la fin de sa vie que Budé s'expliquera longuement
sur ce dilemme et tentera de le résoudre dans son De transitu hellenismi
ad Chris tianismum,^^ en venant à la conclusion qu'il n'y a pas incompatibihté entre les lettres païennes et les Saintes Ecritures. Dans la préface,
rappelle qu'il a "consacré les années de son âge florissant et vigoureux"
il
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à l'amour de la philologie et que, "sans

doute plus tard

qu'il

ne

l'eût

a maintenant décidé d'appliquer "toutes les ressources et les
capacités de [son] esprit" à l'étude des réalités divines, mais, précise-t-il,
il n'entend pas pour autant se sentir "obligé de renoncer à l'usage et à
fallu,"

il

l'amour de la philologie ancienne, dans laquelle [il s'est] depuis longtemps
engagé et raffermi et, ce faisant, de [s]' engager à la mettre elle-même au
^^
tout dernier rang et à lui dire adieu une fois pour toute."
En plus du contexte de l'époque et du problème de conscience que
connaissait Budé, il existe un autre facteur important qui peut contribuer
à l'explication de l'étonnante déclaration qu'il fait à Erasme. Avant son
De asse, Budé n'avait encore produit que des traductions de Plutarque"^^
et ses Annotations aux Pandectes (1508). La nature des traités traduits
et les digressions déjà présentes dans les Annotations témoignent de
préoccupations morales et philosophiques, dont on trouve la confirmation dans la correspondance de l'humaniste. Le De asse ne fait que confirmer ces préoccupations, en les poussant plus loin par le long appendice
du livre V. Ces développements avaient toutefois peu retenu l'attention
et l'opinion avait nettement consacré la réputation de Budé comme
philologue. Aussi, quand il s'adresse à Erasme plus d'un an après la
parution de son ouvrage, ce n'est pas de sa réputation scientifique que
Budé s'inquiète, mais bien plutôt de l'opinion qu'a de ses digressions le
plus réputé essayiste moral de l'époque. Peut-être formait-il déjà le projet plus ou moins précis de traités moraux; dans cette optique, un mot
favorable du Hollandais aurait pu être reçu comme un feu vert. En effet,
après lui avoir demandé, le 7 juillet 1516, de lire les digressions de son
de Asse, Budé note: "Tu trouveras là quelque chose de semblable, bien

que tu as écrit dans tes Silènes." '^^ Puis, dans sa lettre
26 novembre 1516, il remarque, "Et moi, je ne serais pas
non plus incapable de tirer de moi des oeuvres d'un genre différent, si
d'autres considérations le voulaient. C'est ce que tu pourras comprendre
de mon dialogue avec Deloynes à la fin de ce même livre." "^^ En plus de
montrer que le De asse est d'abord une oeuvre scientifique, puisque Budé
voit dans l'épilogue un indice de son aptitude à produire des oeuvres
d'un genre différent, cette déclaration suggère que Budé songe peut-être
déjà à un traité comme le De contemptu rerum fortuitarum (1520). Il
est donc manifeste que, si Budé met tant d'emphase sur l'aspect philosophique du De asse, c'est qu'il cherche à connaître l'opinion d'Erasme
qu'inférieur, à ce

suivante, le

comme

auteur moral, et non qu'il fasse de cet aspect
la réponse du Hollandais
n'a pu que le décevoir, puisqu'elle porte essentiellement sur la composition de l'ouvrage, sans s'arrêter au mérite des digressions, dont Budé
avait pourtant soigneusement indiqué la place à son correspondant.
Il est manifeste qu'on inverse les intentions de Budé quand on tente
sur ses aptitudes

la raison d'être

de l'ouvrage. De ce point de vue,
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de subordonner la démonstration scientifique de De asse à des fins
morales et philosophiques. Peut-être pourrait-on dire que Budé a intégré
artificiellement un traité moral à un traité scientifique, mais non que le
premier avait pour but de soutenir le second.
Echafaudée à partir d'une mauvaise traduction, la thèse d'une harmonie secrète du De asse ne résiste nullement à l'analyse. Les problèmes
de composition du De asse se retrouvent dans toutes les oeuvres de Budé
et on ne peut conclure qu'ils cachent des intentions "mystérieuses" sans
étayer solidement semblable affirmation. On ne l'a pas fait et l'examen
du De asse à la lumière de l'ensemble de la pensée de Budé montre plutôt
que l'oeuvre se veut une étude scientifique, entrecoupée de "horsd'oeuvre" qui, tout en livrant des idées que Budé avait à coeur, visaient
à adoucir l'aridité de la matière.
Université de Montréal
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29, cité à la note

comme on

ples chez Quintilien, (v.g.: Sensus inter se juncti atque ita cohaerentes,

en trouve des exemne commissura pellu-

ceat" (7.10.16)), cela ne compromettait en rien l'argumentation, puisque

le

sens reste celui
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de n'importe quel lecteur (comme je l'ai parfois été de propos délibéré, parce que j'estimais qu'il en allait de mon intérêt ou de mon honneur), c'est en partie pour qu'on suspende son jugement jusqu'à ce qu'on ait consulté des esprits plus pénétrants et en partie
pour qu'on admette que les passages figurés ne sont pas clairs, comme si on n'avait pas le
temps où le goût de les élucider, plutôt que d'émettre sur moi des jugements précipités
ou injustes.

p. 370.
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De

asse une "initiation pratique et active à la méthode philologique" (op. cit., p. 482).
Encore une fois, il s'agit d'une affirmation que non seulement rien ne vient étayer, mais qui
semble plutôt en contradiction avec ce que nous révèle l'oeuvre de Budé.

50 La traduction de Mme de la Garanderie rend conditorium par "tombeau," alors pourtant
que le contexte demande "dépôt," qui est d'ailleurs le sens premier du terme. L'auteur semble encore solliciter le texte pour les besoins de sa démonstration.
51
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Correspondance.

professeur Maurice Label est particulièrement utile (Sher-

brooke, Editions Paulines, 1973).

69 Traduction M. Lebel, op.
70 Le De
tate

cit.,

pp.

ML

philosophorum naturalibus, publié en 1505, et
animi, offert à Jules II en 1505.
placitis

le

De

tranquillitate et securi-

71 "Ubi tu nonnihil simile invenies, licet impar iis, quae in tuis Silenis scripsisti." Opera
p. 66.
,
p. 367. Voir de la Garanderie, La correspondance .
.

72 Nec ego non possim
dialogo nostro

in alio

cum Deloino

génère a
in fine

me

operas exigere

ejusdem

I,

.

si id alia

postularit ratio. Id

libri intelligere poteris.

Opera

I,

p. 373.

quod ex

Entre

la

mystique et rhumanisme:

Sébastien Franck et la pensée

moderne*

JAMES MacLEAN

Sébastien Franck (1499-1 542) était un penseur au carrefour de l'histoire
du XVI^ siècle. Mystique religieux dans la tradition
d'Eckhart et de Tauler, il était en même temps humaniste et précurseur
du rationalisme des Lumières. Les historiens ont qualifié Franck de
"spiritualiste," car le thème dominant de ses écrits est la primauté absolue
de l'Esprit sur tout ce qui est mondain. Mais la pensée de Franck révèle
à bien des égards une modernité précoce: il aspirait à l'objectivité dans
son interprétation de l'histoire, il formulait une vision universaHste de
l'humanité, il rejetait toute forme de dogmatisme et réclamait la liberté
de conscience. "Les idées de Franck," déclare le philosophe Wilhelm
Dilthey, "coulent dans le monde moderne à travers une centaine de
voies. "^ Pour l'historien Friedrich Heer, Franck était non seulement
l'auteur principal de l'idée de la tolérance, mais il a aussi légué à la philosophie allemande la méthode d'argumentation dialectique.^
Sébastien Franck est né à Donauwoerth, dans le pays de Souabe, en
1499.^ Il fit des études en lettres à Ingolstadt, puis en théologie au
collège dominicain d 'Heidelberg. Ordonné prêtre en 1524 environ,
Franck passa bientôt aux côtés de la Réforme: dès 1525 on le retrouve
à la tête d'une paroisse luthérienne près de Nuremberg. Cependant,
pour Franck — qui avait toujours été plus érasmien que luthérien — la
Réforme protestante s'avéra un échec au plan moral; c'est pourquoi il
renonça à ses fonctions pastorales au début de 1529. Désormais Franck
répudie le christianisme de toutes les Eglises, qu'elles soient catholique,
protestantes ou sectaires. Etabli à Strasbourg en 1530, il tomba sous
l'influence d'un ancien dirigeant anabaptiste, Jean Buenderlin,"* et s'adonna à l'élaboration d'une théologie du christianisme non-institutionnel.
C'était aussi à cette époque que Franck dirigea son attention vers des
questions historiques et culturelles. Il en est venu à croire au caractère
intellectuelle
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de doctrines humaines. En octobre 1530 Franck
de la civilisation turque,^ et un an plus tard il
description
une
publia
^
termina la rédaction de sa volumineuse Chronique et Bible de l'Histoire.
Oeuvre qui se voulait une histoire universelle depuis la création jusqu'à
relatif d'institutions et

l'année de sa publication, ce fut le premier effort de ce genre en langue
allemande. La Chronique se distingue également par le fait que son

auteur cherche, de manière consciente, à présenter un récit objectif du
il est "impartial" (unparteiisch), il n'écrit
"ni pour quelqu'un ni contre personne." Franck affirme que dans son

passé. Selon ses propres dires,

oeuvre chaque parti parle pour son propre compte: même le pape n'est
ses propres paroles et actes.''
Les passages les plus intéressants de l'histoire universelle de Franck se
trouvent sans doute dans la Kdtzerchronik (la Chronique des hérétiques)
qui termine le troisième livre (la Chronique des papes). On y découvre
un reportage instructif sur des personnalités contemporaines ainsi qu'un
remarquable plaidoyer en favour de la tolérance religieuse. Dans ses idées
concernant la tolérance (comme, d'ailleurs, dans l'ensemble de sa pensée),
Franck s'inspirait en partie d'Erasme, qu'il avait en très haute estime.
Un des plus longs articles de la Chronique est consacré à l'oeuvre du
célèbre humaniste néerlandais.^ Toutefois, la doctrine de la tolérance
chez Franck s'enracine tant dans sa théologie mystique et individualiste
que dans le moralisme érasmien. Du fait que l'homme possède en lui
une "étincelle" divine. Dieu s'adresse à chaque homme individuellement:
il en découle que l'authenticité de l'expérience religieuse est à trouver
dans la relation personnelle entre l'individu et Dieu, et ne peut en aucun

condamné que par

un credo.
Ce n'est pas sans une certaine ironie que l'inclusion d'un chapitre sur
Erasme dans ce livre a provoqué l'arrestation de Franck, et finalement
son expulsion de Strasbourg. Quand Erasme apprit que son nom figurait

cas être réduit à

parmi les "hérétiques" de la Chronique, il protesta énergiquement auprès
des autorités strasbourgeoises.^ Son disciple fut en conséquence banni
de la métropole alsacienne à la fin de 1531. Franck s'installa successivement à Kehl, à Esslingen, et puis en 1533 à Ulm. Il y publia pendant
l'année 1534 plusieurs ouvrages, dont les plus importants étaient une
paraphrase du Moriae Encomion d'Erasme, le Weltbuch (Cosmographie),
et les Paradoxa. Ce dernier constitue en quelque sorte la théologie systé-

matique de Sébastien Franck. Franck voulait y montrer que la vérité ne
saurait jamais s'exprimer dans de simples propositions objectives: elle
est plutôt cachée dans des affirmations étonnantes et apparemment
contradictoires (Wunderreden). La réalité (Sein) est toujours pour lui
trahie par les apparences (Schein). ^^ (On peut discerner dans cette
analyse une anticipation de la dialectique kantienne, et de sa distinction
entre noumènes et phénomènes.) Dans la préface des Paradoxa, son
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auteur déclare s'adhérer à un christianisme impartial et libre qui n'est
^^
à aucune secte, loi, ni personne, à aucun temps, lieu, ni élément.
Sous la forme de commentaires de quelques deux cent quatre-vingts
paradoxes, Franck élabore dans cette oeuvre les conceptions mystiques
de Dieu, de l'homme, du Christ, et de la rédemption qui fournissent le
cadre théorique de sa compréhension foncièrement individualiste de la

lié

vie chrétienne.

Au cours des années suivantes Franck rédigea de nombreux traités
théologiques et historiques. Les oeuvres les plus notables de cette étape
finale de sa carrière sont Le livre fermé et cacheté par sept sceaux,^'^
où il recueille et commente des passages contradictoires de l'Ecriture,
L'Opuscule sur la guerre,^^ une polémique contre le combat armé, et
La Chronique d 'Allemagne, ^"^ son histoire du peuple allemand. Cette
activité littéraire de Franck suscita l'opposition des pasteurs luthériens
d'Ulm, lesquels obtinrent en 1539 un décret bannissant le penseur dissident de cette ville. Franck dirigea alors ses pas vers Bale, où il passa
les dernières années de sa vie. Il y mourut en automne, 1542.

La pensée de Sébastien Franck s'insère, comme nous l'avons signalé,
dans la tradition de la mystique, et tout particulièrement de la mystique
rhénane du Haut Moyen Age. C'est de là qu'il dériva sa doctrine de Dieu,
son anthropologie, et son idée du rapport direct entre l'humain et le
divin. Le Dieu de Franck est le mystère ineffable de la via negativa: le
premier des Paradoxa s'intitule en effet Deus quid sit, nescitur. Mais
d'après Franck, si la nature de Dieu est inconnaissable, elle n'est pas
pour autant inaccessible. Dieu est présent dans toutes ses créatures;
d'ailleurs il est présent en l'homme d'une manière spéciale, à savoir, par
son "image" ou sa "parole." Dans la mesure où l'homme possède cette
image, il est "de nature divine." Certes, le péché de l'homme a obscurci
cette lumière intérieure, mais ne l'a pas entièrement éteinte. Pour nous
ramener à la parole divine qui est déjà en nous, pour éveiller cette parole,
Dieu s'incarna dans le Christ. ^^ Le Christ agit en nous intérieurement;
connu seulement selon la chair (le Christus extra nos), il nous est inutile.
Le salut consiste donc en la régénération de l'individu, et se produit à
l'intérieur de l'âme sans l'aide d'aucun médiateur externe. Toutes les
Eglises, qui prétendent être justement de tels médiateurs, appartiennent
en réalité à l'Antéchrist. La Nouvelle Alliance diffère de l'Ancienne en
ce qu'elle est vraiment spirituelle: son ministre est le seul Saint-Esprit.
En somme, être chrétien n'est pas appartenir à une certaine communauté
ou croire certaines doctrines; c'est plutôt vivre d'une certaine manière.
Chez Franck, donc, la théologie mystique mène à des conclusions bien
plus radicales que dans la tradition classique.
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Franck articula ses idées dans un langage spiritualiste particulier à
son époque. Il y a tout de même dans sa pensée des éléments qui sont
frappants en raison de leur nouveauté et de leur modernité. En premier
lieu on peut citer son rejet de l'autorité arbitraire et du dogme. Pour
Franck la foi chrétienne, étant quelque chose de vécu, ne peut en aucune
manière être réduite à des formules verbales. La signification de l'Ecriture
est à trouver dans son sens spirituel ou existentiel plutôt que dans son
sens Uttéral; il n'y a aucune révélation ou communication de faits religieux objectifs. Pour emprunter un terme à la théologie moderne, on
peut dire que pour lui la doctrine doit être démythisée. Franck affirme
qu'il nous faut désapprendre tout ce que nous avons appris dans l'Eglise
romaine ou chez les réformateurs protestants, car la connaissance de
Dieu, le Christ, l'Evangile, la foi, et l'amour "signifient tout à fait autre
chose que ce que tout le monde a enseigné jusqu'ici".*^ De même: "Les
histoires d'Adam et du Christ ne sont pas Adam ou le Christ."*"^ La
vérité de la Bible ne concerne pas des événements qui se déroulèrent en
Palestine il y a des siècles, mais plutôt des événements qui se déroulent
maintenant en nous-mêmes: "Le Christ doit naître, vivre, mourir, ressusciter, et monter au ciel en nous; sa vie (Historié), sa passion et sa résurrection doivent être accomplies dans tous ses membres." ^^ La seule
fonction de la Parole extérieure dans ce schéma est celle de témoigner
de l'appropriation intérieure de l'acte salvifique.
En répudiant le concept qui faisait de la doctrine religieuse un corpus
de vérités métaphysiques et historiques, Franck prépara la voie à la
critique rationaliste du dogme et de la Bible (Bay le, Spinoza, Blount).

Sa critique de l'autorité arbitraire s'étend aussi au domaine de l'éthique.
la moralité ne peut se baser sur des lois; au contraire elle
vient de l'activité libre et créatrice de l'Esprit. "Là où se trouve l'Esprit
de Dieu, il faut que la liberté s'y trouve aussi, que Moïse se taise, que
toute loi cède, et que personne ne soit audacieux au point de prescrire
au Saint-Esprit une loi, une règle, une ordonnance et des limites."^^
Dans son appréciation des peuples et des cultures étrangers, Franck
manifeste un universalisme peu commun à son époque. L'idée de la
chrétienté, ou de la supériorité de la culture européenne, n'a aucune
place dans sa pensée. Les institutions, la religion, et les moeurs païennes
ne sont ni plus ni moins repréhensibles que leurs analogues du monde
chrétien - c'est un des thèmes principaux de la Chronique turque et de
la Cosmographie de Franck. En même temps il y a pour lui de véritables
"chrétiens" dans toutes les sociétés. Cette conviction s'exprime de façon
concise dans la formule Ecclesia dispersa a gentibus, l'Eglise est dispersée
parmi les païens. Dans les Paradoxa Franck raisonne ainsi: de même
qu'il y a partout des hommes qui n'ont jamais entendu parler d'Adam,
"de même il y a eu de tout temps des chrétiens parmi les païens. .qui
ignorent s'il y a jamais eu, ou s'il y aura jamais, un Christ".^^ C'est

Pour Franck

.
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pourquoi Franck peut considérer l'ennemi de

la chrétienté, le turc,

comme

son "bon frère".^^
Si la pensée Franck est universaliste, elle se caractérise aussi par son
concept de l'autonomie de l'individu. Libéré des contraintes de la religion institutionnelle, l'individu est obligé de faire son salut en solitude.
Au siècle des Lumières Immanuel Kant employait l'image de la "majorité"
de l'homme, de sa libération de la "tutelle," pour souligner l'autonomie
de l'homme vis-à-vis de l'autorité extériorisée de la tradition et des institutions. Franck se servit d'une image semblable en comparant l'Eglise
institutionnelle à une poupée que Dieu avait donné au christianisme
pendant son enfance. ^^
Depuis la Renaissance l'histoire intellectuelle de l'Occident est dominée par une vision anthropocentrique de l'existence humaine. L'on peut

comme un des éléments contribuant à cette vision la doctrine
anthropologique des spiritualistes comme Franck. Selon Franck le salut
ne vient pas de l'extérieur de l'homme, mais de l'intérieur de lui: c'est
précisément la redécouverte de sa vraie nature humaine. L'acte rédemptif se produit lorsque nous découvrons que le Royaume de Dieu est en
nous-mêmes, lorsque la parole intérieure s'éveille et se manifeste concrètement dans nos relations avec autrui. Que l'idée de la parole intérieure
devienne celle de la "raison" n'est pas surprenant, et on aperçoit ce
développement déjà au XVI^ siècle chez un disciple de Franck, Sébastien
CasteUion. "La raison," dit Castellion, "est la parole étemelle et certaine
de Dieu, bien plus ancienne et sûre que les Ecritures et les cérémonies. "^^
Il s'agit là d'un leitmotif des Lumières et de la modernité.
La théologie spiritualiste de Franck était sans conteste un produit de
la Réforme, on pourrait même dire du Haut Moyen Age. Ses outils conceptuels étaient ceux des mystiques, des réformateurs, voire des sectaires.
Cependant, les aspects humanistes et rationalistes de la pensée de Franck,
et notamment sa théorie de la tolérance, sa méthode dialectique, son
objectivité historique, sa critique du dogme, son universalisme, et son
individualisme, ont exercé une influence importante sur la pensée
moderne. Franck avait un très grand auditoire au XVI® siècle: ses
Paradoxa et sa Chronique ont paru en de nombreuses éditions, et ses
écrits furent traduits en latin, en français, en hollandais, et en anglais.
Des auteurs tels que Castellion, Valentin Weigel, et Thierry Coomhert
ont repris et transmis ses idées. Au XVII® siècle les CoUégiants de
Rijnsburg — avec qui Baruch Spinoza était en relation — s'inspiraient
de Franck. C'est le cas aussi pour l'historien Gottfried Arnold. Certains
grands défenseurs du principe de la tolérance à la fin du XVII® siècle
connaissaient l'oeuvre des disciples de Franck: ainsi Pierre Bay le inclut
dans son Dictionnaire un éloge de Coomhert, et en Angleterre John
Locke a lu Castellion. Au XVIII® siècle Franck est cité par les critiques
considérer
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de la religion Jean Paul et Gotthold Lessing. En définitive,
bien des idées chères aux philosophes des Lumières — et au monde
moderne — étaient tirées d'une tradition qui remonte en partie à
rationalistes

l'oeuvre de Sébastien Franck.
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Spellbound: Typography and the

Concept of Old-Spelling Editions*
RANDALL McLEOD

1

his

paper consists of extracts from an extended account of Renaissance

typesetting problems.

and

It differentiates

asserts that editorial uses

rigour,

and that

its

old spelling from old typesetting,

of the former concept lack philosophical

general application in so-called old-spelling editions

has distorted the subtle texture of accidentals which they are designed
to convey.
The prime facie evidence is limited to ink on paper, from which can
be inferred an arrangement of typefaces and types during printing. The
relationship of printed image to typeface and to type is concrete, and
our inferences about composition are necessarily tied to an actual historic
event. Inferences about spelling, however, are highly abstract, and we
have no clear evidence a given compositor spelled as he set type. There
is something about spelling, this editorial abstraction, both in theory
and certainly in practice, that smacks of "spurning the base degrees."
Once we have made the abstraction, we pull the ladder up after us, and,
though we may lower it in a new old-spelling edition, we have grossly
altered material circumstances. We are headed for a fall to the extent
we take pride in our conservatism.
Let us look first at the early quartos of Dekker's Shomakers Holiday.
In signature B3^ of Q3 we find

Amùngfi
The

f

and t constitute one graphic shape, a ligature, printed by one
type, noteworthy in that it back-kerns.
kern is vulnerable typeface
that extends off its own typebody. To survive printing it must be set

where

An

A

it

can rest on an adjacent type shoulder; but as the g occupies

earlier version

of

this

paper was presented

Spelling Renaissance Play -Texts in English,"

1978.

at a conference on "The Preparation of OldGlendon College, York University, April 12-13,

j
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Jl cannot be set after g without causing the kern to
and thus to bend or break:

this very place,

foul,

amofj

'SP

Accordingly,

we can deduce

in the original setting

valent passage in

the gap between the ^ and the Ji correlates
with spacing type or types. Now look at the equi-

Ql and

2.

amonoejl
kerns
Is e

part of the spelling? part of the pronunciation? Is

plausible that the e

by the

typesetter,

is

who

it not perfectly
merely a weak vowel whose body is being used
may care nothing for her intelligence?

About "amongest." We can look to the OED spelling profile (arranged
grossly by centuries), and find that "amongest" is a legitimate 16thcentury "spelling," but not 17th. But how does the OED know what
the spelling is if it gathered its information from type, since the whole
question of the spelling per se of this word in type (though not, perhaps,
in ms.) is challenged by the example from Dekker? Unfortunately we
frequently cannot separate ms. "spellings" from type "spellings" because
the sources of the profiles are not extant. As there is no Dekker concordance, the prevalence of the form in his work cannot easily be determined. But what would any other italic occurrences tell us, for there is
no ready way to surmise a ms. value through such type exigencies? It
would be interesting to learn if the e were found only in italic settings,
where alone the fouling potential exists. (Ql also offers two settings
each of "amongst" and "among" in black letter.) More than a Dekker
concordance we need one for Valentine Sims, the printer, and an analysis
of his founts and compositors. Some founts, by the way, had a nonkerning allotype of the ligature, and contemporary examples of this
rarer type are not hard to find, though there is none in Shomakers Ql
:

AmongH
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spacing e

is to be suspected elsewhere and in non -italic settings: roman
{Hamlet Fl); and in black letter, disyllabic "mufFeled"
{Shomakers Ql); "trifell" and "trifle" are both found in Lear Ql;
"croflely" {Richard II ¥ \) "grofely" Shake-speares Sonnets Q\), both
disyllables. Is the form "deflèigne" {Hamlet Fl, 2) an etymological
spelling? a phonetic spelling? a type-exigent setting? all three? And are
we to discern a spacing u in "bafFuld" in Richard II Ql, where Fl prints
"bafFel'd," and Rowe prints "baffled"?

"stiffely"

,

How frequently do such typesetting problems undermine the validity
of the spelling concept? Here follows a sketch of sample typesetting
problems in typical italic faces of the day — italic had (and has) more
kerned sorts than black letter or roman founts. The problematic words
are given arbitrarily in a modern face, but the reader can reconstruct
the Renaissance potential for fouling with reference to this hand-drawn
classification of italic shapes in which the vertical stroke isolates the kern:
fore -kerning:

back-kerning:

multi-kerning

y^ y\
\/c

r/v

/\

^^^'

L^ J/?

L/

etc.

///

Here are several random examples: pickpocket (k+p); pricksong (k+s);
kiss'd (ss+'); Yorkshire (k-f-sh); thinkst, and all such verbs ending in -k
(k+st); breakfast (k+f); stockfish (k+fi); thick-flowing (k+fl); kyth (k+y)
offshoot (ff+sh); offhand (ff+h); doffst (ff+st); kingship (g+sh); bringst
and all such verbs ending in -g (g+st); eggshell (g+g+sh); sky (s+k+y);
selfhood (f+h); Nym (N+y); Ryme (R+y); Rose (R+s); disseble (ss+e) with this example one senses the profound typesetting problems in
accented languages with kerning sorts; and finally a word that for many
modern readers must define the oddity of this design characteristic of
old italic — assbackwards (ss+b). For many of these incompatibilities,
graceful solutions existed somewhere before during or after our period
- solutions that did not upset the equation of speUing and typesetting:
but not all the solutions are to be found in any of the old founts.
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some words inevitably involve a
example would foul like this:

settings of

types: sky, for

\
it is likely to

be

set:

skl^The word

''kiss'd" fouls like this:

V

Wd
\

-and

thus

calls for these settings:

//W
If

//

the k of the fount lacks a kern, then:

^/^c/
Or

if

the apostrophe

is

low slung

kis'd.
as well, then

can be resolved easily with a round

s.

-
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needs to space one g from the other or eliminate one of them, as the gg
ligature

and g allotypes which existed

in early Italian printing

maeono

Sa^io

seem not to have been current in Elizabethan and Jacobean founts.
Furthermore, there is need to space the g and Jh with a dash, an e, or
both (though a round s and an h would neatly solve the problem too —
and this is the obvious solution for continental founts, used in the dedicatory notes to Shakespeare's Venus and Lucrèce, that are short ofJh
ligatures).

Here are some examples of problematic settings and resolutions:
pulfii{e!)/

fublickly

%ej^routrs

What

oppMciciTc

is

the

thankful

oppofics

Q^>ckf/j

J^icklj

Jiucip

^fafque

1^/e MasJ^rs

dUXchlc,

<iS\î'afl^.

love? The Quarto offers us three options,
and Cressed, the variation in the number of sylla-

name of Troilus'

Cressid(a), Cresseid(a)

bles being perhaps a metrical

accommodation (although the

variation

is

found in prose). Scrutinizing the actual typesettings in the stints assigned
by Williams and Walker^ we can see that each compositor sets type in
pecuHar ways not accounted for by the concept of spelling.

Frequency

Typeface

Comp.

#

A

Comp. B

17

1

ff+e + i

4

13

I-'fi

9

jf+e

/

+s +

2
e

+

i

total

-0^

_\_

32
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The matter

is

more complicated, obviously, than can be

saying, as does Walker, that

Compositor

A

revealed

a Cressida speller

is
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by

and B a

show consistent sensitivity to the kerns
name can be explained in each instance

Cresseida speller.^ B's settings
of his types, and the e in the

(except in the one Jsei setting) as a spacing function. This unique setting might be taken as a spelling preference since the e is typographically
not required, but as it comes late in the quarto we might suppose that
the compositor's typographical practice has led him to think of e as
ligature once (14^), and
inevitable in the name. Oddly he uses the JJÏ
this fact calls for explanation by analysis of the cases or perhaps for reassignment of compositors or their cases. Compositor A's disregard for
kerns is borne out by other examples, as on K4^ where we find
Crejyj^

Crz-jT,/^

(/rcffd

and

,

VVcrc!CaCi\fkc compofd by

V«/r4;;/skill

which shows a fouling of f on k and and the usual
avoidance of fouling on k by use of the round s before it. This typethe latter part of

'

setting behaviour, if consistently A*s, should serve to assign the stints in
Shake-speares Sonnets (by the same printer in the same year) differently
than they are now assigned.^ Such speculation is closed on these matters,
however, if we think only in terms of spelling and not of typesetting.

The name "Quicksilver" in Chapman, Jonson and yidixsion's Eastward
Hoe Ql presents no problem to the typist, or to the compositor setting
roman—
Quickiîiucr
or

italic, if

the k

is

mis-set as h

,

:

jSjiichji/uer.
But when the kerned k

is

set

(Xuick^rOucr

Quickjiiftcrs

jSlfUkfuUir

Quic^Jiluer

QuickjI^r

we

get this mess —

£^*cl^,f'*^r

Q^'^'^k/^^^

C^ck^f/uer

^ci^.jit.

Qmekzfii^

CtMuktUmcr

Qjcickf^lHcr

-in which either the dash or the e or both may be type-exigent. How
we to see ms. values through this haze? How are we to say where
words begin and end, or what is true compounding?
These equivocations mean that typesetting problems within a word
spill out beyond that word. We are now unable always to determine
are

.
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where some words begin and end, though with an eye on the original
type sorts and their settings (something we cannot see in our old-spelhng
editions)

we can

divine within loose limits the compositorial options

and exigencies.

There are u/v allotypes, just as there are f/s allotypes, and they both
can function to differentiate the ends of words from the middle. Their
levelling in some modem old-spelling editions obscures the kind of information we see in the originals themselves; consider these examples
from Shakespeare's 5o«w 6^5, 1609:

vnufd
This

last

vn-vfd

vnvrds.

might be a typo, though the orderly progression of examples
is a possibility that such settings imply some-

suggests otherwise. There

thing of an etymological attitude in the ms., as

we

find a v in Daniel's

abbreviation of "perused," "pvsd," though he also uses u medially elsewhere in the same ms."^ The subtlety is found again (to return to f/s) in
these examples from Eastward

TradefmcH

Hoe:

traJcsrncn

Trades -man Tradcf-inan.

The example with f and -, where there is no potential for fouling,
suggests that the word is a unit of two halves, whereas the s and - suggests compound words. This problem is frequently encountered in
Latin around the question of separable and non-separable affixes:

nobiscum

pignonbufcjj

Such subtle distinctions are confounded
f and s.

in editions that

"normalize"

Finally there are other important ways in which the typesetting of
one word may influence that of another. Consider this example:

JVcrks vpM.
As

the kern of a terminal k tends to carry across the interlexical space
and to beg the eye to see different words as one, the e functions graphically to consolidate the word shapes. It is obviously not needed here,
however:
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Neither the e nor the s avoids fouling, though the e does have a spacing
function. In these next phrases, however, the spacing e is required to
avoid fouling unless the compositor opts for an awkward pigeon hole:

aUckefor wa^

the mufikepUUr.

Consideration of the setting of a word with relation to the surroundand line length may lead beyond the question of spelling to
that of diction — as, for example, in the case of irregular use of "has"
and "hath" in Shakespeare's texts. Consider, for example, these lines
ing type

from Troilus and Cressida (Fl):
Cre.

Why Paris bach

coJou'rinough»

P^n, Soihchas.
Now, we

are

accustomed to contemporary "spellings" that fluctuate
the change from "hath" to "has" in adjacent
odd. The question cannot be adequately asto this setting. Let us look at its copy text,
not two lines, but one line, and justified at

even in the same line. But
speeches may strike us as
sessed with reference only
Ql (1609), where we find
that:

Crcf»

Why P^^'is

The supposition

hn%^ colour mon^;h.

\?MdSo he hasj

unprovable) that had the compositor's
find "hath" twice in this line.
Is this a question of compositorial "spelling" or compositorial diction —
or is this a variation from the author? In Troilus Ql we find 16 uses of
"has," (11 "justified") against 62 uses of "hath" (only 8 "justified").
Now, the "justification" of lines often has to do with their being in
prose, and prose has a tonality different from verse and hence a different
diction. So it may be that the forms vary by verse and prose; further
analysis is required to separate such potential causes.
There are twelve speakers in Troilus that use "hath" only and four
that use both "hath" and "has." None uses "has" exclusively. These
varying uses can be organized according to appearance in the so-called
justified or non-justified lines, and in prose or verse, and I shall summarize the salient points of this comparison.^
1 ) Pandarus' five "has" forms all occur in justified prose lines. One
use, photo-quoted above, accompanies "hath" by Cressida at the start
of the same prose line, all of which suggests that "has" may be typeexigent. Pandarus' single "hath" occurs in unjustified verse. There is no
clear reason, then, to think that "hath" is for verse and "has" is for
stick

is

been several

prose.

unavoidable

(if

mm.

we would

longer,
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2) Cressida's single "has" form occurs in a justified prose line that
comprises her whole speech, there thus being no chance to run over.
Her three "hath" forms occur once in justified prose, once in unjustified
verse, and once in an unjustified pentameter line in a prose context.
The conclusion is the same; we cannot discriminate the uses of the forms
in terms of verse and prose, but we can do quite well on the basis of
spacing.

3) Thersites uses "ha's" twice and "has" five times. His speeches are
and thus almost all occurrences are in justified lines. His single

in prose,

"hath" form occurs in a justified prose line, which ends "hath no"/,
and if instead of these seven types were set these six, "has no"/ a pigeon
hole would develop. As I formerly suggested that "has" might be a
space-exigent form of "hath," here we can surmise that "hath" may be
a space-exigent form of "has."
4) Finally, the evidence of Ulysses: in the main "hath" (fourteen
times) though occasional use of "has" (three times, once in prose, TLN
1300, and twice in verse, 1979, 2663). Let me analyze just the first
occurrence of "has." "Has" occurs in 2.3, just at the end of the first
(prose) half of the scene. Before the "has" is a "hath" by Ulysses in an
unjustified prose line (1295); and after it comes his "hath" in an unjustified verse line (1309). The justified "has" line in question, 1300,
occurs in the midst of a heavily cramped section of El^, in which the
line before and the second and third lines after are all justified and contain tilde contractions. Once again variation seems well explained by
,

type spacing.^
I have not attempted a systematic analysis of all uses of "has" and
"hath" in the play. Such analysis would inevitably involve discussion of
the endings "-s" and "-eth" in the third person singular indicative of
most other verbs, and this is beyond the point raised here, which is
simply to raise the question of whether material causality can dominate
formal causality in this case. If it can, then it may be that neither form
prejudices the pronunciation (or pronunciations) of the word, except in
rhyme position. Linguistic information from Renaissance times suggests
that the written form "hath" was becoming or was already a literary
form. But was it a visual literary form, or a form of literary diction which idea of diction implies pronunciation? The general situation for
the typical third person singular indicative endings of verbs was not in
doubt to Richard Hodges in 1643, when he said that "whensoever e//i
Cometh in the end of any word, wee may pronounce it sometimes as 5, and
sometimes like z."*^ This statement must apply to the very "cometh"
in his own sentence, which we should thus sound with a z. (Caught you,
didn't he!) In the face of this statement the practice in modernizing
editions of Shakespeare may be questioned for potential inconsistency
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"cometh" when the copy text reads "cometh," "comes"
when rhyme or metre do not specify the "-eth"

reads "comes,"

pronunciation. We have to learn whether the practice of 1643 pertained
a half century earlier. Typographical analysis may well prove crucial in
answering this question, certainly in stating its Hmits. Again, the most
efficient description of the text is typographical. Spelling begs a host of
questions.

now

to spell out some of the implications of this evidence.
only a handful of examples, but the problems illustrated
are typical of the handling of textual subtleties throughout the field. The
Shakespeare Variorum Handbook opts to keep old u, v, i, and vv since
they may hint at the copy text. "Although the same argument could be
made for retaining the long-s for modem s, it seems doubtful that the
great trouble and expense necessary to retain it would be justified by
the few occasions when long-s and f are confused, since such a case of
ambiguity as fight/sight may be easily explained in the commentary
notes. Long-s will therefore be normalized to modern s."^ Similarly
Fredson Bowers argues for an "old-spelling text, not a modernized version that constantly draws a veil between him [the reader] and the subtleties of the original," but the "pedantic use of long s," etc, is rejected.^
M.J. Pearce, who models his Workbook of Analytical and Descriptive
Bibliography on Bowers' work, states that although the long f should
be transcribed "as found," ligatures in f "must" be ignored and the constituents spelled out.^® Behind the words like "normalize," "pedantic,"
and the imperative "must" Ues a failure to comprehend the typographical issues. The strongest reason for abandoning the allotypes of s, a
feature of our written and typeset language we share in common with
German, ancient Greek and Hebrew, in which printing traditions they are
still in active use, is economic: the Variorum Handbook says the differentiation of these allotypes costs too much. But economic costs are to be
calculated against the intellectual costs of directing our discipline away
from primary material and primary material Professor Bowers suggests
hopefully that in old-spelling editions a note might be given for specialists
(which means, I imagine, that it will be ignored), so that they can restore
"automatically" the typographical form of the original. ^^ But as we
have seen, no typesetting is likely to sort with any automatic rule.
In its note to prospective editors on typographical format, the
Variorum Handbook does not address the problem of ligatures (which
one encounters in every line of old editions, but much less frequently in
the modem Variomm editions), though it does tell how to handle certain
It is

I

time

shall refer to

.

.
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logotypes, which it strangely calls "digraphs" (which term I cannot find
any dictionary of printing, though it is a term in linguistics). Even
when the Variorum did employ old ligatures, it could misapply them.

in

Here from Venus and Adonis 832 are the Variorum and the Ql version:
Paffion

Palfion

This practice tends in the direction opposite to that of the modern oldspelling editions, but it is still "normalizing." One suspects that in new
Variorum editions the w at the start of this line is to be "normalized":

which with cold terror, doth mens minds confound:
But
is

as the line

is

justified,

and

as there

is

no room

for the regular

surely intentional, and likely a compositorial correction of a

VV,

it

VV set-

proved too long as he was setting it.
by the way, kept the line as is.
In the textual notes to 106.7 in Rollins' edition of Shakespeare's
Sonnets we find that "exprest" in Ql becomes "express" in the early
18th century. There is no way to tell whether the ss of "express" refers
to an (T ligature (hence perhaps an easy typesetting error), or Is (hence
likely an intended change). Cutting corners on typesetting costs in such
scholarly collations greatly increases their ambiguity, and decreases
ting in order to justify a line that

Rollins' conservative edition of Vejtus,

their scholarly value.

The Handbook

suggests that the f in "sight" gets confused with the
That is true enough (really it means fi and fi ), but there
are more, and more important confusions that are passed over. A late
quarto oi Hamlet is reported to read "puer as Snosh," which misprints
"pure as fnow" in Q2. Behind the "Snosh" must lie"Sno{h„" but if the
ligature is abandoned the error becomes unintelligible. If it is retained,
the reader can see that one type has been substituted for another type,
one that lies adjacent in the old case, and which has a similar set. Typically, Midsummer Night's Dream collations give "take Q] taste F."
The speech in 5.1 is full of malapropisms and makes Bottomless sense
either way. The nature of the problem comes into sharp focus when we
realize that k and ft lie adjacent in the early case and have similar sets.
No such explanation can apply, however, to the variant between editions
of Richard
"taske] take" (which looks like the former collation in
modern type), as the flc ligature was not in use until over a century
later. Does the form "prasi'd" in collations of Troilus refer to an fi ligature
f in "fight."

H

or to

f or

to s?

Once we know

it is

prasl'J

*\

1
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matched by

we have the answer: a round s has been used to avoid
on an apostrophe, and it has mistakenly been interchanged with
i. Had the ligature been found we would have a significant crux. How is
the reader to know from the collation?
In Delia Ql look what we lose by levelling the allotypes of s. Signature
C shows the following distribution of sh and fh ligature. Signature B
is all sh, signature D and following is (with an odd late exception) all
a

few

lines later

fouling

fh ligatures.
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Gipfie] gipfie

fings] flings.

Othello collations give "meslt," which begs the question of the ligature
in the original, but Q reads merely "mes It." In a modern

and allotypes

we

old-spelling text

are likely to

meet

error in the placing of the apostrophe?

is't
Similarly the

with

Trt.

(i.e. "danced") looks odd in modem type,
obvious when we remember the ligature.

form "dan'st"

but the reason for

And

"i'st." Does this record an original
Not likely, if ft was used: contrast

it is

consider this textual note:

^"^

ceaslesse] 5, P; cealesse Q^.
Perhaps the editor has made the obvious lexical correction. But if we
had to defend the obvious, as each self-scrutinizing discipline ought, the
rationale becomes very complicated. The insertion of an s in the modern
text hides the question of why fl was not used in the original (can we
detect a type shortage here?), and the corollary question of which alloit be of diflervice to Authors who corown works, and who ought to be acwith Ligatures, and compound Sorts,

Neither can
rc(ft

their

quainted
to

mark them according

to thefr contents

:

for

it

has been obfcrvcd, that even yaujsg Corl*e6lors have

marked only one part of

a ligature

;

as,

the /of

to be altcr'd into an /; the k of fic, to be turned
into a i/', and fo in other cafes, fimilar to thcfc ;
ft,

whereas they would have marked the whole ligayZ', &c. had they taken notice,
that thefc

ture y?,

and

fevcral other Sorts are

/ea/bns

which have been

cad

in a piece,

for the

p;iven before.

Smith, Printer's Grammar, 1755, p. 82

type of

s

was used (omitted,

rather).

So the

Q

setting

is

strange indeed;

may imply a ligature shortage made good by setting type by type,
and then made bad by loss of one of the types. And who is to say that

it

is not "whorson Zedd," the "vnnecessarie letter" huX
not the unnecessary type - because it does not kern like an f ? (Con-

the missing type

sider this collation

from Troilus:

il
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F2: reides Q; rccides FI

resides]

guess F2 uses a ligature, but on the basis of the FI reading, as
by typographical sense, we can see that the letter missing in Q is
not necessarily an s and is almost certainly not an f .) Is not "ceaclesse"
a better emendation? Might it not be best to make no emendation, but
to express our quandary in a note?
The last matter of the editor's art to treat is one of the most closely
reasoned of all its practices. Let me quote from Greg's discussion of his

One must
well as

Seventh Rule:

When

^^

a correction

form or

was made

spelling of

in the type

some other word

it

often necessitated altering the

in the line in order to secure typo-

graphical adjustment. If an editor accepts the correction he should adopt
the correction only and preserve the rest of the line as originally set up,
this being the nearest approach possible to the form of the copy. In other

words an editor should take as his copy-text the original setting of each
forme, introducing into it from the corrected setting only the deliberate
alterations of the press reader, or such of them as he accepts, and not the
consequential changes that the compositor was forced to make.
Greg's rule deals with "accidental" changes

order to

made

words in
Here is
principle from the Cambridge Dekker (for Westward

accommodate

in other

a "substantive" correction in the crux.

an example of this
Hoe, 4.1.133). The press variants

swaggring wilde-oats

swaggringft wild-oats
lead to this in the critical edition,

conservative type format) the
Did "accidentals":

less

f

which reading combines (in an even
new "substantive" and some of the

swaggringst wilde-oats.

Now

consider this alteration of type in Lear

noyftles

and

Q\}^ The words

pafl

were replaced respectively by the underlined words in these justified

lines:

Wlicr's thy à\\nv\Fra7:cc fprccis bis banners in our noy fcîcs land,
flic

put vni

it'll

The corrections,
)f

I

pall altuc,i he rape
argue, cannot be

correction they must

fît

vm atli coxcombs vvir

!•.

a

ibck,

assumed to be pure, because for ease
by the errors. We have,

into the space vacated

.
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good idea of the space exigencies. If ftl were replaced by
form a common typesetting of the word, its length would fall
short and create a pigeon hole, which can be rectified only by moving
many types, or by hair spacing, etc. The e (with f and 1 ), which brings
the correction to the approximate length of the fault, may, then, be a
spacing e, not perhaps because there is a shortage of fl ligatures, or a
desire for etymological format, but because there is an abundance of
space that must be filled in order to justify the line and to space the face.
The opposite rationale applies to paft /pâfl (F=Pafte) as there is no
room for extra type. When Greg proposed that the other words altered
then, a very
to

f],

in order to make space for the correction should not be so altered in his
kind of critical edition, he seems to have implied that the correcting
word itself might not be altered. But here the substantive correction
seems likely to partake of the accidental nature of the error. How do
we know what it means to "adopt the correction only'"^
.

.

INCONCLUSION

Hence

if

ir,th3twc

make trifles of tcrrourSjCnrconcing our fclycj into fccming knowledge, when we fhould lubmit our fclucs to
anvnknownefcarc.
^ earc.

Shak-lpcarc:

University

Shakefpeare.

of Toronto
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Rhetoric and Doctrine in

Donne's Holy Sonnet IV
S. p.

ZITNER

earths imagined corners" — fourth
Gardner's numbering of Donne's Holy Sonnets, ^ seventh
in Sir Herbert Grierson's — has had almost as distinguished a career in
the lists of commentary as in the civil quiet of anthologies. LA. Richards
used it for his Cambridge experiments in Practical Criticism, where it
attracted the highest number of non-committal "votes."^ It figures
importantly in Dame Helen's account of the Holy Sonnets as illustrative
of Donne's progress in doctrinal matters and of his Ignatian method in
composition. It is analysed by Stanley Archer in his questioning of the
relevance of that method to an understanding of Dome's poems, and
employed by Murray Roston as an instance of Donne 's mannerism. It
is, for Wilbur Sanders, "eloquently modulated" and "spine-tingling"
(perhaps the Holly woodism is half-way to dispraise), t ut finally not the
product of "a genuinely religious encounter."^ More evidence could be
added to quaUfy Richards' observation — upon revie\^ tng student protocols on the sonnet - that "It is in the nature of some performances that
they leave the spectator feeling rather helpless."
After responding to the contrast between the grand evocation of
general Judgement in the octave and the private quiet of the sestet's
plea for instruction in repentance, and to the apparent logic that connects them, one hesitates over the tone and import of at least three
passages. Even if these hesitations can be accommodated reasonably
well to some interpretation of the poem, the passages remain a matter
of concern because they seem to point outward to the preoccupations
of Donne's Pseudo-Martyr and of several elegies - all probably written
within a year of the sonnet. It is as though one had seen beneath the
surface of a stream not the expected smooth rocks, but the jagged out-

1 he sonnet beginning "At the round

in

Dame Helen

of a quite different event.
earths imagin'd corners," "Shall behold God, and never tast
deaths woe," "for that's as good/ As if thou hadst seal'd my pardon,
with thy blood": these are the occasions of hesitation. First, why the

j

I

i

fall

"Round

\

i
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playing off of "round earth" against "imagin'd comers"? If one thinks
of this as a stylistic tic, a merely characteristic turn of Donne's wit, one
may conclude with Sanders that it is "chirpy" — an inopportune levity
possible — as he goes on to conjecture — because "Religion, in
Donne's sonnet, feels like something made" as distinct from a "religiousness that grows spontaneously out of the natural man." This suggestion
raises issues to which one wants to return. But it prompts first another
look at the tone of the line. The common gloss is Revelation 7.1 "And
after these things I saw four angels standing on the four corners of the
." The "things" are earthearth, holding the four winds of the earth.
quake, falling stars and other signs that "the great day of his wrath is
come." Donne seems to have been fond of the passage, which he employs
in three sermons."* That the corners are imagined should suggest caution

made

:

.

.

up Shawcross's idea^ that the conventional iconographie conbetween roundness (perfection) and angularity (imperfection)
applies here. Donne of course knows the iconographie usage and employs
it in "Upon the translation of the Psalms," the elegies on the death of
Prince Henry and Lady Bedford, "The Legacie," and elsewhere. But
when he writes of the roundness of the earth, as in "A Valediction of
Weeping," "The Comparison," "To Sir Edward Herbert at Julyers,"
and in "The First Anniversary" (in which he also employs the circle
iconographically: 11.268,275), his use is literal, and probably for the

in taking
trast

"The worlds proportion disfîgur'd
The emphatic conceptual contrast in the sonnet is
between a roundness that is self-evident, or at least requires no qualification, and corners that need the qualifying word "imagin'd." Whether

reason suggested there (285ff), that
is" after

the Fall.

the

imagining

for

what follows, making the vision of Judgement seem, for the duration

is

attributed to the speaker or to Revelation,

it

prepares

Df the line at least, more provisional than the matter-of-factly presented
round earth. If we did not know what followed the first line of the poem
A^e might as readily expect a send-up as the apocalypse. The tone of the
line is wryly serious, and its rhetorical strategy like that of Browne's
i:itle Religio Medici,
which encourages in the reader a paradoxical
acceptance of the particular authority of the author, an acceptance
depending on expectations aroused by the contemporary overlap of the
terms "empiric" and "physician." With his characteristic kicking at the
goads of genre — here the religious lyric — Donne begins by seeming to
put Revelation into question, even as he employs its imaginings.
But the line may be viewed in other ways. "The trumpets," as Professor
Stampfer puts it, "are literally blown at an imagined place. This assertion
of reality in the teeth of bewilderment we call the metaphysical shudder.
By it, we mean a grasp at complex truth in a universe crumbling to
bewilderment and triviaUty."^ This bewilderment Stampfer localizes
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"contradictions" between the finite and infinite worlds at which
"impossibly, simultaneously grasps." The triviaUty presumably
arises either from one's speculation on the effects of living with bewildering contradictions long unresolved, or from the whole intellectual situation of Jacobean England. On this view, we are meant to take the
bewilderment as felt (Donne's), rather than rhetorically intended (the
reader's), and thus as the vehicle of Donne's "stark unease" rather than
a strategy based on some assured outlook. Not so, according to Professor
Roston:

in

Donne

Intellectually

Donne now knows beyond question

that the earth

is

round,

and acknowledges unhesitatingly that the traditional four-cornered world
of biblical cosmology exists only as an imagined entity. Yet it is that imagined
world which he requires as the setting for his awesome vision of Judgement
Day. Hence, after a brief nod to the empirically proved fact. .the imagina.

power of the poem takes command, reducing it to a trivial technicality
before the excited rhythms inspired by the apocalyptic vision.^
tive

On

Stampfer's view apparent contradictions

the triviality
is

is

localized in

not grasping at the

what

finite;

is

he holds

'blow' reverberating into infinity as
serves to

drown the

it
it

on Roston's
Donne
"The command

trivialize all;

known through

observation.

and rejects it.
sweeps across the run-on

line

pettiness of any empirical objection to the visionary

of Judgement." "Ultimate imaginative reality" — to continue with
Roston's words — overcomes "the restrictions of a cold scientism."
Actuality is dematerialized; the perspectives of time and space lose their
authority as they are subjected to spiritual truth: such is the manner, or
rather the mannerism, of the sonnet. The first and third interpretations
see rhetorical or stylistic control; the second helplessness and disorder.
The contrasts as stated here are perhaps more extreme than one should
insist on. The sonnet obviously shows a high degree of artistic control
and — on the other hand — is written well before Donne works out his
beliefs and commitments or makes his peace with them. Indeed, onei
might say that an early impression of disorder is the means by which
mannerist art gains its effects, just as the commitments Donne later!
reaches validate the "irresolution" he ascribes to himself in Pseudo\
Martyr.^ In any case, though, these differences in interpretation suggesti
the need to determine more precisely how style and rhetoric, feeling and
ideas cohere or cancel in the poem. And this in turn leads to its later,
lines, which have received less attention than its spectacular opening..
As Donne himself puts it.
call

I

.the force of the whole piece, is for the
to the shutting up; the whole frame of the poem is a beating
out of a piece of gold, but the last clause is as the impression of a stamp,
and that it is that makes it currant.^

In

all

metricall compositions,

most part

.

.

left

i
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however, there are lines whose interpretation
it. Lines 5 to 8 complete the octave with a
catalogue of death's variety. Dame Helen calls them an "enumeration
of opposites." "First come those who have died suddenly, in multitudes
— by war and pestilence; then those who have died one by one — by
natural decay." There follow those destroyed by the will of others; by
their own will, by "the deliberate processes of law," and by chance.
The final category comprises those who will "behold God and never
tast deaths woe."^^ Yet the effect of these lines is less that of deliberate
order and logicality than of wit, and of an arbitrariness (that is, the
absence of an obvious principle of sequence), which emphasizes a multiplicity in death's means answering to the numberlessness of those called
to Judgement. The juxtapositions of "agues" and "tyrannies," "law" and
"chance," have prompted Sanders (p. 132) to see the catalogue as a
series of "witty asides," and Stampfer (p. 247) as a set in which "All
historic time is reduced to a catalogue of killings." But the lines are
neither diversion nor protest. Rather they seem to express two tendencies at odds: the metrical excitement of a sequence of words in emphatic
monosyllabic isolation as in, say, 11.2-4 of Shakespeare's sonnet 129,
but played against an emotiveness and specificity almost evenly diminishing from the heavily loaded opening words "war, dearth, age" to the
abstract and unpictorial law and chance. The tone is one of excitement
Before the

last clause,

must affect a reading of

mastered.
This cool tumult of temporal possibility is framed by statements from
another realm of discourse. It is preceded by "All whom the flood did,
and fire shall o'erthrow" and followed by "you whose eyes,/Shall behold
God, and never tast deaths woe" — both allusions to the imagined world
of Biblical apocalypse. This seems a recapitulation of the strategy of
the first Une, which treats the known and the imagined with an evenhandedness that suggests also the speaker's doctrinal or emotional distance from his materials. Though all members of the catalogue are causes
of death, they are not to be bundled together as "wages of sin" without
some irony or qualification. Biblical flood and fire provide temporal
brackets for the deaths of secular history. But where in time is one to

—

— in beholding God without
seems to prepare for the quiet
hopefulness of the sestet by lowering the apocalyptic intensity, something already begun in the cool abstractness of "law" and "chance."
But the impression of lowered intensity is perhaps an effect of current
remoteness from Christian eschatology. The last lines of the octave seem
to join the apocalyptic with the immediate. The speaker now addresses
those who will be alive at the Second Coming, those for whom Judgement is a possibility that may overtake them in the midst of literal existence. And the reader is perhaps one of these. A point to be made about
place the sort of death

death's

woe? The

if

that

is

what

close of the octave

it is
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the rhetoric of the octave is that the alienating grandeur of its vision
well culminate in the suggestion of the reader as possible actor on

may

the terrific scene, with of course the implied compliment of his inclusion
the saved. This is, at the very least, a risky suggestion, but Donne's

among

writing gives us examples of surprising shifts in tone and strategy, and
of the particular kind of address suggested here.

Donne employs

this strategy

of immediacy and compliment in

his

Easter sermon of 1622 on the text from 1 Thessalonians 4.17: "Then we
which are alive, and remain, shall be caught up together with them in
the clouds, to meet the Lord in the ayre; and so shall we be ever with the
Lord."^* The Pauline text is addressed to those expecting the parousia

own life-time, as are other texts Donne uses. But though he
mentions the historical context, the sermon largely ignores it; no historical barrier is set up between the text and the congregation of 1622.
Modern eschatology follows Dodd, Bultmann and others in turning the
Last Days into metaphor. ^^ The Christian who truly accepts Christ is
"out of the world" yet remains "within history"; the End refers to
meaning, not to time. Paul had to reassure the Thessalonians, troubled
by delays in the Second Coming, through distinguishing between its
immediacy and its imminence. But by 1622 Judgement had not yet bein their

come

as distant as it

as curious

is,

say, in Claudel, or as figurative as in Yeats, or
as it is now even in some modern theolopresent were the world's last night?" was a

and awkward an idea

"What

gical writings.

if this

question to be asked with some urgency. Apostolic certainties had become apprehensions, then hypothetical questions, and finally metaphors.
It would be rash to guess how much belief in the imminence of the Second
Coming remained by the early 1600's. But we can conclude — if only
from the number of times he uses the idea — that Donne thought it
would provoke in enough of his audience a shudder rather than a query;
this despite

Sermon LXXIII, where the world's end seems put off

to

the year 2000.

The Easter sermon of 1622 is also relevant for the final phrase of the
— the "woe" from which the virtuous alive at Judgement will
escape. In the Second Part of the sermon (p. 75), Donne argues out the
octave

and especially of the phrase
with St. Chrysostom's view
of the passage as implying that those alive at the Second Coming will
not die. "We shall have a present dissolution of body and soul, and that
.we shall die, and be alive again, before another could
is truly death.
consider that we were dead. ..." The sermon, however, seems to have
it both ways: we die, but though we are not resurrected in "an absolute
instant," the resurrection does take place "/« raptu, in an instant." The
difference between those dead before Judgement and those then living

interpretations of

"we

shall

not

all

1

Corinthians 15.51

sleep."

He

ff.

finally disagrees

.

i

\

I

1
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that for the latter the body, "without resolving into dust," somehow
proceeds, and "the first step it makes, is into glory." (p. 76) The Third
Part of the sermon begins with the observation that "Of any Resurrection
," but
of the wicked, here is no mention. Not that there is not one.
"they
may
fall
lower."
only
that
they rise
Possibly Donne already had in mind such views when the sonnet was
is

.

written. In any case, there

is

no warrant

for the notion that the

the octave merely reflects Donne's grasp at

.

end of

some escape from the anxie-

ties that accompanied his preoccupation with death. We will return to
the question of Donne's altering views of the state of the virtuous souls

at the time of Judgement when we come to consider the composition
of the sonnet as a whole. But for the moment enough has been said to
permit us to go on to a consideration of the sestet.
The contrast between octave and sestet is generally acknowledged to
be a triumph of texture and tone. But it has not escaped several sorts of
censure. For Sanders (p. 132) the phrase "'above all these, my sinnes
abound' sounds complacently pious — related in feeling to the obligatory long-faces people put on in church-porches as they adjust their
head-gear." This not only skims over Donne's conditional "if," but
ignores the character of penitential rhetoric from Innocent III onward. ^^
The idea of abundant grace is conventionally coupled with the extremity
of sin, as in Bunyan's title Grace Abounding to the Chief of Sinners.
The tradition rests in part on such texts as Genesis 32.10: "I am not
." on which Donne himself
worthy of the least of all thy mercies.
preached.^"* Donne's "if," however, may relate to a contemporary problem. One of the differences between Roman orthodoxy and the views
of the Reformers was the latter's objection to what they thought the
excessively exalted view of man held by the Roman church. ^^ Since this
view underlay the practice of indulgences, the quarrel over man's status
generated more heat than one might have expected of a philosophic or
temperamental disagreement on the question. Donne's poetry provides
us with vivid images of both human excellence and human baseness. In
the sermons, however, he rests with neither Roman hopefulness nor
Reformist pessimism about man. He has, as Mueller puts it, "a more
favorable judgement of the natural, unregenerate man than the Reformers
do," but avoids the Pelagian error of depending too much upon natural
faculties. ^^ Further, Donne has no sympathy for attitudes supporting
the practice of indulgences. It is perhaps this sense of being in a middle
position that may well have led Donne to use "if" rather than the "since"
that would better accord with the long-faced complacency Sanders
ascribes to the lines. In any case, the conditional form must be linked
with the tentativeness in the "As if of the last line and with the plea
for instruction in the line before.
.

I

j

j

!

I
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The

greatest difficulties of interpretation, however, centre

on

I

these^

final lines:

Teach me how to repent; for that's as good
As if thou 'hadst sealed my pardon, with thy blood.

Dame

68) glosses the couplet as follows: "True repentance is
pardon purchased by Christ's blood is sealed
to a man individually." This illuminates the meaning that perhaps ought
to be primary in the lines, but it does not deal (as perhaps no paraphrase
could), with the ambiguities and tone of Donne's statement. It is these
rather than the doctrinal point which create problems in interpretation,
and — for some readers — the sense that the sonnet is most problematical
where it should be clearest. "Teach me how to repent" lacks the force
and the implication of spiritual exertion of the gloss's "True repentance."

Helen

(p.

a guarantee that the general

that prompts Sanders to observe that Donne's God seems here
a part of the known world that the ways to Him may also be
"perfectly known." Second, the gloss lacks the tentativeness of "as if,"

It is this

so

much

an effect which gains some force from the "if in line 10. Finally, the
seem to play off repentance and the crucifixion as do the
lines themselves. This rather surprising contrast centres on the rhymeword "good," wiiich means here primarily efficacious, though it also picks
up the ethical meaning as well. If we try to tease out the implications of
the lines we get some odd threads. Is there, for example, any scale or
context in which an individual's repentance might be considered either
as efficacious in bringing about his pardon, or as important a moral
action, as a divine self-sacrifice that establishes the possibility of pardon
in the first instance, and then goes on to guarantee it to the individual?
Further, may one not conclude that in using the word "sealed" to indicate an assured individual pardon, Donne evokes an idea of contracts
gloss does not

that leaves the crucifixion as general pardon - a rather empty legal
— an unsealed draft? In the last lines Donne has imagined a
crucifixion with wholly personal implications, and in doing so has under-

instrument

Uned the ambiguities that trouble popular understanding of the implications of the crucifixion for general and personal pardon, and has left
the impression that the central event of Christianity has been displaced,
forced into the shade. The lines are both surprising and appropriate to

the rest of the poem; this must be their defense and explanation. Yet
Donne's invention of a special crucifixion seems also the wishful simplification of a doctrine that did not yet yield up the comfort of personal
assurance. (A further possibility that the teaching of repentance — rather
:

than the repentance itself - is to be played off against the crucifixion
does not seem to me to be a strong one.) Stampfer calls the spirit of the
lines "antinomian" and perhaps this is right for their effect. The poem
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seems to conclude as it began — with something accessible to experience
(albeit with the guidance of doctrine), being weighed against something
more remote because it depends on a problematic use of doctrine and
belief. The rhetorical strategy of what might be called the lay expression
of religious conviction, begun modestly with a round earth contrasted
with imagined corners, concludes with the daring use of the central fact
of Christianity as a

foil for private

sentiment.

The Donne of the sermons
would probably not have entertained the idea that repentance was as

Some

doctrinal points are in order here.

Donne treats the redemptive process
points in the sermons. His conception of the qualified role of
repentance — imposed by Original Sin — is suggested in the following
passage: "but in the brightest light of the Gospell, in the brightest light
efficacious as Christ's sacrifice.
at

^"^

many

of grace, in the best strength oï Repentance, and our best resolutions to
."*^ Realizing our weakthe contrary, yet we stumble, and fall againe.
ness, God sends the Holy Ghost as guide and He works for the salvation
of man through Christ's sacrifice. Repentance is, ofcourse, man's obligatory part, but the blood of Christ and human effort are not to be played
off one against the other. They must work in conjunction and, indeed,
if there is to be a priority in efficacy, it is on God's side. We are not
to make the Pelagian mistake of thinking "Naturall faculties joyntCommissioners with Grace," or the other mistake of denying these
faculties to be "subordinate servants and instruments of Grace."^^ I am
less concerned with the orthodoxy or heterodoxy of Donne's views in
the sonnet than with using orthodoxy as a norm against which to fix
the rhetorical strategy of the poem. Normalizing the import of the last
lines to accommodate them to orthodox views may momentarily obscure
that strategy. But the current ignorance on doctrinal points turns out for once — to be little barrier to understanding. The shock or hesitation
Donne seems to have intended asserts itself to many modern readers.
This anomaly of doctrine returns us to a larger issue, the course of
Donne's religious thought; and to an issue larger still, our expectations
in reading religious poetry. Dame Helen Gardner, always useful on both
topics, has pointed out the inconsistency of Donne's views in Sonnet IV
with his views in the sermons.^® Donne "usually tells his congregation
not to inquire too curiously into such matters" as Election or Reprobation; they are "indifferent" questions. But he "insists again and again,
with a curious and sometimes hardly relevant exactitude, on the nature
of the immortality of the soul, and particularly on precisely what happens
to the soul at the moment of death." At death the virtuous soul "goes
immediately to heaven to enjoy the full vision of God, and awaits in
heaven the full consummation of its joy when it will be reunited with
the body at the Last Day." Donne's recurrence to this point a "remark-

km

.

.
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number of times" suggests that it was "for some reason, a matter
of importance to him," especially in the face of his acknowledgement
in the Devotions that the matter was in dispute, and his probable knowledge that Calvin himself thought the question indifferent. In Sonnet IV
Donne's virtuous souls are bidden to arise from death. They have not
been waiting in bliss; only the living are there accorded the almost instant
beatific vision. However, the early editions, supported by the manuscripts of Group II, do give us lines in Sonnet III that are consistent with
the doctrine of the sermons. But manuscripts of Sonnet III from Dame
Helen's Groups I and III and W read the seventh line as "Or presently,
I know not, see that Face." This expression of doubt, Dame Helen
observes, "is the more impressive in that the sestet assumes that the
." She goes on to conclude
soul receive[s] its final judgement at death.
that the "reading of these manuscripts must be the original reading,
which Donne amended. .some time after he had made up his mind on
the points." She argues later that "The truth would seem to be that
when he wrote these sonnets Donne had given no serious thought to
the matter at all," and then points out that the immediate transport of
the virtuous soul to heaven — the view of the sermons — is first expressed
in Pseudo-Martyr, on which Donne worked in the latter half of 1609.
This information has led to the acceptance of the first half of that year
as the time of composition of the six eschatological sonnets.
Perhaps one can discover evidences of Donne's altering views even
closer to his composition of the sonnets, despite the difficulties of
establishing an exact chronology. Lady Bridget Markham, a cousin of
the Countess of Bedford, died at Twickenham on May 4, 1609. Donne's
elegy on her death was probably written shortly after. Some lines
seem to bear on the idea of immediate judgement. Donne's intended
compliment,
able

.

.

.

much did zeale her conscience raréfie,
That, extreme truth lack'd little of a lye

Soe

( 1 1

.45-46),

makes the lady seem tiresome indeed, but we are assured that her soul,
freed from the body by death, like the cherubs of Moses in Exodus 25,
surpasses all speed, and is "already in heaven." (11.49-51) An elegy on
Mrs. Bulstrode, who died on August 4, 1609, tells us that "Her Soule
is gone to usher up her corse." (1.46) And line 51 of "Elégie: Death,"
possibly also on Mrs. Bulstrode, "Angels did hand her up, who next
God dwell," again implies immediate judgement. Of course this is conventional stuff; even Falstaff seems to have gone at once to Arthur's

bosom. The very idea of immediate judgement is so pervasive, congenial,
and palliating a notion that declaring the state of souls after death to be
an indifferent question may well have been a prudential recognition

!

I

|
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whatever the import of

the question for controversies between Rome and Reform. What seems
to emerge from Donne's writings during all of 1609 is the picture he
gives us in the preface to Pseudo-Martyr: that of a

man concerned about

the "irresolution" of his beliefs, but delaying "determination,

till I

had,

measure of my poore wit and iudgement suruayed and digested
the whole body of Diuinity controuerted between ours and the Romane
Church. "^^ While there is no hard evidence to contradict the view that
Donne had simply not thought about the particular question of the
state of the soul after death, Donne's particular concern with death and
judgement and the fact that Donne had helped Morton produce a series
of polemics between 1605 and 1607 which employed many of the
authorities he uses in Pseudo-Martyr, allow us to argue that the opposite
view may be more likely. The manuscripts of Sonnet III and the hints
from the elegies indicate that Donne was aware of alternatives and could
employ them, though precise dates cannot be assigned to any of the
poems. But perhaps one can go further.
The apocalypse in Sonnet IV is on most Anglican views unexceptional.
The apocalytic view we get after Donne moves closer to formal affiliation and the taking of Anglican orders is, while not un-Anglican, closer
to a Romanist position. ^^ The psychology of conversion is problematical; even more so is the process of disaffiliation and "irresolution" that
Donne underwent, further complicated as it was by long deliberation
and a careful concern for both integrity and appearances, and by Donne's
refusal to lapse into scepticism. Despite all this, one is tempted to conjecture that earlier in his journey toward Anglican orders there was for
Donne a kind of safety in the more conventional side of an indifferent
question, whereas later on he could feel free enough to accept on such
an issue views more in accord with his temperamental needs. In any
case, the tensions in this process of creeping self-conversion seem to be
reflected in the rhetorical strategy of Sonnet IV. That sonnet dramatizes
the situation of one who is wholly committed to a Christian view, but
iiees his attachment to literal reality and his placement among dogmatic
alternatives as a continuing source of unease to be worked into harmony.
The sonnet plays observation and authentic feeling against doctrine and
imagining, asserts emphatically the part of the believer yet seems to
keep doctrine at a distance, even seems to denigrate it — and all this
without falling into scepticism. The sonnet provides a picture of hesitation, not on the brink of belief, but within it.
On such an interpretation, the absence of a Wordsworthian natural
piety, "a religiousness that grows spontaneously out of the natural man"
- which Sanders (pp. 11 Iff) and others lament in some of the Holy
^wnnets — seems not to the point. At worst such views can lead to the
setting up of a norm of parochial realism, and to according poetic validto the

Éfe:

,
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only to religious expressions that arise in a pre- or post-doctrinal
context (if we can imagine either). But, as Blake declared, "there is no
natural religion. "^^ Either it is revelation or the slow invention of
apostles, commentators, synods, and congregations — or both. Donne's
ity

and minor

large success

failures in

Sonnet IV come from what seems a

legitimate attempt to dramatize the double encounter.
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Milton's Satan

and

Virgil's Juno:

The

"Perverseness" of Disobedience in
Paradise Lost

WOLFGANG E.H. RUDAT

In

the "Virgilian" opening lines oï Paradise Lost Milton establishes an
correspondence between Satan's "Envy and Revenge" (I, 35),^

allusive

which caused the Fall of our Grand Parents, and envious Juno's wrathful
persecution of Aeneas. Yet in Book IX Milton endows the Satan-Juno
analogy with an ingenious twist when he has Satan speak to Eve about
God's alleged motives for not allowing her and Adam to eat of the Tree:
"Or is it envy, and can envy dwell/In heav'nly breasts?" (IX, 729-30)
These lines echo the words with which in the opening of the Aeneid
Virgil reproaches Juno for her treatment of Aeneas: "tantaene animis
:aelestibus irae?" ("Can such great wrath be in heavenly soulsV Aen. I,
11).^ We already know from the "VirgiUan" opening lines of Paradise
Lost that the Devil's own motive for corrupting mankind is envy. His
^vords are therefore a Satanic inversion of the Mantuan's question
vhich rebukes Juno for trying to stand in the way of Rome's destiny:
nuch like the envious Juno, Satan tries to stand in the way of God's
i)lans for man.
Since the question in the First Aeneid is spoken by Virgil the poet,
one might be inclined to ask: is in IX, 729-30 Milton the poet speaking?
Yes, Milton is speaking, indirectly: he is placing the reader in a position
^vhere the latter can on his own arrive at the conclusion that God's
command not to eat of the Tree of Knowledge dots not spring from envy.
God cannot be envious because He is heav'nly in a sense in which Juno
and the other Graeco-Roman deities are not, i.e., in the Christian sense.
Milton is using Virgil's question, which the Mantuan has to answer with
yes, for the purpose of contrasting the pagan deities, who are "heav'nly"
only in the literal sense of living on Mt. Olympus, with the Christian
God. More important, in an ingeniously esemplastic allusive transaction
Milton uses the Mantuan's question to have Satan expose himself for
what he is, and thus to explain why man fell.
Regardless of whether Virgil personally beUeved in Roman mythology,
\ is question is an editorializing comment in that it implies that some of
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the painful events in Rome's history, i.e., the Punic Wars that resulted
from the Dido-Aeneas affair, occurred because Juno was more wrathful
than befits a deity. Milton avoids Virgil's editorializing and lets history
speak for itself, in lines which echo the Mantuan's own. Milton, poetically
speaking, has Satan usurp the position of Virgil the poet who is trying
endow some of the darker events in Rome's history with religious

to

sanction. With this allusive transaction, Milton has already covered a
good distance in his attempt to "assert Eternal Providence" (I, 25). By

having Satan himself ask the question about divine envy, i.e., the question Virgil had asked concerning Satan's analogue Juno, Milton not
only justifies "the ways of God to men" but places the blame where it
belongs. The point is not only that after Satan's and his followers'
expulsion from heaven there no longer can be envy in "heav'nly breasts,"
but also that Satan inflicts his "Envy and Revenge" upon mankind
because he is no longer heavenly. The fall from heaven has placed Satan
even below the pagan deities: his position is now "infernal" (I, 34).
Whereas in the plot of the Aeneid Juno finally relents, and whereas in
Rome's history the consequences of Juno's envious actions will be terminated by the eventual defeat of Carthage and the goddess will be
worshipped as a benign deity, Satan and his crew will be perpetual
instigators of strife.
We have seen how Milton ingeniously adapts Virgil's famous question
concerning Juno's wrath ("Can such great wrath be in heavenly souls?")
to expose the malice of Juno's analogue Satan, who in Book IX asks the
"Virgilian" question concerning the deity's motive. In Book III Milton
had already made use of the Mantuan's question. God, after foretelling
Adam's and Eve's Fall and their punishment, asks whether anyone in
heaven would be willing to pay the price for the redemption of man:
Say Heav'nly Powers, where shall we find such love,
will be mortal to redeem
Man's mortal crime, and just th' unjust to save,
Dwells in all Heaven charity so dear?
He ask'd, but all the Heav'nly Choir stood mute.
(HI, 213-17, italics added)

Which of ye

While, as

I

have attempted to demonstrate, Virgil's question and Satan's

distortion thereof are merely rhetorical, the "Virgihan" question which

Milton puts into God's mouth generates epic suspense and concludes
with the epic formula, "He ask'd." Line 217 recalls epic contests where
the challenge is so prohibiting that at first no one dares to step forward
(e.g. the boxing contest in Aen. V, 378). The function of the allusion isi
of course to portray Christ as an epic hero who accepts a challenge that
is inevitably mortal — whereas an epic contest usually is not deadly.
I
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is an epic hero with a difference, one that is motivated
not by personal fame but by love. Milton, then, is not only replacing
Juno's wrath with Christ's charity, but, when he describes how God's
love manifests itself in His own Son, our poet is already in Book III
answering the question that in Book IX Juno's analogue will ask concerning God's envy.
When in Books III and IX Milton echoes Virgil's "Can such great
wrath. .?" question, he is conducting allusive transactions not only with
the Mantuan but also between his own adaptations of Virgil. Virgil, too,
frequently repeats earlier Unes, sometimes verbatim, sometimes in
altered form; he usually does this for the sake of economy. When in
Book IX Milton echoes the adaptation of the "Can such great wrath. .?"
question which he had made in Book III, he does so for thematic purposes. The two passages in Books III and IX palimpsestically inform each
other, in an interaction where the earlier question already provides the
salvation for the evil which will be caused by the later question. This
salvation is possible only because the ira of the pagan gods, which
through his allusion Milton has delegated to Satan, is replaced by God's
caritas: the relation between Milton's two questions is made even more
suggestive by the manner in which both questions adapt Virgil's Une. It
is an ingenious variation of his practice of directing questions to God or
heaven that, in a passage imitating Virgil's query about heaven, Milton
has God Himself ask a question about heaven.
I have by no means exhausted Milton's palimpsestic use of Virgil's
question. While Book III invalidates the accusation made in Book IX,
there is a passage in Book VI which would seem to support Satan's
statements about what can dwell in "heav'nly breasts." Satan's crew
has been all but defeated in the battle in heaven yet "to rebellious fight
rallied thir Powers" (VI, 786), and Raphael comments on their obduracy:

Christ, however,

.

i

!

.

:

!

!

In heav'nly Spirits could such perverseness dwell?

But to convince the proud what Signs avail,
Or Wonders move th' obdurate to relent? (VI, 788-90)

Line 788 echoes, of course, Aen. I, 11.^ Since Raphael knows that his
question has to be answered with yes, it is like Virgil's rhetorical. But
then he uses it, as Virgil had done, to express his surprise and indignation: the actions of Satan and his followers are perverse because they

"heav'nly Spirits." The perverseness of their proud
disobedience is underscored by the Virgilian allusion: according to
Virgil's question, Juno's behaviour is "perverse" in that it does not
befit a heavenly soul.
However, also allusively operative is the contrast between Juno and
;>atan. Whereas, submitting to Fate and Fate's guarantor Jupiter, Juno
are occurring in

i
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I noted earlier
and IX present Satan as no longer heavenly. At this point in
the plot, however, the rebelUng angels are still "heav'nly Spirits" - and,
as the allusion suggests, they would have so remained had they only
done what Juno eventually did. At this point, for the rebelling angels
forgiveness, reconciliation and — if the following analogy with the religiocultural context of Virgil's Juno is permissible - reintegration would
still have been possible. Instead they renew their fighting and, plunged
into hell, the heavenly spirits become "infernal" ones. Therefore, when
in Book IX Satan asks about envy dwelling in heavenly breasts, the
reader will reply: envy can not live in heavenly breasts — because Satan
has been driven from heaven. Especially in view of the horrible event
that is about to take place on earth, the reader may try to take comfort
in the fact that at least heaven has been purged of Satanic perverseness.
Perhaps the reader will react to Satan's reminiscence of his former
heavenly status with a touch of irony: Satan's "Virgilian" self-reminiscence is also a reminder of God's earlier provision for man's salvation.
However, God's "Virgilian" question serves not only as a foil for
Satan's question in Book IX, but also as a counterpart to Raphael's
question concerning the perverseness in heavenly spirits. In other words,

will eventually "relent," the rebelling angels will not.

that

Books

I

Raphael's "Virgilian" question in Book VI palimpsestically interacts
with the two passages in Books III and IX, and it serves as a thematic
link between the two: man would not have received heaven's "charity
so dear" had it not been for the perverseness in heavenly spirits. Had it
not been for Satan's envy, a character trait which in Book IX Satan
imputes to God, th^felix culpa would never have occurred.
I noted earlier that Milton is deviating from his practice of directing
questions to heaven or God when he puts the Mantuan's words into
God's mouth; he commits a similar deviation when in Book IX he has
Satan ask Virgil's question. With regard to the latter locus, I have argued
that Milton wishes to avoid Virgil's editoriaUzing and instead let history
speak for itself. Our poet pursues the same purpose in his allusive transaction in Book III: God's "Dwells in all heaven charity so dear" is less
a question than a request - perhaps a fiat of sorts? - in the form of an
epic challenge that will eventually lead to the regaining of Paradise. On
the other hand, since God's words imitate the lines spoken by Virgil the
poet and thus allusively incorporate the latter's questioning posture, I
submit that, as in Satan's question in Book IX, Milton the poet is speaking
also. Or perhaps, more precisely, while Milton objectively reports
history he is at the same time expressing his own joyous astonishment!
at heaven's "charity so dear." In a sense, then, Milton is directing a|
question to God and heaven, as he will do in Satan's words in Book IX.
And he has God Himself give the answer, just as our poet does with
Satan in Book IX where the question will actually be an answer.

I

1
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In Raphael's question too Milton, while he lets history speak for

The question is governed by a
can such perverseness dwell in heavenly
spirits? While in its metaphysical dimension Raphael's question by far
transcends the Mantuan's, it is more closely "Virgilian" than is God's
query. Whereas in God's words Milton alludes to the selfish wrath of a
pagan deity for the sake of contrast, i.e., in order to underscore the
charity of the Christian heaven, he is here alluding to Juno in order to
incorporate Virgil's abhorrence at the actions of a heavenly spirit. Since
the Junoesque Satan cannot match God, he vents his hatred on man.
This is exactly what Juno does as she is unable to avert Fate, and it
seems quite appropriate that Milton mentions her by name in the prelude
itself, is

directing a question to heaven.

feeling of abhorrence:

how

to the Fall:
Sad task, yet argument

Not less but more Heroic than the wrath
Of stem Achilles on his Foe pursu'd
Thrice Fugitive about Troy Wall; or rage
Of Turnus for Lavinia disespous'd,
Or Nepture's ire or Juno's, that so long
Perplex'd the Greek and Cytherea's Son.

As Davis

(IX,

1

3-1 9)

Harding has pointed out, Milton on several occasions alluTurnus, Aeneas' direct opponent in Italy, with Satan."*
In addition to the fact that "Turnus is the specific means Virgil adopts
to criticize the standards of Achilles,"^ there are numerous resemblances
between Achilles and Satan. Harding notes that "like Satan, Achilles
defies a central authority.
Both are motivated by revenge. ., proud
., self-centered. Above all else, both passionately seek to win glory
P.

sively associates

.

.

.

.

.

Neptune too, the Homeric model for Virgil's wrathful
motivated by self-centered revenge, and
such "Satanic" in the sense in which Juno is. As Harding observes,

for themselves."^
j

'

Juno,
as

is

in his destructiveness

Milton follows the Virgilian pattern as scrupulously as his subject matter
will allow. He invests Satan with a might far greater than that of Achilles.
So endowed, Satan begins his assault on mankind. With the Fall, he wins a
temporary victory, but the Fall is merely a prelude to the more crucial
conflict that follows. This conflict. .does not take place on the battlefield
.but is fought out in the arena of Adam's moral being. It is there, at the
end of the Tenth Book, that Satan is finally and permanently repulsed
when Adam humbles himself before God and with contrite heart submits
to His will.'^
.

.

.

.

.

One would have

to add that Satan's power is also far greater than
two deities mentioned in the invocation that serves as prelude
10 the Fall. Neptune and Juno are occasionally outwitted by opposing
deities (Athene, Hermes/Mercury, and Venus) and actually possess the
that of the
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knowledge that Odysseus and Aeneas will eventually reach
one direct opponent:
man. Still innocent, Adam does not possess Odysseus' cunning, and
when he fails to heed Raphael's warning he shows that he lacks the
firmness which Aeneas exhibits when he follows Mercury's admonition,
in a scene that Milton imitates in the angel's appearance to Adam.®
For this reason, Adam's battle is indeed "more Heroic" than the epic
frustrating

their destinations. In contrast, Satan has only

events alluded to in IX, 13-19. It is more heroic also because the epic
adversary has become internalized in apsychomachia,in apsychomachia
where Adam has to struggle with Milton's adaptation of the Virgilian
Juno, not on the ocean, not on the battlefield, but in his own will.^
It is therefore only by submitting to God that Adam can finally exorcise
the heavenly-tumed-infemal spirit that had taken hold of him. And in
submitting to God's will, Adam is indeed "more Heroic" than the
Aeneas of Virgil's epic. While Aeneas has no power over the ill-willed

need such power since his course is fated
Aeneas and Juno cannot in the last analysis interfere with
each other's goals. Aeneas, then, does not really have to do anything on
his own in order for Juno's interference to be ineffective. In contrast,
after the Fall Adam is in Satan's power, but through a heroic act of

deity, he actually does not

anyway,

i.e.,

own in order for Juno's interference to be ineffective. In contrast,
obedience that is represented by Juno's analogue.
his
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Ronald M. Steinberg. Fra Girolamo Savonarola, Florentine Art, and Renaissance
Historiography. Athens, Ohio: Ohio University Press, 1977. Pp. 151

.

$1

1

on
by the Dominican preacher Girolamo Savonarola (1452-98),
prophet of doom, penitence and reform who, as legend has it, was responsible

Professor Steinberg deals with the influence, alleged and real, that was exerted

Renaissance
the

artists

for firing the Florentines with religious zeal at the end of the fifteenth century.
Acutely aware that any interpretation of the monk, or of his effect on contemp-

bound up with each

view of the Renaissance and vantage
on the Renaissance controversy, describes the distorted myths created by early biographers of Savonarola
and the unfounded embellishments in Vasari's account of artists' lives. He conoraries, is intimately

critic's

point in history, Steinberg, well versed in the literature

centrates

century

especially

when

on the misinterpretations stemming from the nineteenth

a predilection for simple Christian art gave impetus to the theory

of a pagan Renaissance converted

On

!

by Savonarola.

scholarship, however, Steinberg correctly assumes that,

fascinating an individual as Savonarola

ige

I

modern

may have been, he was no exception in his
and that indeed the Itahan Renaissance was at all times Christian. Therefore,
le logically deduces, one must no longer assume that every artist who treated
religious themes or was a follower of Savonarola in his personal life necessarily
Droduced paintings that can be labelled Savonarolan. Similarly, works commemoratng Savonarola, including medals, represent a category apart and are appropriately
dealt with in a separate but overly succinct chapter.
Steinberg traces the causes of the weaknesses in previous assessments of
Savonarola's influence, especially that on Botticelli, Fra Bartolomeo Delia Porta,
and Michelangelo. He finds that a priori assumptions (such as the erroneous belief
that an organized school of artists existed in Savonarola's monastery in San Marco),
simple errors in chronology and false deductions had produced a faulty picture.
To correct this Steinberg proposes a superior method of criticism, an "interpretive visual analysis," which is designed to show what elements are distinctively
Savonarolan in the paintings of the period by comparing the iconography in them
to the themes and images that recur in Savonarola's own sermons, treatises and
poetry. Steinberg first provides a clear exposition of Savonarola's theory of art
lased on the principles of didacticism, simplicity and naturalness and on the tenet
as

I

the basis of
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must serve God, but realizing that it is hazardous to identify mere simplicity
of style, for example, as an exclusively Savonarolan feature, he prefers to adopt as
his criterion for judgment the concrete language, enhvened with verbal and visual
images borrowed from everyday Hfe, that Savonarola favoured in conveying abstract
that art

concepts to his audience.
Tracing these in specific works of art, Steinberg allows us to catch a glimpse of
his mastery of the art historian's craft, for, in addition to weighing others' interpretations carefuUy he offers keen insights of his own that are made easily intelligible
with the help of black-and-white reproductions of the paintings under examination.
,

It is

regrettable, though, that a greater

number of such acute

critical

appreciations

of Steinberg's investigation indicate that in only
a handful of paintings can one detect Savonarola's influence. Botticelli's "Mystic
Crucifixion," for instance, represents the embracing of the Cross (a typical Savonare not included.

arolan theme)

by

But the

results

a purged penitent,

Mary Magdalen, who can

also stand for the

of the tribulations announced
in Savonarola's prophecies, and the lion or marzocco in the act of being struck is
a symbol for Florence that will be chastised, as Savonarola often warned. Steinberg
also includes in his drastically reduced Hst of Savonarolan works Botticelli's "Mystic
Nativity"; Fra Bartolomeo's "Mater Misericordia" that repeats Savonarola's image
cleansed Church.

The dark cloud

in the sky

is

a sign

of a bird-like Christ; his large altarpiece portraying "God the Father, Saint Mary
Magdalen, and Saint Catherine of Siena," a visual depiction of divine contemplation
as verbalized by Savonarola; and, finally, his "Madonna and Child with Saint Anne
and Other Saints" that, designed for the Hall of the Great Council, symbolizes the
new liberty gained after the overthrow of the Medici tyrants and the re establishment
of the reign of Christ, through Savonarola, in Florence.
Steinberg's complete dismissal of Michelangelo from the group of Savonarolan
artists, however, is somewhat hasty and unconvincing. He rejects the views that
former critics including De Tolnay have put forth, but provides no detailed analysis
of the master's works to prove his independence from Savonarola.
Moreover, this study, primarily devoted to pinpointing flaws in earlier works, is
not without its own shortcomings, particularly in the area of style and documentation. Although only a slim book, it is divided into fifteen of the briefest of chapters

and even the

style is so synthetic as to

become

at times telegraphic, especially in

Marco 'School of Art'" (p. 5)
and the ever-recurring words, "the Hterature," instead of a varied paraphrase, together with the undue number of cross-references included, it would seem, to avoid
what would often be welcome explanations, illustrate this point. Greater revision
might have eliminated the inconsistencies in the citing of names and book-titles,
and the misspelling of Italian and French words (e.g. bnicciamento, arrabiati etc.)
the

first

pages. Phrases such as "Savonarola's San

as well.

The background information Steinberg provides would have been more complete
too had he consulted the copiously annotated Italian edition of Ridolfi's biography
of Savonarola that appeared in 1974. The evidence Ridolfi brings to bear on the
question of the notorious burning of vanities, and on Savonarola's efforts to save
own contention

the library of San Marco, could well have supported Steinberg's

was no cultural iconoclast. And although Steinberg does improve
upon the ways of his predecessors by studying the original texts, rather than anthological gleanings, he fails to mention the two most recent additions to the publication
that Savonarola
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of Savonarola's opera omnia. One wonders whether the volumes in question might
not reveal clues to additional instances of Savonarola's influence.
Nevertheless, these blemishes do not mar the fundamental effectiveness of
Steinberg's work. His main purpose and achievement is to point the way to a surer
method of identifying and measuring Savonarola's real influence on art. He has

done much to separate fact from fiction, insofar as truth and objectivity are possible,
of course, and he has helped to rectify the antiquated image of Savonarola. For this
he is to be thanked and his book, in spite of its lack of poUsh, can be set up as a
model for further fruitful research.

OLGA

Z.

PUGLIESE,

University

of Toronto

XVIIe Colloque International de Tours. Théorie et Pratique Politiques à

la

Renais-

sance. Paris: Librairie Philosophique J. Vrin, 1977. Pp. 503.

Dans ce tome de 503 pages, les organisateurs du XVIIe Colloque international de
Tours du Centre d'Etudes Supérieures de la Renaissance ont pris l'initiative de pubUer
tous les textes des communications. Sur le thème général Théorie et pratique politiques à la Renaissance, ils ont divisé les trente-deux conférences en sous-thèmes:
"Expériences exemplaires", "Expériences institutionnelles", "Opinion publique",
"Influx littéraires", "Elaboration humaniste", "Synthèse".
Parmi les communications présentées, certaines reprennent les sentiers battus
pour ajouter plus d'informations, de faits ou de rectifications aux événements, institutions ou personnages déjà connus; c'est notamment le cas dans les études médiocres sur l'Election impériale de 1519, de H. Weber; l'Etat corporatif hongrois, de
G. Bonis, ou l'Organisation et le rôle politique des diètes dans les pays des Habsburg,
de K. Benda. Dans plusieurs communications littéraires on essayait, avec plus de
succès, de compléter ou de rectifier l'image d'un théoricien; F. Secret notait que le
Guillaume Postel qui se dégage de Magistratibus Athenieusium est foncièrement
différent de celui décrit par Pierre Mesnard ou WiUiam Bouwsma; B. Guillemain
maintient que le Discours de Logrogno, de Guichardin, diffère notamment du
Dialogo ou Ricordo si souvent étudiés, et laisse voir un personnage beaucoup plus

humaniste. D'autres textes, plus ambitieux, se sont servis d'approches originales pour
dégager des thèmes et des associations de mots qui révèlent des bases psycho-sociales
de

la

Renaissance. Ce fut

le

cas de Jean

dans l'optique des écrivains de

la

peur; le courage s'identifie à la

Delumeau qui

a

démontré un contenu

social

Renaissance devant les concepts de courage et de
prouesse militaire et aux actions individuelles des

nobles, tandis que la peur et la lâcheté correspondent au travail productif et corporatif

De même, A. Jouana a étudié les attaques dirigées contre la noblesse
du XVIe siècle et qui traitaient de l'appHcation du concept d' "utilité";
que le Second état refusait et qui a été de plus en plus identifié au progrès

des vilains.

à la fin
critère

de

la

bourgeoisie.

Enfin dans une autre catégorie d'études,
fossé qui séparait les humanistes et la réalité;

les

auteurs ont entrepris d'explorer

le

permanente entre, d'une
part, les théories, théoriciens et hommes d'état et, d'autre part, les événements,
l'opinion publique et la mentaUté populaire. Dans un travail très bien documenté
Claude Sutto a étudié les pamphlets anti-jésuites pour démontrer, d'une part, les
la dialectique
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écarts entre les accusations portées contre la Société de diriger la Ligue, de fomenter

complots et assassinats et, d'autre part, la réalité bien plus complexe. J. Lefebvre
a démontré à travers une étude linguistique de Thomas Miinzer que les idées du prophète ont évolué en conformité avec la réceptivité de son message. A Truyol a présenté dans le cas de Sepulveda, le fameux opposant à Las Casas, le décalage entre la
théorie de la conquête, qu'il défendait, et la pratique mercantile et violente, qu'il
déplorait. Et R. Pillorget a exposé les résultats de cette tension entre l'autorité publique et les insurrections populaires, si nombreuses dans les états de la Renaissance.
Dans cette gamme de textes et d'approches si différents on peut se réjouir de
voir des contributions si originales sur l'histoire et la Uttérature de l'Espagne; quatre
communications de qualité traitent des préoccupations impériales espagnoles au
cours du XVIe siècle. Les autres travaux sont surtout partagés entre les pays mieux

connus comme l'Italie, la France et le Saint-Empire.
D'un côté moins positif, on doit déplorer le fait que

la

plupart des auteurs n'ont

pas situé leur sujet dans un contexte plus significatif, et que plusieurs semblaient
ignorer des travaux de première importance. La communication sur Savanarole n'a
fait aucune allusion à l'oeuvre de Donald Weinstein; Donald Kelley et Georges
les communications qui traitaient pourtant des
jurisprudence de la Renaissance; Elton et toutes les contributions

Huppert ont été ignorés dans toutes
juristes et

de

la

britanniques sur

la

formation des états modernes ont à peine été mentionnés.

Il

est

surtout regrettable que les organisateurs aient décidé de publier tous les textes des
communications, car on retrouve des travaux superficiels à côté de conférences bien

préparées et bien documentées; un contrôle de qualité s'imposait.

DANIEL HICKEY,

Université

La correspondance d'Erasme
epistolarum de P.S. Allen,

deMoncton

(traduite et annotée d'après le texte latin de

HM.

éd. D. Coppieters de Gibson, A.

Allen et H.W. Garrod),

Raeymaeker

et

VOpus

Volume VI, 1525-1527,

A. Gerlo. Bruxelles: University

Press, 1977. Pp. 613.

Les

lettres

oeuvre.

d'Erasme, écrites en

latin, constituent

une partie

fort importante de son

Une telle correspondance, représentant un total de 3 ,1 62 lettres s'échelonnant

1484 et 1536, est un des plus précieux recueils de documents révéépoque aussi agitée que la nôtre, l'époque de la Renaissance, de l'Humanisme, de la Réforme. Cette source inestimable, jusqu'ici réservée aux spécialistes
et aux chercheurs, sera désormais accessible au grand public grâce à la traduction
française en cours d'édition aux Presses de l'Université Libre de Bruxelles.
Le tome VI est le dernier paru de la Correspondance d'Erasme, et il nous livre
les lettres envoyées ou reçues par Erasme entre le 5 janvier 1525 et le 24 mars 1527.
Ce sont là des années crucides où l'orthodoxie d'Erasme commence à être mise en
doute: la Sorbonne, Faculté de théologie de Paris, condamne sa Complainte de la
Paix en juin 1525, et en mai 1526 la même Sorbonne interdit aux jeunes la lecture
des Colloques. A cette époque, Erasme abandonne peu à peu sa politique de conciliation envers Luther; il publiera, en février 1526, son Hyperaspistes contre XtSerf
Arbitre du moine allemand, et la lettre 1688, nettement acerbe, sera la dernière
entre les années

lateurs d'une
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envoyée. Cela n'empêche pas

le "prince des humanistes" de continuer
une réforme modérée, une sorte de "révolution tranquille." Alors que
l'Europe est en pleine crise religieuse, de partout on solUcite Erasme de donner son
avis sur les problèmes les plus brûlants.
Ce n'est pas seulement la persévérance d'Erasme à promouvoir "la cause évangélique," en même temps que celle des "bonnes lettres" et de la paix, qui passionnera
le lecteur du tome VI de la Correspondance d'Erasme. Celle-ci est inégalable par la
richesse des perspectives qu'elle ouvre sur une période où tant d'idées et de passions
ont travaillé les hommes et les ont armés pour tant de combats. Sa correspondance
tenait Erasme en contact avec des papes (Clément VII), avec des rois (François \^^,
Charles-Quint), avec des princes de l'Eglise (Campeggio, Sadolet, Wolsey), des réformateurs (Luther, Oecolampade), des humanistes et des savants (Budé, More, Vives),
des personnes morales (Sénat de Bale, Parlement de Paris, Confédération suisse.
Faculté de théologie de Louvain, de Paris); les lettres lui apportaient au jour le jour,
sur toutes les questions, sur tous les événements, des nouvelles autorisées. Aucun
écrivain du XVI^ siècle ne vit s'ouvrir devant ses yeux de plus vastes horizons, et

qu'il lui ait

à préconiser

Voltaire seul, après lui, a rencontré autant
Il

d'hommes

faut se rappeler le genre épistolaire de cette

et aussi divers.

époque

comme

ayant quelque

chose d'hybride, à caractère mi-privé et mi-public. L'usage s'était répandu de faire

en y joignant les réponses de ses correspondants; ces
ou moins la fonction qui est dévolue à présent au journal
ou, mieux encore, à la revue Httéraire mensuelle. Ainsi s'expliquent beaucoup de
développements dont l'importance ou le ton nous étonnent. Ce n'est que progressivement, sous l'action du livre imprimé, que la séparation se fera entre la parole publique destinée à la presse, et la parole privée qui demeure manuscrite et n'est lue que
par un seul destinataire. C'est pourquoi de nombreuses lettres d'Erasme, traitant de
sujets d'actuahté, sont comparables aux éditoriaux de nos grands journaux; d'autres
lettres, plus longues, s'apparentent aux articles des brochures et périodiques de notre
imprimer

ses propres lettres

recueils remplissaient plus

temps.
Lire les lettres d'Erasme, c'est apprendre à

mieux connaître

cet

homme

supérieur

au fin sourire immortalisé par Holbein, c'est prendre plus ample connaissance de

souvent malgré lui, dans ce grand drame que fut la Réforme. Ces lettres
innombrables et inimitables demeurent aujourd'hui le monument le plus vivant de

l'acteur,

toute une époque, elles font revivre sous nos

Paul

Van Tieghem,

la

yeux

correspondance d'Erasme

les

hommes et

les choses.

se révèle, après celle

Selon

de Voltaire,

la

plus variée, la plus riche d'idées, la plus intéressante historiquement et intellectuelle-

ment que nous puissions

BENOIT BEAULIEU,

Ariosto

1974

Italiana délia

lire

en aucune langue.

Université Laval

America: Atti del Congresso Ariostesco - Dicembre 1974, Casa
Columbia University, éd. Aldo Scaglione. Ravenna: Longo, 1976.

in

Pp.xvi, 192. L. 6.000.
This anthology brings together ten excellent essays

which were presented

at the

Congresso Ariostesco held at the Casa Italiana of Columbia University between

U
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December 29 and 31, 1974, to celebrate the centenary of the poet's birth. Several
of the essays comment on various aspects of the Orlando Furioso, while others
treat Ariosto's Satire, I Suppositi and Gnque Maggio. The subject matter of these
papers ranges from innovative observations on famiHar Ariostesque themes and
episodes, to completely original analyses. The overall quality of the collection
is

estimable.

Those essays which are dedicated to Ariosto's masterpiece, the Furioso, are
and hence command special attention in this review. Giorgio
Padoan's "11 Furioso e la crisi del Rinascimento," as the title indicates, examines
the epic poem from a historical perspective. Even though Professor Padoan's
general premise (i.e. that the Furioso is a product of the milieu) is somewhat
common, noteworthy is his specific opinion that beneath the encomiums which
Ariosto lavishes on his Este patrons lies a profound, sincere patriotic sense, or a
"fremito di orgoglio cittadino." Professor Padoan demonstrates quite clearly that
the essential text, written in a critical period for Ferrara (1509-1515), accurately
records the comportment of Alfonso and IppoHto d'Este in perilous circumstances.
The examples cited confirm Ariosto's genuine admiration for his patrons. As a
result, the encomium performs a function other than that of being a mere
particularly brilliant

formality.

A. Bartlett Giamatti's "Sfrenatura: Restraint and Release in the Orlando Furioso''
is

a fascinating study of the recurring image of the bridled and unbridled horse.

particular importance

is

broader and certainly central theme of self-control
this essay

Of

the critic's technique of relating these images to the poem's
vis-à-vis insanity.

Furthermore,

can be considered an extension of the preceding one in that Professor

Bartlett Giamatti refers the perplexing antithesis of unity /fragmentation to the

Renaissance ideal of composure and poise.
In "Rescuing Ovid from the Allegorizers: The Situation of Angelica, Furioso
X," D. Javitch offers a slightly different interpretation of the position which
Ariosto's epic occupies in relation to

its

contemporaries. Professor Javitch analyses

the episode of Ruggiero's rescue of Angelica from the "orca," showing above

all

modelled on Ovid's story of Perseus and Andromeda, Ariosto's
version possesses certain unique characteristics. In order to illustrate how artfully
Ariosto borrowed from Ovid, how he transformed the latter's myths to create
something fresh. Professor Javitch reviews Medieval versions of the same tale. His
basic contention is that, whereas Ovid's Medieval imitators attributed to this myth
allegorical significance, Ariosto reverses the trend. Professor Javitch's argument is,
on the whole, sound, but his view that any allegorical interpretation of this scene
would be absurd seems somewhat debatable. Nevertheless, his comments on
Ariosto's style and poetic ability, within the context of the above-stated premise,
that, while

it

is

are first-rate.

R.W. Manning continues the comparison of Ariosto and Ovid in his essay entitled
and A7." By
"Ariosto, Ovid and the Painters: Mythological Paragone in Furioso
referring to Bellini's "Feast of the Gods" and Titian's "Bacchus and Ariadne," he

X

points out
create a

how

new

these Renaissance painters manipulated their Ovidian sources to
mythology which has merit independent of the original. Pro-

visual

Manning equates the technique adopted by these artists in handling Ovidian
mythology and Ariosto's description of certain episodes which were also inspired
fessor
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by Ovid's Metamorphoses. Bireno's abandonment of Olimpia, Ruggiero's abandonment of Alcina and Orlando's liberation of Olimpia are renditions of Ovidian myths
but Ariosto plays myth against myth to produce a number of variations on the
basic theme of abandonment. In exploring these ideas, Professor Manning provides a
novel approach to the problem of Ariosto's indebtedness to his classical sources.
The final paper on the Furioso is B. Reynolds' "Ariosto in English: Prose or
Verse?" Professor Reynolds compares the relative merits of three noted prose
translations of the epic poem and of three prominent verse translations. She offers
her

own

verse translations of several stanzas to exemplify her view that the limita-

tions of the individual versifier, rather than those of the

responsible for producing inferior translations. Her point
verses are truly representative
as she herself concedes,

"much

is

EngHsh language,

of the aesthetic experience of the
is

are

well contended and her
original, although,

inevitably lost."

This review does not permit an examination of the remaining essays of the
which are, needless to say, up to the standard of those just referred to.

collection

C. Klopp's "The Centaur and the Magpie: Ariosto and Machiavelli's /^mce" deals
with Ariosto's Cinque Maggio, while C. Segre's "Struttura dialogica delle Satire''
and P. Wiggins' "A Defense of the Satires'' are self-explanatory.

The anthology is rounded out by two fine bibliographic reports. J. Gibaldi's
"The Fortunes of Ariosto in England and America" provides an interesting and
most useful account of Ariosto criticism in the two countries indicated. A valuable
list of pubhcations by and on Ariosto in translation accompanies this essay. The
concluding essay

is

E. Esposito's "Situazione editoriale delle opere ariostesche,"

which succinctly brings into focus the various editions of Ariosto's works.
All in all, Ariosto in America constitutes an entertaining and academically sound
text which would enhance any collection of Ariosto criticism.

CORRADO

FEDERICI, Brock

University

D.E. Hoak. The King's Council in the Reign of Edward VI. Cambridge: Cambridge
f 12.50.

University Press, 1976. Pp. x, 374.

immense number of books and articles published on the Tudor period
two or three decades there are still immense and significant gaps in
our knowledge of the period. For the reign of Edward VI, in particular, studies of
the lower and upper Exchequer and the Privy Council have long been desiderata.
Prof. Hoak has now very competently filled one of those gaps with his book on the
In spite of the

during the last

Privy Council.
Prof. Hoak's book naturally divides into two sections. Chs. 1-5 deal with sources,
membership and the conduct and authorisation of business, while Chs. 6 and 7
analyse the part which the council played in the day-to-day government of the realm
and in the high politics of the period. An admirable nine-page conclusion summarises
the author's findings.

Prof. Hoak points out that earlier views of the Edwardian Council were based
upon a superficial examination of meagre, and often badly edited, printed sources.
He now describes a wide range of source material, both printed and manuscript, in
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considerable detail and analyses the comparative value of its various sections.
Unfortunately the council registers are records of acts and events, not minutes of
debates or discussions of the board. Therefore they tell us nothing of the arguments

and compromises which preceded significant

political decisions.

Even the dates

given in these registers during the period of Protector Somerset's rule do not record
actual meetings of the board but only the record of business (warrants, etc.) authorised

by one or more councillors in the course of their duties. Not until after Somerset's

fall

do the dates record the formal meetings of the council. Again, although registers
of letters were destroyed in the great Whitehall fire of 1619, owing to improved
clerical organisation and a greater provision in taking copies a better collection of
conciliar letters survives than for any earHer period. This is especially true of the
years of Northumberland's rule when William Cecil's care (he was a most efficient
secretary) added agendas to the documents preserved.
Prof. Hoak successfully disposes of the old legend that membership of the council rose to the unwieldly number of forty. Forty-five men are known to have served
during the whole reign, but membership at any one time fluctuated between thirteen
or fourteen and thirty -two. Therefore numbers were not much out of line with
those of Henry VIII's later years. The origins and experience of members are closely
analysed. There were very few clerics but in the early day3 as many as eleven members were conservative Henrician cathoUcs. Seven had held military commands.
Many others had seen active military service. More than half had some diplomatic
experience. Just over half were courtiers and all of them were widely experienced
administrators. All in all the membership exhibited both considerable competence
and talent if not brilHance. These chapters, together with the following sections
upon the conduct and authorisation of business, are necessarily highly technical
and closely analytical. They make far from easy reading but they do inspire the
confidence of the reader in Prof. Hoak's grasp of these sources and his ability to
handle them competently.
The remainder ©f the book dealing with administration and politics will be of
greater interest to the general reader and to the undergraduate. Important conclusions
emerge from these studies. The council, and individual councillors, were extremely
hard working, dealing with every conceivable topic of government as well as informal,
quasi-judicial arbitration. Protector Somerset was most unwilling to consider the
views of his fellow councillors. He by-passed the council whenever possible, and

took major decisions in both domestic and foreign policy alone. His extreme bad
temper ("great choleric factions" as sir WilHam Paget lamented) when offered un-

welcome advice became notorious. His

lone, dictatorial tendencies certainly contri-

Northumberland, on the other hand, always acted with the
council, but by 1552 he had purged it of all opponents. Northumberland, in spite
of his political adventurism, his adoption of a more extreme protestantism from
purely selfish ambitious motives, did successfully initiate financial reform and
began to pay off the immense foreign debt, thus partly clearing up the chaos left
by Somerset's expensive war policies and administrative incompetence.
Prof. Hoak clearly demonstrates that WX. Jordan's view of Edward VI's administrative precocity is most improbable. Northumberland and his friends provided the
King with selected council agendas and "the pious imp" enjoyed copying them out.

buted to

his downfall.

1
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controlled them. Northumberland,

again, organised special sessions of the council for the

King to attend but the
evidence suggests that these were no more than formal, arranged occasions, special
shows. No real decisions were ever taken there.
All in

this is a

all

Edward VI. Students
J.R.

LANDER,

book which provides major

interested in the period

University

reinterpretations of the reign of

wÏQ ignore

it

at their peril.

of Western Ontario

Jean Jehasse. La Renaissance de la Critique. L 'essor de l'Humanisme érudit de 1560
à 1614. Saint-Etienne: PubHcations de l'Université de Saint-Etienne, 1976. Pp. 712.
Dresser en sept cents pages

que celui de

la fin

de

la

le

bilan d'un univers culturel et intellectuel aussi riche

Renaissance n'est pas une entreprise aisée. Telle est pourtant

Dès le début de son ouvrage, il indique son
du monde des Grands Humanistes érudits et d'en dégager

l'intention déclarée de Jean Jehasse.
désir de "retrouver la vision

les traits spécifiques" (p. 8).

struire,

A

la fin

de son étude,

il

considère avoir réussi à recon-

malgré l'imprécision de certains points, "toute une vision du

monde"

à

de force. Le défi est de taille, on le voit, et l'étude monumentale, mais on peut se demander si l'ensemble ne pèche pas à la fois par sa longueur
et par sa brièveté: deux cents pages claires et concises auraient sans doute suffi pour
dégager les grands traits de l'humanisme érudit. Des milliers ne pourraient pas épuiser les détails des sources, des polémiques et des idéologies d'une vision du monde
qui touchait tant d'aspects et de domaines, qui s'alimentait de tant de connaissances
travers de grandes lignes

diverses dans tous les

champs du

savoir: la philosophie, la religion, la science, la

politique, l'économie, les arts, les lettres.
à tant

de

de travaux! Peut-être ne

fallait-il

.

.

Tant de

vies consacrées toutes entières

pas précisément reculer devant l'ampleur

la tâche.
J.

Jehasse ouvre et ferme son analyse sur des considérations méthodologiques et

historiques.

Son intention

mot

est

de chercher à situer ce qu'il appelle

la renaissance

de

immédiatement défini à partir du Thesaurus
d'Henri II Estienne, paru en 1572, où il est employé dans le sens grec de choix
sévère et judicieux. C'est à partir d'Estienne et de la date de 1575 que Jehasse situe
ce renouveau, au coeur même des crises que traverse la Renaissance et qui atteignent
leur apogée avec la mort et les funérailles de Charles IX. Il s'agissait, somme toute,
de consolider les acquis de l'imprimerie contre les dangers que faisaient courir à
la Tradition lettrée une prolifération d'imprimeurs et de typographes incultes, qui
rabaissaient l'imprimerie au rang d'une technique. Ce sont les règles d'un Art que
prétendra défendre, autour d'Henri II Estienne, une brochette d'humanistes érudits,

la

"Critique." Le

attentifs à saisir

est d'ailleurs

dans leur totalité et leur authenticité,

les

corpus romains et

même

hébreux.

Peu connu et mal diffusé, le mot conserve néanmoins son acceptation et continuera de désigner une double fonction: expliquer les obscurités d'un texte ancien
et corriger les passages

son

De Arte

corrompus par

ou les mauvais imprimeurs. Dans
"De la Critique envisagée princiindiquant la raison à employer dans la

les copistes

Critica de 1597, intitulé au complet:

palement sous son double aspect correctif et
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correction faite de génie des écrivains latins", Scioppius blâme dans son Avis au

Lecteur "ceux qui font n'importe quel changement sur n'importe quoi". Ces humaque Jehasse n'introduit que tardivement, appartiennent à ce que V.-L.

nistes érudits,

Saulnier appelle la seconde génération d'humanistes, penchés sur le legs antique

dont

ils

cherchent à restaurer

le

caractère primitif. Jehasse les distingue de leurs

prédécesseurs, préoccupés de théologie, de médecine et de droit; et de leurs succes-

moUnistes et
ce groupe,
Jehasse repère quatre "héros": Henri II Estienne, dont les 201 éditions reconnues,
obligèrent les penseurs et écrivains de son temps à confronter et à mesurer leurs
écrits avec les productions de l'antiquité dans des domaines aussi variés que la philoseurs, tournés vers les sciences juridiques et les conflits religieux entre

jansénistes, et

il

les caractérise

par leur intérêt pour

sophie, la tragédie, la poésie, l'histoire, la médecine,

maire; puis Isaac Casaubon; Joseph Scaliger, qui

les lettres.

le droit, la

amène sous

Dans

patrologie, la gramla juridiction

de

la

critique tout écrit de quelque nature qu'il soit et qui constitue celle-ci en science de
la

traduction et Juste Lipse, qui ajoute à là dimension de la critique celle du goût.

Le programme dessiné
ne

se soit

jet,

est,

pas tenu à ce projet.

on
Il

le voit,

séduisant.

Il

est regrettable

que

J.

Jehasse

reviendra très vite dans son étude à son second pro-

qui est de tracer un tableau de

la

mentalité de l'époque.

repérer les caractères généraux qui peuvent être

communs

Il

s'emploie alors à

à ces humanistes, au lieu

de ne considérer que la conception qu'ils se faisaient de leur travail critique. Jehasse
aborde longuement les problèmes de l'optimisme et du pessimisme. Il range dans le
premier clan Pontus de Tyard et Du Perron, Lefèvre de la Boderie et Jean Bodin,
La Primaudaye et Biaise de Vignerie, Du Bartas et Simon Goulart. Dans le courant

on retrouve notamment Le Roy. Jehasse

essaie de démontrer, non sans
que cet hymne au progrès que constitue la Vicissitude de cet auteur est
d'inspiration pessimiste augustinienne mais finit par reconnaître cependant que
"la vision pessimiste de l'intelligence entraîne un optimisme de la volonté" (p. 41).
Il survole les oeuvres les plus marquantes de ces auteurs afin d'y trouver une communauté d'idées. Force est pour lui de reconnaître leurs divergences, plus nombreuses que leurs ressemblances, et de souligner ce qui les sépare sur des questions

pessimiste,

difficultés,

comme

l'astrologie, l'ésotérisme, la sorcellerie, l'alchimie.

.

.

Jehasse élargit ensuite

son enquête aux réactions de ces auteurs à l'égard des crises de toutes sortes: reUgieuses, financières, morales, poHtiques, sociales, Httéraires, que traverse la France
entre 1560 et 1574. Ces tableaux, malgré leur intérêt, nous éloignent de ce qui
aurait pu,

ou

même

aurait dû, être le sujet unique de l'ouvrage, c'est-à-dire la réaction

des imprimeurs lettrés devant la propagation et la vulgarisation de leur art, la conception qu'ils se faisaient de leur travail et le rôle qu'il prétendaient jouer dans
l'univers littéraire.

Cette seconde tangente prise par l'étude ne sera d'ailleurs pas

deux derniers

la dernière.

Les

chapitres, soit environ le tiers de l'étude, seront consacrés presque

exclusivement à Juste Lipse. Dans un premier temps, Jehasse examine longuement
exercées par Homère, par les Pères de l'Eglise et par les Stoïciens sur

les influences

Juste Lipse et retrouve dans les oeuvres de ce dernier l'écho de tous ces enseigne-

ments. D'autres pages, d'une inspiration plus générale et plus moderne, sont consacrées à certains problèmes spécifiques abordés par Lipse, sur la nature de l'âme,
sur le miracle, sur le cosmos, sur l'immanence et la transcendance de Dieu, sur

péché, etc.

.

.

Enfin, Jehasse aborde Lipse par

le biais

de

Rome

et passe

en revue

le

les
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divers auteurs prisés par ce dernier: César, Tacite, Salluste,Tite-Live, Pline, Varron,

Epicure, Sénèque, et relève les emprunts faits par Lipse dans l'étude de certaines
questions, telles la participation

aux

vie civile, le réalisme et l'idéalisme

affaires publiques, la vertu

en politique,

de prudence dans la
temps, etc.

la gloire, les passions, le

Ces deux derniers chapitres, qui sont purement des études d'influence, présentent
un intérêt certain mais semblent trop autonomes, mal soudés à l'ensemble de
l'ouvrage, et fort peu liés à ce qui était la préoccupation première de Jehasse. On
peut douter de l'importance, à l'intérieur du cadre de cette étude, de relever l'amour
que Lipse éprouvait pour ses chiens, auxquels il fit élever des mausolées, et sa passion
pour les melons. Une tentative d'interprétation du caractère de Lipse à partir de
son portrait paru dans le frontispice du Sénèque (1605) appellerait aussi de nombreuses réserves, tout comme l'emploi de certains sours-titres: "le pardon et la
pitié" (p. 629).

Jehasse renvoie à la toute fin de son ouvrage l'analyse du
publie qu'en appendice les diverses utilisations de ce
Il

aborde de façon un peu superflue dans

Taugustinisme avec

empruntées par

l'art et

avec

la critique. Il

la science,

considère

le

sa

mot

mot

"critique" et ne

par les auteurs de l'époque.

conclusion les rapports qu'entretint

pour enfin

s'intéresser

aux

diverses voies

courant philologique ou érudit

plus digne d'attention, à côté des veines scientifiques et mondaines. Car

mondain, représenté par Guey de Balzac au début du 17e
sa signification originelle

L'appendice

livre

un

de correction

comme

le

le

courant

siècle, videra le

mot de

faite sur les textes anciens.

vaste répertoire

patiemment constitué des emplois de ce

mot

depuis l'antiquité et de ses acceptations, trop variées et trop intéressantes pour

qu'il

ne

faille

pas y renvoyer

le

lecteur.

Notons cependant que

les strates

ou couches

historiques, sur lesquelles Jehasse a bâti sa thèse, semblent correspondre parfaite-

ment avec l'utilisation de ce mot. Juste Lipse et Joseph Scaliger parlent de la critique
comme un moyen d'empêcher la typographie de corrompre les livres en essayant de
les propager trop vite. Ils la considèrent comme une réaction devant les facilités de
l'imprimerie. Cependant Scaliger en 1586 parle de la renaissance de la critique
comme un fait passé et soutient qu'elle est maintenant adulte et raffermie. Ces considérations semblent avoir présidé aux divisions générales du livre de Jehasse en trois
périodes: celle de la recherche d'une critique (1560-1574), celle de sa renaissance

(1574-1580), celle de l'affirmation (1580-1589) et de l'épanouissement (15901614). Cette division apparaft cependant dépendante d'une conception cycUque de
l'histoire basée sur un rythme périodique: incohatif, progressif, terminatif. Cette

semble obséder les historiens des événements littéraires, sociaux ou
économiques, me paraft relever d'une appréhension plus idéologique que scientifique du mouvement historique. Ainsi l'effort des humanistes pour restituer le plus
tripartition, qui

fidèlement possible les textes anciens ne date pas de 1575. Henri II Estienne avait
à cette date publié 104 de ses 201 éditions, comme le remarque Jehasse. Ce dernier
note dans un chapitre intitulé "à la recherche de la critique" la volonté constante,
dès cette époque, de vérifier les variantes, de confronter les textes et les manuscrits

une valeur scientifique inégalée. Il rappelle également les reprises
du siècle pour en arriver à l'état le plus parfait possible, sinon définitif, des textes, les progrès vers l'authenticité, les interprétations de
plus en plus sûres, comme dans l'édition d'Horace par Estienne. Qu'au fur et à
mesure se soient développées des éditions plus bâclées n'implique donc pas que les
afin d'en arriver à

incessantes faites tout au long

U
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moindres ni que leurs résultats aient été
pour l'enquête menée par Jehasse de comparer les
états successifs des textes au cours du 16e siècle, afin de déterminer avec objectivité
les progrès réalisés, ce qui aurait supposé une démarche tout à fait différente de
celle qu'il a adoptée car il se montre davantage préoccupé des conceptions philosophiques des humanistes dans leur retour aux sources.
efforts des premiers humanistes aient été

balbutiants.

La

Il

aurait été utile

division chronologique tripartite a aussi le défaut d'obliger à considérer la

dernière période

comme

dernière période, celle

où

celle

du décUn. Jehasse semble

la critique

stitue pas la plus intéressante.

Il

commence

se garde

d'ailleurs estimer

que

là

à se plier au goût mondain, ne con-

cependant de tout jugement négatif

et

préfère insister davantage sur la période d'apogée, qu'il étudie plus longuement et

aborde sous l'angle double de l'épanouissement et la spécialisation. Les chapide son ouvrage brossent un tableau général des règnes de Henri III
et de Henri IV, en suivant à la piste quelques grands érudits: Isaac Casaubon, Joseph
Scaliger, Henri II Estienne et Juste Lipse, auquel il s'attachera plus particulièrement,
comme nous l'avons déjà dit. Jehasse étudie soigneusement les avatars de leurs
carrières, les contenus de leurs ouvrages, les introductions de leurs éditions d'ouvrages
Les
antiques, leurs positions sur des problèmes politiques et reHgieux du temps.
longues digressions historiques, écrites le plus souvent en petits caractères, sur l'état
de la France, de la Belgique et des Pays-Bas, et les aperçus à caractère psychologique
sur la vie des grands humanistes, leurs amitiés, leurs fortunes, leurs vicissitudes, enqu'il

tres trois et quatre

.

.

encombrent à la fois la thèse principale.
Néanmoins, l'ouvrage de Jean Jehasse se recommande à plus d'un titre. Si la
méthodologie et l'orientation générale paraissent souffrir de la masse des documents
utilisés, en revanche, cet immense effort de documentation appelle aussi des louanges.
Le mérite paradoxal de ce travail est peut-être précisément de ne pas savoir sacrifier
dans cet amas de notes et de présenter un large éventail d'opinions et de jugements
des auteurs de la Renaissance. Chaque page révèle des surprises ou scelle des retrouvailles. Le lecteur se remémorera ou apprendra avec plaisir l'appréciation faite par
richissent et

Estienne des tragiques grecs.

Il trouvera des considérations pleines de pertinence
de modernité sur la poésie, la peinture, la musique. Il verra comme s'est opérée
la réhabilitation de Lucrèce, il apprendra les raisons qui incitaient Estienne à considérer l'histoire comme le premier genre Httéraire et à apprécier entre tous Diodore
et Hérodote. Il s'étonnera de la validité des conditions évoquées par le polonais
Ilovius pour une histoire objective à partir d'une édition de Deny s d'Halicamasse.
De nombreux faits sur la querelle de cicéronianisme, sur la faveur que connaissent
le scepticisme, l'épicurisme et le stoïcisme sont mis en lumière par Jehasse, ainsi
que les raisons du renouvellement des études philosophiques, malgré le dénigrement

et

pratiqué à l'égard de Platon et d'Aristote dans certaines préfaces des oeuvres de
Sextus Empiricus, de Diogène Laerte et de Cicéron. L'amateur de curiosités ne

dédaignera pas les renseignements apportés sur les opinions très négatives de Joseph

du Zodiaque,
Casaubon entre "drame satyrique" et "satire."
Les chapitres sur Lipse livrent une moisson tout aussi

Scaliger envers l'astrologie et la tradition

et la distinction faite par

Isaac

curieuses sur l'état matrimonial, la différence des sexes,

monde, les caractéristiques des peuples européens.
La grande érudition déployée par J. Jehasse, si

elle

riche de conceptions fort

la

saison de la création du

contribue parfois à infirmer
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les

thèses générales au bénéfice de détails parfois superflus, présente

côté positif. Jehasse nous
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néanmoins un

redécouvrir des aspects négligés de la pensée de la

fait

Renaissance. Son ouvrage ouvre des perspectives neuves que
d'explorer et ce n'est pas

/

un mince mérite que de

le

susciter le

lecteur est tenté

goût de nouvelles
la lettre de Lipse à

quant à lui impatient de lire
campagne, et ses dissertations consacrées
aux qualités respectives des chiens et des chevaux.

lectures. L'auteur de ces lignes est

Breughel sur les avantages de

la vie à la

^lERRE-LOUIS VAILLANCOURT, Simon Fraser
Jackson

I.

University

Cope. The Theater and the Dream: from metaphor to form in renaissance
London: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1973. Pp. ix,

irama. Baltimore and
331. $16.50.

work Professor Cope explores the epistemological
by analysing chiefly EngUsh, but also Italian and
Spanish plays, and he does so by tracing the influence of Florentine Neoplatonic
Thought about the dual metaphors of Hfe as a dream and the world as a theater on
"Renaissance criticism and practice of the drama" (p. 13). Cope's speculations start
(n

this stimulatingly erudite

'oundations of Renaissance drama

!

I

y Gasset and Antonin Artaud, who postulated an
"of highly formalized spaces self-consciously aware of its own theatricality, and engulfing the spectator until he is aware that he stands both before and
behind the mirror which the theater holds up to the theatrum mundV (p. 1 1). This
ideal theater is also "the dramatist's objective correlative to a deeply subjective
cream world" {ib.), and is itself the outcome of responses to the Renaissance drama
cjid, implicitly, an extension of Florentine concern with dream reality and drama.
Cope begins his substantive argument by pointing to the interest in perspective
and contemplation in the writings of Nicholas of Cusa and Marsilio Ficino. Subseicuently Cope outlines the dispute between Francesco Buonamici and Lodovico
Castelvetro over illusionism. Castelvetro had insisted that drama should aspire to
[verisimilitude, while Buonamici rejected this view and held that in the transactional
Tîlation among audience, actor and play there were raised epistemological problems
V hich could not be settled by assuming that in the act of watching a play there was
tie separation of the knower from the known. Rather the play is known through
participation which is the basis of self-reflective theater and as such is related to
'reams whereby one penetrates reality. In Ficinian thought, dreams, for those who
an transcend the body, are means of divine inspiration, an access to truth. Issues
aised in this dispute had affinity with other sixteenth-century debates which raged
ver Dante's Divine Comedy and centred in the question, was the dream-poem a
egitimate form? Professor Cope leads us expertly through these Florentine debates
In preparation for his readings of individual plays. In view of the large number of
plays he refers to, my remarks, limited to a selection of the English plays, are

iwith the perceptions of Ortega
ideal theater

lecessarily selective.

The

is George Chapman, >yho was immersed in Ficino's
and who had some knowledge of Italian drama. The discussion of The
Usher, a careful explication de texte, illuminates much in this play, such
Ijentleman
tithe relation between the masque and anti-masque and the central significance of

first

3!iilosophy,

writer he considers
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is his discussion of the role of Strozza
he is wounded, must learn to suffer with patience until he is translated
"to a state of divine vision and prophecy" (p. 46). Cope convincingly argues that
Strozza is conceived by Chapman as a Platonic Hercules who reflects Ficino's
association of "transcendent rapture with suffering" (p. 43), and this view seems
to me more persuasive than the generally held one that Strozza is an embodiment

the several dreams. Most rewarding, however,

who,

after

of Christian Stoicism.
Less rewarding is the discussion of The Widow's Tears. Cope rightly stresses that
it is about the "destructive search for certainty" (p. 56), and later makes many
perceptive observations, notably on the self-consciously theatrical nature of the
Governor's scene. But I remain unconvinced that in the end Tharsalio "reveals
himself as master and chief victim of a hell of his invention" (p. 73). One of the

problems with Chapman is his eclecticism and ît is dangerous to try to force all his
works into a Neoplatonic mold, and, when treating the story of the Widow of
Ephesus one should, perhaps, be alert to an aspect of Renaissance thought more
neglected than even that of Florentine Neoplatonism: Renaissance naturalism. If
there is any sense of hell in The Widow's Tears it arises because people look for
certainly in romanticised notions about human behaviour. Tharsalio appears more
as a naturaUst, even if not as that other kind of Florentine, a Machiavel who sees
things as they are.

Exclusive preoccupation with one strand in the complexity of a play can lead to
distorted readings. This seems the case

when Cope

avers that

The Tempest

reveals a

"vision of the Fortunate Fall as man's quintessential destiny" (p. 242). This

is

too optimistic a claim for the play and ignores the irony which arises out of the
cumulation of events. Nor does Cope allow sufficiently for the melancholic tone in

"Our revels now are ended". It may imply that|
death" (p. 240) and that our awakening must be into:
the life after death; but by self-reference to the illusory nature of art and Hfe,the|
speech forces awareness that Hfe is all that is offered to man to know himself. Selfreference generates thought about the nature of art as well as about the complexity
of human behaviour, about the knowledge of one's self. In its paradoxes The\
Tempest begins a continual debate on the irony inherent in trying to come to a
vision certain of the world and of human happiness.
Paradoxical wit also lies behind the theatrical self-consciousness of Henry
Medwall's Fulgens and Lucrèce which learnedly extends practices already inherent
in the native tradition of EngUsh drama. The transitions of A and B from being
members of the audience to actors in the play have an antecedent in Mankind
where entry of the vices from the audience establishes an ambiguous relationship!
between actor and audience. In Medwall's learned hands transition ofrole is designed
to entertain with a witty exploration of what is real and what is illusory. Fulgens
and Lucrèce, as Professor Cope says in his enlightening reading of the play, is "a
play about the origin of a play" (p. 101) which "argues the power of illusion"|
(p. 105); yet it is not illusory and herein is the paradox of Medwall's play.
It is also paradox which informs the theatrical self-consciousness of the anonyl
mous Jack Juggler. In an excellent and perceptive analysis of this unjustly neglected!
play Cope has done dramatic studies a great service in showing that the nothing of;
the play is in fact a "metaphoric vehicle for a tenor which may be defined as theo|
Prospero's great speech beginning

"man

is

a dreamer and Hfe

is

j
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Careaway's loss of name and

hence of his identity, a loss on which the comedy is sustained, points firmly to the
paradoxical relation between the subjective self and the externalised self or role, a
relationship which is central to the nature of play and drama itself.
Paradoxical wit in the Renaissance was for the learned (perhaps even school
boys) or aristocratic coterie who responded also to the mysteries of Neo-Platonism.
In England as much as in Italy it was such an audience which perceived the meaning
beyond the immediate mimesis. This was especially true in the masque and it is
therefore disappointing that Cope could give so little attention (pp. 111-120) to
this form which he (I think rightly) sees as an extension of the "hall" drama which
we have in Fulgens and Jack Juggler, but brought in the Stuart Court almost to
perfection by Inigo Jones and Ben Jonson. The latter held the masque to be "the
mirror of man's life" as well as "remov'd mysteries"; and it is in the Jonsonian
masque more clearly than in plays for the public theater that we have the fullest
realisation of Cope's contention that the drama is made permanent "in and through
the imaginative growth of the spectator, who shares the creative act" (p. 116).
While Jonson emphasised the poetic function of the masque and of its mysteries, I
am not so sure that Jones did not in fact hold similar views, despite his remarks that
they were "nothing else but pictures with Light and Motion". He was, after all,
influenced by the great Dr. John Dee whose preface to Billingsley's translation of
Euclid's The Elements of Géométrie (1570) was an influential, and even popular,
source of some Neo-Platonic ideas. I suspect Jones and Jonson were not as far apart
as their quarrel might suggest.
One may have reservations about how far writers for a less learned audience than
the Court were attracted to Neo-Platonic aesthetics. Yet plays not apparently in
this tradition take on new illumination when set against it. This is particularly so of
Cope's excellent reading of Beaumont's The Knight of the Burning Pestle ,v/hich is
usually taken to be "a delightful parody of domesticated romantic comedy" (The
Revels History of English Drama, III, 303) or a satire on citizen values. Cope convincingly brings out meanings that transcend these views and shows that its seeming
lack of structure is a mirror of social incoherence which must be exorcised in search
of renewal, and that the play has its origins and mythic power in the festive comedy
of "rites of renewal" (p. 210). Likewise, Cope's observation that Brome's The
Jovial Crew is centred in generation, generations and regeneration (p. 164) should
provide a stimulus for further evaluation of this work.
Nevertheless,

when

all is

considered participation in the illuminatory mythopoeic
,

,

dream-quaUty of drama, in the fluidity of anti-form (all, I take it, aspects of the
*ideal' theatre), paradoxically demands that there be a prior "self-contained structure"
(p. 2) which Cope would reject. His own fine readings depend on the priority of
that structure. There is, moreover, one curious feature about The Theater and the
Dream. Although it is subtitled "From metaphor to form in Renaissance drama",
and the book is offered as "a critical history of dramatic form in the Renaissance"
(p. 13), I am left with the belief that behind Professor Cope's searches is actually
another and perhaps more important, even Herculean, endeavour: to articulate a
coherent theory of the comic in Renaissance drama.
There is variation in Cope's responses to many plays: he can at times be cranky
(Ford's Perkin Warbeck), provocative (A Midsummer Night's Dream) and informative
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La Strega). Yet, whatever his stance, by his mozaic of juxtaposition he
always emphasises the profound intellectual and philosophical foundation of
Renaissance drama, and even when one disagrees with his reading, disagreement
itself forces new understanding on the reader. The Theater and the Dream is a
seminal book in Renaissance drama. Notwithstanding Professor Cope's difficult
latinate style, he enables us to transcend received paradigms of criticism.
(Grazzini's

WILLIAM DEAN,

University

ofOtago

The Diary of John Manningham of the Middle Temple, 1602-3. Edited by Robert
Parker Sorlien. Hanover: The University Press of New England, 1976. Pp. xi, 467.

When

a performance of Twelfth Night was given in the Middle Temple as a feature
of the Templars' post-Christmas festivities in 1602, it was witnessed by a law student
in his twenties from Kent via Cambridge who had been keeping a casual diary and
commonplace book for a year or so, and now jotted down approvingly the "good
practice" of setting up Malvolio in foUy, and identified Olivia, in a fascinating

Lady widdowe."
later, on Sunday June 20, the Diarist recorded the gist of a sermon
at St. Paul's by Robert Wakeman of Oxford. Wakeman's text was Jonah 3:4-5, and
when he published this sermon a few years later, he observed that it had been interrupted by a sudden cloudburst — at precisely the point in the text where our Diarist
broke off, fleeing, no doubt, an equinoctial drenching! And in March of the next
year, the same recorder described in detail the final decline and death of Queen
EUzabeth, as reported to him by an eyewitness, his friend the Queen's chaplain
Dr. Henry Parry. "This morning about 3 at clocke her Majestic departed from this
."
hfe, mildly like a lambe, easily like a ripe apple from the tree.
Who else but John Manningham, and what else but his universally -quo ted but
rarely-consulted Diary, perhaps the most valuable personal document we have from
the end of the Elizabethan era? It is precisely Manningham's ordinary, orthodox,
"grass-roots" perspective that makes his observations so important: in them, we are
vividly reminded (among other things) how compact and interrelated the Elizabethan
establishment was, wherein a young man from the country with no special connections could know from a friend's first-hand account how Gloriana languished and
died, and could know, when it was still worth knowing, gossip about the new King,
A matheLord Francis Bacon, Sir Walter Ralegh, the Earl of Sussex, John Donne
matician has estimated that any individual is no more than five or six "mutual
friendships" away from any other individual, anywhere in America; in the case of
Manningham's Diary, one gets the impression that in the world of Elizabeth's
England, the mutual friendship factor is more like two.
If the notorious John Payne Collier had not discovered the Diary in the British
Museum and established its importance in his Annals of the Stage (1831), one
wonders if scholars would not have been forced to invent it, as the saying goes.
Indeed, one small defect in Robert P. Sorlien's sumptuous new edition - the first
complete printing of Manningham's text - is that he does not take up and dispel
for good the lingering suspicion amongst some scholars that the notorious Collier
error, as "his

Some months

.

.

\

I

\

|
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himself fabricated whole sections of the Diary, to make, as was his wont, a nearly
perfect Elizabethan "example" even better. But the available evidence, both internal

and external, supports the assumption that the work is authentic.^
Before the appearance of Sorlien's edition, the only full access to Manningham
was through the Camden Society text edited by John Bruce in 1868. Unfortunately,
Bruce saw fit to omit some 54 passages, most of them on the grounds of indecency
— "the slough of a coarser generation, which our ancestors had not then entirely
cast off."^ It must have cost Bruce some anxiety, then, to include Manningham's
delicious anecdote about Shakespeare as a wenching "William the Conqueror,"
but the story was already so well known that he could not omit it — although in
truth it is no less risqué than most of those he does omit. In 1974 I published a
restoration of most of Bruce's expurgations, along with a general examination of
the literary and cultural significance of the Diary, and for the first time such items
as this sketch of Manningham's fellow -Templar Sir John Davies became availableJ.

Davys goes waddling with his

arse out

behynd

as

though he were about to make

every one that he meets a wall to pisse against./B. Rudyard, Th. Overbury/

walks but he carries a cloke bag behind him, his arse sticks out so

He never

farr.

all of Manningham that we are likely to get — a comfrom the manuscript, corrected, and unexpurgated; a very
full set of textual notes and identifications; a biography of the Diarist; and a set of
appendices, including the text of his will (he died in 1622) and that of his greatuncle and benefactor Richard Manningham of Bradbourne. It is, all things considered,
a masterful edition, a triumph of scholarship's craft and art: now at last the full
range of the significance of Manningham's little book can be properly assessed, by
students of Elizabethan poetry, drama, and pulpit literature, political and cultural
history, sixteenth-century etymology and linguistics, and so on. (In addition, one
wishes that Virginia Woolf could have sampled Manningham in this edition, and
added him to her wonderful gallery of representative Elizabethans in The Common
Reader. For assuredly he is, in his undistinguished way, representative, a good
counterpoise to outrageously romantic figures like Sir John Davies, and to the
Elizabethan stereotypes that have grown out of figures like him.)
Sorlien's "Introduction" and his biography of Manningham are both excellent,
clearly locating the major dimensions of the Diary's value, and accurately summarizing the social and intellectual contexts in which the Diarist moved, in London and
in the country. Thus we get a full and revealing picture, drawn in part from recent
work by Philip Finkelpearl and others, of the Inns of Court at the turn of the
century, part legal university, part club, part colony for freethinkers and highlivers:
Sorlien's emphasis, on behalf of his basically sober Diarist, on the serious professional aspects of Inns of Court Life, is salutary.
Sorlien's astute grasp of the circumstantial network of Elizabethan professional
life carries over into his voluminous notes, for the most part, especially in regard to
the identities of lawyers, politicians, and divines, as alluded to in passing by Manningham. The editorial recovery of so much information, as caught in the Diary's

Now,

Sorlien has given us

plete text, re -transcribed

is remarkable; it is here, as well as in the Diary itself, that the edition
should prove to be indispensable for anyone doing scholarship in the period 1 590-

casual grid,

1
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1610. One example will have to suffice. In February 1602/3 Manningham noted,
not without a leer, that "One told Toplife that he would tell him of papist[s] that
frequented masse, and would bring him where he should take them At it; but he
brought him where he took a gent [lemanl in bed with his Daughter At it (Ch. Davers)"
(p. 186). Bruce of course excized the entry; in restoring it, Sorlien adds two paragraphs of notes identifying "Toplife" as Richard Topcliffe (1532-1 604), an Admiralty

judge

who became

a

much-hated

specialist in spying out, torturing,

and arraigning

CathoUcs; he played a major role, for example, in the hunting down and martyrdom
of Father Robert Southwell; to "topcHfferize" became a synonym for "to hunt a
recusant or to inform." In 1597, Sorlien adds, Topcliffe served on the Privy Council
commission which dealt with Thomas Nashe's and Ben Jonson's play The Isle of
Dogs and ordered their imprisonment on charges of sedition and slander (pp. 378-9).
Such a note — and there are scores of them here — sheds light beyond the particular
textual obscurity at

which

it is

aimed.

one would
on some items, for some
commentary on others which he has left unannotated. For example, Manningham
entered the following — "All our new corne comes out of old fields, and all our
newe learning is gathered out of old bookes" (p. 41) and attributed it to "Chaucer."
Sorlien ignores the matter, although there is surely some annotative interest in
Manningham's paraphrasing of what appears to be the fourth stanza of The ParliaThere

is

a certain inconsistency in Sorlien's system of annotations;

gladly trade the second and third paragraphs of his notes

ment of Fowls:
For out of olde

Cometh

al this

Cometh

al this

feldes, as

men

sayeth,

newe corn from yer to y ere,
And out of olde bokes, in good feyth,

new

science that

men

1ère.

Likewise, in October 1602, the Diarist offers an apparently eyewitness account
of that year's Mayoralty Inaugural, with speeches by the Lord Chief Baron and the
Lord Treasurer (Sir Thomas Sackville, Lord Buckhurst - the poet), the latter urging
that "there might some monthely strict searche be made in the Cytie for idle persons
and maisterles men, whereof there were, as he said, at this tyme 30,000 in London;
theise ought to be found out and well punished, for they are the very scumme of
England, and the sinke of iniquitie. ..." (p. 1 13) One would expect some editorial
commentary on the Lord Treasurer's concern over London's vagrant population —
his figure is remarkably high, by most historical estimates - but there is no discus-

And when Manningham

observes on a visit to Kent that his great-uncle
two books of the Aeneid verbatim (p. 203), a gloss
of some sort seems in order, perhaps relating the elder Manningham's mnemonic
feat to his protege's own ability to record (by memory alone? by shorthand?)
the outlines of whole sermons, sometimes two per Sabbath.
sions, alas.

Richard recited most of the

Sorlien

preachers

is

first

generally very thorough

Manningham

when he

out to identify the scores of
and elsewould soon begin work on the "Authorised
sets

listened to, at St. Paul's, St. Clement's, Blackfriars,

where (including a select group who
Version" of the Bible), but he does leave a number unaccounted for, despite the
availability of leads and clues. At the beginning of this review, I mentioned Robert
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Wakeman's sermon at Paul's on Jonah; in Sorlien's text he remains merely "one of
Baliol colledge in Oxeford" (p. 71), and although Wakeman eventually pubHshed the
text of his sermon (to which the Diary devotes two pages of summary and quotation), mentioning the cloudburst that interrupted his preaching and sent Manningham
scurrying, SorHen does not recognize the fact, or pursue the possibility of comparing
Manningham's sermon-notes and published texts of the same sermons, by Wakeman
and others. Such comparisons can, I think, enhance our understanding of how
preachers performed and how Elizabethans listened - important issues in an age so
centered on what can be called "the auditory imagination" - and it is too bad,
given his general scholarly investment, that Sorlien does not undertake such study.

(For a discussion of Wakeman's text and Manningham's synopsis,
Manningham, already referred to above .^ )

But

these are limitations and shortcomings in the edition,

see

my article
happy

on

fact

of

the scholarly enterprise that they are of the kind that can and will be corrected

by

if

other scholars; what

is

important

is

that,

it is

a

we now have a
Dwry to work with.

through Sorlien's labors,

complete, faithful, and accountable text of John Manningham's

Whimsy might ask what John Manningham, A.B., Utter Barrister, Attorney of the
Court of Wards, would think about his unlikely immortality, now so handsomely
consoHdated — what is beyond whimsy is that all of us who traffic in Shakespeare's
age have cause to be grateful for this definitive edition of his obscure contemporary's

invaluable journal.

JAROLD RAMSEY,

The University of Rochester

Michael Shapiro. Children of the Revels: The Boy Companies of Shakespeare's
Time and Their Plays. New York: Columbia University Press, 1977. Pp. xviii, 313.

$15.00

on aspects of the Boys
Companies, this full-length study is a Httle disappointing, possibly because it is trying
to do two distinct things. On the one hand, it works well as a general survey, a background against which individual plays can be more properly understood and evaluated
(p. 231); on the other, it is less successful in explicating Shapiro's theories about the
"social context" (p. vii) of the companies; and there is insufficient continuity between
After Michael Shapiro's series of very interesting articles

the first four

The

last two which categorize the plays.
shown by beginning with the last two chapters,

background chapters and the

virtues of the study can be

which offer a very useful recategorization of the kinds of play to be found in the
Private Theatres' repertories. Chapter 5 divides plays from the first period of the
children's activity into four

main types: (1) plays influenced by the quasidramatic

forms of debate and pageant, (2) plays derived from Roman comedy, (3) plays
about pathetic heroines, and (4) Lyly's unique form of love comedy. The debates,

comedy

mostly into the early Tudor period, the patheticcomedy into the 1580's, though Shapiro
emphasizes that this is not a simple developmental process and that the categories
overlap. The divisions are workmanlike and useful, but one may question Shapiro's
(emphases in two places. He seems to put too much weight on the "pathetic heroine"
radition, considering the sparse and mainly putative evidence for such plays in the

pageants, and Latin

fall

heroine plays into the 1570's, and the love

i

1
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repertory; and, perhaps because they

do not

fit

in with his

main emphasis on the

court's concern with aristocratic status, he under-estimates the boys' involvement

and morally didactic plays. Certainly, his conclusion that, because the
do not seem to have adopted the prodigal-son plays of the ChristianTerence tradition, they must therefore have been a bulwark against humanist pressures for classicism and didacticism, sits oddly with their actual repertoire and their
admitted concern with debate. Similarly, chapter 6 classifies plays from the second
period of the children's theatre into (1) a revival of plays by Lyly or in his manner,
(2) an attempt to adapt the romantic comedy developed in the pubHc theatres by
Greene and Shakespeare, (3) experiments with "comical satire" alone or in various
combinations, and (4) the development of "city comedy." This time the pattem
is more clearly developmental, and Shapiro notes that no sooner had each movement begun than it was accompanied by selfconscious imitation and parody that

with

classical

choristers

Again

but there are reservations
in chapter 3, he
neglects any mention of it in this categorization of the repertory (nor does he
mention Chapman's pioneering experiments in tragicomedy); and while he is more
aware of the interchange between public and private theatres than Harbage was, he
still argues for an intrinsic difference of approach (by examining the pubUc and
private theatre plays of Dekker and Middleton), though any such assumption must
surely be undermined by Shakespeare's problem comedies.
quickly limited

its viability.

this is a useful division

to be made. Curiously, though he discusses

boy -company tragedy

Similar virtues of up-to-date scholarship and lucid presentation can be found in
Appendix A, on the boys' use of music, and in chapters 1 and 4, on the development
of the children's troupes and their acting style respectively. As Shapiro remarks,
chapter 1 is based mainly on Chambers and Hildebrand, but it presents the complicated process of development with exceptional clarity and incorporates passages of
new evidence, such as the fact that Paul's probably reopened as early as 1596 and
may well have involved an abortive come-back by John Lyly. It also makes the
interesting suggestion that too much critical emphasis has been placed on the com-

mercialization of the later boys' theatre to the neglect of its continuing social estime
as court entertainment,

though

this is

more

asserted than proved. Chapter

equally successful discussion of the boys' acting style

—

4

is

an

or rather styles, because

Shapiro sensibly evades recent controversy by suggesting that there were at least
modes - naturalistic, declamatory, and parodie - and that play-j
;

three recognizable

Wrights such as Marston deliberately juxtaposed these styles for special effects. This!

one of the most useful sections of the book.
The most controversial sections come in chapters 2 and 3, on the social context
of the Private Theatres. Chapter 2 concerns itself with "Occasion," the attempt of
the Private Theatres to market the prestige of court performance, at which the
audience could "act out," and have confirmed, its sense of social superiority. After
a largely unexceptionable discussion of the probable likeness of Private Theatre
auditoria to court great halls (which ignores, however, the frequent complaints
about the smallness of Paul's stage), Shapiro suggests that the peculiar nature of court
entertainment was its mingling of extremes of epideictic praise and blame - the!
"commoning" concept which Muriel Bradbrook has developed brilliantly in essays
apparently unknown to Shapiro. There is certainly truth in this, but Shapiro handles

is

|

i
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the concept too mechanically, particularly in his explanation of the audience's
reaction to provocative insult, which he sees as either selfcongratulation on being

too secure to be touched by

of others. This
pearl

is

it

comes much

it away from oneself unto criticism
JohnMarston of the Middle Temple Finkel-

or diversion of

surely too simple. In

closer to understanding the stimulus of selfmockery

and exag-

gerated insult within an élite because he assumes that the social basis of the Private

Theatres was the Inns of Court, not the court itself as Shapiro argues. In fact, the
latter seems uncertain of the nature of the Private Theatre audience. He recognizes

from the court audience proper but cannot explain its apparent
between the early and later periods of the boys' activity. He
fudges the question of why, if the Boy Bishop strain of mockery of authority was
as central to the chorister tradition as he argues, it had comparatively so Uttle effect
on plays in the early period; and his only answer for the swing in taste from predominantly praise to predominantly blame is to state that the nature of the Private
Theatre audience changed at the turn of the century (p. 5 1) — but he merely asserts
this crucial point without any substantiation.
The discussion of "Occasion" is complemented by Chapter 3 on the "Audience."
This largely concerns itself with the famihar problem of the hyper-critical assertiveness of the Private Theatre clientele and the techniques of flattery, self-deprecation,
satiric diversion, and counter-attack adopted by the playwrights in defense. Again
this concept is used rather clumsily by Shapiro, whose phrasing sometimes seems to
that

differed

it

difference of taste

suggest that dramatists wrote satire mainly to divert their patrons' belUgerency

(pp. 75, 100). He is better at demonstrating the emergence of new types of hero
with whom the Private Theatre audience could identify (cf. Judd Arnold's recent

A Grace Peculiar), though again there is some over-simplification.
Following Eugene Waith, Shapiro realizes the ambivalence towards heroes in the
study of Jonson,

same ambivalence also operates
of comic heroes. Epicoene is a case in point. Reacting against
Barish's emphasis on the contradictory aspects of Dorimant,Truewit, and Clerimont,
Shapiro argues that, although each may have inadequacies, together they constitute
a new social norm. Jonson's irony is deeper than this, however, as a comparison of
children's tragedies, but does not recognize that the

in their presentation

the gallants' competitive attitudes to each other with those of Wellbred and Quarlous

can illustrate; and Truewit's speech on time

beyond

its

is

surely phrased to leave resonances

surface purpose of jolting Clerimont out of withdrawal

from

society.

In fact, as usual, classifications and discussions of context tend to illuminate such

minor or neglected works as The Phoenix, The Wisdom of Cyrus, Love's MetamorThe Isle of Gulls, but to oversimpHfy real masterpieces, and Shapiro is
guilty in several instances of paying attention only to his patternings with too little
attention to the texture of the writing (his discussion of Penitent Brothel in A Trick
to Catch the Old One is another example).
In sum, then: Children of the Revels is a welcome presentation and updating of
such background aspects as the development of the children's troupes, their acting
styles, their use of music, and most of the major categories and trends within their
repertories; its discussion of "social context" is less reUable, however; certain key

phosis, or

issues,

such as the change in Private Theatre taste or its relation to the pubHc theatres,
and conclusions about "social context" are not well integrated

are largely evaded;
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A worthwhile an4 useful study, then, but
uneven and not as thorough or unified a reappraisal as Professor Shapiro's
had given us reason to hope for.

into the later classifications of repertory.
critically

articles

R.B.

PARKER,

University

of Toronto

Footnotes
1

See Sydney Race's summary of the problem in "Manningham's Diary: The Case for Reexamination," AT&Q, 199 (1954), 380-383.

2

John Bruce, "preface" to The Diary of John Manningham, Camden Society
No. 99 (Westminster, 1868), p. xvii.

3

Jarold Ramsey,

"The Importance of Manningham's Diary," Shakespeare Studies,

331. Sorlien's edition does not incorporate the findings of this study.

4
5

First Series,

The Works of Geoffrey Chaucer, ed. F.N. Robinson (Boston, 1957),
Ramsey, "The Importance of Manningham's Diary," pp. 334-6.

p. 311.
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Annual Meeting of the Canadian Society for Renaissance Studies /Société canadienne
d'Etudes de la Renaissance (University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, May 23-25,
1979)
At the time this material went to press (ca. February 15) the details of the programme were not definite but we can present the general programme of the Congress.

May

23, morning and afternoon.
The present state of historical studies on the Renaissance, political history, economic

history, cultural history etc.

Chairman: Claude Sutto, Institut d'études médiévales, Université de Montréal.

May

24, morning.

Literature. Papers

on national Hteratures or on general Hterary and Unguistic subjects.

Chairman: David Hoeniger, Victoria College, University of Toronto.

May

24, afternoon.

I

-

Reports on the situation of Renaissance studies
and perspectives.

II

-

Business meeting.

May

in

Canada and on projects

24, evening.

Banquet or

social

meeting

May25,mommg.
Reformation. Projects on the editing of the great authors of the Reformation and
other papers.

Chairman: Gerald Hobbs, Vancouver School of Theology.

The congress

will

end

at

noon on

the 25th in order to permit participants from

the East to take the last plane at 3:30 p.

The complete programme
time.

will

m

.

be sent out to

all

the Society's

members

in

good

.

North Central Conference of
the Renaissance Society

Members' attention

is

called to the following conferences during 1979:

The NCCRS conference will be held at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
on October 19 and 20. The program committee, under the chairmanship of Professor
Charles Trinkhaus (History), includes Professors Frank Casa (Romance Languages),
Marvin Eisenberg (History of Art), and C.A. Patrides (EngUsh). The topic "Humanism,
Piety, and the Arts" wiU be explored by invited speakers in sessions on intellectual
history, continental literature, art history, and English literature.
"Spenser at Kalamazoo, 1979": Special sessions on May 3-6 to commemorate
the 400th anniversary of The Shepheardes Calendar. For registration information:
Prof. Otto Grundler, Medieval Institute, Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo,
Michigan 49008. (The complete proceedings will be available on microfiche for
$2.50 in August 1979 from Cleveland State University, Cleveland, Ohio 441 15.)
"Rome in the Renaissance: The City and the Myth": Annual Conference of the
Center for Medieval and Early Renaissance Studies, SUNY, Binghamton, October
19-20. Papers are invited, with a prospectus to be submitted by May 1. Inquiries
and abstracts to: Conference Co-ordinator, Center for Medieval and Early Renaissance
Studies, SUNY Binghamton, Binghamton, N.Y. 13901
The American Society for German Literature of the 16th and 17th Centuries
meets annually under the auspices of MLA and sponsors sections dealing with various
topics. Proposals and drafts of papers for the 1979 convention in San Francisco are
cordially invited. Beginning in 1977 with a commemorative volume on Grimmelshausen, the official scholariy journal of the ASGLSSC, Argents, has been carrying
articles in the field of Renaissance literature and welcomes submissions. Inquiries
about the program of ASGLSSC should be directed to John D. Lindberg, Foreign
Languages, University of Nevada, Las Vegas, 89154.

New Institute
An Institute for

Renaissance Studies is being created at the State University of New
Albany. The Institute plans to offer a Certificate in Renaissance Studies,
as well as the M.A., and will concentrate on the French Renaissance and related
disciplines. The holding of international symposia and publication of other relevant
studies are part of the Institute program. For further information, contact the

York

at

director. Professor R. Ortali, Institute for Renaissance Studies, Humanities 223,

SUNY Albany,

1400 Washington Ave., Albany, N.Y. 12222.
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special collections

and

Research Facilities

The canvassing of the membership

for information

on

library strengths in the Renaissance area has resulted in the following:

members mentioned

Several

the specialized Erasmus collection of the Centre

for Reformation and Renaissance Studies at Victoria University in Toronto,

Ontario

M5S

1K7. The Centre's literature also specifies beginning collections
German Reformation History, Montaigne, and Pascal.

in Elizabethan poetry,

Ian Lancashire (Toronto) cites the Records of the Early English

Drama

Office

of British civic and
parish records, especially strong on York, Chester, Coventry, and Norwich.
at Victoria College, as well as the microfilm collection

JM.

Richardson (Lakehead) points to the Pollard and Redgrave

STC

micro-

films at his institution.

Joseph B. Dallett (Carleton) cites the microfilms of the Faber du Faur and
Harold Jantz collections, "mostly baroque" but with relevance to the Renaissance.

C. Stuart Hunter (Guelph) mentions the Wing

STC

microfilms.

Clifford Davidson (Western Michigan) indicates growing strength in icono-

graphy

at his institution.

Carol V. Kaske (Cornell) directs scholars to the Petrarch and witchcraft
collections at Cornell.

Walter S. Gibson (Case Western Reserve) cites the good collection of 19th

century editions of French and German Renaissance literature at the Case
Western Reserve library.
Personal Research Activities

R. Bergmann, tentative plans to create an Index Emblematicus; Walter S.
Gibson (Case Westem Reserve), history of 16th c. cosmic landscape in Flemish art,
artists and rhetoricians during the time of Pie ter Breugel the Elder, 16th c. popular
prints, the proverb in 16th c. Flemish art; Charles M. Rosenberg (SUNY,Brockport),
Ferrarese art and culture in the late quattrocento and early cinquecento; Egon
Verheyen, arts in Mantua, Correggio.

Art.

and Humanism. K.R. Bartlett, relationships between England
and Italy in the mid-1 6th c, Edward Courtenay, Francis Russell; Marjorie O'Rourke
Boyle, Erasmus in humanist controversy with Luther, associate editor of the
volumes of Erasmus' controversies with Protestant reformers for the Collected
Works of Erasmus; Thomas V. Cohen (York), socio -historical analysis of the first
sixty years of the Society of Jesus, decline of the honour-ethic; W. Stanford Reid
(Guelph), Johann Sleiden, question of the writing of history in the Reformation
period; J.M. Stayer (Queens), "Freedom and Necessity in Humanism and the
Reformation: Anabaptist proto-Arminianism and its Antecedents"; John F. SulUvan
(Windsor), edition of A Conference about the Succession to the Crowne oflngland

History, Reformation,

(1595).
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and Drama. E. Bieman (UWO), sundry studies in the Neoplatonic tradition,
most immediately in Spenser, Donne, and Browning; DA. Beecher (Carleton),
co-editing with Massimo Ciavolella a new series of Italian and French Ren. plays in
translation under the aegis of the Carleton Ren. Centre; A.W. Brink (McMaster),
Ren. theory of melancholy; Clifford Davidson (Western Michigan), The Phenomeno-

Literature

of Early Drama; R.R. Dubinski (Waterloo), critical edition of the poems of
Alexander Brome Irene E. Guarra, personae in Montaigne C Stuart Hunter (Guelph),
book -length study of Traherne's Centuries of Meditations role of the narrator in
Spenser's Fairie Queene; Carol V. Kaske (Cornell), translation of Ficino'sDe Vita;
Ian Lancashire (Toronto), bibliography and indexes of the records of performers
and performance of British drama, minstrelsy and ceremony to 1642; J. M Richardson
(Lakehead), astrology in Spenser's Shepheards Calendar; Brenda Thaon (Montreal),
"Guerre et paix dans l'Utopie de Thomas More: Un héritage médiéval?"; D.J.
Wurtele (Carleton), psycho physiology in Spenser's Fairie Queene, II, aspects of

logy

;

;

.

,

.

perfection in

Fg, I.

Music. D.A. Beecher (Carleton), co-editing with Bryan GilUngham works for viola

da gamba from 17th

c.

England and France.

Philosophy. Harold Johnson (UWO), isomorphism and continuity between the
natural and civil philosophies of Thomas Hobbes, evolution of the concept of
Natural

Law from Aquinas

to Hobbes.

News / Nouvelles

Symposium on the European Emblem

From December 4

to 6, 1978 a symposium was held at McGill University, Montreal,
which was to discuss the creation of an Index Emblematicus (IE).
The McGill symposium was a continuation of explorations begun at a conference
held in July, 1977, at the Herzog August Bibliothek in Wolfenbuttel, Germany. At
that time an international group of scholars from various disciplines considered the
proposal to create an IE, and to set up an Emblem Archive at Wolfenbuttel which
would collect together all known emblem books in some form or other. An Advisory
Committee, representing the two Arbeitskreise for Renaissance and Baroque, was
set up (M. Bircher, A. Buck, P. Daly, A. Schône,C-P. Wamcke,K-A. Wirth). Daly
was asked to continue work on an index model.
The basis of the McGill symposium was a 32-page position paper prepared by
Daly, which outHned a descriptive and an analytical procedure for the indexing of
motifs apd concepts in emblems. Bezalel Narkiss (Jerusalem/Princeton) described
the procedures employed in the Index of Jewish Art. The decision to combine descriptive cards and computer-generated indexes as a model for the IE resulted from
the comparison of the IJA with Daly's plan for the IE.
The McGill symposium was generally considered to have been a valuable exercise.
Not surprisingly, there was complete agreement on the need both for an Emblem
Archive and an IE. More important, the combination of the Daly model and Narkiss
procedures produced a revised model for an Index Emblematicus that will be tested
by a group, each member of which will analyze and index a different emblem book
in a large pilot project that is to be completed by the end of 1979.
The organizer of the symposium, Peter M. Daly, German Department, McGill
University, would be pleased to hear from anyone interested either in receiving
further information or in collaborating on the project.

the purpose of

Conference on

Patristic, Mediaeval,

and Renaissance Studies

The Fourth Mid-Atlantic Conference on Patristic, Mediaeval, and Renaissance
Studies will be held at Villanova University, September 28-30, 1979.
For further information write to Dr. Thomas A. Losoncy or Rev. Joseph C.
Schnaubelt, O.S.A., PMR Conference, Villanova University, Villanova, Pa 19085.
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The Canadian Academic Centre

in Italy

(CACI)

The Canadian Federation for the Humanities announces the estabHshment of the
Canadian Academic Centre in Italy (CACI). The CACI is housed in an apartment
at 81 Viale delle Mura Gianicolensi, in Rome.
For further information and to relay messages to Rome, contact The Academic
,

Director, Canadian

Ontario

KIP 5H3;

Federation for the Humanities, 151 Slater Street, Ottawa,
telephone (613) 238-61 12.

Sixteenth Century Studies Conference

The Sixteenth Century Studies Conference for 1979 will be held on Friday and
Saturday, 26-27 October, at Guelph University, Guelph, Ontario, Canada. Local
arrangements are in charge of Professors W. Stanford Reid, University of Guelph,
and Kenneth Davis, Waterloo University. The program is in charge of Professor
Carter Lindberg, School of Theology, Boston University, Boston, Mass. 02215.

Proposals for papers to be given at the Conference should be sent to Professor

Lindberg

at the earliest possible date.

to the best paper presented

by

The Carl Meyer

$100 will be awarded
whose Ph.D. was awarded

Prize of

a younger scholar (anyone

not earlier than 1976).

Center for Medieval and Early Renaissance Studies

The thirteenth annual conference of the Center for Medieval and Early Renaissance
Studies at The State University of New York at Binghamton will be held October
16-20, 1979. The Conference topic is Rome in the Renaissance: The City and The
Myth. Please address all inquiries, prospectuses, and papers (deadline June 30, 1979)
to:

Professor Mario A. Di Cesare

Conference Coordinator
Center for Medieval and Early Renaissance Studies
State University of New York at Binghamton
Binghamton, New York 13901
Telephone: (607) 798-2130/2730
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Erratum

A

typographical error garbled the last sentence of Professor Wolfgang E.H. Rudat*s

article,

Paradise

"Milton's Satan and Virgil's Juno:

Lost"

in

Volume XV, Number

1.

The 'Perverseness' of Disobedience in
The sentence should read as follows:

Adam is in Satan's power, but through a heroic act of
Adam exorcises the 'perverseness' of obdurate disobedience that is

i

i

"In contrast, after the Fall
his

own

free will

represented

by Juno's analogue."

j

I

French Farce: Printing, Dissemination and
Readership from 1500-1560*
CHRISTOPHER PINET

Ihe short, comic plays known as farces, most popular in France from
1450-1550, are best known and usually studied as a literary genre. Most
critics have dwelt on thematic questions, character types such as the
farce lover, the cuckolded husband and the lecherous monk, the different kinds of farce, stylistics and language structure.^ (There is little
information on performance.) The fact that many, indeed most of them,
were printed and sold has either been ignored or treated as unimportant.^
Even the noted historian of printing, Henri-Jean Martin, has suggested
the main reason farces were printed was because of the collecting in^
terests of private individuals intent upon preserving a disappearing genre.
Thus, few writers have included farce among the popular vernacular
literature that began to flow in increasing quantities from the printing
presses of Paris, Lyon and Rouen in the early sixteenth century.^
A further reason for the neglect of the role of farce in the revolution
in communications caused by the advent of printing is that, until
recently, literary critics and historians have assumed that most of the
supposed spectators of farce, namely the "menu peuple," were iUiterate.
Since few printed farces have been found in the private libraries of sixteenth-century Frenchmen, critics have concluded that the farces were
not intended to be read or more printed copies would remain. Consequently, there has been little attempt to link French farce with the
advent of printing and its impact on literacy, reading habits, and
cultural values in sixteenth-century France or its relationship to the
transition

Any

from

studies

as printed

oral to print culture.

on the functions and uses of farce which ignore

text give an incomplete picture of

its

its

status

role in sixteenth-

century France. A reexamination of the questions of printing, dissemination and readership of farce will shed further light on the impact
*

The author wishes to acknowledge research grants from the Indiana State University Research
Committee and the Marquette University Committee on Research which made possible the
archival work done in Paris and the completion of this article.
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of the invention of printing on these popular plays as well as show their
from 1500 to 1550 and beyond.
This reexamination is rooted in a variety of primary and secondary
materials. The first are the printed farces themselves and the chronology
of their printing as part of a larger body of popular vernacular literature.
role as a catalyst in increasing Uteracy

It

is

in the texts that

we

find direct reference to their distribution.

Secondly, confirmation of the printing and sale of large quantities of
the plays comes both from the pioneer work of Eugénie Droz and my
own exploration of the unpubUshed fiches of Philippe Renouard on
Parisian printers of the sixteenth century.^ As for readership, the recent
archival research by historians, Natalie Davis and George Huppert among
others, has resulted in new views on wdiat constituted literacy in sixteenthcentury France and on how people, including the poorer segments of
society, learned to read both in and out of Catholic and public collèges
as well as petty and choirboy schools, and even hospitals.^ Finally, a
close look at the mnemonic elements present in farce will show how
these texts served as informal or unexpected primers for learning to
read in early modem France. It should then be possible to suggest some
of the ways in which farce, while continuing the earlier oral tradition
of the fabliaux by presenting spoken language in printed form, serves as
a bridge between oral and print culture.'^

One of the problems in establishing the case for farce as part of the
printed popular literature of the sixteenth century has been the small
number (150-200) of extant farces (the number grows to about 400 if

we

include sotties and moralities, monologues, sermons and dialogues).
Approximately 75-80 percent of them survive in printed texts and many
in the long, narrow agenda format which was common to all popular
vernacular literature (probably because it was easier to fit into a peddler's
bag), including broadsides, all printed in inexpensive Gothic type.^
There are good reasons to believe that there were more farces written,
printed and sold. For example, in 1585 the bibliophile DuVerdier wrote
in his Bibliothèque françoise, "On ne sauroit dire les farces qui ont été
composées et imprimées si gran en est le nombre. Car au temps passé,
chascun se mesloit d'en faire." ^ In addition to this contemporary's
comment, Louis Petit de JuUeville lists fifty-nine pièces comiques for
which the texts have been lost, but for which there is evidence of their
existence.^® Henri-Jean Martin has further hypothesized about what
may have happened to the plays and why so few of them were accounted
for in the inventories of booksellers:
especially plays, were obviously tied up together in bunwhich case the bookseller would undoubtedly content himself with
giving only the title of the work on top of the pile. These very tempting

Many books, and
dles, in

3
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hypotheses would account for many such absences — that of Pathelin,
Villon, and the farces and mystery plays at the beginning of the sixteenth
century, and during the seventeenth century. I myself studied the seventeenth-century inventories and found no mention oiAstrée or Grand Cyre,
nor of Corneille, Racine or Molière; this suggests to me that the owners of
these big libraries, after 1560, being mostly lawyers, part humanist and
part scholar, considered themselves much too serious-minded to bother
with trivia of this nature.*^

Natalie Davis assumes that the plays were printed and that there was
market for them: "Farces, moralities, and mysteries were pouring
from the presses of Paris and Lyon in the first part of the sixteenth
." (p. 200) Support for her assertion can be found in the
century.
work of Eugénie Droz on the printers and publishers of the Recueil
Trepperel (named for the Parisian printer Jehan Trepperel), one of the
extant printed collections of farces, moralities and sotties.^'^ Droz
claims that most farces were printed and published in series which
possibly represented the entire theatrical repertoire of the publisher.
Her rationale is that farces, sermons, moralities and sotties were often
performed on the same programme; thus, in a printed series the spectator
could find all the plays and might follow along during the performance
(Droz, p. XLII). Indeed, the actors themselves may very well have held
reference copies while onstage. It is fortunate that these series were
bound, or we would probably have even fewer extant texts. The fact
that many were serially printed attests to the financial considerations of
the printers and publishers who found it cheaper to prepare a large
quantity of paper in the agenda format and to set type for more than
one play at a time (Droz, p. XLIV).
Droz found fourteen series containing 150 plays. This led her to
conclude that certain publishing houses in Lyon, Paris (and I would
add Rouen) specialized in popular plays and even competed among
themselves for the urban market (Droz, p. LXII). This conclusion is
supported by the fact that the printers, publishers and booksellers she
cites spanned some 60 years and, in some cases, succeeded one another
in the same printing establishment, inheriting presses, type and the
texts of their predecessors.^^ In Paris, for example, Pierre Le Caron was
printing farce-like dialogues and moralities in the vernacular after 1494
and before 1500, so that printed popular literature exists as incunabula,
a

.

a

much

.

earlier

beginning than

is

usually attributed to printed vernacular

any quantity. Jehan Trepperel, of course, is the best known
of the printers who specialized in popular drama, and he and his widow,
in association with Jehan Jehannot, worked out of a shop "En la rue
neufve Nostre, à l'enseigne de I'escu de France" from 1504-1525. Pierre
Sergent worked in the same shop from 1532-1547 and was succeeded

literature in
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by Nicolas Chrestien at this locality from 1547 to 1557. In Lyon the
best known printers were Claude Davout (ca. 1510) and Jean Cantarel
(known as Motin), who was active from 1532 until about 1550. Finally,
Jehan le Prest printed farces in Rouen between 1542 and 1559.
This sixty-year span for the printing and publishing of vernacular
plays suggests that they were successful as a commercial venture which
would have been impossible had there been no readers. Barbara Bowen
has shown that they continued to be reedited into the seventeenth
century.^"* This pattern should come as no surprise, however, since we

know

that mystery plays, moralities, farces

and sotties were established
French dramatic tradition that predated the
introduction of printing in France and was well estabhshed in the
fifteenth century. Printers wasted no time in exploiting this popularity
and some began to shift their attention from Latin texts to vernacular
literature even by the sixteenth century. The new market for printed
vernacular Hterature paralleled demands by theatre-goers for plays
performed in French. In fact, Louis Petit de JuUeville reports that when,
in 1502, a comedy by Terence in Latin was given in the episcopal
palace at Metz, the audience of clerics and townspeople attacked the
actors when they realized that they would not understand what was
going on, and the play had to be stopped. ^^
With increased demand for both performances and texts in the
vernacular, it is possible that printing changed the pattern of pubHc
entertainment by making it profitable for a troupe to sell its text(s)
to a printer who then sold his product to the public at fairs and in the
marketplaces where the plays were often performed. In addition,
publishers often sent out peddlers {colporteurs). Thus, the actual sale
of plays might also have served to announce the arrival of a troupe in a
community. The printer might have furnished the players with acting
copies free of charge. The plays were printed rapidly and proofs were not
always corrected, which accounts for the printing errors and omissions
found in the extant printed texts. ^^
If, as Droz suggests, there were printers and publishers who specialized
in popular drama, the field was not limited to a few specialists; the
market seems to have been profitable enough for other printers and
publishers to add the plays to their lists. As Robert Damton says,
"Books are economic commodities as well as cultural artifacts; and as
vehicles of ideas they have to be peddled on a market."^''
By looking closely at the unpublished fiches of Philippe Renouard
on sixteenth-century Parisian printers, it is possible to show who some
of these printers were and how they came to print popular drama. For
example, there is Michel Le Noir, a bookseller and printer who is best
known for having published many shortened versions of medieval
as part of a medieval
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twenty years of the sixteenth century. Accordbooks were destined for the middle classes,
including merchants, lawyers and others who owned private libraries. ^^
But Le Noir also pubHshed some short dramatic works including La
Complainte de trop tost marié on September 28, 1509, and an undated
edition of Pierre Gringoire's Fantaisies du monde. The Complainte is
similar in title and theme to other farces and dialogues of the period
while Gringoire was a well-known popular dramatist whose criticism of
Pope Julius XII won him favour with Louis XII (Droz, p. LXX). One
of Le Noir's sons, Pierre, continued to print farces and sotties after his
father's death in 1520. Among these works are several editions of the
Menus Propos de mère sotte by Gringoire, a monologue by Guillaume
Coquillart, a number of debates, and two editions of Maistre Pierre
Pathelin, the best known farce of the late medieval period and perhaps
^^
the most frequently printed.
Jean Longis was another bookseller-printer who published many
volumes of vernacular literature. Mile. Droz names him in a footnote
for having published an edition of the Roman de la Rose in 1538 (p. L).
The notarial inventories show that this was among the most frequently
printed of the books found in the private libraries of the time.^^ However, Longis also published Contreditz du Prince des Sotz autrement dit
Songecreux in 1532, the works of Coquillart in the same year and Le
Débat des deux gentilzhommes in 1541. The printing of the works of
Coquillart would seem to be an index of their continued popularity
since Trepperel had published them at a much earlier date. More interesting still is that the title page indicates that the works of Coquillart
(in Gothic type in this edition) were sold in Paris for Gahot du Pré
"en la grant salle du Palays." This is significant because du Pré had one

romances during the

first

ing to A.H. Schutz, these

of the biggest bookselling businesses in Paris at this time.^^

There

is

also Alain Lotrian, a bookseller-printer

"Rue Neuve" and printed dialogues and works by

who worked on

the

Gringoire, undated

but probably printed between 1518 and 1540. Such was also the case
with the Apologie des Chamberieres qui ont perdu leur mariage and the
l'argent, the first of which sounds much like a
judging by its title. Lotrian also printed Les Menus Propos avec
le temps qui court which contains popular sayings and proverbs. Some
of these chronicle the times; one of them even talks of one of the gates
in Paris, "la porte Baudais," which is also the title of a farce. ^^ The
refrain reads, "II fut bien fondé en raison/Le droit de la port Baudais.'*
A number of the sayings ridicule monks, a common theme in farce, and
others tell of adulterous women, also a popular subject of farce. In addition to the proverbs, Lotrian also published popular contemporary songs.
One of the most striking facts about the printers, publishers, book-

Débat de l'homme et de
farce,
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and merchants discussed above is that none of them seems to
have specialized in popular drama and yet all of them must have found
it profitable to print and sell the plays. But how did they discover what
plays to sell? Rudolph Hirsch has established that printers commonly
began with a varied program of titles, producing traditional titles side
by side with what he calls "innovations."^^ Thus, someone like Jean
Longis, a bookseller who had tremendous success with the French
translation of VAmadis de Gaule as well as with the Roman de la Rose,
could try to expand his market and sales by adding popular plays to
his successful list of prose romances. ^^ This suggests that there were
numerous middle-class readers for farce and that this readership spurred
further production.
sellers

If Longis's publishing practices link farce to middle-class readers, there
other evidence that links it to broadsides or "bulletins d'information"
which contained news and were often illustrated (farces usually were
not) and destined for more of the menu peuple. What one discovers is
that Pierre Le Caron, Guillaume Nyverd, Guillaume Bineaulx and the
Rouennais Jehan le Prest, all listed by Droz as printers of popular drama,
printed broadsides as well.^^ This was also true of Alain Lotrian. This is
important first because Jean-Pierre Seguin has shown that these news
sheets were widely circulated. Second, they resemble popular plays in
their format: "Les pièces d'actualité sont, matériellement, à la fin du
XV® siècle, de petites brochures étroitement semblables par leur format,
leur papier, leur composition, leur épaisseur, aux pièces populaires en
langue française de la même période." ^^ Once again, we have evidence
of early circulation of popular literature. The news-sheets varied in
length from two to fourteen folio pages but were usually from four to
six pages. The longest, of fourteen folio pages, would be about the same
length as the average farce of four hundred octosyllabic lines. In fact,
Seguin says that "extérieurement, les pièces d'actuahté ne se distinguent
des poésies, complaintes, farces et autres petites pièces contemporaines
que par un certain souci des imprimeurs de choisir des bois ayant plus
souvant au moins quelque rapport avec le sujet traité."^'' The newssheets were discovered bound to other volumes of popular Hterature;
this suggests that they may have been sold with popular plays from the
same bags or stalls or made to resemble them in order to increase sales.
As for subject matter, it varied from optimistic accounts of the
miUtary campaigns of Charles VIII in Italy (these pubUcations were

is

and thus served as an early form of propaganda) to
descriptions of spectacular events and ceremonies such as royal entries
with commentaries in prose and verse. Although not plays, some of
officially sanctioned

them, on the basis of their content and simple vocabulary, were

clearly

destined for the same marginally literate reading pubHc as farce.

number of

A

the accounts of the wars in Italy are presented as dialogues,
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a mnemonics which is the same as that of farce. They, like farces, were
printed with Gothic type. Seguin states that there was competition
between printers with each trying to make his news-sheet more attrac-

than his competitors'. This competitive aspect parallels Droz's
hypothesis about the practices of specialists in printed popular drama.
With the advent of the poste system in 1518, it seems possible that
some farces made it into the same bag as the officially sanctioned newstive

sheets.

At
is

least

one other

link

between news-sheets and

farces exists,

related to an account in a news-sheet of a procession in

Lyon

and

it

in July

1530 entitled '*La grant triumphe faicte des Nobles Princes Monsieur le
."
Daulphin et le noble duc Dorléans et de la Royne ma dame Alienor.
It reads as follows: "Et durant ladicte procession, a este joué parmy les
rues comédies, facéties et fainctises si très illustrement que jamais filz
dhomme ne vit ni ne ouyt parler de telles entreprises."^^ This description makes it seem possible that farces were being sold to the same
people who would later buy news-sheets describing the performance of
the farce which they had seen and perhaps bought on the occasion of
a royal procession where many people were gathered together. Equally
possible is that, as in this case, a printer's broadside might serve as
publicity for farces that the chapmen peddling news-sheets were carrying in the same bags. In other words, if we can imagine the peddler
advertising broadsides by quoting the lines given above, we can also
imagine him adding words to the effect, "And if you want to find out
how funny those plays were, why I just happen to have some copies
here in my bag!"
This hypothesis about how popular drama was advertised is not so
far-fetched as it might seem at first glance; there is considerable evidence
in the plays themselves that substantiates it. Consider the farce Le
Vendeur de Livres et Deux Femmes. ^^
A chapman opens the play with the following cry:
.

Livres, livres, livres!

Chansons, balades

et

rondeaux!

J'en portes a plus de cent livres.
Livres, livres, livres!

Venez

tost que je vous en livres:
Jamais n'en vistes de sy beaulx
Livres, livres, livres!

Chansons, balades et rondeaux!
La farce Jenin aux fiscaux.
Le testament maistre Mymin,
Et maistre Pierre Patelin
Et les Cent Nouvelles Nouvelles
Pour dames et pour damoyselles

Qui ayment a passer

le

temps (11.1-14).

.
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Later, the peddler adds la grand Farce des

Femmes

qui on

la

langue

Jehan Loysson
(11.128-129) and le Testament Pierre Maistre (11.128-129), probably
a reference to le Testament Pathelin. Not only does the ambulatory
peddler or colporteur have a cry as did most of the tradesmen of the
time, but he refers to specific farces which were undoubtedly familiar
to those within earshot or in the audience during the performance of
the play.^° Thus, the cry might serve the same purpose in performance
as in real Ufe. For a given peddler, the cry would vary depending on the
people to whom he was trying to sell books. What we see confirmed
here, however, is the popularity of a play like Pathelin, at least twenty
editions of which appeared between 1490 and 1553 and seven between
1561 and 1614.^^ Mimin, whose name figures in the titles of at least
three extant farces, one edition of which was printed in Paris and one
in Lyon, was also a great favourite. "Jehan," commonly used to mean
cuckold or fool, also figures in many farces either in the title or as a
character. We also know that Les Cent Nouvelles Nouvelles had numerous editions. On the other hand, the other farces listed have not survived,
although la grand Farce des Femmes. .could be another title for La

arse

quand y blasonnent

leurs maris, (1 1.63-66), la farce

.

Femme mute

-^^

alluded to by Rabelais.
This example of publicizing one's wares, in this case books,

is not
popular drama; Phihpot tells of another play, Fin ruby de
Turquie, where the street vendor lists Pathelin as one of the items he
had sold during his career. ^^ Les cent et sept cris que Von crie journellement à Paris. De nouveau composé en rhimme françoise pour resjouir
les esperits, pubUshed by Anthoine Truquet in 1545, gives us a further
idea of the plays hawked by street sellers:

unique

in

Beaux A.B.C. en parchemin,
Le premier livre des docteurs
Tandis que je suis en chemin
A qui en vendra-je un ou deux ?
!

Ç

Prognostication nouvelle,

Beaux almanachz nouveaux.
Hz sont aussi bonne que belle

Que ceux de

maistre Jean Thibaut!

Livres nouveaux!
Chansons, balades et rondeaux!
Le passetemps Michaut!
La farce du mau marié

La patience des femmes
Obstinées contre leurs maris

!^

The mau marié seems to be lost, although the theme of the unhappily
married husband is common in farce as we have seen in the case of La
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Complainte de trop tost marié, printed by Michel Le Noir.^^ There is a
Femmes which dates from the end of
the fifteenth century and may be the one referred to in the last two
lines of the "cry."^* It is also interesting to note that the ABC books
or early primers were sold by the same peddlers who sold farces. Some
possible parallels between the two will be explored later along with the
role of songs in farce.
Yet another reference to the sale of popular literature can be found
in the sottie. Des Coppieurs et Lardeurs qui sont copiez et farcez, dated
by Droz as before 1480.^'^ A brief review of Droz's discussion of the
plays listed in this sottie should demonstrate further how references to
plays within a play might serve as a form of advertising for printers,
publishers, booksellers, authors and actors alike. The sottie takes place
in the boutique of Malostru, a copier of books, presumably printed
ones. The discussion of farces occurs when Teste Creuse proposes that
the other characters play an old farce. Seeing books open in Malostru's
shop, Sotin asks what they are. In addition to the Dance de Macabre
par parsonnaiges, the Basse dance "nouvelle" and Rosty boully, two of
the most popular contemporary songs, Malostru also gives the following
farces: Farce de Pathelin, Poitrasse, Pouvre Jouhan. But Sotin claims
that they are too old and a discussion follows where other farces are
play entitled L'Obstination des

suggested:
Malostru: Vouliez vous farce d'eschauffault?

Nenny

Teste Creuse:

Malostru: Farce de nopces?
Sotin:

Jamais

Ou

Malostru:

de coUieges?

Teste Creuse:

Pour tous metz,

Nous demandons

farce de

bande

Malostru: Vostre cause très bien s'amende,
Sotin:

La Fillerie est bonne farce.
Nous n'en voullon point de si grasse.
Farce des troys coquins.

Malostru: J'ay

la

Teste Creuse:

Ce sont ouvrages trop badins;
Nous demandons jeux plus nouveaux.

Malostru: Ha, j'ay la Farce des oyseaulx

Esse chose de bien?
(Malostru)
Teste Creuse:

C'est

baulme

(Droz, pp. 164-165, 11. 173-185)

Pathelin's importance has already been discussed. Pauvre Jouhan is
of the Recueil Trepperel as is the sottie in which it is cited. So,

part
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perhaps Trepperel himself was trying to advertise other plays in his own
There is no record oï Poitrasse; the title could be an invention of the author much as are some of the prose romances named by
Rabelais in the Prologue to Gargantua. Nor is there any record of La
Fillerie. However, the Trois Coquins is part of the Recueil Trepperel
and is listed as Sotz gardonnez. Droz has also found an unpublished
farce entitled des Coquins à cinq personnages (p. 181). Finally, the
Farce des Oyseaulx is also known as Farce de la Pipée and is listed by
Petit de Julleville in his Répertoire.
(p. 148). One play. Le Testament
Ragot, printed by Guillaume Nyverd, gets to the point in the title page:
"Achetés lay et le payes comptant." ^^
There is, then, considerable evidence of the printing of farces, and
the plays themselves abound in advertising slogans and lists of popular
farces sold by peddlers, all of which suggests a wide-spread pattern of
sales and readers. But, beyond the better educated middle classes of the
urban areas, who were these readers and who could, after all, read in
early modern France? And what, in any case, did farce have to do with
learning to read?
The question of readership for farce does not seem to be related to
social class. Bowen has shown that farces were performed at court in
the second half of the sixteenth century as well as being reprinted, and
Martin's arguments offer an explanation of their absence from notarial
inventories.^^ Also, the texts show that peddlers sold them along with
prose works like the Cent Nouvelles Nouvelles, prose romances, and
almanacs which are listed in the notarial inventories. This suggests that
the plays were printed and probably written with a variety of readers
in mind."*® Thus, one must reject the notion that the plays were sold
only to one social class or set of readers. Darnton makes this point
about eighteenth-century popular literature in quoting the work of
Daniel Momet to the effect that "reading tastes did not correlate closely
with social status." "^^ The same point, of course, could be made about
Gothic romances or pornography today, much as Nykrog showed that
the often pornographic and obscene fabliaux were read to aristocratic
as well as bourgeois audiences.'*^ One ought, nonetheless, to be able to
discover readers from among the lower socio-economic groups that
lived in urban areas, references to whom abound in the farces. Until
recently such a task would have been thought impossible because it
repertoire.

.

.

was assumed that most artisans were illiterate in the sixteenth century.
Reasons given for this include the fact that instruction in the collèges
or grammar schools was entirely in Latin and that even in the "petty"
schools Latin was taught first so that if one did not already know how
to read and write French one would not only be at a disadvantage, but
there was no guarantee that one would learn to read and write in the
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all."*^ Recently, however, new archival research, especially
George Huppert, has shown that pubHc education, with classes
conducted in French, did exist in the early sixteenth century, and that
it predates Jesuit education, which, according to Father Dainville and
others, was first responsible for increased Uteracy on a large scale. In
fact, Huppert believes that municipal collèges, or grammar schools,
played a dominant role in early gains in literacy. In reference to Dainville's work he states, "What is absent from all these researches is any
awareness of the municipal collèges which grew up everywhere in the
kingdom and effectively dominated French education for a century
until they foundered or were taken over by the Jesuits.'"*^ He also
says that "it is not really unusual to find tanners, vintners or laboureurs
who manage to send a son off to school, even to faraway and expensive
Paris.'"*^ Huppert has also shown that some of the actual texts used in
the classroom were in French (for example the "abécédaires" or ABC
books), and that vernacular reading teachers were provided by most of
the municipal collèges^^ These new data help to confirm Rudolph
Hirsch's assertion that a new class of readers was developing after the
advent of printing: ". .the majority of new readers was recruited
among children who formerly did not go to school, among women, and
among the economically less favored classes. It was for them that most
of the simple, easily readable texts were issued: books of piety, calendars, news-sheets, propaganda, indulgences, books telling how to bring
up the young, etc."^'^ To this list we must now add farce, although it
is not possible to prove that farces were used in the classroom.
Natalie Davis has discussed the important role of municipal collèges
in Toulouse, Nimes and Lyon in the first half of the sixteenth century
(1530's and 1540's) in increasing literacy, although they excluded girls
.most
(p. 73). Such exclusion was also true for what she describes as ".
of the little vernacular schools that mushroomed in even quite modest
city neighborhoods during these years" (p. 73). This would seem to
confirm that some schools specialized in the teaching of reading and
writing of French at an early date, and Dainville has shown that the
ages of the children in a given class might vary, making it seem possible
that young men working as apprentices or journeymen might also be
attending classes to learn how to read, a point made by Natalie Davis
about classes in hospital schools.^^
In addition to the municipal colleges, petty schools, and chantries,
hospitals provided similar opportunities to learn to read and write in
French to urban dwellers and specifically the poor. Classes were set up
at two hospitals for poor orphans and foundlings by the AumôneGénérale in Lyon (Davis, p. 55). Davis describes their role: "The boys
were taught to read and write, and so were a few of the girls with the

vernacular at
that of

.

.
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and inclination. Bright orphan boys were sent free of charge to
the municipal Collège de la Trinité, where they might mix with the
sons of the well-to-do" (pp. 42-43). Another facet of the program was
that "Most of the male orphans were apprenticed to artisans at the
expense of the Aumône, sometimes in highly skilled trades — printing,
ability

smelting, painting, sword gilding, embroidering and the like" (p. 42).
a programme widen the range of the Uterate urban

Not only did such

populace, but it increased the chances for advancement of the participants and helped to initiate literacy within the trades."*^ We know, of
course, that in England guilds had played an early role in educating

members. ^®
These early formal attempts to educate more people received added
impetus with the advent of the Reform and Luther's famous exhortation
to municipal officials to establish more schools, made in 1524: "Vous
le comprenez, il nous faut à tous lieux des écoles pour nos filles et nos
garçons afin que l'homme devienne capable d'exercer convenablement
sa profession et la femme de diriger son ménage et d'élever chrétiennetheir

ment

ses enfants. Et c'est à vous, seigneurs de prendre cette oeuvre en
main, car si l'on remet ce soin aux parents, nous périrons cent fois avant
que la chose se fasse." ^^
While it is beyond the scope of this article to investigate the impact
of the Reformation on increased literacy and education, a subject much
studied already, Natalie Davis and Robert Kingdon both show that the
Reform Movement helped in converting urban tradesmen, especially
printers, to Protestantism through the widespread dissemination of
^^

printed Bibles and psalters.
Concern for learning to read was also expressed by humanists interested in spreading the use of the vernacular. This was true of J.L. Vives,

whose De trandendis

published in 153

disciplinis,

1,

reads as follows:

The man desirous of wisdom must make use of books or of those men who
take the place of books .... Let a school be established in every township,
and let there be received into it as teachers men who are of ascertained
learning, uprightness and prudence. Let their salary be paid to them from
the public treasure.
Let the teacher know the mother tongue of the
boys exactly, so that by means of their vernacular he may make his instruction easier and more pleasing.
the teacher should keep in mind the
earlier history of his mother-tongue.^^
.

.

.

.

.

;

to literacy described above would have
read a popular play. This is made clear in
one of the plays printed by Jean Longis, Le Débat de la vigne et du
laboureur: "Ceulx qui ont hanté les escoles/Les liront en lieu dune
espitre."^'* Whether or not vernacular plays were taught in the schools

Any of the official paths
made it possible for anyone to
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as part of the curriculum we do not know, but these verses make it
appear possible. Certainly vernacular plays were performed by school-

boys.^^

In spite of the many possible ways in which someone might have
acquired a modicum of schooling, many if not most of the urban artisans
probably received no formal training in reading, and yet would appear
to have possessed the rudiments necessary for reading farces. Chartier
suggests that informal education was the norm in the sixteenth century
"Pour la majorité, du laboureur à l'artisan mais aussi au gentilhomme et
souvent au procureur ou au prêtre de campagne, l'éducation hors l'école
reste la règle." ^^ But what did this extra-curricular learning consist of?
How exactly did the urban dwellers learn to read if, in fact, they did?
Natalie Davis has suggested some of the ways in which this elementary
learning took place. Davis first defines which people in the cities were
likely to be affected by printing: "In the cities this means the small
merchants and the craftsmen (masters and journeymen) and even semiskilled workers (such as urban gardeners and fishermen) having some
connection with urban organizations such as confraternities and guilds.
It means their wives, themselves ordinarily at work in the trades, and
even women in the families of the wealthier merchants. It means
domestic servants, male or female, who might be living in their households. It does not include the unskilled dayworkers, the gagnedenier
and manouvriers, the portefaix and crocheteurs, the vagabonds and
permanent beggars" (pp. 193-194). The ways in which these individuals
learned to read centred on the reading aloud of books by someone in a
primary group — family, guild or religious gathering — or a cleric reading
to members of his parish or a Protestant assembly where the Bible was
read aloud (pp. 213-214). I would suggest that such rudimentary learning might also take place at the performance of a farce or morality play
where a beginning reader might follow along in the text.^"^ It does seem
clear that one had to have some ability to read and write to belong to the
more advanced trades where business was done with written accounts.
Using ability to sign as one index of literacy, Davis shows that this
ability "ranged from high among groups like printers, surgeons and goldsmiths, to moderate among men in the leather and textile trades, to
low — although still well above zero — among men in the food and con:

struction trades." (pp. 72; 209-210) Later she adds tavern and metal
workers to the high category and artisans in the textile and clothing

moderate group (pp. 210, 214). Although the step from
may have been a large one, the spread of literacy in
the trades is not really surprising when we consider that in England
schools were established as early as the thirteenth century by certain
guilds and that in the early fifteenth century the Goldsmiths Company
trades to the

signing to reading
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on any members who failed to have their apprentices
taught to read and write and who refused at the same time to take on
apprentices who could not do so."^^
Although most artisans did not own books at their deaths, they did
represent 1 percent of all bookowners in Paris in the sixteenth century
(Davis, p. 211). On the other hand, artisans had other access to printed
"levied fines.

.

.

books. As Davis says, "They bought a book, read it until they were
finished, or until they were broke or needed cash, and then pawned it
with an innkeeper or more likely sold it to a friend or libraire" (p. 212).
This would certainly have been true of farce and other popular drama
which was primarily for entertainment. Lending was another way in

which books

circulated.

In addition to group readings, Elizabeth Eisenstein has suggested that

of printing many individuals
probably taught themselves to read: "With the duplication of primers
and alphabet books, a new element of self-selection entered into the
acquisition of Uteracy. The autodidact like the printer himself was a
new kind of self-made man — one who was necessarily set apart from
his unlettered parents or forebears. "^^ Thus, in the sixteenth century
one learned to read in a variety of ways and on a variety of levels and
these variously trained people furnish part of the readership for farce
and other popular drama. But why farce? What makes it or other popular
drama more accessible to readers than, say, prose romances?
There are, in fact, many aspects of farce which make it especially
accessible and suitable as material for beginning readers. Foremost is the
predominance of the oral or popular spoken language (Droz, p. LXX).
This is important for it meant that the printed text reproduced a vocabulary and expressions already familiar to the beginning reader as speaker.
Further, since in many cases this reader might have already seen the play
performed, the actual sounding out of the letters, syllables, words and
then word-chains would be greatly facilitated. This sounding out was
a reading aloud or, as H.J. Chaytor says in From Script to Print, "The
medieval reader was in the stage of our muttering childhood learner.
he whispered to himself when he found the solution."^® The solution
was made easier by the familiarity of the language of farce. The reader
might have had the text in hand while watching the performance so he
would have been able to follow along. Ong's statement that "In an oral
culture, verbalized learning takes place in an atmosphere of celebration
in the period following the introduction

.

or play.

.

.

." also applies to learning to

read farces.

.

^^

Speaking and reading are complementary activities in the learning
by presenting an essentially oral vocabulary, served
to bridge the gap in this process. Present-day researchers in learning
theory, such as Robert M. Gagné, have emphasized the interdependency

process, and farce,
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of the two activities and insist that "oral repetition" is a necessary part
of learning to read "because it is so obviously a skill subordinate to the
pronunciation of printed words, thus, the ultimate achievement of
decoding printed words has a branch concerned with 'speaking' that is
just as essential as the branch concerned with 'symbol identification.'"^^

was essentially a transcripdepended on the orality or
oral memory of beginning readers to make sense of the words. ^^ The
new reader was "on familiar ground," as Walter Ong says in a related
context.^"* Indeed, this is one of the reasons why printed farces were
popular, that is, the individual was seeing in print what he might have
In this sense, printed farce in its earliest texts

tion of oral performance and dialogue and

just heard, said or done.

But there are other features of farce which made it accessible to the
number of readers in urban areas; they include a variety

ever-growing

of mnemonic devices or

memory

characteristics of early primers.

aids that give farce

Foremost among these

some of the
is

the octosyl-

rhyming couplets of the pattern aabb) which typifies
farce. Droz claims that this rhyme scheme was chosen because it made
memorization easier for the actors; it is also clear that it helped the
beginning reader to remember what he had seen and heard in performance
or while Ustening to someone else read the text. That people learned to
read by listening first to others and that this is not a complex process
labic verse (with

cannot be overemphasized, for as Schofield states with reference to
vernacular Hterature generally, "In such a situation, it only needs one
or two members of normally illiterate groups who have acquired an
ability to read, to read aloud to their friends and neighbours, for a
bridge to be thrown across any supposed divide between exclusively
"^^
literate and illiterate groups within society.
Davies has pointed out the importance of rhyming couplets in promoting literacy in England in the sixteenth century and cites one book
in particular which is very much like the Cris de Paris already discussed.
Published by Alexander Lacy in 1562 to teach children to read, the
book is entitled A Book in English metre of the great merchant man
called Dives Pragmaticus, very pretty for children to read, whereby they
may the better and readier read and write wares and implements in this
world contained. The goods are shouted out so that the children can
learn to "read and write the occupations, tools and commodities that
are being advertised." ^^ The goods mentioned include the following:

I have to sell carpets, chests, coffee and locks,
Presses and keys, wheels, spindles and rocks.

Pig,

goose and capons, hens, chickens and cocks.

What wares do you

lack?

Come

hither to me.

.

.
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have here to sell fine needles and thimbles,
Nail piercers, small pod chisels and wimbles,
Blades, and for weavers fine shuttles and brimbles.
What do you lack, friend? Come hither to me.
I

.

.

.

Honest mirth in measure is a pleasant thing:
To write and read well be gifts of learning.
Remember this well, for all you that be young.
Exercise virtue, and rule well your tongue.

These verses are much

like the "cris"

and monologues that begin so

many farces.
Rhymes were not

limited to drama, however, and Natalie Davis has
that the mânusil Brief Arithmetic promised to teach a tradesman
all he needed to know in fifteen days and added mnemonic verses to
help him learn (p. 213). The full title of the work was Art et science de

shown

arismetique moult utille et profitable a toutes gens et facille a entendre
par la plume et par le gect subtil pour ceulx qui ne scavent lyre ne escripre
(p. 332, footnote 62). The first edition of the book was published by
Trepperel's widow and Jean Janot around 1520. Trepperel, of course,
had specialized in farces, sotties and other popular drama, all in octosyllabic verse. Henri-Jean Martin has shown that the Trepperels and Janot
published a variety of other how-to manuals, probably destined for the

same public as that of farce: "A Paris, les le Noir multipUent les romans
de chevalerie dans des éditions moins somptueuses que celles de leurs
prédécesseurs. Surtout les Trepperel et Jean Janot lancent une série
d'ouvrages ou voisinent Traité de cuisine, Questionnaire des chirurgiens
et barbiers, Noëls et chansons, Traité des rues et églises de Paris avec les
cris de Paris, vie de saint Fiacre, histoires de Maguelonne et de Merlin^
Trésor des pauvres enseignant l'art de se soigner économiquement ou
Vies des trois Marie!' ^^ Martin might also have included farces, sotties
and moralities in his list, since we know that Trepperel printed them.
It also

seems plausible that the fatras included

in the inventory of the

1548 and studied
by Annie Charon-Parent, of which there were 10,283, in addition to a

Parisian bookseller Guillaume Godard, prepared in

thousand sheets of ABC books, might well have included farces.^^
Albert Labarre has found similar references to the sales oï fatras in his
book on Amiens.^®
In addition to rhymes and spoken language, farces also included
popular proverbs, songs, refrains and the "cris" already discussed, all of
which served as further mnemonic devices, not only because they contained rhymes but because they brought to farce many of the elements
of contemporary life experienced by those who read them. The inclusion
of numerous songs in farce has been documented by Howard Mayer
Brown in Music in the French Secular Theatre: he found over one
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hundred and twenty songs or fragments of songs in the nearly four
hundred plays (including moralities, monologues and sotties as well as

As

for the context of the songs, Brown observed that ". .a
often discovered onstage singing at the very beginning of
a play" (p. 83). Although a given song is not always related thematically
to the play itself, it would nonetheless have served as a memory-aid for
a semi-literate person trying to recall the plot-line, since he would probably have known the song already; the song would have served as a
"way in" to the rest of the play, a short-cut to correlating the printed
characters with the appropriate sounds. These songs also ended the plays
and Brown has shown that the characters sing where people would in
daily life, that is, while working and while selling their goods, using the
street cries discussed above. It is important to note here that the printing of the plays and the songs in them probably affected how they were
performed and changed the scope of public entertainment as both readers
and spectators developed greater sophistication. As Elizabeth Einsenfarce). '^^

character

.

is

"The printing of poems, plays, and songs altered the way
were recited, sung and composed.
A literary culture created
by typography was conveyed to the ear, not the eye, by classroom
lectures, repertory companies, and poetry-readings." "^^ In the early
stages of the printing of popular drama the influence on the printed
text of the existing oral culture was as great as that of the new invention
in developing a language of print.
Natalie Davis has shown how the singing of Protestant songs served
to attract printers to the Reform Movement, and Elizabeth Eisenstein
has noted that this influence crossed the boundaries of literate and
stein says,
'lines'

.

.

"The illiterate journeymen
sang songs composed
by Marot and Beza which were circulated in printed form."^^ Robert
Kingdon has also documented the importance of the vernacular psalter
for Protestant congregations.'^'* The printed farces, on the other hand,
illiterate printers:

attracted

new

.

.

.

readers.

The proverbes en rimes and other rhyming

verses, such as bouts-

by Barbara
Bowen, although less as mnemonic devices than as dramatic ones used
to highlight comic moments."^^ Natalie Davis suggests that common
proverbs served the religious purposes of preachers by making a sermon's
message easier to remember as well as for learning French; printed
editions of them appeared in Lyon and Paris in the 1490's and were
bought by schoolteachers and lawyers (pp. 232-233; 235). In fact, one
of the main reasons for the extent of mnemonics in farce must be to
make the plays easier to understand and identify with, both as performed
and printed drama. This, combined with the "français fondamental"
of the dialogues, made them especially suitable for beginning readers
and complemented legal moves to expand the use of French.^^
rimes, coqs à I'asne,

and

refrains, are discussed in detail
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Although

it is

not possible to prove that the printed texts of farces

received widespread use in the schools, this survey of farce as printed
popular literature does suggest a number of ways in which printing

transformed its purposes and extended its social functions, although not
always consciously. There is no question that farce served to increase the
literacy of beginning readers through the presence of many mnemonic
devices; this "readability" in turn acted to increase the standardized
use of French, a process already under way in the first half of the
sixteenth century. The printing of the plays also served to preserve
many aspects of popular culture by fixing them in print and made
them available to other, more elite groups which in turn modified and
made the literature their own, much as was the case for popular proverbs
and later Perrault's contes.'^'^ Insofar as farce and other popular drama
reflect the religious tensions between Protestants and Catholics, the
printed texts also serve to transmit new ideas that include criticism of
the Catholic Church and her representatives and practices.
Finally, by successfully competing in the marketplace as an economic
commodity, farce served not only to entertain growing numbers of
people but to prepare them to read more difficult matter which allowed
them to cope better with a rapidly changing society while preserving
their ties to the essentially oral traditions and customs of an earlier

time.
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LES DIALO
GVES DE LOYS
LE

CARQN

Parifien»

e^i,

^imfleM UngulAr'âitt^tBémfê
(iMfue tn UraUerieifdr ««
t

^

MvadU CbâttctUirièi
AuffcPriuilcge.

Dialogue sur la poésie de Louis
SHARON A. ADAMS

et

le

Caron

CHARLES JOSE

Establissement du texte

Oien que la plupart des critiques qui s'intéressent aux arts poétiques
du XVIe siècle ou au genre du dialogue accordent de l'importance à celui
de Louis Le Caron, il n'existe aucune édition moderne de ce texte. En
fait, il n'existe qu'une seule édition, celle de 1556, dont nous avons
consulté trois exemplaires, tous identiques.
1.

celui

de

sons

ici;

la

Bibliothèque Nationale (R. 18271), lequel nous reprodui-

2. celui

du

British

3. celui

de

la

Museum

Houghton

(8409.e.l);

Library, Harvard University (FC5.L4944.556d).

LES DIALO- / GUES DE LOYS

/

LE CARON

/

Parisien,

/

A

PARIS,

Pour Jean Longis Libraire, tenant sa / boutique en lagallerie, par ou
va à la Chancellerie, / 1556. / Avec privilege. In-8°. 176 ff.

/

/

Ion

Le dialogue sur la poésie est le quatrième de cinq dialogues dits "du
livre", dont les trois premiers portent les titres: "Le Courtisan
premier. Ou, que le Prince doit philosopher", "Le Courtisan second. Ou
premier

de la vraie sagesse, et des louanges de la philosophie" et "Valton, de la
tranquihté d'Esprit, Ou du souverain bien". Le dernier s'appelle "Claire,
ou de la beauté iiii dialo. desquelz le premier est comme l'argument, ou
epitome des autres". La table des matières annonce dix autres dialogues;
mais comme il ne semble exister aucun exemplaire de ces dialogues, on
pense que Le Caron aurait projeté un ouvrage encyclopédique, en forme
de dialogues, qu'il aurait par la suite abandonné. D'ailleurs, dans l'avantpropos au lecteur, l'auteur nous parle des difficultés personnelles qui
l'auraient empêché de mener à terme cet ouvrage au moment de sa publication en 1556. A la dernière page l'imprimeur a ajouté: "Parce que la
grandeur des dialogues ensuivants de la beauté, et des autres livres mérite
plus ample volume, on a différé de les imprimer jusques à ce que l'auteur
aiant plus grande commodité mette touts ses euvres en lumière".

.
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transcription du texte, nous avons respecté l'orthographe et
ponctuation de l'édition de 1556, respectant jusqu'à des orthographes
différentes d'un même mot lorsque cela se présentait. Nous avons cependant introduit les modifications suivantes:

Dans notre

la

1

résolution des abréviations, à l'exception de celles des titres d'ouvrages;

2.

différenciation de

3.

substitution de

4.

généralisation de l'usage de l'apostrophe (quelle remplace qu'elle,
l'a

remplace

la,

>'

et /,

/

à

z

de w et

v;

lorsqu'il s'agit

du pronom

adverbial;

etc.);

6.

introduction de l'accent grave à où, dès, près, après, enaprès; suppression de quelques accents qui constituent des fautes d'impression
(celestes au lieu de celestes, fortuites au lieu de fortuites, a au lieu
de a); généralisation de l'usage de la cédille au verbe sçavoir;
généralisation de l'usage de certains traits d'union là où l'orthographe
nous a paru inconséquente (cétui-ci est préféré à cétuici, chosepublique à chosepublique, bienséance à bienséance, vraisemblable
à vrai-semblable, quelquefois à quelque-fois, selon la fréquence la
plus élevée); généralisation de l'usage du trait d'union dans l'inter-

7.

rogation
séparation de certains groupes de mots là où l'orthographe nous a
paru inconséquente (de quoi est préféré à dequoi, au moins à

5.

;

aumoins).

Toute autre correction

sommes contentés
dans

mots
dans

est indiquée

dans

les notes,

où nous nous

d'identifier les sources antiques (souvent indiquées

marges par Le Caron lui-même) et de fournir le sens de quelques
de l'usage. Tout autre commentaire sur le texte doit paraître
prochain numéro de Renaissance et Réforme.

les

sortis
le

McMaster University

[127]

Ronsard, ou, de

la Poésie.

Pensant quelquefois comment la poésie a gaigné en la France le premier honneur, entre toutes les sciences dignes de l'homme noble et
vertueux: il m'est resouvenu que par le mesme commencement les autres
nations ont parvenu à la gloire [127v] de la souveraine congnoissance de
toutes les choses lesquelles l'homme bien né doit embrasser. D'autre
part considérant ce que les anciens avoient jugé de l'excellence de la
poésie, laquelle plusieurs désirent veoir plus parfaitement représentée es
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carmes de noz poètes: il m'a semblé que ne pourrois mieux exciter les
bienheureux esprits de nostre eage, que si je recherchois en la venerable
antiquité quelque exemplaire de ma conception, afin de leur donner un
meilleur eguillon à plus haultes inventions. Mais Taiant trouvé j'ai longuement douté s'il pourroit satisfaire aux hommes de plus éveillé et subtil
entendement. Toutesfois pour monstrer le chemin aux autres je me suis
enhardi d'exposer mon nom au hazard des diverses opinions d'une volage
multitude. Socrate disputant avec Alcibiade recite ce carme d'un poëte.^
// avoit bien congneu plusieurs choses: mais mal
n avoit congneu tout.
Alcibiade n'entendant que vouloit dire Homère ne pensoit que ce
vers eust quelque convenance avec leurs propos. Mais Socrate l'interprétant monstre que de sa nature la poésie est pleine d'énigmes, et non
vulgaire à chacun. Qui me fait penser qu'elle a esté tant honnorée par
les anciens, qu'ilz ne la prophanoient à la multitude: ains^ la rendoient
admirable par une grave obscurité de sentences. Aussi premièrement les
Rois, les princes, les prestres et les prophètes estoient seulz [128] qui
la traittoient. Encores l'eage commençant à se changer ilz ont longuement retenu et gardé l'honneur aux poètes: comme Polycrate tyran des
Samiens à Anacreon, Heiron Syracusien à Eschile et Simonide, Denistyran de Sicile à Philoxene, Antigone Roi de Macedon à Antagore
Rhodien et Arate. Je sçai bien que Hesoide et Homère n'ont suivi les
courts des Rois, ou par une injure de fortune, ou par le mespris des
vaines pompes et richesses, ou par quelque autre cause. Toutesfois nous
lisons en Homère Demodoque avoir esté familier à Alcinoë, et Agamemnon avoir laissé un poëte avec sa femme. ^ Non moindre a esté la faveur
d'aucuns de noz Rois, mesmement de François le vrai Roi de toutes les
sciences, envers ceux qui avoient quelque grace et naiveté à bien dresser
une rime, combien qu'ilz^ n'eussent beaucoup de poésie. Recueillant
donc en mon esprit infinis autres semblables discours je ne les ai peu
mieux expliquer, qu'en une manière de familier devis,^ lequel désirant
embellir et décorer de toutes ses bienséances, à l'exemple des anciens
qui avoient accoustumé d'enrichir leurs dialogues de telz ornements,
j'ai pensé qu'il representeroit bien sa dignité, s'il estoit discouru par les
deux, qui sont au jourd'hui à bon droit reputez les premiers poètes de
nostre tems, Ronsard et Jodelle, avec deux orateurs Pasquier et Fauchet,
lesquelz l'excellence de leur esprit, pour la bonne espérance d'eux m'a
fait tousjours aimer. Mais si aucun d'eux s'estonne, que je le fai [128v]
parler de ce que paraventure il n'a jamais ne dit ne pensé, ou est entièrement contraire à son opinion: je croi, que se resouvenant delacoustume
des dialogues il ne trouvera estrange, que j'aie emprunté son nom et sa
personne. Aussi je les congnoi estre mieux nez, qu'ilz daignassent tirer
en la mauvaise part, ce qu'une bienveullance me leur fait franchement
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commencer Ronsard, comme si tout le
grande salle du palais roial de Paris, la
ville du roiaume: En laquelle souvent les

attribuer. Partant j'ai fait ainsi

propos eust esté disputé en
plus

renommée

et excellente

la

compagnies des hommes doctes s'assemblent et se pourmenants devisent
quelquefois de choses graves et sérieuses. RONSARD. Je m'esbahi
(messieurs) comment le bruit de tant de voix tumultuantes ne trouble le
repos de voz tendres et délicates oreilles, lesquelles aucunefois amignardez^ des amoureuses douceurs de la poésie. JODELLE. Nous estions en
mesme propos traittans la raison, que le seigneur Pasquier en avoit donnée, laquelle il te recitera mieux. PASQUIER. Je disois (seigneur de
Ronsard) que l'accoustumance conjointe avec un gracieux espoir du gain
nous avoit si"^ bien faits et stillez^ au tumulte, qu'il ne nous estoit plus
qu'un plaisir: à l'exemple du bruit des disputes scholastiques, ausquelles
celui qui est façonné ne les trouve enaprès^ aucunement fâcheuses.
Mais laisson ce propos, au lieu duquel je te prie nous donner [129] un
meilleur goust des délices de la poésie: car je pense que de ta riche veine,
comme de la source d'Helicon sont écouliez en la France infins ruisseaux, desquelz les jeunes poètes s'éforcent d'épuiser les plus beaux
carmes de leurs braves rimes: et naissent d'une de tes inventions aussi
drus et frequents, que d'une des dents du Dragon tué par Jason armé
des arts de Medée, il naissoit (comme aux fables) de petits hommeaux.
RONSARD. Je ne suis tant amoureux de moi-mesme, que je face céte
louange mienne: car elle seroit mieux réservée au seigneur Jodelle,
duquel espérons choses admirables. Mais pour ne perdre le tems en telles
caresses coustumieres entre les amis, je me veux éforcer de te satisfaire,
si ce propos ne desplaist à la compagnie. JODELLE. Je ne pense point
(Ronsard) qu'aucun de nous se puisse ennuier de fouir parler principalegrandes et convenables à nostre commune estude.
hommes, qui ont jadis fait reluire
à l'utihté publique quelque profession, quelque art ou quelque science
digne d'immortelle mémoire, nous lisons les poètes avoir esté les premiers: de sorte que de touts les secrets des choses plus cachées en nature,
qui sont parvenus aux hommes du moien eage et de cétui-ci, il n'en faut

ment des choses

RONSARD. De

si

touts les genres des

la gloire à autre, qu'à la poésie. Non seulement les fables (lesquelles toutesfois sont les imitations de la vérité) ains aussi les histoires

donner

font foi suffisante que le siècle heureux estoit doré et enrichi des [129v]
poètes, qui chantoient la grandeur de Dieu, les vertus des Heroes, et
excitoient chacun à faire les chose honnorables à l'immortahté de leurs
noms. Ainsi leurs chants estoient une vraie doctrine de bien-vivre, ou
plustost une sainte fureur qui inspiroit les hommes à congnoistre le
lieu de leur celeste origine, et dresser à ce but toutes leurs pensées. A
céte cause ilz sont appeliez mesmement par Platon les pères et Capitaines

de sagesse, et

les

premiers laboureurs des vertus.^® Le

commencement
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aujourd'hui chacun chérit, est Tune des
Car Amphion et Orphée par le son
de leurs lires ont assemblé les hommes brutaux et sauvages, qui n'estoient
beaucoup différents des arbres et des pierres. Qu'est-ce qui eust peu
mieux attirer à une compagnable civilité les hommes épars et impoHs,
que la plaisante et harmonieuse douceur de la lire? Il failloit reveiller
ces premiers esprits endormis en une horreur de vie par l'attraiante
volupté de ce qui est plus agréable aux oreilles. Qui est l'homme si mal
né et de si grossier et lourd entendement, qui ne sente en soi toutes ses
parties plus nobles se ravir au chant d'une gracieuse chanson, et y prendre
quelquefois si grand plaisir, qu'il semble estre transporté de tout autre
pensement? Je ne dirai quelles lois estoient anciennement escrites en
carmes et les oracles rendus en vers: mais je ne puis passer ce que dit
nostre Pindare les mortelz reluire par les poètes, et l'hinne estre semblable à l'or, lequel quand [130] on fait fondre, monstre touts ses raions
resplendissants:^* ainsi l'hinne celebrant les faits des hommes vertueux
les rend illustrement semblables aux Heroes et aux Rois. Puis-que nostre
vie destinée à la mort est bornée d'un si brief eage: quel autre espoir
nous peut mieux consoler, que de chercher les moiens pour perpétuer
nostre nom: afin que la postérité congnoisse que nous aions esté quelquefois? Combien que pour plusieurs autres causes l'ame semble estre
divine et immortelle: toutesfois pour céte raison principalement les
hommes en ont eu plus certaine opinion, qu'on veoit les esprits des
excellents personnages presentir tellement la postérité, qu'ilz ne semblent rien penser ne regarder, que les choses éternelles. Céte congnoissance nous a esté revellée par les poètes, mesmement par Pindare, lequel
a chanté que les hommes sont semblables aux Dieux quant à l'Entendement, et ceux qui sont privez de céte vie (combien que leurs corps soient
couverts de poudre) jouissent d'une bonne partie des faits vertueux de
leurs enfants et neveux: mais la vertu seulement, qui est congneue par
les riches vers, dure à perpétuité.*^ Tu veois la grandeur de la poésie,
laquelle peut exprimer tout ce qu'elle veut et en telle perfection, que
les autres arts l'admirent plustost, qu'ilz ne l'imitent. Qu'on face les
Législateurs, les sages et philosophes tant grands qu'on voudra, s'ilz confessent devoir aux poètes tout ce qu'ilz ont de meilleur, ilz les doivent
recongnoistre comme les plus honnorables: s'ilz nient, très-facile sera de
les convincre de lar-[130v]cin. Quelz autres plus anciens philosophes
peuvent reciter les Grecs vantarts, que Line, Musée, Anaxagore, Empedocle, qui touts ont escrit en poésie? A mesme fin elle tend que la
philosophie, à sçavoir d'exercer et orner l'esprit de l'homme. Elle peut
de

la société politique, laquelle

marques de Texcellence de

la

poésie.

aussi bien s'attribuer la science des choses divines et

humaines, que l'autre

vante de l'embrasser: Et n'est grandement diverse de la peinture de
Polygnote ou Zeusis non moins doctes es autres arts, qu'excellents en
se
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deux choses, Tune de leur art,
dependoit de la vertu et congnoissance des autres choses.
C'estoit bien de leur art de représenter au vif l'image du corps, qu'ilz
dessignoient de peindre mais il venoit de leur vertu et plus haulte science
d'exprimer la perfection d'une beauté en toutes ses graces et bienséances.
En telle splendeur faut veoir la poésie: car outre le sujet qu'elle se propose à imiter, elle doit comprendre tout ce qui est d'exquis, de rare et
de perfait es sciences non indignes de sa gravité. Je veux recueillir deux
ou trois lieux des odes de Pindare pour les comparer aux sentences de
Platon, que tant on appelle divin. Ce grand philosophe est honnoré de
chacun pour avoir en plusieurs de ses dialogues disputé, que la sagesse
et la vertu ne viennent de nature, et ne sont aquises par art, ains données
par l'heur de la puissance et volunté divine.*^ Ce que Pindare avoit
devant lui chanté en la 9. ode des Olympics. [131]
Mais les bons et les sages
Du grand Dieu seulement.
leur profession: Lesquelz se proposoient

et l'autre qui

:

Strophe

2.

Proviennent.
la mesme ode.

En

Plusieurs par leurs vertus
Aquises de science
Se sont fort débattus

De gaigner l'excellence

D 'un renom honnorable:
Mais ce qui est sans Dieu
Par destin miserable
Est obscur en tout lieu.
En l'ode 3. des Isthmies parlant
L 'illustre vertu par ta grace

à Jupiter.

Compaigne aux mortelz les embrasse.
En l'ode 5. du mesme livre.
La force des mortelz est de Dieu. ^^
Ce que dit Platon de Dieu, qu'il est la perfaite cause et l'auteur de
toutes choses, qui gouverne le monde, prospère et enrichit les hommes,
le commencement, le milieu et la fin de tout:^^ a esté premièrement
Pindare disant que Jupiter cela et cela gouverne, seigneur de
toutes choses: en lui est la fin et entier accomplissement des euvres que
le commencement des choses humaines croist tousjours par l'inspiration
de Dieu, lequel selon sa volunté perfait tout, eslevant quelquefois les
choses petites et abaissant les haultes: et rend les choses faciles, lesquelles [13 Iv] estoient contre toute espérance.*^ La doctrine de Platon est
escrit par

qu'es choses humaines, périssables et sujettes à divers changements ne se
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trouve rien de certain :^^ Pindare dit qu'à Tentour de la pensée humaine
pendent infinis erreurs, et la félicité ne dure longuement ains l'espérance
tourne plusieurs choses desus, et derechef plusieurs desous ne trouvant
aucune asseurance en l'événement de son entreprise. ^^ Platon fait souvent disputer Socrate que le seul sage est riche. ^^ Pindare.
Excellente est la richesse.
Laquelle est jointe à la sagesse.
:

En la 8. du mesme livre.
Quand quelcun s'enrichit

sans peine.

semble aux ignorants avoir.
Epode.
Par l'art de la prudence humaine
Aquis si grands biens et pouvoir.
Mais des hommes la force est vaine:
Ains Dieu, qui or' hausse en grandeur.
Or' baisse par raison certaine.
Est celui, duquel vient tel heur.^^
Chacun d'eux parle du destin de la mort en mesme sorte, disant ne le
riche ne le pauvre, ne le vivant sans gloire ne l'ennobli de renommée
pouvoir fuir le tombeau de la mort.^^ Pindare en l'ode 2. des Olimp.
Les mortelz n'ont l'heure assignée
Il

De

la mort, et avec un bien
Perdurable n'est ordonnée [132]
La fin du jour, qu'on attend sien.'^^
Platon au dialogue du roiaume et au

8. de la Chose-publique traitte
que Testât populaire, ou gouvernement de la multitude, combien qu'il
semble avoir quelque apparence de perfaite administration, ne peut toutesfois estre une vraie Chose-publique.^^ Laquelle opinion convient à ce
que dit Pindare en l'ode 8. des Olympics.
Car où est une multitude
Diverse en avis et estude.
Et où se retirent sans fin

Variables choses, en vain

On penseroit estre facile
De discerner un droit utile:
fauldroit quelque loi des Dieux,
Qui vivent immortelz aux cieux.^^
Mais qu'est-il besoing de plus long propos? J'ai le tesmoignage de
Platon mesme, lequel en un lieu recite que Pindare a dit la loi estre la
Roine de touts les mortelz et immortelz et icelle conduire le droit d'une
main tres-puissante:^^ et au premier dialogue de la Chose-pub. il escrit
qu'à celui qui n'est à soi-mesme coupable d'aucune injure, se présente
tousjours la joieuse espérance, la très-bonne nourrice de la vieillesse,

Il
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comme dit Pindare.^^ Mais non seulement de cétui-ci, ains aussi de
Theognide, Homère et infinis autres divins poètes Platon a retiré le meilleur de sa philosophie. Nous lisons qu'il s'est grandement aidé des
labeurs d'Epicharme Comique, mesmement [132v] es disputes du bien,
des Idées et de la difference des choses qui ne sont comprises que par
l'Entendement et celles qui tombent au sens.^"^ Je parlerois et de lui et
des autres philosophes plus amplement, si je ne doutois que par trop
grande admiration des anciens je feisse injure à ceux de nostre eage,
lesquelz j'accuserois d'ignorance, si me defiant de leurs forces je donnois
à iceux tout l'honneur des sciences. Car j'espère quelquefois de veoir
nostre France si riche, que les vantances^^ des estrangers n'auront plus
de lieu envers elle. Les Poètes donc (pour retourner à mon premier propos) n'ont rien oublié en leurs vers de ce qui pouvoir estre congneu en
céte grandeur de l'universelle nature. Mais comme toutes les choses
désirent de retenir leur perfection, et s'avilissent si quelquefois est
diminué de leur excellence: ainsi les poètes (lesquelz le peuple estimoit
prophètes des Dieux) pensants estre indigne de prostituer leurs sacrées
inventions au prophane vulgaire, les ont voulu couvrir de fables: afin
qu'elles ne feussent entendues, que des plus sages et doctes. Toutesfois
si naïvement elles imitent et représentent la nature, qu'elles semblent
estre tirées d'elle: les autres sont plus graves et élongnées de l'opinion
commune, sous lesquelles aussi sont cachées les plus haultes et excellentes choses, mais si obscures, que l'ignorante multitude eust mal fait
son proufit, si autrement elles eussent esté révélées. En quoi les poètes
me semblent avoir pru- [133] demment regardé à la nature de l'esprit
humain. Car rien n'est qui plus l'exerce en ses conceptions, qui lui apporte
plus grande volupté et qui le rende plus content, que de discourir les
choses plus séparées de la congnoissance du vulgaire. Quel grand plaisir
se donne l'esprit, quand ravi et abstrait des pensements terrestres il
cherche et recherche franchement, invente, conçoit, entend, traitte et
dessigne infinis discours, pour trouver la vérité, de laquelle la subtile
fable lui donne quelque amorce? L'épreuve journalière fait foi de ce
que je di. L'esprit est si noble et haultain, qu'il se monstre plus chiche
épargneur d'honnorable louange envers les choses que present il regarde,
que celles qui de lui sont plus élongnées. J'ai leu quelquefois en un poète,
que tant soit la beauté belle, si elle n'est parée de riches ornements, de
nul sera congneue et estimée: aussi tant soit la sentence excellente, si
elle n'est enrichie d'inventions bien agensées et appropriées au sujet qui
lui donnent grace, couleur et autorité, ne faut espérer qu'elle soit recueillie de telle faveur, que paravanture elle mérite. J'admire non sans cause
les poètes, lesquelz se proposoient de contenter et les plus excellents et
le commun. Car si les secrets cachez et enveloppez de leurs rares inventions ne pouvoient estre de chacun entendus: au moins le plaisir du
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discours chatouilloit et les uns et les autres, se rendant digne d'estre
embrassé de touts. [133v] Comme le vulgaire ne peut facilement porter
la grandeur des plus puissants, s'ilz ne remettent beaucoup de leur gravité
ne le riche plaire aux pauvres, s'il ne s'abaisse jusques à s'accommoder
aucunement à eux, ne la vertu estre bien receue de la volupté, si elle
n'est couverte de quelque fard: Ainsi le philosophe quelque utilité qu'il
puisse apporter à la multitude, pour sa fâcheuse sévérité est incontinent
repoussé: Mais le poète duquel on n'a telle opinion, est de chacun aimé,
prisé et honnoré, non toutesfois qu'il soit sans proufit. Nous voions les
médecins quand ilz veulent presenter au malade fâcheus et difficile
bruvage de saveur amere, avoir de coustume de le déguiser par quelque
douce liqueur. En mesme manière l'ancienne philosophie a gaigné son
premier honneur par le voile et couverture des fables, des carmes et des
chants, desquelz elle fardoit la gravité de ses sentences. Je rejette avec
Pindare les fables bigarrées de variables mensonges, plains d'inutiles et
vaines moqueries: ^^ celles me plaisent seulement, qui ont une exquise
imitation de la nature des choses, et avec la delectation l'utilité conjointe.
Aucuns escrivent la fable estre en la poésie, ce que la couleur en la peinture, laquelle a plus de force que la ligne, pour faire regarder l'image bien
tirée: aussi en l'euvre poétique cette vraisemblance ornée de fables rend
aucunement estonnez ceux qui l'oient, ou [134] Usent: et avec meilleure
grace, qu'une trop recherchée elegance de sentences et de vers. Phidias
se proposant de faire l'image de Jupiter ou de Minerve n'addressoit son
projet à aucun, pour en tirer de lui la semblance: ains une Idée de la
souveraine beauté estoit engravée en son esprit, à l'imitation de laquelle
il dressoit l'art et la main. Le poëte se doit encores moins asservir à
quelque sujet, pour entièrement le reciter tel qu'il a esté fait: ains
comme rapportant ses conceptions à l'université des choses discourir ce
qui a peu estre fait, ou a esté vraisemblable, ou grandement nécessaire,
et le descrire de telle perfection, que rien ne soit en lui qui n'ait sa bienséance tant admirable, que la vérité semble plustost l'avouer sien que le
fait mesme. Qui voudroit estimer le poëte à cause des vers qu'il escrit,
ne donneroit beaucoup de gloire à la poésie: car ne se trouveroit si petit
rimeur, qui ne se nombrât incontinent entre les divins poètes: ce qui
seroit trop absurde et messeant. Comment est-ce qu'une science tant
sainte, tant divine, tant pleine de souverains et sacrez misteres se laisseroit familièrement traitter par ceux, qui ne s'eleveroient plus hault, qu'à
servir à l'applaudissement du vulgaire? En quoi est-ce que la grandeur d'un
gentil esprit pourroit plus noblement reluire, qu'à feindre, concevoir et
représenter les moeurs, les afections et les dignitez des personnes: et
d'infinis sujets et arguments, qui se présentent, choisir [134v] un qui
mieux convienne et semble estre né avec la mesme chose? Mais non seulement les poètes combien que les premiers: ains aussi les philosophes,
:
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nom ont enrichi leurs inventions
de diverses sortes de fables. Qu'est-ce qui rend tant admirable la faconde
de Platon, si non la majesté des sentences décorées de si haults secrets?
La fable d'Hercule tant souvent répétée et mesmement par Socrate,
monstre quelle fin se doit proposer l'homme, et par quelz moiens y
aspirer. ^^ Je ne puis me persuader qu'il eust esté possible au plus subtil
philosophe, au plus eloquent orateur, au mieux discourant historien de
disputer, dire, ou reciter en telle grace les afections, pensées, deliberations, entreprises et difficultez qui se présentent à l'homme non encores
asseuré d'une prudence virile. Que dirai-je de la fable de Promethée?
orateurs, histoiriens et auteurs dignes de

Le feu

celeste, lequel

autre chose

(comme

il

ravit

du

ciel

pour

l'inspirer

aux mortelz,

n'est

aussi Platon escrit les anciens avoir declairé es

oracles) que l'Idée, et la pure, subtile et divine congnoissance des secrets,
que Dieu a voulu estre cachez au vulgaire. ^^ Je pourrois aussi parler du
muable Prothée, qui se changeoit en diverses formes, lequel Orphée dit
en ses Hinnes avoir premier enseigné les commencements de toute
nature :^^ tellement que plusieurs ont entendu sous son nom la premiere

matière, laquelle et les poètes et les philosophes dient avoir [135] esté
au commencement confuse, sans ordre, sans forme et sans disposition:

ordonnée en diverses espèces avoir constitué ce
Homère appelle la fille de Prothée, Eidothée,
comme celle 'éiÔoq *éiiaoTOV ùéav, laquelle avoit présenté l'objet de
chacune forme ou Idée.^^ Si je voulois reciter ce qu'on dit d'Atlas,
lequel feignent les poètes soutenir le ciel de ses espaulles: et discourir la
fable de ses filles, lesquelles enseignées en la congnoissance de nature

et depuis séparée

monde

ont

et

tel qu'il est.

recueilli des

pommes

Aussi

précieux pommiers des jardins, qu'elles labouroient,

d'or, c'est à dire, la science

non moins resplendissante

les

et riche,

que l'or: j'aurois asses ample sujet, pour vous détenir le reste de céte
matinée. Mais laisson l'antiquité en sa gloire, car nostre France plus
heureuse laquelle jadis s'espovantoit des fieres et vanteresses imaginations d'elle, consacre maintenant à la mémoire les plus haultes et excellentes inventions, desquelles la poésie devoit estre perfaite. La félicité
d'esprit que chacun sçait estre le premier heur du poète, reluit plus illustrement en la grace et naïveté Françoise, qu'en l'orgueil enflé des Grecs,
des Romains, ou des Italiens. Toutesfois souvent la France se peut plaindre d'enfanter je nesçai quelz monstres, qui semblent estre plus nez aux
estrangers, qu'à la patrie. Puis que de la sage et industrieuse nature, ou
de l'art naturel vient la noble poésie: ailleurs ne faut chercher où plus
libérale- [135v] ment elle se présente, qu'en céte grandeur et liberté
françoise, prodigue d'admirables et riches inventions. JODELLE. J'ai
tousjours ainsi pensé de la France, la reputant aucunement ingrate envers
les bons esprits, ses vrais enfants, lesquelz peu, ou plustost rien au regard
des estrangers elle n'honnore. Mais j'ai accoustumé de parler de la
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poésie autrement que des autres arts: par ce qu'elle a je nesçai quoi de
divin, qui surpasse les vulgaires conceptions. Comment peut estre l'esprit
tant bien né, tant diligemment institué, qu'il invente les choses plus
la nature humaine et la prudence de l'art? Je croi que c'est
une celeste fureur, laquelle nous inspire et ravit sus les communes pensées,
et dédie noz purs esprits au temple des Muses, c'est à dire, les fait rechercher (comme interprète Platon) ^"^ les secrets des choses épandues par
nature. Si les anciens n'eussent esté agitez de céte inspiration, le nom de
fureur n'eust jamais eu quelque autorité: mais sentans en eux que leurs

grandes que

conceptions estoient vaines sans la chaleur qui renforçoit leur naturel,
ilz ont congneu céte fureur venir de Dieu, et estre plus excellente, que
la prudence humaine. L'homme forcené par la violance d'une ardante
maladie semble estre transporté hors de la raison, et pres-que semblable
aux bestes: au contraire pourquoi celui, lequel la haultesse des imaginations ravit et abstrait des estudes, dessins et [136] exercices du commun
des hommes, ne sera estimé plus excellent que les autres, comme tenant
daventage du celeste? Qu'est-ce autre chose céte fureur, si non l'inspiration des Muses, laquelle souffle en l'ame pure et non souillée des vaines
afections, une sainte chaleur qui l'embraze toute de divinité? Ce que les
vrais poètes révèlent par leurs chants, quand la fureur commençant à les
ravir les presse de si terrible force qu'ilz tremblent de fraieur, tresaillants
de l'horreur, qui les estraint, leurs cheveux dressez, et leur esprit plus
hault élevé, que la congnoissance du vulgaire. Qui dira donc céte aflation
ne venir d'une secrette vertu descendante du ciel? Mais quivoudroit sans
la fureur des Muses approcher (comme dit Platon) aux portes poétiques
sous céte espérance que par l'art il pourroit estre bon poète :^^ icelui
certainement seroit imperfait, et sa poésie au regard de celle qui est
pleine de fureur, s'évanouïroit. Si pour l'amour des choses divines et
humaines le philosophe s'enorgueillit d'immortelle renommée: pour
l'imitation d'elles le poète me semble plus digne de l'immortalité mesme.
Bien me plaist la sentence de Socrate, lequel disputant avec Ion Rhapsode et recitateur des vers d'Homère prouve l'art ne pouvoir faire que
les poètes chantent les carmes riches et ornez d'excellentes et haultes
inventions: mais seulement l'inspiration de la divine fureur, laquelle il
[136v] compare à l'Emant:^^ ce qui a esté imité en ces vers par un de
noz amis.
Comme l'Emant non seulement attire
Le fer touché: mais Vautre et Vautre aussi
Tiré attire en longue suite ainsi
Qu'ensemble à touts la mesme force inspire:
Ainsi espris

De
.^ar

le poé'te tr es-saint

fureur divinement infuse,
la vertu d'une celeste Muse,

la
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'entresuite

Touts hault-pendus, et ensemble enchenez:
Celui peut veoir des hommes estonnez.
Ravis d'esprit l'inspirante conduite.
Mais je ne trouve grande raison en ce que Socrate dit la fureur ravir
plustost un inepte et mauvais poëte, qu'un prudent et de noble esprit;
afin qu'il ne semble que l'euvre d'icelui vienne de l'art humain, ains de
^'^
Car je pense les esprits d'autant plus qu'ilz
l'infusion et vertu celeste.
sont honnorez des dons et de nature et de l'art, approcher plus près à la
divinité. J'ause encores dire daventage, que sans l'inspiration et instinct
de Dieu telz dons sont froids, sans grace, sans force et sans valeur. Comment les bons poètes peuvent estre autrement distinguez des mauvais,
si non par céte raison, que les uns saisis de la sainte fureur des Muses
chantent les vers surpassants les humaines conceptions, et embellis de
l'admirable gravité de toutes les sciences: les autres [137] par art, par
sueur et par peine s'éforcent de faire, ce que le commun esprit des
hommes peut comprendre, travaillants en vain d'aspirer à l'accompHssement de quelque euvre memorable. Je ne doute qu'on m'objettera que
le poëte remis et délaissé de la fureur qui l'agitoit, ne peut à grand'peine
recongnoistre les graves et obscures inventions, desquelles la chaleur
celeste le remplissoit: comme si céte inspiration n'estoit qu'un vent,
lequel soufflé ne laisse de lui aucune trace. De quoi on pense avoir certain
argument des carmes de noz plus superbes et audacieux Poètes, lesquelz
sont quelquefois au commencement enflez de telle haultesse, qu'ilz
semblent vouloir surpasser la grandeur du Soleil. Mais peu à peu ilz
s'abaissent au plus humble et abjet vulgaire sans rien retenir de leur premiere fureur. Toutesfois je ne sçai sus quelle vraisemblance céte opinion
peut estre appuiée: car de raison elle n'en a point. Aussi faudroit dire la
nature ou l'art, estre de plus grande félicité, que l'instinct venant de Dieu,
ce qui n'est religieux de penser. L'heur de nature apporte tel plaisir,
qu'il excite tousjours à espérer un bien plus honnorable: l'art donne
merveilleux contentement à l'esprit, et console ses labeurs de favorable
attente. Mais que seroit-ce, si avec la relâche de la fureur divine laquelle
inspiroit toutes les sciences, incontinent l'ardeur

Ce

n'est ainsi

qu'on doit juger de

la

du

ciel estoit esteinte?

puissance des Muses: de- [137v] puis
tousjours l'entretiennent en une gran-

qu'unefois ravissent l'esprit à elles,
deur digne de leur divinité. Ainsi elles ont fait exceller Orphée, Amphion,
Homère, Pindare, Virgile, Horace et autres: mesmement en nostre eage
plus fleurissant en bons poètes, que nuls des tems passez. Quant à ceux,j
lesquelz se feignent par moments estre époints^^ d'une celeste et violante
agitation, et incontinent à eux revenus se mescongnoissent, ilz me semblent misérablement tourmentez de quelque maladie, qui les rend ainsi
|
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par intervalles furieux, sots ou insensez. Mais la fureur des Muses n'inspire
rien, qui ne soit tout perfait, divin et rare. A céte cause Pindare parlant
(à mon avis) des poètes chante ainsi.
Des Dieux les enfants immuables
^^
Prospèrent tousjours indontables.
Partant le poète inspiré des Muses, et haussant le vol de son meilleur
esprit a congneu l'ordre, la convenance et l'harmonie de l'Univers, les
mouvements, les accords et les dispositions non seulement des huit cieux
ou globes, ains aussi des intelligences plus haultes et surnaturelles. Daventage céte sainte fureur l'a tant fait divin, qu'il a peu comprendre en une
certaine raison de nombres et de mesures les proportions et consonances, aussi bien de tout l'Univers, que de ses parties entre elles. A quoi
jamais le sens commun des mortelz n'eust peu et ne peut aucunement
attaindre. Ainsi séparant ses conceptions de l'opinion du sens variable,
douteux et incertain, il a dressé le chemin aux grands esprits [138] pour
parvenir à la vraie science. Qu'est-ce qui pourroit apporter plus seure et
ferme congnoissance des choses divines et humaines, que la recherche
de l'harmonie, qui entretient le monde: et fait que rien ne soit fortuit
au ciel, ne rien en la terre, ne rien aussi es autres elements, sans cause et
sans quelque raison de nombre et mesure? ne faut penser que par autre
manière les hommes aient peu entendre la vertu de tempérer et accorder
les afections de l'ame, que par l'imitation de l'ordre et bienséance de
l'harmonie celeste, laquelle premièrement a esté par le poète exprimée
es nombrées, mesures, rimes et proportions de ses vers: tellement qu'on
le peut dire le premier auteur de la Musique, non de céte vile et corrompue, laquelle sans raison degoise un amas de chansons: mais de celle,
laquelle par la science des nombres rend l'harmonie bien proportionnée
de toutes ses mesures et consonances. Les anciens philosophes et entre
autres Pythagore ont escrit toutes les choses consister en nombre, duquel
venoit l'harmonie: ce qu'ilz n'avoient appris du son des marteaux (quoi

que plusieurs l'aient ainsi recité) ains des observations qu'ilz faisoient
tant de l'accord des choses celestes, que de la convenance des actions
humaines tempérées par un consentement des désirs corporelz obéissants
à la raison. Mais qui a esté le moulle, l'objet, ou le patron de si admirable
et exquise recherche, si [138v] non la poésie? Chacun sçait la musique
estre appellee des Muses, sous les noms desquelles sont comprises toutes
les sciences: comme il est vulgaire mesmement entre les Grammariens.
Partant les poètes (qui seulz se renomment des Muses, qui sont d'elles
plus que nulz autres chéris, et rien ne pensent ne conçoivent que par
l'instinct et aflation d'elles) ne peuvent estre autres, que souverains en
la congnoissance de toutes les choses. Je n'ignore que plusieurs abusent
des noms et des Muses et de la Musique. Mais les autoritez de Pythagore,
Timée Locrien et Platon sont telles envers moi, que les autres ne peuvent
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Hz sont touts de céte opinion que la musique est le plus excellent
exercice de l'esprit pour accorder, composer et modérer les moeurs de
Tame en une gracieuse convenance, à l'imitation de l'ame de l'Univers."*^
rien.

Telle est aussi la poésie non controuvée à quelque vaine et déraisonnable
volupté, ains donnée des Muses pour la consolation de l'esprit. Timée
escrit. Puis-que la Musique et la philosophie Duchesse et gouvernante
d'elle
elles

sont constituées et des Dieux et des

deux ensemble

lois,

pour

corriger les esprits:

excitent, suadent,^^ et aussi contraignent la partie

que Vire soit
modérée et tranquile, que sans
.^'^
Ainsi donc il conjoint la Musique avec la
la raison elle ne s'émeuve
philosophie. Si plus diligemment [139] nous voulons regarder, la Musique
de l'ame sauvage et cruelle à obéir à

la

raison: en manière

facile et bien-trait table, et la cupidité tant

est la vraie philosophie, et la philosophie la vraie

commencement de

Musique: mais l'une

et

ou plustost sont la mesme
Poésie. J'ai appris des plus célèbres auteurs que l'ancienne poésie tant la
Scenique que la Lyrique estoit toute composée de choeurs, ou troupes
l'autre

ont leur

Poésie,

de personnes chantantes, comme depuis a tousjours esté la Tragédie. Et
certainement si les carmes ne sont façonnez à la raison harmonique, ilz
n'ont nulle grace et nulle bienséance. Qui est la cause, qui m'a plus facilement persuadé, que si la Musique n'a esté recueillie des nombres poétiques, au moins elle a esté inventée pour eux. Je sçai bien qu'au lieu de
la vraie et excellente Musique, telle que jadis les sages embrassoient, a
tousjours depuis couru comme un vent de ville, quelque vulgaire et
impudente chanterie^^ O'use de ce mot, que le commun a receu à mesme
propos). Athénée recite qu'Aristoxene escrit qu'anciennement estoit
une marque d'ignorance de mériter l'applaudissement du vulgaire: mais
après que la Musique a esté toute destinée aux theatres pour complaire
à une sotte multitude, elle est devenue tant vile, que les nobles esprits
la dédaignants l'ont rejette aux mercenaires farceurs, menestriers, et je
nesçai quelz autres encores plus abjets."^ Toutesfois la sagesse des Grecs
a esté principalement traittée par les principes et théorèmes de Musique,
suivant ro-[139v] pinion de Pythagore, qui avoit par telles raisons
demonstré la composition de l'Univers. Platon appelle celui le vrai
Musicien, lequel selon la mélodie Dorique (laquelle est Grecque et resonne de plus excellente et magnifique harmonie) tempère sa vie d'une
concorde de parolles et de faits,"*^ disputant de la sagesse et de la vertu,
sans offenser les oreilles des hommes bien nez. Les anciens constituoient
trois^^ Muses Melete, Mnime et Aôide, trois tons Hypate, Mese et Nete,
trois parties de l'ame, la cupidité, l'ire et la raison: ce qu'ilz avoient
appris d'un certain secret, lequel es cadences, reprises et rimes des vers
les poètes avoient accoustumé de donner au nombre de trois pour quelque cachée perfection, qui est en lui, comme encores nous voions es
Odes, Hinnes et autres chants lyriques, lesquelz me semblent retenir
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daventage de l'antiquité: parce qu'ilz estoient chantez en la gloire des
Dieux Heroes, Rois et Princes. Et pour céte cause les poètes distinguoient
ainsi leurs chants, afin qu'ilz feussent marques immortelles de l'observation qu'ilz avoient faite des deux mouvements du ciel: l'un qui est de
tout le monde d'orient en occident, et l'autre contraire à icelui d'occident
en orient, propre aux spheres et globes particuliers: et aussi de l'immouvable fermeté de la terre. Depuis le nombre des Muses a esté augmenté
jusques à neuf, à cau-[140]se des neuf harmonies, lesquelles accordent
l'ordre des huit cieux, et le font consoner avec celui de l'Univers, suivant
la sentence des Pythagoreans, qui constituoient une ame universelle de
toute céte machine, laquelle ilz nommoient le premier nombre ou le
commencement des nombres, et la souveraine harmonie, ou la perfection
des harmonies: ainsi que j'ai peu recueillir des commentaires, qui nous
restent aujourd'hui de leurs doctrines, mesmement des Platoniciens qui
les ont principalement imitez.^"^ Partant l'harmonie de l'ame de l'Univers
est représentée par Calliope, laquelle nous pourrons dire estre tirée de
KoKôv, que Socrate interprète beau, et prouve estre le vrai surnom de la
prudence."^® Les autres Muses sont ainsi ordonnées aux huit spheres:
Uranie au huitième globe orné d'une infinie multitude d'estoilles resplendissantes, lesquelles semblent estre fichées au ciel, tant sont constantes et arrestees en leurs cours, mouvements et distances. Polymnie accompagne Saturne, Eraton Jupiter, Terpsichore Mars, Melpomene le
Soleil, Thalie Venus, Euterpe Mercure et Clion la Lune: lesquelles les
poètes anciens ont feint estre filles de Jupiter et Mnemosine (c'est à dire
Mémoire) engendrées par neuf baisers. Mais le baiser de Jupiter signifie
aux anciens l'aflation divine, laquelle infuse en la mémoire de [140v]
l'esprit humain inspire en lui toutes les sciences. Je ne veux philosopher
sus les fables du cheval Pégase, de la fontaine Cabaline, ne du mont
Parnasse si souvent répétées: Toutesfois ne faut oublier qu'à l'imitation
des harmonies des sept pianettes divisées en sept spheres, les Musiciens
ont diversifié les tons jusques au nombre de sept, et ont prinsle huitième
qu'ilz appellent double ou octave, sus la consonance du huitième ciel.
Mais ils n'ont encores attaint à la resonnance de Calliope l'ame de l'Univers, à quoi toutesfois ilz doivent aspirer pour la perfection du nombre
de neuf. PASQUIER. Voz discours merveilleusement me contentent,
non seulement pour le plaisir du devis, ains aussi plustost pour l'utilité
de la congnoissance qu'ilz apportent. Mais repensant plus diligemment
à iceux je nesçai quelle discorde s'émeut en mon esprit pour chercher la
raison, qui a persuadé à ce grand philosophe Platon de bannir de sa
Republique touts les poètes, et mesmement le plus excellent d'eux
Homère, lequel toutesfois en plusieurs lieux il honnore, l'appellant le
divin poëte,"*^ et excite chacun à le suivre et embrasser, comme le vrai
Capitaine des sages. Si je voulois reciter toutes les sentences d'Homère,
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lesquelles Platon confesse avoir tirées de lui

un an me

pour en décorer

sa philo-

Socrate condamné
à mort, devant que de boire le [141] venin eût un propos avec ses disciples de l'immortaUté de l'ame, auquel il usurpe ces carmes d'Homère.
Lors frappant sa poitrine Ulisse ainsi parla,
sophie: je croi qu'à grand 'peine

Endure encor' mon coeur par

suffiroit.

ta force cela.

Car tu as autrefois porté plus dures peines. ^®
Pour monstrer que la nature de l'ame n'est semblable à celle du corps,
ne tant liée aux afections d'icelui, qu'elle se doive fléchir et assujettir à
elles. Quant à l'opinion des philosophes, de laquelle tu disputois maintenant (seigneur Jodelle) il me semble que l'harmonie des sons celestes
accordez d'un perpétuel mouvement a esté mieux exprimée par Homère,
que par nul autre. Il chante en céte sorte d'Apollon (qui est aussi appelle
le Soleil).

Pendant qu'il se mouvoit, ses flèches resonnantes
D'un grand son s'élançoient de courroux estonnantes. ^^
Car les anciens pensoient que les corps celestes et principalement le
Soleil en céte véhémente course qu'ilz font sans repos et entre-cesse^^
d'orient en occident par la violance de l'Univers, rendoient quelques
sons, qui s'accord oient en

une harmonie:

comme

descrit

Alexandre

Ephesien.
Ilz rendent touts d'accord une douce harmonie
Quand leurs sons séparez d'intervalles certains
Hz resonnent, touchants la lyre en symphonie
A sept cordes par ordre en leurs cours plus soudains.
Homère allegoriquement appelle les raions du Soleil flèches, dards ou
sagettes. Et n'est céte [141v] invention moins poétique, c'est à dire,
pleine de la fureur des Muses et digne d'admiration, que celle de Platon,
lequel attribue à chacun sphere une chantante Sirène. Il me resouvient
de l'interprétation que fait Socrate de la chesne d'or du divin Homère,
par laquelle il dit qu'il n'entend autre chose, que le Soleil. Car jusques
à tant que le circuit et mouvement du Soleil persévérera, toutes les
choses tant des Dieux, que des hommes seront et demeureront: mais s'il
s'arrestoit comme lié, incontinent tout se dissouldroit, et adviendroit ce
qu'on dit vulgairement tout desus desous.^^ Je recevrai l'opinion de
Socrate pour donner autorité à nostre Homère: mais qui entendroit par
céte chesne que l'ordre et convenance de l'Univers

dépend de

la seulle

puissance du souverain Dieu, je pense qu'il ne meriteroit moins d'estre
ouï. Je ne puis passer (bien qu'il me déplaise de vous amuser plus longuement à mes parolles) la description du monde engravée au bouclier ou
escu d'Achille, lequel Homère descrit à la figure de l'Univers, laquelle
est perfaitement ronde. ^'^ Premièrement il feint la nuit avoir esté le
tems de tout l'ouvrage, représentant l'ancienne confusion des choses
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Socrate

aiant la charge de la lumière, ^^

premiere clairté, [142] qui a sorti du Chaos,
des raions du Soleil, laquelle aucuns philosophes
escrivent avoir esté mise sous la sphere de la Lune, pour estre le quatrième
et plus subtil element nommé le feu. Et qui voudra tirer de ce discours
l'interprétation de la cheute de Vulcan, aura de quoi philosopher. Mais
je m'élongne trop du propos, il est tems d'ouir ce que la tailleure de si
excellent bouclier decouvroit.
Au bouclier et la terre et la mer et le pol,
Le travaillant Soleil et la Lune aussi ronde,
Et touts il entailla les Astres, qui au monde
Couronnent de splendeurs le ciel de plus hault vol. ^^
Daventage que signifient autre chose les deux villes descrites en ce
bouclier, l'une de paix et l'autre de guerre, si non que l'amitié et la
dissention sont les commencements des choses, qui a esté l'opinion
d'Empedocle aussi poëte Agrigentin? Que reste-il plus? Les cinq bandes
ou zones esquelles le ciel est divisé, sont représentées en ces vers.
Après que par son art Vulcan a façonné
Cinq plis, les deux d'airain, les deux d es tain orné.
^'^
Mais l'un plus riche d'or.
Ainsi élégamment il appelle pHs les zones du monde: par ce qu'on
conçoit qu'elles environnent, embrassent et contiennent l'univers à la
manière d'une ceinture. Les deux plus élongnées qui entourent les pois
arctique et septentrional et [142v] l'antarctique ou meridional, sont bien
comparées à l'airin, duquel la nature est pleine de froid et comme dit
en quelque autre Heu le poëte.
^^
// a le froid airin mordamment empoigné.
Aux deux autres tempérées convient la qualité de l'estain, lequel est
de matière humide et entièrement traittable. Celle du milieu laquelle le
Soleil frappe de ses plus droits raions, et est appellee brûlante ou haslée,
a beaucoup de resemblance avec l'or. Tout ce que Platon a escrit des
enfers et de la condition des morts après céte vie, a esté entièrement
imité d'Homère. ^^ J'ai le Cratyle en main, lequel seul nous peut rendre
certains en quelle opinion Homère a esté envers Platon. Car voulant disputer de la vraie et droite raison des noms sous la personne de Socrate
il use de telle entrée, que d'Homère faut apprendre la cause et vérité
des noms: par ce qu'il distingue les noms donnez et imposez des Dieux,
de ceux des hommes: et iceux certainement consistent en nature. ^° En
lui plus qu'en nul autre apparoissent les traces de toutes les sciences et
les exemples des vertus pour bien et heureusement vivre en poHtique
avis) céte

compagnie, ou en l'autorité roiale, ou en Testât privé. Qui a donc meu
le chasser si rigoreusement? Si nous comparons le dessin de

Platon de
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l'un avec l'intention de l'autre,

il

me

semble que trouverons quelque

moien pour dissoudre aucunement ce doute. Platon se proposant de
retirer les mortelz du desordre [143] des pensées et actions humaines,
et considérant toutes les citez, les polices, les choses-publiques et les

tyrannies tant des Grecs, que des barbares estre entièrement corrompues, il a plus hault élevé son entendement à la congnoissance d'une
perfaite republique, de laquelle à son
et objet

en l'Idée de

à descrire les

moeurs

la Justice divine.

et

coustume il
Ainsi donc

manières de vivre des

a cherché l'exemplaire
il

ne

point asservi
en ce monde qui

s'est

hommes

tombe sous les sens: ains plustost s'est estudié de les accommoder à la
souveraine perfection d'un monde tout intellectuel, selon la conception
de son admirable esprit. Il n'a point imité les vulgaires imagiers, lesquelz
de toutes parts recueillent les fleurs et traits de beauté, et ingénieusement les enrichissent de diverses couleurs: afin que de plusieurs pourtraits ilz tirent une beauté entière et accomplie. Mais rejettant toutes
les autres polices et choses-publiques il a trouvé au ciel le moule et
patron de la sienne, laquelle dès les tendres ongles (comme dient les
Grecs) il institue en telle discipline, qu'il ne veut rien apparoir en ses
citoiens, qui ne se resente d'une d'une plus haulte et divine pensée.

Combien que

poètes en autres choses soient honnorez et admirez de
ilz ne pourroient avoir lieu en sa republique. Car
aucuns se rendent trop populaires et semblent estre serfs des afections
humaines, les autres et ceux plus graves et excellents (comme Homère)
[143v] imitent les moeurs des hommes, qui ont esté ou vertueux ou
vicieux, et plus souvent se bigarrent selon les diverses opinions du vulgaire. Daventage Platon, qui n'a rien traitté, que tres-exquisement et en
telle majesté que sa grandeur meritoit, s'est tousjours proposé de suivre
une vraie et certaine raison, reputant indigne de chatouiller ses citoiens
de je nesçai quelles blandices et amorces des fables, desquelles la jeunesse
ne peut rapporter aucune utilité. Anacharsis interrogé d'un Athénien si
les Scythes avoient l'usage^^ des fleuttes, respondit, et non aussi des
vignes: ^^ par ce que la suite des voluptez est telle, que l'une attire l'autre,
lesquelles incontinent épandues font une enveloppe, qui ne peut estre
ne déliée, ne rompue, n'aucunement défaite. En quoi ne se présente nul
autre moien de salut, que la fontaine des voluptez seichée, estoupper la
source. Ce que Platon a voulu faire en sa republique. Et ne se faut estonner
de sa haulte conception. Car pareillement entre ceux, qui ont plus suivi
le train des actions humaines esquelles sont infinis erreurs, nous voions
si grande diversité et repugnance de pensées, que les lois des uns sont
trop sévères et pres-que importables à l'imbecilUté des mortelz, les autres
trop douces et faciles. Partant comme je ne puis blâmer Platon: ainsi je
ne veux rejetter la Muse d'Homère digne d' mémoire immortelle, mais
non à touts et n'en [144] touts lieux convenable. FAUCHET. Je ne doute
Platon:

les

toutesfois
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ne me seroit plus honnorable de taire en vostre presence, et après
doctes et elegants discours. Mais afin qu'il ne semble qu'en céte compagnie je serve seulement de nombre, je reprendrai le propos que le
seigneur Pasquier a traitté le dernier, non que j'aie obstinément juré en
l'opinion de Platon: mais je desire sçavoir quelle poésie mérite d'estre
receue en la chose-publique bien instituée, laquelle en une compagnable
tranquillité contente les citoiens. Le premier poinct de céte institution
est la discipline et accoustumance de la jeunesse: car en chacune chose
le commencement a le premier lieu, et est pres-que le tout: principalement en une molle tendresse, en laquelle est facile d'empraindre telle
figure, qu'on veut. Mais (comme dit Pindare) ne le fin regnardeau, ne le
terrible Lion pourroit facilement changer la coustume enracinée de
nature. ^^ A céte cause je nesçai comment céte chose-publique prospereroit, en laquelle les enfants dès le berceau seroient abbreuvez pres-que
avec le laict de la nourrice des vaines fables chantées par Hésiode et
Homère: comme de celles, qui recitent les guerres et discordes, les adultères, les risées et moqueries, les surprises, les courroux, les liens et autres
semblables mensonges des Dieux. En quelles plus grandes corruptions
pourroit [144v] estre enveloppé le jeune esprit, que de l'accoustumer à
ouir telles follies? Les uns me diront que la delectation qu'apporte le récit
des fables, esveille l'enfant, lequel autrement seroit morne et endormi:
les autres que ce qu'Homère et les poètes ont ainsi chanté, n'est sans
grand 'allégorie, sous laquelle est couverte une admirable science. Mais
ne les uns ne les autres n'ont asses de quoi satisfaire à l'exquise et perfaite institution, laquelle nous desirons. Car ne faut estimer la volupté
tant chère, qu'elle soit préférée à la vertu: ains l'esprit bien né dès sa
premiere congnoissance se doit tellement façonner à l'amour et plaisir
de la vertu, qu'à elle seule, et non à autre il dresse ses pensées. Partant si
quelques fables doivent estre racontées à la jeunesse, il faut reciter celles
qui sont pleines d'exemples des faits vertueux et mémorables. Quant
aux autres, on ne les sçauroit tant farder et déguiser d'allégories, qu'elles
doivent estre apprises par les enfants, qui ne les peuvent discerner. Je ne
m'esbahi donc si Pindare, combien qu'il soit poète, les blâme et rejette:
parce qu'il ne convient dire des Dieux, si non choses honnestes.^^
Daventage quelle louange mérite céte poésie, en laquelle les passions
des hommes mal afectionnez sont imitées? Qu 'est-il de plus pernicieux
exemple, que de représenter les sujets dessobeïssants à leur Roi, magistrat, et Capitaine, ou d'exprimer l'avarice, la fureur ou la vo-[145] lupté
d'un Prince. Puis qu'Homère se proposoit de donner le premier lieu de
son euvre à Achille neveu de Jupiter, devoit-il descrire et mettre devant
les yeux d'un peuple Grec les vices de celui, lequel il vouloit faire
l'honneur de la Grèce? Beaucoup mieux les poètes Romains ont escrit,
lesquelz (comme recite Ciceron en l'oraison pour la loi Manilienne)
qu'il
si
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taisoient les vices et calamitez des princes et grands seigneurs: ^^ afin
ne feussent congneus du vulgaire, qui en eust fait mal son proufit.

qu'ilz

Quelle louange peut mériter Homère d'avoir fait son Nestor le plus grand
beuveur de l'armée, et chanter de lui à l'heure de VassaLult, Nestor a oui'
le bruit, toutesfois il beuvoit:^^ Combien qu'il lui attribue la gloire
d'estre le plus ancien et meilleur conseillier. Si toutes choses meritoient
d'estre honnorées, on pourroit reputer l'imitation d'elles indifférente.
Mais la Justice de laquelle depend la société humaine, ne se peut accompagner d'aucune meschanceté: et partant comme elle excite à imiter la
vertu et prudence des anciens, et au contraire à fuir les vices, qui les
font vitupérer: ainsi le bon poète qui rapporte son estude au bien pubUc,
ne se doit accommoder à autres descriptions, qu'à celles, qui sont les
vraies images de l'honnesteté. Qui fait veoir Achille et Agamemnon
s'entr'injuriants, Achille aussi épleuré pour la mort de son compagnon
Patrocle, et usant d'extrême cruauté contre les Troiens vaincus: un
[145v] Pandare rompant la foi des trêves sous l'espérance des dons
d'Alexandre filz de Priam, un Ajax désespéré et autres semblables:
icelui représente le plus miserable theatre de la vie humaine. Mais si
telle est la force de la poésie, que si vivement elle exprime les moeurs
et afections des hommes, que nul tant soit-il grave et seure, ne pourroit
fléchir ailleurs sa pensée, qu'en céte part, à laquelle la vehemence poétique l'auroit émeu et attiré: il me semble que par elle la raison est grandement offensée. Ainsi donc plustost elle donne place aux passions desordonnées, qu'elle les donte et reprime: ce qui est trop élongné de l'excellence des hommes, desquelz qui ne reputeroit indigne de consumer la
vie en tristesses, passions et fâcheries pour la perte des choses fortuites
et périssables: icelui jetteroit la raison en telz troubles, qu'à grand'peine
l'entendement humain se pourroit addresser à la vérité. Toutesfois la
premiere gloire de la poésie se vante de telz discours: et ainsi par ce
qu'elle n'est qu'une imitation, Platon l'appelle troisième de la vérité, ou
plustost le voile, qui masque et déguise icelle de l'abus de touts mensonges.^'^ Car si elle exprime les choses qui sont en nature, elle ne suit
que l'art, lequel est seulement l'image de la vérité: mais si elle feint et
controuve les choses lesquelles ne sont, ou n'est possible d'estre (comme
escrit Aristote)^® qu'est-ce qu'elle se propose, si non de corrom-[146] pre
et obscurcir la vérité? Comme le prudent Médecin aiant la congnoissance
des herbes et simples medicaments s'arreste plustost à la science fondée
sus une certaine raison, qu'à la fortuite experience de je nesçai quelz
Empiriques: Ainsi le sage gouverneur de la Chose-publique croira plustost à la doctrine du philosophe qui ne traitte que l'amour de la sagesse,

qu'à

la

volage et inconstante description dispersée par l'euvre du Poète,

lequel ne tend qu'à plaire à la sotte multitude, et partant se change en
diverses personnes et contraires afections. Si l'homme a quelque bonté
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de nature et sent un instinct de noblesse, il ne vestira jamais de propos
délibéré une personne vile et indigne de soi: ains lui sera fâceux d*en
oui'r seulement parler. Mais les Poètes ne trouvent rien, qui ne soit convenable à leur imitation: et ne donnent moins aux choses vituperables
leur grace et bienséance, qu'aux louables et vertueuses. JODELLE. Je
n'ai jamais esté si grand admirateur des anciens, que je n'aie quelquefois
observé en eux plusieurs fautes, mesmement en la poésie, laquelle je
puis dire n'avoir encores esté traitté ne par les Grecs, ne parles Romains,
et beaucoup moins par les Italiens et autres estrangers en telle dignité,
qu'elle mérite. Es uns O'e parle des plus excellents) tu trouveras un discours mal commencé, plus [146v] ineptement poursuivi, et sans quelque
bonne fin, les causes ou ignorées, ou ignoramment recitées, les comparaisons impropres, messeantes, et trop indignes. Les autres s'éschaufent
dès le commencement de je nesçai quelle fureur, mais incontinent leur
Muse s'écoulle si basse, qu'elle pert toute gravité. Je reprouve en touts

mal inventées, mal disposées et mal accommodées à l'euvre
qu'un jour la France verra la poésie au
plus hault lustre de sa perfection. PASQUIER. Je ne veux (seigneur
Jodelle) entrer en dispute avec toi, pour rendre la mémoire des poètes
estrangers plus honnorable. Car la commune amour envers la patrie
les fables

entrepris. Toutesfois j'espère

m'excite

à

renouveller ton espérance.

Aussi (seigneur Fauchet) je

t'accorde franchement, qu'es fables anciennes, principalement des Dieux

qu'une absurde, inutile et mensongère vanité, indigne d'estre ouie
hommes congnoissants un seul et tout-puissant Dieu: duquel
les poètes abusez d'Idolâtrie n'ont asses dignement parlé. Mais je ne
puis estre tant difficile à l'imitation, que je reprouve celle laquelle artificieusement exprime ce qui est laid et difforme de nature. En quoi le
jugement commun fait pour moi. Car non sans grande volupté et admiration nous voions l'image et figure des choses, lesquelles vives et natureln'est

entre les

les

n'ausons à grand'peine regarder:

sauvages, des

hommes

comme

des [147] bestes cruelles et

défigurez, et d'autres semblables:

non que

telles

choses apparoissent belles: mais par ce que naïvement dépeintes et
représentées de leurs vraies et non feintes couleurs elles semblent avoir
quelque vie, et enseignent celui qui s'arreste à elles de leurs formes et
figures, lesquelles autrement il ne voudroit ne pourroit congnoistre sans
grand desdain et fâcherie. Telle est l'imitation de la poésie, laquelle nous
appelions la vive ou parlante peinture, et céte-ci la muette poésie. Quand
donc les poètes descrivent quelques choses horribles, quelques faits
tristes et misérables, quelques moeurs et afections véhémentes, il ne faut
tant regarder au sujet, qu'à la bienséance de l'art qui l'a diligemment exprimé. Quelle grace auroit ou la peinture, ou le discours de la chose laide,
si elle n'estoit peinte ou descrite selon son naturel? On doit considérer
en la Poésie ou les excellentes et admirables sentences desquelles elle
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est tout pleine, ou Tagensement et convenance des personnes et des
choses accommodées à l'argument proposé. Quand le poëte descrit le
mol et lassif Paris fuiant de la bataille au lict, que nous declaire-il autre
chose, que les moeurs d'un homme voluptueux et éfeminé? Toutesfois
il ne le propose à imiter, ains plustost à fuir et desestimer. Aussi nous
lisons que souvent Homère se mon-[147v] stre offensé des vices, lesquelz l'entreprise de son discours le contraint d'exprimer, et à céte
cause les reprend et blâme. Il vitupère l'impudence des parolles d'Agamemnon au prestre, lesquelles semblèrent aux Grecs trop furieuses et
violantes. Faisant Achille injurier Agamemnon il declaire en ces vers,
que rien ne peut estre bien dit ne fait par l'homme irrité.
Encor' le fier Pelide en son audace pire
^^
Poursuit Agamemnon et mal donte son ire.
Il est si frequent en Homère, qu'aux récits et descriptions des choses
vilaines et deshonnestes il entrelasse son jugement de ce qui se devoit
dire ou faire: que je semblerois vouloir imiter un Rhapsode, si je recitois
daventage de ses vers. Il convient donc peser la gravité des parolles, lesquelles sont par les poètes attribuées aux personnes selon la dignité de
chacune: et ainsi expliquer leurs sentences qu'elles ne répugnent aucunement à la bienséance et honnesteté. Mais si quelquefois se trouve es
mauvais poètes une absurdité insigne, non pourtant toutesfois la poésie
doit estre entièrement deprisée. Et n'est le fait de Lycurge digne d'exemple, lequel à cause de l'ivrongnerie de plusieurs arracha toutes les vignes,
à l'entour desquelles il se proumenoit: car il lui estoit permis de modérer
la fureur du vin par l'attrempance de l'eau. "^^ Puis-que la fragilité humaine est sujette à infinies calamitez et misères, et n'est la condition de
nul tousjours [148] constante et immuable: en quoi sont vituperables
les poètes, s'ilz représentent les diverses aventures et contraires desastres? Hz nous font veoir le cours de nostre vie, n'oubliants rien qui lui
puisse estre aucunement proufitable. Si l'homme enclin à quelque vice,
le veoit dépeint par le poëte, il rougira incontinent, et en après se contiendra de tomber en semblable malheur, par lequel un autre s'est perdu.

A

ce propos Timocle

comique (comme

recite

Athénée) asseuroit

la tra-

gédie estre pour plusieurs causes utile à la vie humaine: et ainsi a escrit

en la Comédie des celebrants
Escoute ami ce que dirai,
L 'homme est sujet de sa nature
A tout travail, et peine dure:
Mais de ce point t'asseurerai,
d'elle

Qu

'il

les festes

de Denis.

a trouvé à ses ennuits

Pour cher soulas"^^

la tragédie.

Si d'une horreur de maladie
Il est espris, et

jours et nuits
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est lors consolé.

Et peut avoir joie en l'exemple
Des passions, qu'au theatre ample
^^
Il en veoit un plus affolié.
Partant la poésie nous admoneste de deux choses, à sçavoir du vertueux
honneur, et de l'infamie deshonneste, icelui pour aimer, céte-ci pour
haïr. Aussi elle est utile et à la temperance et [148v] à la haultesse
d'esprit. Toutesfois je ne lâche tant la bride à tout ce qu'on peut dire
imitation, que je veuUe donner trop d'autorité aux vulgaires traductions
de je nesçai quelz fabuleux Romans, lesquelz outre les parolles fardées à
volupté des femmes ne contiennent rien que des mensonges: Et serois
bien de l'avis d'Alexandre le grand, lequel aiant ouï reciter par Aristobule
plusieurs menteries feintes en son histoire contre toute semblance de
vérité jetta le livre au fleuve Hydaspe, et se tournant vers Aristobule lui
dit, tu estois aussi digne d'y estre jette. "^^ FAUCHET. Si l'imitation
estoit autre (seigneur Pasquier) que le sujet qui se présente à elle, je
n'aurois que dire. Mais penses-tu que nature se laisse vaincre par l'art, et
si en elle quelque défaut se trouve, l'imitation le puisse de telles couleurs
déguiser, qu'il ne soit tousjours tel, que nature l'a formé. Ciceron dit
tres-elegamment que nul art ne peut imiter la subtilité de nature i"^^ ce
qu'avoit escrit Pindare devant lui, comme des-ja il a esté disputé. De
quelque fard que tu colores ton opinion, tu ne sçaurois me persuader
que celui qui se propose d'exprimer les moeurs et afections voluptueuses
et lassives, ne se rende entièrement semblable à elles: et pour faire
trouver son euvre agréable, ne cherche toutes les manières, afin d'émouvoir et exciter à semblables cupiditez et passions les hommes, qui
perdent quelque peu de leur tems à [149] les ouir, ou lire. Mais (comme
dit l'éloquent orateur Demosthene) il ne se peut aucunement faire, que
ceux qui s'empeschent aux '^^ choses viles et légères, soient de noble et
hault esprit.''^ Car quelz sont les dessins et estudes des hommes, telz
aussi faut estre leurs esprits. Partant la nature d'un excellent esprit ne
peut souffrir, qu'il s'abaisse aux choses moindres et indignes de lui: à
quoi toutesfois l'imitation le veut assujettir, si elle a telle autorité que
tes fardées et subtiles raisons s'éforcent lui attribuer. RONSARD. Nostre
dispute a trouvé plus ample discours, que ne pensoisau commencement:
telle est la suite des propos, quand unefois ilz tombent es meilleurs
esprits, comme sont les vostres. Mais je vous dirai, ce qu'il me semble de
toute céte question. Je ne pense aucun douter, que les inventions inspirées de Dieu ne soient incomparablement plus rares, exquises, perfaites et admirables, que celles lesquelles l'imagination humaine feint et
conçoit à son plaisir. Mais (comme dit Platon) touts ne sont également
favorisez de Dieu. Partant nous pouvons dire que la nature et l'art sont
les dons communs de Dieu, sans lesquelz le poète ne doit espérer de
la
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rendre quelque euvre louable et excellent. Quant à l'inspiration divine,
elle me semble estre un bien plus celeste, duquel chacun ne jouit: ains
seulement celui lequel Dieu a voulu plus chérir et décorer: comme [149 v]
aussi nous disons de la prophétie. Céte poésie donc laquelle est inspirée
d'une sainte fureur, ne peut rien imiter qui ne soit tout celeste, illustre
et accompli: à l'exemple de laquelle je voudrois que nostre vulgaire ne
se proposât que les sujets dignes de quelque honnorable grandeur et
vertueuse noblesse. Mais je veoi (messieurs) que nous sommes pres-que
demeurez seuls en céte salle, et l'heure presse de nous retirer.
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The Role of Metaphor

in Montaigne's Essais

PAULA KOPPISCH

1 he exercitation Montaigne enjoyed in the act of reading is shared by
own text in a variety of ways. Perhaps none is more
engaging than the heightened awareness of language to which the text
beckons us. When Sainte-Beuve declared that "pensée, image, chez
lui, c'est tout un," ^ he pinpointed an aspect of Montaigne's style that
has continued to attract and exercer the word-conscious reader. By the
dense, remarkably dexterous exercise of metaphor in the Essais, we are
led to question the role of imagery in Montaigne's thought process and
to elucidate the link, in as much as it can be articulated, between
conception and expression.^ Although Montaigne is critical of superficial concerns with language, he gives serious consideration to questions
readers of his

of effectiveness in expression, and, at a more elemental level, to questions
about the way we arrive at the conceptions we seek to express. These
concerns are intimately connected; by bringing them together, we begin
to grasp what is really contained in Sainte-Beuve's apt description of
Montaigne's style.

Montaigne is always wary of the exaggerated attention given to the
forms of language by grammarians and rhetoricians and frequently
condemns it outright. Primarily attentive to the substance of expression
- in those he reads as well as in his own communications — he derides
the laborious attempts of scholars to call words by other words, since
the new term does nothing to advance our understanding of the original
utterance. "Oyez dire metonomie, métaphore, allégorie et autres tels
noms de la grammaire, semble-t-il pas qu'on signifie quelque forme de
langage rare et pellegrin? Ce sont titres qui touchent le babil de vostre
chambrière" (1:51, 294b). ^ The enormous proliferation of works on
language, from Dindyme's six thousand volumes on the subject of
grammar alone to the escrivaillerie of his own time (111:9, 923b),
incites Montaigne to wish that the disciples of Pythagoras had taken
ntiore literally his counsel to maintain a silence of two years.
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If treatises

on grammar appear

futile

and superfluous to Montaigne,

him an even stronger reaction.
At worst, grammarians waste our time by diverting our attention from
more serious pursuits, but rhetoricians risk doing us genuine harm. All
the business of rhetoricians provokes in

too frequently, the "art of speaking and writing well" can be translated
through words." Montaigne recalls the phrase
of a rhetorician of times past who described his trade as "de choses
petites les faire paroistre et trouver grandes" (1:51, 292a), adding that
"Ariston définit sagement la rhétorique: science à persuader le peuple;
Socrates, Platon, art de tromper et de flatter; et ceux qui le nient en
la générale description le vérifient partout en leurs préceptes" (293 c)."^
Applying rhetorical devices to speech is much like putting makeup on a
woman's face. Montaigne pursues this analogy to emphasize the more
dangerous consequences of verbal adornment: while fard tricks only
our eyes, rhetorical devices work to deceive our judgement — "et
d'abastardir et corrompre l'essence des choses" (292a). Such willful
deception in the use of words runs directly counter to Montaigne's own
preoccupations with language and its relationship to truth. The right
use of words is the communication of truth; its corruption, the lie, is
"un maudit vice. Nous ne sommes hommes et ne nous tenons les uns
aux autres que par la parole" (1:9, 37c).
When rhetoric is employed, not to deceive, but merely to add lustre
to expression, it still arouses Montaigne's disapproval. "L'éloquence
faict injure aux choses, qui nous destourne à soy" (1:26, 171c). Words
which draw attention to themselves rather than serve the needs of
thought and communication are usually characteristic of a mind devoid
of actual substance. Just as with affectations of dress or mannerism,
"c'est pusillanimité de se vouloir marquer par quelque façon particulière
et inusitée" in the realm of language (172c). The quest for original
turns of expression and rare words is the mark "d'une ambition puerile
et pedantesque" (172c). Montaigne would much rather err in the
opposite sense and leave an impression of nonchalance, even neglect,
in his use of language. The words he finds most apt for expressing his
thoughts are "ceux qui servent aux hales à Paris" (172c).
as the "art of deception

Montaigne discusses at length his preferences as a reader in the essay
"Des livres" (II: 10). His quest for a broader and at the same time more
penetrating understanding of men is nourished by historians and by
the moralists, Plutarch and Seneca. But Cicero, who would also be likely to feed his interest in moral philosophy, meets with resistance: "à
.sa façon d'escrire me semble ennuy a de vif et de mouelle, est estouffé par ses longueries
d'apprêts. .la plus part du temps je n'y treuve que du vent" (393a).
Nonetheless, Montaigne's rejection of "le père de l'éloquence Romaine"
(390c) for a style inappropriate to the matter being treated is neither a

confesser hardiment la vérité.

yeuse,.

.

.

.ce qu'il
.
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condemnation of style in language nor a plea for an absence of style.
Certain writers, especially certain poets, appeal to him precisely for their
graceful and individualized handling of language. It is for reasons of style
that Montaigne admires the poetry of Virgil, Lucretius, Catullus and
Horace. Prizing style that is one with the substance of poetry, the essayist
finds that the merit of these poets lies in their having avoided "l'affectation et la recherche, non seulement des fantastiques elevations Espagnoles et Petrarchistes, mais des pointes mesmes plus douces et plus
retenues, qui font l'ornement de tous les ouvrages Poétiques des siècles
suyvans" (391a). In a later essay
Montaigne exposes what for him

(111:5),
is

speaking of Virgil in particular,

the real source of the poet's

vividness, the depth, the vigour of Virgil's expression issue

quality of his

mind -

"je ne diets pas

que

c'est bien dire, je

art.

The

from the
diets que

c'est bien penser. C'est la gaillardise

de l'imagination qui esleve et enfle
les parolles" (850-85 Ib).^ Style — the figures of speech, the choice of
vocabulary, the shapes of sentences — has its origin in the mind conceiving, not in a superimposed quest for originaUty. A mind which conceives simply will speak simply; another seeing "plus cler et plus outre
dans la chose" will demand an expression "outre l'ordinaire" (851b).
When it is meaning which seeks out and produces expression, the resultant style is "non plus de vent, ains de chair et d'os" (ibid.).
The word, consubstantiel with idea, is the expression Montaigne
strives to achieve in the Essais. He uses, for this purpose, the potentially
rich resources of his native tongue. In the sixteenth century, the French
language was approaching a maturity and fullness which would permit
the production of a literature in the vernacular worthy of comparison
to the masterpieces of the ancients. Already Montaigne recognizes that
"Ronsard et du Bellay ont donné credit à nostre poésie Françoise"
(1:26, 170a), and he finds them "guieres esloignez de la perfection
ancienne" (II: 17, 645a). Surely his choice to write in French was made
not only because he was writing "à peu d'hommes et à peu d'années"
as he tells us (111:9, 960c), but also out of a desire to "illustrate" the
French language, in the spirit of Du Bellay's£)e//e«ce. The gifted writer,
whom Montaigne finds a rarity among "tant d'escrivains françois de ce
siècle" (111:5, 85 lb), expands and enriches the possibiUties of his idiom:
Le maniement et emploite des beaux espris donne pris à la langue, non
pas l'innovant tant comme la remplissant de plus vigoreux et divers services,
l'estirant et ployant. Ils n'y aportent point des mots, mais ils enrichissent
les leurs, appesantissent et enfoncent leur signification et leur usage, luy
aprenent des mouvements inaccoustumés, mais prudemment et ingénieuse-

ment

(z7)zc?.).

Though not
the

partisan to the Pléiade 's theoretical

programme to enrich

French language through the introduction of neologisms, archaisms

j1
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stylistic imitation of Latin and Greek authors, Montaigne does
recognize with them ample room for development within the domain
of terms already comprising the French language

and the

:

En
car

il

nostre langage je trouve assez d'estoffe, mais un peu faute de façon;
qu'on ne fit du jargon de nos chasses et de nostre guerre,

n'est rien

qui est un généreux terrein à emprunter; et les formes de parler, comme les
herbes, s'amendent et fortifient en les transplantant. Je le trouve suffisamment abondant, mais non pas (c) maniant et (b) vigoureux suffisamment.
Il

succombe ordinairement

à

une puissante conception (851-852b).

This very resistance of French in its ordinary usage to the expression
of "une puissante conception" nurtures the imaginative writer's inclination toward metaphor. When words in their literal sense fail to accommodate a nascent idea, the intervention of metaphor gives rise to the
formulation of what might otherwise remain inexpressible or unexpressed.
As a reader, Montaigne is sensitive to the beauty and energy of metaphor,
even when frequency and usage have dulled their original freshness "cela n'oste rien du goust à ceux qui ont bon nez" (852b). As much as
he scorns the affected and purely decorative in the use of metaphor, he
has a perspicacious appreciation for metaphor used well. Not unaware
of the density of imagery in his own handling of language — he had
been told he was "trop espais en figures" (853b) — Montaigne finds
expression through metaphor natural to his way of thinking and speaking.
"Est-ce pas ainsi que je parle par tout? me represente-je pas vivement?
suffit! J'ay faict ce que j'ay voulu: tout le monde me reconnoit en mon
livre, et mon livre en moy" (ibid.).
Montaigne's recurrent statement of the naturalness and integrity of
his expression in the Essais has met with varying degrees of acceptance
among his critics.^ One can easily recognize that the seemingly artless,
conversational tone he achieved in his writing did not come without
some conscious effort. And he himself remarks "qu'à force de vouloir
éviter l'art et l'affectation, j'y retombe d'une autre part" (11:17, 621a).
Above all Montaigne wants to escape the label of "professional writer,"
so he shuns any resemblance to those with pedantic or literary pretensions (11:37, 764a). However, were he to be of the métier, he would
seek to naturalize art as others have "artified" nature (111:5, 852c).
His insistence that the "fin principale et perfection" to which he seeks
to bring the Essais "c'est d'estre exactement [sien] " (853b), raises the
question of how metaphor functions in so deliberately natural an
expression.

Floyd Gray has observed that "le vocabulaire de Montaigne est
déterminé par sa méfiance vis-à-vis du mot abstrait, du mot vide.

!
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S'il emploie une expression abstraite, il juxtapose en même temps une
expression concrète qui l'explique, qui le rend sensible. ""^ Montaigne's
avoidance of the abstract and cultivation of the palpable in expression
are intimately related to the way in which he perceives the mind to
operate. Abstract concepts do not exist independently, but have
their origin in concrete experience. In his critique of reason in the

"Apologie," Montaigne begins with the epistemological premise that
"toute cognoissance s'achemine en nous par les sens: ce sont nos
maistres ... (a) La science commence par eux et se résout en eux"
(11:12, 572a). As the mind moves in the direction of abstractions, it
distances itself from the source of its conceptions and runs the risk of
erring in the empty structures of its own creation. It is always to experience, to a concrete foundation, that Montaigne looks for his grasp
of truth. The mind must not be disassociated from the body, but directed
toward maintaining their natural cooperation and mutual dependency.
"A quoy faire desmembrons nous en divorce un bastiment tissu d'une
si joincte et fraternelle correspondance? Au rebours, renouons le par
mutuels offices. Que l'esprit esveille et vivifie la pesanteur du corps, le
corps arreste la légèreté de l'esprit et la fixe" (111:13, 1094-95b).
For language most effectively to embody thought grounded in experience,
it should have continual recourse to the source ofthe conceptual process
by integrating abstractions with their sensual correlatives. Montaigne's use
of metaphor illustrates this perpetual interaction ofthe mind with bodily
experience and his keen awareness that "c'est tousjours à l'homme que
nous avons affaire, duquel la condition est merveilleusement corporelle"
(111:8, 909b).
With the development of Montaigne's arguments against reason in the
"Apologie," however, the senses too are shown to be unreliable indicators of truth. Sense perceptions are subject to distortion because of the
perspective imposed by distance (11:12, 576-577a) or to a defect in the
sense organs themselves. And there is also the problem as to whether
man's five senses are adequate to the perception of phenomena in their
completeness. Do not certain animals get along quite satisfactorily without all the senses we happen to enjoy (572-573a)? There is really no way
of knowing whether there exist more senses than those we experience
for "c'est le privilege des sens d'estre I'extreme borne de nostre apercevance; il n'y a rien au delà d'eux qui nous puisse servir à les descouvrir;
voire ny l'un sens n'en peut descouvrir l'autre" (ibid.). One cannot speak
to a man blind from birth in images of light, for nothing in his experience
can utilize such images. Montaigne relates an example of a blind man
who had imitatively adopted the speech patterns of seeing people,
though he had no experience of vision. The same man even participated
in the sports of hunting and tennis without being able to see the rabbit
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or the ball at which he foolishly, though unknowingly so, took aim.

From this concrete anecdote, Montaigne draws an analogy to the way
men reason and speak about matters beyond the realm of their limited
of certitude: "Que sçait-on si le genre humain faict une
de quelque sens, et que par ce défaut la plus
part du visage des choses nous soit caché?" (574a). The presumptuous
assertions and debates among philosophers and theologians are ventures
into matters about which we cannot produce positive verification ultimately we must admit to our "nécessaire bestise" (576c). In Montaigne's
own use of language, in his marked preference for concrete terms over
abstractions, he avoids making pretentious claims to knowledge beyond
his grasp by virtue of the metaphorical dimension so elemental to his
possibilities

sottise pareille, à faute

;

expression.

Contemporary philosophers of language continue to explore the role
of metaphor in conceptualization and expression. Owen Thomas observes
that "only man can make statements which are, strictly speaking, not
true" and that "paradoxically, the ability to make such statements — the
ability to formulate metaphors — is sometimes necessary to the comprehension of ideas and almost invariably underlies the perception of beauty,
not only in literature but also in history, philosophy and the sciences." ^
However, metaphorical language is often employed and understood in
an almost, if not completely literal sense. Colin Murray Turbayne investigates the mistaken use of metaphor involving the presentation of the
"facts of one sort in the idiom of another without awareness. .to do
this is not just to fuse two different senses of a sign it is to confuse
them."^ Turbayne finds such confusion in certain models of present.

;

day science just as Montaigne did in the theological and philosophical
models used to explain God, nature or the soul — "Et certes la philosophie n'est qu'une poésie sophistiquée" (II: 12, 5 18c). Those lured into
believing in the "myths of metaphor" presume to know the essence of
things, forgetting they are only dealing with images of essence.

Renaissance writers, in quest of a unified conception of the world,
frequently regarded the image as an "instrument de connaissance." ^®
But Montaigne maintains that "nous n'avons aucune communication à
I'estre" (586a), and, in his usage, rejects any rigidly didactic role in
metaphor. His own images are mobile, open, changing - in harmony
with his vision of a world qui branle sans cesse. Michael Baraz describes
the metamorphosing character of Montaigne's images:
Chaque chose peut

être rapprochée de n'importe quelle autre.
.Pas de
termes de comparaison privilégiés; ainsi l'âme revêt tantôt l'apparence physique d'une personne
tantôt elle apparaît comme un objet inanimé.
^*
et aucune de ces figures ne prétend nous révéler la nature cachée de l'âme.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Not mistaking the image for the thing to which it relates, Montaigne
communicate his vision of the world as an organic,
harmonious cosmos, of which man is a part, but of which he possesses
no comprehensive, fixed and closed knowledge.

uses imagery to

While man might not have certain knowledge of the world, he does
have experience of it. An image gives expression to the unknown in
terms of the known, and most especially in terms of what is most
immediate to our experience, the senses. Through the senses, we perceive
not only the phenomena proper to the operation of each sense taken
individually, but also the numerous collective impressions derived from
comparing one sense to another: "combien d'argumens, de consequences
et de conclusions tirons nous aux autres choses par la comparaison de
l'un sens à l'autre!" (575a). Lest this comparative perception be confused
with direct sensual experience, Montaigne admonishes, "Nous avons
formé une vérité par la consultation et concurrence de nos cinq sens;
mais à l'advanture falloit-il l'accord de huict ou de dix sens et leur
contribution pour l'appercevoir certainement et en son essence" (ibid.).
Throughout the "Apologie," the emphasis is on the insufficiency of
man's powers of apprehension, for the essay is intended to combat the
arrogance of man's reason. But men have always made and will undoubtedly continue to make claims to truth and to wage battles over
differences arising from the values they pretentiously assign to their
words. Witness to numerous legal and theological conflicts in his day,
La question est
Montaigne declares, "Nostre contestation est verbale.
de parolles, et se paye de mesme" (IILIS, 1046b). What is needed is
a realistic evaluation of the comparative process through which ideas,
issuing from a wide diversity of experience, come to be formulated.
Montaigne does not hesitate to make the comparisons through which
his ideas take on form. His concern for a style that is one with thought
- bien dire meaning bien penser — demands that the joining of terms
in metaphor be a tightly conceived one. At the same time, he clearly
recognizes the separation between words and what they are intended to
represent: "II y a le nom et la chose; le nom, c'est une voix quiremerque
et signifie la chose; le nom, ce n'est pas une partie de la chose ny de la
substance, c'est une piece estrangere joincte à la chose, et hors d'elle"
(H: 16, 601a). This sensitivity to the distance between words and their
referents is basic to the use of metaphor with awareness. Just as a sign
is not identical to the thing expressed, the substitution in metaphor of
one sign for another (or of the attributes of one sign for those of
another) is an elected, rather than necessary expression of the thing
signified. Metaphor is more than a process of simple substitution,
however. The metaphorical concept is generated through the operation
.

.
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of semantic motion giving us two ideas which "co-operate in an inclusive
meaning." ^^ The interaction between terms is determined by a relationship already existing or perhaps being posited between the two terms.
Montaigne's metaphors issue from the traditional grounds in resemblance.
Possessing what Aristotle calls "an eye for resemblances," ^^ Montaigne
judiciously assesses the positive and negative aspects of the comparative
process:

Comme

nul événement et nulle forme ressemble entièrement à une autre,
Toutes choses se tiennent
par quelque similitude, tout exemple cloche, et la relation qui se tire de
l'expérience est tousjours défaillante et imparfaicte; on joinct toutesfois
les comparaisons par quelque coin (111:13, 1047b).
aussi ne diffère nulle de l'autre entièrement.

.

.

.

Comparisons must not be construed into identities, yet by making
analogies, by joining differing perceptions and varying experiences in
the bonds of metaphor, we can give expression to our conceptions of
reality, as approximate as they might be. Our associations remain faulty
and imperfect, for every example limps. Nevertheless, there are similarities to be perceived and so our comparisons are not completely erroneous
or unwarranted. Unlike the extreme skeptics who hold that nothing can
be known or stated about anything at all, Montaigne manages to deal
with knowledge which is of necessity relative and to give expression to

The metaphorical density
conceptual process and his belief
accommodant les choses à soy et les transformant
sçavons plus quelles sont les choses en vérité" (II: 12,

his relative experience.

of his language

central to

that "nostre estât

his

is

selon soy, nous ne

584a).

Language for Montaigne is a tool that can be used badly or well.
Rhetoricians and affected poets use it to deceive or to affect a studied
and empty elegance. The gifted poet, inspired by a "divine fury,"
wields language so as to "transpercer et transporter" (1:37, 228c).
Montaigne himself experienced such effects in poetic language from his
earliest encounters with reading. He fully understands that poetry does
not work to persuade our judgement; rather, "elle le ravit et ravage"
(ibid.). Too often, the prose writer, using the images of poetry for
purposes of persuasion, falls into the mistaken use of metaphor, what
Philip P. Hallie calls the language of the Assertive imagination.^^
Underlying Montaigne's use of poetic language is an awareness of the
distance between words and what they are intended to represent and
the distance between our conceptions of things and the way things
actually are. Opposed to these distances is the closeness Montaigne
values between thought and expression. A tension is set up in the
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contradictory limitations and aspirations Montaigne assigns to language.
This tension is at the very core of the metaphorical process, energizing
the semantic motion at work in metaphor. The successful metaphor,
emanating from bien penser, brings together two signs and their attributes, joining them "par quelque coin," so as to produce an image
which faithfully incarnates the conception the mind has of a given
thing. As Montaigne's primary concern with language is that it provide
effective communication, he needs no more than the common words
"qui servent aux hales à Paris," but these he "bends," "transplants" and
"stretches" to shape the conceptions of his ceaselessly energetic mind.
Metaphor enables Montaigne to render his fantaisies, the chimères of
his imagination, and the solid pn5e5 of his judgement "intellectuellement
sensibles, sensiblement intellectuels" (111:13, 1087c). From his words,
"non de vent ains de chair et d'os," comes into being the "livre consubstantiel à

son autheur"

(II: 18,

648c).
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Thomas Fuller,

Peter Heylyn

and the English Reformation
JOHN DRABBLE

For

generations, historians visited the site of the English Reformation
manner of modern tourists who are attracted to a national shrine.

in the

For guide books, they had the older records and histories, while the
forces of the contemporary world and their personal concerns arranged
the highlights of the trip. In this way, the past and the present came
together in the works of two seventeenth-century historians, Thomas
Fuller, for whom the sixteenth century formed only a part of his larger
Church History,^ and Peter Heylyn, who returned to the Reformation
on more than one occasion and whose Ecclesia Restaurata was the first
history devoted solely to that epoch.^ Born at the beginning of a new
century, Heylyn in 1600 and Fuller in 1608, the two men grew to early
manhood at a time when the English Church faced demands for change
from Puritans who wanted its reformation along scriptural lines and
Anglo-Catholics who would have it conform to the teachings and
practices of the Visible Church. By the 1630's, when both men entered
upon their life-long careers, a triumphant High Church party under
William Laud had assumed control over the hierarchy. Thereafter, the
Puritan and Laudian bodies in the Anglican cosmos fell toward one
another in ever accelerating fashion. With their collision in 1642, the
character of the older universe was forever altered, but so too were the
images of the Reformation which Thomas Fuller and Peter Heylyn
would subsequently create.
Fuller's family history joined easily with the dominant Anglicanism
of Jacobean England.^ His father, an ordained minister, had been
educated in those centres of Cambridge Puritanism, Trinity and St.
John's.^ One uncle, Robert Townsend, had been an "excellent preacher,"
a chaplain to James I, Dean of Westminster, and, for fourteen months
before his death in 1620, Bishop of Salisbury.^ More important in
Fuller's life was another uncle, John Devenant. A learned divine,
Devenant was known for his Calvinist leanings in St. John's where he
attained the mastership in 1614 through the efforts of the Puritan
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John Preston and where, if we accept the testimony of Simond D'Ewes,
he continued to confute High Church doctrines as Lady Margaret
Professor of theology.^ Under royal instructions to defend a moderate
Calvinist position, he was appointed as one of four EngUsh delegates to
the Council of Dort in 1619, and, upon the death of Townsend, he
succeeded to the Bishopric of Salisbury where his staunch Protestantism
remained a Calvinist beacon until his death in 1 64 P Through Devenant's
efforts, Fuller entered Queen's College in 1621 and, eight years later,
Sidney Sussex College where the master was Samuel Ward, an old friend
of the bishop, a moderate Calvinist, and, according to Fuller, "a true
Protestant at all times."^ By the 1630's, Devenant had also secured his
nephew's first three positions in the Church, including the stall of
Netherbury-in-Ecclesia, Beaminster, Dorsetshire, which Fuller called
"one of the best prebends in England."^ Between 1639 and 1641, a
mature Fuller moved his career in new directions as he published his
first prose work, The Holy War, and emerged as a popular preacher in
London.^® By 1641, the values of a lifetime were also prepared to
confront the events of his age. Fourteen years later, the same values
and events continued to influence his image of the English Reformation.
For example, he never forgot how the reputation of the Reformation
bishops had been stained by their Puritan attackers in 1 64 1 On that
occasion, the "root and branch" radicals had expanded their campaign
against the Laudian bishops into a larger offensive against episcopacy
itself. To defend the polity of the Church, Anglican moderates denied
that all bishops were evil and, for their examples, pointed to the martyred
bishops, Cranmer, Ridley, and Latimer. In response, the radical reply
not only denied the martyrdom of the Reformation bishops but held
them responsible for the failures of the Reformation.*^ In such a
manner, politics had created a new past as the heroes of Foxe became
"Deformers rather than Reformers of our Religion," according to
Smectymnuus, "halting and time-serving prelates," the "common
stales" of the secular powers in John Milton's first anti-prelatical
.

pamphlet.*^
The attack violated Fuller's deepest sentiments; for, since childhood,
he had been "possessed with a reverend esteem" for the martyred
bishops, "which opinion having from my Parents taken quiet possession
of my soul, they must be very forcible reasons which eject it."*^ Thus,
we can see why the impression made by the hyperbole of the Puritans
had not left him when, in the Church History, he complained of "zealots"
who "see faults of the Reformers, but not the difficulties of the Reformation." Constructing a past which replied to the Puritans of his
day. Fuller argued that the true obstacles to reform were a numerous,
intelligent, and powerful CathoHc clergy that opposed such change and
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which "being nustled in ignorance and superstition, could not on
sudden endure the extremity of an absolute Reformation."^"^
For the malice which William Prynne had heaped on the memory of
Thomas Cranmer in 1641, Fuller reserved a special answer. Borrowing
from old Roman Catholic charges, Prynne had reframed his material
into a Puritan indictment of the first Anglican archbishop. ^^ Fourteen
years later, "conceiving the protestants' cause much concerned therein,"
Fuller became an undisguised advocate who opened Cranmer's "just
defense" with a plea that became a standard rhetorical device for future
Anglican writers. Because a virtue is invariably accused by both extremes,
he found that Cranmer "appears a worthy prelate, taxed by papists to
be a heretic, by others (no papists) as guilty of superstition."^^ So
important was Cranmer's exoneration that after deahng with a few of
the old Roman Catholic charges, the Church Historian proceeded to
answer Prynne's accusations, including those that were "good only to
swell the volume."*"^ Thus, to the charge of the Catholic rebels of
Lincolnshire that Cranmer and others had "subverted the faith of Christ,"
Fuller contemptuously reminded Prynne that "their pretended subverting of the faith was the reforming and confirming thereof." On the
other hand, since the issue was Cranmer's virtue and not his sainthood,
Fuller would not absolve his client's role in the condemnations of
Lambert, Frith, and others. "This, indeed, cannot be denied. For though
.be plucked under water where
I am loath that Cranmer's head should.
he was innocent, I will leave him to sink or swim by himself where he
was guilty. ." ^^
In defending the Reformation bishops on the basis of their moderation, Fuller held forth that quality which might have prevented the
violence in his own world. He abhorred the "needless animosity" that
surrounded such issues as the altar controversy of the 1 630's and believed
that "if moderate men had had the managing of these matters, the
accommodation had been easy with a little condescension on both
sides."*' Moderate men, however, no longer controlled events. Gone
were such High Church leaders as Lancelot Andrewes who, as Fuller
observed, never forced a narrow conformity on others: "And it had not
been amiss if such, who would be accounted his friends and admirers,
had followed him in the footsteps of his moderation, content with
the enjoying, without enjoining, their private practices and opinions on
others." ^° On the Puritan side, such moderate divines as Richard Sibbes,
"most eminent" for his "Christian humility," gave way to "ambitious
clergymen" who, reversing "the silver trumpets of the sanctuary [and]
putting the wrong end into their mouths, make what was appointed to
sound Religion, to signify Rebellion ."^* As a result, the realm descended
into a civil war which Fuller predicted would bring "ruin and désolaa laity
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tion."^^ He therefore used his London pulpit to urge a peaceful solution
during the first year of warfare. On December 28, 1642, he echoed a
proposal from the peace party in the Lords by calling for a national
synod to solve the religious question. ^^ In March, 1643, he urged the

demands in a manner "most agreeable to Christian
proceedings," rather than "with thundering and lightning of cannon,
"^"^
In the summer of 1643, shortly before joining the
fire, and sword.
king, he granted the need for a "Thorough Reformation," but insisted

sects to set forth their

be "made with all due Christian moderation." ^^
If, in 1643, such moderation meant that "the Supreme power alone
hath a lawful calling to Reform a Church," by 1655, his Church History
found that such deference toward "True Authority" justified the English
Reformation.^^ Thus, he discovered the elusive moderation not in his
own world but in a created past where it was made to characterize and
justify the actions of the Reformers. By necessity, the theme of moderation also served as an imphcit criticism of the Puritan present.
Whereas the Puritan would eliminate all signs of papistry, Fuller praised
those Henrician reformers who "disclaimed only the ulcers and sores,
"^"^
not what was sound of the Roman Church.
Puritanism had broken
violently with the past; but the Church Historian admired the wisdom
of those who, knowing that "New wine must be gently poured into old
bottles," launched a moderate reformation in Edward's reign.
that

it

.

.

For as careful mothers and nurses, on condition to get their children to
part with knives, are contented to let them play with rattles; so they permitted ignorant people still to retain some of their fond and foolish
customs, that they might remove from them the most dangerous and
destructive superstitions.^*

And, against the narrow dogmatism of

his

age,

Fuller held forth

by avoiding
allowed the church "to take in all, who differing in the
branches, meet in the root of the same religion." ^^
Molded in part by the present, the history drew upon a traditional
Anglican historiography for much of its content. This is clear enough
where Providence is made to guide each turning point of the English
Reformation. It smiled upon Henry's fight with Rome, but frowned
when the reformers bickered among themselves in Edward's reign. It
strengthened the resolve of the Marian martyrs, hastened Mary's death,
and paved the way for Elizabeth by first removing her enemies.^® In
the manner of a preacher, Fuller often attached a religious truth to each
Providential event. Thus, WycUffe's success was attributed to "Divine
Providence blessing the gospel, and to the nature of truth itself, which
though for a time violently suppressed, will seasonably make its own
the comprehensiveness of the Thirty-Nine Articles which,

rigid definitions,
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and clear passage into the world." ^^ On the other hand, Fuller was not
surprised that God might guide the actions of an immoral king such as
Henry VIII, "for it is usual with God's wisdom and goodness to suffer
vice to sound the first alarm to that fight wherein virtue is to have the
victory.'*

^^

drawn from the pulpit. Some stand
Cardinal Wolsey assumed his familiar role
as the great example of how "unlimited Power and Pride" can be
humbled by God.^^ Others served to demonstrate a favorite Protestant
theme. In this regard, the story of John Jewell's subscription to Roman

The work abounds

in the lessons

forth in larger relief as

when

Catholicism during Mary's reign showed how a fallen man might rise
from sin. Finding no peace in his cowardice, Jewell fled to Frankfurt
where a tearful congregation of exiles forgave and embraced a penitent
sinner who had asked for their pardon. "Yea, whosoever seriously
considereth the high parts Mr. Jewell had in himself, and the high
opinion others had of him, will conclude his fall necessary for his
^
humiliation."
This is the stuff of the pulpit, and, in telling his story. Fuller adopted
the vibrant imagery and Biblical allusions which were the hallmarks of
the Protestant ministry. So, for example, he ascended the pulpit to
describe the persecutions which set in after the death of William Sawtrey.
"So that now the ship of Christ tossed with the tempest of persecution,
had all her sails taken down; yea, her mast cut close to the deck; and,

without making any visible show, was fain to lie poor and private till
this storm was overpassed." ^^ For his text, Fuller had turned to John
Foxe, an author whom he referred to as the "sole emperor" among the
martyrologists.^^ Like Foxe, the Church Historian edified his readers
by giving a prominent place to the travails of the Christian martyrs.
Thus, the survival of that "inconsiderable pittance of faithful professors,"
the pre-Reformation martyrs, offered "pregnant proof that "God hath
always been ambitious to preserve and prefer little things."^'' The
Marian martyrs served even greater didactic ends; and having asked "What use to be made of the Martyrs' Sufferings?" - Fuller answered
with an exhortation that God be glorified and praised, that the doctrine
for which so many died be defended, and that the memories of such
^^
faithful witnesses be preserved from scandal.
A different kind of Reformation history greeted Charles II in 1661,
one that was indissolubly linked to the life and career of its author,
Peter Heylyn.^^ Nothing is known of the influences which bore on the
author's early intellectual development, but attending Magdalen College,
Oxford, when William Laud was President of St. John's, Heylyn was
undoubtedly exposed to High Church ideals by the time he received
his B.A. in 1617 and his M.A. in 1620."^® Thereafter, upon entering
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he "thought no course so proper and
expedient" than to follow the instructions which James I had issued to
the university in 1617; and, avoiding the fashionable Protestant abridgements, he concentrated on the "Fathers and Councils, Schoolmen,
Histories, and Controversies.'"*^ The effect of his studies was obvious
enough when, in 1627, he maintained the visibility of the Church
against Oxford's leading Calvinist and Regius Professor of Divinity,
his studies for the priesthood,

John Prideaux.^^
The disputation with Prideaux brought Heylyn to the attention of
William Laud, who had debated the same issue with George Abbot in
1603.^^ By the 1630's, the combative talents of the younger man
were put to use in pursuing the Feofees of Impropriations who threatened the Laudian campaign for conformity;'*^ John Prideaux, a Calvinist
thorn in the university over which Laud was Chancellor ;^^ William
Prynne, the archbishop's most bitter Presbyterian enemy ;'*^ and John
Williams, Bishop of Lincoln and Laud's oldest enemy in the hierarchy."*^
By 1636, Heylyn also had discovered how history could serve his party's
interests. When the king called upon him to oppose a rising Sabbatarianism, Heylyn dutifully found that it "neither hath the doctrine of
to
Scripture to authorize, or the practice of the Church of God.
confirm and countenance it.'"*^ In the same year, two historical briefs
on the altar controversy enabled him to renew his attack on Bishop
Williams.'*^ In the midst of these activities and having "received all
imaginable encouragements" from Laud, Heylyn commenced his Ecclesia
Restaurata in 1638.^^ This latest endeavour was interrupted by the
collapse of the Carolingian regime and the start of the civil war, but
Heylyn soon found new political uses for history. In the Convocation
of 1640, he discovered an Elizabethan precedent which allowed the
clergy to vote a benevolence to the crown after Parliament was dissolved
he defended in committee the seventh canon "conceiving some Rites
and Ceremonies"; and he compiled those articles of enquiry which the
ninth canon ordered established for all church visitations.^^ Early in
1641 when the House of Lords voted that no bishop should sit in judgement of the Earl of Strafford, Heylyn defended the right of the prelates
to participate in all matters brought before the upper house in his De
Jure Paritatis Episcoporum. ^^ One year later, he entered the fray against
the Smectymnuans with a history of episcopacy, because, as he later
explained, "having found good success in that kind before," such a
work could not "but be of special use and efficacy." ^^
Similar thoughts regarding the usefulness of history were still in mind
in 1661 when, in the manner of so many historians before him, Heylyn
dedicated his Ecclesia Restaurata to the reigning monarch.^'* But whereas an historian such as John Foxe had offered only a veiled suggestion
.

.
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that Elizabeth I might benefit from the lessons of history, Heylyn served
immediate notice that his work was designed to instruct Charles II.
an History of the Reformation of the Church of England
your sacred Majesty;
who, being raised by God, to be a nursing father to this part of his Church,
may possibly discharge that duty with the greater tenderness, when you
shall find upon what rules of piety and Christian prudence the work was
carried on by the first reformers. Which being once found, it will be no
hard matter to determine of such means and counsels whereby the Church
may be restored to her peace and purity; from which she is most miserably
fallen by our late distractions.
It is,

(dread

sir),

... .A piece not to be dedicated to any other, than

With Heylyn's help, Charles II would learn that "some tares grew up
almost immediately with the wheat itself; because, from the beginning
of the Reformation, the "Lord's good seed" was mixed with the "fruits
of error and false doctrine, of faction, schism, disorder, and perhaps
sedition. "^^ In short, the English Reformation would be viewed through
the ring of the archbishop whose memory Heylyn would also preserve
in his Cyprianus Anglicus.
By imposing the same narrow orthodoxy on the past which Laudians
demanded in the present, the Ecclesia Restaurata inevitably showed a
special hostility towards sixteenth-century Nonconformity. In this
regard, Heylyn echoed the sentiments and, on occasion, even the words
of his episcopal patron. Convinced that foreign congregations of his day
were "nests and occasions of schism," Laud believed "that it were
better there were no Foreign Churches nor strangers in England."^*
Extending this attitude into the past, Heylyn bemoaned the invitation
which had allowed John a Lasco's congregation to settle in the London
of Edward VI, because it "proved the occasion of no small disturbance
"^'^
to the proceedings of the Crown, and the quiet ordering of the State.
And, as Laud had warned that the foreign temples "which are now a
Church within a Church, will in time grow to be a kind of another
commonwealth within this," so Heylyn concluded that a Lasco's privileges "proved in effect the setting of one Altar against another in the
midst of the Church, and the erecting of a commonwealth in the
Kingdom." ^»
If the bane of High Churchmen was the Puritans, Heylyn's historical
bête noire was John Calvin. Indeed, between the two, Heylyn saw no
difference. To the Laudian charge which had blamed "all rebelHous and
disobedient intractableness in Parliament" upon the Puritans, Heylyn
added the historical complement in a war-time tract entitled "The
Stumbling Block of Disobedience and Rebellion Cunningly laid by
Calvin."^* A posthumous work, the Aerius Redivus, went even further
by arguing that the Genevan discipline "was resolved to depose Kings,
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ruine Kingdoms, and subvert the Fundamental orders of all Civil
States." ^^ In a similar fashion, as Laudians held Puritanism responsible
^*

and sauciness in the country, nay in the Church itself,"
so the Ecclesia Restaurate found that Calvin's meddling in the affairs of
the English Church produced similar results; for, "to have this Church

for "all schism

depend upon his Direction," the Genevan reformer not only criticised
Anglican ceremonies and vestments but forced his letters on the English
authorities and "had his Agents in the Court, the Country, and the
Universities.""
Obviously, Heylyn was a narrow ideologue who appraised all men,
past or present, by Laudian standards. How different was the approach
of Thomas Fuller, who, judging all men by their "piety, painfulness,
learning, and patience," avoided the more pejorative term "Puritan"
and divided Nonconformists into the "mild and mannered," the "fierce
and fiery." ^^ Such different standards were bound to separate the two
men in both life and literature. How Heylyn must have winced to read
in Fuller's history that "discreet and devout men were.
doleful at the
mine of so pious a project" as that which was sponsored by the Feofees
of Impropriations.^'* Knowing that John Prideaux and John Williams
were among those chosen for the episcopacy in 1641, imagine Heylyn's
chagrin upon reading in the Church History that "his Majesty was
careful to choose [the new bishops] out of the most sound for
judgment and blameless for conversation."^^ In turning to the past,
Fuller could see the light of the Reformation first dawning withWycUffe,
but Heylyn could observe only the heterodoxies of the reformer and
the sedition of his followers.^* If Heylyn could complain that the exiles
who settled in Frankfurt were not saints but schismatics. Fuller could
reply that " 'Schismaticks,' in my mind, is too harsh for such who fled
^"^
for their conscience."
In Heylyn's mind, Fuller was too soft on the Puritan party, its fellowtravellers and its ultra-Protestant ancestors. Since the Church History
gave aid and comfort to the enemies of Laudianism, it must be attacked
along with them. Therefore, as Laudians had turned the term "Puritan"
into a catchword to discredit their Carolingian opponents, Heylyn
used the same tactic to find "a continuous vein of puritanism, such
dangerous grounds for inconformity and sedition to be raised upon,"
in the Church History .^^ How ironic, some might say "prophetic,"
since Fuller had refused to use the word "Puritan" because "profane
mouths" had often used it "to abuse pious people." *^
But, within the Protestant tradition, Fuller was small game when we
consider Heylyn's discussion of the Marian persecutions. Foxe had
olaced the blame for the conflagration on Queen Mary, because she had
Ûven over "the execution of her power" to the clergy, thereby abusing
.
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her throne "to the destruction of Christ's church and people." ''^ Out
of deference to monarchy, some historians preferred to emphasize the
clergy's role in the holocaust, especially when Foxe had provided so
much evidence of their cruelty. "And surely so well incUned was Mary
to her selfe," wrote John Speed, "that had not the zeale of her religion,
and the authority of Churchmen over-swaied her own disposition, the
flames of their consuming fires had not mounted so high.""^^ For
Thomas Fuller, however, new uses for the older story were provided by
the activities of the sects during the 1640's. In 1646, he had warned his
congregation that sectarian presumptuousness would bring God's wrath

upon

the nation:

When

children begin to try Conclusions with a Candle, sporting themselves
and out with it, their Parent use to take it from them, leaving them to
doe pennance in the Darke for their Wantonesse. I am afraid that God will
serve us in like manner: so many have dallied with the Scripture, producing
^^
it for the maintenance of their upstart, monstrous opinions.
at in

When blended with

the didactic imagery found in his sermons, the
experiences of the present gave Fuller new insights into the past; and, in
his Church History, he observed that on Mary's accession, disputes over
the liturgy had grown worse among the Protestants until "Providence
put a period for a time to that controversy in England.
Thus, when
children fall out and fight about the candle, the parents, coming in and
''^
taking it away leave them to decide the differences in the dark."
.

.

But Heylyn's absorption with the disruptive forces of the Protestant
imposed itself on his history in even a more startling manner. The
"Zwinglian Gospellers," he wrote, had created a series of disorders from

left

They "raised up their Elizabeth Crofts
they called the Spirit in the Wall to draw aside the people from
their due allegiance," they made sport of Mary's supposed pregnancy,
and they offered up prayers for her death.'''* "Such," he deemed,
"were the madnesses of these People," and such actions, along with
Wyatt's Rebellion, he saw as the "Provocations" which led an exasperated
government to revive the old laws against heresy.''^ In effect, Heylyn
became the first Anglican historian to discover that Tudor Protestants
had helped to light the Marian fires; and, in the process, he became the
first to leave unmentioned the religious reasons which led the government to begin the persecution. In this instance, the historian who had
served as an enforcer of Laudian authority showed how easily his,
current attitudes could be substituted for the historical facts.
In another areaof Laudian concern, Heylyn's history gave considerable
attention to the physical losses incurred by the Church during the
Reformation. That the crown and aristocracy had been the beneficiaries
the beginning of Mary's reign.

whom
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of that loss was no secret, but few Anglican historians had described the
seamier side of the story except in so far as it related to the destruction
of the monasteries. Even then, such facts had seldom been accompanied
by critical commentary. John Stow, for example, had provided facts
regarding some secular lands in his Survey of London, but he was more
concerned with "the decay of worthy traditions" than with criticising
"^^
"materialistic greed."
Not until the seventeenth century, when the
tri-part alliance of king, church, and aristocracy began to break-up and
the economic problems of the Church worsened, would AngHcan
historians begin to criticise the rape of the Ecclesia. Henry Spelman's
Non Temerandis Ecclesiis called for a restitution of tithes and impropriations to the Church, but otherwise it said nothing about the nonmonastic property of the Church.'^'^ Bishop Godwin, however, spoke for
many in the hierarchy when he complained of the "hungary courtiers"
in the reign of Edward VI whose "zealous intent to Prey" was not
diverted by "the horridness" of the Church's "Sacred skeleton""^*
John Haywood, who also knew the royal court of the 1630's, added to
Godwin's indictment when he trenchantly remarked that the sale of the
chantry lands and the enquiries into the Church's goods "enriched
many, and ennobled some" during Edward's reign. ^^
Peter Heylyn, however, was especially suited to provide the most
comprehensive statement on the plundering of the Ecclesia. He had
observed how Laud's attempt to win back the patrimony of the Church
had aroused the hostility of the laity. Such selfishness, as a Laudian
would deem it, left Heylyn with few illusions regarding the motives of
any aristocracy, past or present. In 1661, the Anglican temple was not
only restored, but a penitent aristocracy was by then more aware of its
political and social worth. The time had come for a High Churchman to
tell another story about the English Reformation.
Yet Heylyn did not begin with the dissolution of the monasteries,
although Speed, Spelman, and Dodsworth had testified to an Anglican
interest in the matter.^® Even Thomas Fuller, no friend of the monks,
had devoted an entire book to the history of the monasteries, and his
summary of the consequences of the dissolution would be repeated by
various authorities down to our century. ^^ Compared to Heylyn,
however, no historian gives such little attention to the most revolutionary
event in Henry's reign, nor is any High Church authority so coldly
unsympathetic towards its results. In this respect, Heylyn remains the
"bishop's darling," because he saw that as dependants of the Pope,
the monasteries were beyond episcopal control and therefore mere
"excrescences upon the body of the Church." ^^ While High Church
historians will come to regard the dissolution of the monasteries as the
greatest blow against the Church's temporal estate, Heylyn preferred to
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recall that
sees,

from the monastic lands, Henry created six new episcopal
which had supported monks or

established cathedral churches

canons into sees with secular priests, placed public readers in the universities, and attached a school to every cathedral. Perhaps only a Laudian
scholar could therefore find that in its "Polity and endowments,"
Henry VIII "had left the Church in many respects, in better condition
." ^^
than he found it.
For Heylyn, the more important spoliation took place in the reign
of Edward VI when the "Grandees of the Court" began a reformation
for selfish reasons and were followed by members of Parliament "who
were to make or improve their estate," landlords who secured the
profits of patronage, and aristocrats who pretended a zeal for a more
simple religion in order to strip the Church of its liquid wealth.^"* Nor
did Heylyn doubt that the aristocracy again benefitted during Elizabeth's
reign when the further destruction of episcopal lands was carried out by
an array of policies that included the maintenance of vacant sees "until
the whole garden of the Church had been culled out of it," the granting
of long leases to court favourites, the forced exchanges of lands with
the crown, and the placing of courtiers in the administrative positions
of the Church.^^ His indictment of the Reformation laity, the most
elaborate to date from an Anglican, contained profound implications
for the reputation of two monarchs who had failed to protect their
ecclesiastical inheritance. For Edward alone, however, was an historiographical tradition reversed. Foxe had likened the boy king to Josiah,
Fuller had devoted many pages to extolling his virtues, and even Heylyn
found Edward to be "a most Pious and Religious Prince" when a
rhetorical need so demanded. ^^ But in matters relating to the destruction
of the church's wealth, the Laudian scholar could not find Edward's
death "an infelicity to the Church of England," for had he lived longer,
^"^
"the poor Church" would have been left as naked as an infant.
Although the Church continued to suffer similar losses under Elizabeth,
Heylyn rendered no harsh judgements against the Virgin Queen whose
reign still symbolized a golden age, whose name was still beyond reproach,
and whose Church was the supposed model for Laud's conformity
.

.

drives in the 1630's.

The

of Laudian concern which occupied Heylyn's historical
his party's insistence that the AngUcan Church be
restored to its spiritual independence. Towards that end, he had made a
lasting contribution in a polemical pamphlet of 1645 wherein he argued
"that nothing was done in the Reformation, but what was acted by the
clergy in their Convocation, or grounded on some Act of theirs precedent
to it, with the Advice, Counsel, and Consent of the Bishops and other
Learned men assembled by the King's Appointment." ^^ The argument
efforts

last area

stemmed from
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was Heylyn's direct response to the recent actions of the Long Pariiament. In December, 1640, its angry resolutions had asserted the primacy
of the legislature in religious matters. In 1643, Parliament abolished
episcopacy in a de facto, if not legal sense; called a Puritan dominated
Assembly of Divines to Westminster; adopted the Solemn League and
Covenant; and attacked the ceremonies of the Church. Two years later,
the legislature sent Laud to his death, published a Directory of Worship,
and made further moves towards Presbyterianism.
In this context, Heylyn had taken his 1645 excursion to the site of
the English Reformation where he discovered that the jurisdictional
revolution which culminated in the Act of Supremacy had begun when
the clergy, by its submission in 1531, recognized the King's limited
only
headship. Indeed, he held that the Actof Supremacy was "made.
for corroboration and confirmation of that which had been done in
the Convocation," an assertion which clearly distorted the words of the
statute. ^^ Furthermore, he insisted that because the clergy had submitted
themselves directly to the king in 1531, the statute which confirmed
the same in 1534 "neither brought the Convocation under the command
of Parliament, nor rendered them obnoxious to the power thereof." ^^
Instead, both Parliament and Convocation henceforth existed as parallel
and equal bodies under the crown. For proof, he turned to the English
Reformation where he found that "the Parliament did nothing in it but
that sometimes upon the Post-fact it was thought fit to add some strength
to the Decrees and Determinations of the Church (especially in inflicting
punishments on the Disobedient) by Civil Sanctions. "^^
How different was the position of Thomas Fuller, who, finding a
middle ground between the two parties, told his readers that Henry VIII
resolved upon a Reformation "by the advice and consent of the clergy
in Convocation and great council in Parliament." ^^ Fuller beUeved that
in religious matters, Convocation retained the right to be consulted and
to determine orthodox doctrine. But, because church law had always
been subject to "secular laws and national customs," Parliament reserved
for itself "the confirming power of all canons ecclesiastical" whenever
the liberty or property of the subject was affected. ^^ No less than the
Laudians before him, however, Heylyn still found such views not only
"false," but "contrary to the power and practice" of the Visible Church
and "dangerous" to the authority of Convocation.^"*
To be sure, whether in the Articles of 1536 or the Institutes of a
Christian Man of 1637, there were instances when doctrinal statements
proceeded solely from Convocation.^^ But the overall argument required
the skills of a rhetorician, because all too frequently the evidence for its
proof was insufficient or damaging. How, for example, could the part
which Parliament had played in the formulation of the Six Articles be
.

.
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disregarded except by the most forceful pleading, which, having attempted in the Ecclesia Vindicata, he wisely avoided in the larger
history .^^

Even more difficult problems were posed by the Acts of
Uniformity of 1552 and 1559. In the first, the authority of Parliament
was said to have not only "set forth" the Prayer Book of 1549 but to
have annexed the revised liturgy (or Second Prayer Book) to the act
itself. ^^ In a similar manner, the Elizabethan uniformity act claimed a
parliamentary authorization for the Prayer Books of both 1553 and
1559.^* Disregarding both uniformity acts, Heylyn insisted that "the
making of one uniform Order of celebrating divine Service was the
work of the Clergy, the making of the Penalties was the work of the
Parliament. "^^ By emphasizing the clerical authorship of the liturgy, he
had diverted attention from the question of its parliamentary authorization, but even such a rhetorical sleight of hand could not erase the
words by which Parliament had laid statutory claim to a portion of the
spiritual jurisdiction.

Heylyn did not

insist, as

the liturgical changes under

would future High Church historians, that
Edward VI originated with Convocation.

He was, however, the first historian to argue that the Forty-two Articles
proceeded from that body alone. For his evidence, he referred to the
title given the articles upon their publication, Articuli de quitus in
}^ Yet, he must have
(ultima) Synodo Londinensi, Anno 1552.
known that the matter was controversial even in his day. According to
Foxe, Weston in the Convocation of 1553 and Cranmer in the Oxford
disputation of 1554 had both denied the veracity of the title page.^°^
If he was unfamiliar with those embarrassing pages in Foxe, which is
doubtful, he could not avoid the more destructive comments of Thomas
Fuller. Having turned to the records of Convocation, the Church
Historian announced that "they are but one degree above blanks" and,
regarding the book wherein the articles were contained, concluded that
"very few in the Convocation ever saw it, much less explicitly consented
.

thereunto."

.

^«^

Heylyn was outraged. ^^^ No wonder, for he had once written that
"If the Reformation be in points of doctrine," the matter "belongs

only to the whole body of the clergy in their convocation rightly called
and constituted." *^ But a convocation which Fuller called "barren"
was an unlikely parent of doctrinal change and, consequently, a poor
witness for the church's alleged supremacy. ^®^ Heylyn was therefore
forced to construct new supports for what, in fact, had become a High
Church imperative. In doing so, he provided future members of his
party with the foundations of an argument which depended as much on
forceful pleading as on the presentation of any conclusive evidence.
First, he relied on a defence which John Philpot had provided the
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Forty-two Articles in the Convocation of 1553. Replying to Weston's
objections, Philpot had asserted that since a former convocation had
authorized a group of divines to make and set forth the document in
page "might be well said to be done in the Synod of
who had repeated the same story, wrote cautiously
of such a transference of power, "I would be thankful to him who
would produce the original instrument thereof." ^^"^ Heylyn, however,
pushed all doubt aside, placed the royal appointees on a "grand committee," and gave the lesser group full power to debate, conclude, and
publish their findings in the name of the rest.^®^ Second, to the strength
of a forceful language, he added the prestige of two monarchs. Since
the Articles were ostensibly published under the authority of Edward VI,
Heylyn argued that the synodical claims found in the title must be true,
otherwise that "most Pious and Religious Prince must needs be looked
on as a Wicked and most Lewd Imposteur, in putting such an horrible
Cheat upon all His Subjects by Fathering these Articles on the Convocation which begat them not, nor ever gave consent to them." ^^ In
addition, the articles had been retained by Queen Elizabeth I until 1562,
"which certainly She had not done, had they been commended to Her
by a less Authority, than a Convocation." "® In the midst of such
monarchical endorsements, the rhetorical urge produced yet another
suggestion which future High Churchmen would develop into an
argument. "And yet it is not altogether improbable, but that these
Articles being debated, and agreed upon, by the said Committee, might
all pass the Vote of the whole Convocation, though we find nothing to
that purpose in the Acts thereof." ^^^
What more could be expected from an historian who, to build a
Laudian model of the past, discarded facts that did not easily join
together and kept only those that might lie neatly on the cement of his
arguments. If such techniques did not produce a stronger structure,
they did yield one in which the clear lines of the Laudian school were
revealed. But a history that responded so fully and partially to the
questions of the day was likely to be judged by its ability to meet the
existential requirements of its critics. Heylyn's work was especially
liable to such judgements. Henry Hickman, for example, not only
accused Heylyn of having "muddied the first Springs of the Reformation
[with] the abhorred filth of covetousness," but asked, "Can the Conscience of a Protestant comfortably repose itself on such a foundation
*^^
as you have laid?"
For Roman Catholic writers, Heylyn's History
took on great polemical worth after a tract entitled "The Church of
England According to Dr. Heylyn's History of the Reformation" was
published, significantly enough, in the reign of James 11.^^^ Thereafter,
the Ecclesia Restaurata became a favorite source for the old religionists.
question, the

London." ^°*

title
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Undoubtedly, Heylyn would have been pleased to learn that in matters
relating to the role of Convocation, the origins of the Church's poverty
under Edward VI, the place of Nonconformity within the Anglican
tradition, his History, even in its rhetorical aspects, continued to serve
a future

High Church cause.

Fuller,

on the other hand, succoured not a sect but an older Protestant

tradition which, with the didacticisms and the stylistic devices of the
pulpit, he reshaped into conformity with his deeply held moderation.

The moderation which pervaded

his

work was, by

his definition, a

combination of discretion and charity. ^^^ If the first gave him a greater
sensitivity toward the political realities of his day, the second prevented
him from measuring the quick and the dead by a common standard.
History, for Thomas Fuller, served to heal and not to sharpen differences
among his contemporaries. Above all, it was an eminently sensible
presentation of the past which contained a number of intelligent
observations about the English Reformation. Unfortunately, the author
fell into disfavour after his death and, during the eighteenth century,
his writings were decried or neglected. Some disliked his digressions or
objected to his "merry jests" because they did not "become the gravity
of a Church Historian." ^^^ More important, in an age that avoided his
playful alliteration, his vibrant imagery, and his idiomatic vocabulary,
Fuller's style became unfashionable.*^^ Gilbert Burnet undoubtedly
spoke for many in the next generation when he observed that "being a
man of fancy, and affecting an odd way of writing, his work gives no
great satisfaction."

^^'^

Burnet's comments and his History of the English Reformation were
themselves responses to the larger forces of a new age in which antiCatholic tensions were moving the nation toward the hysteria of the
Popish Plot and the Exclusion Crisis. At home, the alarm caused by the

impending CathoUc Succession increased wdien, in 1 676, a new translation
of Nicholas Sender's Rise and Growth of the Anglican Schism appeared
in Paris. To counter what was deemed the latest Catholic danger, "some
persons of great worth and eminence" urged Burnet to issue a counterblast in which the story of the English Reformation would be set forth
more clearly and fully than ever before.**^ Chief among those who
urged the task upon Burnet was William Lloyd, a Latitudinarian whose
success with the new plain prose style championed by John Wilkins
and John Tillotson made him, according to Burnet, "one of the greatest
masters of style now living." **^ To help in the editing of the first part
of Burnet's /f/5/or>', Lloyd would be joined by two other masters of the
new style, Tillotson and Edward Stillingfleet. Style alone would not
distinguish Burnet's History from those of the preceding generation. As
a member of the Royal Society who had been taught his science by
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John Wilkins and Robert Boyle, Burnet wished to avoid the pitfalls of
Heylyn, who had not only been "violently parried away by some
particular conceits" but, equally unpardonable, had "never vouched
" ^^° To tell the entire story, Burnet
any authority for what he writ.
set about gathering the original sources which would accompany his
great work. Thus, with the deaths of Fuller and Heylyn, both an age
and its way of writing history had ended. With Gilbert Burnet, a new
age would usher in a new kind of Reformation history.
.

.
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Milton, Satan,

and the Sophists

DOUGLAS WURTELE

your sermons use your Logick & then your Rhetorick.
Rhetorick without Logick is like a tree with leaves & blossomes,
but no roote; yet I confess more are taken with Rhetorick then
Logick, because they are catch'd with a free expression, when
they understand not reason.
John Selden: Table Talk^
First in

Ihe poet Milton

held in high regard the learning of John Selden, "our
whose views on preaching were far from

distinguished countryman,"^

being incompatible with his own, radically different though their views
on marriage and divorce. Milton's equally strong interest in the proper
uses of rhetoric and logic was matched by his lifelong contempt for
their misuse by the practitioners of sophistry. One way of understanding
Milton's complex treatment of Satan, indeed, is to regard the Prince of
Darkness as an evilly inclined orator skilled in sophistic rhetoric and
logic, a kind of demonic prototype for the deceptive sophists of Milton's
own day. Further, one reason why the poet was able to depict so
effectively in Paradise Lost the methods which he castigates so severely
in his opponents' practice is that he himself underwent a thorough, if
somewhat reluctant, training in the same techniques.
The educational system at Cambridge in Milton's time rested in large
part on the medieval model.^ Rhetoric, logic, and metaphysics occupied
the main share of study for the B.A., and the disputation method
continued to serve as evidence of the student's mastery of his training.
E.M.W. Tillyard gives an account of the objections raised against a
certain disputant on the grounds that "'he railed against school divinity,
whereas King James and King Charles commanded young students in
divinity to begin with Lombard and Aquinas.'"^ That Milton detested
the system is equally well known. At an early stage he voiced his feelings
about scholastic philosophy in the school exercise known as Prolusion
III. It is significant that in his "diatribe against scholastic philosophy in
general" this future opponent of sophistical deceivers has "cogently
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employed the techniques of the very system which he decried."^ In
this exercise Milton's

account of the despised studies

is

indeed highly

Behind the
extravagant posing gleams his scorn for a system designed to produce
rhetorical; yet the lavish imagery succeeds in its purpose.

sophists:

my learned friends, when I go through these empty quibbles as
often must, against my will, it seems to me as if I were forcing my way
through rough and rocky wastes, desolate wildernesses, and precipitous
mountain gorges. And so it is not likely that the dainty and elegant Muses
preside over these ragged and tattered studies, or consent to be the patrons
of their maudlin partisans; and I cannot believe that there was ever a place
for them on Parnassus unless it were some waste corner at the very foot of
the mountain, some spot with naught to commend it, tangled and matted
with thorns and brambles, overgrown with thistles and nettles. (CP, 1, 243)^
Believe me,
I

In Prolusion VII, he again employs harsh natural imagery: "what
Its teachers are not like men at all, but like finches
about logic?.
which live on thorns and thistles." As for metaphysics, "it is, I say, not
an Art at all, but a sinister rock, a Lernian bog of fallacies, devised to
cause shipwreck and pestilence" (CP, I, 300-1).'^ A decade later, in the
Of Education pamphlet (1644), addressed to Samuel Hartlib, he expresses
his disgust in English metaphors strikingly similar to his Latin ones.
Commonly set before "our choisest and hopefullest wits" as "all the
food and entertainment of their tenderest and most docible age" is,
he declares, an "asinine feast of sowthistles and brambles" {CP, 11,377).
In these examples Milton's metaphorical language reaches beyond the
derisive to the allusive. The ominous tone of the nature imagery— rocks,
wastes, desolation, wilderness, gloom, tangles — foreshadows the sombre
dwelling place of the angehc intelligences who have been deluded by
the Arch-enemy's sophistries. Viewing the "dismal Situation waste and
wilde,"^ Satan describes it to Beelzebub as a "dreary Plain, forlorn and
wilde,/The seat of desolation" (I. 180-81). Later, while the "Adversary
of God and Man" (II. 629) is winging his way to the gates of Hell, the
fallen angels explore their rocky wasteland, "a Region dolorous,
Created evil, for evil only good" (II. 619-23), the physical description
of which recalls the satirically depicted wasteland of scholastic studies.
It is against the background of Milton's abiding distrust for such
studies that his abhorrence of sophisters should be set. His work abounds
in caustic references to their deceitful practice. In t\vt Reason of ChurchGovernment (1642) Milton strikes at opponents who resort to name
calling: "And whom ye could not move by sophisticall arguing, them
you thinke to confute by scandalous misnaming" (CP, I, 788). In
Milton's polemical campaigns lies and slanders are frequently identified
with the vices of sophistry. The same work also makes a scornful
.

.

.

.

.
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between false learning, essentially rhetoric-based, and the
"true lore of religion or moral vertue" (CP, I, 854) and, as well, offers
an occasion to denounce the university training already attacked in the
academic disputations. Here he has to account for the fact that "studious
men" of "honest and ingenuous natures" have publicly defended
prelatry. These men, he explains, have been deluded by "scragged and
thorny lectures of monkish and miserable sophistry" and are therefore
hindered from acquiring true understanding (CP, I, 854). Milton is
aware of the threat that the sophist's skill in deceptive rhetoric and
distinction

men who undergo this kind of
So exposed, they may come to admire "prelatically addicted"
speakers who have been "slightly train 'd up in a kind of hypocritical
and hackny cours of literature to get their living by, and dazle the
ignorant" (CP, I, 854). From the repugnance of his student days,
through the vituperation of the pamphlet wars, and finally with the
portrayal of Satan, Milton consistently warns of the seductiveness
fallacious logic presents to virtuous

training.

concealed in the sophist's verbal trickery.
A similar warning concludes Areopagitica (1644), the Stationers
being accused of logical deceit in their ^'Sophisms and Elenchs of
marchandize" (CP, II, 570). By these terms Milton is charging them
with the use of "sophistical arguments to establish false propositions
and elenchical arguments (in the sense of false refutations) to defend
themselves against true charges or sound objections."^ Commenting on
an entry in Milton's Commonplace Book from Basil the Great's eighth

homily on Genesis, in which sophists are compared to night owls, Ruth
Mohl draws attention to Milton's frequent references elsewhere to
sophists and sophistries. ^° As she points out, Milton abhors those "who
obscure vital truths by their concern with the petty and superficial."
Far worse than the obscuring of vital truths, however, is the active
promulgation of pernicious untruths. Sophistry and lies, then, are the
two sides of Satan's false coin, a point that Milton makes explicit in his
recension of Petrus Ramus' Artis Logicae Plenior Institutio. There he
equates falsity with sophistry by describing a certain type of logic as
"in falso sive sophistico"

A

(II, ix).^^

long tradition of distrust for sophistry, extending from Plato and
Aristotle through the more recent authority of John of Salisbury, lay
behind the abhorrence expressed by Milton and men of like mind.^^
Few, however, have expressed that abhorrence so forcefully as did
Milton the polemicist and poet. For a very good reason, practitioners of
sophistry are seen to be fundamentally different from the true orator,
beneficial to society. For Milton that man's essential quality comes close
to Quintilian's ethical requirement for the perfect orator: "The first
essential for such an one is that he should be a good man."^^ This die-
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turn is echoed in an assertion in Milton's fifth and final antiprelatical
pamphlet, An Apology Against a Pamphlet (1642): "So that how he
should be truly eloquent who is not withall a good man, I see not" (CP,
There are strains that confirm this view in Of Education
I, 874).^^
(1644); and as late as Pro Se Defensio (1655) a similar attitude, couched
in negative terms, persists. Here Milton argues that if at Athens "the
laws of the heathens" could decree that "no orator known for the
should have the right to speak on public matters,"
baseness of his life.
then surely it is the more shameful that his foe, Alexander More, "a
fornicator and adulterer," should have the "pernicious" right to preach
.

.

to Christians {CP, IV, 761-62). In short, the good man is to true oratory
as the bad one is to sophistry. This principle helps explain the seemingly

ad hominem tone of Milton's attacks on

his foes: it is relevant, indeed
purpose that their moral baseness be exposed.
It is sometimes thought that in later years Milton grew to distrust
even the right use of oratory extolled in the early works. The apparent
rejection of oratory by Christ (PR, IV. 356-60) seems on the surface to
be consistent with a supposed movement by Milton "away from his
early liberal thought." ^^ Even if this were so, Milton never altered his
views on the "corrupting effects of false rhetoric," ^^ but in any case
the context of Christ's disavowal has to be considered. What is really
being condemned here is false oratory, for it is after all Satan, the
archetypal sophist, whose arguments are being refuted. In comparison
with Holy Writ, aU oratory, as Satan argues for it, has to be rejected, for
Satan can make no distinction between true and false oratory. Moreover,
Milton implicitly gives approval to the practice of the true orator in his
exhibition of Abdiel's verbal conflict with Satan (PL, V. 809-907, VI.
114-188). His views on oratory, then, may not really be inconsistent.
From first to last he recognizes the value of good oratory and the
dangers of bad oratory; and the distinction seems to lie in the kind
of logic and rhetoric professed, to say nothing of the moral state of
the orator. What Milton thought of the old-style methods taught at
Cambridge we have seen. But certainly he held in respect the new school
of logic and rhetoric initiated by Petrus Ramus and his followers, whose
aims met the vital test of sincerity. In his Life ofPetrus Ramus, appended
to the recension of the Logica, Milton speaks approvingly of an oration
delivered by Ramus that recommended "the union of the studies of
philosophy and eloquence" (CE, XI, 501-3), an important statement
because it shows that Milton always maintained a distinction between
true oratory and false. How far he endorsed the Puritan orators' veneration for Ramist methods and principles is not the issue here he has been
^'^
The important thing is that Ramus held
called a "Ramist of sorts."
the subtleties of the sophists and the "frivolity and incoherence" of the
essential, to his

;
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old style scholastic education in as great contempt as did Milton. ^^
Equally important is the opposition of "Aristotelians" like Hooker and

Laud

Cambridge Puritan Ramists.^^ Given Milton's views on
this opposition to Ramist attitudes on logic and
rhetoric in sermon oratory would be tantamount to a coupHng of
sophistry with prelatry. Sophistry, then, whether sermonistic or forensic,
can be identified with enmity to that divine will which Milton beheved
he apprehended and which had appointed him to use his pen in its
to the

church government,

furtherance. In the great polemical tracts of the immediately postperiod, then, it is not surprising to find an abundance of
examples that equate sophistical oratory and pamphleteering with

regicide

falsehood incarnate. ^°
Among the numerous terms of odium which Milton applies to his
two main antagonists, Claudius Salmasius and Alexander More, that of
"sophist" and its variants occurs with notable frequency. In the Defensio
Milton early announces his intention of refuting the "ill-tempered lies"
of Salmasius, the "barbarous rhetorician" (p. 306), whose only accomplishment is to "blabber out before strangers some empty speeches and
other nonsense for a high price" (p. 320). Just or unjust, this coupling
of vacuity and cupidity echoes Aristotle's definition of the sophist's
practice as "a money-making art which trades on apparent wisdom." ^^

A

similar imputation of

mercenary greed

in Satan's case

may be

in

mind when the archetypal sophist is likened to a "Thief bent
to unhoord the cash" (IV. 188). As to Salmasius, the imputation is
made scornfully explicit in Milton's later description of this "prattling

Milton's

orator" (p. 323) as a "wandering hireling buffoon" (p. 487). But the
that links this "raving sophist" (p. 535) most closely to
Satan's depredations is Milton's ironically expressed hope that the Dutch
youths under Salmasius' tutelage will avoid falling from freedom into

comment

slavery, being subject as they are to this

man's "lying sophistry"

(p.

430).

The sardonic comment recalls Satan's cry for "Servihtie with freedom
to contend" (VI. 169) in his perverse equating of loyalty with slavery
and rebellion with liberty.
Placed alongside these accusations of sophistry against Salmasius,
that "Man of evil" (p. 498),^^ the abuse heaped on Alexander More,
the supposed author of the reply to Milton's attack, strikes one as even
more pungent. Accused (wrongly) in Defensio Secunda of writing the
Regit Sanguinis Gamor, the "petty rhetorician" (p. 648) is further
attacked, and more remorselessly, in Pro Se as a "wandering sophist"
and an "infamous sophist" (pp. 765, 793); he is told in the same work
that the very title of the tract which he did in fact compose to deny
authorship of Clamor, namely, Fides Publica, is either "sophistical or
îenseless" (p. 721). The accusation that this sophist is not only an
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unscrupulous deceiver but also a mercenary hireling is repeated when
Milton asks if More supposes that by this "septenary din and fortuitous

some cyclic poet, who recited when asked, or some
sophist" he has fulfilled his office of pastor (p. 821). Milton then
employs the device of guilt by association by likening More's arguments
to the "devil's rhetoric" and linking his opponent both to the Emperor
Julian and to the fallen Lucifer in the epithet "apostate" (p. 823).
By imputing to his foes the crime of deliberate sophistical deceit in
these direct terms of abuse, Milton is trying to equate their malice with
doctrine, like

that of the Arch-foe himself. This he does not only by directly identifythem as sophisters, but also by directly unmasking their evasions
and fallacies. In the culmination of his lifelong campaign against sophis-

ing

Milton will expose, in the speeches ascribed to Satan, the primorof fallacious logic and deceptive eloquence. Meanwhile, now
roots
dial
in the "sun, and dust, and field of battle" (p. 795), Milton, perhaps
recalling here the spirit of his own Areopagitica, relentlessly pursues
these latter-day adversaries of truth, Salmasius and More. Significantly,
then, the abusive language with which he peppers the tracts yields a
great many verbal overtones that resonate with descriptions of Satan
try,

be portrayed in the epics. These resonances include specific
metaphorical descriptions similar to those
applied to Satan, and a number of associative allusions to diabolical evil.
In Pro Se Milton denounces More as "basest adversary" (p. 699),
who, by denying the authorship of Clamor, practises "fraud and deceit"
(p. 714). Satan is frequently called "adversary" and, in Adam's words,
"contriv'd/. .deceit" (X. 1034-35). Satan himself promises to perform
"fraud" (I. 646) and is called the "Artificer of fraud" (IV. 121). As well,
Milton more than once accuses More of being a liar. In Defensio Secunda
he speaks of the "lies our enemy has told" (p. 558) and in Pro Se calls
later to

epithets of opprobrium,

.

a "lying charlatan" (p. 723). Gabriel describes Satan, who also is
frequently called "enemy," as a "lyar trac't" (IV. 949); and earlier it is
prophesied that the greater part of mankind will be corrupted by his
"falsities and lyes" (I. 367). God the Father warns that man lies in danger
of Satan's "deceit and lies" (V. 243). With constant iteration Milton
accuses Salmasius and More of "audacity" and "impudence" or of being
an "audacious foe" or "impudent" {Q.g., Defensio, pp.483, 49S ;Secunda,
p. 549;Pro Se, pp. 722, 732, 736, 805). Satan is very often called "foe,"

him

God and Man" (IV. 749), and is described as ascending
"Audacious" (II. 931) and branded as "impudent" {PR, IV. 154). More
is told in Pro Se that he acts "impudently and maliciously" (p. 822),
and Satan, too, is called the "malicious Foe" (IX. 253). Not only does
Milton accuse his earthly adversary of acting maliciously; in Defensio
Secunda he also points to the "living image of the falseness and malice"
as in "foe to
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him (p. 584).^^ One recalls the "false Arch-Angel"
when, having "improv'd/In meditated fraud and mahce" (IX.
55), he returns to Eden where, before long, Adam will caution Eve unavailingly not to disregard the enemy's "malice and false guile" (IX. 306).
These are only a few of the direct epithets of contempt with which
Milton couples his human foes and man's archetypal foe alike. Salmasius
that dwell within

(V. 694),

is a "parasite" (Defensio, p. 469), as Christ describes Satan (PR, I. 452);
he displays "slavish spite" (Defensio, p. 396), and Satan himself swears
to repay "spite then with spite" (IX. 178) and later, "for very spight"
(PR, IV. 12), persists in his tempting of Christ. Salmasius' argument is
vilified as "blasphemous" (Defensio, p. 367), as is that of Satan in the
rebuttal by Abdiel (V. 809). More is accused of committing "calumnies"
and "vice" (Pro Se, pp. 736, 743); Satan, the original sophist, practises
"calumnious Art/Of counterfeted truth" (V. 770-71), while Belial, his
confederate, is "To vice industrious" (II. 1 16). More is accused by Milton
of "impious action" (Pro Se, p. 805) and Satan of "impious obloquie"
(V. 813) by Abdiel, who in many ways stands as Milton's personal

spokesman in Paradise Lost.
These verbal resonances suggest that epithets of this kind, being associated in Milton's mind with the Father of Lies, naturally flow from his
pen when he is castigating present-day liars. Then, when writing the
epics, the

terms of vilification used against his

his descriptions of the primeval Adversary.

own

adversaries recur in

Somewhat

different

from

procedure are the allusions where metaphorical rather than expletive
language serves to enforce associations of a like nature. In richly suggestive metaphors Milton's foes are described as "churlish and corrupt"
men who are directing at him "their venom and their darts" (Pro Se,
^^ That these terms may have carried literally helUsh overtones
p. 699).
is suggested by the subsequent description by Milton of the gates of Hell,
where Death shakes his dart at Satan (II. 672), and by the prophecy
that Satan's own "fierie darts" will be quenched by a Comforter (XII.
492). Indeed, these darts are described as "spent" after his encounter
with the Saviour (PR, IV. 366). Earlier, crouching toad-like beside Eve,
Satan tries to taint her "animal Spirits" by "inspiring venom" (IV. 80405). Milton sardonically describes Alexander More's face as "venerable
with furrows" (Pro Se, p. 749), a phrase reminiscent of the equally
sardonic picture of the posturing Satan, whose face "Deep scars of
Thunder had intrencht" (I. 600). Salmasius is called a "sainted Wolf
(Defensio, p. 380)^^ and More a "preaching wolf (Pro Se, p. 761).
Aptly descriptive of Satan as the "prowling Wolfe" is the epic simile
dealing with his first reconnaissance of the Garden (IV. 183). Milton,
nearing the end of his attack on More's subject matter, declares that
this

"star-struck

by

its

very foulness" More "falls

dumb"

(Pro Se, p. 775).
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One

thinks of Satan, "to shameful silence brought" by "repulse upon
repulse" {PR, IV. 21-22). The discourse of Salmasius, that "rascal housebom slave " grows "swollen and turbid" (De/e«5/o, p. 334); Satan, alarmed

by the Angelic Squadron,

"dilated stood" (IV. 986) and, rejected by
the Son, grows "swoln with rage" {PR, IV. 499). Even more suggestive
of scenes later to depict the "arch-fellon" (IV. 1 79) is the gibe levelled
at More, compared with some "odious felon," who is asked, "Whither
shall you turn, wretch?" {Pro Se, p. 775). The phrase can hardly fail to

recall Satan's despairing cry,

"Which way

shall

I

flie?" (IV. 73).

Like

Satan, More, once given to "boasting and bragging" {Pro Se, p. 705),
now cannot escape his own despair. "In vain, poor worthless man,"

Milton declares to the putatively fleeing More, "for you

fly

with your-

you follow yourself

{Pro Se, p. 776).^^ Satan, regretting "that
boast so vaine" (IV. 87), likewise realizes "Which way I flie is Hell; myself am Hell" (IV. 75). An even more direct allusion to Hell comes when
"
Milton, referring to More's supposed ability to " *stir up hornets,'
self,

disdainfully comments, "You would almost declare him another Beelzebub, save only that he stirred up flies" {Pro Se, p. 818).^"^
These associative connections between Milton's sophistical foes and
the Arch-sophist himself are accompanied by denunciations bearing
unmistakably grimmer overtones. The name "hypocrite" is very frequently levelled at More, once, indeed, even juxtaposed with the suitable
epithet, "diabolical" {Pro Se, p. 751). When Satan reminds the Son that
God "Suffers the Hypocrite or Atheous Priest" to handle "holy things"
{PR, I. 487-89), his sophistry is, of course, a perverse vindication of his
own hypocrisy.^^ The touching of sacred things by More's defiling hands
is specified frequently by the relentless Milton in Defensio Secunda as
proof of the wretched man's hypocrisy .^^ Nor does Salmasius, that
" 'great' rhetorician" (p. 636), escape the charge: he is called a "hypocritical atheist" (p. 498). These terms resonate with some of the most
memorable denunciations of Satan in Paradise Lost. There the Arch-foe
is called a "sly hypocrite" (IV. 957) and his following an "Atheist crew"
(VI. 370); he is the "Author of evil" (VI. 262) and simply, at the end,
the "Evil one" (IX. 463). In Paradise Regained he is named for all time
as "That Evil one, Satan for ever damn'd" (IV. 194). There is, consequently, grim appropriateness in Milton's designation of More as
"minister of the devil" (p. 63 1).
Descriptions such as these should not be regarded merely as conventional terms of abuse in an ad hominem exchange of merely passing
significance, but rather as precise referents designed to connect the
Author of evil with those who, at all times and in all places, do his work
by fraud and deceit. It is by no casual, name-calling impulse that Milton
makes his enemies share with Satan, rhetoricians all, the most damning
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that of apostate. This term Milton applies in Pro Se to
the author of the Fides Publica (p. 823), but it is Salmasius, the more
redoubtable adversary, against whom the charge of apostasy is laid with
ferocious iteration. In the Defensio it occurs over and over. Salmasius
had, Milton avers, earlier supported the Reformation principle of antiprelacy, but now, in hisDefensio Regia, he appears to favour the retentitle available,

tion of bishops. "What apostate ever betrayed the faith so foully and so
wickedly?" Milton demands, further associating his foe with the Archfoe by calling him a "lost soul" (p. 499), On the same issue he condemns
Salmasius for "madness, impiety, and apostasy" and declares, in suggestive juxtaposition with his foe's own charge that Milton's side " *sprang
from the darkness of Hell,'" that Salmasius himself is an "empty lying
hired slanderer and apostate" (p. 515). This concentration of epithets
sums up, at one blow, all of Milton's hatred for the particular characteristics of sophistry and devilry together. But his scorn cuts deeper yet.
Salmasius is both "an apostate and a devil" and, what is more, even
King Charles knew this when awarding him a purse of gold (p. 534).
There could have been no hesitation in Milton's mind in forming such
an association. Satan is described as the "Apostate Angel" (I. 125), a
term to be applied to him and his followers, demonic and human, many

times in the epics as

it

is

applied to Milton's foes

many

times in the

polemics.^®

As if, however, this direct association with Satan's principal crime
were not enough by way of indictment, there remains the concomitant
of unforgivable sin, despair. As Milton well knew, the "lost soul," as

who

Judas
with
treachery. In the Defensio Secunda the indictment against More could
hardly be more explicit. To be, as More is, an atheist, défiler, brute, and
slanderer, "what else is this but to be a genuine Iscariot, a veritable
devil?" (p. 637).^^ The expostulation is no mere piece of rhetoric. Linked
in time, the "lying sophistry" of Salmasius and that practised by Satan
may differ in degree but not in kind. By allusive reference, the link
between angelic and human devilry is forged tightly. In the Defensio
Milton promises the apostate Salmasius that he will "yield to despair
Salmasius

Iscariot.^^

is

also called,

That very name

and, cursed by

all

is

suffers the greatest pains in Hell
as

synonymous with despair

good men, end that

hanging yourself" before he will

life

which

as

you

suits

is

it is

so well

by

to see the death of the regicides
(p. 450). In the closing peroration he reaffirms the association with
Judas by warning Salmasius that "like that model of yours, you will be
impelled more by desperation than repentance to hang yourself on that
live

ill-omened tree through disgust with yourself, and fall to pieces with a
crash, sending ahead your treacherous lying conscience. .to its destined
place of punishment!" (p. 534).^^ The association is, again, no mere
.
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As Milton is at pains to show, the despair that
racked Judas and will, in his view, soon rack Salmasius, had its birth,
like Sin, within Satan himself. The apostate angel, "rackt with deep
despare" (I. 126), cries that he cannot escape "infinite despaire" (IV. 74)
and grows pale with the shifting passions of "ire, envie and despair"
piece of name-calling.

(IV. 115).

Now,

ominous prophecy of the

after this

"prattling orator's" despair-

ing end, Milton declares his task of exposing the "jealous rage" of this

"raving sophist" (p. 535) to be complete. The associative links are made
final. Despair and spite, envy and ire, jealousy and rage, apostasy and
all these Milton ascribes in equal measure to God's foes and his
own, be they human or diabolical. Significantly, his indictment ends
where it began, with the charge of sophistry. The poetic depictions of
Satan, the Arch-sophist, like the prose attacks on sophistry in general
and certain sophists in particular, have been composed in a state of intense but controlled anger and articulated by means of vivid yet deliberate imagery. Above the seemingly abusive, the superficially ad
hominem, lies the Augustinian principle of employing against God's

lies,

enemies their

own

rhetorical techniques.^
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St.

Augustine's

Herbert's Baroque:

The Passio Discerpta

EDMUND MILLER

Several years ago in the journal Cithara, Baird Whitlock called our
the large number of ways in which George Herbert's
English lyrics conform to the standards of Baroque art. While not
questioning Whitlock's showing that such Baroque techniques as unitythrough-form, free modification of classical forms, illusory motion, and
illusory use of materials are characteristic of Herbert's English lyrics,^ I
find that one important quality of Baroque art is absent from Whitlock's
analysis. This Baroque quality is the tendency to reach beyond the
visual and engage all the senses.
In fact, such typical Baroque effects as trompe-l'oeil and illusory use
of materials (as well as the new importance of music) are only part of
a larger tendency of Baroque art to announce that there is something
in the artist's ideas which his medium is necessarily inadequate to
render. Baroque art tends to this conscious expression of the inadequacy
of the artist's rendering, an expression that in a religious poet or religious artist provides a natural analogue to the paradoxes of faith.
Baroque art is thus almost fundamentally a school of religious art,
attention to

though there are secular turnings and applications. But it is just here
that we see a significant departure of Herbert from the ways of Baroque
art, at least in the lyrics of "The Church." These poems are not sensuous
even in the way that Donne's religious poems can be, and they are

way that Crashaw's always are. The
of "The Church" make no attempt to call our attention to the
limitations of either our senses or our reason. We culminate sometimes
in a paradoxical understanding; we reach often an impasse of faith. But
we do not overreach our humanity. In Crashaw we do. The famous
certainly never sensuous in the

lyrics

Two

walking baths; two weeping motions;
compendious oceans

Portable, and

are impossible

modemly

—

not impossible to take seriously as we sometimes
The image

misbelieve, but impossible to take sensuously.
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overthrows our senses. Such a Baroque image leads us beyond our
ability to comprehend imagery. Crashaw, naturally, cultivates
the elaborate profusion of imagery. Herbert (more naturally) does not;
in his English poetry Herbert is the great maintainer of images among
the Metaphysical Poets. He has more imagistic consistency within a
poem than Donne does, clearly a great deal more than Crashaw does.
The Baroque tendency to dwell in the sensuous we do not see in
Herbert's English poetry. But in Herbert's Passio Discerpta we find
just such an in-dwelling sensuous Baroque artistry.
The Passio Discerpta is a sequence of twenty-one sacred epigrams.
The title means The Passion in Sections, and we may wish to interpret
this as Scenes from the Passion. But it might be translated even more
effectively as Rendings from the Passion, for indeed the epigrams
render the physical details of scenes or vignettes from the Passion and
Death of Christ with a good deal of passion of their own. There is
personalized wonder at the physicality of Christ's suffering, an involvement that seems to go the Baroque step beyond what the subject itself
naturally demands. In Epigram XIV on the nails, for example, Herbert
writes as an enraptured butterfly collector:

human

Qvalis eras, qui, ne melior natura

minorem

Eriperet nobis, in Cruce fixus eras;

lam meus

es:

nunc Te teneo.

Christ on the Cross
as follows:

"How

is

rare

thus addressed in lines which

Thou

art,

Who,

lest

Thy

we may

translate

better Nature rip from

us Thy lesser, art fixed on the Cross. Now I have Thee; now I hold
Thee."^ This sort of intimate turn with a scene from the Passion is
frequent in the series. Such treatment of the subject makes it clear that
here it is that we find George Herbert in meditation. While Louis Martz's
discussion of patterns of meditation in relation to the poems of "The
Church" is illuminating,^ even a cursory reading of the Passio Discerpta
shows how different the actual practice of meditation in verse is from
the general influence of meditative technique on versifying.
We have no trouble, either, in identifying the Salesian bent of the
meditations of the Passio. The somewhat haphazard selection of subjects
and the vague chronology have made a very un-Ignatian meditative
sequence out of what we might well have expected to find articulated
as Stations of the Cross. Herbert by-passes Ignatian composition of
place and goes directly to the more sensuous Salesian reading of the
spiritual significance of the physical metaphors that Christ lived, of the
signs of Christ's humanity in His life among us. Epigram XVI on the sun
in eclipse, though ostensibly on a miraculous subject and though quieter
than most of the others, provides good illustration both of Herbert's
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mode and of his way of examining the physicahty of the
events of the Passion without particularly imagining a whole scene in the
Ignatian way. This poem "Ad Solem deficientem" begins with almost
amusing abruptness: "Qvid hoc?": "What's up?" What's up, indeed, the
poem goes on to ask, when it is not merely light that goes out but the
personal

Producer of

all

light?

Qvid hoc?

& ipse

deficis, Caeli gigas,

Almi choragus luminis?

True to the linguistic chauvinism he announces in his English poem
"The Sonne," Herbert does not see in the sun of this Latin poem the
traditional symbol for Christ. The sun is only a faithful porter (fidelis
clauiger) in the house of the Lord. This domesticity marks the poem as
Herbert's own. But the intensity that gives the poem its Baroque
quality is provided by the need the speaker seems to feel to reassure
this porter sun that the Lord will return. When the Lord does, the
storehouses of the sun will overflow with rays of Hght to the joint
benefit of the speaker and the sun:
Tunc

instruetur lautiùs radijs penu,

Tibi supererunt

& mihi.

Usually the Baroque intensity of the Passio is achieved not simply by
more sensuous imagery than we find in "The Church" but by a significant tendency to dwell on this imagery. The meditative method of St.
Francis de Sales requires just such a tendency. And the school of
Baroque poetry that flourished in this tradition found a special fascination in liquidity. We might particularly note here the Crashavian liquidity
of the first five epigrams, one on tears, two on sweat, one on Blood,
and one on spit."* Of the very first epigram, "Ad Dominum morientem,"
we must first notice the pointed vagueness of the scene: the sense is
that the Lord is dying throughout the Passion, and the poem is the
poet's preparation for meditation. This absence of any composition of
place is an indication that it is Salesian and not Ignatian meditation that
is indicated. In The Introduction to the Devout Life, Francis de Sales
regularly begins his discussion of a topic of meditation^ with no more

than the following:

PREPARATION
1.

Place yourself in the presence of
2. Beseech him to inspire you.

God.

think that we can see that this is what Herbert
the epigrams of the Passio Discerpta.

I

is

doing in the

first

of

^
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Ad Dominum m orient em
Cvm

lacrymas oculôsque duos tot vulnera vincant,
Impar, & in fletum vel resolutus, ero;

'

!

Sepia concurrat, peccatis aptior humor,
Et mea iam lacrymet culpa colore suo.

Since
I

To the Dying Lord
wounds vanquish eyes and

am unequal

Though

tears together,

my task

to

dissolved in tears.
— a humour

Let squid's ink

more akin

to sin

—

Join in the flow.

And
But

this

let

poem

my
is

faults

soon weep the proper colour.

also especially a poet's preparatory meditation, since

the inspiration for which the speaker beseeches God is that he may weep
ink. And ordinary ink, atramentum librarium, is not enough; it must be
the gushing ocean-stain of the squid. Sins and tears and ink all run

together and seem to form a fifth bodily humour for the poet choosing
to write on this old subject of eyes and tears.
Further illustration of the physicality of the Passio is available in
Epigram II on the Bloody Sweat and Epigram VIII on the slaps Christ
received from his tormentors. In Epigram II "In sudorem sanguineum"
we find Herbert decorously managing the difficult Metaphysical matter
of wishing to be the Bloody Sweat dripping from Christ's Body. Herbert
moves nicely per sensum ad intellectum as the speaker comes closer to

God in Christ by seeing in the worthy (dignus) Sweat
unworthy (indignus) exercitant. The last lines of the poem
Nam
Tu mihi

quantô indignior

a foil for the
are as follows:

ipse,

subueniens dignior esse potes.

The more unworthy I am.
The more worthy Thou canst be
In coming to my aid.
In Epigram VIII "In Alapas"

we

see the transition per

lectum in a particularly compressed form.
In Alapas

Ah! quàm caederis hinc
Sic

vnguenta soient

Sic toti medicaris ipse

& inde palmis!
manu

fricari:

mundo.

The Slaps

Ah!

How Thou

art cut

then

and now by the open palms!

a

sensum ad

*

intel-
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are unguents

customarily rubbed in by hand.
And thus Thou salvest
the whole world.
in this Baroque miniaturization we have the immediacy (Ah!) and
sensuousness of Salesian meditation as slaps become unguents and unguents are described in process of physical manipulation. A poem that
announces as its subject the slaps Christ received turns out in fact to be
about the unguents we receive from Him - because hereafter (inde) the
slaps have become unguents. The immediacy is not in an Ignatian composition of place but in the application to our lives. We are healed because Christ allowed the slaps to be delivered. Christ as Heal-All administering the salve of salvation is thus discovered in the emblem of the slaps
suggested by the title. Epigram IX shows even the tempting subject *'In
Flagellum" treated in this healing fashion. The poem works toward the
illumination: "Ipsâque sunt ferulae mollia corda suae"; "Meek hearts
administer their own canings."
The poems of the Passio do not show the kind of witty reading of
situation that we find in The Temple. That they do show a nice awareness of verbal wit, of the wit of explanation, I think has already become
apparent. In the couplet. Epigram XI, on the Good Thief, we see the
Thief illustrating his own devotion by the discovery of a sacred pun:

Even

In pium Latronem

O nimium

Latro! reliquis furatus abundè,

Nunc etiam Christum

callidus aggrederis.

The Good Thief

O

thief too good, you've filched

From

everyone, and

now you

abundance

creep up near to Christ.

Good Thief does not so much give up his
it how to sneak up on Christ (aggredior as
"attack" in the normal way of thieves).

This

from

way of life as learn
"approach'* rather than

past

Though works of different

sorts. The Temple and the Passio Discerpta
complementary. On a much smaller scale than The Temple, the
Passio is also an excellent work of its kind. It differs from The Temple
by being Baroque in its stylistic sensibility while the Baroque of The
Temple is, at most, organizational. The Passio also differs from The
Temple in the nature of its devotionalism, which is very explicitly based
on Salesian meditative technique. In fact, the existence of the Passio

are

suggests that Herbert

may

have

explicitly meditative poetry

made

a conscious choice in eliminating

from The Temple. Certainly he was capable
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of writing such poetry. But perhaps he found it inappropriate to what
he was doing in The Temple since even without Ignatian emphasis on
composition of place meditation is still dependent on a text or scene
from sacred history for a beginning. When his Friend told him to look
into his own heart for devotional poetry, that poetry was freed to range
over the subject matter that, in fact, we do find in "The Church."^
The Passio Discerpta is not, however, some sort of preliminary exercise
for The Temple. It is a different experiment in devotion entirely. Even
to the extent of having one poem spoken by Christ, it is another Temple a chapel of ease perhaps and not a great cathedral, but clearly a finished,
an exquisite work.

And in noticing that the Passio Discerpta is a work in the Salesian
meditative tradition, we must not lose sight of the fact that it is still
poetry and not devotional theology. Herbert's interests are aesthetic
and not expUcitly theological. There is, in fact, a danger of reductiveness in some religious readings of seventeenth-century poetry, for example, Barbara Kiefer Lewalski's Donne's Anniversaries and the Poetry of
The Creation of a Symbolic Mode. Shared aesthetic sensibilicannot simply be presumed to imply shared theologies. And even

Praise:
ties

when

'^

a critic

is

careful to avoid this trap, as Ilona Bell

is

in her recent

George Herbert and the Enghsh
Reformation,"^ it is still little more than an academic exercise to hunt
for theology in a lyric poem, even one written in Latin. In fact, the
circulation of Roman Catholic works of devotion actually increased in
England after the Reformation. The age itself did not treat such works
as theological. They could be read, and imitated, by people of widely
different religious views precisely because their purpose was pious and
article "'Setting

Foot Into

Divinity':

not theological or controversial.^
The concluding epigram is particularly interesting in the contrastive
light of The Temple. The harmony of the world with Christ is clearly
presented here as a resolution of the Rendings from the Passion on
which we have been meditating.
In

Mundi sympathiam cum

Christo

Non

moreris solus: Mundus simul interit in te,
Agnoscftque tuam Machina tota Crucem.
Hunc ponas animam mundi, Plato: vel tua mundum
Ne nimium vexet quaestio, pone meam.

On
Thou

the World's

Empathy with

not alone:
The world simultaneously
Loses itself in Thee,

And

diest

the whole divine machine

Christ
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Acknowledges Thy Cross.
In this Man, Plato, find

The

spirit

of the worid:

your questioning
Vex the world too much,
Find it in me.
Or,

lest

Here we see a characteristic theme of Herbert's. It would be easier for
Plato to see the Spirit of God acting in the Christian than to see It in
Christ Himself. So much has the Grace of Christ done for man. The
world collapsed itself into Christ, and Christ infused Himself into the
worid. And the Cambridge Platonists speak better than they know of an

anima mundl The Christian has not only been made one with

become the living, the
meditation, has moved within while it

Christ;

for the ethical pagan, he has

visible Christ.

Passion, like a
Probably the Passio Discerpta

shines out.

The

is not longer than it is because it includes everything that Herbert wants to say in meditation. The sequence
includes his one redintegrating theme, his personals ecstatic discovery

of union with Christ. Herbert does, ofcourse, make some other scattered
applications of the mode as he turns to Salesian meditation and Baroque
sensuous imagery from time to time in the mixed bag of that Sacred
Grove Lucus. Such poems there as Epigrams III "In Stephanum lapidatum" (a witty trope like "In pium Latronem") and VIII "In Lotion em
pedum Apostolorum" (to be compared with the sun of Passio Discerpta
XVI and the waters of Passio Discerpta I through V) are interesting in
themselves and perhaps also interesting because they are not grouped
with the Passio Discerpta. Clearly Herbert had in mind a treatment of
the Passion as a closed unit. Other scenes from the life of Christ, the
storm while Christ slept, for example, had to be deferred to the Sacred
Grove. Even meditations on John leaning on Christ's Breast at the Last

Supper and on Doubting Thomas putting his hand in Christ's Side had
no place within the circumscribed limits of the Passio Discerpta.
The completeness of the Passio Discerpta is especially striking when
we notice that the Baroque sensibility itself, though characterizing the
sequence, is not given absolutely free rein within it. We know that
Herbert restrained his sensuous imagination in the Passio Discerpta
because we can see that he observed no such restraint in some of the
odds-and-ends of Lucus. In at least one of these poems of Lucus we
find more than just the Baroque sensuous demonstration of the Hmits
of man's humanity. In the poem about John leaning on Christ's Breast
Herbert uses a conceit that breaches modern taste quite as much as any
crux in Crashaw when he imagines the Evangelist as sucking at the Breast
of our Lord and has his speaker enthusiastically jostling for place to
suck the milk laced with saving Blood. In thç Passio Discerpta itself all
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the senses are invoked, but the unity of the form as a whole is obviously
any particular sensuous evocation.

a higher value to Herbert than
Illinois State University
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1
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Baird W. Whitlock, 'The Baroque Characteristics of the Poetry of George Herbert," Cithara,
7, 2 (May 1968), 3040.

My

The Works of George Herbert, ed. F.E. Hutchinson (Oxford: Clarenmy own, but I have consulted the
translations of McCloskey and Murphy, Grosart, and Blunden: The Latin Poetry of George
Herbert: A Bilingual Edition, trans. Mark McCloskey and Paul R. Murphy (Athens: Ohio
University Press, 1965); The Complete Works in Verse and Prose of George Herbert ed.
Alexander B. Grosart (London: Robson & Sons, 1874), vol. II; Edmund Blunden, "George
Herbert's Latin Poems," Essays and Studies by Members of the English Association, ed.
D. Nichol Smith, 19 (1934 on title page; 1933 on spine), 29-39. My Crashaw text is The
Complete Poetry of Richard Crashaw, ed. George Walton Williams (Garden City Doubleday,
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text for Herbert
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Seventeenth Century (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1962), pp. 249-287.
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1953). And Frank J. Warnke, ed., European Metaphysical Poetry (New Haven and London:
Yale University Press, 1961), "Introduction," pp. 1-86.
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Francis de Sales, Introduction to the

Harper
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& Row,

Devout

Life, trans.

John K. Ryan (New York:

we

see a very different applica-

1966).

In Herbert's secular poetry,

which

is

not

my

subject here,

tion of "this old subject" of eyes and tears as Herbert weaves Petrarchan dirges from classical

make a fitting public monument for his mother in the Memoriae Matris Sacrum.
Such a work had to be published in Herbert's lifetime to do its job. For a fine appreciation
of this work, see W. Hilton Kelliher, "The Latin Poetry of George Herbert," in The Latin
Poetry of English Poets, ed. J.W. Binns (London and Boston: Routledge & Kegan Paul,
posies to

1974), pp. 47-54.
7

(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1973), especially pp. 73-107.

8
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Language Quarterly, 38 (September 1977), 219-241, especially 222, 224-225,
and 236.
See Helen C. White, English Devotional Literature [Prose] : 1600-1640 (1930; New York:
Haskell House, 1966), especially pp. 79-81 and 131-149.

Book Review/Compte rendu

J. Schoeck. The Achievement of Thomas More: Aspects of his Life and
Work. Victoria, B.C.: English Literary Studies Monograph Series, Number 7, Uni-

Richard
versity

of Victoria, 1976. Pp. 83.

Richard Schoeck modestly says that this volume is "intended for the non-specialist."
the book serves this purpose admirably, it does so in a special way. While
offering the reader a sound and clarifying outline of More's achievements, it never
ignores those ambiguous areas of More's life and work that continue to pose questions
for us. In fact the scholarly presentation of such questions is often as valuable as
those parts of the book which offer definitions and clear assessments. Chapter one,
for instance, introduces a discussion of English law, a subject which, though difficult
to define in terms of its relation to More, is nevertheless central to an assessment
of his life. Schoeck convincingly challenges the notion "that More detested the legal
profession, with its built-in corollary that there must therefore be a split between
humanism and the law, between the humanist and the lawyer" (p. 23). In fact an
interest in the law seems to have informed the nature and direction of many of the
most important ideas reflected in More's literary, historical, and controversial works.
Pointing to his numerous contacts with continental jurists, Schoeck reminds us that
More was not only a celebrated lawyer of common law but a distinguished student
of comparative law, one well-schooled in the tradition that produced Fortescue,
Plowden, Coke, and Selden. Indeed, it may have been the breadth of his legal knowl-

Though

edge that recommended More for the role of Chancellor, since the Chancellor's
were traditionally governed by a blending of civil and canon as
well as common law. More, we know, not only administered this "mixed law" but

judicial decisions

contributed to

its clarification.

In order to do so

it

seems

likely that

he would have
body of law,

possessed a reasonably sophisticated notion of the principles of each

bore upon the nature of justice and equity, the common
of law, and the meaning of its complex developments, all of which topics
figured prominently in the discussion of continental jurists. But the precise character
of More's ideas on these subjects, Schoeck reminds us, has never been adequately
defined: "we simply do not know enough about him as a lawyer."
Other areas of More's work seem to promise a fuller record of his thought.
However, in moving to a discussion of the Utopia, one of More's most important

and

in particular those that

origin
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humanist statements, Schoeck cautions the reader against simple interpretations.
With Surtz, Bevington and Sylvester, he treats the book not as the presentation of
a homogeneous body of ideas, but as dialogical exploration. The ironic interplay
among More's imagined speakers, the allusive and witty character of his Latin style,
all serve to intermingle quite different orders of ideas, and not only in the first
book of that work, but in the second as well. What More achieved by this was a
timely image of philosophy -in -process, and significantly, one which pointed to the
possibility of reconciling diverse principles and mixed perspectives. These suggestions
are important not only because they contribute to our understanding of the Utopia
itself, but because they seem to bear out Schoeck's earlier proposal, namely, that
in More the lawyer's concern with "mixed law" will be found to be reflected in the
humanist's interest in dialogue.

Richard III, written about the same time as the Utopia, offers an interesting
companion study to that work. Without ignoring features of dialogue and dramatic
style shared by the two books, Schoeck turns his attention in a slightly different
direction, noting the subtle metaphoric patterning which extends the history's
range of meaning far beyond that of a mere chronicle. Of particular interest to him
is the figure of Jane Shore, toward whom More displays a "remarkable ambivalence,"
one which occasionally extended to Richard as well. Both figures, Schoeck might
have added, fell under severe historical judgement: Jane at the hand of Richard,
Richard at the hand of the Tudors. But if More in some way questions their fate, it
is not because he doubts their guilt. Noting that "menne of hatred" may have
feigned some of the evidence, he nevertheless assumes that most of the charges are
true.

On

the other hand, he

is

concerned to explore and enlarge the moral perspec-

surrounding the judgements, stressing the importance of what others have
disregarded about the defendants, and what the judges have ignored about themselves. "Men use if they have an evil turne," he notes, "to write it in marble: and
whoso doth us a good turne, we write it in duste." In following these and similar
tives

some of those assembled before Buckingham
at Antwerp, listening to an ostensibly simple
account while hearing other, silent appeals: appeals that point to larger and more
varied possibilities of meaning. Though Schoeck has suggested that Richard III is
a discourse on poHtical power, he might therefore have argued, and with equal
truth, that the work reflects another dimension of More's legal thought, namely,
his interest in the complex nature of equity and justice.
It is, however, in the controversial works that More's legal interests assume an
obvious place of importance. Drawing upon his extensive knowledge of the judicial
background of More's battle with the heretics, Schoeck underlines "The immense
details, the reader finds himself, like

at Westminster, or

around Hythloday

importance of heresy as a fulcrum in More's political and theological thinking."
However, his description of More's ideas on this subject defines only the legal form
or occasion of heresy, not the motive for the act itself; and it was an assessment of
the underlying motives that seems to have encouraged More, who was by nature a
speculative and sometimes daring thinker, to become a prosecutor of protestants in
England. Early in his career More was not unreceptive to attacks upon imperfect
religious practices or to proposals for church reform. But he remained so only as
long as he believed that those who made them sought some fruitful forum for discussion with those who defended received thought and practices. What he grew to
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was an unwillingness on the part of reformers to engage in reasonable and
proud" belief in the univocal nature of truth
lay, in his eyes, at the heart of heresy, and shaped his distinctive responses to
different spokesmen for very similar heretical notions: Luther's self-confident intelligence he detested; Tyndale's simpler attacks he regretted; toward Frith, who was
uncertain, he acted benevolently; and of the Catholic St. Germain he was merely
impatient. Schoeck alludes to some of these distinctions but reserves his closest
fear

charitable dialogue. Their "slothfully

attention for the general alterations of style and character that overtook More's

work
else

as the debates unfolded.

A

Dialogue Concerning Heresies (1529)

superb dialogue of the Platonic sort:

More

is

"above

all

plays the Socrates to the slower

who

sets forth Luther's position, and like Socrates More leads
comers from which there is no exit." But in the debates that
followed, the exchanges grew fiercer and any gestures toward play or intellectual
exploration were waived for the more tangible advantage of hard polemic. Finally,
aware of his inability to match the growing output of the protestant press, More's
writings grew feverish and dark, betraying his sense of frustration and fear.
Sanity returned only in 1534 when More was arrested. Then, freed from the close
and immediate demands of the reformation debates. More found himself once again
free "to roam over the ground of his argument" with friends, with Margaret and
other members of his family, but above all with himself. From this period grew a
great dialogue and "one of the greatest works of consolation in all of western literature": A Dialogue of Comfort. In it, Schoeck suggests, More rose above the historicity of his and his age's tribulations, and through a retiring sage set his thoughts
upon an image of deliverance. But it should be remembered that there is a second
speaker, as well: a young man who must address difficult obligations within history;
and these. More seems to say, define as well as confine the individual who meets
them. Like all that is best in More, therefore, this work looks in more than one
direction, and blends the different perspectives into a rich and complex mixture.

thinking Messenger,

his protagonist into

much that is autobiographical in^ Dialogue of Comfort. Though set in
Hungary before the Turkish invasion of 1529, the book clearly alludes to
the religious struggles that surrounded More in 1535. Yet it is a more personal book
even than this: through the young man and the old sage More touched upon the
varied but interrelated aspects of his own life. In that Hfe, lawyer and martyr, reaUst
and visionary all played different parts; but like the living youth and the dying sage
of the Dialogue, each was drawn into contact with his opposite. The successful
intermingling of such diverse orders of experiences demanded extraordinary intellectual vigilance on More's part, and of a kind that rarely led toward simpUcity.
There

is

Christian

Among
vigilant

the virtues of Richard Schoeck's study

is

that

it

teaches us something of this

complexity, while reminding us that through his varied

reaUzed a single and consistent achievement.

ARCHIBALD M. YOUNG,

University

of Western Ontario

life

and

art,

More

Canadienne d'Études de la
Renaissance / Canadian Society for
Société

Renaissance Studies

Congrès annuel de

la

SCER/CSRS.

Le IVe congrès de la S.C.E.R. eut lieu du 23 au 25 mai 1979 à l'Université de Saskatchewan à Saskatoon. Les sessions académiques ont porté sur l'histoire, la littérature
et la Réforme. La journée du 23 mai fut consacrée entièrement aux communications
de caractère historique. En accordant à l'histoire une place importante dans le congrès
de Saskatoon, on a voulu mettre en reUef la contribution importante du département
d'histoire

de l'Université de Saskatchewan à l'avancement des études européennes

en général et aux travaux sur

la

Renaissance en particulier par

la

publication de

la

revue Canadian Journal of History/ Annales Canadiennes d'Histoire. L'organisateur

Claude Sutto de l'Université de Montréal a réussi à nous présenter des contributions
qui étaient en

même temps

variées et complémentaires.

Sous

la

Bietenholz de l'Université de Saskatchewan nous avons entendu

présidence de Peter
les

communications

suivantes:

Christopher Stocker (Univ. of British Columbia), "Political Structures and Political

Space in Sixteenth Century France: Town, Crown and Religious "Parties" in the
1560's."
le parti

En examinant en

de Condé et avec

détail le cas
la

de

monarchie,

d'Orléans dans ses rapports avec

la ville

professeur Stocker a démontré que les

le

structures existantes et le sens de loyauté ont joué

un

rôle déterminant dans

l'évolution poUtique de la France pendant les premières guerres de religion.

Egmont Lee (Un. of Calgary), "The

political society

of Città di Castello: a computer

study." Le professeur Lee nous a offert un excellent exemple de l'utilisation de
l'ordinateur dans le

domaine de

l'histoire

petite ville italienne Città di Castello

chute de Nicolo ViteUi (1467-1482).

en nous présentant une étude de

pendant

Au

la

période qui précède et suit

la

la

delà des analyses quantitative et statis-

tique, l'utilisation de l'ordinateur lui a permis de retrouver la complexité de l'ad-

ministration citadine et une connaissance approfondie de la société. E. Lee insiste

égallement sur

la

complémentarité des études historiques fondées sur des sources

narratives traditionnelles et des

données obtenues par

l'utilisation

de l'ordinateur.

André Vermeirre (Montréal), "Pertinence d'une étude historique globale de

l'espace
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mer du Nord -mer Baltique." En prenant ses distances vis-à-vis de l'histoire nationale, André Vermeirre a fait ressortir l'intérêt pour une approche nouvelle et
globale sur l'histoire des "peuples du Nord." Pour l'espace Nord -mer Baltique, il
aux travaux de Femand Braudel sur la Méditerranée.
André Vermeirre nous propose une étude extrêmement saisissante pour la période
de la fin du Moyen-Age et de la Renaissance et Réforme.
n'existe rien de comparable

Claire

Dolan (Univ. Laval), "Attitudes

XVIe

collectives et représentations des notables

au

notion d'étranger à Aix-en-Provence vue à travers le phénomène
protestant." Par une lecture sérielle des documents du Conseil municipal d' Aixsiècle: la

en-Provence,

le

professeur Dolan nous a offert un exemple concret d'histoire des

mentalités en faisant ressortir les attitudes collectives à l'égard de l'étranger et

du protestant.
Daniel Hickey (Univ. de Moncton), **The

examens de

la crise

de

ressortir la non-existence
les

crisis

of the nobility revisited." Ses

noblesse française à partir

la

d'une véritable

crise

nouveaux nobles ne sont pas tellement

de

du

cas

la vieille

les riches

ré-

du dauphinais font

noblesse; d'autre part

bourgeois et

les

détenteurs

des offices publics mais les militaires qui ont combattu pendant les guerres de
rehgion.

Au

cours de la session du

24 au matin consacrée

à la Littérature (in the Context of

Ideas and the other Arts), organisée et présidée par David Hoeniger (Victoria College,

Un. of Toronto), nous avons écouté quatre conférences extrêmement
Patricia Vicari (Un.

of Toronto), "Orpheus and Orphism

suggestives:

in the Renaissance."

Alice Rathé (Un. of Toronto), "Le Cappiccio dans les écrits de Vasari."

Martin Bergbusch (Regina, Sask.), "Sovereignty in Sidney's TVew Arcadia.''

Vernon McCarthy (Regina,

Sask.), "Renaissance Lyric:

The Worid

needs such

music' (Herrick and Lawes)."

La

session

du 25 au matin, organisée et présidée par Gerald Hobbs (Vancouver School
la Réforme. Les trois conférences ont doimé lieu à de

of Theology), portait sur

nombreux échanges.
Les rapports entre

mann

la

peinture et la Réforme ont été exposés par Rosemarie Berg-

(McGill University),

"A

*trostHch pictura': Luther's Attitude in the Ques-

tion of Images."

Jane Abray (Un. of Western Ontario), a présenté: "The fate of the French Protestant

community

in Strasbourg during the reHgious wars."

La conférence de Bernard Roussel (Faculté de Théologie

protestante, Strasbourg,

France), "Problème biblique et réveil reHgieux en France entre 1525 et 1545," a
soulevé de nombreuses hypothèses de recherches pour l'étude de la diffusion de
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la Bible

par les Réformés français.

fesseur Roussel

ment

aux différentes

Nous devons

activités

signaler

que

de notre congrès

la

présence du pro-

s'est révélée

extrême-

précieuse.

Le banquet et la rencontre sociale, devenus de tradition dans nos congrès, furent
une grande réussite grâce à la prévoyance et à l'hospitalité du professeur Peter Bietenholz et de son épouse Doris. Après un repas fraternel à l'Université,

la famille

Bietenholz nous a acceuilli dans un cadre enchanteur et une ambiance de

la

sance dans laquelle nous avons eu

musique de

la

la satisfaction

Renaissance par un ensemble d'étudiants et de professeurs. Si notre

congrès de Saskatoon fut un succès c'est en grande partie grâce à
Peter et Doris Bietenholz.

J.M.

Renais-

d'écouter un excellent concert de

DE BUJANDA, Université de Sherbrooke

la

contribution de

North Central Branch of
the Renaissance Society

The 1979 Conference of the Branch was held at the University of Michigan (Ann
Arbor) on October 19-20. The theme was "Humanism, Piety, and the Arts in the
Renaissance." The local committee, chaired by Professor Charles Trinkaus (History)
presented an excellent program which attracted delegates from at least ten institutions in the U.S.A. and four in Canada. A generous grant from the Earhart Foundation of Ann Arbor, Michigan, helped to make this North Central (Great Lakes) Conference possible.

At the banquet, Russell Fraser, Director of the Medieval and Renaissance Colloquium, University of Michigan, spoke on "Shakespeare and the Humanists."

The other papers were grouped
Session

in four sessions.

I

David E. Crawford, The University of Michigan.

"Humanism and

Piety in Renaissance Music and Its

Modern Recordings"

Margorie O'Rourke Boyle, Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies.

"Erasmus on Christ and Pagan Learning: The Antibarbari''
John W. O'Malley, S J., Weston School of Theology.
"Grammar and Rhetoric in the SpirituaUty of Erasmus"
Session II

Oscar Budel, The University of Michigan.
''A

me

consegnaro

il

tempo bruno:

Self-reflection in Michelangelo's

Night Sonnets"

Jane Couchman, Glendon College of York University.

"Remy

Belleau's Eclogues sacrées prises

du Cantique des Cantiques de

Salomon"
Claudio Guillen, Harvard University.

"Codes and Choices
Session

in

Don

Quixote''

III

Barbara Dodge, York University
"Early Dantean Influences on Tuscan Frescoes of the Inferno"

.
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Samuel Y. Edgerton,

Jr.,

Boston University.

"Icons of Justice: Art in the Service of Criminal Prosecution in the

Renaissance"

R. Ward

Bissell,

The University of Michigan.

"Caravaggio and the Renaissance"
Session

CA

.

IV
Patrides

,

The University of Michigan

"Spenser: The Contours of Allegorical Theology"

Roland M. Frye, The University of Pennsylvania.
"Paysages Moralises in Shakespeare and the Paintings of his Age"
Balachandra Rajan, The University of Western Ontario.
"Milton,

Humanism and

At the business meeting

it

the Concept of Piety"
was agreed that the 1980 Conference would be held

on November 14-15 at the University of Guelph,with C. Stuart Hunter as Chairman.
The 1981 Conference will be held at the University of Akron, with D'Orsay Pearson
as Chairman.

The duties of the Secretary of the Branch were

transferred

from A. Kent Hieatt

and J.A.B. Somerset (both of Western Ontario) to C. Stuart Hunter and Murdo

MacKinnon (both of

the Department of English, University of Guelph, Guelph,

Ontario).

\

News / Nouvelles

Camoes and His Times
The University of Toronto is planning an International Colloquium "Camoes and His
Times" (in commemoration of the fourth centenary of the poet's death) on April 11
and 12, 1980. For further

details, write to

Professor Kurt Levy, Chairman

Department of Spanish and Portuguese
University of Toronto

Toronto, Ontario

M5S lAl

Ohio State University Theatre History Conference

The 1980 Ohio

May 29th

State University Theatre History Conference has been scheduled for

through 31st. The topic

this

year

is

"Shakespeare on Stage," and there

are plans to explore Shakespearean stage production through papers, panels,

and
samples of actual productions. The conference, the sixth annual meeting sponsored
by the Ohio State University Theatre Research Institute, will coincide with the

Department of Theatre's production of King Lear, to be staged by Professor Donald
R. Clancy. Professor Clancy, a

specialist in period acting styles

and

classical theory,

has previously directed well-received productions of The Taming

Hamlet, and

Romeo and Juliet. Complimentary

of

the Shrew,

of King
be made available to those registered for the conference; it is hoped to
have films of several other versions of the same play available, as well as staged
readings of earHer adaptations of Shakespeare's tragedy.

Lear

tickets to the production

will

To

participate in the meeting, contact the conference coordinator:

Ms. Deborah Rickwald
Theatre Research Institute

1089 Drake Union
Ohio State University

Columbus, Ohio 43210
Patristic, Mediaeval,

The Augustinian

and Renaissance Studies

Historical Institute

announces the Fifth Mid-Atlantic States Con-
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ference on Patristic, Mediaeval, and Renaissance Studies to be held at Villanova
University, October 3-5, 1980.

For further information, write to Dr. Thomas A. Losoncy or Rev. Joseph C.
Schnaubelt, O.S.A.,

PMR Conference, Villanova University, Villanova, Pennsylvania

19085.

Europe and the Wider World

Book

length manuscripts are invited for a new series entitled "Europe and the Wider
World" being published by Caratzas Brothers, Publishers, 481 Main Street, New

Rochelle, New York 10801. Interdisciplinary in nature and with chronological
bounds encompassing ancient through modern ages, the series is aimed at describing
the historical processes of intercultural relations using Europe as a point of reference.
Proposals and inquiries may be addressed to the general editor or one of the editors.

Their names, addresses and areas of editorial responsibility are: Professor

Deno

John Geanakoplos, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut 06520 - Europe,
Byzantium and the Muslim World; Professor Lewis Hanke, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts 01003 - Europe and the Indians of the Western
Hemisphere; Professor Donald F. Lach, The University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
60637 - Europe, the Far East and Southeast Asia; Professor Cyriac K. PuUapilly

Dame, Indiana 46556 - Europe and
South Asia; Professor Jan Vansina, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin
53706 — Europe and Africa.

(General Editor), St. Mary's College, Notre

The

first

volume

Interaction, edited

in the series.

Renaissance East and West, Essays

by Cyriac K. PuUapilly,

is

now

available

in Cultural

from the publisher.

Fifteenth International Congress of Medieval Studies

Western Michigan University will once again host the International Congress of
Medieval Studies at Kalamazoo, May 1 through 4, 1980. Three sessions will be
devoted to the Medieval Backgrounds of the Works of Sir Philip Sidney and one
to the Theme of Exile in the Renaissance.

Pacific

The

Northwest Renaissance Conference

Northwest Renaissance Conference, 19-22 March, 1980, will be cohosted by Pacific Lutheran University and University of Puget Sound. For details
write

Pacific

Dan

E.

Van

Tassel,

EngHsh Department,

Pacific Lutheran University,

Tacoma,

Washington 98447.
Bibliography of Middleton Studies
Sara Jayne Steen (Department of English, Montana State University, Bozeman, MT
59797) is compiling an annotated bibhography of scholarship on Thomas Middleton
to be pubHshed as a G JC. Hall Reference Guide. She would appreciate offprints or
notices of works, particularly dissertations, materials pubhshed outside the United
States, and volumes that include sections on Middleton as part of broader studies.
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